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ANNIVERSARY MEDALS
The Silver Anniversary Medals now are sold out. We do have a
number of bronze medals yet, which we are holding for sale to the
members before we open the market to coin collectors. This is a
limited mintage.
These are ideal for gifts to your iris friends, for show prizes and
for honoring people who have done outstanding work in local and
area and regional societies.
Bronze antiqued medals
$1.25 each
Plastic boxes as containers for medals, with green
foam rubber pad
$0.20 each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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The front cover, left to right: Top row: Grand Romance (Corlew ’71),
Patti Page (Varner ’71). Bottom row, Captive Cloud (D. Palmer ’71),
Lilac Treat (Niswonger ’71).
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PRICE LIST OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
(Supersedes all previous price lists)

GENETICS IS EASY—Goldstein .$ 7.00
Completely revised and enlarged, this 4th edition is written in such a
manner that the average layman can understand it with a minimum of
mental effort. Especially recommended for the beginning hybridizer.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY COLOUR CHART—
Four fans .$20.00
This revised chart consists of a set of four fans in stout cardboard box.
In each fan the leaves of colours are held by a locking screw, easily fanned
out for selection of a particular leaf. With four tints of each of the 202
colours, there is a very wide range available, giving users a working tool
for colour reference of great value.

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS

$ 1.50

AIS Members $1.50—Non-Members $2.00

HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS
HANDBOOK FOR REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS

$ 2.00
.50

WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW

$ 1.00

Lots of 10 or more to the same address $0.80 per copy

IRIS CHECK LIST—1969

$ 6.50

Compilation of registrations and

introductions

1960-1969.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1959

$ 2.00

Compilation of the 5,466 registrations in the years 1950-1959 and of AIS
awards in the years 1920-1959.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1949
Compilation

.$ 2.50

of all registrations

in

the years

1940-1949.

Registrations in 1969, 1970, 1971 .each $1.00
Registrations in 1968, 1967, 1966, 1965, 1964, 1963, 1962, 1961, 1960
each $1.00
Current Bulletin .$1.25
Back Issues of Bulletins—if available.$1.25 and $2.00
Bulletin 1 (Reprint) .$1.00
Fiftieth Anniversary Bulletin .$2.00
AIS Iris Seal Stamps—100 stamps to a packet .$1.00
Slightly larger than a half-dollar, these official Seals are quite beautiful
—on a silver ground, the iris and bud are blue; foliage blue-green; ideal
for stationery and place cards, etc.
AIS Stationery—New Style; with member’s name and address, or that of
local society, imprinted on letterheads and envelopes; letterheads 714
x 1014 inches, envelopes 7Vi x 4 inches; good quality bond paper.
In lots of 250 letterheads and 250 envelopes, postpaid .$11.00
In lots of 500 letterheads and 500 envelopes, postpaid .. . 19.50
Type or “print” name and address to be imprinted. Send check with
order. Samples of letterhead and envelope may be requested.

THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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From tfU Presidents Desk

the national convention at Wichita last May our then president, Bill
Bledsoe, predicted my election as president at the fall meeting of the
AIS Board of Directors. This prophecy came true. Then Bill resigned as
president to give me an opportunity to “get squared away” by January
1972. I shall try to be worthy of the high trust placed in me. I don’t know
if I can come up to the dedication brought to the office by Bill, but I
shall try. I confess that it is the quality of our Board of Directors, other
national officers, and the loyal and effective support of our RVPs and
Section presidents in past years that have given me the feeling of buoyancy
needed for the years that lie ahead.
t

We face several problems. One of them is that of increased costs. How
can we keep the expenditures for our services within our income? Our
Board of Directors faced up to the problem and courageously raised AIS
dues 50 percent. This caused some loss of members, which seems now to
be off-set by a new trend of increasing membership. This trend will be
further strengthened by the membership campaign proposed by our Mem¬
bership Chairman, Glenn Corlew. These measures must be accompanied
by the reduction of expenditures, and this was done in the new budget
adopted by our Board of Directors in November.
Our financial situation has been further improved by the formation of
the new American Iris Society Foundation. The Foundation has been
chartered and is functioning. It permits tax deductions for gifts made to
the Foundation. I will describe the full purpose and operations of the
Foundation at a later time.
A second problem was that of amending our AIS Bylaws. The matter
was most carefully studied by a committee headed by Dr. Clarke Cosgrove.
The recommendations of this committee, as approved by the Board of
Directors, are spelled out in this Bulletin. They propose changing the num¬
ber of directors and the method of their selection. I urge each one of you
to read them carefully and then make up your mind. The amendments can
only be adopted by your vote in an election.
The rules pertaining to the Honorable Mention-Award have been under
discussion for some time. A committee, chaired by Mrs. Melba Hamblen,
went into the matter thoroughly, including a polling of the RVPs for the
wishes of their Regions. There were many views presented, but most
Regions reporting favored no change. The committee concluded that the
number of votes required for an HM should remain the same, but that the
judges should be authorized to vote for 15 candidates instead of 12 as at
present. The Board, after full discussion, adopted the recommendations of
the committee.
My chief interest over the past several years has been judges and judges
training. Hence, I was concerned lest my new position would imperil the
advances we have made. Happily, my concerns have been dissipated by
the fine work of our new Judges and Judges Training Chairman, Mrs.
Richard (Carol) Ramsey.
The Handbook for the American Iris

Society

Members

and Officers,
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which was written by Elizabeth A. (Betty) Wood and Ira E. (Sandy)
Wood, was first made available at the spring national convention in
Wichita and has sold well. It is a most useful document, and is still
being bought by AIS people whenever it is called to their attention. Betty
and Ira have performed an outstanding service to all of us.
Finally, I should like to point out that the resignation of William T.
(Bill) Bledsoe created a vacancy on the Board of Directors. It is our good
fortune that Mr. Marion Walker, former AIS director and president, has
responded favorably to our need and agreed to serve out Bill’s term. His
experience, wisdom and tact will help us no end in the time ahead.
Dr. Hugo Wall

IRIS BOOKS YOU WILL USE AGAIN AND AGAIN
IRIS CHECK LIST 1969. A compilation of irises registered and intro¬
duced from 1960 through 1969, with pedigrees and descriptions .$6.50

IRIS CHECK LIST 1959. A compilation, as above, for years 1950 through
1959.

Until stock is reduced to normal future demands.

.$2.00

HANDBOOK FOR THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY MEMBERS AND
OFFICIALS, written by Ira and Betty Wood. An 84-page encyclopedia of
AIS and its activities.$2.00

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS. A must for those
who plan to take Judges Training, and valuable for every person who
desires to know the standards by which irises are judged. To AIS mem¬
bers, $1.50; to non-members .$2.00

1971 COLOR CLASSIFICATION. A 32-page book with irises classed by
color, and with a color chart and a peep through mask to insure greater
accuracy. Single copies, 60 cents; in lots of ten or more, 50 cents each.

THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
Clifford

W. Benson, Secretary

2315 Tower Grove Avenue

PORTLAND,
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St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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IRISES I LIKE
Ron Mullin

For an iris to win top awards from the AIS, it has to have some out¬
standing feature which lifts it above all others. We all know that there
is no perfect iris, but if one has “something special,” we can overlook its
faults. During the past two bloom seasons I was privileged to visit con¬
vention gardens in Wichita and some of the best gardens in Oklahoma. Com¬
ments made here will be based on observations made in these gardens and
on my own gardening experiences.
Performances of irises vary from one area to another, and often we
wonder how a particular iris won the coveted Dykes Medal. This year’s
winner, Debby Rairdon, was completely acceptable here. With perhaps
the most perfect form in irisdom, this pale yellow and white is outstanding
in other ways too. Its heavy substance lets it take our gusty spring winds
without a tear. Branching is not as elegant as in some other varieties, but
is adequate considering the height of the stalks. Although this iris is of
unknown parentage, it is apparently from pinks, since all its sibs are pink
and several descendants from it, including Noyd’s Lucky Number and
Sandberry, are also pink. A hybridizer who gets a clear pink with Debby’s
form has a winner.
Another Dykes winner, Winter Olympics, sometimes take a year to
get started here but once it does it sets the standard for whites. Another
of Opal Brown’s whites, Light Fantastic, is more ruffled than any other
iris I know. Its exciting buds open without difficulty, although one
wonders how it was managed when he sees the open flower.
Fantastic might also be used in describing Carrara Marble. I’ve seen
this one on only a one-year plant so would not say definitely that its in¬
crease is only moderate, however this was the case this year. If only
one stalk is produced each year, you would have your money’s worth.
Carrara Marble has enough buds to insure a long bloom period.
Buyers have become so accustomed to new introductions being priced
at $25 or more that occasionally something super goes unnoticed because it
is introduced for less. Such was the case with Ermine Robe, but this wellbranched, free-growing white has now been recognized as the fine iris it is.
Quality becomes apparent no matter what the price tag.
Red-bearded whites are numerous, with Christmas Time and Cherry
Jubilee being the two most often discussed. Both are outstanding irises,
but each has some yellow at the hafts. This doesn’t detract from their
beauty; but wouldn’t it be nice to have a pure white with a red beard?
Cherry Jubilee is a larger flower than Christmas Time and is more
tailored. In local gardens the beard is more red-orange than red. Both
irises increase rapidly, but Cherry Jubilee has a tendency to bloom on
much of its increase. The first year I grew it, there were four bloomstalks
on seven increases—five bloomstalks on a one year plant.
Huge blossoms on sturdy, well-branched stalks characterize Tinsel
Town. The gold and white flowers, in spite of their size, are in perfect
proportion to the other parts of the plant. Good increase and large
rhizomes every year!
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Nate Rudolph’s Yellow Chiffon and Cream Taffeta were impressive
in all gardens. Cream Taffeta will fill a need for good irises in that
color range described in its name. Flowers are large and coloring is
smooth, from ruffled edges to the heart of the bloom. Yellow Chiffon is
a luscious yellow and white blend which looks good enough to eat. The
slightly open standards are held strongly erect so that they are attractive.
Both of these are very fine additions to any garden.
Carillon Festival is a reverse amoena of pale yellow and white. The
heavily ruffled sweet-smelling flowers occasionally have small spots of
yellow on the white falls, which makes them even more lovely. This
one sometimes does not bloom every year for us, but makes up for it in
the years when it does bloom. It is one of my favorites.
Buttered Popcorn is primarily yellow, so it might be described as
being the color of popcorn that has had an extra large amount of butter
poured over it. Like all of Dorothy Palmer’s introductions to date, this
one has leather-like substance and excellent branching.
If it is your desire to win Best in Show, then I suggest you try
Launching Pad.
This well-branched iris displays three flowers at one
time on every stalk. The yellow standards and white falls edged yellow
and set off by a red-orange beard make a gorgeous sight.
Lime Fizz opens many very lacy flowers at once, and a clump is a
sight to behold. Occasionally individual flowers will have short standards,
but over all quality offsets this. Colorwise it is a deep yellow with a
very slight green influence.
Another iris with a low introductory price that has proven itself is On
Target. It has all the good qualities found in West Coast, which won a
well-deserved AM this year. Two yellows, each different, each good, and
near the top of a color class that is full of quality irises.
Royal Gold is a deep, non-fading, non-burning golden yellow.
Not
even our hot sun and wind changes the color from the time the flowers
open until they fold.
New Moon just may have more good qualities than any other iris now
available. The yellow flowers are smooth; displayed on tall, excellently
branched stalks; and there are many well-timed buds. Usually there
will be three open flowers at one time, with an established clump having
several possible show stalks. This has all a Dykes winner needs, so watch
the voting in the future.
Sometimes an iris is a surprise when it blooms. Buffy was such an
iris. Its description does nothing to prepare you for its pastel beauty. Lacy,
buff-pink flowers of heavy substance are displayed on tall, well-branched
stalks. During the 1970 bloom season this one stayed beautiful through
some of our worst weather. It was probably the most photographed iris
in my garden.
was also a pleasant surprise. The stalks were not as tall
as they should have been this year, but perhaps this was due to the
weather, since many others were also short. The lovely light salmonpink flowers are a sight to behold.
Kimberlina

Excellently formed Viva has orange standards and white falls edged
orange. With better distribution this iris would be an award winner.
It is rather slow to increase, but is outstanding otherwise.
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The most brilliant flower in the garden is Son of Star. Bright orange
from a distance, this is actually an orange with much yellow in the falls.
It increases very quickly but if you must have perfectly smooth color you
may not like it, since the color seems a little coarse.
Georgia Girl has been described as a peach-colored New Moon. I want
to see it again before agreeing. It has more increase than any other iris
in my garden.
The best form and color in orange irises to date is found in Bright
Butterfly. Its brilliance of color and performance in this part of the
country were pleasant surprises to Bennett Jones when he was here this
spring. Sometimes it doesn’t increase very fast, but oh, those flowers!
Gingersnap continues to be the best brown iris I’ve seen. It tends to
fade a bit when the temperature gets high, and some feel that is when it
is prettiest. The new Dutch Chocolate is more of a red shade of brown
and appeared to be of top quality. Banded Bronze, with brown stands
and golden bronze falls, which are edged dark brown, attracted attention
in Wichita. One of its parents is Serene Serenade, which is also a
parent of Plough’s Punchline. Punchline is a blend of plum and brown,
with the same brown border on the falls that appears in Banded Bronze.
Both are beautiful irises which prefer a shady spot for best results.
War Lord is the best formed red available at the moment. It increases
slowly, but has too many good qualities to let this keep you from growing
it. Caliente won the Cook-Lapham Bowl as the best red in 1971, and it
probably is the most free-blooming of all reds. The form is tailored
and some consider the brassy yellow beard as distracting.
Red-black irises in the tradition of Edenite continue to get better. Study
in Black barely missed an AM this year. The smooth coloring, three
open blooms, and sturdy stalks with fine branching, will probably win
that award for it next year. The flowers are lightly ruffled and heavily
substanced. Wonderful One is more ruffled than Study in Black. The
blooms are of medium size.
Black irises from the blue side reached a pinnacle with Dusky Dancer.
With all good qualities this one may be headed for a Dykes Medal. If
performance on a one-year plant is an indication of things to come both
Night Owl and Opening Night are going to be outstanding.
Night Heron surprised some by winning an AM. Based on performance
in my garden, it is certainly worthy. It is as good a reverse blue amoena
as is available. It has excellent increase. Ocean Shores is lighter in
color, but its outstanding form and branching make this beauty very fine.
In a color class alone is Fuji’s Mantle. This iris caused some concern
in this area when it was first introduced, because the plant looked
unhealthy in fall and winter. Every spring it springs up and blooms
those lovely white flowers with the blue wash on the falls, and its
appearance at other times is forgiven.
Hybridizers continue to strive for white with a blue beard, but
closest approach to the goal are the pale blue irises Azure Apogee
Eloquent. Both are serenely beautiful with beards which are in
contrast to the petal coloring. Azure Apogee has only moderate
crease, so we can hope that Eloquent will be better in that category.
far it is.

the
and
fine
in¬
So

had difficulty with getting the flowers out of the foliage
the first few years it was grown here, but the past two it has had taller
stalks which eliminated that problem. Its different mulberry coloring
with a white beard attracts much attention, especially since the flowers
are so well formed. Meggie is described as rose colored, but the attention
getting factors are the orange beard and the deep rose colored hafts.
As in the case of all Gaulter introductions it has good branching.
Raspberry Ripples continues to win awards on the basis of its rosy purple
coloring, good branching, and abundant increase. The flowers are not as
large as some, and there are some haft markings which might be con¬
sidered offensive, even though they are not conspicuous.
Seaside has all good qualities to match the loveliness of its light blue
flowers. It is no wonder this one was one of three which won an AM
for Opal Brown in 1970. Babbling Brook almost won the Dykes Medal in
voting the past two years, but came out second. The well-formed blue
flowers are set off by deeper colored veining, which makes it unique.
Sunset Shadows is called aster violet by its introducer, but in any color
it would be called outstanding. Very sturdy stalks with fine branching
show the ruffled, heavily substanced flowers to their best advantage.
Its only fault to date is that the branching sometimes starts so low on the
stalk that the lowest branch is in the foliage. There are so many branches
that this lower one could be removed and you would still have an
abundance of bloom. I discovered the navy colored Sailor Togs this year,
and immediately added it to my list of outstanding varieties. In a year
when most dark colored flowers were water spotted, Sailor Togs was free
of any blemish. Add this to the fact that it had all other good qualities,
and you will know why it appealed to me so much.
Woodland Shadows and Veneration are both dark colored neglectas
which looked good in Wichita. Only time will tell if they will match the
qualities of the lighter colored Diplomacy and Sunset Blues. Woodland
Shadows was first listed as a BB, but it grew out of that class and is now
a TB. This may indicate a tendency to grow short during some seasons,
but that’s speculation on my part.
One should never judge a flower after seeing it only one time. To illus¬
trate the point, I was unimpressed with the pink and white blended
Cherub Choir the first time I saw it, because the standards were open
and the branching was bunched at the top. That’s the only time I’ve
seen it looking that way, because that plant was the exception and not
the rule. As lovely as its name, and it stays that way until the flower
closes—never fading to white, no matter how hot the sun.
Mulberry Wine

and Pink Divinity are of very similar pink color. Pink
Taffeta is the award winner and is deserving of the awards it has won.
Pink Divinity may have a slight edge in the form department, but it
comes in second in increase. It is deserving of more recognition.
Pink Taffeta

is a blue-pink of excellent quality. The open standards do
not detract from the flower form, and that color is enough to win over
even the most critical. Also in the pink-with-blue-influence category are
Elizabeth Stuart and Flamingo Fling.
The former is an orange-pink
with blue-orchid blended in, and it is good enough that Bennett Jones
named it after his wife. It was bought by more gardeners in Oklahoma
Pink Sleigh
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than any other 1971 introduction, which is an indication of its appeal.
Flamingo Fling is a deeper pink with less blue influence. After viewing
this one for two years in Wichita, I have decided that it is one I will be
buying in ’72. The color seems different from any other iris to me.
The pinkest iris around is Ovation. An even deeper color in the veins
gives it a very bright color that you’ll like. I’ve seen it only twice, so
let’s reserve comment on its plant habits. Tompkins is using it widely
in his hybridizing and has several seedlings which have already been
named.
Stepping Out did what no other plicata had done in many years when
it won the Dykes Medal. It is an outstanding iris for the garden and for
the show bench, as proven by its winning the Nelson Award this year.
Charmed Circle is another fine deep blue and white plic which has the
added advantage of a blue beard. It was short, but I don’t believe this
is typical. Odyssey has the broadest falls of any plic and possibly of any
other iris. Lighter in color than the above two, its form is its strongest
point.
I’ve always contended that plicatas with their fancy patterns have at¬
tracted more new irisarians than any other color group, and the popularity
of Hey Looky solidified that opinion. This wild, kooky plic was never
the same in any two gardens, nor even on the same stalk. It demanded
attention with its white ground color speckled blue or vice-versa. I was
so entranced with its oddity I forgot to check for other qualities.
For a late blooming plic, John Humphrey’s Angel’s Art fills the bill.
He hasn’t decided if he will introduce the HC-winning beauty or not.
It has many fine points as a result of its parents Rococo and a sib to
Tea Apron.
Jim Gibson has been called the plicata king as a result of his outstand¬
ing contributions in this field. His April Melody is the first pink-ground
plic of note. The color is not brilliant, but for a first in the field it has
many outstanding qualities. Probably its best feature is the beautiful
rounded form. Casino Queen retains this form and the color is a bit
brighter. Villa Wine is a wine on white plicata that was very good in
Wichita last year, and in Oklahoma this year. Different coloring is the
plus for this one. THE plicata of the day is Kilt Lilt. A combination of
bright colors with lace and ruffling took this one to the top of the HM
voting this year and by a wide margin. It increased very well in Oklahoma
gardens. The standards are gold and the falls are red-brown and white
with a gold lace edge. Most exciting!
Gala Madrid is a bright bicolor with enough buds to keep it blooming
for a long period of time and enough other good qualities to offset the
fact that it is sometimes a bit short. It is the most brilliantly colored
iris in its color class.
is a light yellow-green with a blue-tipped beard. It
blooms for a very long period of time, just as its parent Mixed Emotions
did. This comes closest to being a yellow with a blue beard of all the
tall bearded varieties.
Westside

Story

is an exotic blending of colors on a superbly formed flower,
but alas, it is very slow to increase. Its tendency to bloom heavily
keeps the clump small.
Cambodia
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is a blend of brown and violet in light shades that has two
illustrious parents which passed along branching, substance, and vigor
to it. Different, exciting, and very ruffled.
Bayberry Candle is a new color that has caused much comment. The
standards are a yellow-green and the falls are brown-green. It has fine
form, but was damaged by a late freeze this year, which kept me from
evaluating its branching, etc.
Burning Desire attracted attention in Wichita with its fiery coloring and
many open blooms. In fact on some clumps there were too many flowers,
which caused them to be too close. A beautiful iris which increases quite
Ponderosa

well.
is a combination of smoky pink standards and blue-violet falls
that have sharp contrast here in Oklahoma. It has excellent plant habits
and the flowers are very heavily substanced. I noticed small flowers in
Kansas, but we have not experienced that problem here. The best of its
kind, and certainly outstanding for the first in a class.
Shipshape is a very broad, very beautiful medium blue that has the
best blue color of any iris I know. The hafts are so wide they touch,
and the entire flower is heavily ruffled. It is an improvement on its
Dykes winning parent, Pacific Panorama, and has so many good qualities
it should win a Dykes itself.
These are only a few of the irises which have performed well in gardens
I have visited. None are perfect, but none has a fault which makes it
unworthy. Every one is beautiful in its own way.
Touche

Information Please

FRAGRANT IRISES
In our spacious iris garden located in an enclosed area of Highland
Park, Brooklyn, New York, we grow hundreds upon hundreds of the
more popular contemporary introductions, which are updated gen¬
erously every year.
Two years ago two blind people spotted fragrance in the long
rows.
Loretta immediately concentrated on fragrant irises and
actively solicited visits by non-sighted people. The gardens already
had appropriate conveniences for the blind.
We now are anxiously soliciting information of the names of
varieties that possess a decidedly prominent fragrance. We are
interested, only, in cultivars introduced subsequent to 1949.
Would the members of the American Iris Society please cooperate
by supplying the fragrance information? All letters will be graciously
acknowledged. We thank you in advance for any information you
can give.
We are interested in 1939 and older AIS Check Lists.
please quote.

If available,

LORETTA AND JESS A. MAX
74 Arlington Avenue
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Brooklyn, New York 11207

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION
The American Iris Society Foundation has been incorporated as a not
for profit corporation in the State of Missouri. Its officers are: President,
Dr. Hugo Wall; Vice-President, Judge Guy Rogers; Secretary, Clifford W.
Benson; and Treasurer, Jay C. Ackerman. Its directors are the officers
and Dr. L. F. Randolph, J. Arthur Nelson, William T. Bledsoe, Earl T.
Browder and Jesse E. Wills. The Foundation is eligible to receive dona¬
tions and bequests. It is in the process of securing exempt status from
the Internal Revenue Service so that all gifts and bequests will be tax
deductible.
The purposes of the Foundation are to foster and encourage educational
and scientific research in the improvement of the standard of excellence
of the Genus Iris, the stimulation of general interest in all species and
cultivars of Iris and the administering of awards and honors to worthy
individuals, institutions and organizations for advancement in the breeding,
culture, use, literature or scientific study of Iris and related genera.
Members of the American Iris Society and their friends who wish to
support the Foundation may do so by making donations directly to Mr.
Ackerman at 3535 Waverly Hills Road, Lansing, Michigan 48917 or to
Mr. Clifford Benson, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63110.
Bequests may be made by including the following language in your Will:
“I give and bequeath the sum of $_to American Iris Society
Foundation, a not for profit corporation, St. Louis, Missouri, to be used
for the general purposes of said Foundation.” Persons wishing to make
donations for specific purposes or to establish endowment funds should
contact Mr. Benson for exact details.

AWARDS AT FLORENCE 1972
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Foggy Dew

(Keppel)

(Ghio)
Border Happy (Gibson)
Calicon (Schortman)
San Polo (Fletcher)

Haunting Rhapsody

Best
Best
Best
Most
Best
Best
Best

6. Panoramic (Hamblen)
7. Penthouse (Ghio)
8. New Snow Symphony

(Schortman)
9. Dusky Dancer (Luihn)
10. Golden Memories (Schortman)

red: Seeing Red (Schortman)
commercial variety: Border Happy (Gibson)
branched: San Polo (Fletcher)
original color: Touche (Hamblen)
Italian variety: Felicita (Caretta)
early variety: Haunting Rhapsody (Ghio)
late variety: New Snow Symphony (Schortman)
SDB

(Berlin)
2. Gingerbread Man (B. Jones)
1. Toskaner Prince

3. Balleteuse

(Berlin)

BB
1. 64-Ybl

(von Martin)

2. H 77/9 (Taylor)
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OREGON WANTS
The Annual Convention of The
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY

PORTLAND, OREGON

MAY 24-27, 1972

Convention Headquarters

Hilton Hotel
921 S.W. 6th Avenue
PORTLAND, OREGON 97204

SPECIAL RATES:
Singles

.$10.00

Double or twin .$15.00

To obtain these rates, you must state that you are attending the AIS
Convention.

Reservations should be made no latter than April 15.

REGISTRATION FEE
Before April
After

April

10

$45.00

10

$50.00

Mail registrations to:
Mr. George Galer
1765 N. E. Holman St.
Portland,

Oregon

97211

YOU IN 72

P

roc^rcim

Tuesday, May 23—Registration. Board of Directors meeting, RVP.
Meeting, Median Society Board of Directors Meeting, Sectional
Representative Meeting.

Informal evening gathering for early

arrivals.

Wednesday, May 24—Registration. AIS section meetings morning
and afternoon.

Howdy Buffet and Robin program reception in

the evening.

Thursday, May 25—Registration. Tour to DeForest and Tompkins
gardens in Canby. Lunch at Oregon City. Judges training pro¬
gram in the evening.

Friday, May 26—Tours to Cooley’s and Schreiner’s gardens. Lunch
at Silver Creek State Park, featuring barbecued North Pacific
salmon and barbecued chicken. Regional Test Garden meeting
in the evening.

Saturday, May 27—Tours to Cooley’s and Schreiner’s gardens.
Lunch at Mt. Angel, featuring a

Bavarian theme—smoked

sausage with red cabbage and Wiener Schnitzel.

Evening, AIS

Awards Banquet.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

OREGON IN ’72
On Friday, November 12, our convention hotel in Salem was destroyed
by fire, a regrettable loss for the Marion was a major landmark in the
city’s history and we considered it a part of what we had to show you.
We have been fortunate, indeed, at this late date, to find space in
Portland for our meeting. We are indebted to our Chamber of Com¬
merce, who went to work for us and to those efficient people in the Hilton
organization who were able to adjust previous commitments, thereby mak¬
ing room for us.
The only change will be the move to Portland. The program and the
gardens on tour will remain the same.
Bennett C. Jones

One of the many scenes in the beautifully landscaped
Cooley Gardens.
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(Picture by B. Jones.)

OREGON IN ’72
THE SECOND DAY
Bennett

C. Jones

From the hotel to Cooley’s Gardens is a pleasant fourteen-mile drive
through rich farmland, emerald, bordered with distant blue mountains
naturally landscaped with drifts of native maple, oak and deep green
Douglas fir. You will see fields of red clover, crops of the grasses used on
golf courses, fields of mint and the rich low-lying soils of the onion
industry. Farming a little different, perhaps, from what is familiar to
you. Farther down the road a field of irises on your left is the signal
that Silverton is not far away.
You do not just walk into the display garden at Cooleys; you reach it
by way of one of the loveliest shade gardens imaginable, filled with
wonderful specimens of rare and unusual trees. My favorite among them
is a forty-foot Katsura tree—Cercidiphyllum Japonicum, which was
planted when the garden was begun in 1929 by Rholin Cooley. There are
Atlas cedars, Japanese maples fifteen feet high, rhododendrons taller than
that and as wide. Two unusually fine snowballs quite superior to the
common snowball catch your eye upon entering the garden, and dogwood
and azaleas lend their own special grandeur to the area. Two silvertipped spruce, unusually fine specimens, form a tunnel-like entrance
to the iris garden, an acre of wide lawn paths and well-designed flower
beds enclosed by a neatly tended hedge of arborvitae. An iris garden you
will wish was yours.
Among some of the irises I wished were mine when I saw them in
flower last spring was Larry Gaulter’s 69-23. A smooth violet-blue, well
formed, wide and ruffled, and growing vigorously on strong well-branched
stalks. I discovered recently that I had photographed it twice. An
assembly of the Gibson plicatas will delight the plicata fancier—it will
surely convert some who are not. There are the purples on white, coppers,
tans and mahoganies on cream backgrounds, and some of those with rose
and lilac on white. 50-7D was as outstanding here as it seemed when I
saw it in Jim’s garden a year ago. Its large, nicely formed flowers, ruffled
and with some lace, are pink-orchid on white ground. You will not
overlook it, I assure you.
If you prefer those warm tan or amber colors, 83-6A will be most
satisfying. Its well-formed ruffled standards are amber; the falls are
white blended yellow, edged deep amber. One of the really fine seedlings
seen at Wichita, Steve Varner’s #884, has given notice it intends to be
seen in the same way here. A tall growing iris, its smooth tailored
flowers of filmy light orchid have an appeal that assures a bright future.
Ronald Beattie’s Greenan Castle is unique among the apricot-orange
toned irises because of a pink undertone. Quite unlike anything we’ve
had so far. The color is bright; the plant is strong.
Opal Brown’s Salmon River is nearest in color to the deep orange-red
of our North Pacific salmon. A self, with deeper beard, the flowers are
lightly ruffled, the falls slightly flaring and the color is smooth. Her
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has been impressive wherever seen. A tall growing iris,
the light lilac-blue flowers are smooth in texture, gently ruffled; the
falls flare just the way they should.
If green is your color, three irises in that area are outstanding here.
Luella Noyd’s Pride of Ireland is a strong grower; the tall stalks had
three ruffled flowers open at once. A light to medium green, the color
held to the end. Joe Hoage’s 66-21-A, a smaller iris, is deeper in color;
the falls are nicely flared and a rich warm brown beard is most appealing.
Joe Ghio’s Willow Wisp is slightly more yellow in color, a little deeper
at the haft, with a deeper harmonizing beard. A nice flower, lightly
ruffled.
Eagle Harber

There are many more really fine new irises I would like to tell you
about, but there is much yet to be done today. When you board the
buses to go to lunch you might look around and discover that only half of
those attending the convention are with you. They weren’t left behind,
however; they went to Schreiners and they are boarding the buses there
for the same reason. From Cooleys, lunch is twenty minutes away
through the hills and into the woods to Silver Creek State Park, a beautiful
area preserved in its natural state. Though we aren’t going to ask you to
hike it, here begins a five-mile trail through lush, dense woodland,
enhanced along the way by seven waterfalls. The first of them is a
very short walk—you shouldn’t miss it. We are having fresh North
Pacific salmon this day at the request of some of you who sampled it
while here for the meeting in 1960. There will be something also for
those who prefer something else. It may be interesting for you to know
that those who attended the convention in 1949 had lunch here, too.

TUFTED CLOUD

ELIZABETH STUART

GIGI

(Schreiners '71)

(B. Jones 71)

(Sch reiners 71)

(Photos by Foster Allen)

When it is time to look at irises again, those of you who spent the
morning at Cooleys will be taken to Schreiners and if you spent the
morning at Schreiners, we’ll see to it that you get to Cooleys for the
afternoon.
You will enjoy your visit to Cooley’s gardens and, because there is so
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much to see, we are going to take you there again the next day. On
both Friday and Saturday you will spend half of the day visiting with
the Cooleys and the other half with the Schreiners.
The Schreiner garden is another story, the concluding one in the series
to let you know what we have to offer, and to assure you we do want
you in 72.

WANT TO SEE IRIS GROWING IN THE WILD?
The specia study group is planning a field trip just before the Salem
convention to see native iris growing in Oregon. Further details will be in
the next issue of Signa.

Some Research Work Carried out
On the Condition of SCORCH IN IRIS
Julius Wadekamper

The condition called scorch in iris plants is first noticed by a reddishbrown drying of the leaves. It appears to affect the newly growing leaves
first. Consequently if it occurs in the spring of the year when all of the
leaves are growing the tips of all the leaves turn brown. When it occurs
later in the year the centermost or youngest leaf turns brown first. Later
it spreads to all the leaves and eventually the entire plant deteriorates.
When the leaves first appear to be infected, apparently much has
already taken place in the root system. The roots of a plant that shows
new symptoms of scorch in the leaves are already shriveled. Microscopic
examination shows that the outer layer of roots cells are completely
deteriorated and collapsed. The inner core of the root cells appears to
remain normal. No morphological changes are noted in the leaves of
rhizomes of infected vs. healthy plants.
Many types of fungus have been isolated from the roots of diseased
plants. The roots were surfaced disinfected and then placed on potato
dextrose agar for incubation. Fungus isolated include: Phytophthora,
jusarium, verticillium and rhizoctonia. These fungi were not isolated
from healthy root tissue treated in in the same manner. This would seem
to indicate that the fungi might be the cause of the pathological con¬
dition. On further investigation however, it was found that the fungus
pathogens were secondary and were present as a result of the deteriorating
tissue and not a cause of the initial deterioration. Several attempts to
transmit scorch to healthy plants through inoculation of these fungi by
the use of several methods have not produced positive results.
Bacteria was also isolated from the roots of diseased plants and not from
the roots of healthy plants treated under the same conditions. To date
it has been impossible to transmit scorch to iris by the use of these
bacteria through inoculation.
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It has also been impossible to transmit scorch to healthy greenhouse
grown iris by using scorched plants which have been pulverized with a
Waring blender. Several attempts have been made at this type of trans¬
mission. Mr. Clarence Protzmann has offered an excellent suggestion of
growing the iris to be inoculated in as nearly normal garden conditions
as possible, i.e. using non-sterilized soil for one thing.
Mr. James Seeden of Minneapolis noted eggs of an insect on scorched
plants that he did not find on healthy plants. These were identified to be
Diptera of the family Mycetophilidae and were present on scorched plants
as a result of the condition of the plants and not as a cause.
Six major areas remain to be studied in the next six months. These are:
1. Environmental conditions. There is strong evidence from the Uni¬
versity of Wisconsin research of the effect of ozone on plants. They have
discovered that onions develop leaf tip burn after heavy thunderstorms due
to the concentration of ozone near the plants at that ime. Later evidence
had been found for a similar condition in other plants. I am setting up
conditions to carry out this research using iris.
2. Virus research. Virus should not be overlooked as a possible cause
of the condition called scorch. At the present time I have inoculated a
range of host plants with scorch material to see if they show symptoms
of viral infection. These host plants include: Nicotiana glutinos, chenopodia
quinoa, goomphrena globosa, Fava ‘‘Broad Windsor,” Cucumber “Chicago
Pickling,” Datura stromonium, Pepper, “California Wonder” and Astor.
There are many conditions however which may or may not show viral
infection if present. Time and use on the electron microscope is being
planned and will be carried out after the first of the year if possible.
3. Nutritional deficiency studies.
4. Work on Bacteria as a causal organism. Bald has reported work in
this field but his work leaves many questions: Bacteria was isolated
from scorched diseased iris and inoculated to lilies and later reisolated
from lilies. This is no indication that the bacteria was the cause of scorch
in iris. Although he states: “The disease depends for full development
on a balance between the pathogen causing it, the climate, the growth of
the host plant and other conditions not yet fully understood,” we can
find no scientific evidence that shows that this conclusive statement has
been tested out. In fact a causal pathogen is not even known for certain.
Also the fact that his statement reads, “other conditions not yet fully
understood” indicates that a controlled situation in the determination of
scorch could not have been carried out. His research shows some evidence
that the bacteria in question could be a result of diseased plants furnishing
a condition for their growth rather than being a cause for the pathogenic
condition of scorch.
5. A mychorrizal relationship between

iris

and pathogens.

6. Finally a combination of the above factors plus those already studied
to determine if a particular set of circumstances are responsible for the
cause of scorch.
At the same time I am looking for a control of the condition of scorch
since it has decimated many gardens in the central part of the United
States this past summer.
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Deteriorated cells of
outer layers of root
tissue.

Normal cells on central
cylinder of root
tissue.

Section of a cross section of root tissue of scorched iris illustrating the
deterioration and disintegration of the ectoderm and the cortex of the root.
The central cylinder of the roots appeared to be intact and were not
desintegrated. Scorched plants courtesy of Mr. Z. G. Benson, Wichita Falls,
Texas.
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FAYETTEVILLE, TENN. 37334
INTRODUCING:

BLUE BONANZA—SOUTH PACIFIC X DOROTHY KING. HC 1971. Medium
blue self. Stands quite tall. Attracted favorable attention at the Wichita
convention, especially in the Torrey garden. A well-grown stalk gives 3
branches, a spur, and a terminal—with 9 to 11 flowers. Blooms E to M.
NET .$25.00
NASHVILLE SOUND—Sister seedling to SUNBURST DUET. Pink self with
tangerine-red beard. Large, well-shaped blooms. Two branches, plus the
terminal, with 6 flowers. Normally this would not be introduced with so
few blossoms per stalk. However, it is quite late in flowering and extends
the bloom season long after most TB’s are gone. Introduced at a special
price. NET . $15.00
POLICY STATEMENT
I did not introduce an iris while I was president of AIS, because I wanted
to avoid any appearance of using the office for personal gain. Believing
that branching and quantity of bloom are of great importance, I shall here¬
after make a specific statement concerning each, in all future descriptions
of my new introductions.
EARLIER INTRODUCTIONS
SUNBURST DUET

Pink and Gold

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

Yellow

5.00

MONTE SANO .

Medium Blue

2.50

COTTON CLOUD

White

2.50

ROSA BLEDSOE

Rose

2.50

SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY

Yellow

2.50

OLIVE LANGDON

Pink

2.50

$6.00

Any combination of three or more of the above Earlier Introductions—
20% discount. Shipment will begin July 1, 1972
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Don Sexton

Bloom season here in Huntsville was 7-10 days late in arriving for 1971
and, as usually happens in a late season, the temperature soared about the
time the blooms began opening. This puts petal substance to the acid
test and puts a premium on bud count to keep a clump in bloom for any
length of time. The following were outstanding performers in this area
in 1971, despite the challenging weather conditions:
Warlord (Schreiners ’68). Smooth full red self from the outstanding
line of Schreiner reds. The brilliant color held fast in our hot Alabama
sun. The stalk has tended to be short here, but well branched and pro¬
portioned with adequate bud count. Introduces ruffling to the reds—a
significant achievement.
Celebration (Ghio ’68).
Soft light orange-yellow blend with broad
flaring falls. Delightfully ruffled blooms. Vivorous growth and heavy
bud count provided a beautiful clump for several weeks.
New Moon (Sexton ’68). Big lemon yellow self with matching beard.
Heavy ruffling and thick substance which stands the sun. Consistent
show quality branching and placement. An eye-catcher both in the garden
and on the show bench.
(Hamblen ’68). Lovely light blue-violet self with light
orange beard. Its large blossoms and sturdy tall well-branched stalks mark
it as an improvement on Rippling Waters if it proves to be consistent.
Brave Banner (Porreca ’59). Outstanding performer, consistently pro¬
ducing show quality stalks. Lightly ruffled medium blue self with light
yellow beard tipped white, semiflaring falls and domed standards. Ex¬
cellent substance which holds open blooms fresh, and heavy bud count
gives it a long bloom period and enhances exhibition value. Vigorous
grower.
Pawnee Pride (Tucker ’68). This stately beauty replaced its parent
Allegiance on my list as the best dark blue self. Tall graceful stalks
with four-way branching and good bud count. Closed standards and
semiflaring wide falls. Light yellow beard.
Prince Indigo (Schreiners ’64). A consistent performer here for five
years, producing quality show specimens. Tall stalks with distinctive
branching frequently characterized by a long slender lower branch
gracefully curved and held erect. Large dark pansy violet self with
violet beard. Excellent substance and texture.
Cup Race (Buttrick ’63).
The most deserving yet unacknowledged
iris I know of. Tailored snow white self with matching beard. Broad
ruffled flaring falls. Overlapping domed standards. Superb stalks with
excellent placement of blooms. I eagerly await the year when this one
hits full bloom at show time. Royalty in the most advanced color class.
Foggy Dew (Keppel ’69). One of Keith’s new and different introduc¬
tions. A pastel blended bicolor plicata. Pale amber-cream and lavender
standards and white ground soft violet marked falls with yellow beard.
Closed standards and ruffled flaring falls. Tall well-branched stalks
provide excellent show specimens. From outstanding parents.
Threshold
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(Plough ’68). Beautifully tailored plicata with most unusual
pattern. Closed standards have wide blue bands brushed toward the
white center of the petals. Semiflaring falls have narrow blue bands,
surrounding crisp white centers, which widen and increase to high color
saturation at the haft. Stiff slender stalks with good placement. Deserves
Suva

recognition.
(Tompkins ’65).
Large billowy violet bitone with
bright orange-red beard. Standards are silvery lilac, broad, ruffled, and
overlapping. Falls are deep burgundy red with velvety finish and frosted
the color of the standards just at the edges. Distinctive personality.
Dresden Frills (Rudolph ’69).
Smooth light orange border bearded
bitone.
Standards are evenly colored beige pink and slightly open.
The edging of the falls matches the standards’ coloring, while the centers
of the petals are lighter, showing off the tangerine beard. The full
flaring falls have the circular pleated-skirt look characteristic of many
Rudolph irises. Excellent branching.
Flameburst (Bledsoe, R. 1971).
Light orange self with orange-red
beard. Closed domed standards and wide nearly full flaring falls both
lightly laced and ruffled. Well-placed branching gives excellent bloom
carriage. Something to look for in the future.
These varietal comments are being written in November, six months
after bloom season. The above descriptions were prepared from slides
and from memory, but I can describe the last two varieties directly
from the stalks in my garden. These two fine new remontants declare
that, “Rebloomers have arrived!”
Emma Louisa (Buckles ’69). A sharp bicolor with light lavender blue
standards and full red-plum falls whose edges are blended with the same
color of the standards. Tall, gracefully-curved, well-branched stalks both
spring and fall. Heavily ruffled with flaring form. Outstanding parentage.
Grand Baroque
(Zurbrigg ’69). Another highly regarded new re¬
bloomer. A cool chartreuse amoena with light yellow beard and just
a hint of violet in the center of the falls. Domed touching standards and
semiflaring falls both ruffled and fluted. Sturdy well-branched stalks.
Camelot

Rose

JUBILEE EDITION BRITISH IRIS SOCIETY YEAR BOOK
The 1971-72 Jubilee Edition of the British Iris Society Year Book has
now been sent off to their members, together with a form of application
for those wishing to attend the celebrations in London. Members are
reminded that subscriptions are now due, whether paid directly or
through Mr. Benson. New members this year will still be able to obtain
copies of this special Year Book, which together with the next one, will
make a matched pair to mark the half century.

AIS CONVENTION
PORTLAND, OREGON
May 24-27, 1972
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The Orie and Ivy
Jones Garden
Roberta J. Smith

For those who have a tendency to think of Kansas as dry, forlorn and
uninteresting, the Wichita garden and home of Orie and Ivy Jones is a
revelation. Their charming guest garden of irises which greeted the
members of the American Iris Society on the tour last May is fashioned
from the bank of the Arkansas River on land which was considered too
low to be valuable as a building site. Though covered densely with small
trees, poison ivy and trash, the Jones worked at landscaping these three
acres for eight to ten years before beginning the construction of their
new home.
In their first task of filling in the area they tried to keep a natural
look. They started their plantings first close to a well, for watering
purposes; then those which had a good start were moved to a permanent
spot. Each area was developed, one at a time—the river bank garden,
next the area where the iris guest garden was this year (originally their
kitchen garden), later the area between the house and the road (where
the busses bringing the Iris Society guests were parked), then the area
around the house. No doubt this will go on forever, for as Ivy says, “We
add and subtract; nature multiplies.”
The building of their home was done by Orie Jones in his spare time
with very little help. Orie is an expert craftsman, as the construction
of their home testifies. All of the stone is Kansas material and all
hauled in by themselves. With a special interest in fossil material, they
have included in the stonework leaf snail, clam brachipods and other fossils
which are found in Kansas abundantly, telling of yet another era when
Kansas was a vast sea. The substructure of the house, the living room
beams and the walnut mantel over the fireplace are part of an old barn
built right after the Civil War by Orie’s grandfather in Bedford, Iowa.
The lumber was brought to Bedford by wagon train from St. Joseph, Mo.
(A wagon train which was a lumber train in that it hauled only lumber.)
Strange that this same lumber should be hauled later by more modern
methods back to the bank of the Arkansas River in Wichita, Kansas.
The antique furnishings of their home include a trunk from an earlyday stage coach, a stained glass window, beautifully used as the top section
of a double Dutch door, and many strings of brass sleigh bells on their
leather thongs, draped and tied back to form a see-through curtain at
the window over the kitchen sink. All of the modern conveniences of
plumbing and electricity—freezer, disposer, electric stove—are blended
into the background of the priceless walnut furniture, including the fourposter bed, complete with tester, and comfortable rocker placed at the
bedroom window with the best view of the garden. It all had a con¬
tinuity, for it was done with great thought, research and, most of all,
effort. Ivy made all of the wool braided rugs which enhance the beauti¬
fully pegged wood floors, painted all of the pictures, and even turned her
every day dishes on a potter’s wheel. An open shelf hutch in the dining
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room displays a complete set of “good dishes”—a set of ninety pieces of
Anthony Shaw Ironstone, “The Leaf” pattern.
More than twenty-five kinds of trees surround the house, including
several very old sycamores. It would take several adults to reach around
the trunks of some of these. Aromatic, culinary and medicinal herbs—
fifty or more—reflect Ivy’s interest in her great-grandfather’s profession
as a homeopathic doctor in a small town in Kansas in which she grew up.
Her interest in their folklore, superstitions and their relation in history
and literature also spurs her to add a new herb each year. This year’s
addition was “Hound’s Tongue.”
Hybridizing, which the Jones have done with irises and lilies, has not
as yet produced award winners, but they had their first bloom this year
from their own crosses of hybrid lilies. Ivy’s joy in it comes from learning.
Roses of Yesterday have a special place in their garden, along with
regular and tree peonies in abundance. Perennials and annuals along
with flowering bulbs, such as jonquils, daffodils, tulips and hyacinths,
thrive by the thousands.
This dream garden is sometimes hot, hard work, but always interesting.

ON COLLECTING
Gladys Goodrow

In the July Bulletin, Aleta Eggle wrote an article regarding collecting
things depicting irises. The information she gave as to the availability of
items with irises on them, simply amazed me.
I have, over the years, collected Depression glass in the Iris Herring¬
bone pattern, and have just come upon a very old bowl and platter with
a lovely pink iris on it. I feel that, knowing the age of the dishes, the
artist must have dreamed of a pink one.
I also have a lithograph of some purple Irises. It is signed “Leroy, ’94”
and copyrighted 1895 by the Knapp Co., New York.
I wonder how many people purchased the lithographs of irises by Tom
Craig that were offered by Mrs. Craig after his death. I have three and
they are lovely.
In short, these things, along with a lovely arrangement of Dutch irises,
given by my children, several pictures, etc., my house is quite filled with
this loved flower. Join the collectors. It’s great fun.

MINUTES AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION
The Board of Trustees of the American Iris Society Foundation met at
11:00 a.m. Nov. 6 to accomplish pertinent items of business concerning
the Foundation.
It was voted to approve the minutes of the American Iris Society
Foundation meeting in Wichita, May 11-12, 1971, as published in the
July 1971 Bulletin.
Mr. William H. Peck was named to assist in the preparation of additional
paperwork involving the various uses of Foundation contributions.
Clifford
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W. Benson, Secretary

Plant Some Smtement
Grow Japanese Irises from Seed
Eleanor Westmeyer

With just a little patience and minimal gardening effort, you may soon
have neighbors leaning over the fence, inquiring, “What are you raising
now—orchids?” Plant just one small package of Japanese iris seeds and
try to control your excitement when your seedlings start to bloom. Unlike
the tall bearded, the Japanese irises rarely resemble their parents. You
may have both singles, doubles and solid colors and patterns, short and
tall plants, all in a single row of seedlings.
Of course the real fun in growing anything from seed is trying to plot
the results, then making your own crosses, harvesting the seed and grow¬
ing your own seedlings. Arlie Payne devoted a lifetime to improving
colors, patterns, substance and branching of the Japanese iris. His
carefully recorded breeding charts are an inspiration for anyone interested
in growing these beautiful flowers. Starting with only a few imported
varieties, he grew thousands of seedlings from crosses of these varieties
and his own seedlings, and introduced 170 new varieties. Relatively few
irisarians are breeding Japanese irises in the United States, consequently
very few guidelines are available to the would-be hybridizer. Therefore,
you can let your imagination go when you select your parent stock and
embark on a breeding program for Japanese irises.
You may just decide what you like and try to improve on that particular
color, pattern or plant. Or you may be intrigued by the challenge of
creating new colors, patterns, sizes and shapes.
Form is the most important feature of Japanese irises. For inspiration,
study the horizontal double, Memorial Tribute, the broadly draped singles,
Ivory Mantle and Dazzling Debutante, the frilly ruffled Dancing Waves
and Island Paradise, the saucer-shaped Nippon Miss, the 9-petaled peony
types like Disheveled Beauty and Windswept Beauty, the tufted centered
Driven Snow and Blue Pompon and the perfectly proportioned, cupcentered Basho and Shiki No Hajime.
There are many large flowered types, but few growers have given any
attention to producing miniatures. Bob Swearengen had one plant on
which the flowers measured just 4 inches across. Arlie Payne introduced
several miniatures—among them was Imperial Imp, a 12 petaled miniature.
A flower more nearly the size of the Siberian irises, Tealwood or Japanese
White, with a graceful stem, would be a welcome addition.
Many of the newer varieties are too tall for full enjoyment of the
flowers in the garden. Most types of Japanese irises are loveliest when
viewed from above. The newer Higo varieties have been bred for pot
culture and ideally are 28 inches high. This is quite a desirable height for
garden plants. American introductions might be improved by outcrossing
with Higos.
Branching could be improved on some varieties. Plants with only two
buds per stalk are through blooming all too soon. For a longer season,
higher bud counts should be developed. The fact that Mr. Payne once
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had a seedling with candelabra branching indicates that variations in bud
placement are possible.
Extension of bloom season would be another worthy goal. Would
crossing such an early variety as Arashi Yama with consistent fall bloom¬
ing Shiki No Hajime create rebloomers or everblooming varieties?
Unique patterns are characteristic of Japanese irises. Coarse white
veining on dark grounds and dark veining on light grounds give the
illusion of brocaded fabrics. If you like plicatas, the red-bordered Aka
Fukurim, Pillar of Fire and Frilled Enchantment or blue-bordered
Rokko Arashi and Fringed Cloud will appeal to you and inspire further
improvements. One of Mr. Payne's greatest achievements was producing
a white edging on these irises. His Immaculate Glitter, a dark redpurple with a striking white edge, was highly praised in Japan as well as
in America. Can you equal that achievement?
Very little has been done to improve the amoena types and bicolors.
Undoubtedly the best single available in this class is Payne’s Popular
Acclaim, with white falls and dark purple standards. Similar Whooping
Crane, Winged Chariot and Marhigo Hoyden might be used for this line
of breeding. Or perhaps you can dream up a new color combination—
pink or blue standards on wine falls or white on dark purple.
Blue flowers are probably the most desired in all gardens. There are
many lovely blues in Japanese irises, ranging from the deep Blue
Nocturne to medium Blue Lagoon and lighter tints of Iro Jiman and
Sky and Water. A true blue is just over the rainbow.
The search for yellow Japanese irises has inspired many crosses with
I. pseudacorus. These have generally proved unsuccessful, since the seed¬
lings are albinos with not enough chlorophyll to survive. Dr. Timino and
Mr. Ueki have reportedly raised a hybrid from I. pseudacorus pollenated
by a Japanese iris recently. This may be a breakthrough for obtaining a
range of yellow tints. Introducing tetraploidy may also make heretofore
impossible wide crosses possible.
Another way to produce yellows might be to line breed the creamy
white varieties available. Payne’s Ivory Glow and Enchanted Swan
contain quite a bit of yellow. Whites with chartreuse signals, such as
Right White and Love Goddess, might be used to produce greenish flowers.
Is a poinsettia-red Japanese iris possible? Or a real baby-pink? Or a
fragrant one? Maybe you can help find the answers. Plant a few Japanese
iris seeds this year.

IMPORTANT
If you have moved, or plan to change address, or if your Bulletin address,
including zip code, is wrong, notify
Clifford W. Benson, Secretary
American Iris Society
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
Also if you are a judge, please note that, so we can prepare the extra address
stencil.

PORTLAND,
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Vd Sooner State for Spurias
(Reprinted from Sooner State Iris News, September 1971)
Ray Chesnik

“A rose, is a rose, is a rose” is a constricting thought. On the other
hand, an iris is a bearded, is a Japanese, is a spuria, is a joy to those who
would understand the nuances of one of nature’s most beautiful floral
genera. Why, then, do so many deny themselves the pot of gold at the
end of this rainbow genus; the treasure of growing and knowing species
other than the bearded?
Certainly the TB is premier by virtue of its ability to flourish any¬
where in this country, but, so can the spuria. The Spuria Iris Society
boasts a membership so disparate as to include Maine and California’s
Holtville (read “oven”)! It’s for these marvels, the spurias, that I’d
“sooner state” my affection.
Perhaps one of the reasons that spurias have not gained wider ac¬
ceptance is their reputation for cantankerousness at transplanting. A
reputation that isn’t necessarily so. If your spurias come to you in a
dried-out condition, set them in water, about half way up the rhizome,
for a week or ten days before planting. Unless your rhizome is very
small, next year’s bloomstalk is already formed or programmed into it.
One needs only to provide water, lots and lots of water, to insure bloom.
First-year bloom might not be typical. So what! That’s why TB hybridiz¬
ers send their things to conventions two years in advance.
Spurias are tall plants, from three to six feet tall, and are best ap¬
preciated as accent clumps or as backgrounds for borders. They need at
least half a day of sun, and, as mentioned, much water in the spring.
One or three clumps growing in an otherwise flat lawn can be quite
dramatic. Use an odd number of clumps for an informal, naturalistic
atmosphere. Plant in a well-drained location and water often until
established. Water and fertilize heavily during the early spring growing
season. Cut the water off or down drastically in summer a month or
so after the clump has bloomed. Tops can be cut to ground in mid or
late summer. Start watering again when the new growth starts in the
fall. It is not necessary to divide the clumps as they grow taller and
bloom better when well established.
Any list of good varieties would include:
Dawn Candle
(Ferguson ’65). The well-placed flowers of cream
standards and yellow falls with golden-orange signals consistently stand
high above the foliage. From a distance, one might get the impression
that it’s just another light yellow were it not for the impressive stalk
height. A truly great accent clump!
Highline Lavender (McCowm ’68). Mrs. McCown is so highly thought
of here that she is the one and only reason for Imperial being in San
Diego-Imperial Counties Iris Society. Highline Lavender is a compact
flower having broad ruffled falls of yellow with a comparatively wide
border of rose-lavender. The standards are wide, erect, and also of
rose-lavender. This spuria was a color break, which along with its
compact form and heavy substance, has earned for itself this year’s Eric
Nies Award.
*o

3i

(Barr ’89). A classic example of elegance I would not be
without. Its “spidery” form is not up to today’s prevailing tastes. Never¬
theless, one will look long and hard to find a late spuria variety that comes
near to the almost perfect flower spacing of this one. Really, it takes no
great imagination to see ol’ Mother Nature bending over the clump telling
it how high each bud can go. You’ll find many stalks with five blooms
open, starting from half way down the stalk.
Elixir (Hager ’64).
A light orange-yellow self in the tradition of
Premier
(Good flower placement), this highly regarded variety has
taken best spuria in three of four recent San Diego shows. It also took
Queen Honors at the Wichita Convention’s spuria specialty show. Could
it be that judges are trying to say something about the quality of more
recent introductions? I hope so! Some of the sensational new colors and
forms are getting so bunched near the top that the total impression one
receives is of having seen a blob of color. What if hybridizers continue
to ignore spacing? Will judges, who after all want to be up-to-date, begin
ignoring spacing also? What a loss!
Premier

Progress Report on Iris Rust Control
Robert

D. Raabe

(Department of Plant Pathology, University of California, Berkeley)
Iris rust (Puccinia iridis) was very severe in the San Francisco Bay
Area during the 1969 growing season. Because of this and the availability
of a new systemic fungicide (Plantvax) specific for this group of fungi,
an experiment was started on the first of May. One entire row of sus¬
ceptible plants (unnamed seedlings) plus portions of rows of named
varieties were sprayed five times at two-week intervals at the rate of
1000 parts per million. In the partially sprayed rows, the rust on the
sprayed plants was reduced to about 1/3 of that on the unsprayed plants.
Where the whole row was sprayed, the rust was almost completely con¬
trolled. In that row, only two active pustules were found, indicating that
rust control would be effective if all of the plants in a garden were
sprayed, as would be expected in a routine spray schedule.
No toxicity of the fungicide was observed on the sprayed plants at
1000 ppm or on another row of seedlings sprayed three times at 2000 ppm,
indicating a fairly wide range in plant tolerance to the fungicide.
The mechanism of control has not been determined. Rust infections
on sprayed leaves failed to develop spores. A small area around each
infection appeared to be killed by the application of the fungicide. Addi¬
tional studies are needed to confirm this. Other studies planned include
trials to determine the most effective concentration and time interval for
best control and a study of the effectiveness of different wetting agents
and surfactants.
Because of the severity of rust, a list of varieties resistant to the
rust as well as a list of many of the susceptible varieties has been made
so that iris breeders may use this information should they desire.
The research on this project was sponsored in part by financial support
from Region 14 of the American Iris Society.
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Siberian Irises Abroad
Dr. Currier McEwen

It is not surprising that the increasing interest in Siberian irises which
has occurred in this country in recent years is not a local phenomenon
but it is noted in other countries as well. The early work with these species
was especially active in England where Dykes, Perry and others used
plants collected from the Far East in species and interspecies crosses. It is
most appropriate therefore that English hybridizers have been especially
active. The important contributions of Maurice Kitton and Doris Hansford
working with the 40-chromosome species has been referred to in these
pages.1 Now comes the award of the Dykes Medal in England to Mrs.
L. W. Brummit for her beautiful 28-chromosome Cambridge, surely the
finest and truest light blue Siberian yet introduced. Possibly she has been
better known for her important work with the Pacific Coast irises (and
her husband for his introduction of tall bearded and median irises), but
if so let it be emphatically stated that Cambridge is only one of a dis¬
tinguished series of Siberians to come from her hand, including such
lovely ones as Anniversary, Dreaming Spires, Sea Shadows and Violet
Repeat.

Fine plantings in Canada continue the interest there stimulated by such
a pioneer in Siberian hybridizing as F. Cleveland Morgan; and a number
of articles published in The Siberian Iris have shown the progress being
made in Australia and New Zealand.
In Poland, Mr. R. Kutylowski has long been a Siberian iris enthusiast.
A recent letter from him reports that Dr. G. I. Rodionenko, Director of
the Botanical Garden in Leningrad, is making a collection of native
Siberian irises throughout the USSR, and is desirous of obtaining additional
Siberians from other countries to add to his plantings there.
In West Germany the work of Dr. Peter Werckmeister with Siberians
as well as with other irises is, of course, well known. Mr. Eckard Berlin
in Biberach an der Riss and Dr. Tanberg in West Berlin have not only
extensive hybridizing programs, but also are deeply involved in efforts
to convert diploid Siberians into tetraploids through the use of colchicine.
In Japan too interest is growing. Mr. Horinaka and the Japan Iris
Society are adding new Siberian cultivars to their plantings, with par¬
ticular interest in tetraploids.
This is, obviously, a most incomplete and fragmentary account of what
is happening in other countries, but is perhaps sufficient to show that
interest is widespread. This is heartening because of the promise it gives
that the progress in improving Siberian irises in recent years will con¬
tinue and grow. The author will appreciate information regarding Siberian
activities in other countries than those mentioned above and, of course,
the work of other individuals and groups in the countries mentioned.
1 McEwen, Bui. AIS, 202:41, July 1971.
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D. STEVE VARNER, Monticello, Ill. 61856
TAKE A NUMBER

—

Seedling #884, my true lavender reverse bitone that received 45 votes for
HC 71, has been registered as Pearl Chiffon (36". EML.) and will be
$35 net. Send your reservation now for a number, as orders will be filled
on a first come basis—no money until next June. This well-branched,
weather resistant, elusively beautiful TB does have that individual per¬
sonality, charm and substance that I look for first in judging an iris. Big,
well-formed flowers have the “rare and fragile beauty of a woman and
the sweetness of a confection,” to quote one admirer. Give yourself a
treat—order this nationally acclaimed Avis X Rippling Waters beauty now!

ILLINI REPEATER (#712) TB. 35". EM & Re. At last, a dependable
remontant cream and plum red plicata with the good branching, form,
substance and charm sought for in a regular TB. It is the only iris to
have bloomed here both spring and fall the past five seasons.
(Full
Circle X Memphis Lass) $25.

BOBBY (#5277) TB. 35". ML. Orchid white self from involved parentage
Varner seedlings. Late blooming, 7 lightly laced and ruffled blooms are
borne on sturdy 3-branched stalks. $25.

FORMER

INTRODUCTIONS

PATTI PAGE 71, pictured on the front cover Jan. 72

This
dependable, white charmer with “red” beard and gold shoulders is popular
and in short supply. 18 votes for HC. $25 net.
Bulletin.

MILDRED HARRELL 71. (Memphis Lass X Rococo). Jaunty ruffled cream
with buff tints.

HC. 70. $22.

NEWLY RICH 70. Ruffled brilliant deep yellow. 71 winner of Franklin P.
Cook Cup and Most Popular Guest Iris poll.
6th in Judges Choice. $17.

2nd in votes for HM and

CARILLON BELLES ’69.

This buff cream standards, rose blend falls
iris is my personal favorite of ruffled bicolors and is a breeder of remontants. $17.

HATARI ’68. Floriferous distinctive “hot” pink.

Listed

in

25

Favorite

Guest Irises at 71 convention. $10.

ILLINI ENCORE '69. Light violet SIBERIAN with branching and 9 buds.
HM. $17.

MISS ILLINI ’66. Outstanding deep yellow self. AM ’69; 70 Reg. leader
for Dykes Medal. Excellent performer and parent—my favorite iris! $7.
AVIS ’64. Wide, well-branched reverse violet amoena. HM $7.
Buy these

beauties directly from the hybridizer.
Satisfaction is our aim.
Price list of other irises and tet hems on request.
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Botrytis Rhizome Rot
A REVIEW
Dr. R.

S. Jackson

Introduction
In certain parts of North America, the most important fungus disease
of bearded irises is Botrytis rhizome rot. In these areas, it has threatened,
if not eliminated, the commercial growing of iris.1’12
However, in
most parts of the country, the disease is considered by most growers to
be of little significance. This is probably due to certain difficulties in the
detection and diagnosis of the disease.
The disease, which is caused by the fungus Botrytis convoluta, appears
to be restricted under field conditions13 to bearded iris. Under artificial
laboratory conditions, however, it has been induced to make a superficial
invasion of the rhizome Iris japonica Thunb.8
Similar attempts to
induce infection by B. convoluta on bulbous iris and other bulbous plants
in the Iridaceae, Amaryllidaceae and Liliaceae have been unsuccessful.8
At present, little can be said with certainty about the origin of the
disease. Remarks concerning the disease first began to appear in the early
twenties in the reports of plant inspectors in both Canada and the United
States.13 The disease was found on plants being imported from England,
France, Germany and Holland. Although some recent workers in Europe
have implied that the disease is North American in origin,2’11 this is un¬
likely. If present knowledge gives a true indication of the host range of
the disease, the origin of the disease should be sought in the Old World.
This is indicated by the fact that bearded irises, on which the fungus
presumably evolved, are native only to the area surrounding the Mediter¬
ranean and the Near East.
Many iris fanciers, and some commercial growers, appear to underrate
the disease. This probably is due to features of the disease which mask
its detection and thereby allow its effects to be falsely ascribed to other
causes. To aid in the detection and proper diagnosis of Botrytis rhizome
rot, a detailed description of the disease is given below. In this description
attention is given to those features which mask the presence of the disease.

Description of the Disease
Symptoms of the disease are seldom seen in the autumn, although infec¬
tion probably occurs during this period. The apparent absence of symp¬
toms is probably due to the late occurrence and inconspicuous nature of
the initial stages of the disease. Signs of the presence of the disease
usually are noticed only during the spring.
One of the earliest of these spring signs is the presence of dry, brown
leaf-fans on infected plants. Dense mats of spores usually cover at least
the basal portions of the leaves (Fig. 1). When immature, the spores
appear grey-white but turn brown as they mature. The brown coloration
of the spores renders them almost indistinguishable from the surrounding
soil (Fig. 1 & 2). The difficulty of distinguishing the spore mat is further
enhanced by the action of rain. Rain not only dislodges and scatters many
of the spores, but also splatters soil on the leaves. This tends to camouflage
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the presence of the spore mat. The leaf-fans are further found to be
loosely attached to the rhizome. This feature often results in their being
removed with debris during spring cleaning of the iris beds. The ease
with which the above-ground signs of the disease can be removed in¬
advertently makes overlooking the disease likely.
The tissue of infected rhizomes has a soft, dry, spongy texture and is
light to medium brown in color. In partially decayed rhizomes, a distinct
demarcation zone occurs along the boundary between the diseased and
healthy tissue (Fig. 3). (All figures referred to are in color on back
cover of this Bulletin.)
Later in the spring, black, convoluted resting structures, called sclerotia,
form on the roots and buried portions of the rhizomes and leaf bases
(Fig. 2) of diseased plants. Sclerotial formation usually occurs on the
surface of the diseased parts but may occur under the periderm (outer
skin) of the rhizome. In the latter case, the periderm must be removed
before the sclerotia are seen. Observation of the sclerotia, probably the
most characteristic feature of the disease, may be easily missed, however.
Either the diseased plants are detected and destroyed before the sclerotia
form or mature, or the leaf-fans are inadvertently removed and the
diseased rhizomes and their accompanying sclerotia remain undetected.
Other than for those features which tend to mask the presence of the
disease, the most probable reason why some people have not “observed”
the disease is that its effects are falsely ascribed to other causes. Use of
Table I should help eliminate most such incorrect diagnoses in future. The
Table presents a comparison between Botrytis rhizome rot and those
situations with which it is most likely to be confused: bacterial soft rot,
“winter kill” and the natural senescence and decay of old rhizome
sections. Only under very wet conditions does a situation arise where
proper diagnosis of the disease become difficult. Under such conditions,
bacteria often secondarily invade the diseased tissue resulting in a situa¬
tion resembling that caused by Erwinia carotovera (L. R. Jones) Holland,
the causal agent of bacterial soft rot.

Disease Cycle
At present, the disease cycle of B. convoluta is imperfectly known. In
the past few years, however, it has received renewed attention from a
number of workers.4,0,9
Upon the onset of warm conditions in the spring, progressive invasion
of the rhizome no longer occurs. This is due to the active walling-off
of the fungus by the rhizome.43 Therefore, survival during the summer
months must occur by other means than pathogenesis. The fungus has
been suggested as being able to survive as dormant mycelium on the
surface of living rhizomes.5,7,40 However, up to the present, no direct
proof of such latent infections has yet come to the attention of the author.
In contrast, survival within the diseased tissue has been repeatedly ob¬
served. Such survival appears to last as long as secondary invasion of
the tissue is prevented. This occurs when the tissue remains relatively
dry and unfavourable as a substrate for the growth of saprophytic
organisms.
Although survival within diseased tissue has been little
investigated, survival of the fungus within the resting structures, sclerotia,
36
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has been subjected to critical investigation.4 Laboratory investigations
have shown that survival of the sclerotia is poorest in moist non-sterile
soil at temperatures above 70°F. Such conditions do not appear to be
prevalent in southern Ontario, however, as sclerotia have been found
to survive with little loss in viability for upwards of three years under
field conditions.4
Sclerotia, which may remain dormant in soil for many years, can
sporulate readily when brought to the soil surface. There, under moist
conditions, they are activated to sporulate by exposure to the ultra-violet
portion of sunlight.4 If moist conditions prevail, sporulation occurs directly,
but this is not necessary. Dry sclerotia can retain their “activation” for
upwards of four and a half months/' Sclerotial sporulation can occur
throughout most of the year but does so most effectively at cool tempera¬
tures (40 to 50°F).3’4 Under such conditions, continuous spore production
can occur for upwards of a month. Throughout this period, the newly
produced spores successively mature and sever their connections with the
spore-bearing structures. This separation is aided by the twisting and
turning of the spore-bearing structures during fluctuations in relative
humidity. After the spores are dispersed, the sclerotia may again sporu¬
late.4 Under favourable conditions, they can sporulate many times over
a period of years.4
Spore production from fungus cells that have survived within portions
of diseased iris tissue appears to be favoured by the conditions of light
and moisture that favour sclerotia sporulation.
Once detached, the spores are readily dispersed by wind and rain. Rain
acts not only directly in dispersal by carrying spores on the surface of
splash droplets, but also indirectly by propelling spores into the air
currents. Deposition of the spores on the surface of the host may occur
either through the ballistic momentum exerted by air currents on the
spores and spore-laden water droplets, or through the passive settling of
the spores out of the air. Once present on the surface of the host, the
spores are in a favourable position for infection.
At present, it appears that infection is primarily initiated through the
action of germinating spores on senescent or dead leaves at the bases of
plants.5 After establishing itself in this area, the fungus progresses
inwardly by invading the young leaves and leaf buds. Subsequently the
fungus invades the rhizome.5’" Such a progressive invasion appears to be
indicated in Fig. 3. The oldest portion of the rot, and therefore the
earliest part of the rhizome attacked, is located below the leaf-fan on the
right hand side of Fig. 3. This is indicated by the presence of maturing
sclerotia at the base of the leaf-fan. From this area, the fungus appears
to have progressed through the offset, into the parental rhizome and
subsequently into the offset on the left hand side of the figure.
Other modes of infection are possible but only two have received at¬
tention in the literature. Latent infection, previously mentioned in relation
to non-pathogenic survival during the summer, has been suggested by
two authors.5’10 Although only an hypothesis, latent infection has been
proposed as one of the more likely explanations for the occurrence of the
disease amongst visibly healthy iris planted in disease-free soil. The
other mode of infection that has received attention is that initiated directly
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by the sclerotia. Here, the fungus cells emerging from the sclerotia,
instead of producing conidia, attempt to initiate a direct invasion of the
host. Although such invasion can occur under laboratory conditions,5 it
has not been observed in the limited field experiments conducted by
either Maas5 or the present author. At present, more extensive field
trials are in progress to obtain additional information on this mode of
infection.
Correlating what is presently known concerning the fungus and its
interaction with the host, the restriction of the disease to winter months
appears to be due to a combination of at least the following factors:
the favouring of the production of, and infection by, spores at tempera¬
tures in the low 40s8’4*5; the more extensive occurrence during the fall of
moist conditions which favour both sporulation and spore germination;
the suppression at low temperatures of defense reactions initiated by the
rhizome against invasion18; and the ability of the fungus to grow
through iris tissue at temperatures below freezing (28°F).

Control Measures
On theoretical grounds, numerous measures could be recommended
for the control of Botrytis rhizome rot. However, up to the present,
only dipping in fungicidal solutions prior to planting has received
experimental investigation.1'10 Because this measure has achieved only
limited success in controlling the disease, a number of new recommenda¬
tions for control are presented below. Naturally use of any or all of
these proposals cannot guarantee control. However, they seem to me
worthwhile and are presented for those who desire specific suggestions
on how the disease might be controlled. Field experiments are now in
progress investigating the effectiveness of fungicidal sprays and drenches.
Because B. convoluta can survive and spread the disease from sclerotia
or portions of diseased tissue, all reasonable measures should be taken
to destroy all infected tissue and accompanying sclerotia. This should
not be attempted by pulling the infected plants from the ground as
this will leave many sclerotia as well as most of the diseased roots in
the soil. The whole diseased plant and accompanying soil should be
removed with a shovel. This material should then be disposed of by
burning or some other suitable manner. Note that this material should
not be placed on a compost pile. Not only will the sclerotia survive and
possibly sporulate there, but they will re-infest the soil if the compost
is subsequently placed on iris beds.
Since conidial infection near the base of plants may be the main mode
of infection, fungicidal sprays or drenches around the bases of plants
would seem to be of value. Those fungicides such as Captan 50W (4 tbsp./
gal.), Daconil 2787 75W (2 tbsp./gal), Defolatan 80W (2 tbsp./gal) and
Zeneb 75W (4 tbsp./gal) that have proven effective against other Botrytis
diseases would appear worthy of trial. If available, the new fungicide,
Benlate 50W (1 tbsp./gal) should be tried. It has recently shown much
promise against a number of Botrytis diseases. If control of Botrytis
rhizome rot is attempted through fungicidal application, I would recom¬
mend spraying every third or fourth week commencing with the onset
of cool (below 60°F) moist weather in the autumn until freeze up. As
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an adjunct to this control measure, all dead leaves should be removed
from the bases of plants in the fall. Care should be taken, however, not to
create tear-wounds in the process.
MacWithey’s procedure10 of soaking rhizomes in a solution of 2%
Ceresam (2 oz./gal) or Semesan (0.5 oz./gal) for thirty minutes prior
to planting can be recommended as a second type of fungicidal treatment.
This procedure has two major limitations, however. It is practical only
when rhizomes are being planted and its protection does not extend to
the offsets produced each year.
In a situation where the use of heavily infested soil can not be avoided,
deep-ploughing may be the only feasible means of achieving control.
By burying the majority of the sclerotia and diseased-plant remains
well below the surface of the soil, the level of infestation in the area of
iris growth should be drastically reduced. This may in itself give sufficient
control or at least give the other measures of control mentioned above a
better chance of success. If such a measure is employed, it should be
remembered that sclerotia remain viable in soil for many years. There¬
fore, deep ploughing should not be employed more than once every ten
years.
(Note: The figures referred to in this article are reproduced in color on
the inside hack cover of this Bulletin.)
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Dr. Hugo Wall

Dr. Clarke Cosgrove

Ira E. Wood

President

First Vice President

Second Vice President

DR. HUGO WALL
Dr. Hugo Wall comes to the presidency of the American Iris Society
with a rich background of experience. A former president of the Wichita
Area Iris Society, a former RVP of Region 18, and until he assumed the
presidency of AIS the chairman of Judges and Judges Training and a
popular judges training instructor, he brings to the presidency a rich
participation in iris affairs. A former professor of history, and former
dean, vice president and director of Urban Affairs of the State University
of Wichita, he brings to the presidency of AIS a vast wisdom in organiza¬
tion affairs.

DR. CLARKE COSGROVE
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove moves up to First Vice President. He too as as¬
sistant superintendent of the Los Angeles schools brings a wisdom in the
management of organization matters. He has served in many capacities in
AIS affairs, the most recent of which is chairman of the committee to
study the bylaws of our Society, and to screen the many suggestions.
His work, as shown in the ballot enclosed in this Bulletin, reflects the
careful and scholarly way in which he approaches problems.

MR. IRA E. WOOD
Ira Wood was elected Second Vice President at the 1971 Board meeting.
Ira has a long and distinguished record in affairs of the Society, including
involvement in several AIS conventions. His most recent contribution is
the Handbook for American Iris Society Members and Officers, which he
and Betty Wood wrote jointly, and which all have found to be an in¬
valuable study of the American Iris Society and its activities.
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New Rebloomers from the South
DENMAN’S REBLOOMING IRIS GARDEN
Fort Worth, Texas
Each of the irises listed below has rebloomed two or more years. The
time for the reblooming is for the hybridizer’s garden where the average
number of freeze-free days is 249.
Artistic Gold. (Denman ’72). TB. 26". EML and Re. Yellow self (RHS
9-B). Color fast, slightly ruffled. Yellow beard (RHS 14-A). Blooms are
five inches in diameter. Standards slightly closed to slightly open. Falls
semiflaring, 3V2" wide, broad hafts. Good substance. Heavy bloom in
spring and rebloom from July to December. Multiple buds in many
sockets. A vigorous plant and a fast increaser. Stems and branching are
poor in North Central Texas in July and August but good in cooler
weather. Fertile both ways. Grand Teton X Fall Primrose .$20.00
*Color prints are available for a close-up of bloom and for a row of
plants in bloom.
(The name was selected after the hybridizer won the tricolor award
for an artistic arrangement made with these blooms at a fall show of the
local Men’s Garden Club.)
Bess Bergin (Denman ’72). TB. 30". ML and Re. Large white with light
yellow hafts (RHS 11-B). Good substance, slightly ruffled, fragrant.
Standards closed. Falls semiflaring, 3V2" wide, broad hafts. Yellow beard
(RHS 11-B). Blooms in spring and reblooms from late October to De¬
cember. Plant is three-eighths aril, has hybrid vigor, and is a good in¬
creaser. Sturdy stalks, branches are short but far enough apart to display
the seven-inch blooms. Four to five buds per stalk. Has no pollen but
sets seed. Snow Goddess X Echchams-Harra.$35.00
* Color prints are available for close-up of bloom and of plant in bloom.
(Named in memory of the vivacious and enthusiastic irisarian, Mrs.
Elizabeth Bergin, who for three years was the able RVP of Region 17.)
John Rolfe (Denman ’72). TB. 30". ML and Re. Greyed purple bitone.
Standards slightly open, greyed purple (RHS 187-A). Falls semiflaring
greyed purple (RHS 187-A and B), 214" wide, broad hafts. Bloom is six
inches in diameter. Good substance, velvety texture. Beard is greyed
yellow (RHS 163-A). Branching is fair. Plant is vigorous and a good
increaser. Blooms in the spring and reblooms September to December.
Good bud count. Fertile both ways. Autumn Velvet X Bang.$15.00
(Named in recognition of the services of the early Virginian who helped
place the colony on the road to success by introducing tobacco as a money
crop and by bringing peace with the Indians by marrying Pocahontas.)
New Braunfels (Denman ’72). TB. 27". ML and Re. Large white with
light yellow hafts (RHS 7-D). Beard is yellow (RHS 13-A). Standards
slightly open. Falls flaring, 3V2" wide and somewhat narrowing at base of
the hafts. The bloom is seven inches in diameter. Plant is vigorous and a
good increaser. Stems are somewhat shorter in hot weather. Branching
and bud count are fair. Blooms in spring and reblooms October to De¬
cember. No pollen but sets seed. First Snowfall X Crystal Canyon.

$20.00
(Named in honor of the enthusiastic members of the Iris Society of
New Braunfels, Texas, and especially James R. Allen, the hybridizer of
its pollen parent.)
•
3V2" x 5" colored prints will be sent to prospective purchasers on de¬
posit of 500 for each of those designated. The money will be refunded if
prints are returned, or will be deducted from the price if the plants are
purchased.

Mail Address: 4214 Calmont Ave., Ft. Worth, Texas 76107
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Two hundred fifty miles south was our retirement dream area. In
northern New Jersey lay fifteen years of iris garden, one-half acre only,
but a 1966 Convention tour garden, and a current Median Iris Society
display garden. As a foil for forty years as teacher and principal in one
district there had been many hobbies to keep the body and mind alert.
Irises, Region 19, two AIS conventions to work on had been the most
recent. So irises had to follow us to retirement and to Region 4.
Among advantages to such a move were new soil, milder climate, and
lots of sun for the irises, plus boating and fishing as an extra for us.
Our new three-fourths acre is bare of the trees which had overgrown
our old half-acre, shading its 450 iris varieties. For us, if not the irises,
the new beds will have an overlook, from the tremendous altitude of
five feet above high tide, of some fifteen miles southwest across the
mouth of the Choptank River and the Chesapeake Bay. In short, the move
was to Maryland’s Eastern Shore, a land of corn, soybeans, winter wheat,
crabs and oysters; and the Marydel Chapter of Region 4, AIS. Not as
great a move as has been made by some, the George Watts for example,
for they moved their Chicago convention garden to New York in time
for a second convention display; but exciting to us.
The January sale of our New Jersey property was the start of our
own Hegira. That winter season sale included a necessary contract item
stipulating that we were to be permitted to take up and move irises of
our own selection during the summer of 1971. When we actually moved
into our new house in February it was a strange feeling to be stripped
of irises, even temporarily.
Our new field of freshly mowed and soggy weeds had to be promptly
prepared for the hundred or two varieties we planned to move down. This
proved a full spring-time chore. First discovery was that the soil of
these Talbot County peninsulas is a fine clay loam of near adobe con¬
sistency when wet, and rock hard when dry. There are a few hours be¬
tween rains when it responds beautifully. In these hours we outlined a
large bed for the TBs, and several small beds for our medians. With bales
of peat moss, much lime, fertilizer, and gypsum for tilth, we rototillered
each time the spring rains allowed. This finally converted most of the old
grass and weeds to humus, except the trumpet vine! We had had no
experience with the blight of old farmlands, but later, through a summer
of weeding, we were to discover that it has rhizomatous roots more per¬
sistent than iris. By experience we soon found that each piece of stringy
rhizome into which rototiller or hoe chops the vine will start a new vine
with much more gusto than is the case with the hardiest of iris. This pest
had brought us almost to despair before we discovered that a spray can
of spot lawn weeder could be aimed at each shoot that showed its eager
head throughout the summer, with results lethal to the roots. Where
the hoe was a menace, the squirt can was a game, and harmless to neigh¬
boring irises if one’s aim is good!
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Now returning our story to late June, when our new beds were ready,
wife and mentor Jean and I decided to risk transplanting from New Jersey
weeks before full dormancy. Reasons included impatience and real fear
of working in the hot July days. So during the final week of June we
rushed to New Jersey and, being blessed with mild temperatures, worked
through the day. We dug some 130 of the best, the newest, the guests,
and the most interesting of our old garden, washed and labeled them,
and the next day hurried them to their new home in Neavitt, Maryland.
We had problems, of course. We found our old garden uncared for,
labels missing, borers rampant, and the beloved seedling bed bloomed out
unseen. We had anticipated possible label trouble, and had made ac¬
curate charts before moving. They were a godsend now, and although
borers had riddled a few clumps beyond saving, most of our must-move
list were lined out and planted in their new home within a few days. We
were especially careful with the few species and oncobreds which we fear
may find it hard going in this soil.
The physical job, though tiring, is routine. The most gratifying factor
in a successful iris move is the generous help of iris friends. Regions 4’s
genial RVP, Bill Kelley, early made us welcome by mail, and then in
person when we sampled Region 4 activities at their “Mini-Tour” of
median gardens at Norfolk, Virginia, during May. There our Median Iris
Society friends, including the irrepressible Bee Warburton, who was guest
speaker, urged us to re-establish our median display garden here. Later,
at Wichita, we were asked officially by the median display chairman,
Gene Tremmel, to develop a median display garden at our new location.
So we were soon at it again. Why not, we thought, add a median garden
here on the Eastern Shore in the Marydel area to at least approach the
beauties we’d seen in Norfolk at Dr. Anne Lee’s and Rena Kizziar’s.
Some dozen median hybridizers have already sent their latest so that
there are now some 70 late introductions on display as a starter. We are
looking forward to a good bloom even in our first season in 1972. Twice
Blessed, Dot Dennis’ dependable rebloomer, has led the way by sending
up two fine stalks which are in bloom while this is being written in
October!
Yes, Region 4, and especially its small but active Marydel Chapter under
Jean Bowersox, have welcomed the newcomers most cordially. We are
again convinced that one of the great values of AIS is the immediate and
complete welcome so freely given to the away-from-home irisarian. We
hope to contribute to our new chapter and Region through our garden
and our services. In fact, the rototiller is chomping at the bit. It sees
that now our main move is completed we must make more beds for 1972
seedlings and the latest from the iris world.

AIS PINS
To be sold for the Scientific Research Fund. Safety-catch $2.50 each. Order from:
Clifford W. Benson, Secretary
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
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American Iris Society
St. Louis, Mo. 63110

NEW BOARD MEMBERS
WILLIAM H. PECK
Bill Peck comes to the Board with an ex¬
perience as the RVP of Region 2, as the chair¬
man of the smoothly operated New York
convention, and with an involvement in many
iris affairs, including work with the Median
Society.
In professional life a lawyer, he
promptly was drafted to do legal work in con¬
nection with the Iris Foundation. Those who
attended the New York convention will re¬
member the spacious grounds that stretched on
and on to the wild flowers planted at the top of
the hill, and all of the beautiful Siberian irises
on the path to the top.

MARION WALKER
As Marion Walker is winding down his in¬
volvement with Methodist Church boards, and
with the California Water Commission, he was
drafted to complete the last year of the term of
William T. Bledsoe, who as past-president of AIS
still occupies a seat on the Board.
Marion Walker
brings to the Board an experience in Society
affairs and an expertise in organization manage¬
ment that the Board felt it needed as AIS prom¬
ises to undergo some structural changes. He
grows many kinds of irises, but he perhaps is
better known as a breeder of spurias.

CHAIRMAN JUDGES AND JUDGES TRAINING

Mrs. Richard V. Ramsey
(Courtesy Wichita Beacon)

After having served an apprenticeship with
Dr. Wall this fall, Carol Ramsey succeeds him as
chairman of Judges and Judges Training. Cur¬
rently she is president of the Median Iris So¬
ciety, and served as convention secretary and
program chairman for the Wichita convention.
In addition, she was the editor of the convention
booklet. Those who attended the Wichita con¬
vention will remember the perfectly manicured
lawn of zoysia grass, and between well-grown
specimens of TBs an amazingly good collection
of median irises.
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NEVA SEXTON’S IRIS GARDEN
1709 THIRD STREET

•

WASCO, CALIFORNIA 93280

Swing Shift (Sexton ’72) E. 36"

(Pacific Panorama x Black Taffeta x Black Hills x Violet Hill
x Congo Song)
Here’s the first deep wine-purple of our own breeding to truly
please us. A large, extra heavily ruffled flower of thick substance
and a rich velvety finish. Closed standards and flaring falls. The
strong stalks are well branched with many blooms. A self
beard.Net $25. 00
Hall of Fame (Sexton ’72) M. 36"
(New Frontier x Festoon x Hall’s Seedling 18-56)
A rich salmon-pink self. Beautiful form with extra broad
heavily substanced petals, closed standards and flaring falls.
Well-branched stalks with nine to twelve blooms per stalk. The
flowers are large like New Moon.Net $25. 00
Mr. Lincoln (Sexton ’72) M. 36"
(Moon River x Tom Tom x Argus Pheasant x Olympic Torch
x My Honeycomb)
A new gold copper brown with very large perfectly formed
flowers. The petals are extra broad and the standards which are
delicately ruffled dome perfectly, while the broad ruffled falls
flare to perfection. Well-branched stalks with nine to twelve
blooms per stalk. The flowers are large like Moon River. . .Net $25. 00
My Desire (Sexton ’72) M.L. 32"
(New Frontier x Chinese Coral x Ultrapoise)
A rich golden yellow with a deep orange-red beard. The ruffled
and beautifully shaped blooms have a sparkling sheen and a
waxy texture. Closed standards and flaring falls. Four-way
branching with nine to twelve blooms per stalk. This is my
yellow seedling No. 59-65 that was in Fred Paulson’s garden in
Wichita. 17 H.C. Votes.Net $25. 00
Georgia Girl (Sexton ’71) E. 36"
(New Moon x Beauty Secret)
A sparkling, deep rich peach pink with coral flush. Self beard.
Large beautifully formed flowers with extra heavy substance.
Has closed standards and flaring falls. Well-branched stalks with
many blooms. An early bloomer in California.$20. 00
Good Night Irene (Sexton ’71) M. 36"
(Pacific Panorama x Indiglow)
A new deep navy blue with very large, perfectly formed flowers.
Its petals are extra broad and the standards which are delicately
ruffled dome perfectly, while the broad, ruffled falls flare to
perfection. A rich turquoise blue beard adds depth. Four-way
branching with nine blooms per stalk.$20. 00
Pink Peace (Sexton ’71)
(New Frontier x Rippling Waters) M. 36"
A large, very smoothly finished flower of Azalea pink with a slight
orchid flush. Self beard. The heavily substanced petals are extra
broad and beautifully ruffled. Closed standards and flaring falls.
Four-way branching with nine or more blooms per stalk. Sibling
to Springtime Fantasy.$20. 00
You may order from this ad. Gift iris with each order.
Please add $1.00 extra for shipping charges.
Complete price list on request.
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DISTINGUISHED SERVICE MEDAL
The Board of Directors, at the Oklahoma City
meeting, voted to William T. Bledsoe, Immediate
Past President of the American Iris Society, the
Distinguished Service Medal. Bill has been a
member of the Board of Directors since January
1965, served as Second Vice President for three
years, and has just completed a three-year term
as President. In addition, he was chairman of
the Exhibitions Committee for some years, and
chairman of Judges Training for a period of
years. He authored two editions of the Judges
Training Handbook. He now is devoting the
time which a rigorous term as President took to
his iris hybridizing program.

HYBRIDIZERS MEDAL

(Photo by Van Valkenburgh)

The Board of Directors, at the Oklahoma City
meeting, voted the Hybridizers Medal to Clifford
W. Benson. Among the major awards which
Benson irises have won are the President’s Cup
in 1952, with Bellerive; an AM in 1961 with
Henry Shaw, which later was the first winner
of the Clara B. Rees Cup for white irises; an AM
on Jean Sibelius in 1962; an AM on Helen
Traubel in 1965; an AM on Skywatch in 1967,
which won the Dykes Medal in 1970; and an
AM on Arctic Fury, which also won the Clara
B. Rees Cup in 1969.

HYBRIDIZERS MEDAL
The Board of Directors, at the Oklahoma City
meeting, voted the Hybridizers Medal to Dr. G.
Percy Brown. Dr. Brown, born in 1888, is a
graduate of Yale University and Harvard Medical
School. He retired in 1946. He joined the Ameri¬
can Iris Society in 1930, and introduced his first
iris that year. His work in hybridizing has
largely been with the rebloomer class, especially
toward the goal of reliable rebloomers in north¬
ern parts of the country; and his efforts have
contributed immeasurably to the progress of
this class. We were able to trace seventy-eight
introductions of his in the rebloomer class.
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Mount Clare Iris Gardens
3036 N. Narragansett Ave.

Chicago, III. 60634

Since 1941 Home of the Aril Iris of the Great Lakes Region
1972 INTRODUCTIONS
MISS MID AMERICA. Arilbred. 30". M. Sdlg. 69-1. Clean deep yellow;
large reddish black signal; brownish yellow beard. It is extremely hardy
and an easy grower. A good exhibition flower for shows in the yellow class.
Very fertile both ways. It is pictured in the lower left hand corner of the
Golden Anniversary issue. (Imam Salah x Imaret) X 65-6-10. Sdlg. 65-6-10
is from Imam Salah X Jabal Kerak, and received an EC from the American
Iris Society in 1966 at the Northern Illinois Iris Show, held in Hillside, III.
.$25.00
GENETIC LEADER. Arilbred. 30". E-M. Sdlg. F-68-2. Standards bright
brown; falls brown, brilliant velvety violet center, veined bright purple.
Falls have a tan border around the outside edge. Purple-blue beard like
Vulcanis. The breeding of Vulcanis is from Stolonifera and Korolkowii. A
fast grower and does not go dormant at any time. Has no pollen but
sets seed very easily. Esther Fay X Vulcanis
$20.00
GENETIC ARTIST. Arilbred. 30". E-M. Sdlg. F-66-1. Odd combination of
bronzy yellow and blue. Center of petals to sides of ribs metallic lavenderblue; edges strongly colored red-bronze with tints of henna; lavender
beard. Standards somewhat open so stylearms show, but this adds to the
beauty of this particular flower. Stylearms light lavender. It appears like
an artist has been at work on this flower. Fertile both ways. Frost and
Flame X Vulcanis.
.$20.00 or GENETIC LEADER and GENETIC ARTIST both for $30.00
1971 INTRODUCTIONS
TEMPLE DANCER. Arilbred dwarf. 6-8". Sdlg. D-68-1. E. Deep lovely
violet. Light violet beard with bronzed tip. Deep Lavender X Cythe
$5.00
TWILIGHT DANCER. Arilbred. 20". Sdlg. 69-2. Very large onco-appearing
flower on a sturdy stem. Standards strong, clear white with a faint blue
cast and a pronounced rib which is faintly green toward the base. Falls
are wide and curved; a greenish base strongly sanded and faintly veined
dark maroon brown. Sanding is thickest toward the top of the falls and
less dense below. ((Jallah Effendi x Kalifa Baltis) x Tatai pasha) X Persian
Embroidery.$15.00
SUMMER SET. Arilbred. 18". E-M. Sdlg. 66-5. The basic color is bronze
but the standards are completely suffused with pink which gives a light
apricot color. The falls have more orange-pink infusion, making them a
deep rich apricot. Large deep red signal. (Imam Selah x Imaret) x Persian
Brass.$25.00
ONE MORE KISS. Arilbred. 20". M. Sdlg. 66-1. Very large, and looks
like an oncocyclus type flower. Standards pale lavender and falls ochre.
Very dark signal. Large dark brown beard. This plant is extremely pod
fertile to almost any aril breeding. Kalifa Hirfa X Persian Embroidery. $35.00
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EARLIER INTRODUCTIONS
RADIANT SMILE ’68. Arilbred. 24". Sdlg. 66-2. E-M. This is a very striking
iris with the standards a beautiful sparkling white, strong chartreuse rib
and yellow crest. Falls creamy buff. Brown beard and dark brown signal.
An arilbred with real class and personality. HC ’68. HM 70. Dardanus X
Kalifa Kashan.$5.00
BIG
deep
beard
hardy
$5.00.

BLACK BUMBLEBEE ’66. Arilbred. 24". E-M. Sdlg. 65-4. Standards
amethyst pink, veined darker mulberry. Falls similar but darker;
bronze. Black signal. Thesus X Wo 1 (C. White). It is extremely
and easy to grow and increases rapidly. HM ’67. White Award 70.

BELOW we are listing a number of pure arils, BUT order must be in
before August 1 to assure delivery.
ANCILLA .$3.00
ANDROMACHE . 5.00
ARABIAN MOSQUE .10.00
ARTEMIS . 2.00
BARCAROLE . 7.00
BOCENA . 5.00
CAMILLA . 5.00
CHIONE . 2.00
CLOTHO . 5.00
CYTHE . 3.00
DARDANUS . 2.00
ELVIRA. 2.00
EUNICE . 2.50
GATSEII . 7.00
HOOGIANA . 1.00

H. BRONZE BEAUTY $2.00
H. PURPUREA . 2.00
IBERICA
10.00
KOROLKOWII
7.00
KOROLKOWII
VIOLACEA . 2.00
LILLI-HOOG
1.50
LORTETTII
7.00
LUCIA . 5.00
LUTETIA . 5.00
MERCURIUS . 3.00
PERSIAN CUPID . . 5.00
PERSIAN
EMBROIDERY . . . . 5.00
PERSIAN VIOLET
3.00

SARI .$7.00
SYLPHIDE . 3.50
STOLONIFERA . 4.00
STOLONIFERA
LEICHTLINII . 4.00
STOL. ZWANENBURGBEAUTY . 4.00
STOL.
VAGACOMPACTA . 6.00
SUSIANA . 3.00
TEL HASHI .10.00
THESEUS . 3.00
THOR . 3.00
TURKISH TOPAZ
3.00
VERA . 3.00

Shipment August 1 to November 1. Stock is limited on the pure arils
and some of the arilbreds. Order early. Minimum order $10.00.

ARIL SLIDES
We have two slide collections of 150 slides each of pure arils and
arilbreds taken in our garden during 1963 to 1971. These may be had
free to any person who wants to show them to a flower club or social
gathering interested in aril irises. A thirty day notice must be given to
assure them for a certain time.
We wish to say “THANK YOU” to the many satisfied customers and
friends. Your letters of praise have been most appreciated.
Order directly from this ad or send for circular listing other arilbreds
and describing some of these more fully. The 1971 introductions are
described more fully in the January 1971 Bulletin, pp. 56-57.

HENRY DANIELSON
Visitors Welcome by Appointment
Phone BE 7-6429. Area Code 312
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LOOKING TO PORTLAND

Perry Parrish, Chrm. AIS
Smith, RVP Region 22

Publicity;

Hoyt

Robert Schreiner, Dr. Hugo Wall, President
AIS, Bennett Jones

(Photos by Foster Allen)

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LANDSCAPE ARBORETUM
On September 18, 1971, thirty
members of the Iris Society of
Minnesota met at the University of
Minnesota
Landscape
Arboretum
and planted over fifty iris cultivars
of the newer introductions. The lo¬
cation of the beautiful hilly arbore¬
tum is a southwest-facing slope
which runs to the edge of a pond
and creek. Eventually a wall of
stone will be built to elevate the
smaller irises to nearer eye level.
This planting serves as an official
display garden for the Siberian Iris
Betty Ipsen (back to camera), Dorothy
Society and as an official display
Cutterer (sunglasses), Judy Goddard, Alice
garden for the Spuria Iris Society.
Stenoien, Dorothy Rudser, Stan Rudser.
Eventually the University of Minne¬
sota Landscape Arboretum iris planting should be one of the outstanding
iris plantings in the United States.
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“HELP!”
or “Some Thoughts on Membership”
Help! is what the AIS needs if we are to attract new people to the
wonderful world of Iris.
Help! in the form of new people is what the AIS needs if together we
are to build a more active and dynamic membership.
Help! in the form of a more active and dynamic membership is what
the AIS needs if we are to improve the renewal rate within our present
membership.
Help! in the form of an improved renewal rate is what the AIS needs if
we are, in the long term, to increase AIS membership.
Help! in the form of increased membership is what the AIS needs if we
are to increase the budget of the Society.
Help! in the form of an increased budget is what the AIS needs if it is to
improve and enlarge services to its members.
Help! in the form of improved and enlarged services is what the AIS
needs if we are to attract and hold new people.
Help! then is what the AIS needs if we are to attract new people to
the wonderful world of Iris.
Which brings us back to where we started. We could go around again,
but let us stop here for a moment and note that wherever you start your
thinking about the Society and about membership, you sooner or later
get back to people. People are not only the great need of the Society—
they are the Society. Without people we have no reason for being; with
them we continue to promote, enjoy and improve our favorite of flowers,
the Iris.
Help! then is what I ask of each of you in attracting new people to the
AIS, in encouraging renewals of memberships as they become due, and
in promoting the subscription of Life Memberships.
To bring a little fun and excitement to the task and to offer some reward
for a job well done the following campaigns are being launched for 1972.
You will note that the New Membership Campaign is designed for in¬
dividual competition while the Renewal Campaign is to be on a Regional
basis.
Help!
F. Corlew, Membership Chairman
2988 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, California 94596
Glenn
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1972 NEW MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN
The 1972 New Membership Campaign will open on January 1, 1972 and
close on September 30, 1972.
Competition for awards will be on an individual basis. Individual par¬
ticipants will be credited for the various types of memberships as follows.
Type of Membership
Single Annual
Family Annual
Single Triennial
Family Triennial
Youth—when parent is member
Youth—when parent is non-member
Sustaining
Research
Single Life Membership
Family Life Membership
Change from Single Annual to Family
Change from Single Triennial to Family

Will Count as
10
12
25
30
2
3
20
50
200
250
2
5

points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points
points

For every sixty (60) points credited, the participant will be awarded one
single annual membership extension.
For every seventy-two (72) points credited, the participant will be
awarded one family annual membership extension.
During the 1973 National Convention a Trophy will be awarded to the in¬
dividual accumulating the greatest number of points during the Campaign.
RULES

1. Notice of each new member must be sent to the RVP or Regional
Membership Chairman within one week after it is secured.
2. Each new membership should be reported on a separate slip of paper
(postcard size) showing name and address of the new member, the
Region and the name and address of the participant securing the new
membership. This slip should then be used by the RVP (or Regional
Membership Chairman) in reporting to the National Membership
Chairman.
3. Only those new Memberships properly reported to the National Mem¬
bership Chairman will be counted.
4. New memberships are to be credited only to the participant actually
securing them.
5. Renewal of memberships after lapse of one year will count as a new
member.
6. New memberships received by the Secretary in the St. Louis office
after September 30, 1972 will not be counted.

1972 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL CAMPAIGN
Competition in the 1972 Membership Renewal Campaign will be on a
Regional Basis and conducted in accordance with the following.
The Membership Renewal Campaign will cover the period of
October 1, 1971 through September 30, 1972.
Regions will be ranked on the percentage of renewals for mem¬
bers on record as of October 1, 1971.
Renewals received by the Secretary in the St. Louis office after
September 30, 1972 will not be counted.
The Region achieving the highest renewal percentage will be
presented an appropriate award at the National Convention.
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THE FRED AND BARBARA WALTHER CUP

Nathan Rudolph is shown here with the Fred
and Barbara Walther Cup, which his Pink
Taffeta won as the top vote-getter in the 1970
Judges Choice. Pink Taffeta achieved a re¬
sounding 270 votes to receive the honor, and the
cup was presented to Mr. Rudolph at the Wichita
convention, and will be presented to the 1971
winner at the Oregon convention.

SOUTHWESTERN MICHIGAN CLUB AWARDS

Royce E. Eddy Award

Youth Award

The Southwestern Michigan Iris Society has two new and attractive
awards. The two awards pictured above were designed by Alf Nelson.
The designs are etched in magnesium and enamel filled with brilliant
colors.
The Eddy Award, in honor of Royce E. Eddy, a former member of the
club, now deceased, was mounted on a walnut panel by Carl Bacon and
Rex Wallace.
The Youth Award was contributed by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson. Mr.
Johnson mounted the metal plaque on solid cherry wood.
The Awards have spaces for the “Queen of the Show” and youth winners
for five years. At the end of five years the Eddy Award will be presented
to Mrs. Sylvia Eddy.
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Mr. Julius Wadekamper, Editor

HOW TO JOIN A ROBIN
All AIS members are urged to take advantage of our main line of mem¬
bership communication. Select the topic that interests you and send your
application directly to the chairman. It will help us to place you if you
will tell us something of your garden, your experience with irises, and
about yourself. Nearly 300 robins in 25 different topics are available.
General Chairman Mrs. Meredith Christlieb, RFD 1, Severy, Kan. 67137
Irises in General (great for Beginners) Mrs. L. S. Legner, Box 225,
White Fence Acres, Rochester, Ill. 62563
Tall Bearded: Mrs. Barbara Whitehouse, 158 W. Bacon St., Plainville,
Mass. 02762
International Robins: Mrs. Jesse Herd, Box 57, Jacksboro, Texas 76056
Hybridizing Robins (Advanced, Average, Beginner): Mrs. E. M. Hale,
R.I., Virgil, Kans. 66870
Smaller Bearded Irises (includes Medians in General, Median Hybridiz¬
ing, special rounds for MDB, SDB, MTB, BB, and Aril-medians). Mr.
Albert Ellis, 19 McClure Ave., Brantford, Ontario Canada
Aril-Arilbred Irises: Mrs. Joseph E. Terrill, R. 1, Burlingame, Kans.
66413
Artistic Division (Arts-Crafts, Designer-Arrangers, Antiques-Artifacts
Collecting): Mrs. Merrill Johnson, 2275 Kensington Ave., Salt Lake City,
Utah 84108
Beardless Irises (Spuria, Siberian, Japanese, Species & Natives, Japanese,
Louisiana) Mrs. Alan Reid, 17225 McKenzie Hwy., Rte. #2, Springfield,
Ore. 97477
Historical Mrs. Harriet Segesseman, 330 Crescent Drive, Franklin Lanes,
N.J. 07417
Regional Robins: Your Region Robin Rep. or Mrs. Hoyt Smith, 138
Ridge Rd., Little Rock, Ark. 72207
Reblooming Irises: Edwin Rundlett. 1 Fairview Ave., Staten Island,
N. Y. 10314
Teens and Twenties: Iris Smith, Box 127, Hitchcock, Okla. 73774
The new chairman for the Hybridizing Division, Mrs. M. E. Hale, R. 1,
Virgil, KS 66870, will be pleased to add new members. If you hybridize
and wish to join a hybridizing Robin, send your name to her.
Thank you for the nice comments on Flight Lines. While it is gratifying,
the praise should go to reporters who send in material and then to Art
Nelson who does such an efficient job of editing. I always appreciate
hearing your comments and constructive criticism.
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Many members here in Minnesota were plagued by scorch this year. I
have been working on it and will continue to do so this year. Please
send any observations or information to me: Julius Wadekamper, 2231
Hillside, St. Paul, Minn. 55108. You may also send your information for
Flight Lines to this address.

Species and Native Irises
Lorena Reid (OR): We checked the species at Salem and Canby April 1
and during bloom season in mid-May. Although weather was wetter
than normal and winter colder than usual, they looked fine and should be
of wide interest to AlSers coming to the convention in Oregon. Bill
Gunther (CA): A show sponsored by the Aril Society was held here in
Region 15. The schedule provided for all types of irises except TB. In
competition were many introductions of the Pacific Coast, dwarfs, Louisianas, Japanese, arils, arilbreds, medians and a good number of the species.
One of the species, Iris sojarana, was Queen of Show.
Corinne Harvey (KY): I had three I. cristata open in a sunny spot and
was surprised as they were a bit early, April 27. Jerry Flintoff (WA):
This has been a really wonderful season for iris species, even though it
was the latest in years. I. ruthenica: this year a small clump about six
inches across had over 25 flowering stems and was beautiful. I think it
grows in sunny areas in Rumania and Siberia, getting enough sunshine to
mature buds in the new rhizomes. I. nepelensis is a very distinct root.
It is very much like a daylily. It is correctly called I. decora, since the
other I. nepalensis was named earlier and is what Dykes renamed I.
germanica var. nepalensis. This is equivalent to atropurpurea or Purple
King, the deepest black-purple clone of I. germanica. I. stolonifera
“Swanenburg Beauty” was a richly colored clone which flowered for the
first time and set a good pod of seed. I. kochii is still around a lot. Some¬
one reported a burgundy colored form of I. cristata, which should be
exciting if it proves to be a good grower. Leona Mahood (WA): I.
bracteata X I. gormanii gave the pinkest iris yet, even beside a true pink
Sweet William. It is at least as pure as I. versicolor rosea. The cross (I.
bracteata x I. gormanii) X red innominata produced real riches, deep reds
and rich yellows. These were selfed and the seeds will be sent to the
Species Study Group. I. versicolor rosea is tops as a pink, such a delicate
shell pink with no hint of purple. This year two deeper pinks appeared
in the seedlings of I. versicolor kermisiana X I. versicolor rosea. They
were sibbed and crossed with versicolor rosea. These seeds also will be
sent to the seed group. I hope that someone who will carry on the
project for better pinks will get the seeds. A white form would be
wonderful. It may take many generations to get the desired results. It is
also a project for people who live where the Pacific Coast species will
not grow. Little work of this kind has been done except with the
Pacificas and the Louisiana irises.

Japanese
Edith Cleaves (CA) reports that her season extended from June to
August 7, when Tanoa No Nishiki bloomed. She transplanted 125 seed¬
lings this summer. Edith overcomes the gopher problem by growing
Japanese irises in wading pools (2" of water). Bee Warburton (MA) also
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reports large numbers of Japanese seedlings set out. Eleanor Westmeyer
(CT) toured Russia last summer. She reports that they had complete
freedom and that Russia is like another world. Art Hazzard (MI) used
wood chips for mulch. He got 44 seedlings from a pod of Veinette which
was 90% germination. Art has grown Japanese irises since 1925 and has
been selling them since 1957. He reports that his experience of growing
them with wet feet has been disappointing, a fact that he attributes to the
weather.
W. E. Ouweneel (IN) also avoids the use of leaves because of the
tendency to pack tightly, interfering with early growth in the spring.
M. K. Thaxter (OR) reports hurricane-like winds with 134" of rain, yet
on June 1 the Japanese irises were in bud stage.

Hybridizing
Bob Schoof (UT) uses a different color embossing tape for each week he
hybridizes. “In that way I know when the cross was made. I put em¬
bossing tape with the cross on it on strips of paper around the iris when
the cross is made.” Bob uses blue tape for crosses using pollen that he
receives from Tell Muhlestein.
Mrs. Karl Jensen (IL) does not chip or soak seeds to enhance germi¬
nation. She rolls them in soft old cloth wrung out in water, places them
in plastic bags and puts them in the refrigerator for two months. (Ed.
Note: It would be interesting if this experiment were carried out using
Vz of the seeds from one cross and the other Vz planted as usual, to test
the effectiveness.) Don McLain (WA), in commenting on a query about
the meaning of “sibs,” states, “It is my understanding that all of the
progeny from the same cross are sibs. Also reciprocal crosses are not
sibs except to one another. (Ed. Note: Sibs are progeny of the same
parents. This raises an interesting question, since most iris cultivars are
vegetatively propagated. If Stepping Out is crossed with Port Royal, and
a different Stepping Out is crossed with another Port Royal, are the
offspring from both cultivar parents sibs?)

Tall Bearded
Eddie Jaeger (UT) cannot see any advantage in planting irises in pots
to get them started. He plants directly in beds, even in 100° weather,
but keeps them well watered. Jane Merritt (CA): “Have you ever tried
moth crystals to keep slugs and snails away? Bugata draws them away
also.” Eddie Jaeger’s chemist friend told him that slugs get drunk from the
beer formula, get careless, lie in the heat, and this is what kills them.
Judith McLeod (NC) finds that slugs climb to the tips of the leaves,
pull them down to the ground and apparently make a nest of them near
the rhizome. “Many times I have had to pull this ‘nest’ out of the ground
while weeding.” Mary Branch (VA) uses Lysol spray for rot. Betty Ann
Crockett (MO): For show stalks, be sure the stalk, bloom and foliage
are clear of dirt, dust or spray spots. For a Saturday show I cut the
stalks on Friday morning and place each stalk in a separate container.
I cut the stalks with a newly opened bloom and hope that other blooms
will open indoors where they won’t be damaged by wind or insects. If
the show is early for our bloom season, I water with Rapid-Gro two
weeks before show date, and again one week before, to hasten bloom. Then
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I cut the stalks with fat buds and force them in warm water. About 80%
of the stalks will have blooms by the next morning.
Betty Anderson (CO): I know for sure that organic gardening is best.
I lost a whole year’s seed crop by using Treflan to keep the weeds down
around my irises. The seeds just wouldn’t germinate. The seeds were
planted in good composted soil, so they must have picked up the Treflan
from the pod parent. (Ed. Note: From the British Iris Society Newsletter
we note the following: “Mr. M. E. Davis writes to confirm Mrs. Hewitt’s
experience of damage through the use of systemic pesticides. ‘In 1969
there appeared to be no ill effects, but in 1970 five cultivars were all
affected; blooms had only two standards and two falls.’ ” It should be
noted that Betty Anderson’s experience is with a pre-emergence herbicide
and that the B.I.S. article was speaking of systemic insecticides. It further
should be noted that Art and Romona Blodgett have used Treflan for
years with no apparent ill effect. They are hybridizers of renown.)
Dr. R. W. Wilder (IA): “I am sold on chips for mulch. I covered the
surplus patch this spring; didn’t get them on heavy enough, and the
weeds came through. So I rototilled the rows several times, which mixed
the chips in the soil some. When digging sale irises this fall, I found
the ground was moist and loose, in spite of the dry weather. Have a pile
of chips from the stumps of eleven elm trees for use next year, so I
guess I won’t run out.”
Walter Rinehart (KS): “Got my pine sawdust and shavings from the
woodworking plant as they swept it off the floor and filled barrels. It is
dissolving into the ground now. Does seem to keep the insects away,
as pine does that. Tried agricultural gypsum this year; never again;
seems to make the ground as hard as concrete. Need a pickaxe to
transplant.”

The Smaller Irises
Kevin Vaughn (MA): “I registered my first iris this year, Miss Perky,
an MDB with white standards and lavender-blue falls, with turquoise
spots.” Allan Ensminger (NB): Lilliput seedlings of the crosses (tall x
dwarf) X (tall x dwarf) have given some interesting colors, including
white with yellow spots and blue beard, yellow amoena with brown spot,
light yellows with blue beards and splashes of violet, dark violet with
blue beard, ruffled yellows with spots, and brown falls with blue
standards. The blue with violet splashes and blue beard came from
Debbie Ann X Grace Note. The irises covered with several feet of snow
had almost no germination, while in the area blown free of snow the
germination was normal.
Maybelle Wright (MN): Seedlings of Black Baby X Cherry Garden
were good. Two especially, 8V2" high, with coloring similar to Cherry
Garden. I have asked for the name Bing Cherry and will apply it to the
better of the two. An IB that bloomed last year performed well again
this year. The cross is (Fairy Flax x Green Spot) X Whole Cloth. The
color is clear blue like Sky Baby, which I think is unusual in an IB.
The branching is good, with 7 to 8 buds.

Irises in General
Wynnaline Stinson (TX): I have to get some irises acclimated before
they will rebloom. There was a spuria show in Wichita, and I fell hard
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for them. Barbara Dermiah (AZ): I feel strongly that the system for
the Dykes Medal selection should be changed. This after all is the highest
award an iris can receive. Arizona does not have many iris gardens at
this time; it certainly is a test for an iris to grow well here. Perhaps it
is impossible for one cultivar to perform well under every climate
condition, but the Dykes winners should be closest to this.
Irene Wilhelmsen (MI): The fastest increases on dwarfs were as fol¬
lows: On two-year plants, Lenna M, 17 stalks; Bloodspot, 22 stalks;
Circlette, 14 stalks; Red Heart, 12 stalks; Regards, 21 stalks; Golden
Flair, 16 stalks; Wilma V, 13 stalks. I might add that I gave some of
each to my mother, and did not include them in the count.
Mrs. Karl Jensen (IL), who hybridizes for reblooming irises, writes
on Sept. 24, “So many stalks are popping up that I’ve almost got spring
fever again.” Betty Hill (KS): One comment about iris people. The
people that I met at the Wichita convention were the kindest, and the
most eager to help one learn. Very best people on earth. Their years of
learning sure didn’t give them the big head.

Varietal Comment
Jayne Ritchie (AL): April Accent, MDB; bloomed for a solid month.
Nice shape and good yellow color, with powder blue beards. Footnote,
SDB; a full-fledged IB, two branches, 5 to 7 buds per stalk, 16-18" tall.
Lovely, but definitely IB this year. Deep Lavender, SDB; a lovely thing.
I liked it very much last year and like it even more on an established
clump. It is soft lavender with deeper lines on the falls, and a cute shape.
Litchfied, SDB; a red-violet or violet plicata which bloomed and bloomed
and bloomed. Little Wonder, SDB, impressed me on first-year bloom; a
very dark grape-purple, rich and smooth and wide. Myra, SDB, was a
beauty, a ruffled wide orchid self. Silkie, SDB, is nice; deep velvety
purple with the Zing family shape and lots of bloom. Arabi Treasure,
IB, is a very nice dark blue which has bloomed and bloomed on a firstyear plant. Bee Bop, IB, is cute, like a smaller Miss Indiana. Oriental
Baby, IB, is very good, if you like the color combination of tan and
oxblood red. Teko, IB, is classed as a yellow, I guess, but to me it is a
blend which gives a muted olive effect to the falls. It is wide and a good
grower.
Georgia Legner (IL). Maynard, BB; best brown color of any iris out to¬
day. Highline Lavender, spuria, huge and beautiful. Cambridge, Sib.,
light blue with turquoise tints. Nottingham Lace, Sib., deep blue.
Leda Christlieb (KS). Esotican Art, AB, with pale blue standards
veined darker, medium blue falls with white reticulations on haft; the
whole flower ruffled and pretty. Fair Exotican, AB, nearly white, but
some gold veins and a wire edge of gold. Burning Embers, TB, had 7
bloomstalks, with 11 buds per stalk, 3 branches; the spur had 2 blooms
and 3 in the terminal. Henna red standards, ruffled; nearly red-black
falls, also ruffled. Old Envoy, TB, growing next to it, had six bloomstalks
with 7 buds per stalk; almost black falls slightly ruffled but so smooth;
dark orange beard. Standards lighter tint of falls; tannish styles. Envoy
had more intense color, I thought, and with a real simplicity. Merry
Sunlight, SDB, was nice here, a yellow self, good form, good sub59

stance.

Cherry Garden,

SDB, again lovely red velvet, with the terminal

bloom too large; later ones in proportion.
Donald Wagner, (ND): Amethyst Flame as always was its exceptional
self. It’s always a standout in an iris bed. Gay Tracery. I was surprised
at its open standards, but came to like it better as I spent more time
looking at it.
Barbara Whitehouse, (MA); Serenity, SDB, smoky light lavender,
unusual color, and it lives up to its name. Very floriferous and blooms
over a long period. Fine Print, SDB, a dainty feminine flower with the
most delicate plicata markings, lavender on white. Dark Spark, SDB, with
deep violet standards and blackish falls edged same color as standards.
Deep violet beard and stylearms, and the nicest form imaginable. Zing,
SDB, antique gold with a lavender beard; extremely floriferous and pods
like crazy! Dear Love, SDB, ruffled sky blue. Bloomed over the whole
extra-long SDB season this year. Charmed Circle, TB, big beautiful
plicata; well-spaced blossoms with fine substance, lasting about 4 days,
and not minding rain and heat. Back Bay, TB, a tall, proud, clean medium
blue self with just a hint of ruffling to keep it from being too severe.
Spooned Blaze, TB, a tall gold with a white blaze on the falls and the
crazy ornamental spoons which give it its name; bloomed on the most
graceful TB stalk I’ve ever seen, reminiscent of the willowy MTB stalk,
but 42" tall and strong enough not to need staking. I like it.

Siberians
Beverly Dopke (MI): White Swirl does have pollen if the stamens
are removed the day before the flower is to open. The pollen is scraped
off and left to dry in a dish for a day or two. “I asked Dr. McGarvey
how he made sure that his crosses weren’t contaminated.
He said
he doesn’t remove the standards or falls, but opens the buds the day
before they normally would open, removes the stamens and closes the
flower again. He uses a soft wire to hold the bud closed until he wants to
use it. In that way the stigmatic field does not dry up and is ready to
accept the pollen when applied.”
Eugene Wagner (OH): Stippled Ripples gave excellent seedlings with
lots of starchy substance and ruffles. Mrs. Wilford Leix (MI): Japanese
irises are making lots of headway in Michigan. I give my plantings
ferrous sulphate; too many plants were turning yellow. Ophelia Straw
(PA): Cygon seems to be the answer for borers. R. Mueller (NJ):
Japanese irises seem to do best for me when I grow them uphill on very
poor silty soil, as long as I give them about an inch of water per week
until they finish blooming.

Robin Members
We always are grateful for those helpful experiences of yours in grow¬
ing irises which we can pass on in these columns to others.

SCORCH
Now that winter has arrived, I would like to renew my plea to all iris
growers to send me their observations on scorch as it occurs in your
garden. I have received some excellent observations, but all the clues we
can accumulate will be necessary to trace down this William. Julius
Wadekamper, 2231 Hillside, St. Paul, Minn. 55108.
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PROFILE
MRS. J. N. COX
Few people have given more intent and dedi¬
cated service to the cause of irises than Myrtle
Cox. A life member of the American Iris So¬
ciety and of the Spuria Iris Society, she has
been the power that has motivated Region 21
for a number of years. She likes to spread the
iris virus. She has been president of both the
Norfolk Iris Club and the Elkhorn Valley Iris
Club, membership chairman of Region 21 and
its judges training chairman. She has given a
number of programs about irises to clubs. In¬
deed there are very few opportunities to
advance the cause of irises in which she has not taken a leading role,
including developing interest in Youth members. Her garden is a wellgrown display of the best, both old and new.
She is a life member of Federated Garden Clubs of Nebraska, a life
member of P-TA, and a life member of Women’s Society for Christian
Service. She has three sons, thirteen grandchildren and three great¬
grandchildren.

MRS. CARL M. SMITH
Eva T. Smith, with her husband, retired from
a thirty-acre nursery some years ago, and in
her words, “being retired wasn’t any fun so we
started raising irises and hybridizing strictly as
a hobby,” and it grew into a business. In ad¬
dition they have a ceramic shop, also started
since they retired.
Carl and Eva Smith work as a team with
irises, and the results of their hybridizing can
be attested to by such sterling irises as Fond
Wish, Miss Idaho, and a number of others which
discerning iris judges speak of with unstinted
J
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praise.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith celebrated the golden wedding anniversary a year
ago.

EDWIN JAEGER
(Excerpts from article, “An Acolade to Eddie,” by Howard Coleman)
Edwin Jaeger, Salt Lake City, Utah, became very interested in irises
in 1955, when he visited a large iris garden in full bloom. He immediately
joined the Utah Iris Society, and then AIS, and became interested in
the Robin Program, and currently directs two Robins.
He has served as president of the Wasatch Men’s Garden Club, and in
1964 was honored with the title, “Utah’s Gardener of the Year.” A tree
6!

was planted in his honor in his local community in 1966 and again in 1969.
In the past thirteen years he has been a diligent worker in local iris
shows, most often as chairman or co-chairman. For four years he has
served locally as a beautification judge. He currently is an RVP of the
American Hemorocallis Society.

C. ROBERT MINNICK
Bob Minnick, director of the AIS Test Garden
Program, devotes as much time unselfishly to the
cause of irises as any one we know. He has been
active in iris affairs since 1954. He was RVP of
Region 18 when the Kansas City convention was
held, and was chairman of the Garden Commit¬
tee for that convention. He has served as an
officer in a great many capacities in the Greater
Kansas City Iris Society.
The Region 18 Test Garden, which he operates,
is a model for test gardens. In addition, he does
some hybridizing, and several of us have been
trying to encourage him to name and introduce a plicata which he has
developed.

STANLEY G. STREET
Sam (as he is commonly called) Street, of
Independence, Mo., came to Kansas City from
England in 1920. He began growing irises about
1926, and is currently working in the arilmed
field. Ruby Rock, Saletta and Wee Scot have
won gold and silver awards in Vienna, and Wee
Scot won the C. G. White Award in 1968.
He has been active in both local and regional
iris societies, and attended his first national con¬
vention in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

HAZEL E. SCHMELZER
Hazel E. Schmelzer has achieved the signal honor of being awarded
the Washington State Federation of Garden Club’s citation for Dis¬
tinguished Achievement in Horticulture. Hers is a story of the therapy
to be found in gardening. Faced with a possible life of invalidism, she was
encouraged to go into flower gardening, and in her words, “I began to live
in the magic world of iris catalogues.”
She was the organizer of the Walla Walls Iris Garden Club in 1948, a
club which holds an iris show each year. She put out her first iris
listing in 1944. Practically every complete garden collection of irises in
the country grows her beautiful red, Captain Gallant, the first winner
of the Cook-Lapham Bowl, and almost every year there comes from her
garden new introductions of the highest quality irises, including her
newer Lightning Flash and Gay Festival.
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Thomas Ford, Editor
Articles, features and photographs for, by or about irisarians under 19 will
be published in this section. Please send your contribution to Youth Views
Editor, Mr. Thomas Ford, 12627 Oxon Road, Herndon, Virginia 22070.

RADICAL VIEWS
Perry Dyer

I like to listen to Three Dog Night. Does this make me a hard-rock fan?
I like Cokes. Does this make me an acid head? Irises are my favorite
flowers. Does this make me an Iris Freak? I like the white irises more
than the reds and blacks. Does this make me a racist? I prefer the bearded
irises over the beardless ones—surely that makes me a hippie! No, I’m an
avid American Iris Society youth, and a radical one at that! So it goes
as I sit here thinking of my favorite irises of the past bloom season.
Here is what I thought of the “flags” viewed and read about this year:
Of the reds, it appears that Schreiners lead the field. Jewel Tone (’66)
appears to be the best of the Schreiner reds, if you consider everything.
It has the vigor Warlord (’68) and Vitafire (’68) lack. I am of the
opinion that if an iris cannot increase well in most parts of the country,
it shouldn’t be voted for an Award of Merit. It appears that other people
do not agree with me. Caliente (Luihn ’68) is an excellent red in all
respects—branching, form, clarity, vigor and substance. The bronze beard
really stands out. Newer ones to watch for are Post Time (Schreiner ’71),
Red Planet (E. Smith ’70) and Cliff Reynolds’ new maroons, Wonderful
One (’70) and Royal Trumpeter (’71).
In the orange class, again the older one appears to be the best all around.
Spanish Gift (Shoop, ’65) is by far the most vigorous orange on the
market, and probably has the best form. Bright Butterfly (B. Jones ’67)
is a fantastic creation with superior form. Will someone please put the
same flower on a better plant!? Oraglow (Julander ’68) is in the same
boat. Plough’s Flaming Star (’67) and Son of Star (’69) have good color
but poor form. New ones to watch for are Hayride (B. Jones ’71), Orange
Beauty (Rudolph ’71), Tangerine Sunset (Marsh ’72), and an apricottoned creation from Neva Sexton called Georgia Girl (’71).
Greens are by far the poorest developed things in irisdom. There are
only three worth mentioning: Fluted Lime (Noyd ’66) is by far the
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closest approach to a lime green. Bayberry Candle (DeForest ’69) is a
kook that grows like a weed here. Maybe if enough judges see it next
year it’ll get a well-deserved AM. Bamboo Curtain (R. Brown ’68) is a
unique creation that deserves much more credit; very vigorous.
Browns still lack ruffling and lace, but improvement does appear to be
coming. Again, Schreiner rules the roost. Gingersnap (’65) has been
keeping us happy for years, but now there is Dutch Chocolate (’70) —
to me, the finest thing from Schreiner in recent years.
Blacks have made rapid improvements in the past decade. Future Dykes
Medalist Dusky Dancer (Luihn ’67) leads the class. Schreiner again shows
off with their Night Owl (’70). Jim Gibson, famous for his plies, pops
up in ’70 with his Opening Night. People are seeing white lines around
the beard, but I don’t see any!
To contrast the blacks, how about the whites? To me this class appears
to be the most perfect of all, and yet each year improvements appear.
One of the older ones is still about the best. If anyone wishes to disagree
with me that Winter Olympics is fantastic, look at Mrs. Woodman’s Queen
of Show stalk of it on page 26 of the July, 1971 BULLETIN. Opal Brown
has come right back in ’68 with Light Fantastic. This creation probably
has the most interesting buds of any iris, which open into heavily ruffled
flowers with thick substance. I am quite surprised that it didn’t win an
AM this year. High Sierra (Gaulter, ’67) is a giant in all respects. Usually
a variety with flowers as large as this one would fall over because of the
weight, but not High Sierra! Carrara Marble is an excellent new one
from Mrs. Sheaff. The individual flower is sensational, but the bud count
and vigor could be better. Chances are, the best of the newer whites is
Ermine Robe (Schreiner ’69). It makes a terrific clump. This one should
make a fine showing in the AM list next year. A new one to watch for is
Joe Ghio’s Wedding Vow (’72)—pure chalky white with superior form
and heavy substance.
In the pink class, Nate Rudolph appears to be the attention-getter now.
Pink Taffeta (’68) is leading all presently, but here it doesn’t grow very
well. Pink Sleigh (’70) is perhaps the most ballyhooed iris of the moment,
and rightly so. All good qualities done in a people-pleasing shade of bluepink. Dresden Frills (’69) was the most popular Rudolph iris in Region
22 this spring. Pink Divinty (Tams ’67) is certainly the most overlooked
good pink and definitely deserves higher awards. Glenn Corlew is be¬
coming one of our better hybridizers, and Cherub Choir (’68) proves the
point. The descriptions say “white overlaid pink,” but I like to see it as
simply a refreshing light pink. Watch for his new Grand Romance (’71).
Also keep an eye out for Melba Hamblen’s Flamingo Fling (’72), Eliza¬
beth Stuart (B. Jones ’71), and last but not least, May Romance (Cross¬
man ’71). May Romance is different in its orchid-pink tones with a bright
(but not harsh) coral pink beard. Certainly unique and very deserving.
Yellows are very advanced, and there are dozens of excellent varieties.
Here I throw in the yellow and reverse bicolors, also. The best yellow
today is, without a doubt, New Moon (Sexton ’68). Ideal in every way.
Surely this will get the most coveted award in ’73. Anyone for a good
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24-carat gold iris? Try West Coast (Knopf ’68). If you find that you like
West Coast try the medium yellow On Target (Knopf ’70). It is very
clean and pure! Rudolph again shows off in this class with Yellow
Chiffon and Cream Taffeta (’70). Both are heavily ruffled and have
good substance. Lime Fizz (Schreiner ’69) is an excellent creation—don’t
let the name mislead you. The falls are a bit long at times. Marvin Olson
has two excellent creations called Radiant Beam (’69) and Arctic Dawn
(’71). Watch for Glenn Corlew’s Proclamation (’71). Debbie Rairdon?
I think it’s the best formed iris out today. Ad Astra (Babson ’67) is
another good one in this class.
Blues are also very advanced. Have you ever noticed all the blues that
have won the Dykes? Music Maker (Waters ’63) is getting old, but is
still one of my favorites. It has beautiful ruffling. Babbling Brook
(Keppel ’66) is one that deserves the Dykes, although I’ve heard that it
rots badly for many in the East. Shipshape (Babson ’69) is hard to for¬
get with its overlapping, clean hafts and heavy substance. This one may
just sail itself right into the Dykes Medal position. I usually don’t like
to use the word “pretty” in describing an iris, for so many people use
it too much, and it really doesn’t tell you anything. However, that is
the only word I could think of to use when I first saw Azure Apogee
this year. Next spring I’m planting May Romance next to it. Sailor Togs
(Marsh ’69) was the best blue in the state this year. It is a deep blue
with a self beard and ruffles galore. Very deserving of the Dykes! Three
new blues to watch for are the very heavily laced Bubbling Springs
(Opal Brown ’71), Maestro Puccini (C. Benson) and Sapphire Hills
(Schreiner ’71).
Red-bearded whites are getting better each year and now finally we
have some decent representatives on the market. Arctic Torch (Olson
’69) is perhaps the best for all round performance. Crystal Blaze
(Rudolph ’67) has the nicest individual flowers, although they are some¬
what small. Cherry Jubilee (Vernon Wood ’69) is the most vigorous.
A new one to watch is Celestial Fire (Goodrick ’71).
In this next group I’m just throwing all of the violets, lavenders,
orchids, and purples together, and am calling them “purple,” for I cannot
at times distinguish the difference in the colors. Fond Wish (E. Smith
’67) is a fantastic lavender-pink that has finally become popular, deserv¬
edly so. Surely this one will be seen on the AM list. San Leandro
(Gaulter ’68) is a very vigorous lavender with a tangerine beard.
Lilac Treat (Niswonger ’70) is also quite good. Nineveh (Keppel ’66),
a one-fourth arilbred, is a very vigorous, floriferous, well-formed ma¬
genta. Lilac-toned beauties that are quite good are Lilac Flare (Rudolph
’69) and Lilac Mist (Luihn ’69). Dreamtime (Schreiner ’67) is a very
huge, heavily ruffled orchid-pink with extremely heavy substance. It
stood up to hail and heavy rain this spring for me. Of all the things
eligible for the Dykes in my garden this year, the one that performed the
best for me was Apropos (Babson ’64). Apropos is an orchid bitone with
a rather blue beard. It has a few lines around the beard, reminding me
of onco bloodlines! Perhaps the most unusual in this class would be
Meggie (Gaulter ’70). Sort of a burnt rose with heavy chocolate shoulders.
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I was very surprised to see it so low on the HM list this year. In the
deep purple class, Royal Heritage (Luihn ’68) is the best. Western Host
(Babson ’68) is heavily ruffled and has that beautiful horizontal flare to
the falls. The biggest surprise I had this year was the eastern iris, Yankee
Boy (Gadd ’67). Tremendously striking, and I’m supporting it for an AM
next year.
Again I’m going to “bunch together,” this time the bicolors. Ivy League
(Nearpass ’69) is an excellent light blue amoena that has sensational
branching. Lord Baltimore from the same hybridizer, introduced the
same year, is a smooth tailored neglecta with light blue standards and
very deep blue falls. Style! Latin Lover (Shoop ’69) is quite different
with pink standards and pansy purple falls. Camelot Rose (Tompkins
’65) is a huge tailored thing done in orchid standards and burgundy-red
falls. Very good in this region. Touche (Hamblen, ’69) is THE pink and
blue bicolor and nothing beats it. Fantastic in a clump. In the yellow
standard, reddish failed things, Gala Madrid (L. Peterson ’68), leads.
Grows like a weed here. New neglectas to watch for are Woodland
Shadows (Munger ’71), Veneration (Ghio ’71) and Dialogue (Ghio ’73).
Some bright bicolors going big now are Chapeau (Babson ’71), Status
Symbol (Babson ’72) and that wild, fascinating creation from Gordon
Plough, Guitar Country (’71).
Plicatas, my
the HM’s this
Sunlit (’68) is
it” at all. Red
it gotten more

favorite class, are really starting to show off. We lead
year with the super-star Kilt Lilt, from Jim Gibson.
another excellent plic from the master that hasn’t “made
plies? High Life (Schreiner ’64) still leads. Why hasn’t
attention? Pink plies? Try Gibson’s Mod Mode (’70) or
Casino Queen (’71). Blue plies have come a long way from Rococo!
If you haven’t seen Charmed Circle (Keppel ’69), you’re really missing
out. New plies? Watch for Odyssey (Babson ’71) and Winner’s Circle
Plough ’72).
Finally, to the kooks. There’s no better way to finish out a report like
this one! Commentary and Cambodia steal the show. The latter doesn’t
exactly overwhelm with heavy increase. Baccarat is a beautiful origina¬
tion that should be getting higher awards. Any of you who went to
Wichita will remember how Hey Lookie (W. F. Brown ’70) blew your
minds. Punchline and Cambodia this year proved that kooks CAN win
high awards, so hang in there, judges. Kooks of the future? Try Joe
Ghio’s balkana-blooded Oracle (’72) and Magician (’73). Oracle is a
border bearded light blue, with a deeper blue blob in the falls that stares
at you. Magician is an insane concoction of old gold stands and falls
having a large purple blob and a brown beard. Again, it’s a border.
Don’t laugh—you’d be weird too if you had Jungle Shadows on one side
of your pedigree and a bunch of balkana breeding on the other!
And so it goes here in Okie Land, where the “flurs” (that’s Okie talk
for “flowers”) grow as well as they do on the West Coast! The year 1972
has many great surprises in store for all of us. If only the iris season
could be as long as football season. All of you Flower Children out there
—young or young at heart, get out there and support Flower Power!
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In M.emoriam

RHOLIN COOLEY
With the passing on of Rholin Cooley, all
irisdom has lost one of its truly distinguished
greats. He probably attended more national
conventions than any other person, and the
Cooley catalogues of irises, now in their fortyfourth year, are classics, and have been treas¬
ured as reference works over the years by
countless irisarians. His trip in 1929 may stand
as the longest trip on record to see irises in the
country.
Rholin Cooley started his work life as a mail
carrier, but was lured into commercial growing
and sales of irises by the beautiful ones he saw
in Dr. Kleinsorge’s garden. Over the years his
Photo by B. Jones
catalogues have featured the introductions of
such famous hybridizers as Dr. Kleinsorge, Mr.
Bonnewitz, Mr. Wareham, Dr. Ayres, Dr. Kirkland, the Sass brothers; and
more recently, the introductions of Dave Hall, Jim Gibson, Larry Gaulter,
and the Cooley family.
Rholin Cooley contributed greatly to the popularity of the iris flower,
and all who knew learned to admire his kindness and consideration—the
marks of a true gentleman.

CONNIE SCHREINER KENDALL
Connie Kendall was one of the three children
who continued and enlarged the iris business
which their father had started. She was one of
those too rare persons who had the gift of a
magnetic personality which was felt immedi¬
ately by all who ever met her. Vivacious,
clever, witty, sensible, friendly, a curiosity
about everything, and a love for beauty in all
its forms—nature, music, literature, the arts—
all the attributes which made people respect
her and adore her. Truly her going leaves an
empty place in the hearts of all of us who
knew her.
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EULA SADDORIS
John Humphrey

Mrs. M. L. Saddoris had worked actively in the iris world for many
years. She had attended many of the national conventions, and was
active in the Oklahoma Iris Society, the Tulsa Area Iris Society and the
Sooner State Iris Society, as well as others. She was a great help to her
hybridizer husband, Dr. M. L. Saddoris. She referred to herself as his
“automatic weeder,” and acted as critic in helping him select his best
seedlings. Irises made up a large part of her life, but those who knew
her recognized that her purpose in life was to glorify God, and this
purpose she accomplished.

ERNEST PERCY MILES
Olive Langdon

Mr. E. P. Miles, a member of the Birmingham Iris Society and AIS,
had been retired some sixteen years, and spent these retirement years in
gardening. He and his wife, and their daughter, Nan Elizabeth, built a
lovely home on an acreage overlooking scenic Altadena Valley, and here
they developed a beautiful garden, with their specialties being irises,
daylilies and daffodils, but at almost any time of the calendar year some¬
thing beautiful was blooming in the Miles garden.

BRITISH IRIS SOCIETY
JUBILEE 1922-1972
Saturday, June 3. Registration. Visit to Syon Park, with its Garden
Centre, world famous conservatory and gardens.
Sunday, June 4.
Coach trip to Chartwell, home of Sir Winston
Churchill; Hever Castle, formerly home of Anne Boleyn; and Pinehurst
Place, home of Sir Philip Sidney.
Monday, June 5.

Coach tour to Savill Gardens and Kew Gardens.

Tuesday, June 6. The Iris Show at the Royal Horticultural Society’s
New Hall, and a talk by Admiral Furse on his travels collecting irises.
Wednesday, June 7.
demonstrations.

Second day of iris show.

Program of talks and

Thursday, June 8. Coach trip to the Royal Horticultural Society’s gardens
at Wisley, and Hampton Court Palace.
Write: Mrs. T. A. Blanco White
72 South Hill Park
London, N.W. 3, England
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NEW R VPS
REGION 1. James R. Welch. No fault of Mr. Welch, but as we are
putting together the “makeup” for this Bulletin, we do not have his picture
nor the information about his iris activities. We hope to be able to
publish these in the April issue.
REGION 2. James A. Gristwood. Mr. Gristwood grows from 800 to 1,000
iris varieties each year, and many other kinds of flowers. He joined the
Empire State Iris Society in the 50’s, and has served that society as area
chairman, auction chairman, on its board of directors, and as Assistant
RVP. He and Mrs. Gristwood have one son and two daughters, and one
granddaughter, about whom he writes, “Need I say she is the apple of our
eye.”
REGION 5. James H. Duren. Mr. Duren writes that he is a native born
Georgia “Cracker,” whose family has lived in Georgia since 1732. He has
been growing iris for twenty-five years, and has been an iris judge for
over fifteen years. He has served as president of the Georgia Iris Society,
and as Area Chairman of AIS; he has an active interest in testing and
growing irises that perform well in the South.
REGION 10. Marie Caillet. Miss Caillet has a long and noteworthy in¬
volvement with the progress of Louisiana irises, and there are few facts
in their progress in which she has not had at least an encouraging part.
She is a member of the staff of the University of Southwestern Louisiana,
as professor of home economics, but is soon to retire from that position,
and spend part of each year in Texas. She has belonged to AIS for thirty
years, and has held many local and regional offices. Her namesake, Marie
Caillet, won the DeBaillon Award in 1970.
REGION 11. Mrs. Sidney W. (Gretchen) Smith is a life member of
AIS, having first joined in 1939. She has grown irises since 1927, when
the Smiths moved to Twin Falls from Omaha. The irises were Sass irises,
a gift from Mrs. Smith’s mother. She helped to found the Magic Valley
Iris Society and served as its president. She is past president of Federated
Garden Clubs of Idaho, a National Council Judge, and has held a number
of offices on regional and national levels.
She grows practically all kinds of irises.
photography, flower shows and music.

Her other hobbies include

REGION 15. Robert Paul Hubley. Bob Hubley is president of the Re¬
blooming Iris Society, and past president of the Southern California Iris
Society. He has won eleven' silver medals for his participation in AIS
shows, and is the 1971 winner of the George Stambach Award for the
Best Pacific Coast Seedling. He is writing/compiling “A Dictionary of
Color Names for Flower Growers,” and is compiling a “List of Californicae
—Registered and/or Named Cultivars and Collected Hybrids.”
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REGION 16. W. J. (Jack) Taylor is a customer service supervisor for
Air Canada, having been employed by them for twenty-two years. Grow¬
ing irises always has fascinated Jack; he purchased his first ones from
his allowance while attending high school. Since moving into their
home in Willowdale, he says that the borders have become wider and
the lawn smaller each year. He has been a Director of the Canadian
Iris Society since 1968.
The Taylors have two children, Karen (12) and Joffre (14). Karen is
keenly interested in irises and has quite a collection of her own.
We hope to have Mr. Taylor’s picture for the April Bulletin.

REGION 17. Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee. Glenna Keesee has grown irises
since childhood, and her interest was reactivated in 1951 when they bought
a house with a yard landscaped with irises. She is a graduate of Texas
•
•
^
Tech University, where she taught geology until the children came along.
The two children, Kathy (16) and Steven (13) both have participated
actively in iris shows.
She has been an area chairman, membership chairman, and an AIS
Judge since 1967. She is a charter member of the South Plains Iris
Society and is first vice president of the Lubbock Council of Garden Clubs.

REGION 19. Mrs. Lloyd (Elma) F. Rake is the chief policy writer for
Mercer Mutual Insurance Company. She joined AIS in the 50’s, and her
primary interest is with MDBs, and she also grows SDBs and TBs. She
has been hybridizing for about seven years, but, in her words, “hasn’t
come up with anything exciting yet.” Her husband works for General
Motors, and they have two daughters, Diana (20) and Linda (18).

REGION 21. Kempton Settle has grown irises for some twenty years.
He has been treasurer of Region 21 and is a Garden Judge. He is past
president of the Kiwanis Club. He is chairman of the board of trustees
and treasurer of the Liberty Friends Church, and chairman of the Mar¬
shalltown County Extension Board. His wife, an RN, is night supervisor
of the Iowa Soldiers Home Hospital. The Settles have three sons, two in
Denver, and one a senior in high school.

REGION 23. Mrs. Francis C. O’Kelly. Gladys O’Kelly was born in
New York into a family with whom horticulture was a way of life. She
entered the medical field, and taught classes in philosophy and kindred
subjects, as well as doing daily radio programs.
The O’Kellys grow well over 1,000 iris varieties on a full city block,
where rare flowers and shrubs abound. The garden is a mecca which those
interested in flowers visit, up to 500 visitors in one day. Mrs. O’Kelly
does the publicity for the Aril Iris Society, the New Mexico Iris Society
and the Council of Albuquerque Garden Clubs. She has grown irises for
over forty years, and has tried her hand at hybridizing and general
landscaping. She has attended all but one national convention since 1961.
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SCHORTMAN’S IRIS GARDENS
819 W. Putnam Avenue, Porterville, Calif. 93257
For 1972 we are proud to offer one iris in
each color class which we feel is tops in its
class. We have a set of 35 mm slides to loan
to iris societies, all our own introductions and
irises to come.
NEW FOR 1972. Lucky Break. 34". M. to L. A real fine blue and
white plicata. Stepping Out X April Clouds. Pure white falls with
navy blue border on falls.$25.00

FOLLOWING IRISES ARE FULLY DESCRIBED in 1970 and 1971
APRIL BULLETINS
Blue Fascination ’71. Very fluted sky blue self.$25.00
Fantastic Voyage ’71. M-L. Heavy amoena. Blue falls; cream
standards. Main Attraction X Arctic Flame.$25.00
Majestic Prince ’71. Amoena sdlg, X Rippling Waters. Nicely
ruffled violet falls with brown edge; cream standards.$25.00
Hawaiian Love Call ’70. Violet-red self with brown to blue beard.
Has some lace and has taken Best of Show.$17.50
Love In Blue ’70. Medium blue self; nicely ruffled. Sib to New
Snow Symphony.$20.00
Dove In Flight ’67. Very fluted buff and blue blend.$15.00

FOLLOWING ARE INTERNATIONAL WINNERS AT FLORENCE
in 1971.
New Snow Symphony. Fluted white. Two awards.$25.00
Golden Memories. Best yellow.$17.50
Calicon. Best dark violet. Fluted.$25.00
Seeing Red. Best red.$17.50
With forty-five years of hybridizing experience, we offer only out¬
standing irises in their color class. Being a hobby, we do not hold
stock for a large increase, so stock is limited. Order early so you
won’t be disappointed, and include $1.00 to help cover postage.

1959 CHECK LIST
We just ordered too many 1959 Check Lists, and until the stock
is reduced to what we should hold for the future, we will sell
these for $2.00 each. For those of you who want an extra copy
or do not have one, the price is reduced to $2.00 until we reduce
the stock to 500 copies.
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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AIS JUDGES FOR 1972
Mrs. Richard V. Ramsey, Chairman of Judges 1972
The following rosters by Regions include five categories of judges:
Garden Judges, Exhibition Judges, Senior Judges, Honorary Judges and
Apprentice Judges. In the lists, Garden Judges are identified by a G,
Exhibition Judges by an E, Senior Judges by an S, Honorary Judges by an
H, and Apprentice Judges by an A.
Those judges who have served as Regional Vice President have an *
before their rank as judge. If there are any omissions, please notify the
chairman of Judges.

REGION 1

Massachusetts

New Hampshire

S Mrs. Thelma G. Barton, Gardner
A Mr. Harry Bishop, Huntington
H Dr. G. Percy Brown, Barre
*H Mrs. Preston E. Corey, Reading
S Mrs. Irving W. Fraim, Waltham
E Mrs. John Johnson, Quincy
G Mrs. Stephen C. Kanela, Walpole
G Mrs. Peter Markham, Lunenburg
S Miss Eleanor L. Murdock,
East Templeton
H Mrs. Thomas Nesmith,
Chelmsford
G Mrs. Irving J. Russell,
Framingham
G Mrs. James H. Shepherd,
Westboro
*H Mrs. Shirley Spurr, Wakefield
S Mr. Kenneth W. Stone, Fitchburg
*G Mr. Carleton J. Ulm, Taunton
G Mrs. Carleton J. Ulm, Taunton
*G Mr. Kenneth M. Waite, Westfield
G Mrs. Kenneth M. Waite, Westfield
G Mrs. Joseph E. Walsh, Quincy
H Mrs. Frank W. Warburton,
Westboro
A Dr. Dennis Wharton, Natick

G RVP Mr. James R. Welch,
Londonderry
*H Mr. John A. Bartholomew,
Laconia
S Mrs. John A. Bartholomew,
Laconia
G Mr. Arthur J. Watkins, Concord

Connecticut
G Mrs. C. A. Bahret, Danbury
G Mrs. Edwin D. Bartlett, Guilford
*G Mr. Frederick W. Gadd,
Wethersfield
G Mrs. Frederick W. Gadd,
Wethersfield
S Mr. John E. Goett, Monroe
*G Dr. Frank E. Halleck, Madison
G Mr. Frederic A. Jacobs, Meriden
A Mr. Carroll L. O’Brien,
Wallingford
A Mrs. Carroll L. O’Brien,
Wallingford
G Mr. Carl G. Schulz, Meriden
A Mrs. Ruth E. Schulz, Meriden
G Mr. Coulson H. Squires, Madison
S Mrs. Charles I. Stephenson,
New Haven
G Mr. William Thomson, Stamford
G Mr. Joseph F. Wascoe, Stratford
*S Mrs. Troy Westmeyer, Stamford

Maine
A Mr. Sherman N. Hysler, York
G Mr. Bernard W. McLaughlin,
South Paris
A Mrs. Phillip Mollicone, Winthrop
A Mr. Russell B. Moors, Auburn

Rhode Island
G Mr. Allan P. McConnell,
Rumford

REGION 2
New York
G RVP Mr. James A. Gristwood,
Phoenix
*S Mr. Merton Brownell, Mt. Upton
G Mr. Lynn K. Carmer,
Spencerport
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G Mrs. Lynn K. Carmer,
Spencerport
*H Mr. Fred W. Cassebeer,
West Nyack
G Mrs. Angele Colantuoni, Congers
*S Dr. Irwin A. Conroe,
Slingerlands
G Mr. Albert F. deGroat, Brockport
G Mr. LaVerne A. Dillenbeck,
Schenectady
A Mrs. LaVerne A. Dillenbeck
Schenectady
S Mrs. Harry L. Edwards,
Massapequa Park
G Miss Mary Pat Engel, Kenmore
*G Mr. William Fitzgerald,
Rochester
H Mr. Paul Frese, White Plains
G Mrs. James A. Gristwood,
Phoenix
G Mrs. Jane I. Hall, Clay
G Mr. Lowell G. Harder,
Churchville
G Mrs. Thomas R. Higgins, Syosett
A Mr. Lewis E. Hohn, Rochester
H Mr. Thomas E. Jacoby, Oakfield
A Mr. R. Barry Jordan, Bolivar
A Mrs. Gilbert Levine, Scarsdale
*S Prof. William G. McGarvey,
Oswego
G Mrs. William G. McGarvey,
Oswego
*S Mr. William H. Peck, Oyster Bay
G Mrs. John M. Price, New City
S Mrs. O. F. Quist, Spring Valley
*H Dr. L. F. Randolph, Ithaca
G Mr. Robert H. Savage,
New Windsor
A Mrs. Walter A. Savage,
No. Syracuse
G Mr. Raymond L. Scheele,
Westbury
G Mr. Herman E. Story, Freehold
S Mr. John Swantak,
South Kortright
G Mr. Irvin R. Taylor, Fulton
A Mr. Daniel Timmins, Brooklyn
A Mr. Mitchell Vail, No. Syracuse
A Mrs. Mitchell Vail, No. Syracuse
G Mr. Andre Viette, East Norwich
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G
A
A
G
G

Mr. George Paul Watts, Armonk
Mrs. George Paul Watts, Armonk
Mrs. Philip Winter, Fayetteville
Mr. Alfred T. Wirz, Kenmore
Mr. E. Freeman Yendall,
Kenmore
G Mrs. Phyllis Zezelic,
Massapequa Park
G Mr. Clinton Ziems, West Monroe

REGION 3
Pennsylvania
G RVP Mrs. Theodore R. Shiner,
Nescopeck
G Mr. John A. Boylan,
Cambridge Springs
S Mrs. William E. Chambers,
Merion Station
G Mrs. E. A. Chariott, Moylan
A Mr. W. H. Clough, Pittsfield
G Mr. Norman R. Clouser,
Sinking Spring
G Mrs. J. W. Dougherty, Pittsburgh
*S Mrs. Eugene G. Hamill,
Hollidaysburg
G Mr. Harold C. Hieter,
Quakertown
G Mrs. William P. Hill,
Allison Park
*G Mr. William T. Hirsch,
Havertown
A Mrs. Irwin R. Hixson, Flourtown
G Mr. Maxwell W. Hunter, Sr.,
Hollidaysburg
G Mrs. Grant D. Kegerise, Reading
G Mrs. Richard P. Kegerise,
Temple
S Mrs. Gustave Landt, Norristown
G Mrs. William Liebegott, Montrose
*S Mr. John C. Lyster, Aldan
G Miss Sophia M. Moiles,
Johnstown
G Mrs. Stephen F. Molchan,
Pittsburgh
G Dr. A. Edward Murray, Jr.,
Levittown
G Mr. Albert E. Murray, Levittown
G Mr. William C. Newhard,
Quakertown
G Mrs. Jesse L. Pickard, Springfield

H
G
G
G

Mrs. R. Moore Price, New Hope
Mrs. Frank Prosky, Pittsburgh
Mrs. Jean Quick, Carbondale
Mr. Clayton H. Sacks,
Collegeville
*G Mrs. Marshall Seibert,
Clarksville
G Mr. Paul R. Smith, Sanatoga
S Mrs. Guy E. Stevens, Wellsboro
G Mr. Raymond S. Thomas, Saltillo
G Dr. Frank A. Walchak,
Lansdowne
G Mr. Jack Weber, Yeadon
A Mrs. Charles E. Wilson,
Hollidaysburg
*H Dr. John C. Wister, Swarthmore

Delaware
G Mrs. Frank W. Hankins, Smyrna
A Mrs. John Silvia, Townsend

REGION 4
West Virginia
G RVP William D. Kelley,
Lewisburg
*S Mr. Earl T. Browder, St. Albans
G Mrs. J. R. McCracken, Walker
G Mrs. William J. McLaughlin,
Lewisburg
G Mrs. Roberta McMullin,
Parkersburg
A Mrs. John E. Van Horn, Nitro

Maryland
G Mrs. Elton H. Bounds,
Mardella Springs
A Mrs. Jack Bowersox, Trappe
A Mrs. Robert E. Dasch, Timonium
A Mrs. Frank H. J. Figge, Towson
*G Mr. Maynard E. Harp, Baltimore
G Mrs. Maynard E. Harp, Baltimore
*G Mr. Paul Hoffmeister, Neavitt
G Mrs. Paul Hoffmeister, Neavitt
G Mrs. Fred M. Miller, Baltimore

North Carolina
G Rev. Raymond L. Alexander,
Washington
A Mrs. Alice Bouldin, Elon College
G Mr. B. J. Brown, Charlotte
G Mrs. B. J. Brown, Charlotte
G Mr. John A. Dughi, Raleigh

G Mrs. John A. Dughi, Raleigh
A Mr. E. Roy Epperson,
High Point
G Mrs. Elizabeth Farrar,
Mt. Holly
G Mrs. Craven B. Helms, Monroe
A Mrs. Elmer J. Nifong,
Kernersville
H Mrs. C. C. O’Brien, Greensboro
G Mrs. D. W. Parham, High Point
A Mrs. A. H. Price, Summerfield
*G Mr. Frank Sherrill, Davidson
A Mrs. D. L. Trogden, Sr.,
Summerfield
A Mrs. D. L. Trogden, Jr.,
Summerfield
A Mr. H. K. Witherspoon, Raleigh

Virginia
G Mr. Weldon W. Ballard,
Chesapeake
S Mrs. F. Allen Brown, Roanoke
A Mr. Richard M. Connelly,
Herndon
G Mrs. Charles M. Cox,
Falls Church
*G Mrs. B. E. Crumpler, Roanoke
G Rev. Paul E. Folkers, Blairs
G Mr. Thomas R. Ford, Herndon
S Mrs. Guy R. Kirby, Norfolk
G Dr. Anne L. Lee, Norfolk
G Mrs. John W. McCoy, Roanoke
S Mrs. Robert L. Munn,
Virginia Beach
G Mrs. Hunt Nenon, Chatham
G Mrs. Nelson O. Price, Blacksburg
G Mrs. A. W. Rice, Roanoke
S Mrs. Charles F. Roberts, Norfolk
G Mr. Frederick G. Stephenson,
Roanoke
*G Dr. Lloyd Zurbrigg, Radford

REGION 5
Georgia
G RVP Mr. James H. Duren,
Morrow
G Mrs. W. P. Allen, Atlanta
*S Mr. Milton W. Blanton, Atlanta
*S Mrs. Vivian M. Buchanan,
Atlanta
*S Mr. Carl Carpenter, Savannah
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G
G
G
*S
G
G

Mrs. Roy Carter, Gainesville
Mrs. James H. Duren, Morrow
Miss Helen Estes, Gainesville
Mrs. Drew Ferguson, West Point
Mr. Johnson B. Hale, La Grange
Mrs. Johnson B. Hale,
La Grange
E Mrs. Willie Rice Hurst,
Marshallville
G Mrs. Lucia McKay, Rome
S Mr. M. Boydsten Satterfield,
Atlanta
S Mrs. Margaret Tolleson, Atlanta
G Mr. Harry Turner, Atlanta
E Mrs. J. W. Weaver, Rome

South Carolina
S Mrs. Wells E. Burton, Ladson
*G Mrs. C. C. Chapman, Williston
E Mrs. W. D. Collins, Edgemoor
S Mrs. Peg Dabagh, Columbia
G Mrs. John S. Harley, Orangeburg
G Mrs. Carine D. Johnson, Cayce
G Mr. Charles E. Laughinghouse,
Columbia
*G Mrs. Charles E. Laughinghouse,
Columbia
G Mrs. B. F. Martin, Columbia
E Mrs. Gilbert H. Rowe, Columbia
G Mrs. Walter S. Suber, Whitmire
S Mrs. Ernest R. Thayer,
Spartanburg

REGION 6
Michigan
G RVP Mr. Harold L. Stahly,
Grand Blanc
*H Mr. Jay C. Ackerman, Lansing
S Mr. Bennett S. Azer, Mio
G Mr. John L. Briggs, Kalamazoo
S Mr. J. Nelson Brown,
Bloomfield Hills
S Mrs. Edwin R. Crosby, Flint
A Mrs. Donald Dopke, Detroit
G Mr. Arthur H. Hazzard,
Kalamazoo
G Mrs. Lila Howland, Morrice
A Mr. Stuart J. Loveless,
Grand Rapids
G Mr. Robert A. Mallory,
Grand Rapids
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S Mrs. Clarence Maynard.
Royal Oak
G Mrs. Chester Robarts,
Whittemore
*G Mrs. Edward Robinson, Lansing
G Mr. William D. Simon,
Westland
G Mrs. Orwin Wilhelmsen, Livonia
G Mr. Frank A. Williams,
Kalamazoo

Indiana
S Mrs. Adda E. Ayres, Redkey
G Mrs. Paul Dunbar, Indianapolis
G Mrs. Robert Edwards,
Indianapolis
G Mr. Bernard E. Hobbs,
Noblesville
G Mrs. Bernard E. Hobbs,
Noblesville
S Mr. Forrest V. McCord, Muncie
A Mr. Roger Miller, Markle
G Mr. C. Daniel Overholser,
New Albany
G Mrs. C. Daniel Overholser,
New Albany
G Mrs. Lucille Pence,
New Palestine
S Mrs. Noel E. Proctor, Muncie
S Mr. Earl R. Roberts, Indianapolis
G Mrs. Earl R. Roberts,
Indianapolis
G Mr. Raymond G. Smith,
Bloomington
G Mr. Raymond Thomas,
Indianapolis
G Mrs. Raymond Thomas,
Indianapolis
G Mr. Harold W. Van Treese,
Indianapolis
H Mr. Walter Welch, Middlebury
G Mr. Robert Welchans,
Indianapolis
H Miss Mary Williamson, Bluffton
*G Mrs. Elsie A. Zuercher,
Portland

Ohio
S Dr. Raymond C. Allen, Mansfield
G Mr. Willard H. Barrere, Akron

G Mr. Myron C. Beard, Akron
S Mrs. Frank A. Biggio,
Steubenville
S Miss Olive M. Bowman,
Woodville
G Mr. Paul Brink, Milan
A Mrs. Harold Cooper, Brookfield
G Mr. Paul Dillery, Bellevue
G Mr. Marion F. Dow, Crestline
G Mr. Lee Eberhardt, Springfield
A Mr. Harry Hanna, Burbank
G Mr. L. P. Irvin, Oxford
G Mr. James E. McClintock,
North Olmstead
S Mrs. James E. McClintock,
North Olmstead
G Mr. Steve Moldovan, Avon
S Mrs. Carl W. Naas, Celina
G Mr. Z. Ransom Prentiss, Akron
G Miss Pauline Reindl, Crestline
G Mr. John D. Rusk, Jr.,
Bay Village
S Mrs. C. W. Schmalstig, Kettering
S Mrs. Herbert H. Shinkle,
St. Marys
G Mr. Edmond M. Siegling,
Gahanna
G Mrs. Edmond M. Siegling,
Gahanna
G Mrs. Harold Slessman,
Willard
G Mr. Fred L. Taylor, Masury
G Mrs. Frederick Thaler,
Mansfield
G Mr. Eugene D. Tremmel,
North Royalton
E Mrs. E. D. Warner, Brookville
H Mr. Donald G. Waters, Elmore
G Mr. Vincent C. Wiley, Columbus
*G Mr. Anthony Willott, Beachwood
G Mrs. Anthony Willott, Beachwood

REGION 7
Tennessee
G RVP Chaplain Calvin S.
Cunningham, Murfreesboro
G Mrs. Nathan Bauman, Memphis
A Mr. W. C. Belus, Memphis
*H Mr. William T. Bledsoe,
Fayetteville

G Mrs. William T. Bledsoe,
Fayetteville
G Mrs. Stanley Boren, Lewisburg
G Mr. Joe Brinkerhoff, Jr.,
Memphis
H Mr. Sam Caldwell, Nashville
G Mrs. E. F. Crenshaw, Sr.,
Memphis
A Mrs. Kearney Crick, Lewisburg
G Mrs. Ray M. Dalrymple,
Memphis
G Mr. Ben Fonville, Memphis
H Mrs. Edwin R. Fox, Memphis
G Mr. A. E. Galyon, Knoxville
S Dr. Frank B. Galyon, Knoxville
G Mrs. Edgar Green, Lewisburg
S Mrs. J. W. Judd, Chattanooga
G Mrs. O. W. Lyle, Chattanooga
A Mr. Edward McBroom, Memphis
G Mrs. Raymond N. Miller,
Memphis
G Mrs. Guy Moran, Knoxville
G Mrs. H. W. Neubert, Knoxville
A Mrs. Nadine Pennell, Millington
S Mrs. Adelaide Peterson,
Nashville
G Mrs. Dick Reynolds, Nashville
G Mrs. R. G. Ross, Memphis
*S Mr. Jake Scharff, Memphis
G Mrs. Shirley Sides, Memphis
A Mrs. W. C. Wilder, Nashville
G Mr. Phillip A. Williams,
Rockvale
H Mr. Jesse E. Wills, Nashville

Kentucky
G Mr. James W. Alexander,
Lexington
G MrS. James W. Alexander,
Lexington
G Mr. Franklin P. Brewer,
Lexington
G Mrs. J. Robert Burns, Louisville
G Mrs. Jared Elliot, Owensboro
A Mr. Charles L. Hare, Lexington
G Mrs. D. F. Hill, Lexington
G Dr. Hubert C. Mohr, Lexington
G Mr. Henry B. Rabe, Ft. Mitchell
A Mrs. Henry B. Rabe, Ft. Mitchell
*G Mrs. V. E. Teeter, Louisville
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G
G
A
A
G

Mr. A. J. Vogt, Louisville
Mrs. A. J. Vogt, Louisville
Mr. Robert C. Walsh, Lexington
Mrs. Robert C. Walsh, Lexington
Mrs. Ann Willenbrink, Louisville

REGION 8
Minnesota
S RVP Mr. Wilbert G. Sindt,
Stillwater
G Dr. Reuben David, Hopkins
G Mrs. LeRoy Duvall, Minneapolis
*S Mr. Granvil B. Gable,
Minneapolis
*S Mr. Glenn F. Hanson,
Minneapolis
G Mrs. Glenn F. Hanson,
Minneapolis
G Mrs. D. C. Messer, Excelsior
G Mr. Stanton C. Rudser,
Minneapolis
S Mrs. Alice Foss Stenoien,
Minneapolis
G Mrs. Clifford Stover, Minneapolis
G Mr. Julius Wadekamper, St. Paul
G Mrs. Tom D. Wright,
Bloomington

Wisconsin
G
G
G
S

Mrs. Peter J. Baukus, West Allis
Mr. Melvin Bausch, Mequon
Mrs. Melvin Bausch, Mequon
Mr. Arthur G. Blodgett,
Waukesha
G Mrs. Arthur G. Blodgett,
Waukesha
*S Mrs. H. W. Goodrick,
Brookfield
G Mr. Frederick C. Jahnke,
Cedarburg
G Mr. Royal O. Johnson,
Wind Lake
G Mrs. Jack K. Kimber, Milwaukee
G Mr. Walter A. Machulak,
Hales Corners
G Mrs. Walter A. Machulak,
Hales Corners
G Mrs. George Ney, Milwaukee
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*G Mr. Clarence Protzmann,
Milwaukee
S Mr. Robert M. Reinhardt,
New Berlin
S Mrs. Robert M. Reinhardt,
New Berlin
G Mrs. John E. Troka, Milwaukee
*G Mrs. Edna M. Yunker,
Taycheedah
G Miss Nadine Yunker, Taycheedah

REGION 9
Illinois
G RVP Mr. E. H. T. Drake,
Park Ridge
G Mrs. Michael Birkholtz,
Downer’s Grove
S Mr. Fred E. Bond, Albion
A Mrs. Barbara Boss, Oak Park
S Dr. Charles E. Branch, Piper City
G Mr. Harley E. Briscoe,
White Hall
G Mrs. John T. Brown, Marion
G Mr. W. C. Carter, Herrin
S Mrs. Fred H. Clutton,
Highland Park
G Mrs. Clyde Cox, Eldorado
G Mr. Henry Danielson, Chicago
G Mrs. E. H. T. Drake, Park Ridge
G Mrs. Victor DuJardin, Jr.,
Addison
H Mrs. William G. DuMont,
Evanston
*H Mr. Orville W. Fay, Northbrook
*H Mr. Hubert A. Fischer, Hinsdale
H Mr. Richard Goodman, Riverside
H Mrs. R. E. Greenlee, Chrisman
G Mrs. William Hagberg,
Westmont
S Mrs. John Harrell, Aurora
H Mrs. W. J. Hinkle, Marion
G Mr. G. E. Hubbard, DeKalb
G Mr. Karl F. Jensen, Belvidere
G Mrs. Karl F. Jensen, Belvidere
G Mr. Leonard Jugle, Elmhurst
G Mr. Sherman A. Kindell,
Maywood
G Mr. George A. Livingston,
Earlville
G Mr. James E. Marsh, Chicago

G Mr. James Mason, Chicago
G Miss Ruth I. Messer,
West Chicago
G Mrs. Mildred B. Midjaas,
Carbondale
G Mrs. L. F. Murphy, Mt. Vernon
H Bro. Charles Reckamp, SVD,
Techny
G Mrs. Freda M. Redenbo,
Smithboro
G Miss Marilyn J. Redenbo,
Smithboro
*S Mr. Nathan H. Rudolph, Aurora
G Mrs. Nathan H. Rudolph, Aurora
G Mr. Richard Sanders, Wheaton
G Mrs. E. P. Sawyer, Urbana
G Mr. Charles J. Sheaff, Ottawa
G Mrs. Charles J. Sheaff, Ottawa
G Mr. Marvin A. Shoup, Kankakee
G Rev. David B. Sindt, Chicago
G Mr. Richard J. Sloan, Gurnee
G Mr. John M. Thompson,
Springfield
G Mr. James S. Tucker, Centralia
*G Mr. D. Steve Varner, Monticello
S Mr. Edward E. Varnum,
Villa Park
G Mrs. Edward E. Varnum,
Villa Park

REGION 10
Louisiana
*S RVP Miss Marie Caillet,
Lafayette
G Miss Aline M. Arceneaux,
Lafayette
*S Mr. Charles W. Arny, Jr.,
Lafayette
A Mrs. Charles W. Arny, Jr.,
Lafayette
H Mrs. Walter Colquitt, Forbing
*S Mrs. W. E. Conger, Arcadia
G Mr. Don Dugal, Lafayette
S Mrs. Robert Ehrhardt, Sr.,
Shreveport
G Dr. W. E. Fletcher, Lafayette
G Dr. James Foret, Lafayette
G Mr. W. J. Gaidry, Houma

G Mr. Marvin A. Granger,
Lake Charles
G Miss Faenelia A. Hicks,
Lafayette
E Mrs. Erwin Jordan, Alexandria
H Mr. W. B. MacMillan',
Abbeville
G Dr. Bernard H. McSparrin,
Alexandria
G Mr. Joseph K. Mertzweiller,
Baton Rouge
G Mrs. Ira S. Nelson, Broussard
*G Mrs. Ruth H. Noel, Shreveport
G Mr. Roderick H. Outland,
Natchitoches
G Mr. Jules Patin, Lafayette

REGION 11
Idaho
*S RVP Mrs. Sidney W. Smith,
Twin Falls
G Mrs. Floyd Bandy, Twin Falls
G Mr. Donald D. Chadd, Twin Falls
*S Mrs. E. J. Henke, Boise
A Mrs. Charles E. Holtz, Sandpoint
*G Mrs. Don R. Holtz, Kellogg
*S Mr. Robert L. Jensen, Montpelier
S Mrs. Alfred Kramer, Castleford
G Mr. Neil A. Mogensen, Fruitland
*S Mrs. Ralph S. Nelson,
Coeur d’Alene
G Mrs. Victor Nelson, Twin Falls
S Mrs. Estelle A. Ricketts, Jerome
G Mrs. Carl Smith, Lewiston
S Mrs. Glenn Suiter, Eagle
S Mrs. Wilma Vallette, Declo

Montana
A Mrs. Duane M. Cass, Missoula
S Mrs. Marvin Hart, Missoula
*S Dr. Homer N. Metcalf, Bozeman
G Mrs. W. R. Walters, Great Falls

Wyoming
*S Mrs. C. Arvid Nelson, Laramie
S Mrs. Lowell A. Storm,
Chugwater
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REGION 12
Utah
G RVP Mr. Herbert J. Spence,
Ogden
G Mr. Tony L. Ballard, Smithfield
G Mrs. P. H. Barkdull, Logan
G Mrs. Townley Brian, Ogden
G Mrs. David Burton,
Salt Lake City
S Mrs. Luzon Crosby, Orem
G Mrs. T. O. Daley, Ogden
G Mrs. C. M. Decker, Ogden
A Miss Charlotte Easter,
Salt Lake City
G Mr. J. R. Hamblen, Roy
*H Mrs. J. R. Hamblen, Roy
G Mrs. H. C. Hansen, Logan
G Mrs. Merrill S. Johnson,
Salt Lake City
*G Dr. Odell Julander, Springville
S Mr. Carl A. Larsen,
Salt Lake City
G
G
*H
G
G
S
G
S
G
G
*G
G

Mr. George Mayberry, Provo
Mr. W. E. McClure, Roy
Mr. Tell Muhlestein, Orem
Mrs. Thomas Osguthorpe,
Salt Lake City
Mr. Les Peterson,
Salt Lake City
Mr. C. Meredith Reynolds,
Bountiful
Mrs. C. Meredith Reynolds,
Bountiful
Mr. Raymond C. Solomon,
Salt Lake City
Mr. Ben Stanger, Sunset
Mrs. Merlin Tams, Wellsville
Mr. Bion Tolman, Salt Lake City
Mr. Keith H. Wagstaff,
Salt Lake City

REGION 13
Washington
G RVP Mr. Foster M. Allen,
Washougal
G Mrs. G. D. Bletcher, Spokane
G Mr. Donald J. Boen, Walla Walla
G Mr. Jack Boushay, Cashmere
S Mrs. Rex P. Brown, Kirkland
G Mr. Charles F. Carper, Seattle
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S Mr. Norris W. Carter, Spokane
S Mr. Merle Daling, Waterville
G Mrs. John Fox, Kennewick
G Mrs. Evelyn R. Garcia,
Sunnyside
S Mrs. Alexia Gerberg, Naches
G Mr. Paul W. Harms, Spokane
G Mrs. T. C. Hobart, Greenacres
*S Dr. Frederick R. Judy, Spokane
A Mrs. M. L. Maxwell, Walla Walla
S Mrs. William L. Mize,
Bellingham
*S Mr. Austin Morgan, College Place
G Mrs. Walter E. Noyd, Wenatchee
*G Mr. H. M. Parker, Richland
G Mrs. H. M. Parker, Richland
A Mrs. Henry Peterson, Gig Harbor
S Mr. Gordon W. Plough,
Wenatchee
G Dr. Richard S. Rosenfels,
Richland
S Mrs. James D. Ruggles,
Bellingham
H Mrs. Hazel E. Schmelzer,
Walla Walla
G Mrs. S. M. Sisley, Spokane
S Mrs. Jake L. Smith, Waitsburg
G Mrs. William P. Snell, Outlook
G Mrs. Lewis Trout, Moses Lake

Oregon
S Mr. Ronald J. Beattie, Canby
S Mrs. Tom H. Brown,
Milton-Freewater
H Mrs. Fred DeForest, Sr., Canby
G Mr. Larry Ernst, Silverton
G Mrs. Mabel Framke, Canby
G Mr. George A. Galer, Portland
G Mrs. John F. Hardy, Eugene
*S Mr. Bennett C. Jones, Portland
*H Dr. R. E. Kleinsorge, Silverton
A Mrs. Lorena M. Reid, Springfield
S Mrs. Marjorie Roark, Grants Pass
H Mr. Bernard Schreiner, Salem
*H Mr. Robert Schreiner, Salem
S Mr. George Shoop, Portland
A Mrs. Delora I. Smith, Eugene
S Mr. Chet W. Tompkins, Canby
S Mrs. Carleton Van de Water,
Mitchell

REGION 14
Northern California
G RVP Mrs. Marilyn J. Holloway,
Sacramento
G Mrs. Ermah F. Ballard, Redding
A Mr. Richard A. Basler, Tulare
G Mr. Robert M. Brown,
Kensington
G Mrs. Sam Burnett, Sacramento
G Mrs. E. V. Butler, Sacramento
G Mr. Ralph B. Coleman, Los Gatos
*G Mr. Glenn F. Corlew,
Walnut Creek
G Mrs. John Coscarelly, San Jose
*H Mr. Frank L. Crouch, Berkeley
G Mr. Sidney DuBose, Stockton
G Mrs. Robert L. Dunn,
North Highlands
G Mr. Thomas W. F. Foster,
Walnut Creek
*S Mr. Joseph A. Gatty, Stockton
*H Mr. Larry Gaulter, Castro Valley
S Mrs. Larry Gaulter,
Castro Valley
G Mr. Ralph W. Geyer,
Mountain View
G Mr. Joseph J. Ghio, Santa Cruz
S Mr. James M. Gibson, Porterville
G Mr. Tommy D. Graham, Antioch
S Mr. Ben R. Hager, Stockton
G Mrs. Alleah Barnes Haley,
Richmond
S Mr. Frank E. Hutchings,
San Leandro
G Mrs. James Ingle, Lindsay
G Mr. Robert E. Jerrell, Orinda
G Mr. George W. Johnson, Fremont
S Mrs. George W. Johnson,
Fremont
G Mr. Keith Keppel, Stockton
G Dr. Kenneth K. Kidd, Stanford
G Mrs. Violet Lorenz, Chico
S Mr. Walter F. Luihn, Hayward
G Mr. Paul Maxim, Redding
E Mrs. Paul Maxim, Redding
G Mrs. Duane E. Meek, Concord
G Mrs. William Messick, Lafayette
G Mrs. R. Nelson Nicholson,
Stockton

*S Mr. Roy L. Oliphant, Berkeley
S Mr. Donald L. Peterson,
Campbell
S Mr. Carl A. Quadros, Sacramento
A Mr. Sam Reece, Fresno
S Miss Ruth Rees, San Jose
*H Mrs. Bernice R. Roe, San Jose
S Mrs. A. L. Romer, Ukiah
G Mrs. Virginia L. Ross, Roseville
S Mr. W. B. Schortman, Porterville
G Mr. Frank A. Scott, San Jose
H Miss Hazel R. Stewart, San Jose
G Mrs. Mona Stipp, Santa Rosa
A Mrs. Sven L. Thoolen, Orinda
E Miss Eleanor Vennum, San Jose
G Mr. John H. Weiler, Fresno
G Mr. Dennis A. Wilkie, San Jose
A Mr. Bryce Williamson, Campbell
G Mr. Vernon D. Wood, Pinole

Nevada
G Mrs. Mark Condo, Las Vegas
G Mrs. Marvin Ray, Las Vegas
G Mr. Joseph R. Sanfratel,
Las Vegas

REGION 15
Southern California
G RVP Mr. Robert Paul Hubley,
La Mirada
*G Mr. Thornton M. Abell,
Santa Monica
G Mrs. Kenneth B. Anderson,
La Canada
G Mr. Robert C. Brooks,
San Marcos
G Mrs. Walter E. Bunker,
San Diego
G Mrs. N. Reavis Carrington,
San Diego
A Mrs. Valera Chenoweth,
Lemon Grove
S Mr. Ralph Conrad, Van Nuys
G Mrs. Donald D. Cook,
North Hollywood
*S Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, San Gabriel
*G Mr. Arthur B. Day, Chula Vista
G Mr. F. Duncan Eader, Arcadia
H Mr. Walker Ferguson, Escondido
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G Mrs. Charles R. Foster,
Sierra Madre
G Mrs. Harry B. Frey, Riverside
A Mrs. Jack S. Garrison, Murrieta
G Mr. William J. Gunther, Del Mar
G Mrs. Dick Hadley, Arlington
G Mrs. Bernard L. Hamner, Perris
G Mrs. William Hawkinson,
El Monte
H Mrs. Elsie Heimer,
Sherman Oaks
*G Mr. Lerton W. Hooker,
Spring Valley
S Mr. Charles R. Hopson,
San Gabriel
G- Mrs. Mary N. Hoskins,
Bakersfield
G Mrs. Margaret M. Howard,
Escondido
G Mrs. Clarence Joris,
San Bernardino
A Mrs. Frances Kuhs, Bakersfield
G Mrs. George F. Lankow,
Yorba Linda
G Mrs. L. Brooks Lawson,
Escondido
G Mrs. Thelma O. Leaton, Glendale
H Dr. Lee W. Lenz, Claremont
G Mrs. Frank McCown, Holtville
G Mrs. George W. Nelson,
Arlington
*S Mrs. Edward Owen, Leucadia
G Mr. S. August Phillips,
Inglewood
G Mrs. B. D. Pilley, San Marcos
G Mr. Jose C. Rivera, Vista
G Mrs. George M. Roach, Sr.,
Los Angeles
G Mr. Mark E. Rogers, Yucaipa
*G Mrs. Barbara Serdynski,
Los Angeles
G Mrs. Patricia Maguire Shirley,
Los Angeles
*H Mrs. Otto Stuetzel,
Woodland Hills
G Mr. Harry A. Tate, Sunnymead
G Mrs. John E. Tearington,
Hawthorne
G Mr. Collie S. Terrell, Wasco
A Mrs. Collie S. Terrell, Wasco
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H Mr. Marion R. Walker, Ventura
G Mrs. Fred G. Ward, Riverside
G Mrs. Wayne W. Weaver,
Lakeside

Arizona
G Mrs. James N. Craig, Holbrook
G Mrs. Genevieve H. Jasper,
Tucson
G Mr. Ralph A. Johnson, Phoenix
G Mrs. Virginia Mathews, Willcox
G Mr. Herbert H. McKusick, Globe
S Mrs. John W. Turner, Tucson

REGION 16
Canada
G RVP Mr. W. J. Taylor,
Willowdale, Ontario
G Mr. Donald V. Fritshaw,
Hamilton, Ontario
E Mrs. W. A. Harris,
Toronto, Ontario
*G Mr. Douglas Insleay,
Ville Brossard, Quebec
*G Mr. Bruce Richardson,
Hannon, Ontario
S Mrs. Bruce Richardson,
Hannon, Ontario
G Mr. M. D. Smith,
Thornhill, Ontario

REGION 17
Texas
G RVP Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee,
Lubbock
G Mrs. Fred Acrey, Dallas
G Mrs. A. M. Aikin, Jr., Paris
A Mr. Kenneth E. Alford, Waco
G Mr. C. J. Andrews, Arlington
G Mrs. H. P. Ballangee, Phillips
G Mrs. Charles E. Benson, Lubbock
S Mr. Z. G. Benson, Wichita Falls
G Mrs. R. C. Blevins, Ft. Worth
G Mrs. J. Gordon Bristow,
Big Spring
*G Mr. L. E. Brooks, Iowa Park
S Mrs. L. E. Brooks, Iowa Park
G Mr. J. H. Burge, Denton
S Mrs. Lawrence Burt, Waco
G Mrs. R. L. Campbell, Sherman
G Mrs. E. S. Carter, Wichita Falls
S Mrs. Preston A. Childers, Temple

A Mrs. Dorothy Coker, Dallas
*S Dr. J. W. Collier, Bryan
G Mr. Jim D. Coward, Waxahachie
G Mrs. K. G. Davis, Chillicothe
A Mrs. Martin Dean,
New Braunfels
G Mr. Robert G. Demory,
Richardson
G Dr. Clarence P. Denman,
Ft. Worth
G Mrs. H. F. Fulkerson, Dallas
A Mrs. Lloyd Gilley, Ft. Worth
G Mrs. Doyle Gray, Belton
G Mr. Myron Guither,
Grand Prairie
S Mr. H. H. Henkelman, Ft. Worth
G Mrs. Finley Herrington, Lorenzo
G Mr. Paul W. Horn, Ft. Worth
A Mrs. Charles A. Howard,
Lubbock
G Mrs. L. O. Jordan, Dallas
A Mrs. Harley King, Tulia
G Mrs. Grady Knight, Lubbock
G Mrs. Jack Lawhorn, Temple
A Mr. E. W. Lawler, Dallas
S Mr. W. D. Lee, Houston
S Mrs. Joe M. Leonard, Sr.,
Gainesville
G Mrs. W. A. Messer, Sr., Belton
G Mrs. Dean L. Miller, Iowa Park
S Mr. M. W. Norton, Jr., Dallas
S Mrs. M. W. Norton, Jr., Dallas
*S Mrs. Stayton Nunn, Houston
G Mr. William K. Patton, Matador
G Mrs. Edwin Pool, Brownwood
S Mrs. Elizabeth A. Reneau, Belton
G Mrs. C. C. Rockwell, Jr., Fentress
*H Mr. Guy Rogers, Wichita Falls
H Mrs. Guy Rogers, Wichita Falls
G Mrs. Les Rowland, Abilene
G Mrs. John C. Sexton, El Paso
A Mrs. Otis R. Skinner, Yorktown
G Mr. Robert F. Smiley, Ft. Worth
G Mrs. Wynnaline Stinson, Dallas
S Mrs. A. M. Tallmon, Nocona
G Mrs. Dorothy M. Welch, El Paso

REGION 18
Kansas
G- RVP Mr. J. Donald Puett,
Baxter Springs
G Mr. George A. Bender,
McPherson
G Mrs. George A. Bender,
McPherson
A Mrs. Leo Boulanger, Parsons
S Mr. Roy Brizendine, Topeka
G Mrs. Roy Brizendine, Topeka
G Mr. W. F. Brown, Wichita
A Mrs. Velma Carlson, Wichita
G Mrs. M. E. Christlieb, Severy
A Mrs. Robert E. Ewing, Wichita
G Miss Mabel Fitch,
Shawnee Mission
G Mr. James W. Fry, Wichita
G Mrs. James W. Fry, Wichita
A Mrs. Felix Garcia, Wichita
G Mr. Herbert Graves, Friend
S Mrs. Ervin Gruben, Scott City
A Mrs. Una Hamilton, Wichita
G Mrs. Paul Hatcher, Emporia
S Mrs. Charles Heisz, Seldon
A Rev. Robert Jeffries, Ellsworth
G Mrs. Charles Jendel, Wichita
G Mr. Floyd Jones, Garden City
*S Rev. David R. Kinish, Atchison
A Mr. Delbert Long, Madison
A Mrs. Delbert Long, Madison
*G Mr. Russell Morgan, Parsons
G Mrs. Russell Morgan, Parsons
H Mr. John J. Ohl, Mulvane
G Mr. Fred A. Paulsen, Wichita
G Mrs. Fred A. Paulsen, Wichita
G Mrs. J. Donald Puett,
Baxter Springs
G Mrs. Richard V. Ramsey, Wichita
S Mrs. Helen E. Reynolds,
El Dorado
A Mrs. William M. Rhodes, Wichita
G Mrs. Harlan Rogers, Emporia
A Mrs. M. L. Russell, Garden City
S Mrs. J. H. Salley, Liberal

G Mrs. N. W. Williams, Ft. Worth

S Mr. J. L. Schoonover, Humboldt

G Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Brownwood

S Mrs. N. J. Smiley, Stafford

*G Mr. Leon C. Wolford, Dallas
A Mrs. Leon C. Wolford, Dallas

G Mr. Ralph H. Stuart, Wichita
G Mrs. George E. Torrey, Wichita
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A Mrs. Robert Ven John,
Dodge City
*S Dr. Hugo Wall, Wichita
G Mrs. Hugo Wall, Wichita
G Mr. George W. Warner,
Junction City
A Mrs. Omar R. Werner,
Hutchinson
A Mrs. Gladys Young, Parsons

Missouri
G Mrs. Fletcher Bell, Rich Hill
G Mrs. A. Bellagamba, Bridgeton
S Mr. Clifford W. Benson,
Chesterfield
*S Mrs. Walter H. Buxton, St. Louis
G Mrs. James Lee Chism, Festus
G Mr. Bob Crockett, Joplin
G Mrs. Bob Crockett, Joplin
S Mrs. W. O. Fleck, Independence
G Mr. C. L. Fondoble, Washburn
G Mrs. C. L. Fondoble, Washburn
*S Mr. Allen Harper, Kansas City
A Mr. Calvin Helsley, Mansfield
G Miss Annabel Hennrich, Ironton
G Mrs. Wallace Klemp, Farmington
G Mr. Matt J. McHugh, Kansas City
*G Mr. C. Robert Minnick,
Kansas City
G Mrs. C. Robert Minnick,
Kansas City
G Mrs. Paul Newman, Ironton
G Mr. O. D. Niswonger,
Cape Girardeau
S Mr. Marvin G. Olson,
Webster Groves
G Mrs. Marvin G. Olson,
Webster Groves
G Mr. Ray C. Palmer, Manchester
S Mrs. Ray C. Palmer, Manchester
G Mr. Victor A. Quesnel,
Farmington
G Mrs. Victor A. Quesnel,
Farmington
G Mr. Elvan E. Roderick, Desloge
*H Mr. Carl O. Schirmer,
St. Joseph
*H Mr. W. F. Scott, Jr., Ferguson
S Mr. Herman J. Selle, Kansas City
A Mrs. Arthur Lee Smith, Rich Hill
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S Mr. S. G. Street, Independence
S Mr. Elmer H. Tiemann,
Fredericktown

REGION 19
New Jersey
G RVP Mrs. Lloyd F. Rake,
Titusville
G Mrs. Elizabeth Aulicky, Warren
G Mr. Raymond J. Blicharz,
Trenton
G Mr. Franklin E. Carr,
Bordentown
G Mr. B. J. Iiouseward, Hawthorne
G Dr. Frederick J. Knocke,
Readington
G Mr. William J. Krasting,
Wenonah
G Mr. Melvin Leavitt, Whitehouse
G Mr. Frederick J. McAliece,
Tenafly
G Mrs. Frederick J. McAliece,
Tenafly
G Mr. Daniel J. McNamara,
Hightstown
A Dr. Norman H. Noe, Middletown
G Mr. Clement B. Reeves, Jr.,
West Cape May
*G Mr. Willard I. Rogers,
Berkeley Heights
H Mrs. F. P. Walther,
Upper Montclair
S Mr. Ira E. Wood, New Providence
*G Mrs. Ira E. Wood,
New Providence
G Mr. Stephen Zdepski, Milford

New York
H Mr. Edwin Rundlett,
Staten Island
S Mrs. Kenneth D. Smith,
Staten Island

REGION 20
Colorado
G RVP Dr. Carl J. C. Jorgensen,
Fort Collins
A Mrs. Paul Anderson, La Salle
*S Mr. O. T. Baker, Lakewood
*S Dr. John R. Durrance, Denver

G Mrs. Dan Edelman, Fort Morgan
G Mr. Frank J. Foster,
Colorado Springs
G Col. Ralph Hargreaves,
Castle Rock
G Mr. John Hartman, Arvada
G Mrs. Samuel Heacock, Denver
:S Mr. Joseph H. Hoage, Lakewood
A Mrs. H. P. Hollingsworth,
Colorado Springs
G Mrs. M. H. Hurlburt, Denver
G Mrs. Thomas A. Johnson, Denver
“G Mr. Harry Kuesel, Littleton
^S Mr. Everett C. Long, Boulder
G Mr. Thomas L. Magee, Littleton
A Mrs. Bethel Martin, Greeley
A Mrs. Tolbert Murphy,
Colorado Springs
A Mr. Frederic H. Nicholl, Arvada
^S Mrs. Leslie Ruth Pressey,
Bayfield
A Mrs. Dwayne Quinn,
Colorado Springs
*G Mr. Joseph O. Riley, Denver
G Mrs. Harlan D. Shields,
Grand Junction
G Mrs. Henry L. Shields, Bayfield
G Mrs. Russell D. Spotts,
Fort Morgan
G Mrs. Ted S. Weber, Denver
G Mrs. Charles Wedow, Denver

Nebraska
A Mrs. John Bierman, Battle Creek
G Mr. Wayne Buchholz, Lexington
G Mrs. John D. Cox, Lexington
S Mrs. J. N. Cox, Norfolk
A Miss Margaret DeCamp,
Meadow Grove
A Mr. James Ennenga, Omaha
G Mr. Allan Ensminger, Lincoln
A Mrs. Allan Ensminger, Lincoln
G Mrs. Arnold Freudenburg,
Norfolk
A Mrs. John A. Graff, Omaha
S Mrs. Hazel Grapes, Big Spring
:G Mr. Larry L. Harder, Ponca
A Mrs. Barbara Harrod, Burwell
G Mrs. A. J. Harvey, Lexington
S Mrs. Leon High, Lexington
G Mr. Lester Hildenbrandt,
Lexington
A Mr. Roy A. Johnson, Norfolk
S Mrs. Lucille J. Kavan, Omaha
S Mr. W. M. Keeling, Falls City
G Mrs. Jerome Keenan, Lexington
S Mr. Ralph E. Lewis, Hastings
A Miss Gladys Maas, Hoskins
^H Dr. J. Arthur Nelson, Omaha
S Mrs. J. Arthur Nelson, Omaha
G Mr. Roger R. Nelson, Wayne
G Mrs. N. S. Pederson, Norfolk

REGION 21

S Mrs. C. V. Robertson, Chambers

Iowa

H Mr. Henry E. Sass, Bennington

G- RVP Mr. Kempton Settle,
Marshalltown
A Mrs. R. B. Bates, Davenport
A Mrs. Iris Bohnsack, Traer
*S Mrs. B. E. Ellis, Ottumwa
*G Mr. Leo W. Framke, Blencoe
G Mrs. L. N. Hockett, Marshalltown
A Miss Vera Ludden, Sioux City
A Mrs. Curt Parsons, Sioux City
*H Mrs. Ralph E. Ricker, Sioux City
G Mr. Arthur E. Rowe, Mason City
G Mr. Fred E. Spahn, Dubuque
H Mr. Charles G. Whiting,
Mapleton
S Dr. R. W. Wilder, Stanhope

S Mr. Arnold E. Schliefert,
Murdock
S Mrs. Frank Skrdla, O’Neill

North Dakota
A Mrs. Clarence Redlin, Ellendale

South Dakota
G Mr. John E. Griffin, Sioux Falls
A Mrs. Clif Martindale, Sioux Falls
S Mr. Clifford W. Smith,
Vermillion
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REGION 22
Arkansas
G RVP Mr. Hoyt T. Smith,
Little Rock
G Mrs. Earl Brandon, Bald Knob
G Mr. Oren E. Campbell,
No. Little Rock
G Mrs. Oren E. Campbell,
No. Little Rock
*S Mr. Frank E. Chowning,
Little Rock
G Mr. Zeh Dennis, Jr., Hot Springs
*S Mrs. Zeh Dennis, Jr., Hot Springs
A Mrs. Lester King, No. Little Rock
G Mr. Richard Morgan, Little Rock
G Mr. Henry C. Rowlan,
Little Rock
G Mr. Joe L. Saia, Helena
S Mrs. Vay Sargo, Hot Springs
G Mrs. Hoyt T. Smith, Little Rock
G Mrs. Joe Smith, Hot Springs
G Mrs. Leo Whitten,
No. Little Rock

Oklahoma
S
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
S
G
G
G
G
G
G
*H

Mr. Wiley D. Abshire, Seminole
Mr. M. B. Bartley, Enid
Mrs J. P. Crawford, Purcell
Mr. C. A. Cromwell II,
Oklahoma City
Mrs. Wayne Drumm, Stillwater
Miss Betty Emmons, Okeene
Mrs. Howard Estes,
Oklahoma City
Mr. W. G. Frass, Enid
Mrs. R. L. Gilbert, Lawton
Mrs. H. V. Glitsch, Woodward
Mr. Robert R. Henry, Ardmore
Mrs. Robert R. Henry, Ardmore
Mrs. H. R. Hensel, Norman
Mr. Alva J. Hickerson, Tulsa
Mrs. Alva J. Hickerson, Tulsa
Miss Eleanor Hill, Tulsa

*G Mr. John W. Humphrey,
Stillwater
S Mrs. John E. Jennings,
Wynnewood
G Dr. W. E. Jones, Oklahoma City
G Mrs. Charles E. Kenney, Tulsa
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G Mrs. C. R. Mason, Edmond
*S Mrs. C. E. McCaughey,
Oklahoma City
G Mrs. J. B. McConnell, Tulsa
G Mr. Ronald Mullin, Marlow
G Mr. Tom Munger, Enid
A Mr. Hooker Nichols, Woodward
A Mr. Cleo Palmer, Geary
*G Mr. Perry L. Parrish,
Oklahoma City
G Mrs. Ica Pierson, Lawton
S Mrs. H. G. Plato, Oklahoma City
S Mrs. Russell Pryer,
Oklahoma City
*G Dr. M. L. Saddoris, Cleveland
G Mr. Ted Schwachhofer,
Muskogee
S Mr. Kenneth J. Shaver, Bethany
G Mr. Perry Shelley,
Oklahoma City
S Mrs. Iris Smith, Hitchcock
G Mrs. A1 Spencer, Tulsa
S Mrs. Cyrus Stanley, Yukon
G Mrs. O. L. Sullivan, Tecumseh
S Mrs. James G. True, Lawton
G Mrs. J. J. Truscott, Shawnee
S Mrs. Mike VanMeter, Bethany
G Mr. Charles L. Waltermire,
Walters

REGION 23
New Mexico
G RVP Mrs. Francis C. O’Kelly,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. Richard Bohannon,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. George L. Doolittle,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. Irby Downey, Albuquerque
A Mrs. Cecil Eiffert, Roswell
G Mrs. Earl Gould, Albuquerque
G Mrs. Dennis Hoilman,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. Edward T. Johnson,
Santa Fe
G Mr. Frank V. Kalich,
Albuquerque
E Mrs. Earl Kauffman, Santa Fe
*G Mrs. Bernard Lowenstein,
Albuquerque

G Mrs. W. M. McGrath,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. W. H. McKinley, Roswell
*H Mrs. Earl S. Mount,
Albuquerque
A Mr. Robert D. Steele,
Albuquerque
A Mrs. Walter White, Albuquerque
*G Mr. Ernest P. Wilson,
Albuquerque
G Mrs. James R. Yocum,
Albuquerque

REGION 24
Mississippi
G RVP Mrs. A. C. Hopton, Jackson
G Mr. Halbert Cunningham,
Crawford
E Mrs. Everette H. Hughes, Jackson
E Mrs. Hugh Johnston, Vicksburg
E Mrs. M. M. LeBaugh, Columbus
E Mrs. Frank McCann, Jackson
S Mrs. A. K. Primos, Jackson
G Mr. W. D. Shewmake,
Greenwood
E Mrs. W. D. Shewmake,
Greenwood
S Mrs. H. P. Tipton, Horn Lake

Alabama
E Mr. Joe L. Askins, Brownsboro
G Mrs. Ernest Batson, Florence
*G Mrs. Paul F. Boon, Birmingham
G Mrs. B. W. Branumn, Huntsville
A Mrs. E. G. Brown, Palmerdale
E Mrs. Alfred H. Brush,
Birmingham
G Mr. B. Howard Camp, Albertville
E Mrs. B. Howard Camp,
Albertville
G Mrs. Lester Fanning, Huntsville
G Mrs. Ruth T. Fletcher, Gadsden
G Dr. L. E. Fraser, Florence
G Mrs. Floyd Garner, Albertville
G Mr. Thomas A. Gilliam,
Huntsville
G Dr. Marvin J. Hall, Huntsville
G Mrs. H. C. Hendricks,
Birmingham
G Mrs. Russell Jolly Kernachen,
Sheffield

G Mrs. A. I. Kuykendall,
Guntersville
*G Mr. Joe M. Langdon,
Birmingham
G Mrs. Joe M. Langdon,
Birmingham
E Mr. Richard D. Mansfield-Jones,
Pleasant Grove
E Mrs. Richard D. Mansfield-Jones,
Pleasant Grove
G Mrs. E. P. Miles, Birmingham
G Miss Nan Elizabeth Miles,
Birmingham
G Mrs. Perry H. Morton, Gadsden
G Mrs. E. H. Phillips, Birmingham
G Mr. W. H. Ponder, Gadsden
G Mr. Julian M. Ross, Huntsville
G Mr. Donald R. Saxton, Huntsville
E Miss Sarah Scruggs, Guntersville
G Mr. Herbert L. Sherrod,
Tuscumbia
G Mrs. R. P. Van Valkenburgh,
Huntsville
S Mr. Mel Wallace, Birmingham
G Mrs. Giles P. Wethenll,
Huntsville

JUDGES IN
OTHER COUNTRIES
Australia
G Mrs. Rita M. Caldwell,
Camberwell, Victoria
G Mr. Alan W. Johnson, Tongala,
Victoria
G Dr. Gordon B. Loveridge,
St. Ives, New South Wales

England
G Mr. L. W. Brummit,
Banbury, Oxon
H Mr. H. Castle Fletcher, London
H Mr. H. Senior Fothergill,
Orpington, Kent
G Mr. H. R. Jeffs, Morden, Surrey
G Mr. Laurence W. Neel,
Reigate, Surrey

Italy
G Dr. Prof. Gian Luigi Sani,
Florence
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South Africa

New Zealand

G Mr. George Mace,
Brackenfell, Cape Province

G Mr. Ian Bell, Wanganui
G Mrs. H. E. Collins, Tavranga

MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(CONDENSED FOR PUBLICATION BY THE EDITOR)
Holiday Inn Motel,

Oklahoma

City,

Okla.

November

5-7,

1971

The meeting was called to order at 7:45 p.m. November 5, by President Bledsoe,
with the following present: Vice Presidents Wall and Cosgrove, Past President Rogers,
Directors Hamblen, Hanson, McCaughey, Peck, Scharff, Wood, Editor Nelson, Asst.
Editor Negus, Treasurer Ackerman, Executive Secretary Benson.
Perry Parrish,
Publicity Chairman; C. Robert Minnick, Test Gardens Chairman; Hoyt Smith, RVP
Region 22; and Ken Shaver, President, Oklahoma City Iris Society, attended the
sessions.
The four nominees for the Board of Directors (Mrs. Earl T. Browder, Mrs. C. E.
McCaughey, Mr. William H. Peck and Mr. Ira E. Wood) whose names were sub¬
mitted to the AIS membership (p. 51, July 1971 Bulletin), in accordance with AIS
Bylaws, were declared elected for three-year terms.
Minutes of the Board

meeting in

Wichita,

May

11-12,

1971,

were

approved.

Treasurer Jay C. Ackerman reported on the financial condition of the Society, as
audited by Harris, Reams and Ambrose, certified public accountants, Lansing, Mich.
The report was accepted with sincere thanks and appreciation, and publication in
the Bulletin was authorized.
Executive Secretary Benson reported on present membership by Regions and States.
The Society had 5,605 members on November 1, as compared with 6,092 one year ago.
Region 18 has the largest membership, followed by Region 6, Region 4, Region 15,
Region 17, Region 14, Region 22, Region 7, Region 2 and Region 24.
Reports of committee chairmen
service rendered to society.

were

approved

with

appreciation

of

valuable

Affiliates and Sections .Helen McCaughey
Awards .J. Arthur Nelson
Convention Liaison .Jake Scharff
Exhibitions .Clarke Cosgrove
Foundation Liaison .Glenn Hanson
Honorary Medals .Hubert Fischer
Judges and Judges Training .Hugo Wall
Membership .Glenn Corlew
Publications .J. Arthur Nelson
Publicity ...
Perry Parrish
Registrations
.Melba Hamblen
RVP Counsellor .Clarke Cosgrove
Scientific .Ray C. Allen
Slides .Robert Schreiner
Test Garden .Robert Minnick
Youth .Ann Dasch
The following official motions were made, seconded and passed by the Board.
To accept Rev. Charles C. Jack’s request to use the official AIS
products, with AIS being the recipient of 3% of the total gross sales.
To approve the report of the Awards Study
Schreiner), with the following recommendations.

Committee

1. Increase the number of votes allowed each judge for HMs
15.

seal

(Hamblen,

on

his

Nelson,

(TB irises) from 12 to

2. No change in waiting period between date of introduction and HM eligibility.
3. List HM eligibles for 4 years, beginning in 1973.
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That the Awards Committee make a study of the Symposium,
Board at the Portland meeting.

and report to the

Authorized Mr. Scharff to correspond with RVPs to obtain a convention site for
1974. (The original Cleveland-Akron location has been cancelled.)
To

change

the

price

1. Bulletins

to

of

the

AIS

as follows:

Bulletins

members

.$1.25

2. Bulletins to

nonmembers

.$1.25

3. Bulletins

short

or

in

supply

historical

. $2.00

Not to charge Sections 10% of their dues for services rendered by AIS.
Reiterated that
Iris Society.
Approved the
that Society.

all

officers

amendment

of
of

AIS
the

affiliates
Median

must

Iris

be

members

of

the

Bylaws,

as

submitted

Society

American
by

Approved the suggested regulation proposed by the Exhibition Committee: A
show with less than 30 entries from 3 or more exhibitors divided among 20 specimen
classes or with less than twenty cultivars is authorized to present first, second and
third place AIS awards as well as honorable mention awards, but the Silver and
Bronze Medal Certificates will not be awarded.
Awarded the Distinguished

Service Medal to Mr.

W.

T.

Bledsoe.

Awarded the Hybridizers Medal to Dr. G. Percy Brown and Mr. Clifford W. Benson.
APPOINTED AS HONORARY JUDGES
Mr.
William
T.
Bledsoe,
Fayetteville,
Tenn.
Mrs. James R. Hamblen, Roy, Utah
Mrs. Claude C. O’Brien, Greensboro, N.C.
Mrs. F. W. Warburton, Westboro, Mass.
APPOINTED AS SENIOR JUDGES
Mr. Ronald J. Beattie, Canby, OR
Mrs. Preston A. Childers, Temple, TX
Dr. J. W. Collier, Bryan, TX
Dr. Irwin A. Conroe, Slingerlands, NY
Mrs. J. N. Cox, Norfolk, NB
Mrs. Robert Ehrhardt, Sr., Shreveport, LA
Mrs. Larry Gaulter, Castro Valley, CA
Mr. James M. Gibson, Porterville, CA
Mrs. Howard W. Goodrick, Brookfield, WI
Mr. Ben R. Hager, Stockton, CA
Mrs. E. J. Henke, Boise, ID
Mrs. Guy R. Kirby, Norfolk, VA
Mr. Ralph E. Lewis, Hastings, NB
Mr. Walter F. Luihn, Hayward, CA
Mr. Austin Morgan, College Place, WA
Deferred for one
Society Iris Manual.

year

action

Mrs. Robert L. Munn, Virginia Beach, VA
Mr. Marvin Olson, Webster Groves, MO
Mr. William H. Peck, Oyster Bay, NY
Mrs. Adelaide Peterson, Nashville, TN
Mrs. H. G. Plato, Oklahoma City, OK
Mrs. Ruth Pressey, Bayfield, CO
Mrs. Angelo K. Primos, Jackson, MS
Mrs. Elizabeth Reneau, Belton, TX
Mrs. Helen Reynolds, El Dorado, KS
Mrs. C. V. Robertson, Chambers, NB
Mr. Arnold E. Schliefert, Murdock, NB
Mrs. Frank E. Skrdla, O’Niell, NB
Mrs. John W. Turner, Tucson, AZ
Mrs. Mike VanMeter, Bethany, OK
Dr. R. W. Wilder, Stanhope, IA
APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING
FOREIGN MEMBERS GARDEN JUDGES
Mrs. Rita M. Caldwell, Australia
Mr. Alan Johnson, Australia
Mr. Gordon Loveridgo, Australia
Mrs. Ian Bell, New Zealand
Mrs. H. E. Collins, New Zealand

concerning

publication

Approved Membership Committee’s proposal #2 and
amended.
(These appear elsewhere in the Bulletin.)

of
#3,

American
and

Horticultural

proposal

#1,

as

Approved the Bylaws Committee’s revision, as amended, and authorized the
to publish the condensed form of the revision, and recommended that
reference be made to the Handbook for American Iris Society Members and Officers
for the present AIS Bylaws.
Bulletin

Authorized $50.00 for preliminary expenses in preparation of “Guidelines for
Convention Handbook’’ (Carol Ramsey, Chairman), and authorized mimeographing of
250 copies in looseleaf form, after final form has been determined.
Approved the recommendation of the Scientific Committee to grant $1,500 each
to Mr. Julius Wadekamper, University of Minnesota, for a thorough study of scorch
and all aspects thereto; and to Dr. E. A. Einert, University of Arkansas, for the
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study of herbicide research with irises, study of the use of antibiotics as a control
for bacterial soft rot and to carry on the physiological studies in connection with iris
culture. The Scientific Committee will obtain a detailed agreement on how the
grant will be spent and what reports AIS is to receive.

Appointment of new RVPs for 1972.

(See P. 3 & 4 for addresses.)

1. Mr. James R. Welch
2. Mr. James Gristwood
5. Mr. James H. Duren
10. Miss Marie Caillet
11. Mrs. S. W. Smith
15. Mr. Robert P. Hubley

16.
17.
19.
21.
23.

Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.

W. J. Taylor
Vernon H. Keesee
Lloyd F. Rake
Kempton Settle
F. C. O’Kelly

Reappointed the following RVPs for 1972:
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
12.

Mrs. Theodore Shiner
Mr. W. D. Kelley
Mr. Harold L. Stahly
Chaplain Calvin S. Cunningham
Mr. W. G. Sindt
Mr. E. H. T. Drake
Mr. Herbert Spence

13. Mr. Foster M. Allen
14. Mrs. Marilyn J. Holloway
18. Mr. J. Donald Puett
20. Dr. Carl J. C. Jorgensen
22. Mr. Hoyt Smith
24. Mrs. A. C. Hopton

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President: Dr. Hugo Wall
First Vice President: Dr. Clarke Cosgrove
Second Vice President: Mr. Ira E. Wood
Bulletin Editor: Dr. J. Arthur Nelson
Treasurer: Mr. Jay C. Ackerman
Executive Secretary: Mr. Clifford W. Benson

Accepted with regret the resignation of Mr. William T. Bledsoe as an elected
Board member, and chose Mr. Marion Walker to fill his unexpired term. Mr. Bledsoe
then assumed his place on the Board as immediate past president.
Appointed Mr. Glenn F. Hanson Chairman of Affiliates and Sections Committee.
Appointed Mrs. Richard V. Ramsey chairman of Judges and Judges Training Com¬
mittee.
Appointed Mr. Ira E. Wood chairman of the RVP Counsellor Committee.
Appointed Mr. William H. Peck and Mr. Glenn Hanson co-chairmen of the Founda¬
tion Liaison Committee.
Appointed Mr. Ira E. Wood co-chairman of the Publications Committee.
Elected Mr. Marion Walker to occupy the unexpired term of William T. Bledsoe.
That an account be maintained by AIS with the Central West End Bank, St.
Louis, Mo., wherein may be deposited any of the funds of the Society, whether
represented by cash, checks, notes or other evidences of debt, and from which with¬
drawals are authorized in the name of the Society by any one of three (3) AIS
officers—President, Treasurer, or Secretary.
That an account be maintained by AIS with the American Bank and Trust Company,
Lansing, Mich., wherein may be deposited any of the funds of the Society, whether
represented by cash, checks, notes or other evidences of debt, and from which
withdrawals are authorized in the name of the Society by any of two (2) AIS
officers—President, Treasurer.
The budget was presented, and after amendment, was adopted.
A vote of thanks and deep appreciation was extended to the members of Region 22
and to the members of the Oklahoma Iris Society for their thoughtful and gracious
hosting provided for this meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 11:30 a.m. Nov. 7, 1971.
Clifford
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W.

Benson,

Executive Secretary

REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 1971
Current Assets
Cash in Banks:
Central West End Bank, St. Louis (transfer account) . $ 1,960.82
Central West End Bank, St. Louis (petty cash) .
1,000.00
American Bank & Trust Co., Lansing (admin, account) .
3,154.63
Total Cash in

Banks

. $ 6,115.45

Reserve Funds
Cash Reserve . S 5,526.25
Funded Life Membership Reserve . 13,325.00
Special Funds Reserve .
653.72
Scientific and Research Account . 10,953.52
Total Reserve Funds
Total

Financial

Gain or

(Loss)

(in savings accounts and time certificates)

Assets

. $30,458.49

. $36,573.94

.

($ 4,122.39)

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
Cash in Banks, October 1, 1970 . $ 8,227.33
Cash Receipts for Fiscal Year . 56,015.04
Transferred from Other Accounts:
Cash Reserve .$4,400.00
Scientific and Research . 1,350.00
5,750.00
$69,992.37
Disbursements for Fiscal Year
Transferred to Other Accounts:
Cash Reserve . $2,342.70
Scientific and Research .
743.07
Special Funds Reserve
653.72
Cash in Banks as of October 1,

1971

60,137.43

3,739.49

. $ 6,115.45

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Memberships
Renewal Single Annual .
Renewal Family Annual .
Renewal Single Triennial
Renewal Family Triennial .
New Single Annual .
New Family Annual .
New Single Triennial .
New Family Triennial .
Sustaining
.
Research .
Single Life .
Family Life .
Affiliate
Youth
.

$17,268.95
5,287.00
4,177.62
1,537.50
3,244.01
555.50
454.75
183.25
90.00
150.00
450.00
375.00
175.00
214.00
$34,162.58

Other
1971 Color Classification .
WEIGSK
.
1969 Judges Handbook
.
1970 Commemorative Medals .
1969 Check List .
Dues Collected for Sections of Society.
Dues Collected for BIS
Books, Color Charts and Merchandise for Resale

$

653.33
153.70
502.85
1,271.69
1,742.55
2,039.92
455.00
1,009.37
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Bulletins .
Old Cheek List .
Slides
.
Membership Tapes .
Bulletin Advertising .
Registration Committee .
Exhibition Committee .
Miscellaneous .
Refunds .
Interest Earned .
1959 Check List .
Research Gifts .
Research Gifts—Memphis Iris Pins .
Gifts to Special Funds .
1971 AIS Handbook .

398.76
177.52
287.10
380.74
A559.77
2,247.80
3,245.91
(3.95)
104.42
1,483.38
367.50
79.00
22.50
320.00
353.60
$21,852~46

Total Receipts . $56,015.04
Transferred from Cash Reserve .
4,400.00
Transferred from Scientific and Research .
1,350.00
Total Receipts and Transfers

. $61,765.04

STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS
Bulletin Expense
Salaries
. $ 3,612.00
Printing
.
13,811.10
Engraving and Photography .
501.93
Postage and Envelopes .
1,109.87
Supplies
.
32.68
Miscellaneous .
271.92
Furniture and Equipment .
59.50
$197399.00

Secretary’s Office Expense
Salaries
. $12,086.91
Postage and Shipping .
1,211.62
Printing .
748.94
Supplies
.
264.06
Telephone and Telegraph .
162.25
Insurance
.
1,251.00
Refunds .
69.47
Secretary Travel Expense .
333.02
Books, etc. for Resale .
905.08
Gifts (in lieu of rent) .
1,000.00
Miscellaneous .
56.95
Equipment Repairs and Maintenance .
108.82
Advertising
.
1,022.00
Furniture and Equipment .
415.00
$19,635.12

Other Expenses
1969 Check List .
1970 Commemorative Medals
.
1971 AIS Handbook .
1971 Color Classification .
Awards Account .
Exhibition Account .
Membership Account .
Registration Account
Robin Account .
Test Garden Account .
Slides Account .
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4,286.10
92.16
1,689.32
1,068.26
1,303.49
2,415.93
1,504.11
2,135.29
112.99
51.02
170.82

RVP Account .
Officers Account .
Affiliates and Sections Committee .
Payroll Taxes .
Other Committees .
BIS for American Memberships—1970 .
Scientific and Research Account .
Garden Irises Royalty to Editor .
Dues Returned to Sections of Society .

84.03
381.48
17.50
1,498.95
80.94
818.00
600.00
750.00
2,039.92
$21,103.31

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS . $60,137.43
Transferred to Scientific Research ..*.
743.07
Transferred to Cash Reserve .
2,342.70
Transferred to Special Funds Reserve .
653.72
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS AND TRANSFERS

. $63,876.92

Advertising Directory
Check List .
Color Class .
AIS Handbook ...
Membership List .
AIS Pins.
Anniv. Medals ...
Bledsoe .
Books.
Brady.
Changed Address .

72
97
95
95
44
5
24
6
96
30

Com. Directory . . . 100
Denman. 42
Flight of Phoenix .
9
Foote . 97
Fragrant Irises ... 14
Galer . 96
Hyponex . 95
Kegerise . 95
Keppel. 96
Knopf . 96

McClure . 95
Mount Clare . . .48, 49
Oregon .16, 17
Schortman . 72
Schreiner ...Cover 4
Sexton . 46
Shelton . 97
Show Supplies . . . 104
Starbright. 97
Varner. 34

From tUc Editors Desk
Left Omaha October 20 for Kay’s,
where we spent the time before
the Board meeting working on the
Registrations and Introductions
booklet and the Official Ballot.
Spent a pleasant evening at the
Iris Club of Dallas meeting, which
Mrs. Joseph Coker chaired. There
we were in on the christening of
Bess Bergin, a big beautiful re¬
bloomer white, the creation of Dr.
Denman, and named for the de¬
ceased Elizabeth Bergin. Pictured
are Paul Horton, Dr. C. P. Denman,
Mrs. Frank Courtney, Mabel Wilkerson, and Joe Bergin, and a show
stalk of amazing Bess Bergin. The next morning we spent at Samuell
Park, a park just off a busy Dallas street, and yet which has achieved a
soul thrilling tranquility and grandeur. The Elizabeth Bergin Iris Garden
9
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has grown by leaps and bounds, and is situated so that the iris bloom
must impress those who drive on the street below.
And off to the Board meeting in Oklahoma City. We regret that the
pictures did not turn out well, but the hospitality was the acme of perfec¬
tion. Ken Shaver, president of the Oklahoma Iris Society, and Hoyt Smith,
RVP of Region 22, had planned exceedingly well, and everywhere one
turned, one found Helen McCaughey checking to see that the last detail
was carried out to a perfect turn. The welcome dinner, and the social
hour which preceded it, were delightfully pleasant. The dinner Saturday
evening was a beautiful affair. Bill Jones has talent as a master of cere¬
monies; the college singers, with a new mode of music, were intriguing;
and the Indian dancers displayed a perfection of grace and rhythm that
was breathtaking. The Board meetings were long, but all of us welcomed
these pauses of perfect hospitality, and the chance to visit with old
friends. While the Board meetings were going on, the others attending
were busy at a judges school and a showing of slides of irises, and a
number of other activities. Many of the Board and the other visitors took
the opportunity of visiting the Cowboy Hall of Fame, and this is some¬
thing that on one ever in the vicinity of Oklahoma City should miss.
These few short words (we are running out of space as we piece together
this last page of the makeup of the Bulletin) fall far short of adequacy
in presenting the full picture of the all out and successful effort of the
Oklahoma Iris Society and Region 22 to see to it the visitors had the
ultimate of Oklahoma and Region 22 hospitality. It was perfection ampli¬
fied.
Belated news but important. The California state senate paid homage
to Miss Clara Rees in a resolution lauding her for having “contributed
toward making the world a more beautiful place to live ... by her many
years of patient work with flowers.” Copies of the resolution were pre¬
sented to Miss Rees’ two sisters, Mrs. Bert Loehr and Miss Ruth Rees of
San Jose, CA. and her brother, Paul J. Rees of York, PA.
The Scientific Fund is in receipt of two recent contributions. The New
England Iris Society forwarded a check of $100.00. The Sydney B. Mitchell
forwarded $10.00 in the memory of Rholin Cooley. The Board at its recent
meeting in Oklahoma City allotted funds to two promising research proj¬
ects in areas of concern to iris growers.
From Editor’s Notebook Region 18 Newsletter
For a most enriching hobby, join the AIS!
Lose your loneliness and boredom. Join the AIS!
Find new friends, new joys, new interests; join the AIS!
For a life that’s really “with it.” Join the AIS!
From Sooner State Iris News, under title “That Kid’s Gotta Go.” I’ve
always been a little irked by that fact that when songs are written about
flowers it’s usually about roses. You know, like “Rose of Tralee,” “Roses
of Picardy,” “Give Me One Dozen Roses,” or even “‘Rosey You Are My
Posey.” I was complaining about this to my family recently, saying that
to my knowledge there wasn’t one song about irises. My son popped up
and said, “Sure there is, Dad. How about ‘It’s a Grand Old Flag?’ ”
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AFFILIATES
The complete list of affiliates will be published in the April Bulletin.
Be sure all offices are AIS members, that fifty percent of your members
are AIS members, and that you have at least ten AIS members.

PJ.ANT
FOOD

OREGON 1972

Grows better plants, indoors or outdoors.
Clean & soluble. 10 oi.-$1.19. Makes 60 gals.
Free cotolog, HYPONeX, COPLEY.-QH. 44321

IRIS

JEWELRY

Iris designs handpainted on porcelain disks. Gold finish mounts. Bracelets, earrings,
pins, rings, cuff links, tie tacks, available to irisarians. Write for information.

MRS. GRANT D. KEGERISE
501 PENNA AVE.

HYDE PARK, READING, PA. 19605

MEMBERSHIP LIST 1971 $1.50
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.

St. Louis, Mo. 63110

WANTED
OLD BOOKS, BROCHURES, CATALOGUES ON IRISES. SCHREINER’S
CATALOGUES 1938 and ALL EARLIER, COOLEY’S ’63, ’64, ’65, ’66, ’68
and ALL EARLIER THAN 1954. HAMBLEN (MISSION BELL GAR¬
DENS) 1964 and ALL EARLIER. DESCRIBE CONDITION AND PRICE.
W. E. McCLURE, 3933 So. 2275 West, Roy, Utah 84067

COLOR CLASSIFICATION
1971 Edition
600 each, in lots of ten or more, 500 each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 TOWER GROVE AVE.

ST. LOUIS, MO. 63110

HANDBOOK FOR THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS
$2.00
A valuable book on the structure, the functions and the activities of the
American Iris Society.
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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KNOPF IRIS GARDEN
12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469

DOVIE BRADY

INTRODUCES 1972
KONOCTI: Sdlg. 67-17. TB. 36". Blends of
lavender, pink and yellow; fluted, ruffled.
Brownish beard. Commentary X Bay Area.
HC ’71. $22.00

Introducing for 1972

Star Route, Dumont, Texas 79232
ANNIVERSARY WALTZ (H.L. 66-41)

INTRODUCING FOR
FLIGHT OF
PHOENIX

12

“

"

TB. 40". EML. Horned Lace X Golden
Anniversary. A good breeder for the
horned fanciers. Full yellow standards.
White starchy falls bordered in yellow;
ruffled, with good form. These huge
blooms are held in nice proportion on
stout stems, with long graceful horns
protruding out and from the bright
yellow beard.$20.00

THE VERY FIRST FROM A NEW HYBRIDIZER
AUNT MIN. Sdlg. M67-9-4. SDB. 12-14". EM. Very dark purple self. Falls
carry a much deeper spot pattern, with a blue-purple beard tipped brown.
(Jones M-131-10 X Velvet Caper). HC 71.$5.00
BLAZING BONNET. Sdlg. M67-9-2. SDB. 12-14". EM. A deep blood red sister
to Aunt Min; deeper spot on falls; lavender tipped brown beard. HC 71.
$5.00
POINT DIAMOND. Sdlg. 66-187-3. TB. 38". ML. Standards tawny yellow with
one-fourth inch light yellow edge. Falls plum-red with an overlay of brown.
Electric blue flash below yellow beard tipped brown. Rusticana X (Sudden
Spring x Camelot Rose). HC 71. .Net $25.00
George A. Galer

1765 Holman St.

Portland, Oregon 97211

KEITH KEPPEL
P. O. BOX 8173

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95204

Princess (Gatty ’72). Pastel pink to pinkish cream. Waved, frilled, and
edged with light lace.$25.00

(Keppel ’72). Large blue from Babbling Brook and
Skywatch.$25.00
Waterscape

Soft Touch (Keppel ’72). Pastel bicolor plicata. Cream standards;
white falls edged light lavender-blue.$25.00
Montage (Keppel ’72). Smoky buff standards; white falls edged greyed
lavender and plum.SOLD OUT
Quietude (Keppel ’72).

Light chicory blue; paler falls.$20.00

Prosperity (Keppel ’72). Deep goldenrod color; much branching; many

buds.$15.00
Vamp (Gatty ’72). IB. Blended burgundy tones; maroon spot.$7.50
Hooray (Gatty ’72). SDB. Butterscotch with large pumpkin spot.

Different!

.$5.00
See April ad for full descriptions—
Or write for catalogue, ready in March.
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COLOR CLASSIFICATION
600 each. 500 each for ten or more
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 TOWER GROVE AVE.

ST. LOUIS, MO. 63110

WILD LIL—Sdlg. 6615. SDB, 12-15", E-M-L. A mutation. S. vary from
light blue to warm white (buff); F. splashed red-violet over
white ground; beard variable white-yellow. A prolific
grower. Fertile pollen; sets seeds.
ALENE SHELTON
1708 KAREN DRIVE

DEL CITY, OKLA. 73115

1972 INTRODUCTIONS
PINKIE—Lovely pink self, soft rose-pink beard, lightly ruffled. A rebloomer in
Southern California.
MT. COOK A’DAWNING—Brilliant deep pink self, red beard. Named for a
glorious sunrise on Mt. Cook in New Zealand.
Both of the above irises have good branching, many flowers of good form and
substance. Breeding the same: Remembered Melody X One Desire.
THE BLUE BOY—Magnificent medium blue self; light yellow beard tipped
white; excellent form and substance; fragrant; good branching. Triton X
Ribbon Round.
Price $25 each.
Stock very limited.

STANLEY S. FOOTE
410 ALAHMAR ST.

ALHAMBRA, CALIF. 91801

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
Exclusively Desiqned by an Irisarian for Irisarians!
TOP: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer.
Aster Design.$5.98
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Aster Design.$3.95
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Iris Design.$3.95
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer,
8 oz. Iris Design
$5.98
BOTTOM: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 1036. Hurricane Lamps,
IIV2". Iris Design
$9.98
No. 133. Sandwich plate,
12". Iris Design
$7.95
No. 132. Bud Vase, 10". Iris
Design. Set of two. $5.98
No. 5. Candy Jar, 26 oz.
Iris Design
$7.95
No. 717. (Not illustrated)
14 piece Punch Set, 300
oz. Iris Design.
$35.00

The lovely iris design is permanently hand-cut into hand-blown West Virginia
Crystal by skilled artisans. Chapter and affiliated organizations should write for lot
prices on these items and other items available for resale. (See 71 Bulletins for
additional items available.) Please allow ample time for delivery. Include 10% extra
for insurance and postage. NEW FOR 72: Beverage Set and Tumbler Set in Glazed
COLOR. Send for list and details.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 LOCUST AVENUE
WESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 26452
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES
$ 15.00
37.50
150.00
187.50
1.50
2.50

Sustaining
Annual .$7.50
Research
Triennial . 18.75
Life
Family
. 9-00
Family Life
Family Triennial . 22.50
Youth member, with others of family as members
Youth member, with no others of family as members

SECTION DUES
Send dues, making check payable to the American Iris Society, to Clifford W.
Benson, Secretary, American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri 63110.

Single Annual
Single Triennial
Family Annual
Family Triennial
Annual Supporting

Japanese
$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

Median
$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

Rebloomer
$ 3.00
7.50
4.00
10.00
5.00

Siberian
$1.00
3.00
2.00
6.00

Spuria
$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

IMPORTANT: Section dues, if paid through AIS, MUST be for the same duration
as your AIS dues. AIS FAMILY member desiring SINGLE Section membership,
PLEASE indicate which person is applying for Section membership.

ATTENTION AFFILIATES
All affiliates are entitled to a free showing of AIS slides once a year. Be sure to
give Mr. Schreiner thirty days’ notice, and order the slides in the name of the affil¬
iated club, giving the name of the president of the club.
All affiliates are entitled to one silver medal and one bronze medal, free of charge
for their show. Order these at the time the report is sent to the Exhibition Chairman.
If there is a change in the name of the president of the club, be sure to notify
Mrs. McCaughey, Mr. Benson and the editor of the Bulletin at once, so that the
proper name and address can appear in the Bulletin, and that the Bulletin can be
mailed to the proper address.

PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF REGISTRATIONS AND BULLETIN ARTICLES
To those who have inquired: We have on file most of the original regis¬
tration applications since 1960. These often contain more complete infor¬
mation than the necessarily cryptic published registration information.
For those seeking to trace and identify irises, we can make copies of the
original application for twenty-five cents. Likewise, we can reproduce any
Bulletin article for twenty-five cents a page. Send money and requests to
the Omaha office.
REGISTRATIONS—INTRODUCTIONS
Registrations $3.00 each
Transfer of names $2.00 each
Introductions: Free recording. Be sure that your catalogue or printed list
is filed with the registrar and that each present-year introduction is
marked plainly. Irises not recorded as introduced are not eligible for
awards higher than HC. Irises advertised in the October 1970, and January,
April and July Bulletins are automatically recorded as 1971 introductions.
Mail to J. Arthur Nelson, 3131 North 58th St., Omaha, Nebr. 68104.
To be sure your registrations appear in the 1972 issue of Registrations
and Introductions for 1971, they must be processed by October 31, 1971.
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BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES
COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (listings in alphabetical order)
Rates per three issues—January, July, October
Single space (one inch—not to exceed six lines) . $12.50
Double space (not to exceed 12 lines)
$20.00
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
One-inch, single column
Two-inch .
One-quarter page .
One-third page

$ 9.00
13.00
18.00
24.00

One-half page .$32.50
Two-thirds page . 42.50
Three-fourths page
47.50
One page . 60.00

Note: Display advertising rates are per single issue.
Write the editor for cost of ads in color.
Discount of 20% FOR EACH SUCCEEDING
CONTAINED in original contract.

ISSUE

DURING

CALENDAR

YEAR

IF

Send advertising copy and checks payable to The American Iris Society to:

J. Arthur Nelson, Editor
3131 North 58th ST.

OMAHA, NEBR. 68104

NOTE: ALL COPY FOR APRIL

ISSUE

DUE

FEBRUARY 10.

IRIS SLIDES FOR RENTAL
The American Iris Society maintains numbers of excellent sets of iris slides
for rental. Each set contains 100 slides, 35mm size. A list of the names of the
irises accompanies each set. Ideal for a program for your iris meetings and garden
club meetings, these slides are a fine way to study the new irises. Are you considering,
or would you like to see, some new irises? What better way than to rent a set of
slides and keep informed on the new varieties.

For that special iris program
—Set of iris slides of the AIS Golden Jubilee Meeting in New York, 1970. See famous
gardens . . . renowned iris personalities, and many of the very newest irises on display.
Enjoy at your gathering a showing of the most recently written about and com¬
mented upon irises. Attend this famous meeting in spirit . . . via this fine collection
of slides of convention highlights.
—Set of the newer tall bearded award winning irises. Most recent Award of Merit
and Honorable Mention winners as well as Dykes Medalist and contenders—also other
top favorites and selected garden scenes.
—Set of the ever popular, less expensive, fine bearded irises that have stood the
test of time and grace any garden with their beauty and excellence. Pleasant garden
scenes; some interesting iris arrangements.
—Set of various bearded species along with special hybrids of these, including minia¬
ture and standard dwarf, intermediate, aril, table and border varieties—a fascinating
set.
—Set of various beardless iris species and their endless hybrids, including a wide
range as Crested, Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Western natives, Japanese, in unending
variety—highly individual.
—Set of irises of all types, in an unending collection, including the charming bulbous
irises, multi-faceted bearded irises—beardless kinds in pleasurable variety. Many kinds
of irises—varied, distinct and original.
Request for slides should be made well in advance for proper scheduling, preferably
30 days or longer. Include a second date if possible. Give the exact date desired so
that slides can be sent insured airmail. They are to be returned in the same manner.
The rental fee is $5.00, payable in advance, for each set of 100 slides. Make checks
to the American Iris Society and mail with your requests to:
Robert Schreiner, Chairman, Slides Committee,
3785 Quinaby Rd., NE (R. 2), Salem, Oregon 97303
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COMMERCIAL

1971 COLOR

DIRECTORY

The HANDBOOK for

CLASSIFICATION
the AMERICAN
with color chart and
mask
Single copies 60 cents each

IRIS SOCIETY

MEMBERS and OFFICERS
$2.00 each

Ten or more copies 50 cents each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

BAY VIEW GARDENS
of Joseph J. Ghio
1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060
Free Catalog available, listing the finest in
median, tall, Louisiana, Pacifica, Siberian
and Spuria irises.

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

CHARJOY

GARDENS
Charles and Joyce
Arny, Jr.

BROWN’S
SUNNYHILL GARDENS
(Tom M. & Opal

L. Brown)

“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY”

FEATURING THE FINEST OF
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS
Catalog on request
— No Color —

Route 3, Box 102
Milton-Freewater
Oregon 97862

117 Acacia Drive
Lafayette, La. 70501

Top Quality
Louisiana Irises

COOLEY’S GARDENS
301 S. James Ave.
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381
Incomparable Iris catalog in color
FEATURING THE FINEST OF

C&A IRIS GARDENS
Growers of Quality Iris
REASONABLE PRICES
PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Wholesale and Retail
3224 Northstead Dr.
Sacramento, Calif. 95833
100

TALL BEARDED IRISES
QUALITY RHIZOMES
Considered by many as the world’s finest
iris catalog in color. Send 500 for your
copy if you are not a customer.

CORDON BLEU FARMS

DISCOVERY TRAIL GARDENS

Best of the new and old
IRIS
418 BEUNA CREEK ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CALIF. 92069

(Home of Region 14 Aril Display Garden)
Hardy irises from the Sierra foothills, featur¬
ing oncobreds by Leo Clark, many fine TBs,
including “space age” horned, spooned and
flounced. Catalog 250. No color.
STAR ROUTE, BOX 38-D
FOLSOM, CALIF. 95630

COUNTRY VILLAGE GARDEN

EVERGREEN IRIS GARDEN

Howard and Ruth Goodrick

116 EAST 19th AVE.
KENNEWICK, WASH. 99336

Tall Bearded . . . Spurias

Our own and other selected tall bearded iris
Fine Selection of Quality Tall Bearded Irises
New Introductions of
EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
Free List on Request

List available upon request
16620 W. PEPPER LANE
BROOKFIELD, WIS. 53005

GENE & GERRY’S
IRIS GARDENS

CRAMER’S IRIS GARDENS
Growers of
Tall Bearded Iris
Where Quality & Prices Are Pleasing
CATALOG ON REQUEST
Box 75, Payson, Illinois 62360

Featuring introductions by
MR. GEORGE I. CROSSMAN
G. & G. BURGER
List of Most Newer Varieties on Request
39 E. PATRICK
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

HILDENBRANDT’S
IRIS GARDENS

REBLOOMERS
TALL BEARDED

Star Route, Box 4, Lexington, Nebr. 68850
Region 21 Test Garden Located Here
Featuring Introductions of Mrs. B. Wolff
Price List on Request
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

DWARFS
SPURIAS
LOUISIANAS
SIBERIANS

IMPERIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Free (no color)
thru Sept.

catalogue

available

March

CROOKED CREEK GARDENS
Star Route, Marquand, Mo. 63655

HARDY NORTHERN IRIS
1972 COLOR CATALOG—250

New Introductions of
MERLE DALING
JOYCE MEEK
JEANNETTE NELSON
LILLIAN SWEARENGIN
GORDON W. PLOUGH

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN

FINEST NORTHERN ILLINOIS GROWN
IRISES
Offering tall bearded, dwarfs, rebloomers,
oncobreds,
Spurias,
Siberians
and
rare
species. Also perennials, peonies. Catalog
free.

BOX 255

CORNELL, ILLINOIS 61319

WRITE NOW for free bulb catalog
showing a wide variety of imported
flower bulbs from Holland.

P. de JAGER & SONS, INC.
SOUTH HAMILTON, MASS. 01982

KEITH KEPPEL
P.O. BOX 8173
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208

Newer tall bearded and medians.

P.O. BOX 117
WENATCHEE, WASH. 98801

List available on request.
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MATHEWS IRIS GARDEN

KNOPF IRIS GARDENS

Large selection

12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469

Free

of new and
varieties.

price

list

on

old

choice

request.

LIST ON REQUEST

201 SUNNY DRIVE
COLLEGE PLACE, WASH. 99324

LAKELAWN GARDENS

MISSION BELL GARDENS
(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN)

NATHAN AND THELMA RUDOLPH
405 Lakelawn Blvd.

Featuring Fine Irises of

Aurora, Illinois 60506

Recent Introduction
TALL BEARDED AND MEDIAN

OUR OWN INTRODUCTIONS

CATALOG ON REQUEST—NO COLOR

IRISES, DAYLILIES AND PEONIES

2778 W. 5600 So.

List ready May 1

Roy,

Utah 84067

LAURIE’S GARDEN

MOHR GARDENS

17225 mckenzie hwy., rt. 2

Discount prices on

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477

high quality TB iris.
List on request

SPECIALIZING IN BEARDLESS IRISES

1649 LINSTEAD DR.
LEXINGTON, KY. 40504

Californicae, English, Japanese,
Louisiana, Siberian, Spuria and

PACIFIC COAST HYBRIDIZERS

other species irises and their hybrids.

Quality stock and generous extras
at competitive prices.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST FOR STAMP
P.O. BOX 972
available by late April

CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA 95008
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

MELROSE GARDENS

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS

309 BEST ROAD SOUTH—A
STOCKTON, CALIF. 95206

7124 RIVERDALE ROAD

Presenting the 1972 introductions of:
Sanford
Babson,
Ben
R.
Hager, Sid
DuBose, Bryce Williamson, and Johnnye
Rich.
OFFERING at discounted
prices:
Median, Dwarf,
Novelty, Arilbred,
blooming bearded iris.

TB,
Re¬

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430
Hardy Minnesota grown Irises.
Specializing in dwarfs and medians.
FREE PRICE LIST—NO COLOR.

SCHLIEFERT IRIS GARDENS
MURDOCK, NEBR. 68407

FEATURING: Spuria, Siberian,
Japanese iris and DAYLILIES.

Louisiana,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG—250
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Since 1935
Our Thirty-First Annual Catalog
on request

TOP O’ THE RIDGE
offering

SCHREINER’S GARDENS
3629 QUINABY RD. NE (R2)
SALEM, OREGON 97303
feature
Fine Iris for discerning collectors
Growers—Hybridizers—Originators

SELECTED IRISES
Spurias, Medians, Tall Bearded
CHOICE PEONIES
Standard and Hybrid
— AND —
KAY SEE DE LUXE
GARDEN MARKERS

America’s Finest Iris Catalog, ac¬

Free catalog to

curate color illustrations, a treasure
trove of information

500

AIS members or on request
Box 10645B

SILVER STATE
IRIS GARDENS
P.O. Box 2130

Henderson,

100 NE 81st St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64118

TREASURE LANE
IRIS GARDEN
Nev. 89015

Dwarfs, Intermediates, Borders and Tails

Fine quality bearded irises.
Generous bonus—Reasonable prices
Catalog on request

VISITORS WELCOME
Price List on Request
7808

SMITH’S IRIS GARDENS
Finest Idaho-Grown

9th

ST.

ELVERTA,

CALIF.

MRS. WILMA VALLETTE
DECLO, IDAHO 83323

IRISES
Catalog on Request

Free catalog. Over 2000
Varieties, New and Old, Many
of Them Now Hard to Find.

BOX 483
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

Reasonably Priced.

HARDY MIDWEST GROWN

IRIS

Lowest prices consistent with fine quality.
Free Catalog on Request (No Color)

SOUTHERN MEADOWS
GARDEN
BOX 230, CENTRALIA,
May R. Tucker

ILLINOIS 62801
James S. Tucker

SUMMERLONG IRIS
GARDENS
Reblooming Irises for the North
List on Request
CHARLES V. APPLEGATE
Rt. 2
Box 163
Perrysville, Ohio 44864

TELL’S GARDEN
425 N. 4 W., Box 331

Orem, Utah 84057

VALLEY’S END
IRIS GARDENS
32375 DUNLAP BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded, Intermediate
Bearded, Standard Dwarf and
Miniature
Dwarf.
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

ILLINI IRIS
D. STEVE VARNER
N. State St. Rd.
Monticello,

III. 61856

Hybridizer and Grower
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded and
Siberian Irises, Tetraploid Hemerocallis
Price List on Request

GILBERT H. WILD
AND SON, INC.
Irises, Peonies, Daylilies

MODERN IRISES AND
HEMEROCALLIS
NO CATALOG.

95626

LIST 100

Send 500 for 92-page beautifully illustrated
catalog in color, featuring iris introductions
of Georgia Hinkle and James Marsh.
DEPT. AIS-172
SARCOXIE, MO. 64862
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AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY SHOW SUPPLIES
(THIS LIST SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUS LISTINGS)
PREPAID
Official show supplies of the American Iris Society are available from the
American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63110.
Please make checks payable to the American Iris Society. Show reports are
to be mailed to Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, 8260 Longdon Avenue, San Gabriel,
Calif. 91755. All orders are forwarded by prepaid parcel post.
1. Handbook for Judges and Exhibitions .$1.50 each
2. Color Classifications .600 each; ten or more, 500 each
3. Entry Tags, Revised. When judging is completed, clerks can tear off
bottom and start tabulating .$1.50 per hundred
4. Clerk’s records. For recording winners in each class. One needed for
each class. Punched so they can be inserted in a notebook and made
part of a permanent record .$1.50 per hundred
5. Award ribbons. Blue, first; red, second; white, third; pink, honorable
mention. Imprinted with AIS seal and Premium Award. First-quality
ribbon.18 cents each
6. Award ribbons. Smaller than 5, but otherwise the same. Meant for
median and dwarf shows .15 cents each
7. Purple Rosette: AIS seal on middle streamer, American Iris Society
on one outside streamer, on the other outside streamer—
A. Best specimen of show .1.30 each
B. Best arrangement of show.1.30 each
C. Horticultural sweepstakes .1.30 each
D. Artistic sweepstakes .1.30 each
E. Seeding of Show Most Worthy of Introduction .1.30 each
8. Small purple rosettes
A. Imprinted Horticultural Class, Special Award. May be awarded for
best of group; i.e., best white self, best blue self, best plicata, best
bitone, best blend, best collection, or any other special award
75 cents each
B. Imprinted Artistic Class, Special Award. May be awarded to best of
any group in artistic or composition classes, or any other special
award in artistic classes .75 cents each
C. Best specimen of show, Junior Division .75 cents each
D. Best arrangement of show, Junior Division .75 cents each
E. Horticultural sweepstakes, Junior Division .75 cents each
F. Artistic sweepstakes, Junior Division .75 cents each
9. Section rosette. Midway in size between 7 and 8. May be awarded to
best specimen in each section (tall bearded, border, miniature tall
bearded, spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Japanese, etc.) ....85 cents each
10. Silver or Bronze medals. Not engraved. Orders for these medals should
accompany show report sent to the Chairman, Exhibitions Committee.
Supplied without cost to AIS Affiliates .4.25 each
11. Seedling ballots. One should be given to each AIS judge who visits the
show; to be used by judges in voting for Exhibition Certificate
No charge
12. Report and application for award. One set in triplicate for a show.
No charge
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Fig. 3. Plant infected by Botrytis convoluta

showing the spore mat at the base of the

showing on the right a diseased offset with
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rhizome

leaf-fans.

Fig.
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and
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Botrytis
associated

with

the

below

the

base

of

the

leaf-fan

and on the left an offset showing the demar¬
cation zone separating the diseased (brown)
and healthy

(white)

rhizome tissue.

PEARL FROST
(Schreiner's '72)

PROMENADE
(Schreiner's '72)

WARM GOLD
(Schreiner's '72)

Schreiner’s
3625 Quinaby Road
Salem, Oregon 97303

JmN, P 7
Proposed Revisions to the

ue&ACl* 1

BYLAWS
of the American Iris Society

*OTA«ICAi

Only those sections to be revised are given. Refer to THE HANDBOOK
FOR THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY MEMBERS AND OFFICERS for
the complete text of the Bylaws. Deletions are indicated by strike outs
(4he-). Additions are underlined (the).
ARTICLE III—MEMBERSHIP
Section 2.
(c) Family Membership . . .
(d) Sustaining Members- who- -ehall- -hav-e- membership, which shall
include all . . .
(g) Honorary membership, which may be conferred for the Society
-upon -recommendation--e¥- nomination- -of by the Board of Directors
(h) Youth membership, which shall carry all of the usual privileges
of membership; a membership at a reduced rate differentiated as
to whether a parent is or is not an AIS member.
Section 3. Members interested m a special group of irises may organize
a society within the AIS. Such a society is to be called a Section of the
AIS. The prerequisites for being accepted as a Section of the AIS and
the privileges granted are a^ follows:
(a) All of the American members of the society must be members
of~the~ ATS.
"
(b) The Bylaws of the society must be approved by the Board of
Directors of AIS.
(c) Participation in the registration and awards systems of the AIS
is required.
(d) Provision for publications, exclusive of newsletters, may be
arranged with the Publications Committee of the AIS.
(e) Dues for AIS and for membership in Sections may be paid at the
same time through the national AIS office.
Section 4. An organization with purposes similar to those of AIS and
with a majority of its membership within one Region may become an
Affiliate of the American Iris Society. The prerequisites for being
accepted as an Affiliate of the AIS and the privileges granted are as
follows:
(a) All officers and directors of the affiliating society and sufficient
additional members to total a minimum of ten must be members
of AIS.

BULLETIN OF THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
Printed

in Two Sections

•

Section Two.
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(b) At least fifty percent of its members must be AIS members. A
society having less than fifty percent of its membership belonging
to the AIS must pay a fee, the amount of which shall be
determined by the Board of Directors.
(c) Participation in the registration and awards systems of the AIS
is required.
(d) Special privileges extended to Affiliates shall be determined by the
Board of Directors.
ARTICLE VI—BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Section 1. The Board of Directors shall consist of -r-o4- more--than fifteen
twelve elected members of the Society and those designated ex-officio
members. The twelve elected members and not more than six ex-officio
members shall have full voting privileges, except as provided hereinafter.
■of whom twelve -shall -be eleeted -as -follows-: Present -members shall
serve during -the remainder -e# -the -term- -fee which- -they- have been
elected. At- eaeh- election held- after- the adoption -ef this- amendment te
•the By Laws,
(a) -fFour directors members shall be elected annually to succeed
those whose terms will next expire and directors- thereafter-elected- shall hold office for three years and until their successors
are duly elected and qualified. If an unfilled vacancy on the Board
exists, the election of more than four members may be necessary.
No member shall be eligible to serve more than three consecutive
full terms.
The- immediate- past president -ef the- Society shall- -be -a- member -of the
-Board' -with full voting powers. In addition te the foregoing; the Boardsha-lf a-ppoint -an- editor and -a- secretary whe shall- -be -ex-officio members-ef the Board ter the terms- -et- their offices- with f-ult voting--powers'. The
offic-o -ef editor and secretary may- -be held- -by- -one and- -the -same person.
(b) Those members holding the following offices shall be ex-officio
members of the Board, unless they are already serving as elected
members of the Board: President, First Vice President, Immediate
Past President, Secretary, Treasurer, Editor. These members
shall have full voting privileges unless filling a salaried position
with the Society.
(c) -A-. Alt Each past president of the Society, other than the im¬
mediate past president, unless otherwise a member of the Board,
shall be an ex-officio members-of the Board without voting power.
(d) (Formerly Sec. 2. A.) In case of vacancy on the Board the Presi¬
dent shall have the power, subject to the approval of the Board,
to appoint a -director- -or- directors member or members to the
Board for the balance of the term.
Section 2. Election shall -be -by mad- -ballet. Nomination and election of
members of the Board of Directors shall be as follows:
(a) A Personnel Committee consisting of two members of the Board
of Directors, two representatives of the Board of Counselors, and
a representative of the Sections shall be named annually at the
fall meeting of the Board. This committee shall suggest to the
2

Board of Directors at the spring meeting qualified candidates for
vacancies on the Board. This committee shall select its own
chairman.
(b) Nominations for Directors shall be made by the Board of Directors
and sent to all members on or before August 1 of each year. Any
-25- 40 members, of whom not more than 42- J_5 may be located
in any one Region, may thereafter on or before September 1
submit a petition nominating one or more candidates whose names
with those nominated by the Board shall be included in 4he- a^
ballot. This ballot shall be mailed to all members on or before
October 1 of each year and must be returned by the members
to the Secretary or Election Committee (if one is appointed)
on or before November 1. If there are no additional nominations
made, this second- a ballot may be omitted . . .
Section 3. The Board of Directors shall have complete and compre¬
hensive power and authority to conduct the affairs of the Society, it
being the intent of these Bylaws to confer upon the Board full discretion
and power in any and all situations that may arise.
Section -§-.4. The Board of Directors from time to time may designate
and constitute certain geographical sections as official Regions . . .
Section -&.5. The- Regional Vice-Presidents shall constitute -a- Board -efCounsclors with the Second Viee-P-rc3iden-f ee chairman. The Board of
Directors shall designate one of its members as advisor to a_ Board of
Counselors consisting of the Regional Vice Presidents. Meetings of the
Board shall be held . . .
Section 6. (New) The Board of Directors shall designate one of its
members as liaison consultant to an advisory board consisting of the
presidents of the Sections or their representatives.
Section -4-.7. The Board of Directors shall have authority to create and
appoint committees and to delegate to such committees such powers and
functions as may seem proper to the Board . . .
Section -7^8. The Board of Directors shall have authority to adopt bylaws
for its own government and from time to time amend such bylaws.
Section -8t9. The Board of Directors shall meet in the spring and fall of
each year and at such time or times as the President may designate.
ARTICLE VII—OFFICERS
Section 1. The Board of Directors at each fall meeting shall elect the
following officers to serve for one year or until their successors are
named and qualified; (1) President, (2) one or more Vice Presidents,
(3) Secretary, and (4) Treasurer, and (5) Editor.
(a) The President and First Vice-President may be elected from the
current membership of the Board of Directors or from among
those members of the Society who have served one or more full
terms on the Board of Directors. -One- person may -be- -both- -See—
-retary- and- Treasurer.
(b) No president shall be eligible
consecutive years, full terms.

to

serve

for

more

than

three

3

Section 5. . . . -If--fch-e--offices -e£ Secretary -and- Treasurer -a-re- held -fey- fhesame- individual, -the- first Vice President- -sh-ah- countersign- -the- orderswith 4be President
Section 6. An The Editor^ who sha’ll have charge of editing the Bulletins
and other publications of the Society, subject in all matters to the ap¬
proval of the Board of Directors^ shall -be appointed from- time-to- time
-by- -the Boar-4 -ef- Directors-, who shall -be -the sole judge -of hie qualifi¬
cations.

BALLOT
Shall the proposed revisions to the Bylaws of the
American Iris Society as presented above be accepted
in their entirety?
Yes

No _

If the above vote is No,
shall the proposed revision of Article III,
with membership be accepted?

Yes

No _

shall the proposed revision of Article VI dealing with
the Board of Directors be accepted?
Yes

No _

shall the proposed revision of Article VII
with officers be accepted?

No _

dealing

dealing
Yes

The ballot portion of this section should be detached and sent to:
Clarke Cosgrove
8260 Longden
San Gabriel, California 91775

before March 1, 1972.

Signed:

Those holding family memberships may mark ballot twice (or for as
many members of the family who hold membership) and with each signing.
Under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, in which the American Iris
Society is incorporated, mail ballots in non-profit organization voting is
required.
The Bulletin is published quarterly by The American Iris Society.
Publishing office:
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110. Second-class postage paid at St. Louis,
Mo., and at additional mailing offices.
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LEMON MIST
(Rudolph 72)

NATHAN AND THELMA RUDOLPH

405 Lakelawn Gardens
SEE
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THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
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By the terms of the Charter, the Corporation has no stock¬

holders and exists for the sole purpose of promoting the culture and improvement of
the IRIS.
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From tUc Presidents Desk

I

to call your further attention to the American Iris Society
Foundation that was described in the January (1972) Bulletin.
The Foundation is a not for profit organization that may receive taxdeductible gifts and bequests for fostering and encouraging educational
and scientific research in the improvement of the standard of excellence
of the genus Iris, the stimulation of general interest in Iris, and adminis¬
tering awards and honors for advancement in the breeding, culture, use,
literature or scientific study of Iris. All such bequests or gifts may (and
preferably should) be made for the general purposes of the Foundation.
The Foundation may also receive gifts or bequests for specific purposes,
or to establish endowment funds. The Foundation is the vehicle by which
the American Iris Society can benefit from the tax-exempt position en¬
joyed by many other foundations and hobby organizations. A friendly,
cooperative relationship between the Iris Society and the Iris Foundation is
assured by the over-lapping membership of the governing bodies of the
two organizations. The original Board of Trustees of the Foundation were
chosen by the AIS Board of Directors, and the Trustees are empowered to
fill all vacancies in the Board of Trustees.
The Charter of the Foundation is broad enough to even think of a Center
for the Iris Society in the future. I hope that we can all unite in giving the
Foundation our full support.
The Oregon people have proved to be a courageous and resourceful
group of people. The destruction of the convention hotel in Salem and the
passing of such wonderful people as Rholin Cooley and Connie Schreiner
Kendall failed to daunt them. They were able to make convention ar¬
rangements with the Hilton Hotel in Portland. All indications point to the
Portland convention as one of the best conventions our society has ever
had.
Robert (Bob) Minnick has been hard at work in developing and per¬
fecting the AIS Regional Test Gardens program. These gardens provide
the newer and less well-known hybridizers (as well as the established
hybridizers) to have their creations seen by many iris judges and other
iris growers. Cooperation between the various Regional Test Gardens
further enlarges the “outreach” of all hybridizers. Regional Test Gardens
today reflect the deep and passionate interest of Bob Minnick and the
people who have worked with him. If you have any questions write to
Bob. I’m sure he will provide you with all the information and help
that he can.
would like

Dr. Hugo Wall
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Affiliates of the American Iris Society
Chairman: Glenn F. Hanson, 7124 Riverdale Road,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55430
To achieve and to maintain Affiliate status, iris clubs must abide by
the following rules.
1. All officers and directors of the affiliating society and sufficient ad¬
ditional members to total a minimum of ten shall be members of AIS.
2. At least fifty percent of its members must be AIS members. A society
having less than fifty percent of its membership belonging to AIS
must pay a fee, the amount of which shall be determined by the
Board of Directors.
3. Participate in the registration and awards systems of AIS.
Special privileges extended to Affiliates shall be determined by the Board
of Directors.
To maintain Affiliate status, once each year, at the annual election of
the Affiliate, the secretary of the Affiliate must forward to the AIS chair¬
man of Affiliates a list of officers and members of the Affiliate, and a
carbon copy of this information to the secretary of AIS. When the sec¬
retary of AIS determines that the Affiliate is eligible, he will so notify
the chairman of AIS Affilates, and the editor of the Bulletin of the
name of the club and the name and address of the president.
If there are errors in this list, please notify the editor, who will make
the change in the next Bulletin, and notify the chairman and the secre¬
tary. For any changes hereafter, follow the procedure in the paragraph
above.
Birmingham Iris Society, Pres., Richard Mansfield-Jones, Pleasant Grove,
Ala.
Huntsville Chapter of AIS, Pres., Mrs. Donald Saxton, Huntsville, Ala.
Marshall County Iris Society, Pres., Miss Sarah Scruggs, Guntersville,
Ala.
North Alabama Iris Society, Pres., Dan Lyons, Huntsville, Ala.
Sun County Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Montgomery Greene, Phoenix, Ariz.
Tucson Area Iris Society, Pres:, Mrs. M. T. Whitaker, Tucson, Ariz.
Central Arkansas Iris Society, Pres., Oren E. Campbell, North Little
Rock, Ark.
Hot Springs Iris Society, Pres., Hoyt T. Smith, Hot Springs, Ark.
Butte Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Violet Lorenz, Chico, Calif.
Central Valley Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Lillian Glick, Modesto, Calif.
Clara B. Rees Iris Society, Pres., Dr. John D. Nelson, Saratoga, Calif.
Fresno Iris Society, Pres., Charles Haynes, Fresno, Calif.
Kern County Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Howard Walker, Bakersfield, Calif.
San Diego-Imperial Counties Iris Society, Pres., Edward J. Pasahow,
San Diego, Calif.
Southern California Iris Society, Pres., Dr. Billy G. Skillman, Calabasas,
Calif.
Sydney B. Mitchell Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Alleah Barnes Baley, Berke¬
ley, Calif.
Connecticut Iris Society, Pres., Stephen A. McGrail, Waterbury, Conn.
Georgia Iris Society, Pres., W. P. Allen, Atlanta, Ga.
Northern Illinois Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Barbara Boss, Oak Park, Ill.
Southern Illinois Iris Society, Pres.. W. C. Carter, Herrin, Ill.
Northeastern Indiana Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Elsie Zuercher, Portland,
Ind.
Central Iowa Iris and Daylily Society, Pres., C. O. Torkelson, Ames,
Iowa.
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Mississippi Valley Iris Society, Pres., Rev. Robert Wiederaenders, Du¬

buque, Iowa.
Sioux City Iris Society, Pres., Larry L. Harder, Ponca, Nebr.
Garden City Area Iris Society, Pres., Edwin D. Gutentag, Garden City,
Kan.
Hi-Plains Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Joe Duesberg, Seldon, Kan.
Hutchinson Iris Club, Pres., Mrs. Omar Werner, Hutchinson, Kan.
Parsons Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. J. L. Allen, Parsons, Kan.
Wichita Area Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Velma Carlson, Wichita, Kan.
Bluegrass Iris Society, Pres., Charles L. Hare, Lexington, Ky.
Twin State Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Thelma Lamb, Scottsville, Ky.
Society for Louisiana Irises, Pres., Dr. W. E. Fletcher, Lafayette, La.
Maine Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Maurice B. Pope, Gorham, Maine.
New England Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Arno Bonner, Medford Mass.
Central Michigan Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Lila Howland, Morrice, Mich.
Grand Valley Iris Society, Pres., Stuart Loveless, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Southwestern Michigan Iris Society, Pres., Ron Miller, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Tri County Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Beulah Robinson, Lansing, Mich.
Iris Society of Minnesota, Pres., Ed Holloway, Minneapolis, Minn.
Jackson Iris Society, Pres., S. Ray Arnold, Jackson, Miss.
Mississippi Area Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. A. K. Primos, Jackson, Miss.
Greater Kansas City Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Norlan Henderson, Kansas
City, Mo.
Mineral Area Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Paul Newman, Ironton, Mo.
Semo Iris Society, Pres., Chester Blaylock, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Southwest Missouri Iris Society, Pres., Calvin Helsley, Mansfield, Mo.
The Greater St. Louis Iris Society, Pres., Russell Wurl, Maryland Heights,
Mo.
Tri-State Iris Society, Pres., W. L. Canfield, Asbury, Mo.
Washington Iris Club, Pres., Mrs. Robert Klausmeier, Marthasville, Mo.
Great Falls Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Daisy Garske, Great Falls, Mont.
Elkhorn Valley Iris Society, Pres., Roger Nelson, Wayne, Nebr.
Greater Omaha Iris Society, Pres., James L. Ennenga, Omaha, Nebr.
Garden State Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Lloyd F. Rake, Titusville, N. J.
Iris Society of New Jersey, Pres., Frederick J. McAliece, Tenefly, N. J.
New Mexico Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Walter C. White, Albuquerque, N.M.
Empire State Iris Society, Pres., James A. Gristwood, Phoenix, N.Y.
Akron Area Iris Society, Pres., Frank Bourne, Barberton, Ohio.
Central Ohio Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Charles R. Davis, Bucyrus, Ohio.
Northeast Ohio Iris Society, Pres., Eugene D. Trammel, North Royalton,
Ohio.
Norman Area Iris Society, Pres., Perry L. Parrish, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Southwest Oklahoma Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Stephen Borsos, Lawton,
Okla.
Tulsa Area Iris Society, Pres., Dr. Marvin L. Saddoris, Cleveland, Okla.
Delaware Area Iris Society, Pres., Albert M. Murray, Levittown,. Penna.
South Carolina Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. George T. Plyler. Columbia, S. C.
East Tennessee Iris Society, Pres., Aubrey E. Galyon, Knoxville, Tenn.
Memphis Area Iris Society, Pres., Edward B. McBroom, Memphis, Tenn.
Middle Tennessee Iris Society, Pres., John Argo, Nashville, Tenn.
Tennessee Valley Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Kearney Crick, Lewisburg,
Tenn.
Twin State Iris Society, Pres., Phillip A. Williams, Rockvale, Tenn.
Benson Area Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Don Culwell, Wichita Falls, Texas.
El Paso Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. John Wade, El Paso, Texas.
New Braunfels Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Richard Ludwig, New Braunfels,
Texas.
North Plains Iris Society, Pres., Oleta Witcher, Amarillo, Texas.
Rolling Plains Iris Society, Pres., Mrs. Dovie E. Brady, Dumont, Texas.
South Plains Iris Society, Pres., Rayford Fowler, Brownfield, Texas.
Rainbow Iris Society, Pres., Ben H. Stanger, Clearfield. Utah.
Utah Iris Society, Pres.. Keith H. Wagstaff. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Pierce County Iris Society. Pres.. Egbert G. Vaughan, Tacoma, Wash.
Seattle Iris Society, Pres., Keith Blankenship, Seattle, Wash.
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Pres., Melvin Bausch, Mequon, Wis.
All affiliates receive a Bulletin, addressed to the president, unless
otherwise specified, and a silver and bronze medal if a show is held.
(There is an exception for very small shows.)

Wisconsin Iris Society,

A SPECIAL TOUR INVITATION
Come to Oregon a day early and
enjoy

a

special

through
amidst

cool

treat,

mossy

towering

firs

the

tour

woodland
and

sunny

sylvan pastures to where the wild
iris grow. Leaving convention head¬
quarters at 7 a.m. on May 23, the
trip touches on the well-sung poetic
Oregon

Coast

of

the

Pacific

returns by late afternoon in

and
itme

for preconvention evening activities.
To reserve a seat for this exciting
special event, write to: Oregon Wild
Iris Tour, 911 Western #200, Seattle,
Wash. 98104.

Always bring rain gear to the north¬
Jean Witt photo

west; that wet stuff keeps us
cool and green!

Salal (Gaultheria shallon)
and Oregon
Iris in dappled shade of conifers.

PRESS RELEASES WANTED
For the past few months we have sent out press releases to all
the garden, editors of the major daily newspapers in the United
States.
Many editors have written acknowledging receipt of these releases
and AIS members from California, Utah, New Jersey and Oklahoma
have sent me clippings that appeared in their paper.
These releases are not by-lined. If you see an article in your
paper, will you mail it to me please in order for us to get a better
picture of its value?
Perry

L. Parrish, Publicity Chairman
American Iris Society
4908 N.W. Grand Blvd.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112
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OREGON IN ’72
THE THIRD DAY
Bennett

C. Jones

The Schreiner garden is a very large one, the largest perhaps that any
of us will ever see. It is four gardens in one, really, each laid out to
serve a particular purpose.
The display garden, the garden you will enter first when you leave
the buses, is formal in design, an area half an acre in size, park-like
because of the interesting trees and shrubs which are its boundaries.
Large beds bordered by wide deep green lawn pathways contain more
than two hundred fifty different varieties of irises planted in groups of
three to six two-year clumps of each. Here you will see many of your
old favorites and surely some favorites-to-be.

PART OF SCHREINER GARDENS
Schreiner’s Walk, more than one hundred yards long, is a wide lawn
path alongside a row of beautiful pines and bordered on each side by
beds of irises planted two years ago. Many of the irises here are selected
seedlings being tested for possible introduction; some of the recent
Schreiner varieties are there; and at one end of the walk the planting
of guest irises begins. The beds for guest irises, five feet wide and ac¬
cessible from either side, were laid out in the spacious lawns surrounding
the Schreiners’ homes. Five hundred guest irises named varieties and
seedlings are waiting to be seen. There is a planting containing species
9

CONVENTION
Oregon W ants

’72
YOU

THE 1972 CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
May 24-27, 1972

•

Headquarters:

THE PORTLAND HILTON

REGISTRATION
Registration Fee:

Before April 10 .
After April 10 .
Registration Chairman: Mr. George Galer, 1765 N.E.
Portland, Oregon 97211

Holman

.$45.00
.$50.00
Street,

TUESDAY—May 23, 1972
10:00
1:00
1:00
4:00
4:00
5:00

A.M.
P.M.- 4:00 P.M.
P.M.
P.M.- 6:00 P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Registration
Meeting, AIS Board of Directors
RVPs and Chairman of Judging
Meeting, Regional Vice Presidents
Meeting, Board of Directors for Median Society
Meeting, Sectional Representatives

WEDNESDAY—May 24, 1972
8:00 A.M.
Registration
8:00 A.M.-12 Noon
Joint breakfast meeting, AIS Board of Direc¬
tors, Regional Vice Presidents and Sectional
Representatives
9:00 A.M.-10:30 A.M.
Meeting, Spuria Society
10:00 A.M.-11:30 A.M.
Meeting, Reblooming Iris Society
10:00 A.M.-11:30 A.M.
Meeting, Society for Japanese Irises
1:00 P.M.- 2:30 P.M.
Meeting, Society for Siberian Irises
2:30 P.M.- 4:00 P.M.
Meeting, Species Iris Society
2:30 P.M.
Meeting, Median Iris Society
6:30 P.M.
Welcome Dinner
8:30 P.M.
Meeting, Robin Group
THURSDAY—May 25, 1972
Headquarters open for late registrations
7:00 A.M.
7:45 A.M.
Buses for DeForest and Tompkins gardens
Lunch at Oregon City
Rhododendron Test Gardens
4:30 P.M.
Buses return to hotel. Aril meeting.
7:30 P.M.
Judges Training School
FRIDAY—May 26, 1972
7:00 A.M.
7:45 A.M.
4:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.

Convention Headquarters open
Buses depart for Cooley and Schreiner gardens
Lunch at Silver Creek State Park
Buses return to hotel. Aril meeting.
Meeting, Regional Test Garden program

SATURDAY—May 27, 1972
7:45 A.M.
Buses depart for Cooley and Schreiner gardens
Lunch at Mt. Angel
4:30 P. M.
Buses return to hotel
7:30 P.M.
American Iris Society Awards Banquet
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irises native to the West Coast and some hybrids from them. On the
other side of the path there is a large bed filled with a nice collection
of spuria irises and nearby a collection of border bearded irises.
The third area, an acre and one half in size, contains two hundred
fifty selected seedlings to be screened for introduction. These are planted
in rows and you are invited to wander through them to decide which of
thirty or forty reds, blues, blends and other colors you would choose to
name. Here are irises of the future, selected from the sixty thousand
seedlings grown each year.
Developing red irises has been a major effort at Schreiners and when
you browse among the red seedlings in this area, you will find stronger
plants, stalks with improved branching, smoother brighter color and the
beginning of ruffling for red irises. Elsewhere in the garden you might
want to note progress from the popular Gypsy Jewels to Frontier
Marshall, then the brighter Vitafire and last year’s Post Time, quite
possibly today’s leading red iris.
If blue is your color, you will find it here in quantity. If you were
asked to choose one for introduction, it would be interesting to follow
you among the rows of light blues, medium and dark blues where, in
addition to color, you must consider the quality of the entire plant.
Eventually you will believe you’ve found just the one, but there are
still ten rows to go. Sapphire Hills, which was one of the seedlings in
this area just two years ago, is the bluest iris I have seen. Look for it
in the garden and keep it in mind as a guide when making your choices.
The blends have also been of special interest to the Schreiners and
you are going to find some interesting developments in that class. A

PART OF SCHREINER GARDENS

series of blends from Wild Ginger, in particular, will be seen under
number. There are yellows, bronzes and browns, all with the ruffling
which has been a goal in this work. You will see a series of blends with
contrasting color or “thumbprints” at the haft, and even a red with this
pattern.
There is more in this part of the garden than this article will permit and
I haven’t even mentioned the blacks, violets and the plicatas which have
felt the Schreiner touch. There are also the amoenas and you are going
to see some newly selected seedlings in the series which produced
Breaking Dawn.

The fourth garden is the commercial planting—imagine fifty-six acres
of irises in full bloom! If you can’t think that big, just think of it as
one million two hundred and seventy-six thousand irises planted in fields
backed by distant mountains and covered with blue sky. Don’t miss it!
Now, as I told you in the previous invitation, you will not see all
there is to see in the Cooley and Schreiner gardens in one day, so we
will take you there both Friday and Saturday. Luncheon on Saturday will
be in Mt. Angel; it will be done by the people who put on the locally
famous “Octoberfest.” Bavarian sausage and red cabbage or, if you
prefer, Weiner Schnitzel; both go well with irises.
There you have it. In three installments I have attempted to tell some¬
thing of what we have in store for you at convention time next May.
We are going to have a meeting you will remember. We do want you in
’72.

OREGON: Reflections and
Anticipations
Joe Gatty and Keith Keppel

Resting up from our own iris season and curious about what Oregon
would have to offer this convention year, we headed north last May.
Eleven hours and 650 highway miles later, there we were: the coolness
of “Oregon mist,” the almost overwhelming verdure of the landscape, the
Willamette Valley, and irises galore, with each bloom reminding that
“Oregon Wants You in ’72.”
Mrs. DeForest’s garden is one of irises, Exbury azaleas, and clematis,
and all were showing their best colors on the day we visited. This Canby
garden has been the birthplace of many a famous iris, but its current
celebrity is the very different Bayberry Candle, a well-named green
bitone which was even more a contrast of greens in its home garden than
we remembered it being in California. In viewing this unusual bitone,
one couldn’t help but ponder if it will go on to be the successful parentiris that was another DeForest introduction of many years ago: the iris
Frances Kent. Yet, in noting the very well formed and ruffled 68-15R,
with its falls of white brushed yellow at the haft and peachy-yellow
standards, one wondered if old Frances Kent still wasn’t doing its thing,
if only to assure having a modern counterpart.
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Of interest to the pink-amoena enthusiasts will be Mrs. DeForest’s peach
amoena introduction of 1971, Cotton Top. Sorry to say, we missed seeing
one we heard about later, a Cadette seedling with yellow ochre standards,
white falls, and narrow solid violet edging on the falls, but we didn’t miss
Master Mariner. It is a violet self with deeper beard and is out of
Bluebell Lane.
Which brings up the question, why hasn’t Bluebell
Lane gotten more publicity in its six years on the market? In California,
as in Oregon, it is lovely. Anyhow, apparently Master Mariner isn’t
only a people-pleaser, for we hear that gophers made off with eight of
the best rhizones. Discriminating taste those rodents have!
Just a hop, skip, and a jump away from the DeForest garden is the
garden of Chet Tompkins. Here one has the opportunity to see not only
many of Chet’s recent selections and named varieties, but a multitude of
guest irises from hybridizers across the country.
Our visit disclosed that Chet has some interesting seedlings stemming
from a cross of Ovation and Tinsel Town, with one of the cross, a pink
named Pretty Please, looking especially good. Also pleasing was the
yellow and white Command Performance. Of Chet’s previously introduced
varieties, Vin Rose caught all eyes. The name hadn’t prepared us for a
smoky apricot cream, but there it was: a different color, good stem and
branching, and most attractive over-all effect.
Among the iris guests on display were two of another Canbyite, Ron
Beattie. We have had too few introductions from this hybridizer in recent
years, and this is unfortunate, for his past releases all had that air of
quality about them. Apparently he’s not lost his touch, for his smooth,
apricot Greenan Castle is a very worthwhile addition to this color class,
and his rich violet neglecta, the border iris Horoscope, is a color and form
gem worth growing. Also looking exceedingly good in this garden were
Dr. Nearpass’ very stylish pink and mauve-blue bicolor Homeward
Bound and George Mayberry’s large-of-size and full-of-form red-bearded
orchid Orchid Flash. The maroon-reds were well represented by Reynolds’
velvet-finished and flared Royal Trumpeter, an iris which in one short
season has made many friends. Two blues noted were Babson’s muchheralded Shipshape and Ulm’s unheralded Back Bay, both very much
worth having. Excellent pink color was seen in Moldovan’s short-stalked
Schiaparelli and pleasing ruffles in Jones’ light apricot blend Rhoda
Anne.

At Cooley’s Gardens in Silverton, not only is the iris display bed charm¬
ing, but so also is the woodland entrance-way to it. Here in a shaded
woodland area patriarch rhododendrons of all colors cause even irisarians
to stop and look before rushing to see what is new in irisdom. And there
is much of the new in evidence here. Those iris fanciers who seek the
big and the bold will revel in Fred Knocke’s K-903, a wide, wide, wide
ruffled white-white with four-way branching. Those devotees of smooth
color will be more than pleased with Steve Varner’s milky-orchid Pearl
Chiffon. The green enthusiasts will gather around Luella Noyd’s Pride of
Ireland and the plicata seekers will clap their hands with glee when they
view Jim Gibson’s 50-7D, a picture-pretty ivory with rose violet edging.
Bicolors? They, too, are here to be seen. We particularly liked Opal
Brown’s Autumn Hills with its very rich colors and contrast. Hamner’s
Timeless Beauty also seemed worthy, appearing to be an improved
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The different in violet-blue neglectas seemed to be
Gordon Plough’s Rain Shadow. Carter’s Dear Dollie was imposing, with
large flowers of yellow and violet. In the reverse bicolor corner, Burger
D-15 seemed to be taking top honors for depth of contrast between the
violet standards and near-white falls. In Plough's Night Out, the contrast
was between the dark purple flower and its white heart.
Several Niswonger irises drew attention. There was Elusive Dream,
palest blue with blue beard. The flowers on Rippling Spring seemed a bit
on the smallish side, but the blue color was excellent. Dove’s Breast and
Grandma’s Springdress were two blends with a difference, a different
blending of pastel lilac and creams and tans. Varner’s Patti Page was
blooming on a show stalk the day we were there; white flowers, yellow
hafts, red beards. And the stately Bold Chase, Bennett Jones’ melonapricot standard, melon haft, white fall creation, was bold, although
with an odd recurved form to the falls.
The Schreiners had irises and irises and irises to show us on the days
we visited their garden in Salem. These days were spent seeing the
named and numbered seedling selections that make up the border planting
known as Schreiner Walk, of enjoying the sight of bold blocks of the
best of today’s moderns in the formal display garden, and noting the new
in the convention guest beds. Even the mixed borders held pleasant
surprises, such as the new and very different purple Dutch iris Purple
Lilac

Champagne.

Sensation.

With so many Schreiner seedlings under number, how do you choose
favorites? One remembered from past trips north greeted us once more,
the delicate-looking pink with white falls edged pink, since registered
as Pearl Frost. There was D44-1, a blue with conspicuous white heart
on both standards and falls, and D893-C, a ruffled red War Lord seedling
with good height, branching, and bud count. But it must be said here
and now that the iris star of this garden this past spring was the new
Schreiner introduction Post Time. This wide, ruffled, well-branched red
is a definite advance in color, even more so than its already famous
predecessor War Lord.
Other Schreiner varieties especially noted were Tufted Cloud, which ap¬
pears to be a worthwhile white addition to the garden, and Sapphire
Hills, looking very blue. Breaking Dawn was showy, its white standards
and rosy violet falls giving a very good garden effect.
Among the guests performing well here was Bob Brown’s Caro Nome,
a well-branched medium-light red-violet with tangerine beard, lots of
buds, and lots of class. Show-stalk carriage was also seen on Georgia
Hinkle’s Elizabeth Miles, a full-flowered medium yellow. Her Royal
Egyptian, a wide, ruffled, textured salmon-pink of medium height, proved
to be the different in color and form that made it a conversation piece
for many and hinted to hybridizers it might be a valuable one for breed¬
ing. Cliff Benson’s Paris Opera proved to be a charmer of blended
violet and mauve-blue. George Shoop’s new hit was his delicate pink
and white pastel of flaring form, the lovely Gay Image. Two Moldovan
irises called for note taking: the brassy yellow bitone Ming Dynasty
and the smoothly finished fluted blue violet Neptune’s Pool. Jones’ ruffled
violet-blue and white reverse amoena Sea Venture was putting on a good
show, also.
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But these are just a few of the things seen last year in the convention
gardens. What we saw on one-year plants should be good clumps by this
spring, and we’ve been told that many more new things have been added
this past summer. Should really be lots to see and do at the convention.
Surely YOU want Oregon in ’72!

The Sanc&im a(j Salem Tiwwt
Roger R. Nelson

The years 1960-1970 brought great advancement to all classes of tall
bearded irises; but in no class was the progression more noteworthy than
in the plicata class, especially the blue and violet segment of this grouping.
And unquestionably, no individual or combined team contributed more to
this accelerated elevation than the hybridizing wizards of Salem, Oregon,
the Schreiners.
The story began in 1960 when these northwestern iris breeders intro¬
duced two landmark developments in blue and violet plicata breeding—
Rococo (Caroline Jane X Flying Saucer) X Belle Meade, and Kimberly
(Bright Contrast X Flying Saucer). What a barnstorming event in plicata
expansion these releases proved to be. Not only did these new beauties
emerge as signal accomplishments in superior form, color contrast, and
garden stature; but they, in turn, opened a great door to the serious hy¬
bridizer seeking more perfected characteristics in plicatas.
Never had a plicata displayed such intricate, frilly ruffling as Rococo
exhibited. Never, too, had a plicata boasted such clean cut margining
of bright blue on a pristine white ground. No stitched variety ever yielded
such well-branched stems of ideal bud count on a plant of excellent garden
habits as this monarch offered. In the discerning eyes of both the fancier
and judge, Rococo warranted recognition as a “super star” in a class that
has seldom evoked widespread excitement or enthusiasm.
Although not generally as wide of parts or fancy of form as Rococo,
Kimberly, too, was a pioneer in originating modern dimensions to its
portion of the plicata class. Like Rococo, Kimberly’s bright rosy to petunia
violet markings on the snowy ground focused as a picture of precise sharp¬
ness and unblemished cleanliness. It duplicated further with its production
of large, healthy free-growing plants. However, this variety’s unique
contribution was its immense size glorified by the harmony of greater
balance of flower proportions. Thus, the violet toned plicatas not only had
a representative with very large size, but one whose vast dimensions were
refined with the crisp, clean cut fullness of form necessary for aesthetic
grace.
A detailed inspection of the backgrounds of these two “feathered friends”
of the garden seems important at this point; for throughout the next ten
years the basic parents that sired both Rococo and Kimberly will be
discovered appearing and reappearing in the lineage of nearly all the
Schreiner blue and violet plicata advancements. Rococo is the product of
Schreiner’s own silvery white sharply edged violet variety of flaring form,
Flying Saucer, united with the husky, statuesque DeForest blue plicata
Caroline Jane and finally with the somewhat ruffled, beautifully formed
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and ideally branched Jesse Wills’ origination, Belle Meade. Thus, the
predominating quality traits of these three illustrious parents—the bright,
clear coloration of Flying Saucer, the rugged plant and stem of Caroline
Jane, and the lilting, somewhat ruffled form and symmetrically branched
stem of Belle Meade—were consolidated and further glorified to form
Rococo, the one blue plicata encompassing and expanding all of these
distinguished features.
again appears in the parentage of Kimberly; but this
time it was mated directly with another Schreiner plicata, the brilliant
red-violet-banded Bright Contrast. Once more it was easy to identify the
fine progression Kimberly represented from its dignified parents. Both
Flying Saucer and Bright Contrast were noted for their bright, clear
markings on nearly unblemished white grounds; and Kimberly carried on
this complementary feature in an extra large, well-proportioned flower.
Moreover, it was through Bright Contrast, a direct descendent of the fine
old Sass variety, Minnie Colquitt, that Kimberly inherited a certain
richness of color and handsomeness of pattern that had made Minnie
Colquitt a favorite for over fifteen years. In fact, many AIS judges have
labeled Kimberly an improved Minnie Colquitt.
Flying Saucer

For the Schreiners the years 1960-1970 passed as rapidly as they seemed
to slip away for all Americans; but with this swift movement of time
came many new blue and violet plicatas from their seedling rows, each
with a fresh note of individuality and superiority. Nineteen hundred sixty
three brought Newport, (Caroline Jane X Belle Meade) X Dotted Swiss,
to their catalog introductory listings; and one year later Merry Ripple
(Rococo X Caroline Jane) made its debut.
By this time Rococo had achieved world renown as the plicata to end
all plicatas. Judges and connoisseurs alike were convinced that no longer
was it necessary to seek any other blue plicatas. Surely the summit had
been reached with the advent of Rococo in 1960. However, because the
variation in plicata markings, not only in their color value, but in their
type, quantity, and degree of penetration, is so vast and extreme, both
Newport and Merry Ripple were able to qualify as distinct, and therefore,
worthwhile newcomers. Newport, while not as fancy in form as Rococo,
offered a profoundly “bluer blue” etching to the snowy ground in a flower
whose wide, heavy markings diminished to a fine dotting at the tips of
the falls. * So blue was this stitched edge that the discerning critics
promptly bestowed on Newport the honor of “bluest of all blue plicatas.”
Merry Ripple, on the other hand, lent, not only a truer light blue coloring
to the petal edges than its fabulous parent; but it boasted the same
“utmost in ruffling” form of Rococo in a noticeably larger flower. Thus,
the connoisseur, and all plicata fanciers now had the opportunity to grow
new blue plicatas with highly individual properties.
The 1964 chapter of the Schreiner eleven year plicata legend was not
to be concluded with the mention of Merry Ripple. Sharing the introduc¬
tory platform with this ruffled royalty and ranking the top billing of the
year was the supremely novel creation Stepping Out (Unknown). What
a monumental accomplishment in plicata breeding this variety represented,
flaunting another slate of firsts in plicatas—unbelievably rich, deep pansy
violet margining in a stylishly ruffled bloom of regal carriage, a handsome
glossy sheen of the snowy ground color, and ideal, four-way branched
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stems. Stepping Out even extended a highly original, but less noted, study
in color contrasts; for the white ground color occupied a much larger
portion of the standards than was customary for a deep toned fancy. So
outstanding was this variety that it easily won the hallowed Dykes Medal
award of the American Iris Society in 1968, being the only plicata to
achieve the award since San Francisco captured this highest of AIS honors
in 1927. Today this bounty of beauty reigns as the favorite iris in America,
confirmed by its number one position on the AIS Popularity Poll of one
hundred favored irises.
The years 1965-1970 brought many scientific achievements for America—
everything from heart transplants to new space spectaculars. Likewise,
new avenues of accomplishment were realized in the hybridizing of great
blue and violet plicatas; and once again Messrs. Robert Schreiner and
Bernard Schreiner were responsible for many of the attainments.
Nineteen hundred sixty-five brought the release of one of their more
decided departures from previous “plic” offerings—Magic Circle (Sib to
Rococo X ((Carolina Jane X Belle Meade) x Dotted Swiss). This cultivar
recaptured the alluring charm of the eminent 1944 Award of Merit winner
Los Angeles. Both of these varieties exhibited what might be termed a
“least of marking” approach to color pattern, with the cerulean blue color
delicately stitched and frosted only at the extreme edges of the petals.
But, Magic Circle provided these markings in a modern, good sized flower
on a stem of excellent height with three well-placed branches. While
endowed with many of the fundamental traits that constitute a quality iris,
Magic Circle’s unusual delicacy of marking became its heralded virtue.
The famous Iris Lover’s catalog of Salem, Oregon, also listed for the
first time in 1965 the flouncy, flaring, flirtatious Blue Petticoats (Rococo
X Dotted Swiss). Surpassing both Rococo and Merry Ripple in purity of
blue coloring and heavy, intense ruffling, this frothy conversation piece
yielded the one distinct property of form so profoundly lacking in modern
blue plicatas—flare. And, with the addition of this virtue came a new
surge of enthusiastic excitement among irisarians; for now a blue plicata
exhibited the same piquantly stimulating attractiveness of form that much
earlier had typified blue and white irises as highly advanced and ultra
refined. Furthermore, Blue Petticoats duplicated its noble parent, Rococo,
in the production of extra fine bloom stems with multi-budded branches.
Judges of the American Iris Society were punctual in extolling the merits
of this beruffled beauty; for they voted it fourth from the top in the
Honorable Mention Awards for 1966 and seventh position in the Award
of Merit ratings for 1968. In 1971 Blue Petticoats continues to win new
acceptance with the iris loving public, as indicated by its yearly advance
on the AIS Popularity Poll.
It seemed evident to all iris hybridizers that sooner or later the co¬
introduced notables of 1960, Rococo and Kimberly, were destined to be
mated by their originators. Likewise, it seemed equally apparent that such
a union would conceivably result in the production of a superior offspring.
The likely became reality in 1967 when Schreiners’ Gardens presented
Jo lie from the direct cross of Kimberly X Rococo. Truly a superior result
this newcomer proved to be. Capturing the clean cut, crisp appearance
exemplified by both parents, this variety of pristine white background
margined in true violet stitches, advanced with heavier ruffling of the
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petals, more perfect proportion to the flaring form, and triple branching
of most ideal placement on each stem. In fact, Jolie exceeded the classy
Blue Petticoats in extreme fullness of flaring form.
So magnetic and
preeminent was this violet plicata that many an AIS judge has wondered
why the Schreiners failed to give it the same introductory fanfare that
Stepping Out and Blue Petticoats received.
The 1968 and 1969 editions of Schreiners’ Iris Lover’s catalog contained
no blue or violet plicatas in the introductory sections; but the 1970 copy
unfolded a brand new story. Dundee (Sib to Merry Ripple X (Caroline
Jane x Flying Saucer) x Belle Meade)) had arrived.
This conspicuous development had the rare distinction of being one of
the modern plicatas to offer a dotting kind of marking in both the
standards and falls. All of the other previously mentioned fancies were
characterized by a stitched type of margining.
Not only was this
“speckled” creation unique of pattern; but it enveloped many of the
precise qualities cited in the aforementioned cultivars—impeccable, mod¬
ern form, crisp whiteness of ground color with serenely blue markings, and
sturdy, branched stems. The Oregon masters of iris breeding had launched
a new plicata wonder to mark the arrival of a new decade.
Rococo and Kimberly first appeared in 1960; and now eleven years and
seven introductions later, judges, connoisseurs, and general plicata lovers
alike, are asking—“Can these Sorcerers of Salem Town persist in offering
significant new plicatas throughout the 1970’s?” The only logical answer
must be an affirmative one. The Schreiner formula of imagination, care¬
ful study of iris backgrounds, knowledge of inheritance traits, precise
planning, critical selection, spontaneous enthusiasm, and just plain hard
work, has proved an amazingly successful one in its eleven years of
application. Its continued employment in the ’70’s will surely yield com¬
parable results.
Come a 1972 or 1973 or even 1979 spring day during iristime, remember
to examine closely the garden label near the base of that startling new
plicata that beckons from across the garden. It inevitably will read
SCHREINER.
This article will be followed, in later issues, by articles
on other foremost plicata breeders.)
(Ed.

Note:

See You in Portland
THE HANDBOOK FOR THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS
A handbook written by Ira E. and Betty Wood, with seventeen
chapters and four appendix chapters, covering just about everything
you want to know about the American Iris Society and its activities.
Price $2.00
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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Median Iris Society’s Genetics Study Panel; Bee Warburton, Chairman;
Fred Megson, John Tearington, Jean Witt
The Moonlit Sea type pattern, which has been called and miscalled
by a variety of names, has not in the past even been correctly described,
let alone classified. The Median Iris Section’s Genetics Panel, which has
collaborated in preparation of this study, has spent almost three years
in considering its various aspects, both its appearance and its genetic
makeup, and has concluded that none of the definitions offered or in use
in the past accurately describes this pattern. Therefore, the Panel has
selected from a number of proposed terms for the pattern, one that seemed
best: to describe its appearance; to acknowledge the variety which has
most often been cited as its “type”—Moonlit Sea; and to consort well with
the name of its companion pattern, PLICATA. The Panel has adopted the
name “LUMINATA.” It will henceforth be used in our communications
and in the reports of our work which we submit for publication, and we
hope that it will find general acceptance.
The definition of luminata as worked out by the Panel reads, “Luminata
is a genetically reproducible anthocyanin pattern having its color present
in an irregular marbling in the central areas of the petals and absent in
the peripheral areas. The marbling effect is produced by non-anthocyanin
veining (white or yellow), and there is no anthocyanin in the hafts, the
stylearms, or the beard.” It is the pale, or “lighted” effect at the heart of
the luminata variety that gives the name its validity. It is a pattern quite
distinct from one which has the marbling overlaid with the etching or
dotting of the plicata pattern, a combination type from which it has not
been adequately distinguished in terminology, color classification, or
genetic analysis.
The various terms which have been in use or have been proposed are
all either vague and confused, or are based upon what we consider to be
misconceptions. Those we have evaluated, in the order in which they
were suggested, are 1) picotee; 2) fancy, or fancy-plicata; 3) weirdie; 4)
Moonlit Sea type plicata; and 5) Havelberg pattern.
1) PICOTEE. This term was mentioned but not formally proposed by
Charles Gersdorff in BAIS (Bulletin of the American Iris Society)
91:52, “Bertha Gersdorff is ... a distinct pink and yellow that is neither
a plicata nor a variegata as we know these; rather it is of a type which I
would like to see classified as ‘picotee.’ The blue and yellow of the same
pattern is Moonlit Sea, I believe.” In the nearly 30 years since this
suggestion was put into the American Iris Society’s records by Gersdorff,
it seems not to have attained any degree of acceptance. Actually, the
term “picotee” has a double meaning, neither of which applies to our type.
One is of an edge with picots, or points; the other is applied to carnations
with an edging of different color, usually red. This could not be taken
as applying to the luminatas.
2) FANCY, or FANCY-PLICATA.

This term was first used by Sidney
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Mitchell

(“Playing with Plicatas,” BAIS 106:13), who had this to say:
. . Demi-Deuil . . . was an odd purple on white suffused in a broken
pattern, an early example of a type for which I have suggested the name
‘fancy’, following the precedent of the English carnation raisers.” How
Mitchell actually visualized the fancy pattern is unclear, and it is quite
certain that he included in the term a number of manifestations of atypical
plicatas which do not belong in the same category at all. His use of DemiDeuil (see photograph by Jean Witt in BAIS 200:40) as a type or example,
rules the term out for the Moonlit Sea type. Later the terms “fancy”
or “fancy-plicata” were used indiscriminately for clean and for plicatamarked patterns of the type, and indeed the term “fancy” itself was
seldom used without “plicata” appended. Actually, “fancy” is a good
English word for having “an extravagant, odd, or whimsical image,” and
many iris patterns could qualify. At any rate, the records are loaded
with confused meanings and it is too late to clarify the terms and reserve
it for the type we are discussing.
3) WEIRDIE. This term apparently was first used by C. G. White in his
own garden. To quote Mitchell again from the BAIS plicata issue of 1947,
which is a gold mine of scarce information: “Mr. White also has some
lovely ‘fancies’ and some strange things he calls ‘weirdies.’ ” The term
was adopted by Tom Craig for garden use, and Wilma Vallette also used
it in her book Iris Culture and Hybridizing for Everyone, p. 323: “. . . as
common as anything in fancies is one that looks like an ordinary plicata,
over whose falls an almost dry brush loaded with anthocyanin color had
been dragged, to produce striations that are usually a little lighter than
the stitching at the edge, with the hafts always having typical plicata
markings in an even darker or somewhat contrasting color.” “Weirdies
differ in that the hafts are clean with few or no plicata markings, and
the clean part may extend around the beard onto the upper part of the
falls, as in Pretty Pansy. Falls may or may not have stitching. . . .” Here
the underlining is ours—this description rules out this term for the
luminata pattern, which never has stitching.
4) Moonlit Sea TYPE OF PLICATA. This expression was used by
Professor Randolph in Garden Irises, p. 353, to designate the luminata
pattern because he believed it to be the result of an allele of plicata. As
a pattern type, Moonlit Sea has a long precedence in the literature even
though it was preceded by Bertha Gersdorff in registration. It is a little
unfortunate that the variety usually thought of as the type has a partly
yellow ground. The variety Aladdin’s Wish (Murawska ’43) would be
more appropriate because it is blue and white, and it has been far more
often pictured in catalogs, but Moonlit Sea has the advantage of a
beautiful name.
5) HAVELBERG PATTERN. This term was used by Dr. Werckmeister
(BAIS 200:7, January 1971), who informs us that the variety Havelberg,
which was registered with AIS in 1959, originated in Germany before
the war and hence may antedate the Sass varieties, of which Bertha
Gersdorff was registered in 1941 and Moonlit Sea in 1942. Dr. Werck¬
meister believes that the gene for this pattern is at a separate locus from
that of the plicata gene.
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Genetic Analysis
Plicatas. Whether the plicata gene is a structural gene for anthocyanin
pigment, or is some kind of “distributor” gene (see also the discussion by
Alice Atchison, BAIS 200:23-26), has not been established. It is now
generally accepted, however, that the plicata pattern is controlled by a
single gene which consists of at least three alleles, PI, pi and pla.
Luminatas. A. H. Sturtevant (BAIS 123:99-100) surmised “that the pat¬
tern found in such varieties as Moonlit Sea, Aladdin’s Wish, or Weirdie
represents still another member of the pi series of alleles, in which the
anthocyanin is removed from the bases of the petals but left as streaks
in the blades.” This suggestion was repeated by Randolph and Sturtevant
(Garden Irises, p. 353) where some examples were provided of crosses
segregating both plicatas and luminatas. Dr. Werckmeister (BAIS 200:
7-12) has reported, without providing details, that crossing the luminata
Havelberg either with plicatas or with pla whites gave some luminatas.
Most recently Wilma Vallette (BAIS 202:95-99), also without giving
specific progeny data, has reported that crossing the luminatas Moonlit
Sea and Moonlight Midnight with the pla white Jake gave chiefly lumi¬
natas. On the basis of these reports it seems reasonable that the plicata
and luminata patterns are not products of two different genes, but are due
to two different alleles of the same gene—pi and pllu.
Luminata-'plicatas. Is the order of dominance of these alleles PI, pllu,
pi, pla or is it PI, pi, pllu, pla? When we first noted that combinations of
“washed, brushed, marbled,” etc., as the effects of the luminata pattern
have been described, with the “etching, stitching or dotting” of the plicata
pattern, could be broken apart and segregated as pure or “naked fancies”
(the “fancy in the altogether” of our title) and conventionally marked
plicatas, our thought was that we indeed had two separate loci. We
believe now, however, that the best explanation for the available data is
that there is no dominance between the pi and the pllu alleles. (Such
codominant alleles are not uncommon—most of us owe our blood types to
them as A — , B —, or AB.) The effect of the placata and luminata alleles
together therefore appears to be an additive one in which the plicata
markings can be seen in the “lighted” area of the luminata. The com¬
bination has been variously called “fancy plicata” and “fancy” (adding
further to the confusion of their use for the pure luminata pattern as
noted above). Sturtevant (loc. cit.) noted that “Fancies appear to carry
both this allele [Moonlit Sea type] and the usual pi of ordinary plicatas.
. . .” We now propose to call this combination pattern “luminata-plicata”
or more simply “lumi-plicata.”
It is remarkable that, in general, the luminata pattern tends to appear
in just those areas of the flower where the plicata pattern does not show.
Hence in crosses of luminatas with plicatas where both parents have
appreciable white areas the offspring usually show both patterns together
as typical lumi-plicatas. The Panel’s chairman has observed, however,
that when the parents have very strong patterns, some of the resulting
lumi-plicatas have so much color it is difficult or impossible to determine
by eye whether they are very strong lumi-plicatas or solids (seifs).
Using the above considerations alone it is now possible for the first time
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to take up Professor Randolph’s challenge (Garden Irises, p. 353) to write
reasonable genotypes for the parents and offspring of the three complex
luminata-plicata crosses he described.* This gives us some confidence that
the plicata problem will eventually be solved, but many more carefully
undertaken and recorded crosses are needed.

Color Classification and Varieties of Luminata
Because of lack of adequate description and indiscriminate use of the
terms “fancy,” and “fancy plicata,” it has been difficult to separate out
the pure luminatas, either in the registrations or in catalogs. The only
place we have been able to find a specific distinction is in some of the
California show schedules, and perhaps too few of the luminata type have
been entered in shows elsewhere to be given separate classes. They are
so rare in gardens that it would be almost impossible for one person to
examine them all except by acquiring and growing them, and even to
find sources for plants to grow is difficult. The following varieties have
been screened by the Panel and to the best of our knowledge, they are
pure luminatas on either white or yellow ground.
Aladdin’s Wish (Murawska ’43). W1 (white self). “White brushed bril¬
liant blue.”
Amity (Corey ’44). W2L (white plicata). “White brushed with violetblue.”
(Sass ’41). Y9L (yellow bicolor) “S yellow slightly
flushed pink, F yellow heavily flushed purple.”
Can Can (Tom Craig ’51). Y2 (yellow plicata) “Fancy plicata-variegata
with violet and orchid collar radiating downward from throat.”
Bertha

Gersdorff

(Sass ’53). Y5 (blend) “Yellow ground heavily flushed
brown with unmarked hafts giving yellow glow through center.”

Carnival Lights

(Plough ’56). V2 (violet plicata) “Fancy type, amethyst violet
with white hafts, throat, styles.”

Chloe Inez

(Plough ’56). V2 (violet plicata) “Fancy plicata,
violet, F plum-purple, clean yellow shoulders and throat.”

Cuba Libre

(Sass ’48). S7D (dark blended self)
shoulders and vivid red brushings.”

Cuban Carnival

Dark Cloud

(Vallette ’59). V2D (dark violet plicata)

S pansy-

“Stark bare yellow
“Similar to Pretty

Pansy.”
(El Dorado ’60). W2V (violet on white plicata) “White over¬
laid cobalt blue, white beard and styles.”

Dear Dora

(Sass ’53).
flushed violet-purple.

Fairy Fancy

W2

(blue plicata)

Described as white heavily

(Austin ’55). RV4 (red-violet bicolor) but described by
Austin as deep amethyst daintily brushed in white. This is a rare
observation that the markings are white.

Fancy

Flare

(Austin ’55). RV4 (red-violet bicolor) “S light pinkish
orchid flushed white at the base. F light heliotrope with strong white
area at end of the very white beard and radiating white lines extending
out to the edge of the falls.”

Fancy

Frills

(Craig ’49). W2 (blue on white plicata)
“weirdie.”

Ghostie
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Classed by Vallette as

(Craig ’53). 05 (orange blend) “Golden amber with
burnt umber and sepia overglaze in smoky radiating pattern.”
Havelberg (Schwarz ’59) W2 (blue on white plicata)—given by Werckmeister as the “type” for the luminata pattern.
Havelsee (Werckmeister ’66). W2B (blue on white plicata) Described as
white, blue-powdered. (See photograph BAIS 200:11)
Lucky Strike (M. Walker ’48). S9M (bitone or bicolor blend).
May Sky (Sass ’55). W2 (blue on white plicata) “Fancy plicata, white
and violet.”
Moonlight Midnight (Vallette ’58). W2 (plicata on white) “Deep redpurple fancy plicata, yellow hafts ... all petals edged lemon.”
Glowing

Amber

Moonlit Sea

(J. Sass ’42)
An example
of the luminata
type. See
description
below

(Sass ’42). W8D (white feathered dark) “Medium blue
with white veining throughout. Haft white edged with a band of
yellow.” To quote here an example of the controversy that raged in
respect to all plicatas, and particularly this new pattern, Franklin Cook
raved in BAIS 87:35, “A rich indigo blue with a gold heart, a really
solid gold haft, stylearms and beard, with no reticulations of bronze
nor any blending ... no iris has struck me in years as being so distinctly
different and so exquisitely desirable. . . Appropriately named, it IS like
a golden moon shining right through the middle of a dark blue sea.
There is no other iris remotely near its coloring. ...” A few years
later, in BAIS 109:19, it was named among a list of examples of “poorest
coloring,” victim of a then current bias against all patterns.
Mulberry Snow (Austin ’55). VR4 (violet-red bicolor) “Falls have large
prominent white blaze at top of each fall below which they are intensely
mulberry indistinctly lined in white in a fancy pattern.”

Moonlit

Sea
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(Sass ’46). B2M (medium blue plicata) Serlena Reynolds’
first reaction (BAIS 116:25) was, “It really is a beautiful combination
of pansy blue and white,” but pictures indicate that it is blue and
yellow.

Pretty Pansy

(Olson ’54). RV1D (dark red-violet self) but as Dr. Werckmeister pointed out, has the tell-tale white area around the lemonyellow beard, and white edging. Its parentage is all luminata.

Salem Lass

(Craig ’49). W8L (light feathered red-toned on white) Craig
says, “Falls bright purplish-crimson set off by intense yellow hafts
changing gradually to white around end of beard. S pale yellow flushed
light rosy lilac.”

Weirdie

Wish

(Muhlestein ’52). W2 (blue on white plic) From pure
breeding, described as white background heavily brushed

Again

luminata
purple.

Note that the AIS color classification was changed in 1949 and this is
why we have spelled out the color coding. The descriptions are mostly
quoted from catalogs or the registrations. It is obvious without much study
that coding of the varieties of this pattern was a haphazard matter which
never followed any consistent rule. A luminata is quite different in
appearance from a plicata, and would never be classed as one if its source
were not known. It is perhaps the most distinct of all iris patterns, and
this distinctiveness, along with that of its companion plicata, gives it great
value for studying iris genetics. For its own sake it deserves a place in
our gardens and a niche of its own for registration and for show classing.
It also deserves a name of its own, and the Panel feels that the one we
have chosen, luminata, is both distinct and attractive.
*We will be glad to send a copy of this particular solution to anyone sending a
self-addressed envelope and 250 to the Chairman, Bee Warburton, 246 East Main St.,
Westboro, Ma. 01581.

A Note on the Plicata Factor
John Tearington

It is well known that it is much easier to work with diploids in order
to get simple chromosome segregation and Mendelian ratios, but for some
information it is necessary to go to the tetraploids. I have in mind
chromatid (cross-over) segregation and information derived from it. Back
in 1959 I began a series of test crosses with pla (plicata recessive) whites.
I crossed Jake by San Pasqual, and then crossed the Fi back to Matter¬
horn and Lugano. Of 94 seedlings to bloom, 15 came out white and none
came out plicata. This result indicated that pla was an allele of the pi
series as explained on page 349 of Garden Irises. Also, since no spot was
on the falls of any of the whites (that is, there were no amoenas) the
results indicated that the spot pattern (from San Pasqual) could not be
put on pla whites. Since the results were a nice 5 to 1 ratio, the indication
was that only one gene was involved, but the most valuable information
was that there was no apparent chromatid segregation, as explained on
pages 37 and 38 of The Genetics of Garden Plants, by Crane and
Lawrence. This indicated that the PI gene was located very near the
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centromere of the chromosome of which it was a part. See also Garden
Irises, page 338.
In the spring of 1971 we obtained the results of a series of test crosses
with a w2 white seedling of the Senorita Ilsa line. We had crossed this
w2 white seedling by a near amoena (Elizabeth Noble X California
Charm) and backcrossed the Fi onto the same w2 white. A total of 113
seedlings of the backcross bloomed of which 23 came out white. The
other 90 seedlings were neglectas, bitones and seifs. Again no spot ap¬
peared in any of the white seedlings (there were no amoenas), but most
importantly there was chromatid segregation, as the ratio was approxi¬
mately 4 to 1. This indicates that the color genes responsible for the
manufacture of flavonoids* are located a good distance from the centro¬
mere of the chromosome of which they are a part. The more chromatid
segregation there is the greater the number of recessives that will appear,
and the further the gene is from the centromere.
These two sets of test crosses therefore indicate that the PI gene is
located in an entirely different section of the chromosome from the genes
involved in the manufacture of flavonoids, if they are even in the same
chromosome. Obviously these two sets of test crosses need to be repeated
two or three more times, but they do give tangible evidence that the PI
gene is not a gene involved in the manufacture of flavonoids. This fits in
with and tends to support the view expressed by Dr. Werckmeister in
his article dealing with plicatas in BAIS 200, January 1971.
*Flavonoids—a term which includes both flavones (colorless) and anthocyanin (blue
and purple) pigments.
(Comment: In the above article John Tearington offers the first tangible evidence
that the PI gene is not one of the genes in the pathway of flavonoid synthesis. He
also offers the first instance, to our knowledge, of any evidence indicating the position
of a gene for known effect on its chromosome. BAW, Chairman, Study Group).

WILMA YALLETTE
Pictured opposite is the Austrian
medal awarded to Wilma Vallette
for her Border Queen in the Aus¬
trian competition. In addition, Mrs.
Vallette received a certificate from
the Austrian Horticultural Society
for “long service in the interest of
the Iris.”
The Vienna competition is for
small irises.
Mrs. Vallette won twice previ¬
ously in this competition, with
Black Rose and Glacial Ice.
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CORNING
(Clark ’67)

PEANUTS
(Hager ’69)

BALKAN GLACIER
(Hager ’68)

SWAMI
(Ghio '69)

CHERRY JUBILEE
(V. Wood, '69)

CHARMED CIRCLE
(Keppel ’69)

(All above pictures by Bryce Williamson.)

LIME FIZZ
(Schreiners ’69)

ONE DESIRE
(Shoop ^C)
(Th ree above pictures by Foster Allen.)
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LEMON TREE
(B. Jones '68)

Viruses of Iris
O. W. Barnett1 2
Viruses of iris have been known for over 45 years, but these viruses have
received little attention from either plant pathologists or iris fanciers.
Recently, these viruses assumed economic importance by severely affecting
the establishment of a bulbous iris industry in Israel. Most bearded irises
currently grown by iris fanciers are virus infected. This review describes
the virus diseases of irises and their importance in irises culture.

Viruses of Bulbous Irises
A mosaic disease of bulbous iris was reported in Australia in 1926 and
was soon found in Holland, the U. S. A., Japan, Sweden, Czechoslovakia,
and England (Moore, 1949). The disease was described in detail by
Brierley and McWhorter (1936), who proved it was transmissible and
probably caused by a virus. Van Slogteren (1963) found two different
viruses in bulbous irises in Holland. These two viruses have also been
distinguished in Israel (Loebenstein and Alper, 1963) and the U. S. A.
(Lawson, 1967). They have various names in different countries. The virus
associated with the disease described by Brierley and McWhorter (1936)
is called iris mild mosaic in Holland, latent mosaic in Israel, or just iris
mosaic in England (Brunt, 1968). The other virus disease, known as iris
greys, yellow mosaic, or severe iris mosaic, has recently caused severe
damage in commercial planting in several countries.
Mild Iris Mosaic and its causal virus (MIMV), as described by Brierley
and McWhorter (1936), Brunt (1968), Lawson (1967) and Loebenstein
and Alper (1963), is very widespread in bulbous irises. Most commercial
varieties are entirely infected with MIMV (Loebenstein, Alper, Cohen,
and Abraham, 1961). The first emerging leaves may show no symptoms
when young, but a mild mosaic pattern develops on new leaves as the
plant matures (about two months). Mosaic on the flower stalk and
spathe are usually more distinct. The mosaic on younger leaves dis¬
tinguishes virus symptoms from the whitish square pattern on older leaves
of varieties subject to winter injury. Flowers on MIMV infected plants
may be normal or may have some color breaking consisting either of
darker blotches or spots in blue- and white-flowered varieties or trans¬
parent streaks in yellow-flowered varieties.
Symptom expression is
temperature dependent, often disappearing in warm weather. Qualities
such as market value and vigor of the stock are affected very little by
MIMV, although some varieties, such as Professor Blaauw, Belle Jaune,
Hutchenburg and Lilac Queen, are more severely affected.
Meristem culture of iris tissue can be used to free varieties of MIMV
(Baruch and Quak, 1966; Stone and Hollings, 1965).
Severe Iris Mosaic Virus (SIMV), described by Lawson (1967) and
1 The author thanks Dr. R. H. Lawson for reviewing the manuscript and expresses
appreciation to Mrs. F. W. Warburton for encouraging my interest in iris viruses and
for her continued support of the project.
2 Assistant Professor, Department of Plant Pathology and Physiology, Clemson Uni¬
versity, Clemson, S. C. 29631.
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Loebenstein and Alper (1963), causes more damage to bulbous irises, but
is not as widespread as MIMV. Stunting of the plant and conspicuous
yellow-green striping of the leaves are characteristic symptoms of SIMV
infected plants. This striping or severe mosaic appears on the first
emerging leaves, thus differing from symptoms of MIMV. Flowers pro¬
duced on severely affected plants show mild to severe color-breaking
symptoms of teardrop shaped markings with increased pigment intensity.
Some plants may not show symptoms of SIMV during the first year, but
the next growing season they exhibit severe symptoms, even though
they are maintained in conditions designed to eliminate or reduce virus
spread. Bulbous irises can thus be infected with SIMV but fail to express
symptoms. Hyacinths and crocuses can also be infected with SIMV
(though not with MIMV) (van Slogteren, 1963) and thus serve as a source
of virus to infect irises.
These viruses are transmitted both by aphids and mechanically, by
rubbing sap from infected plants onto leaves of recipient plants (Brunt
1968; Loebenstein and Alper, 1963). Commercial production of bulbous
irises has been hampered by SIMV. Virus incidence increased from 7-8%
to 100% in four growing seasons in Israel (Deutsch and Loebenstein, 1967).
The virus disease control program recommended in Israel consists of
removing virus infected plants (roguing), plus spraying with a light com¬
mercial summer oil, Blancol. The light oil reduced virus transmission by
the aphids. Removal of infected plants eliminates the virus source and
reduces virus spread by aphids. Oil sprays consist of 5% Blancol emulsi¬
fied in water and are applied weekly at a rate of 16-20 gal. per acre.
Sprays should begin as soon after emergence as possible and should be
continued until roguing is completed. Prolonged use of oil sprays causes
damage to the bulbous iris.

Viruses of Rhizomatous Iris
Bearded Iris. Commercial stocks of Iris susiana (Oncocyclus) are almost
entirely infected with a virus (Bastow, 1967). Even as far back as 1936,
Brierley and McWhorter reported that all plants of William Mohr, a
hybrid with a member of the oncocyclus group, were stunted and, during
periods of active growth, strongly mottled.
In a limited survey, Barnett et al. (1971), found that bearded irises
from Massachusetts, Wisconsin, South Carolina, and Dundee, Scotland are
almost totally infected by the bearded iris mosaic virus (BIMV). BIMV,
like MIMV and SIMV, is either aphid or mechanically transmissible.
Blackberry lily (Belamcanda chinensis) can be used to detect the virus by
rubbing infected sap from iris on the blackberry lily plants (Fig. 1).
Bearded irises may show no obvious symptoms when infected with
BIMV. When symptoms are apparent, they may consist of a faint light
and dark green mosaic (Fig. 2) or striking yellow streaks. The leaf
symptoms are usually more pronounced on the younger leaves and more
severe at cool temperatures. Flowers may or may not be affected, but
usually severe leaf symptoms are accompanied by flower breaking. The
flower of the seedling (Black Forest X I. mellita—Warburton) in Fig.
3 shows dark breaking, where the anthocyanin pigments are intensified,
and light breaking or fading, where the anthocyanin content is reduced.
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The yellow-flowered bearded iris in Fig. 4 shows cleared streaks lighter
than the normal flower color, often teardrop shaped. The margins of the
standards may be puckered or puckering may occur on other flower parts.
Often BIMV shortens the life of the flower on the plant.
Many tall bearded varieties in older gardens show almost no symptoms
although they are all infected with BIMV. Hybrids of more recent origin
many times show severe virus symptoms. Mrs. F. W. Warburton (editor,
Median Iris Society) has observed that I. mellita, I. reichenbachii, I.
balkana, and I. imbricata show severe virus symptoms when virus in¬
fected. Different strains of BIMV may produce foliage and flower symp¬
toms of different severity on iris, but the variation of the reactions of
different iris species to BIMV may be of more importance in determining
symptom severity in bearded iris.
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Two other viruses have been found in naturally infected bearded
irises. Tobacco ringspot virus was found in a plant of the Great Lakes iris
variety (Travis and Brierley, 1957) and, in Great Britain, bearded irises
may be naturally infected with cucumber mosaic virus as well as BIMV
(Barnett et al., 1971). The viruses from bulbous iris, MIMV and SIMV, do
not infect bearded iris; however, BIMV has been successfully inoculated
into bulbous iris under experimental conditions, but has not been observed
on this host under natural conditions.
Beardless Iris. Beardless irises may also be infected by viruses. Beard¬
less iris mosaic virus was detected in I. spuria and I. aurea (Brierley and
Smith, 1948). This virus is different from BIMV in its reaction on black¬
berry lily and is thought to be a different virus from BIMV and from a
virus from I. fulva (Travis, 1957). I also transmitted a virus from
Japanese irises to blackberry lily, and Mrs. Warburton has thrown away
I. setosa plants because they were so badly virus streaked. Less is known
about the viruses of beardless irises than those of bulbous and bearded
irises. These viruses are probably transmitted by aphids, but this should
not be assumed until proven.

Discussion
Viruses of irises are widespread. Indeed the bulbous and bearded irises
seem to be universally infected. Methods are now available for com¬
mercial growers to avoid severe virus damage when growing bulbous
irises. Much of the bearded iris culture is conducted by individuals in
their own gardens. Most of the bearded irises are not greatly affected by
BIMV infection, due to an inherent tolerance to the virus. Iris hybridizers
should be aware that all iris species or varieties do not have a high
tolerance to BIMV. Any variety released without tolerance will de¬
generate in a few years. Tolerance of species and varieties used in breed¬
ing and released for sale should be tested to avoid producing plants that
are unacceptable to both amateurs and professional growers.
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REGION 14 IRIS DISEASE SURVEY
Robert

D. Raabe

Iris disease problems vary from one area to another and even from one
grower to another. In an attempt to determine the diseases of importance
to growers in Region 14, the Scientific Committee under the direction of
Bob Brown circulated a form to all members listing the diseases of iris
found in this area. It was requested that the form be completed, listing
the diseases in the order of their importance and then returned to him.
Of the 27 forms returned, only one indicated no disease problems and
many listed only one or two diseases. A summary of the importance of
the diseases is given in Table 1.
Table 1.

Ratings of the importance of iris diseases by growers of Region
14 based upon numbers reporting.
RATING OF IMPORTANCE

Diseases*

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Leaf spot
Soft rot
Rust
Damping off (seedlings)
Mosaic
Root rot
Sclerotium rot (mustard seed)
Botrytis rot
Scorch
Oak root fungus
Sclerotinia
Other

14
9
2

6
4
5
5

2
6
1

1

4
1
1

1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

1
1
3
1
1
1

1
1

1

*Listed in order of importance according to this survey.

The results are quite interesting in that the rating of the three more
important diseases are similar to that made based on the number of
samples received in this laboratory and made by observation of the
author. It is also interesting that at present there is not a good chemical
control available for these three diseases and that control measures for
them should include a good sanitation program. Chemical control for
rust will be available as soon as Plantvax is released. (See American Iris
Society Bulletin 102(Sect. 1): 65-66.)
Studies are in progress to find
control for leaf spot.

URGENTLY NEEDED by Empire State Iris Society.
Original copies of
Bulletins No. 20 (July, 1926) and No. 35 (April, 1930) to complete our binding
of ASIS Bulletins. Please contact Mrs. James Gristwood, Archivist, 605 Lock
St., Phoenix, New York 13135.
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REGION 14 MEMORIAL FUND
“For Hybridizers and Irisarians Who Have Passed Away”
CONNIE SCHREINER KENDALL MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Conrad
Melrose Gardens
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen
Kay Negus
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
CLARA B. REES MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. W. T. Bledsoe
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
Peggy Burke Grey
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen
Miss Clara Rees
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Mrs. James W. Alexander
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Reynolds
Mr. B. L. Fonville
Mr. Jake Scharff
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Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen
Melrose Gardens
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Mr. George Emms
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
CHARLOTTE SAWYER MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Sloan
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
MARGARET ALBRIGHT
MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen
ETHA STANGER BILLS
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
LEDA FIRTH HAMBLEN
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
JOE E. LYNN, JR.
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
LIBBIE J. BENSON
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
ROBERT S. CARNEY
MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen
JESSE HERD
MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wolford

ANGELA MARCHANT
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Edith Cleaves
W. A. PAYNE
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
MRS. M. L. SADDORIS
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
MOLLIE TALLANT
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Helen McCaughey
DR. MAURICE PEEL
MEMORIAL FUND
Mrs. Edith Cleaves
LORAINE SPAULDING
MEMORIAL FUND
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hamblen

Editor’s note: These are contributors to Foundation Memorial Funds, and do not
include funds for the Scientific Fund, which are recognized otherwise. Additional
contributions to these Memorial Funds and other Memorial Funds will be acknowl¬
edged in similar manner on the pages of future Bulletins.
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Carol McNamara

There is an absolute fascination to observing nature’s bloom sequence,
which I believe we all recognize. However, there are also many very
basic values in knowing the Sequence of Bloom in any and all genera.
Among these are the ability to plan for bloom combinations, landscaping
effects, continuous bloom, extended seasons in a given genus, as well as
standardized catalog notation, and on and on. There are a number of
others for exhibitors, who may well take advantage of microclimates to
bring on Early varieties later, and Late ones earlier to make a given show
date; and for hybridizers, who may have to travel to obtain ripe pollen,
or who may have to plan to refrigerate pollen for particular crosses. An¬
other seldom recognized value is that of plant identification. When
identification is narrowed to three or four possibilities, frequently the exact
bloom date will point up the correct answer!
But how often have you been involved in discussions of Bloom “Time,”—
factors involved in varying bloom time, etc., etc., etc. The theories,
arguments and opinions are endless. About all that can generally be agreed
upon are: 1) there is a great variation, season to season, area to area, and,
2) it is impractical, and impossible, to compare bloom seasons year to
year, area to area, by calendar dates.
This is why so many of us actively working in this field prefer Bloom
“Sequence” or “Order of Bloom.” The following are other observations on
which we have fairly well agreed.
1. The Sequence (or Order) of Bloom rarely varies—crocuses first, mums
last, though a few known fixed-date plants will dot this sequence. For
years, fruit growers have used charts of Order of Ripening, recognizing
that the Sequence remains constant.
2. Rarely will a season vary by more than three weeks, though there
occasionally is a slightly wider variation in Bloom Dates in the weeks
preceding the Frost-Free Date—sometimes four, very occasionally five
wTeeks. Therefore, the earliest genera (those blooming before the FrostFree Date) are subject to the greatest variations. For instance, Dr. Wyman
records the leafing-out dates for a weeping willow in Boston for a period
of thirty years, during which the date varied from March 27 to May 3. He
notes that the Frost-Free Date there is May 1. After this Frost-Free Date
(see USDA map) any season tends to stabilize quite quickly. (Note the
willow.) While some Springs appear to be “early” or “late” by two and
three weeks, they frequently will adjust to “normal” in a relatively short
period, and will almost always have accomplished this by the end of the
daffodil season, which approximates the Frost-Free Date.
3. There are geographical areas with Compressed and Extended Bloom
Seasons, depending upon latitude and altitude, as well as seasonal varia¬
tion. The length of the bloom season for any given genus tends to be
shorter as you move northward, or into higher elevations, in proportion to
the length of the frost-free season. In northeast New Jersey it is ten
weeks from Rhododendron mucronulatum to R. maximum. In lower N.Y.
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State, but in a slightly mountainous area, it is only five weeks. Reports
from upper N.Y. State, Michigan and Minnesota all show distinctly Com¬
pressed bloom seasons, while a report from Nehalem Bay in Oregon shows
a markedly Extended season. For this reason then, people in the Com¬
pressed areas are able to achieve blooming combinations that none of the
rest of us could hope for. Ever wondered about those flowering com¬
binations, in gardening magazine articles, which can’t be achieved in your
area? Now you know the answer, or one of them, anyway!
4. From Southern California to New England the variation in bloom
time is just about ten weeks, as evidenced by plant society show dates,
as well as calendar dates of bloom for individual cultivars in any genus.
Daffodils .2/27 Santa Barbara, Calif.
4/30 Hartford, Conn.
Iris .4/3 Redding, Calif.
6/18 Auburn, Maine
Daylilies.5/18 Leesburg, Fla.
7/26 Worcester, Mass.

In recent years amazingly little basic research has been done in the area
of Bloom Time or Sequence. I do not mean on the causes of variation,
or the initiation of flowering, etc., but on the actual recording of Bloom
Dates. It is a time-consuming, tedious, and costly operation. For an
Arboretum it means that one professional staff member must walk
the entire grounds just about every day, recording all the way! And
then, all this data must be “digested” into some useful reference form.
Is it any wonder that very, very few arboreta have any extensive data?
In order to “digest” that information which is currently available from
varying latitudes, varying altitudes, varying geographic areas, and from
other seasons (I am now working on 30 and 40-year old data in some
genera), some apparently arbitrary decisions must be made. After thirty
years of “juggling” this data, I have made four such decisions, concerning:
1. Condition of Bloom, 2. Microclimates, 3. Numbered Weeks-Numerical
Sequence, 4. “Midseason” Definition.
CONDITION OF BLOOM (at recording time). I have elected to use
First Flower Open (FFO) rather than a “percentage of bloom” or an
“effective” (landscaping-wise) stage of bloom, which I feel is a rather
subjective distinction. Actually, for my own personal recording, I use
a scale of 1 to 5 quite successfully, but FFO works well, if only one
stage of bloom is to be noted.
MICROCLIMATES (and other individual factors, such as first-year
plants, plants growing under adverse conditions and rebloom). Such items
as these will always represent a problem. Even in one small garden,
microclimates can give a three-week variation for two plants of the same
clone, though in summer they seem to have less effect. To minimize the
effect of these individual factors I require a very minimum of three Bloom
Data reports from different areas in order to consider the data valid.
NUMBERED WEEKS. I feel that for practical gardening purposes (for
effective bloom combination and landscaping effects), not for pure science,
if I can give a specific week of bloom, with confidence that actual bloom
will be within one week of that in any season, and, in exact Bloom
Sequence, it will be much more useful than the current designations of
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Early Spring, Late Spring, Early May, Mid-May, etc.
Yes, many catalogs (across all the genera) use EE, E, M, L, ML, VL,
and forms thereof, but we very quickly learn that there is little standardi¬
zation in their use! The root of the trouble frequently is that E and L
are used to indicate that portion of Midseason’. Also few truly Earlies
and Lates are listed.
Were these same letters anchored to specific, widely grown cultivars, the
problems would be minimized. See Figure 1 below.
FIGURE 1.—BASIC WEEKS OF IRIS BLOOM
MEDIANS
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For my own Master Records I simply number the 52 weeks beginning
with Week #1 starting January 1, on through Week #52, beginning 12/24,
so that every cultivar listed in my records bears only a numbered week—
no calendar dates! When I receive Bloom Data from another part of
the country, or am comparing seasons, I simply compute an alignment
factor according to the differences indicated by a few key varieties, and
then use that factor throughout.
Wouldn’t you like to have a book, containing a page for each week,
in exact bloom sequence, for widely grown cultivars in every major
genera? I hope that in the course of another year or so this will be
possible.
“MIDSEASON” DEFINITION. As I indicated earlier, my basic purpose
in this project is to get reliable Bloom Sequence Data into a generally
standardized, easy-to-use form, for the “average or typical” gardener, if
there be one! (If this data should eventually go on computer for horti¬
cultural specialists, that is another matter, though the use of numbers
will greatly simplify this operation.)
The fast-growing plant societies have proved how quickly we tend to
favor one genus, and immediately want to Extend our season of bloom
of that genus by growing Earlies and Lates. But—without defining Mid¬
season, what is Early? or Late?
Without a rather precise scale to measure by, one man’s opinion is as
good as the next, and, almost any scale is going to appear arbitrary to
many, as does this one. The very best I can say is that I am certain you
can find it useful, and that the numbers and key varieties will serve you
much better than calendar dates, or E, M, L, and variations thereof.
For tall bearded iris, data shows that Blue Sapphire and Sterling
Silver (both widely grown varieties which show minimal variation
in bloom time) serve well to define Midseason. Now, EARLY
becomes any variety blooming before Blue Sapphire, (FFO) and
LATE, any variety blooming after Sterling Silver (FFO). Simple?
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This method of definition of “Midseason” has already proven useful
in other plant societies. Actually, almost any two well-known and widely
grown varieties, blooming at the beginning and end of “Midseason” (per¬
haps Peak Bloom), would serve the same purpose (standardization), IF
they are easily remembered, and, accepted as a standard.

Season Extenders
Interest in Bloom Data ranges from a very casual “Spring seems late
this year” to bloom records on our own gardens, on to the scientific study
of phenonlogy. However, there is one phase that interests a good many
plant society members and hybridizers, no matter what the level of
training or interest, and that is worthy Season Extenders.
I believe that by the time most of us join a plant society we have also
come to the point of wanting to enjoy our specialty for just as long a
bloom season as possible, and, appreciating the importance of extra Early
and extra Late bloom. This interest then drives us to the catalogs to
search out these Extenders, which many of us have found to be a slow,
and frequently difficult task.
Of course, by growing the full range of Iris, rather than TBs alone, the
Season is really extended. The spread of opening dates for widely grown
varieties of TBs is about 4 weeks—6 weeks if the Very Early and Very
Late varieties are included. Growing the Medians adds 4 weeks to the
“front” of the TB season; the Spurias, Japs and Arils add about 2 weeks
to the “back” end. The bulbous forms and the early species, such as
hakeriana, danfordiae, histrioides and reticulata can add about 7 weeks
more.
This adds up to an Iris season of about 17 weeks—almost a full four
months of opening bloom—without taking rebloomers into account. Truly
this is an Extended Season, and a lot of Iris.
Unfortunately, many of us are so “hooked” on TBs that we miss a lot
of Iris beauty.
It is my hope to make it easier and surer, as well as more rewarding,
to Extend our bloom season, with the publication of the attached lists of
proven Earlies and Lates. It is also the hope of many of us that more
national plant societies will actively encourage their members to Extend
their own seasons so that it will not be too long before we see shows
for the Earlies and Lates, even if they are only intra-club shows to begin.
From these shows we could learn to know and love them, as well as buy
them(!) and hopefully stimulate interest in more hybridization in these
areas. However, I certainly do not wish to get enmeshed in the com¬
mercial aspects of merchandising Midseasons vs. Earlies and Lates!
I also take the liberty of quoting Dr. Wister on this matter, “I think
that your request (for Bloom Data) is one of the most important things
that can be done to start a really worthwhile project to find out just which
varieties are really Early or Late, and how good they are, and where
improvement is needed more than in the main season.”

Iris Bloom Sequence
These lists present a Sequence of Bloom of approximately 270 cultivars,
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based on First Flower Open (FFO)—not “Peak” bloom. The bloom dates
were supplied by about 50 reporters, representing 28 states, in response
to a request sent out last year. Complete bloom charts were filled
out by a number of growers of 100-500 cultivars! A minimum of three
validating reports from different areas were required for each entry.
This serves to screen out returns biased by first year plants, microclimates,
human error, etc.
The Numerical Sequence notation above serves to eliminate the prob¬
lems of comparing data from one geographic area to another, one season
to another, and gives a fair idea of the overall length of the bearded iris
season. Each number approximates a one-week period, unless you live
in a Compressed or Extended season geographic area. ANYTHING BE¬
FORE Blue Sapphire IS EARLY; ANYTHING AFTER Sterling Silver
IS LATE!
While I have somewhat arbitrarily called out Midseason as Blue
Sapphire to Sterling Silver, I am including a list of established Midseason
cultivars, so that should you not happen to own these two, you can
still closely define Midseason in your own garden. For this purpose I
have tried to include a high percentage of those cultivars on the current
popularity polls or symposiums, but which are not so new that bloom
reports are meager .
“Very Early” or “Very Late” indicates a bloom date outside of the basic
8-week iris Bloom Season, sometimes as much as four weeks. For in¬
stance, “Very Early *-3” would indicate 3 weeks before basic Bloom
Sequence Week #1, and “Very Late *+2” would mean 2 weeks after basic
Bloom Sequence Week #8.
Help Is Still Needed!
The preceding lists, giving Bloom Sequence, are only preliminary results
in a long-range Bloom Data Study. There is still much work to be done.
While there are quite a number of magazine articles, charts, calendars of
bloom, and books available, dating all the way from Stillingfleet’s
Calendar of Flora, printed in 1755, to Mabel Sedgwick’s, The Garden Month
by Month (1907), on through to Donald Wyman’s excellent Trees for
American Gardens, and Shrubs and Vines for American Gardens, both
giving lengthy Order of Bloom lists, few narrow bloom time to even
10-day periods, and, I believe that Dr. Wyman’s is the only one that
gives a quick, fairly certain way of adjusting the data to your immediate
area. Also, there is next to no Sequence Data, (that is in less than 2-week
intervals), commonly available on individual cultivars of the major
genera. This is why we need your help.
Just a Postcard!
If you would like to participate, and do grow 20 or more cultivars,
just drop me a postcard giving any or all of the following information, but
ideally, a separate postcard for each numbered item. Remember all data
must be given in terms of First Flower Open (FFO), and not be based
on first year, or atypical plants. Mail to Mrs. Daniel J. McNamara, 68
Brooktree Road, Hightstown, N.J. 08520.
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1. Please report the exact date of bloom (FFO) for Blue Sapphire and
Sterling Silver, as well as your first five tall bearded iris to bloom (first
five medians separate, please).
2. Do you know of other Season Extenders (Earlies and Lates) not on
these lists? If possible, send dates for all extenders which you grow,
which are not already on these lists, being sure to give the exact dates
for Blue Sapphire and Sterling Silver, (or any other three cultivars
appearing on the Midseason List). This is most important—that I may
align your chart quickly and easily. Remember, it is Sequence we are
trying to establish; calendar dates are of little value.
3. If you seriously question the Bloom Sequence position of any variety
(out of sequence by more than one week) please report its exact date, as
well as several other listed varieties on that same day (giving their con¬
dition of bloom—showing color, few open, peak, passing, etc.) to enable
us to align your data for double-checking, after you have checked for
anything which might be creating an extreme microclimate in your garden.
4. Better still, if you can take a little more time, list three or four other
genera in peak condition on a given date (ideally once a week) along
with several Iris. It will help provide the raw materials for perhaps an
even more useful article later on.
For items 3. and 4. above, it would be most helpful if the form below
were adopted.
Exact Date

Cv. being reported
-addition or change-

Alignment cvs.
(from Ists)

Their cond. or
Seq. Number

Other genera
Prime cond.

4/13/72

Pioneer

PJM
Cornell Pink
Ramapo

Peak
Passing
Showing color

Daphne cneoru
Cornus mas
Pieris jap.

5. Finally, note the exact date (FFO) for as many cultivars on these
lists as you grow, particularly those which may be capitalized.
I can’t tell you how many people (who volunteered through the plant
society journal notices last season) have written me that they truly
enjoyed recording the date requested (that is, after the first two days!)
because it got them out into their gardens on a very regular basis to truly
observe, perhaps more closely than ever before, and not just “tend.”

Early Tall Bearded Irises
Amigo’s Guitar

. 1

Edenite . 4

Lorn a

Belton

. 4

Eleanor’s Pride

Lovely

Beauty

. 4

Lynn

. 4

Light

. 4

. 4

Frances Craig . 3

Martel . 2
May Melody . 4

Blue Petticoats . 4

French Lace . 2

Moon River

Capt. Gallant

Frost & Flame . 4

Music Maker

. 4

Cayenne Capers . 2

Gay Geisha

Mystic

. 4

Cherie

Gold

Big Game

. 3

Biscay Bay

. 4

. 4

Fluted Haven

. 4

. 2

Sovereign

River

. 1

Golden Tan

Countryside

. 2

Henna Stitches

Cool

Cream Crest

. 4

Hindu Wand

. 4

. 2
. 4

. 3

Dancer’s Veil . 2

Jade Queen

Diamond Cup

Jersey Beauty . 2

Diplomacy
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. 2

. 3

Lady Angie

. 4
. 2

. 4

Mood

Night Heron
Ribbon Round
Royal

. 4
. 4

Ruffling

.

1

Sable . 4
Snow Flurry

. 4

Snow Goddess . 4
Solid Mahogany . 4

.

4

Valhalla.

4

Whole

Taholah .

4

Violet

Harmony

4

Winter Carnival

Toll

4

Violet

Ruffles

Spindrift

Gate

Utah

.

Valley

. 3

Wayward Wind

.

Cloth

. 2

Witch Doctor

.

Zantha

4

. 4
. 4

. 4

.

4

Midseason Iris
Allegiance

Esther Fay

Rainbow Gold

Amethyst Flame

First Violet

Reta Fry

Bang

Fuji’s Mantle

Rippling Waters

Blue Sapphire

Happy Birthday

Rococo

Celestial Glory

High Above

Sable Night

Celestial Snow

Lilac Champagne

Stepping Out

Christmas Time

Mary Randall

Sterling Silver

Cup Race

Olympic Torch

Ultrapoise

Debbie Rairdon

One Desire

Wild Ginger

Dot and Dash

Orange Parade

Wine and Roses

Dotted Swiss

Pacific Panorama

Winter Olympics

Elmohr

Late Iris**
Afire

.

African

Gold

Alice Lemen
Angel’s

Rush

.

Dream

Artist’s Model

Bazaar

Mojave

Gold

.

7

Pacific

Thunder

Space

.

Cloud

Deep

Dusky

.

8

Extravaganza

.

*

Fashion

Pipes of Pan

. 8

Poet’s Dream

. 8

.

8

Pretty

. 8

Carol

. 7

Roseanna

Mantle

.

8

Sunsite

Party

.

*

Swan

Fling

.

7

. 7

.

7

Gay

.

*

Golden

Cataract

.* *

Thotmes III

.

7

Golden

Sunshine

.

Truly

Yours

. 7

. 8

Violet

Hills

. 8

.

Wandering

Star

.

Tracery

7

Gene

.

7

Giant

.

7

Gingersnap

*

Grand

Capetown
Catherine

.
Claar

Rose

*

Headlines

7

Highlife

Chantilly

.
.

. 8

*

Irish Lullaby

.

7

June Meredith

.

7

.

7

.

*

.

7

Licorice

*

Mad Maid

.

8

Magic Morn

.

*

Matinata

8

Mission

Court Ballet

.

7

8

.

Halo

7

. 7

.

College

Reef

7

. 7

Cliffs of Dover
Queen

.**

Alliance

.

Music

School

Wild

.

Champagne

Coral

7
7

Garden

Butterscotch Kiss

Copper

. 7

.

Dancer

Fuji’s

. 8

7

Broadway

Charm

*

Black

. 7

Border Canary

Caldron

.

Deep

7

Taffeta

Bravado

Curl’d

*

*

.

Black

8

.

Argus Pheasant

Baccarat

.

Stick

.

.

Trails

.

*
7
7

Ballet

Tall Chief

. 8

.

7

. 7

Rainbow

....

*

Wedding Bouquet

. 7

White

. 8

Wild
Wild

Crinoline
Ginger
Plum

. *
.

7

**Data is not intended to
cover rebloom, but only
FFO. These are all sup¬
posed to be TRUE lates,
not late-blooming first year
plants, etc.

AIS GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY MEDALS
Antique Bronze .$1.25
Plastic boxes with green foam rubber pad . .20
Honor your local iris greats

MEMBERSHIP LIST $1.50
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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1971 POPULARITY POLL
Norman

Distribution
by color

1971
Popularity
Poll
(Percent)

H.

Noe

Distribution
by type

1971
Popularity
Poll
(Percent)

57

White

19

Self

Yellow

27

Plieata

9

Orange

11

Bitone

6

8

Bicolor

Red

21

Red-violet

12

Blend

7

Violet

11

Misc.

0

Blue

12

It also was interesting to note the high correlation between these per¬
centages and the percentages of these colors and classes in the 1971 Color
Classification booklet.

KING IRIS —

3L 3Lower
Jim Morris

Serious scholars of history and heraldry would not be surprised by the
statement that the iris is the flower of royalty. They would know that the
Egyptian Pharaoh Thutmose III (1501-1447 b.c.) first saw the iris when he
conquered Syria and that he had them brought to Egypt to determine if
they had potential medical qualities. High school and grade school students
have seen the fleur-de-lis pictured in their English and European history
books during their studies of monarchs, crusades and revolution.
The fleur-de-lis was the symbol of the kings of France for centuries.
History tells us that it was first used in France in the Fifth Century by
Clovis, King of the pagan Franks. After defeating an invading Germanic
army, Clovis became a Christian and symbolized his conversion in 496
a.d. by replacing the three toads on his flags and banners with a version
of the irises that he and his soldiers found growing near the battlefield.
Thus it became a royal emblem.
The fleur-de-lis got its name from Louis VII in the Crusade of 1147 a.d.
In honor of Louis it was first called the fleur-de-Louis (flower of Louis)
and eventually became known as the fleur-de-lis. This symbol was added
to the British Royal Arms in 1340 when England’s King Edward III laid
claim to the French crown. It remained on England’s coat-of-arms until
1801. During the reign of the French King Charles V (1364-1380) the field
of fleur-de-lis on the royal banners was reduced in number to three to sym¬
bolize the Holy Trinity. Through the years the fleur-de-lis was used to
decorate crowns, shields, armor, costumes, slippers and even horse blankets!
And of course it was sewn on royal banners and flags. So the “flags” that
our grandparents and their ancestors grew so proudly should be held in
high esteem, for truly the iris was the flower of royalty then just as it is
King today to all AIS members.
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Twenty Years of
Minnesota Irising
Glenn

F.

Hanson

The Twin City Iris Society held its annual dinner meeting and election
of officers on October 21, 1971. Since this event occurs every year as
prescribed by its constitution, there would have been nothing particularly
noteworthy about it except for one thing—it marked the twentieth anni¬
versary of the society. It also marked a change in name to The Iris Society
of Minnesota, which better expresses its scope and intent as a statewide
organization.
About 150 persons attended the event, including many of the original
charter members. Also in attendance were all but three of the fifteen
presidents who have served the society since its inception. One of the
missing presidents is deceased and another has moved so far away as to
make attendance impractical.

Glenn
Hanson

Gus
Sindt

Charlotte
Sindt

Eldred
Hunt

Julius
Wadelcamper

Alice
Stenoien

At the first annual dinner meeting twenty years ago the principal
speaker was Mr. Eldred Hunt, Executive Secretary of the Minnesota
State Horticultural Society. At this latest dinner meeting the principal
speaker was the same Mr. Hunt, and with his eloquence undiminished.
Another of the highlights of the evening was a series of reminiscences by
charter members. You can’t go through two decades without a lot of
memorable incidents. One of the most amusing came from Mr. W. G.
(Gus) Sindt, the society’s first president and now the RVP of Region 8.
It seems that in one of the early meetings two of the more opinionated
and enthusiastic members started swinging fisticuffs, and Gus found him¬
self in the unusual position of refereeing a boxing match!
It was an evening of sentimentality, of remembrances, of renewals of
old friendships, and of optimism for the next decade. The credit for its
success must be attributed largely to Mrs. Alice Foss Stenoien, a former
president of the society, who accepted the chairmanship for the celebra¬
tion of our twentieth anniversary. She also edited the anniversary issue
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of our yearbook, a memorable edition which every member will keep and
cherish.
The original Twin City Iris Society was formed when a small group of
people met in a garden store and decided to form their own iris society.
There was already in existence a Minnesota Peony and Iris Society, so
they adopted the Twin City name to distinguish their fledgling society from
the older existing one, and to emphasize their primary interest in the iris.
The early meetings were small enough to be held in private homes, but
over the years the membership has grown to approximately 200.
The TCIS (now the ISM) has always remained active and aggressive.
It is affiliated with the AIS and the Minnesota State Horticultural Society.
Meetings are held monthly, always stimulating and well attended. It has
participated in various local beautification projects and public plantings.
But the principal emphasis has always been on the annual iris show,
which is one of the largest in the nation, and now expanded into early
and late shows, with a possible late-late show to come. We Minnesotans
are irisarians, and while we look back on twenty years of progress, we
have on intention of standing still.

CLOSE THE DEAL
Glenn Corlew,

Membership Chairman

Many a sale has never been made and many a deal has never been
closed simply because the salesperson failed to invite the prospect to buy.
Without that all important invitation the best prepared sales talk, the
most complete demonstration, and yes, even a desire on the part of the
prospective buyer will all come to naught.
This would be a good point for us of the American Iris Society to
ponder as we move into another bloom season—another bloom season
with its steady flow of visitors to our public and private iris plantings
scattered across the country—another bloom season with auditorium after
auditorium filling with people to look at our AIS sponsored shows. In
a simple, straight forward manner—without pressure or coercion—let
each of them know that they are sincerely wanted in our Society. Tell
them how much your Iris and the AIS mean to you. Tell them how you
got started and of that person who invited you to join the AIS. Share
with them the beauty of your garden, and even, perhaps, some of your
plants. But don’t leave it there—invite them to join. In other words,
remember to make the sale—to close the deal. A helpful aid along this
line is to hand them a copy of the brochure “An Invitation to Join the
AIS” which is available from the St. Louis Office along with your show
supplies.
And remember—it is the “personal touch” that sells memberships. It is
people showing an interest in, and responding to, other people that makes
the “outsider” want to become an “insider.” It is you, and you alone,
who can share your Society with a friend.
When all this has been accomplished, do not fail to advise your RVP
(or Regional Membership Chairman) of the new member you have
introduced to the AIS. And who knows, your good work may also result
in an extension to your own membership. See the January Bulletin for
details.
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Jess

A.

Max

We have been piddling with irises, for quite some time. When the
opportunity presented itself to gain awareness and public acceptance of
a flower with an all too brief period of bloom, to a large segment of the
Brooklyn and Queens population of the City of New York, we went at
it with hammer and tong. We immediately set out very extensive plant¬
ings of the more popular contemporary varieties in a spacious, enclosed
sector of Highland Park in the borough of Brooklyn. Bernice Roe of
San Jose, California, was responsible, in large part, for the selection of
the varieties, which since, have been continuously updated generously.
During bloomtime, the garden is open to inspection to the general public,
at specific intervals under careful park department supervision. AIS
members have access at all times.
As to the physical layout, we like to, guardedly, refer to it as the
PRESBY MEMORIAL in miniature. The overall dimensions are 200' X 60'.
There are four main beds, (which we are now in the process of increasing
to eight), each eighty feet long and three and one-half feet wide. These
emanate from four quarter-circle beds that curve symmetrically around
the seven foot center round bed. Then there are four right-angle or
corner beds that set back from the ends of the main beds. All these
beds are edged with four inch high concrete curbings and border on
seven foot wide paved walks. All beds are raised above the curbings.
We maintain many large varied shaped beds that do not border on paved
walks. In some of these, we grow the current seedlings of our groping
efforts to come up with a new winner. Please do not stop us from dream¬
ing. We make it a point to show to the public our four 6' X 3' coldframes
with the baby seedlings, grown from seeds harvested from the garden.
We felt this would engender particular interest to the uninitiated who
“just knew” that irises grew from rhizomes only. Their remarks are
rewarding. Unobstructed viewing is possible at all times through very
appropriate fencing around the entire perimeter. Ample lighting has
been installed for display after nightfall.
Loretta, with her intense love of the fantastic beauty of the Genus
Iris, is the driving force behind the desire of copiously incorporating the
newer fragrant varieties into our singularly outstanding display, for the
benefit of non-sighted flower lovers as well. The blind are privileged
and actively solicited to visit at all times, during daylight hours. Existing
installations are uniquely suitable for their comfort and safety. The
curbings along the walks are ideally suited to their canes. The garden
is equipped with twenty-four very comfortable, concrete framed wooden
benches, eight feet long, appropriately spaced throughout. The blind are
delighted and are profuse in their expressions of gratitude. We appreciate
their interest. In spite of what we sighted people consider a handicap,
through their overpowering insistence, some have become very adept at
cultivating, weeding and the transplanting of young seedlings. The
fragrance is a magnet that attracts them to first bloomings of new
fragrant additions to the garden. Their remembrance of fragrances from
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year to year is incredible. Our aim is to display the tremendous strides
achieved year by year, by our recognized hybridizers, in the continuous
parade of superior irises, always keeping in mind, that the blind must
share, to a degree through fragrance.

THERE ARE IRIS ARTIFACTS

Lucy Fry

There is nothing more welcome, after the dreary weeks of winter, than
the sight of I. danfordia braving the wind and cold of late February.
The rest of the garden may look like a disaster area, but there it is, the
first bloom of the year and an iris yet! I. danfordia is a variety of
I. reticulata, a dainty full yellow with tiny green dots sprinkled on the
hafts. Its form is unique; both standards and falls are wide. Standards
are open but curve inward while the falls curve up to flare out stiffly.
The purple form of I. reticulata, and the named forms; I. histrioides major
—deep blue violet; I. bakeriana—lighter and bluer; Purple Gem—deep
purple resembles a Dutch iris in miniature with upright standards, promi¬
nent stylearms and down curving falls. Each variety varies in width of
petal, and length of stylearms; each has a dash of white on the falls.
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Beard colors vary from self to yellow or orange. To double the pleasure,
the fragrance is outstanding. A single bloom of I. danfordia will bring
a breath of spring to an entire room. I. reticulata has a scent of violets
while the others are more elusive of odor.
Each day brings more signs of spring to the rock garden as the crocus,
species tulips, narcissus and daffodils, muscari, chionodoxa, scilla, creeping
phlox and allium begin to bloom. By April 1st Orchid Elf, April Var,
Bride, Blue Frost, Claire and Sun Sparkle are in bloom. The peak of
miniature dwarf bloom is about April 14 or 15, with a few blossoms
opening after the first heavy bloom in the clump and as late as the middle
of May. I appreciate the miniatures for many reasons. First of all—they
grow and perform well for me and I can’t say that about all flowers.
Generally, miniatures show at least one bloom the first spring after plant¬
ing and by the second year the clump is large enough that the bloom
will be heavy for 3 to 10 days. Since they bloom just above or at times
in the foliage, they withstand our Kansas extremes with grace. One day
may be 75-80° with a 15-mph breeze, the next day may be a crisp 40°
and the wind at 30 mph. With very little windbreak for our garden it’s
no wonder I like these gaily clad little fellows. Briefly then, I like the
miniature dwarfs because they have: 1. Early season of bloom. 2. Profuse
bloom and a long period of bloom. 3. Ability to resist weather. 4. Wide
diversity of color, pattern and form. 5. Ease of culture.
Like “Topsy” our rock garden grew from a mound of left-over dirt
where we put the few miniatures we had to make room for taller things
in our other beds. They did well, so Bill Brown asked us to take some of
the irises sent from the Presby garden. Some were historical in nature,
like Schneekuppe and Caparne’s Bride introduced in 1901. Others are
classics from the pioneers of MDBs; Veri-Gay, Pastel Dawn, Cherry Spot,
Little Villian, Fashion Lady, Black Baby, Promise, Keepsake, Path of Gold.

To add diversity we took on the job of nursing back to life some species
that “wouldn’t grow here.” I. pumila, I. chamaeiris, I. pseudopumila, I.
aphylla and I. barthii were tucked in among the rocks. With the sharp
drainage of the bank we now have a flourishing cross-section of miniatures,
species, sub-species and intra-species hybrids.
Much has been written about the MDBs and I encourage all irisarians
to extend their bloom season by growing some of the newer ones like
April Frost—white self; Bright Idea—brilliant orange-yellow with blue
beard; Green Pixie—cream with a very green halo, white beard; Garnet
Gleam—very dark garnet red with blue beard; Lemon Puff—yellow
standards and white falls; Navy Flirt—full violet with dark violet falls
with lighter rim, white beard; Orchid Elf—red-violet with darker redviolet spot, blue beard; Red Pixie—red-violet with an even redder spot
than Orchid Elf; Sun Sparkle—full yellow with deeper yellow falls,
yellow-orange beard. Don’t overlook some of the oldies but goodies like
Blue Frost—pale blue, outstanding form; Bee Wings; Pastel Dawn—pale
yellow with elusive touches of green and orange, and orange beard;
Fashion Lady—clear yellow; Alaskan Ice—blue-white; Claire—medium
blue, deeper around the white beard; Keepsake—yellow with an orange
beard; Heart’s Content—white stands and blue falls with a white rim.
It has been said that every serious irisarian should grow some species
iris, if only to better appreciate the advances made in the modern iris.
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Not so! Species should be grown for their intrinsic beauty and for those
qualities that might be desirable to breed into present day iris. I can
admire the one who could look at I. chamaeiris and work with it, but if it
is like the dirty white one we have, it took more imagination than I have.
I’m not sure whether the species we grow are from collected clones or
species crosses, but I do want to describe a few that we especially like.
Pumila R 15 D blooms with stands erect and slightly open, falls are
narrow and tucked, color is full violet with very dark, velvety almost
black falls and a blue beard. Pumila R 15 J is the greenest iris I’ve ever
seen. On close inspection it shades from yellow at the tip to green at
the base, but because stands and falls are both narrow the overall effect
is green. Pseudopumila I 45 B is one of my favorites—a full violet with
darker spot, a rim of blue-violet and a violet beard. It was a mass of
bloom for over a week. My other favorite is I. barthii H 57-28 Hanselmeyer-Jordan—a golden tan with the falls brushed with cinnamon, topped
off with a bright blue beard. It caused much comment by all those who
saw it last year. For fun I tried crossing these two, going in both direc¬
tions. I planted seed from a pod on I 45 B, the pseudopumila x barthii.
Whether the seeds are viable remains to be seen.
A word of caution! Wherever you grow your miniatures, hope they
don’t like it too well; or like us, you’ll find a few that will grow too
tall. For example—Path of Gold, Crispy, Bride, Pastel Dawn and Cradle
Days grow as high as 14" regularly and except for the early bloom season
would have to be classed a standard dwarf.
I’m anxious to see again the lovely seedling 11 MR, a dainty wine-red,
slightly open stands but beautiful flaring falls. This iris from Lillian
Bierman was planted in October 1970, had two blooms in the spring of
’71. Not only did it bloom but each bloom lasted a full 3 days. In a clump
it should be a real smasher.
For so little investment, so much pleasure! Try it—you’ll like it!

JAMES R. WELCH, RVP REGION I
Jim Welch has been growing irises
since 1956, although his love for
them goes back to childhood. He
hybridizes and has a couple of
promising seedlings.
He is a native of New Hampshire,
a graduate of St. Anselm’s College,
is married to the former Therese
Dubreuil, and they have one son,
Matthew, age one.
Jim is employed by the State of
New Hampshire as a Vocational Re¬
habilitation Counselor, and also is
an Amway distributor.
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Mrs. Meredith Christlieb, Chairman
Mr. Julius Wadekamper, Editor
HOW TO JOIN A ROBIN
All AIS members are urged to take advantage of our main line of mem¬
bership communication. Select the topic that interests you and send your
application directly to the chairman. It will help us to place you if you
will tell us something of your garden, your experience with irises, and
about yourself. Nearly 300 robins in 25 different topics are available.
All inquiries about Robin membership and organization should be
addressed to Mrs. Christlieb. All reporter summaries to be used in Flight
Lines should be addressed to Mr. Wadekamper.
General Chairman: Mrs. Meredith Christlieb, RFD 1, Severy, Kan. 67137
Irises in General: (great for Beginners) Mrs. L. S. Legner, Box 225, White Fence
Acres, Rochester, Ill. 62563
Tall Bearded: Mrs. Barbara Whitehouse, 158 W. Bacon St., Plainville, Mass. 02762
International Robins: Mrs. Jesse Herd, Box 57, Jacksboro, Texas 76056
Hybridizing Robins: (Advanced, Average, Beginner) : Mrs. E. M. Hale, R.I., Virgil,
Kans. 66870
Smaller Bearded Irises: (includes Medians in General, Median Hybridizing, special
rounds for MDB, SDB, MTB, BB, and Aril-medians). Mr. Albert Ellis, 19 McClure
Ave., Brantford, Ontario, Canada
Aril-Arilbred Irises: Mrs. Joseph E. Terrill, R. 1, Burlingame, Kans. 66413
Artistic Division: (Arts-Crafts, Designer-Arrangers, Antiques-Artifacts Collecting) :
Mrs. Merrill Johnson, 2275 Kensington Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Beardless Irises: (Spuria, Siberian, Japanese, Species & Natives, Louisiana)
Mrs. Alan Reid, 17225 McKenzie Hwy., Rte. #2, Springfield, Ore. 97477
Historical: Mrs. Harriet Segesseman, 330 Crescent Drive, Franklin Lanes, N.J. 07417
Japanese Irises: Eugene H. Wegener, 1473 Summit St., Columbus, Ohio 43201
Regional Robins: Your Region Robin Rep. or Mrs. Hoyt Smith, 138 Ridge Rd., Little
Rock, Ark. 72207

Reblooming Irises: Edwin Rundlett, 1 Fairview Ave., Staten Island, N.Y. 10314
Teens and Twenties: Iris Smith, Box 127, Hitchcock, Okla. 73774

Greetings. First let me call your attention to my new permanent (I
hope) address: Julius Wadekamper, R. 1, Maple Lake, Minn. 55358.
There is one correction to be made in the October Flight Lines: The
germination of iris seed under running water was carried out by Inez
McCormack, not Mary Herd. Mary was the reporter.
May I urge you to keep sending in clear, concise reports on material
that interests everyone. If your Robin does not have a reporter, and many
apparently do not, the director should appoint one.
While the xeroxed duplicated copies of entire letters are better than
nothing, they often are hard to read.
I appreciate receiving Bulletins from local societies, and especially
regional bulletins. Please put me on your mailing lists. Often much valu¬
able information is found in these publications.
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I have completed school, again, and am now working for the Minnesota
Department of Vocational Education and the Minnesota Society for
Crippled Children and Adults, setting up horticulture programs.
I hope to see many of you in Salem. Please make yourself known, as
there are so many reporters 1 often do not remember them all.
Remember: keep the excerpts coming, as this, your column, can only
print what is received. If any group feels it has not been given enough
space, it probably is because we have received only short reports or no
reports.
I read something in the Region 6 Newsletter that I feel should be re¬
peated as an excellent suggestion. “Any time you present an iris program,
you should have a packet of written information to give to each member
of the audience. You might include brief, clear information on iris cul¬
ture, suggestions of good, dependable, inexpensive varieties for beginners,
suggested sources for the purchase of irises, Symposium report for the
Region, information about local iris societies, an invitation to attend, a
list of iris growers in the area who would welcome visitors, with dates for
best time for visiting, and always information on AIS and an invitation
to join.” Good idea, Hal.
Rebloomers
Barbara Whitehouse (MA). Fine Print was the first iris I had to re¬
bloom.
Glenn and Zula Hanson have a dwarf that is a consistent rebloomer in
Minnesota. They call it Velvet Toy. Alice Stanley (CA) reports Pink
Horned Unicorn rebloomed Nov. 5.
Dwarfs and Medians
Jerry Rutledge (MN). Frosted Cups is a wonderful white with flaring
form. Many SDBs have foliage that is far too large for the small flowers
they produce. Ethel Baukus (WI). Bride's Pearls was a beautiful white
in every garden. It is so lacy it looks like a ring of pearls. Barbara
Whitehouse (MA). One of the nicest things at the Cleveland show was the
pots of dwarfs and MDBs. Plants should be potted in the late summer or
fall, placed in a cold frame, and brought in after a cold period. It is
recommended that lights be used since otherwise the blossoms tend to be
short, down in the foliage.
Dick Sloan (IL). Good intermediates were Azure Echo, a very pale
blue-white, with a blue beard; Indian Doll was very red and very good.
The BB Molten Glass is a great orange with superb branching. Barbara
Whitehouse: The MDB Blazon rebloomed.
Photography
Fred Spahn (IA) suggests using a portrait #2 lens which gives a range
from 14 to 19", dependent on the camera setting. At 19" you can get a
full stem taken vertically. He prefers taking pictures with the sun back
of the bloom. An interesting variation of color shadings shows up at five
in the afternoon, his favorite time. He finds that at midday the re¬
flected light of the petals give a false light reading and pictures seem
overexposed. He uses a bulletin board that has one side painted bright
yellow and the other dark brown. As a background, these colors really
make the bloom stand out.
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Tall Bearded
Barbara Whitehouse. The grape scent often recognized in irises traces
back to I. pallida. Outstanding irises this year were Charmed Circle,
Cherub Choir, Mary Todd (this lovely iris outdid all others in bud count).
Mrs. George Nelson (CA). Used gypsum for soft rot.
Good Night
Irene is a lovely full marine blue with a turquoise blue beard. Mrs.
Harry Spence (KS). Kilt Lilt was beautiful at the convention and in
my garden. Inez Redlin (ND). I mulch with straw as the temperature
often drops to 20 below zero for weeks at a time. Freezing and thawing
in spring causes heaving unless mulch is used.
Mrs. Theodore Shiner (PA). Son of Star is an outstanding orange.
Raspberry Ripples is a lovely deep mulberry rose with a red beard.
Lightning Ridge is a striking peach-pink beauty, with a trace of orchid
at the base of the midrib. Babbling Brook is still one of the nicest light
blues. Ermine Robe, a pure white self, with its ruffled form and marvelous
branching, is absolutely fantastic. Celestial Fire and Merry Aire, glam¬
orous red-bearded whites, were most impressive. Indian Fringe is a
beautiful yellow ochre self.
Helen Watters (MO). Jeanne W. Price’s booklet, Iris and the Trace
Elements, is published by Sea-Borne, Box 465, Greenwich, Conn. 06380,
and is free. It gives a good idea on how to conduct experiments. Victor
Cohen wrote “A Guide to the Pacific Coast Irises for the B. I. S. It costs
$1.00 but is worth much more.”
Beverly Dopke (MI) rejuvenates dried out iris rhizomes by soaking
them in clear water until new growth starts. The water must be changed
every day. When planted they take off as if they had never been out of
the ground.
Leon Wolford (TX) plants irises in rows to simplify cultivation. The
center of the row is used for the succeeding row on transplanting. This
center area is first treated with superphosphate, then manure is added and
thoroughly rototilled in. Later soil is added to make a raised bed. He
digs one clump at a time and plants immediately. Leon claims the irises
do not know they have been moved until the roots hit the manure area.
Mary Herd (TX) prepared iris beds by rototilling, then dug trenches 8
to 10 inches deep, placed in manure, compost made of leaves and soil on
top of that. She shades newly planted irises with newspaper tents.
Lila Howland (MI) has been instrumental in getting a sizable planting
of tall bearded irises in the Horticultural Gardens at Michigan State
University. Lila’s previous public planting is on a parcel of city land in a
residential area. The suburb of Okemos has asked her to establish a plant¬
ing.
Bill Brown (KS) writes that all the sibs to Hey Lookey, the popular
oddity at the convention, were freaks. Bill reports that the final AIS
convention registration was 546. There were 3450 guest irises received
from hybridizers.
Charles Carper (WA) reports that the Pierce County Iris Society gives a
rhizome of recent introduction to every junior who enters.
Fred Stephenson (VA) has been busy conducting iris workshops, teach¬
ing judges training, speaking to garden clubs, writing iris articles and
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giving two iris workshops at the national convention of the Men’s Garden
Clubs of America.
Fred Spahn has a clever method of gathering spent blooms. He uses a
glad plastic bag that fits a ten quart pail. When filled, they are tied shut
and set out for the garbage pickup, without having containers full of
soggy blooms. Bloomstalks are cut and tied in bundles of 50 to 75.
Georgia Legner (IL) encourages toads, praying mantis, lady bugs and
birds, since she is allergic to insecticides. Dick Sloan (IL) is fond of
brown irises and is constantly looking for good browns. Bess Robertson
(OH) lives near a mushroom-growing factory and utilizes the used
compost which is filled with cow manure. A layer of soil separates the
rhizome from this material.
Doc Wilder (IA) liked the clump of Flight of Angels in the Wall
garden at convention time. John Griffin (SD), when an iris blooms without
increase, uses liquid fertilizer to stimulate new increase. Judith McLeod
(NC) reports that Mapledown is an incredible cream with a blue beard.
Some robin members complain about irises that do not increase to form
a nice clump and others which just seem to disappear without leaving a
trace.
Spurias
Bryce Williamson (CA). Elinor McCown reports the probable parentage
of Highline Lavender as Imperial Song X Thrush Song.
Ann Branstetter (MT), in her query as to the tenderness of red spurias,
received the following advice: Ila Crawford (OK). I doubt it, as Red Oak
is very vigorous, as is Dark Silk.
Walker Ferguson (CA). Some of us met at Bill Gunther’s on November
21 to see a seedling blooming for the third time this year. The seedling
is from H. Alna X Blue Acres.
Celeste Hamner (CA). The spring meeting in May 1971 was a memor¬
able event, highlighted by an all spuria show. There also was a trek to
Walker Ferguson’s spuria garden, which was in peak bloom. Here we
saw 69-5, later registered as Forty Carats. This beautiful golden yellow
large iris won the Region 15 seedling cup. Recluse was another beautiful
1971 introduction, with plum-brown shaded standards and falls of antique
gold. Other beautiful spurias included Gay Garb, blue standards with
yellow bordered falls; Fort Ridge, attractive clear dark blue standards
with medium yellow bordered blue falls, ruffled and with good bud place¬
ment; Imperial Bronze, a lovely golden bronze self of good form. Marilyn
Holloway is a very much improved Highline Lavender, with the same
lovely Lavender blue color, with extra width and ruffling. Eagle also
was very beautiful, near orange, more a golden bronze.
Jerry Rutledge (MN) has produced large amounts of spuria seed in
this far northern state. His plants are growing well under lights, having
germinated after heavy late summer rains.
International News
Yasuo Takenchi, Japan, exposes iris seeds to alternate two-week periods
of freezing and cold, and then plants them in cold frames in October.
Annamarie Wurzburger, Austria, reports TB iris bloom, occurs around
May 15. Her garden is the only one in the area featuring American irises.
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Japanese
Eugene Wagner (OH). Japanese iris season was poor, due to weather
and, I do believe, wood chips. The irises were retarded in growth and very
chlorotic. Two weeks after treatment with wetted sulphur the plants
looked the same. The stalks that bloomed were only two feet tall, the
shortest I’ve ever had on established plants. Apparently the wood chips
tied up the nitrogen in the soil. Only after two applications of 10-6-4
pellet fertilizer did they snap out of it. The best were Numazu, Happy
Awakening, Swirling Beauty, Cobra Dancer, Ivory Mantle and Snowy
Hills.

Bob Swearengen dug up dying clumps, put them in a dilute antibiotic
solution, and got them to grow again. More attention should be paid by
judges to Japanese irises in areas other than those on the West Coast,
where judges are very enthusiastic.
Eleanor Westmeyer (CT). A dry spring seemed to hold growth to a
standstill. My bloom was the poorest in years. I was embarrassed when a
Time-Life Books representative called to arrange an appointment to photo¬
graph Japanese iris for a new flower encyclopedia book series. They
worked two hours and shot about thirty rolls of Kodachrome II.
Bee Warburton (MA). I agree that not dividing is the reason why
Japanese iris die. The old rhizome seems to die down and form a mass
through which new roots have trouble penetrating. I am troubled by the
insects in the apogon buds. Insects also infect the flowers, riddling and
destroying them. I cannot seem to find anything to cure it. They prefer
the blue shades.
Art Hazzard (MI). We have had more chlorosis when we used sawdust.
June bug larvae are a nuisance here. They do not always kill the plants,
but they do have a stunted appearance. . . . For some years I have sold
plants in full bloom and they completed the season in the new location.
This is practiced in Japan. ... I like to make my late divisions with soil
on the roots. It saves mulching and avoids loss.
W. E. Ouweneel (IN). I fertilize heavily during the year with a home
made solution. I add a fistful of 5-20-20 to gallon jugs of rain water,
and shake them once a week. I believe this fertilizer gives quicker re¬
sults than solid fertilizer. . . . Arlie Payne thought his Immaculate
Glitter was one of the best he produced. Mr. Shu called it a break¬
through.
Frank Foley (IA). Numazu, Sun Hat, Knight in Armour, Sea Crest,
Royal Crown and Good Omen were all excellent this year. The Midwest
is really a good place to check stamina for irises. Mrs. Vay Sargo (AK).
A small bean beetle has chewed my blooms to rags. Bonnie Bowers (CA)
prepares beds for Japanese iris with sulphur, leaf mold, redwood humus
and cottonseed meal.
Species and Natives
Mrs. Stayton Nunn (Tx). I am having real trouble with pill bugs eating
Louisiana rhizomes. In deference to the birds I have used no poisons in a
long time. . . . The storms Edith and Fern brought torrential rains.
Lorena Reid (WA). The species plantings at Salem and Canby con¬
tinued to look good in November. They were large clumps. There will
be many types of irises that will interest conventioneers next spring, in51

eluding large clumps of I. cristata and I. tenui. I. milesii has grown into a
fine clump in the Canby garden and should bloom next spring. The Calsibes have formed nice clumps and some may be blooming at convention
time if the season is advanced enough.
Lorena Reid got 22 divisions from a clump of I. unguicularis. Nada, an
evansia hybrid, showed bloomstalks in November.
Bill Gunther (CA). Iris spuria maratima has been one glorious spectacle
for the past few weeks (May ’71). A clump with bloomstalks two feet
high and an estimated 75 blooms of true lavender. The bloom size was
about IV2 times that of I. graminea or I. sintinessii, yet very similar in
shape and form. Each stalk produces four to six blossoms. I. halophila
was in bloom for its first season. The three clumps are pale yellow. The
seed was purchased from the AIS seed exchange in 1969. I. bulleyana took
a blue ribbon in January 1971 at the Southern California show. The
same clump took a second in a March show at Los Angeles, and another
stalk was open as this was written. I. delavayi took a blue ribbon in a
March show. I. ensata in various forms has been blooming from March to
May. One form of I. laevigata is a large white with enough substance to
hold a definite shape. It is similar to Caesar’s Brother, but the size of
the flower is most comparable to I. ochraleuca, with better substance and
tailoring. I. foetidissima bloomed. It does better in a shady, not too moist,
spot.
Wm. Austin (NC) has finished a lily pond with floodlights and under¬
water lighting. The pond is surrounded by Siberian and Japanese irises
that were moved while in bloom. The clumps kept right on blooming.
The Louisianas didn’t bloom because of much borer damage. I started
using Cygon with apparent success. Warning: Cygon defoliates burfordi,
holly, some azaleas and chrysanthemums. Systox is bad for hemerocallis.
I. cristata is very common in the mountains here.
Jean Witt (WA). Siberians were terrific this past year; the species
bloomed in nearly all iris colors. Two new rows of I. forrestii were yellow
with black markings. Their bloom coincided with I. kaempferi and I.
delvayii. The Cal-sibes bloomed the best yet. One with rose buff stan¬
dards and reddish falls had velvety brown “eyes” and wide ruffled form.
Registered Cal-sibes include Summerland (golden yellow), Pansy Eyes
(a reddish one) and Pacific Waves (lavender with a salmon signal). I
crossed I. setosa with some garden Siberians. Some pods have formed.
Lorena Reid has found a lot of variation in I. psuedocorus. Clones col¬
lected around Spokane have dark markings in the signal area of the falls.
A clone from New York has two to three branches and blooms well above
the foliage. There is an ivory-buff type which turns white after opening.
Edith Cleaves (CA) reports that I. munzii is growing well on a plant at
least eight years old.
Siberians
Reuben Smith has a ten-inch Siberian seedling. It is very dark violet.

SHOW CHAIRMEN
1971 Color Classification—60* each
Lots of 10 or more—50* each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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Thomas Ford, Editor

Articles, features and photographs for, by or about irisarians under 19 will
be published in this section. Please send your contribution to Youth Views
Editor, Mr. Thomas Ford, 12627 Oxon Road, Herndon, Virginia 22070.

KEVIN VAUGHN
One of Region One’s hardest-working
irisarians, Kevin Vaughn, will graduate
from high school this year, and we will
miss him while he is away studying, as he
now plans, to be a psycho-geneticist. Be¬
sides his iris interests, Kevin has played
the oboe and Eb clarinet in his school band
for four years, and this year was recom¬
mended for All-State Band. He is Presi¬
dent of the Honor Society, and a four-year
delegate to the State Model Congress, where
this year he will sponsor a bill to ban food
additives. He has been breeding Semper vivums since 1965 and has named 21.
Miss Perky, is an amoena miniature dwarf,
but he specializes principally in Siberians and MTB. He has recently
added a collection of Louisiana irises. He has established a Siberian
Display Garden, and in 1971 directed an excellent judges’ training session
for the region, in table irises. In 1970 and 1971 he arranged for the first
ever auctions of apogon irises, with morning program and picnic lunch,
and served with aplomb as auctioneer.
Kevin’s younger brother, Steven, is also an accomplished and knowl¬
edgeable irisarian who shares Kevin’s interest particularly in the Louisi¬
ana irises and in lace factors in tall beardeds. Steve is in the seventh grade
and plays the French Horn.
ANN DASCH SAYS . . .
IN APRIL, garden action has really turned on. Certainly, the old
leaves and winter debris should have already been bagged (gift wrapped?)
for the garbage collector. Many experts say to cut—not rip—off old leaves,
since an even wound heals better. And such efforts, by the way, are not
just turning-in-Mr.-Clean, but a practical way to zapp last year’s left¬
over diseases and insect eggs. Let’s hope that you’ve done this and face
an immaculate iris patch, watching early buds unfurl at Ma Nature’s
whistle.
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IF YOU ARE WONDERING about using
insecticides and fertilizers today, we suggest
that you rap with the best irisarians in your
own area. Their experienced advice can save
you time and budget. Another bit of advice
... if you don’t already have a free copy of
“Growing and Hybridizing Bearded Irises,”
drop a postcard to Ann Dasch (Address under
Youth Committee in the front of this maga¬
zine.)
YOU PROBABLY KNOW that hybridizing
is the now thing for irisarians. It usually takes
more than luck to produce a real winner. Have a goal in mind before
you dab the pollen (a green iris with a black beard, good grief!) and
consider the family trees of your proposed iris parents. This info can be
found in Iris Check Lists of registrations and introductions, in some iris
catalogues, and sometimes with the help of knowledgeable adult irisarians.
THINK before you dab! One pollen dab can mean a hundred seeds to
plant and later seedlings to care for. Will those first new blooms be
exciting to wait for ... or are you thoughtlessly over-populating your
iris patch, while a Dykes-worthy cross withers unmade? A real iris
hybridizer uses his head as well as his hands!
ANOTHER APRIL THOUGHT . . . don’t forget to send for the new
catalogues and lists advertised in the Bulletin to be really current in
your irismanship. Why not cross the bridge over the generation gap, too?
You’ll be surprised at the groovey-goings-on at the local, regional and
national meetings and conventions. And watch for your chances to
enter near-by iris shows and add to your ribbon collection. You can’t
be a winner until your enter . . . try it, you’ll like it!
The picture shows the Tomb Thumb
Junior Garden Club of Kansas City,
Missouri, watching a demonstration
of hybridization of irises by Mr.
Herman Selle in his iris garden. Mr.
Selle is the producer of Showmaster, a beautiful brown iris, and
is an iris show judge.
(Picture was sent in by
Mrs. Nellie K. Solomon
of Kansas City.)
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One of the very delightful features of the Sioux City Iris Club’s
Christmas party is the following game written by Vera Ludden and
Ethel Ricker. The words were read at normal speed, and the members
wrote on paper the names of irises they recognized. It resulted in a
quite exciting game. You also can devise easily your own game.
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It is Christmas time—the time of the annual party of the Sioux City Iris
Society. But, oh such a wintry night. However, the cheery gleam of the
bayberry candle burns brightly in the entrance hall.
Many guests are expected. The first to arrive is Debbie Rairdon. The
ermine robe she is wearing is beautiful. She came from the Kentucky hills
to Chicago to meet her Latin lover, so they might come to Sioux City
together. As they drove in their pink sleigh over the silent snow, they
heard the sound of music. It was the angel choir.
An important guest from the south is just arriving, Annabel Lee. Her
dress is of white taffeta.
Prince Indigo of royal heritage is announced. He is given a standing
ovation. He has an interest in our guest from the south, for his emissary
has been gathering information about her. He found she attended Charm
School, was worth fifty grand, and had just returned from a Hawaiian
holiday. If this interest materializes, it would be a grand alliance.
There is Esther Fay from seaside on the west coast. Her gown is blue
chiffon over blue petticoats. Her ring is a blue sapphire. Her escort is
the royal Egyptian. We have been told he gave her as a gift his royal
tapestry.
Irene Neece is a golden sensation in her saffron robe.
There is saucy Sue with a scarlet ribbon in her hair, gaily clad in royal
gold and tawny mink, and gypsy rings on her fingers. Laurie is there too,
in pink taffeta and a Camelot rose in her hair.
Hey, looky! There is Janni of Nob Hill, dressed in honey chiffon, and
Margarita in orchid brocade and patent leather shoes. They are with the
elegant farmer from Eagle Harbor.
Miss Dolly Dollars is a study in black, her pin of Chinese coral. She is
one of the newly rich.
The frontier marshal has just arrived. He is held in high esteem for
his record in the big league and for being a gold medal winner in the
winter Olympics.
While the guests are awaiting dinner, which is being cooked over char¬
coal, a celestial time is enjoyed. The drinks are lime fizz, October ale and
mulberry wine, served with a cinnamon tart, a gingersnap, glazed orange
cake, Dutch chocolate and buttered popcorn.
The entertainers came direct from the Beaux Arts ball at the music
hall. Jody plays his tambourine and Amigo’s guitar, while the dusky
dancer dances. Hen'ry Shaw, looking very dignified in his Tuxedo, sings
an Irish lullaby, and the war lord performs the saber dance.
The Tijuana brass is furnishing the music for the dancing Patricia Craig
and Bill Norman will lead the grand waltz. They also will dance the
light fantastic.
We heard many saying “itsa doozey” of a party. We think it’s a real
delight and a gala affair.
Ed. Note: If you are interested in checking yourself, there are 87 iris
names listed.

PORTLAND IJV MAY
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RUDOLPH 1972
(Rudolph ’72) .$30.00
No. 68-70 (Cream Taffeta X 66-60 ((64-61 x Yellow Chiffon) x (Moon
Crest x Yellow Chiffon)). Midseason. 31". A delicate tint of ivory or
cameo pink (RHS 27C). Standards cameo pink, very ruffled, domed and
framing the wide deeper cameo pink styles. Beautifully ruffled, wide
rounded falls, complemented by a light tipped deep pink beard. This iris
is another beautiful departure in pink color and form. Three branches
with eight or more buds. Heavy substance. Plant habits are excellent.
Fertile both ways. HC ’71. For picture in color, see cover two.
Carved Cameo

(Rudolph ’72) .$25.00
No. 68-40. (Cream Taffeta X 66-10 ((64-61 x Yellow Chiffon) x (63-44 x
64-30)). Midseason. 28-30". A lovely light yellow with a fine etching of
lemon on standards and falls (RHS 4C). Standards are very ruffled and
domed, well rounded, and clearly show the wide lacy styles. Flaring falls
are wide and round, with beautiful ruffling complemented by a light
tipped deep yellow beard. Four well-spaced branches with eight or more
buds. Substance and plant habits excellent. Fertile both ways. Exhibition
Certificate and HC ’71. For picture in color, see cover two.
Lemon Mist

(Rudolph ’72) .$25.00
No. 67-36 (Pink Taffeta X 61-42: (63-29 x 61-42) x (Pink Ice x 59-55)).
Midseason. 30". A clear light orchid (RHS 75C) with a white blaze in
center of the falls. Very ruffled upright standards clearly show the wide
lacy styles. Horizontal falls are wide and deeply ruffled and complemented
by a deep pink beard. A very beautiful departure in the orchid color and
form. Three well-spaced branches and terminal, wtih seven buds. Sub¬
stance and plant habits are excellent. Fertile both ways. Half sister to
Pink Sleigh.
HC ’71.
Whirling Ruffles

Whirling Ruffles
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Lilac Wax

Lilac Wax (Rudolph ’72). .$25.00

No. 67-42 (65-50 x Pink Taffeta).
Mid-season. 29". Lilac self (RHS
69D) with a deeper lilac streak the
length of the falls. Standards are
well formed and domed. The flaring
falls are nicely ruffled, with a line of
deeper lilac color running the length
of the falls. Bright red beard. Very
heavy substance, finish and texture.
Three branches and terminal, with
six buds. Plant habits are excellent.
Fertile both ways. Best Seedling of
Show and Exhibition Certificate ’71.
Sister to Pink Sleigh.
Blue Charmer
Blue Charmer (Rudolph ’72)

.$25.00
No. 68-49 (Ellen Manor x 63-61): Midseason. 30". Violet-blue self.
(RHS 89C). Flowers are very ruffled with perfect form and substance.
Flaring falls with blue-tipped orange beard. Three well-spaced branches
with seven buds. Very fragrant. Very vigorous plant and fertile both
ways.
Previous Introductions
Lilac Ruffles ’71. Lilac self, tangerine beard .$20.00
Orange Beauty ’71. Yellow-orange, tangerine beard, HC ’69, ’70 .... 20.00
Yellow Ruffles ’71. Lemon yellow. 20.00
Pink Sleigh ’70. Blue-pink. Red beard. HC ’68. HM ’71 . 20.00

Salmon Dream ’70. Salmon pink, salmon pink beard. HC ’68 . 20.00
Yellow Chiffon ’70. Canary yellow. HC ’64, ’68. HM ’71 .
Cream Taffeta ’70. Light cream. HC ’68, ’69. HM ’71 .
Orchid Tapesty ’70. Medium orchid .
Pink Ballet ’69. Blue pink, pink beard. HC ’68. HM ’70 .

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
Lilac Flare ’69. Clear Lilac. HC ’68. HM ’70 . 10.00
Dresden Frills ’69. Smooth beige pink. HC ’68. HM ’70 .
8.00
Pink Taffeta ’68. Blue pink, pink beard. President’s Cup ’70,
HM ’69, AM ’71 . 10.00
Pink Fringe ’67. Blue pink, pink beard. HC ’66, HM ’68 .
8.00
No catalog this year; Order from this ad
All prices are net. Check, draft or money order most accompany order.
NO C.O.D., please. Iris will be shipped parcel post, special handling,
prepaid, from mid-July to September 1. We ship only healthy, state
inspected plants, and true to name. If not satisfied, notify us promptly.

Nate and Thelma Mtudolph
LAKELAWN GARDENS
405 LAKELAWN BLVD.

AURORA, ILLINOIS 60506
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TELL’S GARDENS
P.O. Box 331

(Phone: area code 801 225-6145)

Orem, Utah 84057

1972 INTRODUCTIONS
Apricot Leather (Cleo Palmer) #7038. M. 30". (Gay Adventure X Glittering Amber).
Peach-apricot standards; falls same flushed deeper orange-amber at hafts.
Wide,
round, flaring falls with heavy leather-like substance. 2 branches and terminal, 5
buds. Net $25.00
Bold Beauty (Cleo Palmer) #6998. E-M. 36”. (6687: Gaylord x Melodrama) X Grey
Lace. Large, bold flowers, wide, beautifully formed, slightly ruffled. Standards domed,
chrome yellow; falls rose-wine-red; yellow beard. 2 branches and terminal; 8 buds
open over an extended period. From a distance gives the impression of being a red
and white amoena, and should be useful for breeding this color class. STUNNING.
.. Net $25.00
Button Stitched (Muhlestein) #230. ML. 30". (231: Loomis ‘‘Elf Plic,” a Wm. Mohr
sdlg. x Castlerock) x Dotted Swiss)) X (109 A: New Adventure x Pink Accent) x
56-46B: Mary Randall x S. Jensen 53-1: Master Neil: Wm. Mohr x Stained Glass) x
Pink Formal)). White ground plicata precisely button stitched, both standards and
falls, with lavender-blue. Related to last year’s Hobo Party. Fascinating since it
carries Wm. Mohr and Pink Formal each twice. Could produce tangerine bearded
plicatas, and BB seedlings. Net $15.00
Cloud Carnival (Tolman) ML. 38”. (Ever and Ever X Whole Cloth). Large, heavily
substanced globular flowers, ruffled, falls flared and lightly laced. White standards;
very wide falls of orchid-violet. An amoena with real personality. #65-58-1. . Net $25.00
Ethel Helms (Muhlestein) #239. L-VL. 38". (Bon Vivant X 193: Valimar x 57-104:
First Curtain x Mary Randall)). Domed yellow standards; falls white bordered yellow,
and so wide the hafts nearly touch. Two branches and terminal, 7 buds. Has that
ultra-modern look. Fertile both ways. Named for a lovely friend who bred the
hemerocallis I release this year, and its fine parent, Gary Bee. Will close the TB
season. Net $35.00
Flamingo Lace (Tolman) #64-90-1.
EM. 36”.
((Happy Birthday x Palomino) x
(Cathedral Bells x Happy Birthday)) X ((Rosedale x Cherie) x Pink Pomp). Large
medium pink self, ruffled and laced; closed standards; semiflaring falls show prominent
tangerine beards under ruffled stylearms. HC ’71.
. Net $25.00
Gold Tracery (Cleo Palmer) #70143. M-L. 32”. 6696 (64102: (Hit Parade x ?) x Glitter¬
ing Amber) X Madeira Lace. White standards veined and suffused yellow; falls white
bordered and veined bright yellow. Accent on width and form. 2 branches and termi¬
nal with 7 buds. Net $20.00
Lavender Majesty
(Cleo Palmer) #6648. EM. 36”. (Silver Chalice X Violet Har¬
mony). Wide, ruffled, flaring lavender self with soft yellow beard. Comic standards;
wide, flaring falls. Has the heaviest kind of substance. A superb addition to this
color class. Heavy stalks carry two branches and terminal, with 7 buds. Pods; no
pollen; twice Snow Flurry blood.
Net $25.00
Mary’s Delight (Heisz) #71-350. M. 36". Azurite X Rococo. Stunning, ruffled white
ground plicata. Standards blue-violet stitched; falls stitched and dotted same with
a very clean center area; prominent blue-violet stylearms give the flower a striking
appearance. Three branches and terminal with many buds assure fine showstalks. Co¬
introduced with its hybridizer. HC ’71.
Net $25.00
Mystic Isle (Hooker) #7950. M. 34". (Cross Country x 4695: Celestial Snow x Grace
and Symmetry: June Meredith x Fleeta) X 7B 7, involving Dolly Varden, Hi Time,
Gloriole, Lipstick). Wide, ruffled, superbly formed wisteria violet self. Falls flaring,
wide stylearms and a beard tipped cool white. Genes here for many colors, including
tangerine-bearded blues and whites. Vigorous and healthy, but not a fast increaser.
.. . Net $25.00
Orange Concentrate (Muhlestein) #305.
M-VL. 38”.
(Golden Gene x Mayberry
M 61-21: First Curtain x Gold Lightning). The deepest coloring in orange I have
bred or seen. Flower not as clean on close inspection as I would like. Medium in
size, branching high, and has only five buds. No pollen, but pods easily. .
Net $25.00
Purple Pomp (Fothergill) #66/53. ML. 44”.
(Sdlg. involving Sable, Blue Ensign,
Bright Melody, Sulgrave, Windsor, Violet Hills) x sdlg. involving Sequatchie, Blood
Carnelian, Mexican Magic, Sulgrave, Windsor, Christabel, etc.). Royally bred. A rich
royal purple self with glowing undertones of amaranth. A tailored flower of excellent
form and medium width. When established will show 4 or more branches, and I
have counted 7 buds on the rebranched lower branch and a total of 21 flowers per
stalk. A vigorous, healthy grower, with excellent rhizones and strong purple-based
foliage. Will undoubtedly be useful to breed branching and very rich colors without
haft markings, since it is absolutely smooth. A good mate for Gala Madrid, Martel,
Lilac Rose, Caliente. Co-released with Mission Bell Gardens.
Net $25.00
Rosilla (Tams) #T 18-68. ML. 38". Cashmere X (Melodrama x Rippling Waters).
Another superb creation by the hand of the breeder of Pink Divinity and Dream
Lover, the latter being a half sister to this lovely flower. Rosilla is an exciting bicolor
with peach-pink standards nicely domed; falls rich, smooth orchid-rose, very wide,
ruffled and flaring. Heavy stalks carry three branches and terminal with nine or more
buds. Blooms over an extended period. Bright tangerine beard. Fertile both ways.
HC ’71. Net $25.00
Road from Madrid.
(Les Peterson) #LP 68-192. EM. 34”. (LP 63-55 inv. Moontide,
Bryce Canyon, Young Brave, Burmese Ruby, Chamois, China Maid, Bermuda Sand and
sdlgs. therefrom x Garnet Royal, Red Waves, Prairie Sunset, Firecracker) X Gala
Madrid. Gorgeous variegata with tan-yellow standards; falls rich mahogany-brown,
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wide, full, semiflaring, set off by a deep yellow beard. With this breeding, it had to
be outstanding, and there are color genes here for many colors. Co-introduced with
hybridizer. Net $25.00
Shadowed Cloisters (L. Brummitt) 2382/2.
ML. 36”. Starched Fabric X Gracious
Living. Creamy white standards pearl shaded when first opened; falls same with
prominent olive-chartreuse hafts. Unusual and attractive plus quality of form and
superb substance. Easy pod parent. Want to see this crossed with Focal Point and
other new “greens” as well as Apropos and Progenitor derivatives. Vigorous. Well
branched. Net $25.00
Smiles (Cleo Palmer) #70120. M. 36”. Sib to Bold Beauty. Yellow standards; white
falls with yellow rim and shoulders; yellow beard. Very wide of parts. Two branches
and terminal; 7 buds. . %. Net $20.00
Star Valley (Muhlestein) #171. EM. 32”. Gay Adventure X Rippling Waters. Named
after a beautiful valley in Idaho. A gorgeous lavender self sprinkled with “stardust.”
Rounded flaring falls; conic standards. Proving an exciting parent. One of the finest
Rippling Waters seedling I have grown. Fertile both ways. 7 to 9 buds come slowly,
so the season is extended. Not fast of increase, but healthy.Net $25.00
Warm Remembrance (M. Rogers)
# 63-L-ll. Jean Sibelius X Indiglow. Gorgeous,
ruffled, flared, wide, medium blue self, with accent on form and substance. Beard yel¬
low, tipped white. Three branches and terminal producing consistent showstalks,
with up to 13 buds. Vigorous stalk, rhizomes and foliage. Co-introduced with hy¬
bridizer. ML. 38” . Net $20.00

BORDER BEARDED
Fire Finch (Tams) # T 17-69. ML. 22”.
(Marilyn C x Glittering Amber) X Ultra¬
poise. Wide, ruffled, fluted, blended orange self with wide, heavy tangerine beard.
Flower is in proportion to stalk. Clean and lively. HC ’71. Net $20.00
Golden Curls
(Muhlestein) #1968-1. L-VL. 24". Bright Forecast X Rainbow Gold.
Wide, clean, heavily laced golden yellow self, including beard.
2 branches and
terminal, 5 buds. Another to close the season. No pollen, but will pod.Net $20.00

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED
Rose Spangles
(Cleo Palmer) # 6870. E. 18". Firecracker X Knotty Pine. Yellow
standards flushed and dotted red-violet; falls yellow, stitched and dotted red-violet,
lighter area in center; yellow beard. 1 branch and terminal, 4 buds. Easy pod
parent. Net $5.00
Wisteria Sachet (Cleo Palmer) # 6864. E. 18”. Dotted Swiss X Knotty Pine. Cupped
standards; round, horizontally flaring falls; a wisteria self with hafts lightly brushed
amber; beard orange, tipped lavender. 5 buds average. No pollen; pods some.
. Net $10.00

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED
Blue Jadette
(Cleo Palmer) # 6947, EE, 14”.
(6612: Cloud Castle x Sulina) X
(66-11 ((64-31: Blue Sapphire x Pierre Menard) x Sulina)). Standards pearled light
blue; falls same strongly flushed downward chartreuse to olive; yellow beard. 1
branch, 3 to 5 buds, pods easily, and a good parent. Net $10.00

ARILBRED
Etched Beauty (D. Foster) # 67-16-1. EM. 28”. Petit Point Pink X self. Standards
light orchid, rose-violet, veined; falls orchid with overall dottings of red-violet, la]/ge
rose stylearms; red-violet signal. Ordinarily no pollen; pods easily. Co-introduced with
the hybridizer. Net $20.00
Green Mosaic (Cleo Palmer) # 69140.
EM. 34”. Snow Goddess X Kalifa Gulnare.
The finest “GREEN AMOENA” I have seen. Standards white; falls chartreuse; light
bronze beard. Two branches and terminal, 5 buds. Falls very wide, round and
horizontal.
Net $25.00
Haymaker (Cleo Palmer) # 0 20. E. 22”.
(Cherie x Sulina) X Inman Salah. Rich,
smoldering red-violet self, with an intensified spot area of deeper violet; yellow beard.
Wide, full, rounded flower. A lovely arilbred median. Net $15.00

SPURIA
(Muhlestein) ME. 40”. Two Opals X Monteagle, a sib to Fluted Opal.
Ruffled and fluted chartreuse-yellow self. Not large, but very personable; nothV1 C.™^
Char-True

HEMEROC ALEIS
Fannie Stadler (Helms) # H S 67-1-1. ML. 36". Dorm. (Gary Bee X Fleeta). Words
cannot adequately describe this beautiful large red hemerocallis. It s actually ainch
blending of red shades, which give it added lustre and life
Paul
Dictionary of
Color,” plate 5, charts it between 1-6 (Gypsy Red) and J-6 (^?r^ardHC^i^+or})
velvety L-5 (Cardinal) and L-9 (lighter) red border Some ruffling and slight twisting
of the sepals and petals give it a beautiful and strong personality. Fannie Stadler,
deceased, was a warm personal friend of both the hybridizer and myself
A diploid
that resembles the most modern tetraploids. Many advance orders will limit- the
supply. Only strong divisions will be sold. XNex :f)Z0UU

On orders of $100.00 or more of the 1972 releases, a 25% discount is offered, and you
may suggest extras you would like. We will be generous. We have a compre ens e
planting of Spurias, Siberians, Arilbreds, Medians, Rebloomers, as well as modern Tall
Bearded Irises and Hemerocallis.
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PRINCESS
PRINCESS (Gatty) L 36" Ruffled Valentine X Rippling Waters.
Royalty in pastel pink, paling to pinkish cream in the falls. Tangerineorange beard tipped white. All petal parts waved, frilled, and edged
with fine lace. Three branches plus terminal, seven buds. Delicate
looking, but with plenty of substance to stand up to the late-season
heat. HC ’71.$25.00
WATERSCAPE (Keppel) L 36" Babbling Brook X Skywatch.
The over-all effect is that of a light to medium chicory blue self. Close
inspection shows the blue to be mauve-toned, shot with minute
blue—almost turquoise—veining. Near-white beard. An expansive flower
with very ruffled parts. Standards touching, falls lightly arched. Mod¬
erate branching and bud count, as per its parents.$25.00
SOFT TOUCH (Keppel) E 36" Ballyhoo sib X Montage.
A soft and subtle pastel affair. Standards cream with just the faintest
flush of pale lavender when first open. Falls white, with a uniform %"
nearly solid border of soft lavender blue plicata marking. White beard
tipped yellow, touch of tan at the hafts. Standards touch, falls flare.
Three or four branches plus terminal, lots of buds. Best seedling in
Sacramento show, 1971. EC and HC ’71. Stock limited.$25.00
MONTAGE (Keppel) EML 34" ((Gene Wild x Majorette) x Rococo) X
Mexicali sib.
Smoky buff standards, faintly blended lavender. White falls with a wide
solid plicata border of greyed lavender to plum. Swirled standards,
strongly flaring falls, ruffled. Medium size, with branching and buds to ‘
spare. BUT—it under-increases and over-blooms. Sold out for ’72,
reservations being taken for’73. HC’70. It was .$25.00

Keith Keppel
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WATERSCAPE

SOFT TOUCH

QUIETUDE (Keppel) E 34" Epic X Brook Song.
A tranquil light chicory blue, deeper at base of standards. Slightly paler
falls have a milky “washed” effect. Petal parts gently waved; beard light
blue. Three branches plus terminal, eight buds. Given limited distribu¬
tion last year under number 65-34A.$20.00
PROSPERITY (Keppel) EM 36" (Glittering Gold x (Spellbound x El
Paso)) X ((Russet Wings x Tom Tom) x Moon River).
Plant this gold and enrich your garden! Standards lightly swirled,
touching; ruffled falls strongly flared. Deep goldenrod color with a
suede-like finish on the falls. Heavy well-branched stalks, usually three
branches, side spur and terminal; multiple buds
$15.00
VAMP (Gatty) Intermediate. 24" Dainty Royal X Martel.
A real charmer done in rich burgundy tones with lighter falls and a
maroon fall spot. Beard violet, tipped bronze. Lightly ruffled, with
semi-flaring falls. Extremely vigorous and floriferous. EC and HC
’71.$7.50
HOORAY (Gatty) Standard Dwarf. 14". Dainty Royal X (Dainty Royal
x Golden Fair).
Butterscotch with just a tinge of green, plus a washed and veined spot
of pumpkin covering two-thirds of the falls. Lightly ruffled, with white
beards tipped yellow. One branch plus terminal, three buds. Best seed¬
ling in Sacramento show, 1970. EC ’70 and HC ’71. Hooray for this one—
it’s different! .$5.00
July-August Delivery

STOCKTON,

CALIFORNIA
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Lifetime Plastic Plant Markers
LIFETIME MARKERS are used by both amateur gardeners and commer¬
cial growers as an attractive, long-lasting method for identifying and
pricing plants and shrubs. Permanent, will not rot, easy to read, remains
clear and plain even if covered with soil over winter. The writing can be
removed with scouring powder or fine steel wool and the label can be used
again and again. Remains neat and clean. One of the things we like best is
the saving in time required to prepare, labels at planting time.
The Tie-on Tags are popular with those who wish to fashion their own
steel stakes from heavy wire.
Sample Assortment: 5 each of A, B-4, B, C, D, E, F and H for $1.00.
THRIFTEE MARKERS are made of lighter gauge plastic. They are
used by commercial growers, nurserymen and florists . . . wherever dur¬
able, attractive plant markers are required in quantity at a minimum price.
Sample Assortment: 100 Thriftee Markers and Snap-on Tags for $1.00.
THRIFTEE SNAP-ON TAGS eliminate the need for wires or strings.
They are snapped into place with a slight twist and stay until removed the
same way.
The 3 inch SNAP-ON TAGS are used extensively by hybridizers of
irises and daylilies. We use the square SNAP-ON TAGS in our iris and
daylily display garden. They are snapped on under the flowers for garden
visitors to see name and price.

MULTI-PURPOSE PLASTIC TAG
Ideal for labeling iris, daylilies, trees and shrubs.
Provides a lot of space for hybridizers. Makes a very
economical, permanent garden marker. Customers appre¬
ciate receiving plants labeled with a permanent marker they
can depend on.
Fashion your own stakes from heavy wire or discarded
coat hangers as illustrated.
G—5/8” x 3%". Comes with copper wires.

100—$1.50

500—$4.60

1000-$8.35

2543 38th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn. 55406
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Lifetime Plastic Plant Markers

POSTPAID PRICES IN U.S.A. EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1972
LIFETIME MARKERS
A—4V2" Vertical Stake
B-4-4" Tee Stake.
B—2" x 5" Tee Stake
C—6" Vertical Stake
D—1" x 2" Tie-on Tag, with wires . .
D-E—1" x 2V2" Tie-on Tag, with wires .
E—1" x 3" Tie-on Tag, with wires .
F—V2" x 2" Notched Tag, 'with wires .
H—2V2" x 8" Tee Stake
J—3" x 12" Tee Stake
K—AV2" x 18" Tee Stake
P—1" x 12" Vertical Stake

.

.

.

.

50
$ 1.00
1.00
1.75
1.50
. 1.40
1.50
1.65
. 1.00
3.70
6.00
10.00
4.50

100
$ 1.50
1.60
3.25
2.85
2.45
2.65
2.85
1.50
5.80
10.50
19.65
7.90

500
$ 6.25
6.50
12.75
12.00
10.80
11.50
12.25
6.25
21.60
38.50
79.50
28.00

1000
$ 9.45
9.75
22.10
19.75
17.85
19.50
21.30
9.25
38.25
68.60
146.25
46.50

All styles available in pure white. Styles D and E available only until present
supply is sold out. Styles C and D also available in spring green.
THRIFTEE MARKERS
4" x s/a" Pure White
5" x s/s" Pure White
6" x s/a" Pure White
8" X 5/g" Pure White

or
or
or
or

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring

100

200

Green . . ■ .$ 1.00
Green
1.20
1.35
Green .
Green
1.70

$ 1.75
2.15
2.45
3.00

SNAP-ON TAGS
3" x 3/4" Pure White or Spring Green
2" x 2" Pure White or Spring Green

. ■ .$

100

200

1.00

$ 1.75
2.90

1.65

500
$ 3.65
4.25
4.75

1000

$

5.85
7.00
8.00

6.00

10.00

500
$ 3.50
5.00

1000

$

5.85
8.00

WEATHERPROOF PENCILS 1 for 250, 2 for 450, 6 for $1.25

2543 38th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn. 55406
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In blemoriam
JOHN J. OHL
Dora Wall

John Joseph Ohl was born May 11, 1905. He died December 21, 1971.
John lived a quiet, modest life. He was never a public figure; he held
no regional or national offices in AIS; yet his contribution to it was so
great that one could call it never-ending.
I could compare him with the hub of a wheel from which issued many
spokes supporting the larger circle of the rim.
Or I could think of him as one who cast a pebble on a pool, causing ever
larger and smoother ripples.
Or he might be likened to one who lighted a torch from which flame
many of us lighted our own iris altars.
It is hard to evaluate the influence of a life like John’s—I would say it
is truly immense.

CAROLINE DORMON
Caroline Dormon (1888-1971), who recorded most of the history of
Louisiana irises, and who wrote many articles for the Bulletin, died on
November 22, 1971. Mary Debaillon, which she collected, was the first
winner of the Mary Swords Debaillon Award in 1948, and in subsequent
years, her Violet Ray, Saucy Minx, The Kahn and Wheelhorse won
this high award.
She was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Science for her great con¬
tributions to botany, horticulture and science, and was the first woman to
be elected to the Society of American Foresters. She was very instru¬
mental in the establishment of Kisatchie National Forest.
Her contributions to the beauty of this world were enormous.

DR. G. PERCY BROWN
Dr. G. Percy Brown, who was awarded the Hybridizers Medal, as an¬
nounced in the January Bulletin, passed away in December. We had
talked to him on the phone only a few days before, and he told of his
delight in receiving the medal.
Dr. Brown made vast contributions to reblooming irises, especially with
cold weather remontants. His list of introductions covers more than three
pages of the March 1971 Reblooming Iris Reporter.

JESSE HERD
Jesse Herd, a member of AIS and the Fort Worth Iris Society, and a
deacon in the Church of Christ at Jacksboro, Texas, died August 15, 1971.
He was a kind and gentle man, and one who loved the beauties and
pleasures of the outdoors. He and Mary Herd enjoyed their irises, and
it always was a wish of his to attend a national AIS convention, which he
did at Wichita. On August 13, he had a stroke, and on August 15 quietly
slipped away to the God whom he had served so well in this life.
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AT THE SPECIES
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Tom L. Heston

For weeks we have planned to get out into the Vernonia area again,
this time to collect for the seed exchange where we scouted best bloom
earlier in the year. We’ve been trying to get away since early July, and
have been completely in the dark as to the ripe condition of the pods we
know are there.
So finally on 21 July, we do get away; our party of four, Ron Beattie,
George Galer, Bill Berkey and myself, departed Portland for some of
the best and broadest Iris tenax in all of Oregon. We had seen some of
the finest of spot patterns and in colorings of amber, pink, lavender and
some deep shades to raspberry-rose. The first stop was at a cow pasture;
after climbing the fence, and being very careful every step, we each set
out in different points of the compass with our bags. The animals had been
lying on, and even grazing the iris to some extent; some were leveled to
the ground. However, there were so many plants growing so luxuriantly
that there was ample for both the cows and the seed exchange. Some
clumps of good size had but a single pod, while others bore up to twenty
or more. We left those on the sparse clumps that a good supply would
ensure the population for future years. Many had none at all, and it
was interesting to observe the shapes of the various pods, some huge
and bulging, others tiny with few, some distorted and misshapen with
seeds in but one or two of the three sections of the capsule; they were on
stems of a few inches to over a foot.
I was musing as I gathered, imagining the delight of the people who
would be able to raise the plants to flowering. Those who lived in un¬
favorable growing areas would be disappointed and I hoped they would
be few. Some would not have been able to duplicate the loose loamy
soil filled with the needles from the coniferous trees; the old Christmas
tree would have done it. The natural soil was the time-honored leafmould of the forest. The only water needed in gardens would be to keep
the soil just moist, never soaked. And I thought about others in other
parts of the earth gathering other species of iris for the same seed ex¬
change; I hoped someone was gathering pumila in Austria, for instance,
and I knew they would be enjoying their harvest. The seed exchange
is the medium by which these bounties reach the gardeners, those from
all ends of the earth.
Having heard of another party being driven out of an iris pasture by
a bull, I was keeping a wary eye. What if two bulls charged at the same
time? I’d not be able to hide behind a tree without exposing myself to
one or the other, charging like an express freight with a full head of
steam. With this, I began a faster harvest, and soon had the bag full; I
estimated about a pound and a half of booty, and headed back for the
fence, still watchful. Back at the car, two other pickers had already
returned with similar loads and were already on the second bag, and
then I realized that my concern for the bull had probably slowed me down
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and said nothing to them about it! Ron had found an Iris tenax in full
flower, just as if this were its normal blooming season! The flowers were a
light pink, and I now wonder why we did not dig a little bit of it to
find if it would do this every year.
We then moved on to another area, this not a pasture, and here with¬
out the cows to remove other growth, the iris were nearly hidden in the
ferns and other overtopping growth. There had been few flowers and
there were few pods. We observed that in the shade this iris was
weakened and spent most of its energies vegetating and just keeping
alive. When this competition is removed, the iris forms normal clumps,
flowers and seeds heavily. This explains why some areas which will not
appear to have irises; suddenly after being logged off, will produce pro¬
fusions of iris in big clumps; they have been there, barely alive in their
starvation for the sun.
From another area, we remembered the deep lavender-blue and reddish
purple and began a down-hill direction, away from the sun, on a west¬
facing slope. The light was such that the pods were not easily visible,
and then I noted (in checking over my shoulder for bulls) that looking
upwards they were easily to be seen, so we walked to the bottom and
gathered seed upwards, as we crisscrossed the area as one does when
mowing the lawn. The pods were mostly a light brown and beginning
to open; it was the perfect harvest time, only a few tightly closed, watery
and green still. We kept the seed lots marked because of the differences
of dominant color.
In the distance (of my mind?) I could hear cow-bells, and was wonder¬
ing if I could possibly, if need be, break the world’s up-hill running
broadjump to the safety of the roadside. In looking back to the pleasant
and rewarding day of harvest, I am a little regretful at not sighting a
single bull! I now learn this is the area of this year’s field trip. Have fun!

At the Species Level
LeRoy Davidson

Due to illnesses and accidents befalling nearly every member of the
“key personnel” of your committee for species, several delays have beset
our work and some changes are necessitated. Seed exchange activities have
been transferred temporarily to the capable hands of some of the Seattle
area members. Seed should be sent to, and seed-lists requested from:
IRIS SPECIES, 16516—25th Ave. NE, SEATTLE, WASH. 98155.
Publication of the Species Study Manual is now set for midwinter, or
before the next burst of bloom in the iris garden. The first section will
constitute a broad introduction, and subsequent portions are expected to
detail every one of the species of the genus, from both botanical and
horticultural angles. Part one will include a complete listing of the species
of Iris, with their synonymous names included and explained. This should
be of wide use in itself to show committeemen, both in writing show
schedules and in staging classes. But it should prove of particular worth
to the judge who may be faced with the possibility of disqualifying a
suspected misnomer in a class he is to evaluate.
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An Oregon Iris Trek
One year when Jean and Wally Stevens had come from down under
to attend an AIS meeting, Jean declared that certainly the highlight of
that meeting, and one of the great experiences in her life as a plantsman
and iris breeder, had been seeing irises growing in the wild. We of the
northern hemisphere are inclined to take them for granted, as there are
so many of them in so many different places. Dr. Lenz and Bill Schortman
had arranged a short drive northwards from Los Angeles into the portion
of the southern Sierra Nevada foothills where Iris munzii was known.
It was Jean who had pointed out to most of us the very blue quality of
this species, for, over several generations of seedlings, she had isolated
those bluest ones to constitute a strain of the clearest blue beardless she
had ever seen. Thus it was a special thrill to be able to see the plant as
Nature put it on earth and to compare her own to the original, growing
half a world away.
This spring in conjunction with the Oregon meetings, there will be
opportunity for one and all to participate in such an iris-hunt in the
wild. A day-trip by chartered bus will leave convention headquarters
to visit scenic places where iris grow, from mountain to seacoast—and
Oregon’s coast has no peer for sheer beauty anyplace. Depending on how
Nature runs her part of the show, there will be opportunity to see as
many as five Iris species, and many color forms of most, for only one
of the five (I. bracteata) is color stable, the others delightfully variable
in both yellow and purple and all variants thereof (Ii. tenax, chrysophylla,
douglasiana and innominata). Two other species are known to Oregon,
but they will not be found in proximity to the area mapped out for
exploration, but some member or other will be glad to show them to any¬
one who wishes to see them in their natural circumstances. (Ii. missouriensis and tenuis).
Our Own American Species
Although the field trip to see iris growing as nature disposed them is
expected to attract many enthusing irisarians, don’t be disheartened if it
cannot be fitted into your spring schedule for 1972. The planning com¬
mittee has established two—not one, but two—extensive collections of
“American Wild Iris” for your admiration and study. Although there
are no bearded species native to the New World, Nature did endow our
shores and mountains with a profusion of the beardless sorts, which grow
in most of the states of the USA, up to Alaska, and in several of the
Canadian border provinces. There will be representatives of all these
species in the plantings at the Tompkins and Schreiner gardens, including
the Pacific Coast or Californicae group of ten species, missouriensis of the
Longipetalae group, this from arid, intermountain western states, versicolor
and virginica from the broad Mississippi Valley, the Louisiana or
Hexagonae species of the southeast, verna and cristata from eastern
highlands, prismatica from northeastern meadowlands, Alaskan setosa and
its related variety canadansis from eastern Canada, and three very rare
ones but seldom seen in the wild and little known in cultivation; tridentata
from the central east coast, lacustris from the Great Lakes perimeter, and
tenuis from Oregon.
Surprising, isn’t it, how many different wild irises we have on our
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continent, a total of at least twenty-five species.
before your eyes in Oregon this May. Be there!

Most will be flowering

The Committee for Species of the American Iris Society is devoted to the cultivation
and study of the lesser known members of the genus, particularly to any iris or near¬
iris as it may be found naturally. Membership entitles you to the publications, which
include a newsletter SIGNA, published twice yearly, and to the SPECIES STUDY
MANUAL, yet in preparation, but due for a debut- this winter. The membership is 3
years for five dollars, sent to E. FREEMAN YENDALL, 24 IRVING TERRACE,
KENMORE, N.Y. 14217. This organization operates the seed exchange, for the benefit of
all AIS members.

ATTENTION: PACIFIC COAST IRISES HYBRIDIZERS
Some time during the 1972 convention a meeting will be called to discuss an awards
system for the Pacific Coast native irises and their hybrids.

Watch the bulletin board

for the announcement.

SPECIES IRIS SEED EXCHANGE
The Species Iris Study Group
and 1971 species seeds available
ceive our current list send a
envelope to Mrs. J. A. Witt, 16516

still has a large selection of 1970
through its seed exchange. To re¬
large size self-addressed stamped
25th NE, Seattle, Washington 98155.

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED

PALE CLOUD (Keppel '69)
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EARLY EDITION (Keppel 70)

Regional Test Garden Program
Robert Minnick

The Regional Test Garden program continues to grow, both in strength
and number of gardens. This is a solid program and one which any
hybridizer who cares to participate has an equal opportunity to receive
RTG votes for his seedling. He also can evaluate his own hybridizing
efforts and many appreciate comments given by the judges.
It is noted that many of the Regional Test Gardens have set guest
seedlings under code that have been received from outside their own
region. This is not an advantage to the hybridizer as seedlings of this
status cannot receive RTG votes, nor can they be voted on by the judges
for an HC since they would not be identified by hybridizer name or
seedling number.
Any hybridizer who has sent seedlings to a Regional Test Garden out
of his own Region should ask the Test Garden Director in that Region
to display them with his name and seedling number.
It is recognized a Regional Test Garden is a good place for a hybridizer
to send seedlings, since many judges visit their own RTG each season.
In his own Regional Test Garden, judges would consider them for an
RTG award. In other places the same seedling might be considered for
an HC award. Both awards are equal and when the RTG and HC votes
are counted, the one carrying the greater number of votes will give the
seedling award either the RTG or HC.
It has long been a practice of hybridizers to send seedlings to other
growers and to gardens that will be viewed by judges. If the hybridizer
has sufficient stock, it would be to his advantage to send seedlings to his
own Regional Test Garden and out-of-region gardens, for display, pref¬
erably to a Test Garden location. This is where they will be seen by the
judges of other Regions, so again, it is stressed to get your seedling
number and name on your seedlings sent out of your Region, as they
cannot receive either RTG or HC votes unless this is done.

From tUc Editors Desk
We have received from several sources glowing acounts of Louise
Bellagamba’s new orange Count Down. From the reports, it seems to be
a comer. Jim Morris reports it as a very superior iris, with excellent
clarity of color, modified candelabra branching, and with a bud count of
nine to eleven for each stalk. It always thrills us when new hybridizers
achieve success.
Some word should be said of the major accomplishments of Bill Bledsoe
as president. He operated as president during a period of pending change,
always a difficult one in the life of any organization, and he kept his
“cool,” quietly and steadily working toward the goal he wanted AIS to
arrive at. His unquestioned loyalty to the goals he sought to achieve for
AIS, his steady pursuit toward those goals, and his insistence on looking
at all sides of every question before a decision was made, marked him as a
great president, and all AIS owes to him a vote of fervent thanks.
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And a word should be said of the great contributions of Tom Jacoby. At
one time an editor of the Bulletin, he later agreed to serve a term on the
Board of Directors. He refused renomination, to the regret of those who
valued his sage counsel. Tom is busy with the Empire State Newsletter,
and with a project very dear to him, the Oakfield Library. From all of us
who are fortunate enough to know you, Tom, the very best.

Thomas 369-3.

Entrance to San Diego Iris Show, celebrating
200th anniversary of San Diego.
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Glenn F. Hanson

As this is written a typical Minnesota winter is still very much with us.
But spring will come, and some day when the air is still very nippy we
will be outside raking leaves, removing the last of winter debris from
the gardens, and doing other annual spring chores. Up on the hill by the
house some of the spring bulbs will be in bloom. The height of the TB
season will still be a good six weeks away. And then out in the iris
plantings we will spot some patches of color, and we will know that our
dwarf irises have begun to do their thing again.
There will be the dark blue-violet Sulina and the medium yellow
Carpathia, both grown by Schreiner from seed collected in the lower
Danube region. There will be the deeper yellow Sun Sparkle which
emerged from a self-cross of Carpathia. And there will be a very red
effect from a clump of Garnet Gleam. You have to get close to it to
remember that there are no true reds in the genus Iris, and it’s really a
red-violet. All of them will be so explosive with bloom as to almost hide
the leaves, because the pumila type dwarfs usually put out several bloom
stalks from one rhizome.
This will usher in another iris season, and we will have some kind of
an iris in bloom for a long time to come, because we can’t pe content
with the relatively brief TB season. To many of our garden visitors a
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“dwarf” is synonymous with the venerable Atroviolacea, an ancient col¬
lected natural hybrid in violet-purple which had a place in our grand¬
mothers’ gardens and still has a place in ours. But we are often surprised
when even seasoned irisarians express amazement at the great variety
of colors, forms and sizes displayed by our collection of dwarfs. Perhaps
this is because they haven’t been aggressively promoted by the com¬
mercial growers, and perhaps the reason for that is their relatively low
unit price. Be that as it may, we beat the drums and preach the gospel
of the dwarfs because we want other iris lovers to enjoy the extended
season that has become a way of life for us.
At this point it seems appropriate to decide what constitutes a “dwarf.”
Under AIS classification standards there are two groups, the “miniatures”
and the “standards.” The miniature dwarfs are the smallest, up to 10
inches, and the earliest to bloom. The standard dwarfs, sometimes called
lilliputs, range up to 15 inches, with larger flowers and a later bloom
season, overlapping the late miniatures and the early intermediates. Of
course, heights will vary with locations and soil conditions, so the proper
classification must also be dependent on ancestry and time of bloom. I
am sure we put too much emphasis on height when we decide on our
classifications. For example, the old miniature Fior Del Mondo often
grows to 15 inches for us, while some of the standards stay under 10
inches.
Most of the miniatures are derived from I. pumila in its various forms,
I. arenaria, I. chamaeiris, and other low growing species. Most of the
early miniature dwarfs were hybrids from I. chamaeiris, but many pro¬
duced flowers entirely too large to be in proportion to the small plants.
We are now more aware of the importance of proportions, but some of
these early hybrids appear in the ancestry of modern varieties. I. pumila
is native to southern Europe. It appears in many variations of color and
form, and is probably the backbone of modern miniature hybridizing. It
puts up single, unbranched flowers, but usually several out of a single
rhizome. What appears to be its stem is really an elongated spathe, as
the seed pods form right on the ground. I. arenaria is actually an aril,
but its hybrids don’t seem to know it. They tolerate the same garden
treatment as other irises, displaying the proportionately small flowers
of the miniature dwarfs, with the added advantage of some branching.
The standard dwarfs are mostly derived from crosses between the
miniatures and the tall beardeds. They fill in what would otherwise be a
gap in the bloom season. Their bloom is later, their flowers are larger, and
their foliage is proportionately less delicate. These crosses require the
hybridizer to collect pollen from the miniatures and preserve it until there
is a TB available to receive it, and you just don’t know what’s going to
happen when -you start mixing up miniatures and TBs. For example,
David Sindt put pollen from Sulina on Inca Chief. The resulting seedlings
were unbelievable in their variations, and it has been our privilege to
introduce five of them: Mystic Midnight, a dark violet; Gypsy Flirt, a
copper toned deep rose; Parchment Plum, a combination of tan standards
and plum-violet falls; Sparkling Cloud, a strange silvery gray effect; and
Tiger Blaze, a brilliant variegata with yellow standards and deep brown
falls. All came out of the same pod.
But back to practicalities. Aside from the fact that they literally cover
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themselves with bloom, our beloved dwarfs have other admirable at¬
tributes. After they are out of bloom, the miniatures with their rapid
increase and dense foliage provide an ideal edging for borders. The
standard dwarfs a bit further back in the border provide an admirable
foil for low growing annuals. Both types seem less susceptible to the
insect and fungus pests that beset everyone’s tall iris plantings. We
seldom find borers or leaf spot in the dwarfs, and scorch is a rarity. They
are more tolerant of our severe winters, and it is rare for us to find a
case of winter damage, soft rot or botrytis when we uncover in the
spring. We don’t give them any special cultural privileges, although the
shallow roots and rapid increase of the miniatures would indicate that
they would profit by more frequent applications of fertilizer and by more
watering in dry periods. We divide frequently to keep up the size and
quality of our rhizomes, but we have seen plantings left undisturbed for
10 years and still producing good bloom.

INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1972
Gracious X Allegiance). Large
lightly ruffled pansy purple of thick heavy substance and smooth lacquer
finish. The standards are closed and the falls are wide and flaring. Three
branches and plenty of buds. Lemon beard tipped purple. Strong grower.
36".$25.00
Circuit

Rider—136-67—(Goodness'

(Bright Cloud X Miss Indiana). A grand
new iris that has been very popular with the garden visitors. The large
flowers are lightly ruffled and are well formed. The closed standards are
blue-white and the broad falls are dark violet, lighter at the center. Blue
beard with white tip. Two and three branches. 32".$20.00
Ethereal

Beauty—161-65

X Olympic
Torch). A smooth bright Indian yellow self
that out glows anything in the garden. Large
nicely ruffled flowers of extra heavy substance
that does not burn nor fade under any adverse
conditions. Burnt orange beard, well branched
and good bud count. 36".$25.00
High

Bid—79-67J—(Palisades

Steppin’ Hi—86-69

(Memphis Lass x Rococo)
X Lucy Lee. A lusty growing plicata of ex¬
cellent form. The wide heavily substanced
H. W. Neubert and
flowers are gracefully carried on well-branched
High Bid
stalks. The standards are spectrum violet with
lighter area in center. The flaring falls are
clean white bordered with spectrum violet. Lemon beard tipped violet.
A real eye catcher. 36".$25.00
Please order from this ad as no catalogue will be issued this year.

NEUBERT’S FLOWER GARDENS
H. W. Neubert
ROUTE 6

KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37914
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AVONBANK IRIS GARDENS
DR. LLOYD ZURBRIGG
903 Tyler Ave., Radford, Ya. 24141
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INTRODUCTIONS

The intense, wonderfully sweet fragrance is only the first feature of
this lovely violet iris. Bright in hue, it flares to 7£", with excellent substance and
the straight stems are adequately branched to show off the large flowers. Standards
are tightly swirled and falls are near-horizontal with the tips still further upturned.
Above all that, however, it reblooms very freely in late September and October as
well as spring. It is a strong and vigorous grower. Sdlg. 67-26-J, sib. to Jolly
Goliath.
$25.00

Perfume Counter.

Now and Later. Here is a giant, very smooth, clean pink with apricot tones. Excellent
texture and substance, with good form, makes it stand out in the reblooming garden
and what a record! 1970: first bloom in May; rebloom each month except June and
August. 1971: every month from May to November except June, and this after
being lined out! Excellent growth and foliage, and lots of fertile pollen. The stems
are strong but high-branched. Sdlg. 68-37 (Lorna Lynn X Summer Pink)
$25.00
A brand new color combination, soft and voluptuous. The flower is
basically white with the violet-blue border on the falls, and a little sunburst of
yellow at the base of the standards and the haft of the falls. The beard is white.
Excellent form and substance! Stems are 32" with adequate branching. Nonremontant. Sdlg. 68-19-HS (Fuji’s Mantle X Easter Glory)
$25.00

Winter Garden.

1971

INTRODUCTIONS
Mate.
Huge ‘neglecta,’ ruffled, well-branched.
Fertile pollen. Rebloomed last week of Sept, and Oct.
(Purple Duet X Sunset Blues)
$15.00

Goliath’s

Largest seedling of Northern Spy and just as good
a grower and rebloomer. Rebloom last two weeks of
Sept, and Oct.
(Northern Spy X Double Majesty)
$15.00

I Spy.

Very few available this year. Giant,
amoena of great size, substance, form and
Fertile both ways. Rebloom first week of Oct.
zontal falls. (Purple Duet X Sunset Blues). See
on left taken Oct. 1969.

Jolly Goliath.

clean
color.
Hori¬
photo
$20.00

Rich, smooth self of darkest violet. Reblooms
lightly a month after regular season, then in the fall.
Absolute self! (After Dark X Red Duet)
$15.00

Mood Indigo.

Jolly Goliath

Violet Supreme.

1970

Sorry.

Completely sold out!

INTRODUCTION

Party
(chosen from all that year’s introductions) Fabulous, gorgeous,
exotic, terrific. A reblooming Kilt Lilt! Very fertile each way; wonderful germina¬
tion and growth. First seedlings here this spring.
$20.00

Halloween

1969

INTRODUCTION

(chosen from that year’s list) Winner of an H.M. this year. A true border and
a foolproof rebloomer that seems very adaptable climatewise. Fertile.
Perky
plicata, with a tiny violet arrow at each beard.
$10.00

Petkin

CATALOG FEATURING REBLOOMERS AND ALL OTHER
VARIETIES UPON REQUEST.
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INTRODUCTIONS

(Henry Shaw X Skywatch). A large, striking, crisp, smooth
icy-white self. Ruffled standards are firmly held; broad falls are semiflared, crimped and ruffled. Beards are white, stalks sturdy and substance
is excellent. Night Frost has been described as being a white Sky-

Night Frost.

watch

.$25.00

((Albino x Cliffs of Dover) x (Spanish Peaks x Cloudless
Sky)) X Skywatch. A large, attractively formed, ruffled purple-violet
self. Standards are held tight; falls are wide and semiflared. Beards
are violet-tipped. Blossoms are heavily substanced and stems are
stiff .$25.00

Central Park.

(Rippling Waters X Skywatch). A huge ruffled, bold, strik¬
ing, heavily substanced mauve, lilac and violet blend. Standards are
tightly held; falls are very wide and smooth; beards are violet-tipped.

Paris Opera.

$25.00

((Champagne Music X (Irish Lullaby x Jean Ann)). A
rather new color scheme—a delicate, distinct and different shade of
blue-pink. Standards are domed and ruffled; falls are wide, ruffled and
attractively semiflared. Stems are nicely branched and sturdy ...$25.00

Mlle. Modiste.

(Rippling Waters X Skywatch). A large, husky, broad
and imposing ruffled orchid and phlox pink self, reminiscent of Paul
Cook’s Dreamcastle. Standards are tightly held and falls are exception¬
ally wide and semiflared. Beards are lemon-tipped and stalks are
sturdy .$25.00

Spring Symphony.

(Van Cliburn X Tidelands). Named in honor of the
famed Italian composer-conductor. A clear, vigorous, crisp French
silvery blue self. Noble in carriage and of giant size. The perfectly
formed blossoms are broad, ruffled and extremely smooth, and are
carried on 38-inch well branched sturdy stalks .$25.00

Maestro

Puccini.

PREVIOUS

INTRODUCTIONS

ruffled white of tremendous size. Standards are domed
and wide, semiflared falls are peppered pale citron and lemon at the
hafts .$20.00

Silent Snow.

Deep Caress.

A

Large, wide, ruffled blossoms of deep coral pink ....$20.00

Miss Dolly Dollars. Heavily substanced ruffled, broad and lavishly laced
white self flashing a tangerine beard .$20.00
Deep violet-blue standards; smooth, sooty blue-black falls.
Blossoms are broad and beards are purple-tipped .$20.00

Mascara.

CLIFF
Route #3, Baxter Road

W.

BENSON
Chesterfield, Missouri 63017
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1972 INTRODUCTIONS
(Rippling Waters X B232)

Lucy Blocher

$25.00

This iris has many fine qualities, and is different from any iris I have
seen.

It is a vigorous grower, produces beautiful “s” curved stems, and

opens three blooms at a time, nicely placed on the stalk. The flowers are
medium lavender color, very ruffled, with excellent substance which can
take heavy rains and hot sun.

The pollen parent comes from the same

line of breeding which produced Marquesan Skies and Sea of Stars. I have
named this iris for my mother. 30" tall, mid-season, eight to ten buds
per stem.
Gold Circle

(Sorcerer’s Apprentice X Sea of Stars)

$25.00

Usually the word gold in an iris name indicates some shade of yellow
or brown. The standards of this iris are a golden tan, which seem to be
brushed with gilt paint after a day in the sunshine. The falls are creamy
white, with a 3/16" border of tan when it first opens—but again, after a
day in the sunshine, the border takes on the appearance of having been
brushed on with gilt paint.

The stems are gracefully curved, open three

flowers at a time, well spaced. A specimen stalk of this iris is quite an
eye catcher.
Galena

28" tall, late mid-season, eight to ten buds per stem.

(Amethyst Flame

x

Morning Breeze) X

Sea of Stars

$25.00

This is a large iris, with extremely heavy substance. The color is magenta,
and after a day in the sunshine, the falls have a white blaze below the
beard. This has been the most weatherproof flower in my garden since it
first bloomed in 1968. The individual flowers have taken severe rainstorms,
hail, etc, and come through in excellent condition.
have torn,

Galena

When other flowers

holds up very well. 30" tall, eight buds per stem.
Previous Introductions

Louise

Watts

.$25.00

Yvonne Burt

....

Sea of Stars.

17.50

Betty

Sorcerer’s Apprentice.

17.50

Katherine Tiffany

Chim Chim Cheree

Sherrill

..

$15.00
12.50

10.00

.$7.50

All orders of $25.00 or more are sent air mail, postpaid. We also include
extras equal to the amount of your order (or more) so please let us know
what you would like. Any of our previous introductions listed above may
be used as extras.

Ann and Clarence Blocher
336 E. FOREST AVENUE
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WHEATON, ILLINOIS 60187

Introductions for 1972
Rex P. and Alta M. Brown

BROWN’S IRIS GARDEN
12624 84th Ave. NE., Kirkland, Washington 98033

(Seattle Area)

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED (Table Iris)

19". M. Wisteria blue bitone. Flaring falls are darker and have an
overall veining pattern, yellow beard. 3 branches, 10 buds. A fine addition to this
limited class. Sdlg. M 1074B-6 (Dainty Dancer X Blue Mouse)
. $5.00
Quirk. 19". EML. Standards are bright yellow; flaring rounded falls are pale yellow,
near white, overlaid with wine-red veining ending in a solid spot of wine-red at
the tip of the falls. Well branched and many buds. Unusual and different, excellent
for arrangements. M 1076-1. (Dainty Dancer x Desert Quail).$5.00

Dainty Bluebell.

INTERMEDIATES

22". M. Beautifully formed, rich golden tan with smooth overlay of
red-brown on the upper part of the broad, rounded falls: bushy beard is rich brown.
2 branches, 5 buds. M 1491-7 (Power and Glory X Cherry Garden)
.$7.50
Bright Ruffles. 22". M. A brilliant buttercup yellow with all petals laced and ruffled
Good form and substance; wide, bushy tangerine beard. M 1468-1 (Sunlit Trail X
Ultrapoise)
. $7.50
Brooklet. 20". EM. A fresh and appealing clear flax blue with ivory beard, rounded
flaring form, lightly ruffled and long lasting. M 1043-3 (TB blue sdlg. X Sky
Baby)
.$7.50
Frolic Time. 20". EM. Light orchid standards, deeper at the base; pale orchid falls with
smooth brownish citron-green haft and brownish beard. 3 branches, 7 buds. A
lovely color combination. M 1368-10 (Parentage unknown) . $7.50
Golden Frost. 22". ML. Heavily ruffled standards are bright buttercup yellow and the
broad flared and ruffled falls are yellow at the edges, blending to white at the center;
bright (orange, wide, bushy beard. Extra heavy substance. M. 1468-7 (Sunlit Trail X
Ultrapoise)
.$7.50
Ruby Chimes. 21". M. A smooth, dark red-black self with velvety finish, heavy sub¬
stance and beautiful form; beard is red-black. M 1490-5 (Jewel Tone X Cherry
Garden)
.$7.50
Apache Warrior.

STANDARD DWARFS

13". ML. Clean ruffled white standards and bright yellow falls with
a quarter inch band of white around the edges; orange beard, tipped white. M 1391B14 (from two Pinnacle type seedlings)
.$7.50
Indian Pow Wow. 13". EM. Standards are creamy tan, lighter at the edges and darker
at the midribs. Rounded flaring falls are smooth dark brown accented by a bushy
flax blue beard. M 1404-18 (M 1293-7 Snow Troll x Grace Note) X Gingebread
Man
.$7.50
Love Note. 13". Pale blue-white standards have greenish midribs; the smooth golden
brown falls are rounded and flared and the bushy beard is flax blue. A lovely color
combination. M 1404-28 (sibbling to Indian Pow Wow and Ruby Contrast)
$7.50
Olive Accent. 11". EM. A tannish citron-green with slightly darker area around the
spectrum blue beard. Lovely form, wide rounded and flaring. M 1397-5 (Sunlit Trail
x Gingerbread Man) Sib of Java Girl . $7.50
Orchid Bouquet. 12". EM. Standards are medium orchid; flaring falls are darker orchid
(amethyst) with an even border of medium orchid; beard is orchid-white. M 1355-3
(Red Heart X Red Heart sib) . $7.50
Crystal Bright.

MINIATURE DWARFS

EE. Standards are orchid with bluish midribs; falls are light orchid,
brushed with violet on each side of the light orchid beard. A pumila of good form
and lovely color. D 893-25 (Rosy Carpet X unknown) . .
$5.00
Baby Smile. 4". EE. A pumila with pale yellow standards and rich bright yellow falls,
blending to pale yelow at the edges; white beard. D 695-12 (Cute Capers x Sea
O Blue) X Sib. . $5.00
Footprint. 6". Standards are bright barium yellow; falls are dark red-brown with an
even narrow border of yellow; ivory beard. D 828-9 (Green Halo X Orchid Elf) $5.00
Mini-Gold. 6". E. Medium yellow standards and bright lemon yellow falls that blend
to lighter yellow at the edges. Pale yellow beard, orange inside. Good form and
very floriferous. D. 827-4 (Easter Holiday X D. 210-2: Wee Turque x Sulina)
$5.00
Tiny Teardrop. 4". EE. Standards are amethyst violet; falls are plum purple blending
to lighter at the edges. Lavender beard, excellent form D 776-5 (Orchid Elf X Rosy
Carpet) . $5.00
Prices are net. Gift of our choice with orders of $10.00 or more.
List of earlier introductions sent upon request.

Baby Orchid.

4".

NOTE: Sold out on KNOCKOUT last season. Price for 1972 is $10.00 net.
early. See adv. Page 13 in the April 1971 bulletin.

Order
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BROWN’S SUNNYHILL GARDENS
Rte. 3, Box 102

Milton-Freewater, Ore. 97862

INTRODUCTIONS 1972
Cindy Ellen (O. L. Brown ’72) TB. Mid. 38-40 in. Standards rounded
and well held. Mid section is pale yellow, outer %" near white. Semiflaring falls white with hafts brushed yellow; thick orange beards. Heavy
substance, loads of lace. Branching good. HC ’68 and ’71 under #6-5C48
NET $25.00

(O. L. Brown ’72), TB. Mid. 36 in. Deep butterscotch
standards are well ruffled and closed. Wide ruffled falls are rich violetpurple with a W' brown border. Yellow beards. Excellent branching and
bud count. HC ’71 under #7-23A15
NET $25.00
Dutch Master

Full Tide (O. L. Brown ’72)
TB. Mid. 38-40 in. Large, beautifully
ruffled and fluted Wisteria blue with soft blue beards. Excellent branching
and bud count. HC ’70 under #9-14E16
NET $25.00

(O. L. Brown ’72)
TB. Mid. 40 in. Domed standards
are lilac; arched falls deeper lilac with thick showy beards of Saturn red.
Flowers are ruffled; branching and bud count excellent. Sdlg. #8-lA5
NET $20.00
Holiday Show

(O. L. Brown ’72) TB. Mid. 38 in. Large, flaring, ruffled
flowers of honeysuckle. Falls brushed at hafts with reddish amber-purple,
deepening in throat. A light infusion of lavender extends across the face
of falls. Beards yellow with purple base. Sdlg. #9-13A136
NET $20.00
Many Moods

(O. L. Brown ’72) TB. M-L. 34 in. Ruffled, wide petaled
marigold orange with pink influence and deep coral beards. Excellent
branching, and high bud count. Sdlg. #9-21D10
NET $20.00
Melodian

Rally Call (O. L. Brown ’72)
TB. EM. 30 in. Much ruffled blue
amoena with sparkling white domed standards. Arched falls are medium
blue with large white center and prominent red beard. Hafts are clean;
plants vigorous. Sdlg. #9-16H7
NET $25.00

(J. H. Hoage ’72) TB. EM. 34 in. Refreshing is the word
for this lovely smooth chartreuse with green-bronze beards, nicely formed
flowers, good branching and bud count. Big attraction at the Kansas Meet
and a high ranking HC Award winner under #H66-21A in ’71 vote.
NET $25.00
Refreshing

Royal Coachman (O. L. Brown ’72)
TB. M. 42 in. Standards white;
falls green white with long, heavy, vivid red beards. Branching good.
HC ’71 under #8-lA17
NET $25.00

(O. L. Brown ’72) TB. M. 40 in. Delightful bicolor with
creamy chartreuse standards and lavender-blue falls. Beards light yellow,
blue base. Tall, well branched and vigorous. Sdlg. #9-7G16
NET $20.00
Treasure Key

For full details on these plus our complete listing
send for free catalog. WE MUST HAVE YOUR ZIP CODE.
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New for 1972
Net $25.00
(Glenn F. Corlew 1972)

Carondelet

From

THE CHERRY LANE
GARDENS
of Glenn F. Corlew
2988 Cherry Lane
Walnut Creek, California
94596

Net $25.00
(Tommy D. Graham
1972)

Karen Jane

Here is a new beauty
that is equally at home
on the show bench or in
the garden. The smooth
blue-orchid color and
soft tangerine beard take
kindly to both natural
and artificial light. Broad
and ruffled blooms are
displayed on magnifi¬
cently branched stalks.
Growth habits bring joy
to gardener’s heart. An¬
other distinguished addi¬
tion to the growing list
of Rippling Waters pro¬
geny. 34". Midseason.
Seedling #15-66-E. Rip¬
pling Waters X Roseanne. EC 1970, HC 1971.
Net $25.00
(C. Curtis Corlew II 1972)

Watchword

Dark and sultry beauty with purple
undertones and lots of class. Stan¬
dards are several shades lighter than
the sooty falls. Beard is purple at
base with each hair tipped old gold.
While not a candidate for the dark¬
est iris available, it is one that per¬
forms well in the warmer areas
where many of the newer blacks
tend to
bloom
at
intermediate
heighth. 32". Midseason. Seedling
#C2-7A. Dark Fury X Black Swan.
EC and HC 1971.

Very bright and very
elegant! The fact that it
is not at all what we en¬
visaged when making
the cross in no way less¬
ens our appreciation of
its beauty. Standards are
creamy yellow on the
outside and warm white
inside. There is an ac¬
cent of light pink at mid¬
rib and base. The falls
are the reverse, under¬
side being creamy yellow
and the face warm white
finely edged yellow. Bril¬
liant tangerine beard.
32". Midseason. Seedling
#462-7C. Carolands X
Orange Chariot.

Net $30.00
(Glenn F. Corlew 1972)

Secret Heart

Classic form presented in
the most feminine shades
of pastel orchid-pink. A
soft tangerine beard
completes the delicate
harmony. One cannot
but marvel that a flower
so fragile in appearance
can so well withstand
the adversities of the
weather. Many will re¬
member this from the
Guest Planting at Wat¬
son Park in Wichita.
Limited to one per cus¬
tomer, please. 30" Mid¬
season. Seedling #4657A Rio Rose X Fairy
Fable. HC 1971.
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t&
IRIS GARDEN
146 So. Villa St., Porterville, California 93257
TALL BEARDED
M. 36".
$25.00
This dark aconite violet rimmed plicata is well named. The contrast of
the dark border on a white ground is most outstanding, giving a black
and white appearance from a distance. It placed #3 at Florence, Italy
1971. It was also awarded the cup for best commercial variety. The
blooms are bVz" x 6". The beard is white with yellow tips.
Seedling
#44-5B.

Border Happy "72.

’71. M. 36".
$25.00
The intense ruffling of this brilliant copper toned self is a thrill to be¬
hold. It was the most sought after iris in our garden last year. The
standards are orange and the falls are orange laced with a garnet
flush. There are many 5" x 6" blossoms.

Copper Capers

’72. ML. 37".
$25.00
A deep pansy violet banded plicata on a crisp snow white ground. Both
standards and falls are broad and ruffled, having great substance. The
large blooms measure 6" x 8". The crest is deeper color, highly serrated.
The beard is bluish on the front half and orange on the back half. It
was awarded an HC 1971. Long-lasting blooms. Very popular as a
seedling #36-8A.

Going My Way

’72. M. 37".
$25.00
This vigorous growing, highly ruffled, smoky orchid plicata is a real
attention-getter. The falls are smoky orchid rimmed on a cream ground.
The standards are a blend of smoky orchid specks and veins with a
cream flushed ground. The beard is a light orange. Petals are broad and
serrated. Bloom size 5" x 6". An attention-getter. HC 1971. Seedling
#23-7B.

Smoke Rings

’72. M. 35".
$25.00
The copper and gold brilliance of this ruffled fluted and serrated plicata
is a delight to see. We have seen it even more beautiful in the autumn.
The standards are a brilliant ruffled copper shaded gold. The falls are
a light bright yellow, with a white signal patch, rimmed by the same
brilliant copper color of the standards. The speckles and stitches in
this rim is further enhanced by a fine fluting and ruffling. We have never
seen a more' brilliant plicata. The beard is an orange-yellow. Blooms
5" x 6". Seedling #83-6A.

Summer Sunshine

ML. 36".
$25.00
The name expresses quite well the color of this bright ruffled Firenze
Silver Medal winner. The color is a coral color flushed with gold,
especially at the base of the petals. The beard is orange gold. The
bloom size is 5" x 6". A self.

Sun Coral ’72.

By ordering three varieties, select another variety free.
By ordering four varieties, the two other varieties will be
sent free.
A price list on quality iris will be sent on request.
California orders: please include sales tax.
No orders will be filled after Aug. 1.

An extra bonus, not listed here,
will be included free with each order.
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FOR '72
SHINING ARMOR. Sdlg. K-903. TB. 40". M.$25.00
Thruway X Deborah Suzanne. This is a large, vigorous,
floriferous, broad and flaring, moderately ruffled white. Bloom
7" x 6". Hafts are four inches across. Nine buds. Long
season of bloom. HC 70 and 71.
HI TOP. Sdlg. 914. TB. 44". ML.$20.00
(Glamorous x Denver Mint) X Taste of Honey. Tall and vigor¬
ous. Large flower. Tan blend with lavender wash on falls.
Orange-yellow beard.
Look for SHINING ARMOR and HI TOP
at the Oregon Convention this year.

PREVIOUS INTRODUCTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE ARE:

CAPITATION (Knocke 71). Ruffled yellow

$ 5.00

DARK ALLEY (Knocke 71). Large purple. 10.00
DEBORAH SUZANNE (Knocke 71). Blue-white.
Large. Vigorous. 20.00
KISS (Knocke 71). Dainty light blue plicata. 20.00
UNEXPECTED (Knocke 71). Deep violet-purple plicata. 15.00
VIRGINIA LOUISE (Knocke ’69). Large light violet.

5.00

WITH IT (Knocke ’69). Beautiful ruffled light blue

5.00

NO LIST

FREDERICK J. KNOCKE, M.D.
P.O. BOX 13, READINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08870
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Irises from the Gardens of

JAMES E. and SEARCY S. MARSH
Our 1972 introductions will be cointroduced
with the Wild Nursery of Sarcoxie, Mo. 64862.
Tangerine Sunset (Marsh ’72). 68-1. TB. 30".

L-M. (Radiant Light X
Ultrapoise) Very ruffled medium sized flowers with semiflared falls and
closed standards. These beautiful deep orange flowers with tangerine
shadings on all edges carry a strong red beard. The color does not fade in
the sun as most oranges do. The stalk is strong and has never needed
staking. It carries three nicely spaced branches and terminal that will give
you ten flowers. It has blue-green foliage, is a good increaser, and is
fertile both ways. HC ’70.$25.00
Sail On (Marsh ’72).

69-70. TB. 34". M. (Orchid Dancer X Distant
Hills) Later bloom on the largest increase, giving long season of bloom.
Large violet-blue self flowers with closed standards and semiflaring falls.
Both standards and falls are very ruffled, with an unusual crepe like finish
over all. The inner two thirds of the beard is tangerine, the outer third
pale blue. The well-branched stalk carries ten flowers well spaced. The
stalk and plant are very strong and rugged, with clean blue-green foliage.
It is a good increaser and is fertile both ways. This is a step toward a
blue iris with a red beard. HC ’70.$25.00
FORMER INTRODUCTIONS
Laced Petticoats

(Marsh ’70)

.$20.00 net

Sun Temple and Moon Dancer (Marsh ’70).

Descriptions in our ad in
the April 1970 Bulletin. $15.00 each, two for $25.00 and three or more
rhizones, any combination, $10.00 each.
Sailor Togs and Chicago (Marsh ’69). Descriptions in our ad in the
April 1969 Bulletin. $10.00 each, two for $17.00, and three or more, any

combination, $7.00 each.
Molten Glass (Marsh ’68).

Our sensational orange border bearded iris
will be $6.00 each, two for $10.00, and three or more, $4.00 each.
Prairie Skies (Marsh ’68).
Bulletin. $5.00 each.
Sky Harbor (Marsh ’67).

Description in our ad in the April 1968

$3.00 each.

Orchid Dancer, Bright Moon, Orange Triumph, Distant Hills, Har¬
mony House, Pirate Treasure and Prairie Blaze. $2.00 each.

We give no discounts other than deduction for quantity stated above.
You may choose extras from our former introductions. We have no catalog
or list, and have no other irises for sale. We will replace losses through
any cause as long as we have available stock.
We wish to thank our customers for their fine patronage, and we shall
continue to serve them as in the past, as of our agreement with the Wild
Nursery.

MARSH GARDENS
3904 N. Ottawa Avenue
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Chicago, III. 60634

7ftet>io4e
309 Best Road South—AA
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95206

Presenting Our 1972 Introductions:
Dark Ritual

(Ben R. Hager) TB Dark red St., F. red black. . . $25.00

(Sanford Babson) TB St. yellow, F.
lavender. 25.00

Status Symbol

Djinn

(Sanford Babson) TB

A GIANT bicolor. 25.00

Chameleon

(Sanford Babson) TB In the greenish tones .... 25.00

Moonwalk

(Ben R. Hager) TB Cream and purple bicolor. . . 25.00

Sun Worshiper
Antigua

(Ben R. Hager)

(Bryce Williamson)

Ultra Echo

(Jonnye Rich)

TB Brilliant yellow.25.00
Dark brown spuria. 20.00

Reblooming Border iris.

7.50

Overtone (DuBose) IB, Swizzle (Hager) IB, Trio (Hager) IB,
Curio (Hager) MDB, Demon (Hager) Black SDB, Kitten Kapers

(Hager) SDB.All $10.00 each

Complete listing of bearded iris at
DISCOUNT PRICES: TB, Median, Dwarf,
Rebloomer, Arilbred and Novelty.
FEATURING: Spuria, Louisiana, Siberian,
Japanese, Water Iris and Dayliles.
Complete descriptions in our new
ILLUSTRATED 1972 CATALOG
250 on request
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From MISSION BELL GARDENS for 1972
JIM AND MELBA HAMBLEN
Roy, Utah 84067

TALL BEARDED
(Luihn) An IMPROVED (!)
Royal Heritage. Superb branching, bud
count.$25.00
Cosmopolitan
(Hamblen)
Antique gold
stds; blue-lavender falls, bordered yellow.
.$25.00
Flamingo Fling (Hamblen) Deep pink with
violet infusion .$25.00
Gateway
(Spence)
(Co-introduced with
Herb Spence). Cerise bearded blue-orchid
with accent on form and substance $25.00
Naive (T. Abell) Exquisite bitone. Apricot
stds flushed pink; rose falls.$25.00
Purple Pomp (Fothergill)
(Co-introduced
with Tell’s Gardens). Royal purple self
with undertones of Amaranth. Many well
placed buds.$25.00
Tipperary (Hamblen) Ruffled, well-formed
blue-violet; red-orange beard.$25.00
Contempo

MEDIANS
(C. A. Cromwell) IB Warm white with overlay of green
on falls, deepening at haft. Flaring. Heavy substance .$7.50
Canary Isle (Hamblen) SDB Creamy yellow with deeper spot and heavy
blue-violet beard. Beautiful, ruffled form.$7.50
Candy Apple (Hamblen) SDB Brighter red than its sib, Rangerette. .$7.50
Dusky Gold (Z. G. Benson) IB Gold stds; falls same with sienna overlay,
darker on shoulders, lightening at petal edges.$7.50
Kilkenny (Hamblen) IB Pale yellow stds, white falls; golden haft and
beard. Beautiful proportion and bud placement.$10.00
Little Rainbow (Z. G. Benson) IB Yellow and violet blend with deeper
violet infusion at base of standards.$7.50
Manzanita (Hamblen) BB Plum colored stds; falls violet, bordered plum.
Excellent size, branching, bud count.$10.00
Pansy Raye (Hamblen) SDB Violet bitone with deeper spot and beard.
Showy “ray” pattern radiates from haft.$7.50
Pixie Plum (Hamblen) SDB Purple-violet bitone with deeper thumbprint
and violet beard.$7.50
Small Gem (Hamblen) MDB Royal purple self, falls overlain maroon.
.$7.50
Barely Verde

For complete descriptions of above, and listing of hundreds of fine
irises, send for FREE Catalog—available early May.
MISSION BELL GARDENS
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•

2778 W 5600 So., Roy, Utah 84067

(Moldovan 72). M. 32-34" Sdlg. 69-40 (66-7B: (Henry
Shaw x Kingdom), Good Hope sib.) X Honesty). A beautiful and dif¬
ferent shade of blue. Large, very broad, semiflaring and heavily ruffled
clear light blue with silvery grey highlights. Beard lighter. Good
branching and a husky grower. Fertile both ways.$25.00
Grecian Gown (Moldovan 72). E-M. 38" Sdlg. 69-10 (64-20:
(Rococo x
Rippling Waters) x (64-21: (Full Circle x Esther Fay) X Pink Taffeta).
Unique, very large, heavily ruffled creamy pink self with lavender plicata
spots on either side of the light tangerine beard. Widely branched
stems carry many buds. Very fine! Fertile both ways.$25.00
Gypsy Fiddler (Barrere 72). EM. 34-36" Sdlg. B69-1 (Gypsy Lullaby X
Gypsy Jewels). Worthy new variegata with butterscotch-amber stan¬
dards and semiflaring falls of coppery rose-red with golden brown beards.
Clear and clean. Strong adequately branched stems. Vigorous. Fertile
either way.$25.00
Neptunes Pool (Moldovan 72). M. 36" Sdlg. 68-33 (Seven Leagues X 65-10:
(60-13B: (Regal Ruffling x Allegiance) x Sterling Silver). Take Sterling
Silver, add greater size and ruffling, then change its color to a vibrant
blue-purple with a satin finish and you have Neptunes Pool. Well
branched and vigorous. Fertile both ways. HC 1970.$25.00
Schiaparelli
(Moldovan
71). EM.
32-34"
Sdlg. 66-9 (63-4: (Fay Pk. Sdlg. from Fleeta
x Waters DP 58, from Pink Enchantment) X
63-1: (New Arrival x One Desire). My deep¬
est, clearest pink self, including the full
beard of cerise pink. Large, beautifully
formed, broad petalled blossoms are held on
well-branched stems. Easy grower and pro¬
lific. Named for the fashion designer who
was known for the color—hot pink. Very
fertile.$25.00
SCHIAPARELLI
Intermediates
Jungle Country (Moldovan 72). E. 20-22" Sdlg. 40-69 (Blueberry Muffins
X Commentary). Exotic blend of deep brownish rose, flushed amber
with a blue blaze beneath the gold beard. Nicely formed, proportioned
and branched. Limited stock .$20.00
Squire (Moldovan 72). M. 16-18". Sdlg. 49-69A (Blueberry Muffins X
Royal Touch), Aquarius Sib.). Sheer perfection and perfect proportions.
Round, beautifully formed, flaring blossoms are rich velvety red-purple
with deep blue beards, well branched. Fertile both ways. Stock
limited.$25.00
Turtledove (Moldovan 72) E. 20". Sdlg. 51-69 (Java Dove X Dove Wings).
Remarkable! Well-formed, smooth blossom with domed stds. of creamylavender, deepening at their base and clean falls of buff-pink. Beards
are lavender on the outer half and tangerine within. Branched. Long
blooming. Fertile both ways. HC 1971.$25.00
Crown Sterling

Shipment begins in mid-July. For previous introductions
and new Hemerocallis send for our list.

MOLDOVAN’S GARDENS
38830 DETROIT ROAD

•

AVON, OHIO 44011
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ANNOUNCES three new introductions from Professor William G. McGarvey for this
year, calls your attention to the new location of the garden, and also calls your atten¬
tion to the continuing progress of McGarvey irises. Super-Ego received the Morgan
Award in 1971 following Dewful in 1970. Ego was runner-up in both 70 and 71.
Foretell and Forrest Scion both received HMs in 71. Id and Foretell were Judges
Choice plants in 1971. McGarvey Siberians are now growing in all parts of the world
except South America. Recent reports from New Zealand and Australia are highly
favorable.
WING ON WING (1969) 38". A new white Siberian named for a way to set sails.
Handsome in a quite different way from White Swirl. It blooms during the midSiberian season and has a long period of bloom, has excellent branching with flowers
that are long lasting which come in a well spaced succession. This is both a show and
garden iris. From Ego X Blue Burn.
$35.00 net
BLUE WILSON (1972) 52". This is a hybrid plant from I. Wilsonii and other 40 chromo¬
some Siberian species. It is tall and stays standing while floating a cloud of soft blue
above its excellent foliage. This plant has all of the grace and charm that one can
hope for in a garden subject. Its flowers are the bluest blue of any grown by
Professor McGarvey. Requires moist but not wet soil.
$35.00 net
DEVIL’S ADVOCATE (1972) 15". This is a pure I. fulva plant but with some very unus¬
ual chararteristics for a member of the Louisiana group. It survives well in Oswego,
New York, where winter temperatures sometimes reach 20 degrees below and lower.
Blooming soon after the TB season it then goes on to rebloom in August and Septem¬
ber. This plant requires year round moist soil with considerable moisture in the
spring and summer. Its flower is bright reddish orange.
$35.00 net

Previous McGarvey Introductions
FORETELL (1970) HM & Judges Choice 1971 a fertile hybrid between the 40 chromo¬
some I. forrestii and a 28 chromosome Siberian hybrid. Named to suggest future use
in breeding.
Net $25.00
FORREST SCION (1970) HM 1971. Brilliant yellow improvement over its very good
parent—King’s Forrest X Self.
Net $25.00
ID (1969) HM 1970, Judges Choice 1971. Velvety black from pure I. chrysographes.
Pure to species in form. Requires moist soil year round.
Net $12.00
KING’S FORREST (1969) HM 1970 Clear light yellow from pure I. forrestii breeding.
Excellent parent. Requires moist soil year round.
Net $12.00
EGO (1966) 32". HM 1967, JC 1968. Runner up Morgan Award
McGarvey’s opinion the best of his 28 chromosome plants.

1970,

71.

In Prof.
Net $20.00

SUPER-EGO (1966) 32". HM 67, JC 68, Morgan Award 71. Truly unusual Siberian form,
standards pale blue, falls darker blue at edges fading into powder blue near center.
Net $15.00
DEWFUL (1967) 40". Sister to Ego, entirely different form. Received HM 1968, Presi¬
dent’s Cup 1970, Morgan Award 1970.
Net $15.00
BLUE BURN (1968) Sib to Ego and Dewful but different from both. HM 1968. Burn
in Scotland means river or stream.
Net $15.00

FALL SHIPMENT ONLY
HARRY B. KUESEL
10 So. Franklin Circle
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Littleton, Colorado 80121

JV<ew
introductions

DASHING CAVALIER

DRAMATIC ARTS

(Bernice Roe ’72). Bright, almost-variegata colors:
ocher-yellow standards with violet midribs; falls red-brown with yelloworange beard. From Lilac Champagne X Pipes of Pan.$25.00

Dashing

Cavalier

(Bryce Williamson (Phenis) ’72). Amber-brown standards
with straw-yellow styles; falls metalic plum edged brown, antique gold
shoulders, and yellow-orange beard. From Craftsman X Reta Fry. HC
’71.$25.00

Dramatic Arts

(Bernice Roe ’72). Lovely, late blooming orchid-lavender
neglecta with soft red beard. Subtle pink flush to the flower. From
Arctic Flame X Pipes of Pan.$25.00 NET.

Late Arrival

(Bryce Williamson (Phenis) ’72). Tall multibudded stalks
with large, ruffled cream white flowers. From Color Design X Winter
Olympics.$25.00

Memorandum

Also Three Spurias: Burnished Brass (Roe ’72, HC ’71) NET; Charmglow
(Roe ’72, HC ’71); Grand Illusion (Williamson (Phenis) ’72).
$15.00 each.

PACIFIC
COAST
HYBRIDIZERS
Post Office Box 972
Campbell, Calif. 95008
LATE ARRIVAL

Catalogue on request

MEMORANDUM
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Introductions for 1972

REES

IRIS

GARDEN

1059 Bird Avenue

San Jose, Calif. 95125

The Rees Iris Garden is pleased to offer this year two originations from some of
the last crosses made by the late Clara B. Rees, world-famous hybridizer. We believe
she would be proud of these.
We also are happy to introduce a second group of originations from the talented
new hybridizer, Edgar Sellman of Mountain View, Calif. We introduced the first group
of Sellman irises last year and were gratified that they were so well received. This
year’s varieties are equally beautiful.
All these blooms are big—five to seven inches across—all have closed standards and
flaring falls and all plants are vigorous growers, so we will not repeat these facts in
individual descriptions.
Clara’s Black (Rees).
TB. 36". Mid-Season. ((Sable Night x Indiglow) X Black
Swan). A worthy descendant of illustrious parents. By RHS chart, this iris is
aconite violet, but what it really looks like in the garden is black plush—velvety in
the falls, satiny in the standards. Distinction is given by an outstandingly beautiful
greenish bronze beard .Net $25.00
Sun Cap (Rees). TB. 38". Mid to late.
(Parentage involves various yellow seedlings
x Rainbow Gold). Brilliant, sunny golden self, heavily laced, this flower has the
merit of not burning in our hot California sun, as does practically every other golden
yellow we grow. A row of it is like a line of flame in the garden .Net $25.00
Circle Star.
(Sellman). TB. 36". Early to mid (Rococo x Latest Love). One of the
first qualities Sellman looks for in his seedlings is balance. This white-ground plicata,
with aster violet stitching, is perfectly balanced, both as to individual blooms and as
to placement of many blossoms on the stalk. Center of petals is clear white—no line
on falls .Net $25.00
Donna Clara.
(Sellman). TB. 36". Mid-season. (Celestial Snow x Orange Parade).
Named for Clara Rees, of course, because we thought she would like it so much. It
produces enormous, heavily ruffled, yellow blooms—sulphur yellow by chart—of much
distinction and poise. Beard is self .Net $25.00
Lace Mantilla.
(Sellman). TB. 40". Early-mid-late. (Crinkled Beauty x Pretty
Carol). Lace Mantilla is a smooth, creamy self. Both standards and falls are heavily
laced, but the edge of the falls is laced gold. Beard is lemon
Net $25.00

Miss Mountain View. (Sellman). TB. 38". Early to mid (Polka Time x Allegiance).
Methyl violet by RHS chart, with deep color saturation and metallic sheen. Self
beard. It looks deep purple in the garden, and although it is very ruffled, there is a
certain precision about it that makes it look almost military . Net $25.00

Earlier Introductions
Victorian Days (Sellman, 1971).
(Gaily Clad x Bon Vivant). Pink standards and
violet falls—a color break. The most popular of the 1971 Sellman irises .$25.00
Fresh as Paint- (Sellman, 1971).
Sib to Victorian Days, but with Chinese yellow
standards and amethyst falls, edged magnolia purple .Net $22.50
Ruth Margaret (Sellman, 1971).
(Christie Anne x Orange Parade). Standards azalea
pink; falls warm white with azalea pink edge; geranium beard. Luscious
Net $22.50
High Style
(Rees, 1970).
(Desert Song x Pink Formal). Showy hot pink, huge
ruffled flowers, much in demand .Net $20.00
April Elegance (Rees, 1970).
(Snow Flurry x Sable Night). Elegant waved rosylavender blossoms, carried on short laterals .Net $20.00
Waltzing (Rees, 1969).
(Arctic Flame x Celestial Snow). Crisp, ruffled lavender self,
the most beautiful iris ever originated by Clara Rees.Net $20.00

We give generous bonuses with all orders
Order from this ad, please
RUTH REES
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Announcing Riverdale’s
1972 Introductions
Tall Bearded
Colonial Velvet (Bakke-Messer). TB. 30-32".$20.00
Sdlg. 68-11-1 (Viking Prince X Black Swan). A deep, velvety mid¬
night blue self. Dark blue beard. Excellent form, with wide, flaring,
ruffled petals.
Miniature Tall Bearded
Snow Fiddler (Bonnie Dunbar). MTB. 19". HC 1970.$ 7.50
Sdlg. 68-11 ((Tom Tit X (I. variegata white x unknown)). Pure
snowy white with sharp navy blue “strings” strung tightly over the
falls. White beard. Wiry branching, with small flowers well in
proportion.
Intermediate Bearded
Love Whisper (Bonnie Dunbar). IB. 22". EC 1971.$ 7.50
Sdlg. 73-65-4 (New Arrival X Zickler’s “Pink Maker”: ((Twilight
Skies x white pumila) X (Desert Song x white pumila)). Very
smooth, delicate light pink-orchid, the falls slightly lighter than
the standards, with a beard that matches the falls. Petals are wide.
Excellent form, with two branches. Best seedling at the Twin City
Iris Show, competing against TBs.
Standard Dwarf Bearded
Ripe Raspberry (Dunbar-Sindt). SDB. 12". HC 1970.$ 7.50
Sdlg. 70-12 ((Cherie x I. pumila Nana) X Lenna M)). Bright
raspberry-rose with a pinkish undercast and a large, sharply marked
red spot in the falls. Creamy white beard. Excellent rounded form
and perfect proportions.
Miniature Dwarf Bearded Remontant
Velvet Toy (Bonnie Dunbar). MDB. 7". EC 1971.$ 5.00
Sdlg. 69-2 ((Welch H503: (Sulina x Cook 1546) X I. aphylla Dark
Violet)). Rebloomers in Minneapolis are rare, but this little guy
has consistently rebloomed for several years. Deep violet self,
sporting a white ray pattern in the falls and a white beard.
Branched, but the flowers are not crowded or down in the leaves.
Best seedling at the Twin City Early Iris Show.
Co-Introducing with Tell’s Iris Gardens
Intermediate Bearded
Wisteria Sachet (Cleo Palmer). IB. 18".$10.00
Sdlg. 6864. Cupped wisteria standards. Very full and round wis¬
teria falls, amber at the hafts and perpendicularly flaring. Ruffled
and jaunty. Orange beard tipped lavender.
Rose Spangles (Cleo Palmer). IB. 18".$ 5.00
Sdlg. 6870 (Firecracker X Knotty Pine). Yellow standards flushed
and dotted red-violet. Yellow falls stitched and dotted red-violet
with a lighter area in the center. Yellow beard. Flaring falls.
One branch and terminal.

REVERDAEE IRIS GARDENS
GLENN AND ZULA HANSON
7124 Riverdale Road
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
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Introductions from Mark and Jeanette Rogers

SIERRA VISTA IRIS GARDEN
12176 8th Street

Yucaipa, Calif. 92399
ARILBREDS FOR 1972

(Tate). 28". Globular flowers of bright, clear, rich yellow,
with a prominent, round, raisin brown signal. Vigorous! Iman Salah X
Sojourn.$20.00 each.
Moon Target

(Hawkinson). 34". Large flowers of bamboo, with maroon
on edge of stds., and maroonish brown overlay on center of falls.
broad, brown beard. Showy and a fine grower. Formerly referred
our notes and slides as Spartacus.$20.00
Carioca

flush
Very
to in
each.

(Hawkinson). 30". Gray-brass, overlaid in smoky violet—
stds. domed; falls leathery and recurved. Beards are very wide brassy
bronze.$10.00 each.
Temple Veil

TALL BEARDED FOR 1972
(Haney). 32". Mid-season. A lovely and unique rosychampagne-on-white plicata, derived from her famous Grand Spectator
by Memphis Lass. Hafts more heavily marked—all petals beautifully
ruffled. Three branches and terminal. EC as Best Seedling of Las Vegas
show, 1971.$25.00 each.
Champagne Magic

(Woodside). 38-42". E-M-L. One of the most spectacular
iris we have ever bloomed. Very wide, blocky, leathery, ruffled petals of
a rich full purple with a faint reddish cast (most prominent under arti¬
ficial light). Four and five bud sockets and up to 14 buds. Stalks often in
bloom for three weeks due to its extreme resistance to heat, cold, and
wind. Spectacular for show or garden. Pacific Panorama X (Ruffled Taffeta
x Ultra Violet).$25.00 each
Wind River

(Woodside). 33". A pastel blend with stds. of soft
chamois, ruffled and a touch of lace. Falls are pastel orchid edged in
same color of stds. with richer color on hafts. Widely flared, ruffly and
lightly laced. Innuendo X Bon Vivant.$25.00 each.
Wyoming

Wind

(M. Rogers). 38-40". Mid to late. Rich blue-violet
self with nicely flared, blocky falls—all petals beautifully ruffled. Heavy
increaser. This lovely iris is noted for its terrific performance in hot and
windy areas—does well everywhere. Being co-introduced by Tell Muhlestein. Jean Sibelius X Indiglow.$20.00 each.
Warm Remembrance

SIBERIAN FOR 1972
(McCord). 36-40". (about 24" in Calif.) Stds. are deep
blue; falls deep blue shaded violet. No particular advance in form or
color, BUT it is a spectacular grower, increaser and bloomer in milder
areas. One of the finest in the garden last year, with exceptional, showy
clumps. Also tops in Santa Cruz—will be co-introduced with Joe Ghio.
From the now famous Grand Junction by Tycoon. Fall shipment $7.50 each.
Halcyon Seas

Send for our free list—listing our introductions of Arilbreds,
Bearded and Siberian—plus selected varieties from others.
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Tall

SILVER STATE IRIS GARDENS
P.O. Box 2130
Henderson, Nevada 89015
PRESENTING THE 1972 INTRODUCTIONS OF
EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
(Christensen ’72) (Sdlg. 7K8-2). TB. 34". M. LB/FV.
Domed standards are light blue. The wide ruffled falls are a rich medium
purple. Red-tangerine beard. Three branches and terminal. Many buds
make a long bloom season. A good increaser and fertile both ways. You
will love the vibrant colors of this IRIS. (((((Melodrama x Violet Victory)
x (Inca Chief x Lockwood)) x Huntsman X Quadrille))) x Blended
Lace))))) X Cloud Ruffles. A hybridizer’s dream involving many colors
in this background.$25.00
Alaskan Night.

(Christensen ’72) (Sdlg. 7B1-6). TB. 36". M. Domed
standards of light blue. Wide ruffled falls are medium blue. Yellow beard.
Three branches and terminal. Large flowers, good substance, fine branch¬
ing, high bud count and increases rapidly. Fertile both ways. (Paisano X
High Country) .$25.00
Columbia Queen.

(Christensen ’72) (Sldg. 7A8-17). TB. 38". M. A beauti¬
ful pink self. Red-tangerine beard. Three branches and terminal. Domed
standards and wide flaring falls. Well-placed blooms on strong stalks.
Good increaser and good substance. Fertile both ways. (Spring Love X
Coral Butte) .$25.00
High and Wide.

(Christensen ’72) (Sdlg. 7G3-7). TB 36". M. LO/LO. A
lovely orange self with a striking red beard. Closed standards—wide flaring
falls. Three branches and terminal. Fertile both ways. Marilyn C. X
(Celestial Glory x Country Cuzzin) .$25.00
Orange Agate.

(Christensen ’72) (Sdlg. 7H7-2). TB. 34". M. LRV/FRV.
Closed standards of light orchid top the ruffled falls of darker orchid.
Red beard. Three branches and terminal. Good increaser and fertile both
ways. (Playfair x Cloud Ruffles).$25.00
Orchid Delight.

(Christensen ’72) (Sdlg. 6D1-10). TB. 38". M. Warm
white with pink borders. Red-tangerine beard. This is a difficult iris to
describe. The hybridizer says it is a pink with a white influence. The
pink color deepens, forming a wide border on both standards and falls.
Three branches and terminal. Domed standards and semiflaring falls. It is
a good grower, fertile both ways and hard to fault. Silver Canyon has
received much favorable comment from garden visitors since it bloomed
the first time. (Dancing Light X Blushing Beauty.) .$25.00
Silver

Canyon.

You may order from this ad. List of other irises on request.

SILVER STATE IRIS GARDENS
EVELYN V. HARRIS

MERCEDES E. OLSEN
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QUALITY REBLOOMERS
Tall Bearded 1972 Introductions of
R. G. Smith
This season we introduce three rebloomers that approach modern per¬
fection. Each shows the current mode—large flowers, extremely wide and
flaring with very heavy substance. Beautiful clear colors and all parts
delightfully ruffled. Lots of branches and buds. If you can grow rebloom¬
ers and have been waiting for spring quality in them, you need wait no
longer. My previous descriptions have been quite modest, but these are
something else!
(Sdlg. 6913 LR: from twenty years of fine reblooming seedlings) Here
is sheer moonlight poetry as we knew it prior to the Apollo missions. A most
generous light yellow plicata creation, extremely wide with perfect form and
balance throughout. You will be delighted with this one.$30

Moonlight Duet

Glory (Sdlg. 6920 AR: Lorna Lynn X Laced Duet) A Laced Duet in size
and form with greater intensity of color carding a moderate orange-yellow self
with tangerine beard. Perfectly proportioned extra-wide parts on Laced Duet’s
S-shaped stalk. The measured width of the fall was 35/s inches, sometimes over¬
lapping. A thrilling new creation.$30

Returning

Fulfillment (Sdlg. 6926 OR: from long lines of ruffled purple plicatas)
This
cross was made to produce a reblooming Stepping Out, and it indeed approaches the
excellence of that magnificent model. A brilliant contrast of deep reddish purple
on a clean center snow-white base. Wide flair, straight stalk, up to eleven buds.
You have to see the contrast to believe it! .$30

Fall

One rhizome each of the three above introductions

.$70

Previous Introductions at $15 Each
Duet (1971: Rum Jungle X Renaissance)
up to 17 buds

Brown

A huge ruffled brown bitone with

(1971: Beatrice Joynt X Lovely Again)
blue ruffled self of great quality

Sea Double

Excellent branching, nearly true-

Duet (1969: Arctic Flame X Reblooming Sdlg.) Huge, wide, light pink ruffled
cotton candy fluff with tangerine beard. Fragrant and an excellent parent.

Laced

One each of the three immediately above

.$35

Older Rebloomers at $7 Each
(’68)

Autumn Night
Autumn

Flaring ruffled dark purple self
(’68)

Elegance

Perfect

blossom

form

in

a

yellow

tan

fancy

garb

with

lavender overlay
G.

Percy

Cloud Duet
Pink Duet

(’66)

Tall smooth light cream ruffled plicata

Near white plicata of striking form and great carrying power

(’66)

Fall Majesty
Autumn

(’68)

Brown

Orange pink tailored that withstands light freezes

(’66)

Ruffled light shell pink with tangerine beard

Chameleon

(’65)

Ruffled

near

amoena-fancy

One each of any three of the above

tan

with

.

purple

overlay.

. $16

Select your extras from

Lovely Again, Gold Doublet, Yellow Duet, Replicata, Purple
Duet, Black Duet, Red Duet, White Duet,
Double Majesty,
Return
Engagement,
Fall Festival, Border Duette, Rose Duette.

All

rcbloomers

Raymond
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G.

have

Smith,

repeated
3821

here

Sugar

for

Lane,

many

seasons.

Bloomington,

Early
Ind.

summer

47401

shipment.

Order

from:

BLODGETT INTRODUCTIONS
1972
(R. Blodgett). Sdlg. 69-39. TB. 34". (63-33A X
Ultrapoise). Ruffled orange-apricot with pink flush through center
of standards; tangerine beard. HC ’71.$25.00
Tiny Light (R. Blodgett). Sdlg. 71-11. SDB. 13". Small flared
yellow, Standards light lemon; falls velvety deep yellow. Three
buds per stalk.$7.50
White Vision (R. Blodgett). Sdlg. 69-29A. TB. 34". (Henry Shaw
X (Celestial Snow x Top Favorite). Large pure white self. White
beard. HC ’71.$25.00
Tint of Sunset

Previous Introductions
Apollo’s Gift (R. Blodgett). Ruffled yellow self.$ 7.50
Gala Rose (A. Blodgett). Clear rose-pink self. 10.00
Glacier Cap (R. Blodgett ’70). TB. 36". 15.00
Indian Fringe (R. Blodgett). Heavily fringed golden tan.10.00
Muggsy (R. Blodgett). BB. S amber; Falls same overlaid brown.
7.50
Pink Favorite (A. Blodgett). Laced light pink self. 15.00
Topaz Gem (R. Blodgett). Sparkling golden buff. 10.00
Order from this ad—no list.

BLODGETT IRIS GARDENS
1008 E. Broadway

Waukesha, Wis. 53186

Mrs. F. Allen Brown

LANDSEND GARDENS
4326 Grandin Rd. Extension, Roanoke, Virginia 24018
1972 INTRODUCTIONS
Pastel Prismatic. TB. 36". M-L. (Sdlg. 68-125). An iridescent, misty, delicate pastel
blending of pink orchid, cream and chartreuse. Remindful of prismatic colors into
which a ray of light is decomposed when refracted from a prism, showing varicolored
tints. The closed standards are a shade darker than the falls. Falls flare gracefully on
well-branched strong stems, with high bud count. Strong grower. The beard is a
delicate chartreuse. There is also a suffusion of this color in the throat and hafts.
The entire flower is of pleasant ruffled form. Won Exhibition Certificate by the AIS
at Radford Iris show May 1971. (After Image x Sib) X (Limelight X Jan Elizabeth).
.Net $30.00
Heavenly Sunshine. TB. 35". M-L. (Sdlg. 66-80-A). Striking bright, rich deep yellow
self, with wide tangerine beard. Well-rounded flowers. Wide horizontal flaring ruffled
falls, enduring substance, strong bloomstalks. Won the AIS Exhibition Certificate at
1970 Roanoke Iris show. (Dawn Crest x Full Dress) x (Orange Chariot x Lynn Hall).
.Net $25.00
Dawn Greetings. TB. 38". M-L. (Sdlg. 67-144). Fascinating bright apricot, exceptional
color saturation. Closed standards reflect a rose tint; very wide, heavy deep apricot
beard, tipped rose; ruffled flaring falls. All petal edges are crinkled. Strong grower,
with heavy substance. Many years of breeding produced this unusual apricot flower,
which involves (Chinese Coral X Court Ballet) X (Coral Kissed X Moon River) X
Harmony House. Net $25.00
Vista of Joy. TB. 35". M-L. (Sdlg. 67-90).
Unusual color blue, with a green cast.
Has much more ruffling than found in most blue irises. Beard pale olive, tipped
white. A very perky flaring iris, which has been much admired in our garden. Fast
to increase. (Dear Bob X High Above) X (Babbling Brook X Beth Corey X (Rippling
Waters X Queen’s Lace). Net $25.00
Dancing Fairy. BB. 24". E-M.
(Sdlg. 67-24). A truly outstanding ruffled white and
cool lemon yellow iris. Falls are white, bordered with same color as standards. Beard
is yellow, tipped white. Unusually good branching for a border bearded. Beautifully
formed flower. Its most outstanding feature is the exotic fluting and serrated edges
of all petals; even the style arms are heavily serrated. (Golden Masterpiece X Full
Dress) X (French Lace X Azure Lace). Net $20.00

LIST ON REQUEST.
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ECHO HILL GARDENS

1972 Introductions
Sdlg. 968A. A clean, gay, colorful iris in an autumn blend of orange,
red and brown. It is a broad, crisp, waved flower with a metallic sheen. Good
styling and proportion on a sturdy stalk. An attractive garden show-piece.
Midseason, 34". HC ’70. Net $25.00
Dream Vendor. Sdlg. 5765E. A luscious, wide, stiff ruffled pink self that meets every
requirement of a superior TB except height, which varies, due to growing condi¬
tions. It tends to be on the short side which does not detract from its garden
value. Floriferous with long lasting blooms, on a good stalk. Good parent both ways.
A gem for the garden.
Midseason. 26". HC ’68. Net $15.00
Keynote. Sdlg. 3367B. A crisp, beautifully formed, glistening cool white iris with a
medium blue beard, which varies in intensity according to where it is grown.
The heavily substanced, ruffled flowers have domed standards and flaring falls.
Blooms are ideally placed on erect well branched stalks. A healthy grower with a
heritage of many years of blue beard breeding. Fertile parent.
Mid to late season. HC ’71 . Net $25.00
Soft Music. Sdlg. 3666B. An exquisitely ruffled lavender-blue self with a white beard.
Large, graceful, delightfully formed flowers with extra broad, very ruffled falls and
fluted, arched standards. Heavy substance gives the iris a long lasting quality. A
dependable bloomer with excellent plant habits. Has that indefinable quality known
as personality.
Midseason. 36". HC ’71 . Net $25.00
Autumn Tapestry.

Previous Introductions
Captive
Imperial

Very ruffled wide white.$25.00
Ballet.
Ruffled purple violet self.$22.50

Cloud.

AUGUST DELIVERY

DOROTHY S. PALMER

•

851 Weidmann Rd.

•

Manchester, Mo. 63011

EVERGREEN IRIS GARDEN
WILLIAM STUMP
116 EAST 19th AVE.

KENNEWICK,WASH. 99336

1972 Introductions of

EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
Sdlg. 7K8-2. TB. 34". M. Standards light blue.
Falls medium purple. Ruffled. Tangerine beard. (((((Melodrama x
Violet Victory) x (Inca Chief x Lockwood)) x (Huntsman x Quad¬
rille) )) x (Alexia sdlg. x Annette)))) x Blended Lace))))) X Cloud
Ruffles.$25.00
Columbia Queen. Sdlg. 7B1-6. TB. 36". M. Standards light blue.
Falls medium blue. Yellow beard. (Paisano X High Country) .$25.00
High and Wide. Sdlg. 7A8-17. TB. 38". M. Pink self, Red-tangerine
beard. (Spring Love X Coral Butte).$25.00
Alaskan Night.

Sdlg. 7G3-7. TB. 36". M. Orange self; red beard.
Marilyn C X (Celestial Glory x Country Cuzzin).$25.00
Orchid Delight. Sdlg. 7H7-2. TB. 34". M. Standards light orchid;
falls darker orchid; red beard. (Playfair X Cloud Ruffles). ...$25.00
Silver Canyon. Sdlg. 6D1-10. TB. 35". M. Warm white self with
pink borders. Red-tangerine beard. (Dancing Light X Blushing
Beauty).
$25.00
Orange Agate.

PRICE LIST OF OTHER IRISES ON REQUEST
_
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INYO IRIS
3561 West Inyo Avenue

GARDEN
•

Tulare, Calif. 93274

We offer our first introductions. In order to help us get better acquainted: if
you order any of these $25 introductions, you may add another to your order for
only $10. List on request: bargains and extras.
Inyo:
(Soults ’72). TB. 30". Twilight Zone x Commentary. Smooth deep
violet self with red-brown at the hafts. Violet-blue beard. ML.$25.00

Lady Serena:
(Soults ’72). TB. 34". Amethyst Flame x Commentary. Soft
lavender (RHS 85C) with deeper veins on the falls. Tan area at hafts;
lavender beard. Lightly ruffled long-lasting blossoms. EML.$25.00

Parfait:
(Soults ’72). TB. 33". Celestial Snow x Beechleaf. Large
ruffled pale greenish yellow blended to creamy white in the center of the
falls. ML.$25.00
Lemon

(Soults ’72). TB. 32". (Helen McGregor x Chivalry) x Wenat¬
chee Skies. Smooth, non-fading medium blue, yellow tipped beard. Lovely
color (RHS 100C). EM.$25.00
Wxndchimes:

Baby Lace:
(Soults ’72). BB. 20" Party Dress x Queen’s Lace seedling.
Very lacy white self, golden orange beard. EM.$10.00

INTRODUCTIONS

FOR

1972

Spring Bells—M197-7

(Pamela Ann x Merry Sunlight). This pastel yellow sib to
Cotton Blossom has form and poise comparable to that variety. Creamyellow self with gold stitching around the beard. A most desirable standard
dwarf iris. 12". HC 1971.
$5.00

Rhoda Anne—918-2

(707, involving Marilyn C, Bright Magic and Shoop seedling)
x (Shoop 64-5, involving Whole Cloth, One Desire, Hamblen H5-35 and
Spanish Affair). This is the apricot seedling Ivy Jones grew so well in her
beautiful garden in Wichita. It was named for our lovely new daughter-inlaw. Nicely ruffled standards are apricot flushed salmon-pink, domed and
closed. The wide flaring falls, fluted around the edges, are warm apricot.
The wide beard is bright orange-red. Glowing color, elegant form. The plant
is strong; it increases rapidly. 34". HC 1971.
$25.00

Sea Venture—67-64-1

(Avis x Eternal Love). Named for a sailing vessel which
played a small part in early American history, Sea Venture is one of the
most unusual and beautiful color patterns I have seen for some time, and
many who have seen it say it is the most distinctive of the seedlings I have
raised. The standards are pale blue, but with a large, neat and dramatic
flush of deep marine or ink blue at the base. They are ruffled and swirled
together at the top. The wide flaring and ruffled falls are pale blue. The
plant is vigorous; the stalk is well branched, nearly always showing three
flowers open at one time. 34". HC 1971.
$25.00

Order from this ad or send for list giving complete
my previous introductions.
My introductions only.

pedigrees

of these and

BENNETT C. JONES
5635 S. W. Boundary Street

•

Portland, Oregon 97221
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OLSON'S 1972 INTRODUCTIONS
ALPINE HAZE (Sdlg. 68-29A) TB. Mid-Late. ( (Rippling Waters x Gypsy Lullaby) X Sib.) ).
Amethyst Violet self (Wilson 35/2). Standards stiffly held and overlapping. Falls wide-hafted
and very clean, semi-flaring. Large blooms are fine textured, nicely ruffled and heavy-substanced.
Ideal branching on heavy 36" bloomstalk displays nine lovely blooms to show-bench perfection.
Received 15 Regional Test Garden votes in ’71. Watch for this beauty in AIS convention
gardens this year. Very good grower with wide dark green foliage.$25.00

ARTIST POINT Sdlg. 66-6A (Esther Fay X Lilting Melody). TB. 34". Mid. Very deep
Venetian Pink self (Wilson 420). Deep red beard. Eight wide, clean, perfectly proportioned
blooms ideally spaced on sturdy 34" stalk. Heavy substanced non-fading blooms withstand
adverse weather very well. A definite “advance” in the pink class both for show purposes
and good breeding potential. Order early as stock is very limited.$25.00

GOLDEN PROFILE

(Sdlg. 63-29A) TB. Mid-Late. (Rainbow Gold X Gold Citation).
Buttercup Yellow self (Wilson 5) with white blaze in center of wide, semi-flaring falls. Deep
Saffron Yellow beard (Wilson 7). Large, wide non-fading blooms are extremely ruffled and
beautifully proportioned. Smooth, clean texture and heavy substance adds the final touch.
Perfectly branched 36" bloomstalk carries a phenomenal 14 buds. This bud-count was brought
to my attention many times from those who viewed this beauty growing in Watson Park
during AIS convention in Wichita. What breeding potential!! HC ’65 and again in ’71. Net $25.00
One each of above $60.00. (Your choice of one iris listed below as an extra.)
RECENT INTRODUCTIONS (See previous April Bulletins for full descriptions)

Arctic Dawn ’71. Cream and white $22.50
Arctic Fantasy ’70. White, red beard
Exotic Gem ’71. Campanula violet $22.50
Eternal Joy ’70. Persian rose amoena
Noble Guest ’71. Deep lemon yellow $20.00
Arctic Torch ’69. White, red beard
Apache Trail ’70. Butterscotch self $17.50
Dawn Blush ’69. Deep pink self. . . .
Radiant Beam ’69. Cream, white. . . $15.00

$17.50
$17.50
$15.00
$15.00

MARVIN G. OLSON • 1549 Columbine Drive • Webster Groves, Mo. 63119

Information Please

FRAGRANT IRISES
In our spacious iris garden located in an enclosed area of Highland
Park, Brooklyn, New York, we grow hundreds upon hundreds of the
more popular contemporary introductions, which are updated gen¬
erously every year.
Two years ago two blind people spotted fragrance in the long
rows. Loretta immediately concentrated on fragrant irises and
actively solicited visits by non-sighted people. The gardens already
had appropriate conveniences for the blind.
We now are anxiously soliciting information of the names of
varieties that possess a decidedly prominent fragrance. We are
interested, only, in cultivars introduced subsequent to 1949.
Would the members of the American Iris Society please cooperate
by supplying the fragrance information? All letters will be graciously
acknowledged. We thank you in advance for any information you
can give.
We are interested in 1939 and older AIS Check Lists. If available,
please quote.

LORETTA AND JESS A. MAX
74 Arlington Avenue
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Brooklyn, New York 11207

PALETTE INTRODUCTIONS - 1972
(C. Pickard ’72) Sdlg. C-7648 ML 35 in. (Point Clear X Silvertone) X
Pink Passion. Large blush pink self, deep pink beard. Wide falls. Standards dome
and touch. Pecoed edges, many blooms with good substance and texture. Like the
Scottish Ballad, ‘‘O Bonny Bride” everyone seems to love it! A step forward in pure
pinks. Many judge’s votes. H.C. ’70. $25.00

Bonny Bride

(C. Pickard ’72) Sdlg. 768 ML 36 in. Irish Charmer X Wenatchee
Valley produces a “strike.” Taking the best points of both parents. Cream falls and
standards. Plicata edged in rosy tan. Enough said! .$25.00

Wenatchee Charmer

Blue Line (C. Pickard ’72)
Sdlg. 7637 ML 35 in. Egyptian Prince X (Blue
Bermuda X Allegiance) X Tis Midnight. A long line of inbreeding with Allegiance.
Unusually wide foliage and strong stalk with many buds. The flower, a self in bluepurple, compliments the plant in form and size. Outstanding in the garden as well
as useful for hybridizing. H.C. ’70.$25.00

Long

(Evelyn Kegerise ’72) Sdlg. 67-746 ML 35 in. (Pacific Panorama X
Whole Cloth) A nicely flared, ruffled amoena. Standards white, infused at base with
medium blue color of falls. White beard tipped yellow. Blooms last three days.
Three branches and spur produce seven flowers. H.C. ’71.$25.00

Chukker Valley

(Newhard ’72) Sdlg. 558 ML 36 in. (Amethyst Flame X Rippling Waters)
Standards light blue violet. Falls same with touch of brown on hafts. White beard.
The individual blooms are impressive but Infinity’s forte is performance. Three
branches and terminal produce many flowers and Infinity is an easy bloomer.
H.C. ’70.
$25.00

Infinity

(Helen Stevens ’72) Sdlg. 67-17 M 14 in. SDB (Spicewood X (Pogo X
Drum Major) X Self)) Light yellow standards, gold falls, white beard. Large bright
yellow flowers on plant that has great vigor. A fine addition to the standard
dwarfs.$6.00

Gilt Complex

Palette Gardens
26 WEST ZION HILL ROAD, QUAKERTOWN, PA.

18951

Les Peterson—IRIS
Introductions
for 1972

1320 Murphy Lane
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106

GRACIOUS MILAN. (Main Event X Gypsy Lullaby). TB. 34". E-M. An attrac¬
tive bicolor with white standards lightly tinted soft tan at base. Falls
are red-violet; deep yellow beard. From the cross that produced Gala
Madrid,
Song of Paris, Port Lisbon—so you know it is good.$25.00
MORN AGLOW. ((Sdlg: inv. pinks) x Gypsy Lullaby) X (Eleanor’s Pride x
Orange Pagoda)). TB. 32". M. A hazy or smoky blue self with red-burnt
orange beard. Delightfully pleasing in all ways. Pod parent to a sky blue
seedling with vivid red beard. You’ll like this one.$20.00
ROAD FROM MADRID. ((Sdlg: inv. reds, etc.) X Gala Madrid). TB. 34". E-M.
A most charming variegata with standards of tan-yellow and falls of
mahogany-brown; deep yellow beard.
Showy and satisfying garden
flower. Co-introduced by Tell’s Iris Gardens.$25.00
CARD OF THANKS. (Imaret X Soni Ce). AR. 24-26". E. Here is a colorful
C.G. White type arilbred. Standards are of sea-lavender-blue veined
deeper. Falls are medium soft tan with webbing or netting effect across
the hafts, miniature dots of purple in same area; purple beard. HC ’71. $15.00
SEVENTH PRAISE: ((Imaret x (Imam Ahmid x Bali Aga)) X ((Imam
Ahmid x Bali Aga) x Imaret)). AR 24-26". E. A close approach toward
white in aril-bred breeding. Standards are new-snow white, domed and
full; falls are pale chartreuse; small purple signal; yellow beard. HC ’71. $15.00
No catalog or list—order from this ad, please.
Generous bonuses with all orders.
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SCHLIEFERT IRIS GARDENS
RFD 1

(Since 1935)

Amenity

Murdock, Nebr. 68407

(Schliefert ’72). TB.Net $25.00

An exquisitely formed, rich, full blue self which you must see to appreci¬
ate. The heavily substanced flowers are perfectly shaped; light yellow
beard. Many blooms on tall, well-branched stalks. Excellent plant habits.
40". Late.
(Schliefert ’72). TB.Net $25.00

Happy Heritage

Nicknamed “Happy Time” in our own gardens because this lilting pinkorange suggests just that. The heavily substanced flower is ruffled and
fluted; branching is very good on sturdy stalks. Good plant habits. 36".
Midseason.
Yellow Doll

(Irene Nelson ’72). SDB.Net $5.00

12". Very smoothly colored full yellow self.
Angel Choir.

A very
locked
fluting
flowers
Hardy.

(Schliefert ’70). M. 32". HC ’69. HM ’71.Net $20.00

heavy, waxy, beautifully shaped white. Standards closed and inter¬
with heavy fluting. The falls are wide and due to the heavy
are held in a flaring position. The extra heavy substance gives
a long lasting quality. Excellent branching and plant habits.
Pictured on front inside cover of AIS Bulletin 198 (July 1970).

SCHMELZER’S GARDEN
731 Edgewood

Walla Walla, Wash. 99362

(42-70N23) X Lightning Ridge). 36-38. EML. Lobelia blue
standards (41/3). Falls of amethyst violet (35/2); bright red beard. You
will see “her” dancing with her widely flaring skirt and bright red sash
at the festival and feel gay and happy too. Rosette for best seedling in
our local show in 1971.$25.00
Gay Festival

(Lion of Judah line) X Mulberry Wine) 34-36". Late.
The full, flaring, ruffled flowers of rosy mulberry have a very clean,
gleaming finish; light bronze beard tipped mulberry. This beauty always
attracted attention...$25.00
Mulberry Glow

(Apricot Royal X Bright Butterfly) X Bright Butterfly).
32". ML. Orange self; wide red beard. The upright standards open slightly;
their frills and firm substance add to their attractiveness; the heavy increase
and flowering ability also add to its high quality. I am introducing this iris
by request. Truly desired in all gardens of those who grew it. You will
love it too! HC 1971.$25.00
Cherished Gift

NO PRICE LISTS.
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Order from the April AIS issues.

1972 INTRODUCTIONS
TB. E-M. 33". Light pinard yellow self; rich deep cadmium
yellow beards give an inner glow to the rounded, ruffled flowers whose
falls are very flaring. (Medord x 66-10: ((Sumi San x Sarah Averell) x
Denver Mint) .$25.00
Maui Moon

TB. M. 35". Yellow standards are closed; semiflaring falls are
smooth oxblood red with orange beards. This is seedling #65-18, a sib of
the pollen parent of Bread And Wine. Involved breeding of Paradox,
Richmondtown, Helen Collingwood, Royal Diadem.$25.00
Samurai

1971 INTRODUCTION
TB. E-M. 32". White standards; claret red falls, bordered
white; yellow beard. Flowers flaring and ruffled. (Repartee x 65-21)
Stock limited.$25.00
Bread and Wine

MRS. KENNETH D. SMITH
221 BENEDICT ROAD, DONGAN HILLS
STATEN ISLAND, NEW YORK 10304

TUCKERS’ INTRODUCTIONS
(Tucker ’72). 35". EML. (Orchid Brocade X Joy Dancer)
Large orchid, golden amber and white blended. Standards are orchid
with a slight infusion of yellow at the base. Orchid falls with white
center and amber shoulders. HC ’71 .
$25.00

Orchid Dandy

Sly Witch (Tucker ’72). 35". ML. Involved parentage. An appealing
plicata of the Tea Apron type. Standards are lightly stitched. Falls held
well out, lightly stitched with solid blue shoulders. 8-10 buds. HC
’70 .$25.00
(Tucker ’72). 40". EML. (55K X Joy Dancer) White with
a light blue infusion on lower part of standards. 11-12 buds perfectly
arranged. A strong vigorous plant. Probably the best introduction we
have ever made. HC ’70 .$35.00

Surf Rider

(Tucker ’72). 36". ML. (Orchid Brocade X Joy Dancer)
A large, lacy orchid, white and gold blend. Stds. are orchid and heavily
crinkled. Falls are lighter orchid and gold fading to white at center.
HC ’71 .$25.00

Sweet Mama

ALL FOUR $75.00

SOUTHERN MEADOWS GARDEN
MAY and JAMES TUCKER

•

BOX 230

•

CENTRALIA, ILL. 62801
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Co-introducing with Mission Bell Gardens
Gateway (Spence 72). Midseason. 35". TB. 62-64E (Madamoiselle X
Rippling Waters) X Rippling Waters. A sparkling blue-lavender
that lightens at the base of the standards and the center of the
falls which have cerise beards. High point of this iris is the
elegant, ruffled, flaring flower form. This well-branched stalk has
an average of 9 well placed buds.
HC 71 . Net $25.00
Previous Introductions
Opera News 71. TB. Medium. Violet, Tangerine Beard.$22.50
Strange Interlude 71. TB. “Smoky” Tan, Orange Beard.22.50
Theatre Arts 70. TB. Neglecta, Tangerine Beard. 20.00
Main Point 70. TB. Quality White, Tangerine Beard.
7.50
Country Girl ’69. TB. Laced Orchid-Lavender, Tangerine
Beard. 17.50
Pacific Isle ’69. TB. Dark Violet-Blue, self Beard.
5.00
Spanish Eyes ’69. TB. Deep Violet.
7.50
Brief Encounter ’69. BB. White, Orange Beard.
3.00
Glass Menagerie ’68. TB. White with Peach Influence.
7.50
Dress Suit ’68. T.B. Deep Violet-Blue Neglecta.
4.00
No Catalog—Order from this AD
HERBERT J. SPENCE
3461 Adams Ave.

Ogden, Utah 84403

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
Exclusively Designed by an Irisarian for Irisarians!
TOP: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer.
Aster Design.$5.98
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Aster Design.$3.95
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Iris Design.
$3.95
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer,
8 oz. Iris Design
$5.98
BOTTOM: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 1036. Hurricane Lamps,
HV2". Iris Design
$9.98
No. 133. Sandwich plate,
12". Iris Design
$7.95
No. 132. Bud Vase, 10". Iris
Design. Set of two. $5.98
No. 5. Candy Jar, 26 oz.
Iris Design
$7.95
No. 717. (Not illustrated)
14 piece Punch Set, 300
oz. Iris Design.
$35.00

The lovely iris design is permanently hand-cut into hand-blown West Virginia
Crystal by skilled artisans. Chapter and affiliated organizations should write for lot
prices on these items and other items available for resale. (See 71 Bulletins for
additional items available.) Please allow ample time for delivery. Include 10% extra
for insurance and postage. NEW FOR 72: Beverage Set and Tumbler Set in Glazed
COLOR. Send for list and details.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 LOCUST AVENUE
WESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 26452
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OUR 1972 INTRODUCTION
Big Smoky (Thomas ’72) E-M. 34".

(Dream Time

X

Mulberry Wine)

The color of this iris, by the color charts, is really reddish aster
violet. However, it does have a “smoky” different color that is hard
to describe and does remind one of

Indian Summer.

The color is not

a “dirty” or “dull” color, but a different color that everyone notices
and likes. Ever since we first saw this seedling in our seedling patch,
everyone has been calling it

“Big Smoky.”

It has wide brown hafts,

wide round falls, closed standards, red beards, ruffled and has good
branching. A good grower.$20.00
Write for our color list of previous introductions, and a price list
of a large selection of recent introductions by other hybridizers.

THOMAS GARDENS
P.O. Box 155, Saltillo, Pennsylvania 17253

WETHERSFIELD IRIS GARDEN
HOME of
Rising Fawn

•

Yankee Boy

•

Lake Mattawa

1972 Introductions

(Gadd ’72). Sdlg. 63-65. TB. 32". (Yankee Boy X
Dark Fury). Dark purple self, red infusion. Ruffled. RTG ’71. . .$25.00
Thunder Moon

(Gadd ’72). Sdlg. 32-65. TB. 32". (Golden Masterpiece X
Riviera X Mooncrest). Canary yellow self, small white center, falls
ruffled. HC ’71.$20.00
Yelloba

(Gadd ’72). Sdlg. 6-C-42. AB. 36". (Spanish Peaks X
Jane Phillips X Capitola). Large medium blue self. Strong grower
with two branches. Fertile both ways. HC ’70.$25.00
Isle of Zoar

FRED AND MARY GADD
172 Main Street

Wethersfield, Conn. 06109
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You are cordially
SHOW CHAIRMEN

invited
to stop by

1971 Color

our Garden of Eden

Classification

either going to or
coming from the
600 each

1972 National Convention
In lots of ten or

*

more—500 each

*

*

Send stamped self-addressed
envelope for garden location map.
*

*

*

AMERICAN IRIS
SOCIETY

EDEN ROAD

2315 Tower Grove Ave.

IRIS GARDEN

St. Louis, Mo. 63110

P.O. BOX 117
WENATCHEE, WASH. 98801

512 So. 6th

BILL and DOLLIE CARTER
Ph. 618-942-6142

Herrin, Ill. 62948

INTRODUCING in ’72
Arctic Viking. TB. 36".
EM. Snow white. Tiny bit of yellow in the beard. Ex¬
tremely broad petals, touching at haft. Substance like leather; four days in hottest sun.
Well branched. 7-9 buds. Arctic Fury X Brave Viking. HC ’71.$25.00
Blast Off (’71).
A late bloomer.
White standards; wide flaring blue falls. Good.
.$22.50
Dear Dollie (’70). A bigger, better child of Milestone. HC ’69, HM ’71.$20.00
Although Blast Off and Dear Dollie are excellent do-ers and plant makers, we sold
out of both last year.
ALL THREE .$60.00
Watch for these in Oregon.
Reasonable prices on newer irises. Write for list.

1972 Introductions
MINIATURE TALL BEARDED IRIS
(Jana White x unknown) Bright slightly ruffled white.
Full flower has white tipped beard. 21".$10.00

Opal Imp

(Tid Bit x unknown) Floriferous small dark violet
self. Yellow beard. 20". 7.50
Will be pleased to send a price list of my instroductions if requested.

Violet Corsage

MARY LOUISE DUNDERMAN
480 White Pond Drive
102

Akron, Ohio

44320

PEGGY EDWARDS IRISES
Miss Fiffa (’71) IB, cream ground, lavender flush on standards,
delicate veining covering falls. Stock is short this year so price
will be.$8.00
Jealous Belle (’69) SDB, light blue, green spot. Fast increaser so
price is.$1.50
Velvet Night is not available from me; sorry!

MRS. H. L. EDWARDS
235 Koehl St., Massapequa Park, N. Y. 11762

Co-Introducing with Tell’s Iris Gardens
Mary's Delight (M. Heisz ’72). M. 36". Azurite X Rococo. Stunning
white ground plicata. Standards stitched blue-violet; falls stitched
and dotted blue-violet. Prominent styles of blue-violet, giving the
flower a striking appearance. Overall ruffling; falls flared. Three
branches and terminal. Excellent sturdy stalks with good bud
placement. Vigorous plant and foliage. #71-350. HC ’71. . .Net $25.00
HEISZ IRIS GARDEN
Box 142

Selden, Kansas 67757

You may order from this ad.

Price list of other irises on request.

GATESII for SALE
The SPECIES COMMITTEE of the ARIL SOCIETY, International offers
garden grown selected specimens of I. gatesii to AIS members at the low
price of $6.00 each or 3 for $15.00 postpaid. Orders will be filled in order
of receipt.
Send checks or money orders payable to
Species Committee Chairman
HERBERT H. McKUSICK
Globe, Arizona 85501

P.O. Box 2567

1972 INTRODUCTIONS
BUTTERNUT (Sdlg. T-69-2). MTB. M. 20". S. light brown with dark veining.
Falls round, flaring, dark brown with lighter veining. Brown stylearms. Orangebronze beard. HC ’71.$10.00
LITTLE TIGER (Sdlg. T-60-1). MTB. M. 20". Tan with dark veining. Falls tan
with chocolate veining; light flush in center. Olive tint cast overall. Bronze
beard. . $10.00
BRIGHT PROMISE (Sdlg. 69-69). TB. M. 35". Peach self with light pink overall
cast. Very lacy peach edging around standards and falls. Good substance and
increaser and good branching.
$25.00
CHARTREUSE MISS (Sdlg. 66-33.) TB. M. 36". Yellow chartreuse self. Greenish
chartreuse at haft. Green chartreuse beard. Fluted and horizontally flared.
Good branching. HC ’68.
$15.00
Previous introductions—1971, ORCHID MELODY, $25.00; MYSTIC BLUE (Sib.)
$20.00; 1970, WISCONSIN CHARMER, $20.00; GAY CHARMER, $20.00; MODERN
VOGUE, $20.00.
See April 1970 and 1971 Bulletins for descriptions.

Mrs. Robert (Mattie) Reinhardt
14151 W. National Avenue

New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151
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INTRODUCING FOR 1972
(R. ’64). TB. 61-2-2. White self, thick orange-yellow beard.
(Snow Goddess x Frost & Flame) Good grower.$10.00
Ice Princess (R. 71). TB. 38-40". 66-1-1. Ice blue buds open to cool white
blooms. We had 5 open flowers on one stalk last spring. (Pacific
Panorama x Celestial Snow) . $20.00
Sunny Skies (R. 71). TB. 38". 66-8-10. Standards bright sunshine yellow.
Falls bright yellow with spot of white around orange-yellow beard.
(Rainbow Gold x Illini Gold) .*...$25.00
Ruffled Satin

Stock very limited.

JOE L. SAIA
726 LIBERTY ST.

HELENA, ARK. 72342

SCHORTMAN IRIS GARDENS
819 W. Putnam Avenue,
Porterville, Calif. 93257
See page 72 of the January 1972 Bul¬
letin for the list and descriptions of
Schortman irises, including the new
Lucky Break.

VERNA MAE EWING S INTRODUCTIONS
737 S. Pershing
Wichita, Kan. 67218
1972 INTRODUCTIONS
Love in Bloom—TB. 34” to 36".
Large pure white self, ruffled, long bloom.
(Snow Goddess X Swan Ballet).$25.00

THESE SEEN IN THE WICHITA CONVENTION GUEST BEDS.
Swan Goddess (Ewing, 61-64A). TB. 35” to 37". Large white self, pale yellow
beard. Long bloom. (Snow Goddess X Swan Ballet). HC. 1968.$25.00
Fancy Me (Ewing, 63-29A). TB. 28” to 30". White self with a hint of blue,
pale blue beard. This has lots of substance and can really take the weather.
Long bloom. (Truly Violet X Lynette). HC. 1968 .$25.00

Introducing the First Furcata Hybrids
SDB. 12". A nice red-violet or purple, with closed standards and
flaring falls of good substance; beard blue. Has no pollen but pods. Tid-Bit
X Furcata,. 24 chr.$7.50

Bit-O-Cata.

MTB. 15" to 19”. Another purple on the red side. This should help
bring red into the tables. Both bloom with the intermediates; however, still
are in bloom with the early tables, so can be crossed with them. Has no
pollen but pods. H 19 (a mellita hybrid) X Furcata. 24 chr.$7.50

Mellacata.

NO

CATALOG

OR

LIST;

ORDER DIRECTLY

FROM

THIS

AD.

FRANK A. WILLIAMS
5288 Riverview Drive
•
Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004
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STARBRIGHT CRYSTAL Introduces for 1972
Starbright YELLOW

FleUr

(fe

LlS

IH ColOT

Starbright ORCHID

4—42 oz. 7 pc Juice Set
at $10.95.
48—90 oz. 7 pc Beverage
Set at $12.95.
814—12 oz. 8 pc Sham
Tumbler Set at
$9.50.
128—14 oz. Candy Jar at
$3.50.
8IO-8V2 oz. Sham Juice,
Set of 8 at $7.50
A NEW DESIGN created by America’s finest crystal-craftsmen in America—West Virginia
Glass. Nature’s beauty is fanciful decorated in minute detail for beauty and durability.
Sparkling colors of orchid ancf yellow is delicately glazed on the hand-blown crystal.
Please include 10% extra for insurance and postage. Send for illustrated list.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 Locust Avenue, Weston, West Virginia

26452

J & J IRIS GARDEN
The First Introductions of

JACK BOUSHAY
the Lord” Seedling #J68C27 This iris is a deep Moorish blue
bitone with the S (Wilson 739/3), and the F (739). The falls are very
broad with heavy substance and ruffling. The white beard sets the
iris off very nicely. There are four branches plus terminal with 10
to 12 buds. With all these blessings it still has one more, a very sweet
and pleasing fragrance. Sterling Silver X Allegiance
Region 13 Conv. Seedling Queen 1971
H.C. 1971
Net $25.00

“Praise

Seedling #65Q3 This iris is oxblood red (Wilson 00823)
self with a burnt orange beard. It has the texture of dark red velvet.
Wild Ginger X Edenite
Net $25.00

“Red Ginger”

List on Request
ROUTE 1, BOX 329

CASHMERE, WA. 98815

COUNTRY VILLAGE GARDEN
HOWARD AND RUTH GOODRICK
16620 West Pepper Lane, Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005
1972 INTRODUCTION
Midseason. 35”. Graceful, well-formed, clean flowers of intense chrome
yellow with deeper yellow beard have broad, rippled semiflaring falls and closed
standards. Excellent substance. Well-branched, sturdy stalks have 8-10 buds. Vigor
and plant habits excellent. Sdlg. 125-4. (64-68-3 ((64-5 (Inca Chief sdlg. x Hall
pink sdlg.) x Rainbow Gold)) x Canary Cadence). H.C. ’71
$25.00

Golden Zither.

Previous Introductions
(’71). White Caprice x Three Graces. EML. 34”. Distinctive white iris
with red beard tipped white; arched, ruffled standards and very broad, ruffled,
flaring falls. Well proportioned, well branched, with 8-10 buds. Vigorous. Fertile
both ways. On list of Favorite Guest Iris at Wichita. $20.00

Celestial Fire

Aire (’70).
Celestial Fire.

Merry

Taller (40”), nicely-shaped white with heavy red beard. Sib to
H.M. ’71 . $15.00
LIST OF OTHER IRIS UPON REQUEST
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HAMPER’S IRIS GARDEN
PERRIS, CALIF. 92370

1040 PERRIS BLVD.
Introducing for 1972

(Hamner ’72). TB. 30-32". E-M. Ruffled true pink self.
Brilliant coral beard. Candy Sweet X (Cloud Dancer x Seair)
$25.00

Think Pink:

(Hamner’72). TB. 36-38". E-M. Ruffled, clean, beau¬
tifully branched bicolor. Standards buff yellow, falls blue-violet. Lilac
Champagne X Milestone. HC. 1970.
$25.00

Timeless Beauty:

(Hamner ’72). TB. 38-40". M. Dark regal plum purple
self. Beautiful flaring form. Beard slightly darker plum purple tipped
bronze. Swahili X Martel. HC. 1970.
$25.00

Top

Executive:

Miss Goldilocks: (Hamner ’72). BB. 20-26". M. Charming Indian yel¬
low amoena. The upright standards are near white, with a slight infusion
of Indian yellow radiating up the midribs. Ruffled round dollar falls
are brilliant Indian yellow. (Fox Charm x Campus Flirst) X (Campus
Flirt sdlg.) HC. 1971.
$20.00
PREVIOUS INTRODUCTIONS
Becky Lee:

HC.

(Hamner ’71).

1970.

TB.

34-36".

Broad ruffled peach pink self.
$20.00

(Hamner ’71). TB. 34". Heavily ruffled warm cream
Light tangerine beard. HC. 1970.
$22.50

Moonlight Magic:

self.

(Hamner ’70). TB. 32-34".
& EC. ’69. HM. 1971.

Burning Desire:

Golden brown bitone. HC.
$17.50

(Hamner ’71). TB. 30-34". Lovely burgundy white
ground plicata. Reliable rebloomer in Southern California.
$15.00

Etched Burgundy:

Price List on Request

GEORGE A. SHOOP
2009 NE Liberty

Portland, Oregon 97211

(Shoop ’72). 36". TB. Midseason. Blue-white standards,
closed, ruffled. Wine-purple falls, flaring and broad. Strong stalk
and good branching. Fine plant. An advance in this class. 66-20A
(Latin Lover X Behold) .$25.00
Royal Host

(Shoop ’72). 36". TB. Midseason. A silver lavender
flower with flaring form and fine substance. Tangerine beard to
enhance. Good stalk and branching. 68-19-3 (66-10 blue series X
sib)
.$25.00
Dancing Wind
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STREPTOMYCIN SULPHATE
SOFT ROT — NO PROBLEM
One treatment dries up Soft Rot over night.
Streptomycin Sulphate is an antibiotic formulation intended for
agricultural use in control of plant diseases. One-half teaspoonful
in one gallon of water makes a powerful solution that destroys
bacterial soft rot.
Just spray lightly to moisten the iris rhizomes. Not necessary to
drench and waste solution. We used less than one gallon of solution
last year. Never once did we have to treat a second time.
Be prepared. Order today. No time to spare when Soft Rot de¬
velops.
STREPTOMYCIN SULPHATE, 8 oz.$4.00 Post Paid.

TERRACLOR 75%
For CROWN ROT (Mustard Seed Fungus) on iris, delphinium,
hosta and nearly a hundred other plants.
Just mix one tablespoonful of Terraclor 75% in one gallon of
water and saturate the iris plants and soil with the solution. If only
a few plants to treat, dust the plants, rhizomes and soil with Terra¬
clor 75% and it works like magic.
TERRACLOR 75%—3 lbs.$5.60 Post Paid
Prices subject to change without notice.

GABLE IRIS GARDENS
2543 38th Ave. So.

Minneapolis, Minn. 55406

TWO FOR THE RED HYBRIDIZER
Two reds that often add qualities
to progeny that existing reds lack.
Heaven's Largesse. 6118A. TB. Early to Late. Very sunfast, non-melting

true crimson with lighter edges and garnet overtones the second day.
Brown beard. Healthy. Multiplies well. Often 3 stems per rhizome, each
with 6 buds. Often breeds multiple-stemmed reds with attractive flare.
No haft marks. Well textured. Tight standards. Weather resistant. Very
fertile both ways. Fault: First of its multiple-stems is too short—not
always in progeny. Redward X Bang.$20.00 per rhizome
Rainbow Promised. 62-41. TB. E & Re. 36". Red blend with violet iri¬
descence and blaze. Clean-hafted. Bronze beard. Healthy. Well-branched;
three branches with three buds per branch. Multiplies extremely well.
Does not fade. Closed standards. Sun resistant. Often breeds early fall
rebloomers that tend to take on the characteristics of the other parent.
Fault: Rather plain of form. Breed with iris with flare and ruffles. (Pace¬
maker x Cherie) X Firebright.$20.00 per rhizome
BERNICE M. MILLER, Broadview, New Mexico

88112
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GENE & GERRY’S IRIS GARDENS
Frederick, Maryland 21701

39 E. Patrick St.

Introductions of G. & G. Burger, and Mr. George I. Crossman
Loudoun Lassie (George Crossman ’72) .$25.00
Sdlg. 68-26: Lady of Loudoun X Pretty Carol. TB. 36". Mid. Ruffled-arched standards
held stiffly upright and touching; light orange overlaid light lavender with orchid
midribs. Flaring and ruffled falls of medium orchid overlaid lightly with bronze which
extends into the hafts. Coral beard adds to the beauty of this lovely flower. Very
good substance and branching, with 7 to 9 buds. Healthy blue-green foliage.
Skyburst (G. & G. Burger ’72) .$25.00
Sdlg. D-21: Chinese Coral X Irish Lullaby. TB. 34". Mid. Very lovely apricot
blossoms are heavily ruffled, lightly laced and of good substance. The flaring falls
are lighted up with a tangerine beard, while the standards have a more pinkish glow.
Good plant habits, branching and bud count. HC ’71
Orchid Skies (G. & G. Burger ’72) .$25.00
Sdlg. B-16: Pretty Carol X Rippling Waters. TB. 35". Mid. A lovely ruffled orchid
blend with deeper veining. Domed standards over flaring falls, set off with an
orange-red beard. Good branching, substance and vigor. This one did very well at the
1969 convention in Milwaukee and is performing excellently in California area also.

Previous Introductions
Sailor’s Skies (G. & G. Burger ’71)
.$17.50
Sdlg. C-23: Ribbon Round X Blue Tattoo. TB. 34". M. A lovely light blue-violet
plicata; light yellow beard. HC ’71.
May Romance (George Crossman ’71)
.Sold Out 1972
The very lovely orchid-pink and violet bicolor that was so well received at the 1971
convention at Wichita. Received 28 votes as Favorite Guest Iris at Wichita. Will
accept reservations for 1973.
Lady of Loudoun (George Crossman ’70) .$10.00
Sdlg. 65-35: Rippling Waters X Whole Cloth. TB. 36". Mid. Light lavender-blue
with a border of darker lavender-blue. Yellow-tipped white beard. Proving an excel¬
lent parent. HM ’71

Our list of most of the newer varieties sent on request

Czarina Brown, 1706 W. Cherry St., Marion, Ill. 62959
INTRODUCTIONS FOR 1972
Theresa Nann (Sdlg. H-7-2). TB. 34". Early-Midseason. Brown sdlg. B-l-1
(Regina Maria x Cascadian) X Helen Keller. This lovely white self has touching
hafts, flaring falls, closely held standards. Heavy substance. Branching is good
with seven or more buds. Fertile both ways.$25.00
Carletta (Sdlg. E.24-1). TB. 32". Mid to late bloom. Brown sdlg. C-16-1 X
Sib (Fleeta x Hinkle yellow sdlg. from pink breeding). Falls salmon pink,
Wilson Color Chart 4/2/3. Very broad falls touch at hafts. Standards are firmly
held, orient pink beard, thick, nasturtium red. Test garden award 1971.
$25.00

Previous Introductions
Sada Vaughn, ’71. TB. Large, medium to light blue.$20.00
Chanetta, ’69. TB. Large, mimosa yellow self with heavy buttercup beard.

.$15.00
FOUR IRISES ABOVE .$70.00

PORTLAND,
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OREGON 1972

NEW FOR ’72 FROM CAPE IRIS GARDENS
(Niswonger 72). Sapphire Fuzz X (Poet’s
Dream x Sib to Sapphire Fuzz). An advancement in bluebearded blues. HC 71.$25.00
Modern
Manner
(Niswonger 72). (Madamoiselle x Jade
Queen) X Winter Olympics. Beautiful, well-branched violet
with white beard.$25.00
Raspberry Sundae (Niswonger 72). Raspberry Whirl X Rasp¬
berry Ripples. A border iris, clean mulberry rose with red
beard. HC 71.$15.00
Rippling Spring (Niswonger 72). (Galilee x Celestial Snow)
X Cross Country. A very blue iris with pale yellow beard. $25.00

Elusive

Dream

Creations from GENE BUCKLES
Butterscotch Trim (Buckles 72). (Sun Country x Bright Fore¬
cast) X Meghan. A very lacy blend, Gene’s favorite of ’69
Sdlgs.$25.00
Cool and Lovely (Buckles 72). (Sun Country x Bright Fore¬
cast) X Coraband. A pale yellow and white with bold gold
rim and gold beard.$25.00
Glowing Volcano (Buckles 72). Wild Mustang X Milestone.
A vigorous bicolor with buff gold standards and deep rosy
violet falls.$25.00
Stained Ivory (Buckles 72). Esther Fay X Norma Averett.
A striking pale ivory with ruffled pink edging.$25.00
See these at the National Convention at Portland, Oregon.
Write for FREE CATALOG for more details.

DAVE NISWONGER
822 Rodney Vista Blvd.

Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701

1972 IRIS INTRODUCTIONS—My

Finest to Date

(Loleta K. Powell). M.-VL. 36". Magnetizing IV2" wine
bitone! Buds and conic standards several shades lighter than velvet
wine falls, which have unique edges ruffling upward, placing their lighter
tone against the plush fall wine. Rigid 3-way branched stalks, rich rosytangerine beards, very long blooming period are extras. Incredibly beau¬
tiful! Sdlg. 70-40a (Camelot Rose x Wine and Roses). Limit 1 ....$35.00
Camelot Wine

(Loleta K. Powell). M.-VL. 36". Compelling, ruffledall-over, 7" honey tan self, substance waxen, beards deep gold; sturdy “S”
curved stalks display to perfect advantage the extremely beautiful flowers
with 4-way branching. Instantly attracts every garden visitor throughout
its long period! Sdlg. 70-40 (Kingdom x Taste of Honey). Limit 1 . .$35.00
Carolina Honey

See these at the Schreiner and Fleur de Lis Gardens this spring.
POWELL’S GARDENS . . . Route 2

. .

. Princeton, N.C. 27569
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INTRODUCING RUFFLED CHERUB
If you like your irises dainty and
feminine this is for you. Ruffled
Cherub, 28 to 32 inches, has fine
form, wide flaring falls, heavy sub¬
stance, excellent 4-way branching,
weather resistance, and is a good
increaser. Miss Ruffles X Rippling
Waters. $15.00.
“As a small TB it is an excellent
variety. ... Its blue-white, elegantly
ruffled flowers are in perfect propor¬
tion to its height.”
—Bee Warburton, AIS Bulletin
Free rhizome of Miss Ruffles with each order.
of 65-34 (good BB breeder) if requested.

Also a free rhizome

MAYBELLE WRIGHT
10051 Brookside Ave.
Bloomington, Minnesota, 55431
Minnesota grown irises HAVE to be hardy!
Co-introduced with Stover’s Gardens, Minneapolis, Minn.

JOIN IN WITH THE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

AIS PINS
To be sold for the Scientific Research Fund. Safety-catch $2.50 each. Order from:
Clifford W. Benson, Secretary
2315 Tower Grove Avenue

American Iris Society
St. Louis, Mo. 63110

Introducing for 1972
(Dewey Helmstetler, R. 1970) Sdlg. HC-1. TB. 34". M.
WW/WW. Snow white self; heavily ruffled, fluted. Celestial Snow X
Harbor Blue. RTG Award 1970. See Snow Beauty at the 1972 Oregon
Convention.$25.00 net. Order from ad; no list.
DEWEY G. HELMSTETLER
Route 6 Box 258
Lexington, North Carolina 27292
Snow Beauty

WILD LIL—Sdlg. 6615. SDB, 12-15", E-M-L. A mutation. S. vary from
light blue to warm white (buff); F. splashed red-violet over
white ground; beard variable white-yellow. A prolific
grower. Fertile pollen; sets seeds.
ALENE SHELTON
1708 KAREN DRIVE

NO

DEL CITY, OKLA. 73115

DOCTOR BAIRD (H-64-7-1) TB. 31".
E-M. RV1, bb beard.

KNOPF IRIS GARDEN

TINKERBELL’S SHADOW (H-64-7-4) TB 33".
YIPcm, bb beard.
Sibs, both pod and pollen fertile. (Native
Dancer X Parachute II) .$25.00 each

MRS. MAURICE HALE
BOX 101, LOMA, COLO. 81524

12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469
INTRODUCES 1972

KONOCTI: Sdlg. 67-17. TB. 36". Blends of
lavender, pink and yellow; fluted, ruffled.
Brownish beard. Commentary X Bay Area.
HC ’71. $22.00

HyPONcX?^’

PORTLAND
197 2

Grows better plants, indoors or outdoors.
Clean A soluble. 10 ox.-$1.19. Makes 60 gals.
Free cotolog, HVPONeX, COPtCY.-QH. 44321

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPRING MEETING REGION XII. This space was reserved for the
spring meeting of Region 12, but an seemingly early spring makes
them hesitant about a date. The many people who will want to stop
to see the Region 12 gardens en route to or from the Convention
should write or call Mrs. J. R. Hamblen, 2776 West 5600 S., Roy,
Utah 84067.

BALLOTS—The first of the ballots should go into the mails April 1,
to Southern Regions, and later to Northern Regions.
SYMPOSIUM—The 1972 Popularity Poll will be included with the
July Bulletin.

BUS TOUR TO CONVENTION
A bus tour to the convention at Portland, leaving Kansas City, Missouri,
and with hotel stops and meals, is being arranged. There are two possi¬
bilities on the way home, either going into Canada and seeing such sights
as Lake Louise, or seeing Washington and Salt Lake City gardens. Write
Allen Harper, 100 NE 81st St., Kansas City, Mo. 64118.

JUDGES TRAINING SCHOOL
Region 23 Judges Training School: 9:00 a.m. Sunday, May 21, 1219 Los
Arboles Avenue, N.W., Albuquerque, N.M. Instructor: Fred Stephenson.
Some of you traveling the southern route to the Portland convention may
be interested in this judging school.

SHOW DATES
Columbus Iris Society, Eastland Shopping Center, Columbus, Ohio—
May 28.
Riverside Flower Show, Riverside Memorial Auditorium, 7th and Lemon
St., Riverside, Calif.—April 15-16.
Pierce County Iris Society, Point Defiance Park, Tacoma, Wash.—June
3-4.
Southwestern Michigan Iris Society, West Main Hall, Kalamazoo, Mich.,
June 3-4.
Region 6 Meeting,
(Change of date).

University Inn,

East

Lansing,

Mich.,

June

9-11.

Ill

Important for Hybridizers

Region 4 — *74
GUEST IRISES
National Convention 1974, Roanoke, Virginia
The Blue Ridge Chapter, Region 4, American Iris Society, will host the
1974 National Convention with headquarters at Roanoke, Virginia. The
Guest Iris Committee invites hybridizers to send either named varieties,
seedlings or both. Please send only recent introductions or seedlings
being seriously considered for introduction. We can accommodate up to
five (5) rhizomes of each variety.
All guest irises should be mailed to:
Mrs. Rena M. Crumpler
2521 Wycliffe Avenue, S.W.
Roanoke, Virginia 24014
Bearded irises will be accepted only between the dates of June 1 and
August 15. The following data should accompany each plant:
1. Hybridizer’s name and address
2. Name or seedling number of the variety
3. Type of iris
4. Height, color and bloom season*
5. Year of introduction
*It is particularly important that we know the probable bloom season of
the variety since there will be as much as two to three weeks difference
in the peak bloom of convention gardens.

When seedlings under number are named it will be the responsibility
of the hybridizer to notify the guest iris chairman prior to November
1, 1973 so that labels and guest listings will be up to date.
A receipt will be mailed to all contributors listing the gardens to which
plants are assigned. Directly after the convention contributors will be
asked for instructions regarding disposition of the plants. Failure to
reply by July 1, 1974 will be interpreted as an order to destroy stock in
question. All plants will be returned postpaid except to a foreign address.
The convention committee assures contributors that no plants will be
distributed, traded or sold. Using pollen or setting seed on guest plants
will not be permitted.
Owners of tour gardens shall not be held responsible for losses beyond
their control, such as weather, pests or vandalism. Responsibility of the
guest iris committee will extend only to plants sent directly to the guest
iris chairman.
Rena M. Crumpler, Chairman
Guest Iris Committee

BRITISH IRIS SOCIETY JUBILEE
Members of AIS who may be in London during the first week of June
will be very welcome to join the B.I.S. Jubilee Celebrations from 3-8
June. Particulars may be obtained from the Hon. Sec. B.I.S., 72 South Hill
Park, London NW3 2SN, England, but applications should be made as soon
as possible to help the organizers.
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AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES
Sustaining
Annual . .$ 7.50
Research
Triennial . . 18.75
Life
.
Family
. . 9.00
Family Life
Family Triennial . 22.50
Youth member, with others of family as members .
Youth member, with no others of family as members .

$ 15.00
37.50
150.00
187.50
1.50
2.50

SECTION DUES
Send dues, making check payable to the American Iris Society, to Clifford W.
Benson, Secretary, American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri 63110.
Japanese
Single Annual
Single Triennial
Family Annual
Family Triennial
Annual Supporting

$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

Median

Rebloomer

$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

$ 3.00
7.50
4.00
10.00
5.00

Siberian

Spuria

$1.00
3.00
2.00
6.00

$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00

IMPORTANT: Section dues, if paid through AIS, MUST be for the same duration
as your AIS dues. AIS FAMILY member desiring SINGLE Section membership,
PLEASE indicate which person is applying for Section membership.

ATTENTION AFFILIATES
All affiliates are entitled to a free showing of AIS slides once a year. Be sure to
give Mr. Schreiner thirty days’ notice, and order the slides in the name of the affil¬
iated club, giving the name of the president of the club.
All affiliates are entitled to one silver medal and one bronze medal, free of charge
for their show. Order these at the time the report is sent to the Exhibition Chairman.
If there is a change in the name of the president of the club, be sure to notify
Mrs. McCaughey, Mr. Benson and the editor of the Bulletin at once, so that the
proper name and address can appear in the Bulletin, and that the Bulletin can be
mailed to the proper address.

PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF REGISTRATIONS AND BULLETIN ARTICLES
To those who have inquired: We have on file most of the original registration ap¬
plications since 1960.
These often contain more complete information than the
necessarily cryptic published registration information. For those seeking to trace
and identify irises, we can make copies of the original application for twenty-five
cents. Likewise, we can reproduce any Bulletin article for twenty-five cents a page.
Send money and requests to the Omaha office.

REGISTRATIONS—INTRODUCTIONS
Registrations $3.00 each
Transfer of names $2.00 each
Introductions: Free recording.
Be sure that your catalogue or printed list
is filed with the registrar and that each present-year introduction is marked plainly.
Irises not recorded as introduced are not eligible for awards higher than HC. Irises
advertised in the October 1971, and January, April and July Bulletins are automatically
recorded as 1972 introductions. Mail to J. Arthur Nelson, 3131 North 58th St., Omaha,
Nebr. 68104.
To be sure your registrations appear in the 1973 issue of Registrations and Intro¬
ductions for 1972, they must be processed by October 31, 1972.

BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES
COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (listings in alphabetical order)
Single space (one inch—not to exceed six lines) .
Double space (not to exceed 12 lines)
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
One-inch, single column .
Two-inch .
One-quarter page .
One-third page

$ 9.00
13.00
18.00
. 24.00

$12.50
$20.00

One-half page .
$32.50
Two-thirds page
. 42.50
Three-fourths page .
47.50
One page . . 60.00

Note: Display advertising rates are per single issue.
Write the editor for cost of ads in color.
Discount of 20% FOR EACH SUCCEEDING ISSUE DURING CALENDAR YEAR
CONTAINED in original contract.
Send advertising copy and checks payable to The American Iris Society to:

IF

J. Arthur Nelson, Editor
3131 North 58th ST.

OMAHA, NEBR. 68104

NOTE: ALL COPY FOR APRIL ISSUE DUE FEBRUARY 10.

IRIS SLIDES FOR RENTAL
The American Iris Society maintains numbers of excellent sets of iris slides
for rental. Each set contains 100 slides, 35mm size. A list of the names of the
irises accompanies each set. Ideal for a program for your iris meetings and garden
club meetings, these slides are a fine way to study the new irises. Are you considering,
or would you like to see, some new irises? What better way than to rent a set of
slides and keep informed on the new varieties.

For that special iris program
—Set of iris slides of CONVENTION WICHITA! in 1971. See the famous gardens . . .
renowned iris personalities, and many of the very newest iris on display. Enjoy at
your meeting a showing of the most recently written about and iris that were in the
limelight. Attend this outstanding meeting held in the Central Midwest in spirit—
via this fine collection of slides of convention highlights.
—Set of the newer tall bearded award winning irises. Most recent Award of Merit
and Honorable Mention winners as well as Dykes Medalist and contenders—also other
top favorites and selected garden scenes.
—Set of the ever popular, less expensive, fine bearded irises that have stood the
test of time and grace any garden with their beauty and excellence. Pleasant garden
scenes; some interesting iris arrangements.
—Set of various bearded species along with special hybrids of these, including minia¬
ture and standard dwarf, intermediate, aril, table and border varieties—a fascinating
set.
—Set of various beardless iris species and their endless hybrids, including a wide
range as Crested, Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Western natives, Japanese, in unending
variety—highly individual.
—Set of irises of all types, in an unending collection, including the charming bulbous
irises, multi-faceted bearded irises—beardless kinds in pleasurable variety. Many kinds
of irises—varied, distinct and original.
Request for slides should be made well in advance for proper scheduling, preferably
30 days or longer. Include a second date if possible. Give the exact date desired so
that slides can be sent insured airmail. They are to be returned in the same manner.
The rental fee is $5.00, payable in advance, for each set of 100 slides. Make checks
to the American Iris Society and mail with your requests to:
Robert Schreiner, Chairman, Slides Committee,
3785 Quinaby Rd., NE (R. 2), Salem, Oregon 97303
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COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

CLASSIFICATION

The HANDBOOK for
the AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS and OFFICERS
$2.00 each

with color chart and
mask

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY

1971 COLOR

Single copies 60 cents each
Ten or more copies 50 cents each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

MT. OLIVE IRIS GARDEN
10349 EMPIRE GARDEN
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 95060
Grower of tall bearded Iris, featuring the
best in the west. Mountain grown on the
edge of the Pacific.
Visitors Welcome
List on request.
Ralph B. Coleman, Owner

BAY VIEW GARDENS

CHARJOY

of Joseph J. Ghio

GARDENS

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060
Free Catalog available, listing the finest in
median, tall, Louisiana, Pacifica, Siberian
and Spuria irises.

BROWN'S
SUNNYHILL GARDENS
(Tom M. & Opal L. Brown)
“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY”

FEATURING THE FINEST OF
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS
Catalog on request
— No Color —

Route 3, Box 102
Milton-Freewater
Oregon 97862

C&A IRIS GARDENS
Growers of Quality Iris
REASONABLE PRICES
PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Wholesale and Retail
3224 Northstead Dr.
Sacramento, Calif. 95833

Charles and Joyce
Arny, Jr.
117 Acacia Drive
Lafayette, La. 70501

Top Quality
Louisiana Irises
Catalog 10*

COOLEY’S GARDENS
301 S. James Ave.
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381
Incomparable Iris catalog in color
FEATURING THE FINEST OF
TALL BEARDED IRISES
QUALITY RHIZOMES
Considered by many as the world’s finest
iris catalog in color. Send 50* for your
copy if you are not a customer.
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CORDON BLEU FARMS

DISCOVERY TRAIL GARDENS

Best of the new and old
IRIS
Tall Bearded . . . Spurias
418 BEUNA CREEK ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CALIF. 92069

(Home of Region 14 Aril Display Garden)
Hardy irises from the Sierra foothills, featur¬
ing oncobreds by Leo Clark, many fine TBs,
including “space age” horned, spooned and
flounced. Catalog 250. No color.
STAR ROUTE, BOX 38-D
FOLSOM, CALIF. 95630

COUNTRY VILLAGE GARDEN

EVERGREEN IRIS GARDEN

Howard and Ruth Goodrick

116 EAST 19th AVE.
KENNEWICK, WASH. 99336

Our own and other selected tall bearded iris
Fine Selection of Quality Tall Bearded Irises
New Introductions of
EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
Free List on Request

List available upon request
16620 W. PEPPER LANE
BROOKFIELD, WIS. 53005

GENE & GERRY’S
IRIS GARDENS

CRAMER’S IRIS GARDENS
Growers of
Tall Bearded Iris
Where Quality & Prices Are Pleasing
CATALOG ON REQUEST
Box 75, Payson, Illinois 62360

Featuring introductions by
MR. GEORGE I. CROSSMAN
G. .Sc G. BURGER
List of Most Newer Varieties on Request
39 E. PATRICK
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

HILDENBRANDT’S
IRIS GARDENS

REBLOOMERS
TALL BEARDED

Star Route, Box 4, Lexington, Nebr. 68850
Region 21 Test Garden Located Here
Featuring Introductions of Mrs. B. Wolff
Price List on Request
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

DWARFS
SPURIAS
LOUISIANAS
SIBERIANS

IMPERIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Free (no color) catalogue available
thru Sept.

March

CROOKED CREEK GARDENS
Star Route, Marquand, Mo. 63655

HARDY NORTHERN IRIS
1972 COLOR CATALOG—250

New Introductions of
MERLE DALING
JOYCE MEEK
JEANNETTE NELSON
LILLIAN SWEARENGIN
GORDON W. PLOUGH

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN
P.O. BOX 117
WENATCHEE, WASH. 98801

FINEST NORTHERN ILLINOIS GROWN
IRISES
Offering tall bearded, dwarfs, rebloomers,
oncobreds, Spurias, Siberians and rare
species. Also perennials, peonies. Catalog
free.

BOX 255

CORNELL, ILLINOIS 61319

WRITE NOW for free bulb catalog
showing a wide variety of imported
flower bulbs from Holland.

P. de JAGER & SONS, INC.
SOUTH HAMILTON, MASS. 01982

KEITH KEPPEL
P.O. BOX 8173
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208

Newer tall bearded and medians.
List available on request.

MATHEWS IRIS GARDEN

KNOPF IRIS GARDENS

Large selection of new and old choice
varieties.

12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469

Free

price

list on

request.

LIST ON REQUEST

201 SUNNY DRIVE
COLLEGE PLACE, WASH. 99324

LAKELAWN GARDENS

MISSION BELL GARDENS
(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN)

NATHAN AND THELMA RUDOLPH
405 Lakelawn Blvd.

Featuring Fine Irises of

Aurora, Illinois 60506

Recent Introduction
TALL BEARDED AND MEDIAN

OUR OWN INTRODUCTIONS

CATALOG ON REQUEST—NO COLOR

IRISES, DAYLILIES AND PEONIES

2778 W. 5600 So.

List ready May 1

Roy, Utah 84067

LAURIE’S GARDEN

MOHR GARDENS

17225 McKenzie hwy., rt. 2

Discount prices on
high quality TB iris.

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477

SPECIALIZING IN BEARDLESS IRISES

List on request
1649 LINSTEAD DR.
LEXINGTON, KY. 40504

Californicae, English, Japanese,
Louisiana, Siberian, Spuria and

PACIFIC COAST HYBRIDIZERS

other species irises and their hybrids.

Quality stock and generous extras
at competitive prices.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST FOR STAMP

P.O. BOX 972
available by late April

CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA 95008
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

MELROSE GARDENS

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS

309 BEST ROAD SOUTH—A
STOCKTON, CALIF. 95206

Presenting the 1972 introductions of:
Sanford Babson, Ben R. Hager, Sid
DuBose, Bryce Williamson, and Johnnye
Rich.
OFFERING at discounted prices:
Median, Dwarf, Novelty, Arilbred,
blooming bearded iris.

TB,
Re¬

7124 RIVERDALE ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430
Hardy Minnesota grown Irises.
Specializing in dwarfs and medians.
FREE PRICE LIST—NO COLOR.

SCHLIEFERT IRIS GARDENS
MURDOCK, NEBR. 68407

FEATURING: Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana,
Japanese iris and DAYLILIES.

Since 1935

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG—250

Our Thirty-First Annual Catalog
on request

TOP O’ THE RIDGE

SCHREINER'S GARDENS
3629 QUINABY RD. NE (R2)
SALEM, OREGON 97303
feature
Fine Iris for discerning collectors
Growers—Hybridizers—Originators
America’s Finest Iris Catalog, ac¬
curate color illustrations, a treasure
trove of information

500

SILVER STATE
IRIS GARDENS
P.O. Box 2130

offering
SELECTED IRISES
Spurias, Medians, Tall Bearded
CHOICE PEONIES
Standard and Hybrid
— AND —
KAY SEE DE LUXE
GARDEN MARKERS
Free catalog to
AIS members or on request
Box 10645B
100 NE 81st St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64118

TREASURE LANE
IRIS GARDEN

Henderson, Nev. 89015

Fine quality bearded irises.
Generous bonus—Reasonable prices
Catalog on request

SMITH’S IRIS GARDENS
Finest Idaho-Grown

Dwarfs, Intermediates, Borders and Tails
VISITORS WELCOME
Price List on Request
7808 9th ST.
ELVERTA, CALIF. 95626

MRS. WILMA VALLETTE
DECLO, IDAHO 83323

IRISES

Free catalog. Over 2000
Varieties, New and Old, Many
of Them Now Hard to Find.

Catalog on Request
BOX 483
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

Reasonably Priced.

HARDY MIDWEST GROWN IRIS
Lowest prices consistent with fine quality.
Free Catalog on Request (No Color)

SOUTHERN MEADOWS
GARDEN
BOX 230, CENTRALIA, ILLINOIS 62801
May R. Tucker
James S. Tucker

VALLEY'S END
IRIS GARDENS
32375 DUNLAP BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded, Intermediate
Bearded, Standard Dwarf and Miniature
Dwarf.
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

ILLINI IRIS

SUMMERLONG IRIS
GARDENS

D. STEVE VARNER
N. State St. Rd.
Monticello, III. 61856

Reblooming Irises for the North
List on Request
CHARLES V. APPLEGATE
Rt. 2
Box 163
Perrysville, Ohio 44864

Hybridizer and Grower
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded and
Siberian Irises, Tetraploid Hemerocallis

TELL’S GARDEN
425 N. 4 W., Box 331

Orem, Utah 84057

GILBERT H. WILD
AND SON, INC.
Irises, Peonies, Daylilies

MODERN IRISES AND
HEMEROCALLIS
NO CATALOG.

Price List on Request

LIST 100

Send 500 for 92-page beautifully illustrated
catalog in color, featuring iris introductions
of Georgia Hinkle and James Marsh.
DEPT. AIS 472
SARCOXIE, MO. 64862

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY SHOW SUPPLIES
(THIS LIST SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUS LISTINGS)
PREPAID
Official show supplies of the American Iris Society are available from the
American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63110.
Please make checks payable to the American Iris Society. Show reports are
to be mailed to Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, 8260 Longdon Avenue, San Gabriel,
Calif. 91755. All orders are forwarded by prepaid parcel post.
1. Handbook for Judges and Exhibitions .$1.50 each
2. Color Classifications .600 each; ten or more, 500 each
3. Entry Tags, Revised. When judging is completed, clerks can tear off
bottom and start tabulating .$1.50 per hundred
4. Clerk’s records. For recording winners in each class. One needed for
each class. Punched so they can be inserted in a notebook and made
part of a permanent record .$1.50 per hundred
5. Award ribbons. Blue, first; red, second; white, third; pink, honorable
mention. Imprinted with AIS seal and Premium Award. First-quality
ribbon.18 cents each
6. Award ribbons. Smaller than 5, but otherwise the same. Meant for
median and dwarf shows .15 cents each
7. Purple Rosette: AIS seal on middle streamer, American Iris Society
on one outside streamer, on the other outside streamer—
A. Best specimen of show .1.30 each
B. Best arrangement of show.1.30 each
C. Horticultural sweepstakes .1.30 each
D. Artistic sweepstakes .1.30 each
E. Seeding of Show Most Worthy of Introduction .1.30 each
8. Small purple rosettes
A. Imprinted Horticultural Class, Special Award. May be awarded for
best of group; i.e., best white self, best blue self, best plicata, best
bitone, best blend, best collection, or any other special award
75 cents each
B. Imprinted Artistic Class, Special Award. May be awarded to best of
any group in artistic or composition classes, or any other special
award in artistic classes .75 cents each
C. Best specimen of show, Junior Division .75 cents each
D. Best arrangement of show, Junior Division .75 cents each
E. Horticultural sweepstakes, Junior Division .75 cents each
F. Artistic sweepstakes, Junior Division .75 cents each
9. Section rosette. Midway in size between 7 and 8. May be awarded to
best specimen in each section (tall bearded, border, miniature tall
bearded, spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Japanese, etc.) ....85 cents each
10. Silver or Bronze medals. Not engraved. Orders for these medals should
accompany show report sent to the Chairman, Exhibitions Committee.
Supplied without cost to AIS Affiliates .4.25 each
11. Seedling ballots. One should be given to each AIS judge who visits the
show; to be used by judges in voting for Exhibition Certificate
No charge
12. Report and application for award. One set in triplicate for a show.
No charge

PRICE LIST OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
(Supersedes all previous price lists)

GENETICS IS EASY—Goldstein .$ 7.00
Completely revised and enlarged, this 4th edition is written in such a
manner that the average layman can understand it with a minimum of
mental effort. Especially recommended for the beginning hybridizer.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY COLOUR CHART—
Four fans .$20.00
This revised chart consists of a set of four fans in stout cardboard box.
In each fan the leaves of colours are held by a locking screw, easily fanned
out for selection of a particular leaf. With four tints of each of the 202
colours, there is a very wide range available, giving users a working tool
for colour reference of great value.

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS . . . .$ 1.50
AIS Members $1.50—Non-Members $2.00

HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS .$ 2.00
COLOR CLASSIFICATION—$0.60 ea, lots of 10 or more $0.50 ea.
WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW ..$ 1.00
Lots of 10 or more to the same address $0.80 per copy

IRIS CHECK LIST—1969 .$ 6.50
Compilation of registrations and introductions 1960-1969.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1959 .$ 2.00
Compilation of the 5,466 registrations in the years 1950-1959 and of AIS
awards in the years 1920-1959.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1949 .$ 2.50
Compilation of all registrations in the years 1940-1949.
Registrations in 1969, 1970, 1971 .each $1.00
Registrations in 1967, 1966, 1965, 1964, 1963, 1962, 1961, I960....each $1.00
Current Bulletin .$1.25
Back Issues of Bulletins—if available.$1.25 and $2.00
Bulletin 1 (Reprint)
.$1.00
Fiftieth Anniversary Bulletin .$2.00
AIS Iris Seal Stamps—100 stamps to a packet .$1.00
Slightly larger than a half-dollar, these official Seals are quite beautiful
—on a silver ground, the iris and bud are blue; foliage blue-green; ideal
for stationery and place cards, etc.
AIS Stationery—New Style; with member’s name and address, or that of
local society, imprinted on letterheads and envelopes; letterheads TV*
x 10V2 inches, envelopes 7Vz x 4 inches; good quality bond paper.
In lots of 250 letterheads and 250 envelopes, postpaid .$11.00
In lots of 500 letterheads and 500 envelopes, postpaid . 19.50
Type or “print” name and address to be imprinted. Send check with
order. Samples of letterhead and envelope may be requested.
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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VARIEGATED SEEDLING
MORE FUN FOR HYBRIDIZERS
The above seedling is one of a number of seedlings from the cross 64-12 by
STEPPING OUT. The seedlings from this cross were 50% variegated and 50% violet
seifs. It is presumed that these variegated seedlings will produce more variegated
irises when crossed to plicatas.
Here is an opportunity for all hybridizers to start together to create a new,
fascinating type of iris. In a few years every iris grower will have variegated irises
growing in the garden. Join the fun of creating these new variegated beauties and
improving them with good form and branching.
We offer variegated seedlings with color pattern similar to the one pictured above
on the following terms:
One variegated seedling with pedigree $25.00. Each order will be accompanied
by the following extras.
JOHN’S JOY (1972) 17 Votes for H.C. (1971)
NEBRASKA NAVY (1972) Fifth place International Iris Competition (1969)
Orders
Orders
Orders
Orders

will be acknowledged when received.
will be confirmed June 10. Supply limited.
will be shipped starting August 1.
accompanied by check or money order should be sent to the

VARIGAY GARDENS
c/o Allan Ensminger
R F D #3 • LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68507

POST TIME
(Schreiners ’71)

GRAND WALTZ
(Schreiners '70)

NIGHT OWL
(Schreiners ’70)

Schreiner’s
3625 Quinaby Road, N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303
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HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS

$1.50

A must for those who seek to be judges or to exhibit in shows,
or to understand the awards system of the American Iris Society.
HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY MEMBERS
AND OFFICERS

$2.00

A handbook that covers many of the phases of membership.
Very valuable for RVPs and local officers. Fourteen chapters cov¬
ering nearly all phases of American Iris Society affairs.
COLOR CLASSIFICATION
$0.60 each, lots of ten or more $0.50 each
Twenty-nine pages of irises color classed, with other color in¬
formation. Includes a color chart and a color mask.
WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW

$1.00

A handy little booklet of information for the amateur. A book¬
let that has proved valuable in interesting people in irises.

If

you are interested in large numbers, write the St. Louis office.
IRIS CHECK LIST 1969. A compilation of registrations and
introductions 1960-69 .$6.50
IRIS CHECK LIST 1959. Compilation of 5,456 registrations
and introductions 1950-1959, and of AIS awards 1920-1959

$2.00

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY BULLETIN. A fifty-year history
of the American Iris Society .$2.00
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COVER PICTURE is of Babbling Brook, the leader for the Dykes Medal
as we go to press. Cup Race, which, at the moment, is almost tied for
the lead, will be the cover picture in January.
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REGIONS AND REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENTS
1— Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island. Mr. James R. Welch, R. 1, Box 161, Londonderry, N.H.
03053.
2— New York. Mr. James A. Gristwood, 605 Lock St., Phoenix, N.Y. 13135.
3— Pennsylvania and Delaware. Mrs. Theodore R. Shiner, 524 East 4th St.,
Nescopeck, Pa. 18635.
4— Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, and North
Carolina. Mr. W. D. Kelley, 653 Washington St. E., Lewisburg, W. Va.
24901.
5— South Carolina, Georgia and Florida. Mr. James H. Duren, 2136
Carriage Drive, Morrow, Ga. 30260
6— Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana. Mr. Harold L. Stahly, 8343 Manchester
Drive, Grand Blanc, Mich. 48439.
7— Kentucky and Tennessee. Chaplain Calvin S. Cunningham, 316 Farrar
St., Murfreesboro, Tenn. 37130.
8— Wisconsin and Minnesota. Mr. W. G. Sindt, 14252—15th St., South,
Stillwater, Minn. 55082.
9— Illinois. Mr. E. H. T. Drake, 1325 South Crescent Ave., Park Ridge, Ill.
60068.
10— Louisiana. Miss Marie Caillet, P.O. Box 365, U.S.L., Lafayette, La.
70501.
11— Montana, Idaho and Wyoming. Mrs. Sidney W. Smith, R. 2, Twin Falls,
Idaho 83301.
12— Utah. Mr. Herbert Spence, 3461 Adams, Ogden, Utah 84403.
13— Washington and Oregon. Mr. Foster M. Allen, 615 34th St., Washougal,
Wash. 98671.
14— Northern California and Nevada. Mrs. Marilyn J. Holloway, 673 Acacia
Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 95815.
15— Southern California and Arizona. Mr. Robert Paul Hubley, 14023 La
Barca Road, La Mirada, Calif. 90638.
16— Canada. Mr. W. J. Taylor, 220 Willowdale Ave., Willowdale, Ontario.
17— Texas. Mrs. Vernon H. Keesee, 3620 31st St., Lubbock, Texas 79410.
18— Kansas and Missouri. Mr. J. Donald Puett, 2305 Cleveland Ave., Baxter
Springs, Kans. 66713.
19— New Jersey, Staten Island, N.Y. Mrs. Lloyd F. Rake, Nedsland Ave.,
Titusville, N.J. 08560.
20— Colorado. Dr. Carl J. C. Jorgensen, 1445 Whedbee, Fort Collins, Colo.
80521.
21— Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota. Mr. Kempton Settle,
1304 S. Center, Marshalltown, la. 51034.
22— Arkansas and Oklahoma. Mr. Hoyt Smith, 138 Ridge Road, Little Rock,
Ark. 72207.
23— New Mexico. Mrs. Francis C. O’Kelly, 1219 Los Arboles Ave., N.W.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87107.
24— Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. A. C. Hopton, 2032 East Drive, Jackson,
Mississippi 39204.
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From tUc Presidents Desk

Portland convention was one of the best conventions the AIS has
had. The local committee had done an excellent job of planning
(detailed and resourceful), and the execution was virtually faultless.
Even the weather cooperated in an area that is known for its flower
bloom. A number of other reports on the convention provide good con¬
vention coverage, so I will touch upon our By-Law amendments.
The membership has approved the amendments proposed by the
special committee which has worked hard under the chairmanship of
our First Vice President, Dr. Clarke Cosgrove. I would like to briefly
review some of the By-Law changes adopted.
Article III on Membership is broadened to bring our By-Laws in line
with actual developments.
Thus members of the AIS who are interested in a special group of irises
may organize a Society within the AIS. This Society must submit its
By-Laws to the AIS Board of Directors for approval, and participate in
the registration and award system of the AIS. The Society may arrange
with the Publications Committee of the AIS for the publication (other
than newsletters) of materials of particular interest to the Society, and
for the collection of the Section dues by the AIS. The Sections also have
a representative on the Personnel Committee which suggests annually
to the AIS Board of Directors individuals deemed qualified candidates
for vacancies on the Board.
Local organizations with purposes similar to those of the AIS may
become an Affiliate of the AIS. The Affiliate must have officers and di¬
rectors who are members of the AIS. A majority of the affiliate mem¬
bers must live within one Region, and the Affiliate must participate in the
registration and award systems of the AIS. If less than 50 percent of an
Affiliate’s members are members of the AIS, it must pay an annual fee,
as determined by the Board of Directors. The Board may also extend
special privileges.
Lastly, the Article provides for Youth memberships, and authorizes
the Board to grant Honorary memberships in the AIS.
Article VI, Board of Directors. The Board is changed to twelve elected
members and not over six voting ex-officio members. Four members are
to be elected annually for three year terms. No Board member may
serve more than three consecutive terms. The following officers (unless
filling a salaried position with the Society) will have full voting priv¬
ileges: President, First Vice President, Immediate Past President, Secre¬
tary, Treasurer and Editor.
The nominating procedure is revised. The Board of Directors will con¬
tinue to nominate candidates for the Board of Directors, but a Personnel
Committee is provided which is authorized to suggest to the Board a list
of qualified candidates for vacancies on the Board. This Personnel Com¬
mittee is to be appointed by the Board of Directors at its fall meeting,
and consists of two members of the Board of Directors, two representa¬
tives of the Board of Counsellors, and one representative of the Sections.
The committee will present its list of qualified candidates at the spring
he
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meeting of the Board.
The list of candidates for the Board of Directors will be sent to the
AIS members on or before August 1 of each year. Furthermore, any 40
AIS members, of whom not over 15 are located in one Region, have the
privilege of presenting a petition nominating one or more additional can¬
didates for the Board. Such petition must be submitted by September 1.
The election ballot is to be mailed out on or before October 1 of each
year, and must list both the candidates nominated by the Board of D1rectors and by petition. This ballot must be returned on or before No¬
vember 1. However, if there are no additional nominations by petition, a
ballot may be omitted.
Article VII dealing with the officers of the Society continues the present
list of officers, but provides that the Board of Directors may elect the
President and First Vice President from the current membership of the
Board of Directors or from those members of the Society who have
served one or more full terms on the Board of Directors, but are not
current Board of Directors members.
The Article also provides that the Board of Directors shall designate
one of its members as liaison consultant to the Board of Counsellors (the
Regional Vice Presidents) and an advisory board consisting of the presi¬
dents of the Sections or their representatives. This formalizes an ar¬
rangement presently found in practice, with the Second Vice President
serving as Liaison Officer.
These amendments are practical, and are intended to assure a close
working relationship between the Board of Directors and the AIS mem¬
bership.
Dr. Hugo Wall

President

Affiliates of the American Iris Society
Chairman: Glenn F. Hanson, 7124 Riverdale Road,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55430
To achieve and to maintain Affiliate status, iris clubs must abide by
the following rules.
1. All officers and directors of the affiliating society and sufficient ad¬
ditional members to total a minimum of ten shall be members of AIS.
2. At least fifty percent of its members must be AIS members. A society
having less than fifty percent of its membership belonging to AIS
must pay a fee, the amount of which shall be determined by the
Board of Directors.
3. Participate in the registration and awards systems of AIS.
Special privileges extended to Affiliates shall be determined by the Board
of Directors.
To maintain Affiliate status, once each year, at the annual election of
the Affiliate, the secretary of the Affiliate must forward to the AIS chair¬
man of Affiliates a list of officers and members of the Affiliate, and a
carbon copy of this information to the secretary of AIS. When the sec¬
retary of AIS determines that the Affiliate is eligible, he will so notify
the chairman of AIS Affilates, and the editor of the Bulletin of the
name of the club and the name and address of the president.
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Changes in Affiliate Status Since April Publication
GEORGIA IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Flora Price, Jenkinsburg, Ga.
POLLEN DAUBERS IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mr. Wm. H. Murray, Eagle,
Idaho.
CENTRAL OHIO IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Harold Slessman, Willard,
Ohio.
MIAMI VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Virginia Bogress, Fairborn,
Ohio.
NORTH EAST OHIO IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Victor Repp, Richfield,
Ohio.
HI PLAINS IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Arnold Reichert, Selden, Kan.
PIERCE COUNTY IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mr. Frank Gropper, Tacoma,
Wash.
As further changes occur, notify Mr. Hanson, with a carbon copy to
Mr. Benson.
All convention photos by Everett C. Long unless otherwise noted.

The Unusual
Becomes the Usual
Joe Ghio

What was once considered the unusual for national conventions has
now become the expected: Beautiful weather, splendid arrangements,
peak bloom. Oregon has all of these in spades. The DeForest, Tompkins,
Cooley and Schreiner gardens were on tour. We visited the latter two
gardens in the cool weather which preceded the meeting; thus, we were
able to compare the performance of the irises in cool weather and their
reaction to the hot weather which accompanied the convention tours.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

George

Gordon,

Chet

Tompkins,

Frances

Gaulter,

Melba

Hamblen,

Larry Gaulter, in the Tompkins garden.
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The first stop for the bus, Tinsel Town, was the Tompkins garden.
The wet weather had taken its toll. It was here that Elizabeth Stuart
was first seen. It went on to win the President’s Cup. The color showed
its unusual pink and blue blending. The form is good, but it needs one
more lower branch. Earlier, in California, it had a pale, near off-white
falls with pale pink standards; it showed little of the blue-pink of Oregon.
Unfortunately, it has been a very slow grower in California. Jones’ Sea
Venture was evident in all gardens, a fine reverse bitone which showed
excellent contrast in the cool weather, but lightened in the California color¬
ing in the later hot weather.
It was here and at the Schreiners that the considerable plantings of
pacificas, now officially Californicae were on display. The blue and white
Valley Banner was a joy, and the heavily red-veined Wildwood Fantasy
and Wildwood Garland held the spotlight. All three of these delicate
beauties were collected in the wild. Sundance Eight was basically gold,
brushed red in the falls. Rounded into form.
Christmas Carol (O’Brien) was doing well and was very floriferous
in all the tour gardens. On the order of Wine and Roses, with pinker
standards. Cosmopolitan (Hamblen) was a surprise since we had ex¬
pected it to be on the order of Azure Gold and found it to be more in
the Commentary class. Wandering Wind (Reynolds) vied with Sea
Venture for attention in this limited reverse bitone class. Schiaparelli
(Moldovan) showed the true pink color we so appreciate, but the form
is just average.
A considerable planting of MTBs allowed us to evaluate the class.
Dancing Gold was a clean perky yellow plic which gained our nod of
approval.
From here we went to the compact DeForest planting where the Scotch
broom and azaleas vied with the irises for attention. It was in this garden
that we first viewed Knocke’s Hi Top. It was a blend with a blue wash
on the falls. Two tall stalks of it in the Cooley garden clinched its chances
of winning the Cook Cup. We looked at the DeForest Fantast as some¬
thing unique, with light yellow standards and white falls with a blue
“Emma Cook” border. Form is acceptable. Bayberry Candle was per¬
forming faultlessly here and at Cooleys, which won it our vote for the
President’s Cup.
The next two days were spent on the buses, Sea Venture and Laurie,
as we viewed the big gardens. The Cooley display garden is just stunning
and gorgeous. Beautifully placed and landscaped beds were well situated
for good viewing. It was here that a clump of Elizabeth Stuart assured
the winning of the President’s Cup. The huge blue blooms of Marion Maid
(Hinkle) just could not be denied attention. Typical veining and form
that you expect in the blue irises from this hypbridizer. Arctic Dawn
(Olson) has been a favorite with us since New York. It has beautifully
formed cream flowers with lovely carriage. The Noyd sibs, Lucky Number
and Sandberry were great. Both show their Debby Rairdon heritage, and
the deep peach of Sandberry was particularly appealing in a clump.
Carondolet (Corlew) made a nice clump with peach and white flowers.
We looked forward to seeing Praise the Lord (Bushey) because of its
unusual name, and we were pleased with its fluted dark blue color and
8

Bill Peck takes a

last look at the

Cooley Display

Garden

(part of it)

noticeable cream beard. Summer Sunshine (Gibson) brings the Gibson
yellow plies to new heights. Broad form with some lace. In the originator’s
garden, we preferred Virginia Squire (Gaulter) to its darker sib, His
Lordship, yet in Oregon the second seemed better than the first. Virginia
Squire is a near true dark blue in California, where it won this year’s
Region 14 Seedling Cup. His Lordship is darker, more ruffled thing of
great appeal in Oregon. Larry’s pink, Glendale, was larger and lacier in
Oregon than at home.
Here two Siberians were outstanding. Grand Junction became our pick
for the Cook Cup. Newhard 5795 is an extremely wide purple that at¬
tracted much attention.
Lemon Mist (Rudolph) showed promise of equalling the fantastic Cream
Taffeta when it is well grown.
Summer Love (Greenwood)
was a
pleasant surprise. A lovely formed apricot and melon blend with lace and
fine branching, one of the best things seen this year. Post Time (Schreiner)

Schreiner Display Garden
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was a very broad smooth well formed red toned copper.
We
Californians wish that it showed that red in our home stomping grounds
where it is a copper brown without the slightest hint of red. Dream
Lover (Tams) will challenge Lord Baltimore for the honors in the deep
blue neglecta category.
Gateway (Spence) is a beautifully formed lavender with a metallic
sheen in the falls; great branching. Lilac Ruffles (Rudolph) is a similarly
colored item and it proved to be one of the best of the ’71 Rudolph
releases. We looked forward to seeing Winner’s Circle, but unfortunately,
it had had difficulty with the winter in all gardens and we reserve judg¬
ment. Pencil Sketch (Plough) has to grow on you. A kook that reminds
us of old April Showers. Princess (Gatty) is a nicely formed light pink.
Pride of Ireland (Noyd) has the best green color, but by no stretch of
the imagination can it be called a border iris.
Miss Goldilocks (Hamner) has deep gold falls and the same gold
flush up the midrib of the white standards. A step forward in the yellow
amoenas.
From here it was on to the Schreiner plantings. The guest plantings
were in huge half moons on either side of the main display gardens.
Beyond lay the Schreiner Walk and the test plantings of their future
introductions.
For the guest irises first: Two numbered seedlings demanded attention.
Both here and at Cooleys, Blaylock S40-67 performed well. A very
lacy deep gold of good form that held its color in both cool and warm
weather. Shoop 60-30-1 is unique! White standards and falls with a
huge peach spot. A different pattern and the best “pink” amoena seen to
date.
Squire (Moldovan) was still in bloom and showed its fine purple color
and well formed flowers. Odyssey (Babson) was covered with flowers
which gave it a runnerup position in the balloting for the Cook Cup. A
rounded purple plicata with just the right amount of flowers for the
clump. Salmon River (O. Brown) is a huge, broad apricot-toned pink.
Baroque (Williamson) is a similarly colored thing that had a large clump
of bloom to display it well. Opera News (Spence) and Caro Nome (B.
Brown), planted just a few feet apart, surprised many by showing similar
color. Many preferred the deeper color of the latter. Lucy Blocher on an
opening bloom showed promise of something nice in metallic lavender.
The similarly colored Roman Villa and Burning Desire were growing
across beds from each other, thus inviting comparison. Roam Villa had
much more smoothly applied color with tightly held standards. Fantastic
Voyage (Schortman) is a bit different, with buff-gold standards.
When all is said and done, no one could resist the temptation of spending
the bulk of time in the Schreiner seedling patch. Their selections are
numerous, since they grow more seedlings than any other hybridizer,
upwards of 50,000. Among their ’72’s we were favorably impressed with
the ability of Warm Gold to hold its color in both cool and warm weather.
Horizontal falls are unusual in this gold class. Sea Bright is a true tone
of mid-blue and was showing off to advantage. We couldn’t make up our
mind about Peach Frost; the color is different, but there is something
which haunted us about it.
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For 1973 we give unreserved endorsement to Sailor's Dance. Absolutely
fine medium blue with deep fluting like we never had in this class before.
Rondo is a white ground plicata of broad form with deep red^purple
edging. Starina is a ruffled deep violet with great branching, from
Skywatch X Dream Time. Brook Flower is a deeper colored Fuji’s
Mantle. Light and Gay is whimsical and we liked it. Light blue with
white up the midrib and around the beard. Soft Moonbeam is a light
yellow half sister to Warm Gold. Navy Strut is a ruffled blue-purple
with nice fluting to complement Sailor’s Dance. Misty Shadows is the
only Marguerite seedling that has been named thus far. Blue-white
standards and blue-violet falls which remind us of the neglectas of
yesteryear. Spartan has great red color, but we suspect it will appreciate
some shade in warm climates.
Among the many numbered selections, two held particular appeal to us:
G-1321-B, a Denver Mint seedling, which is a blend of brilliant golden
orange brushed over white. This is the closest pattern in a modern iris
to the old Truly Yours. E-1550-4, a yellow ground plicata, with white
ground around the beard to give accent. Very different.
Also at the Schreiner’s was a considerable planting of Siberians and
Californicae. Here again Grand Junction was gorgeous. Anniversary
showed itself to be the best white since White Swirl. Cambridge showed
the world why it won the English ’71 Dykes Medal. Dreaming Spires,
Ego, and Super Ego were doing nicely. We went absolutely dippy over
the deep purple and slight yellow signal of Court Violet. It so reminded
us of the Louisiana, Black Widow, which was such a hit at the ’68 National.
In addition to irises, conventions are people. It is great to put faces
to names you’ve seen in print or people with whom you’ve corresponded.
Finally, it was Saturday night and time for the Awards Banquet, and the
curtain falls on the unusual usual meeting.
The record number, 560
registrants, justly applauded the closing of a thoroughly enjoyable and
delightful convention.

Keith Cooley, Mr. and Mrs. William T. Bledsoe

OREGON 1972
The Editors

“Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus!” Ask any iris grower who at¬
tended the New York meeting, the Wichita meeting, and the Oregon
meeting, and who marveled at the peak or near-peak bloom of three con¬
ventions in a row. Portland too had made a pact with the weatherman,
and while we had been warned to bring hip boots, rain coats and um¬
brellas, the days were sunny and comfortable as we viewed the thousands
of irises on display. “Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.”
While Board meetings kept us from going on the species tour, Irene
did go, and she reports that LeRoy Davidson had put together a fascinating
and exhilarating experience. We did note that those who went on the trip
were tired when they came in.
The convention booklet, with its striking cover design by George Shoop,
and dedication to Connie Schreiner and Rholin Cooley, was well organized.
The artistic touch of the Shoop family also showed up in the nicely
designed name cards, done by Cindy Sisson, the Shoop daughter.
The agenda for the Board meeting was an unusually heavy one for a
spring meeting, and while President Wall kept things moving with
dispatch, we finally had to give up and have a second Board meeting on
Wednesday.
The reports that we heard from the Section meetings were glowing, and
the only wistful note we heard was from those who would liked to have
attended two meetings scheduled at the same time. A convention com¬
mittee always is caught between the desires of those who want a short
convention and the growing needs of specialty groups to meet and discuss
their problems of current interest. Irene did attend the Reblooming Iris
Society meeting for me, and she reported that Dr. Zurbigg’s discussion
on rebloomers was worth going a long way to hear.
The Welcome dinner indeed was a pleasant affair. Old friends who
look forward to seeing each other at conventions (and we are convinced
that this is one of the more important values of these iris meetings)
had a chance to visit with each other during the meal, and before and
after the dinner. Dr. Wall’s remarks were clever, which is usual with him.
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On Thursday, we got down to the convention business of seeing irises.
Our bus went to the rhododendron test gardens, and it was a beautiful
and tranquil garden. After stopping to see the falls, we had an early
lunch. The food was good and plentiful, too plentiful for one on a diet

Thursday lunch at the Oregon City Elk’s Club

and without will power. The Tompkins garden then was our first visit.
We started with the commercial plot first, and I was struck immediately
by one thing. Pizzazz, a dark blue-violet, was blooming in profusion from
every plant, while on every side, there were equal numbers of other
varieties which evidently had been caught in the sudden hard freeze, and
were without bloom. One wonders what it is in the genetic inheritance
of such a variety as Pizzazz that makes it defy the sudden shifts of
winter temperature which lay low other varieties’ bloom. Here and there
in the garden there were other varieties which showed hardiness.
I always approach gingerly the discussion of varieties. Knowing that
we are so engrossed in color classification that there is not the time
for careful study and intelligent appraisal. But every once in a while
a variety shows something that one notes at a glance, and with our
apologies for neglecting some really good irises, I am sure, these varieties
were the ones that caught us with something while engaged in color
classification.
Raspberry Ripples a full red-violet, looked good again, as did Dandelion
Days, a full yellow-orange. Ovation, a pale red (true pink) with violet
veins, was different. Fluted Lime, a light yellow, was nice, as was Royal
Touch, a dark violet. Brook Song, a pale blue, caught our eyes, as did
Gypsy Lullaby, with yellow blend standards and full red-violet falls.
Mulberry Wine always is a beautiful color to us, and Wine and Roses still
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the middle of the flower, was enough different to attract attention.

And one had to note the three attractive trees forming a triangle—a
walnut, an evergreen and a maple.
Glass Menagerie appeared to be a white blend to us. Newly Rich looked
good again, as did the full blue Shipshape. Hi Top, which later won the
Franklin Cook Memorial Cup, appeared to us a yellow blend standards
and violet blend falls, and enough different to attract attention. Minnesota
Frills, with pale yellow standards and white falls, was refreshing. Sandberry looked nice in a light yellow blend, and Patti Page appeared to be
a warm white. Schiaparelli is exceptionally well named, a red pink.
Cosmopolitan, with yellow blend standards and blue falls, with a yellow
blend edge, drew stars.
It was nice to see Chet again, and we couldn’t help but note how well
he had filled out the spare frame of Sioux City days.
And we must not forget that it was in this garden that we first saw
this year Elizabeth Stuart, a delicious blending of colors which read out
to a pale red-violet self. It went on to win the Presidents Cup.
As one approached the DeForest garden, the landscape was replete with
attractive Scotch broom bloom, and in the neat and compact DeForest
garden, there were some very good irises. Mrs. DeForest graciously met
each of the visitors. We were impressed with the lavender seedling 7212A, and there were a couple of good white seedlings, W62C and 66-43D,
which reminded us of the words of the poet, “if only the other dear
charmer were away.” Few irises are so appropriately named as Admiral
Sideburns. Fantast, with pale yellow standards and white falls with a
violet edge, looked rather different. Charmed Circle, a violet plicata on
white ground, was good. Among those that got the extra glance were
Treasure Room and Ancient Gold, both full yellow, Black Pansy, a dark,
dark red-violet, Widespread, a white ground plicata in blue, Lightning
Ridge and Pipes of Pan, both with light violet standards and full redviolet falls, Candy Counter, a good orange pink, Talking Point, a pale
violet, and Cadette, white with blue edges on falls.
As I look over my notes, I see that I have omitted two that we starred.
In the MTB grouping at Tompkins, we found an MTB we liked, Dancing
Gold. We read it as yellow standards and white falls, with a margin of
yellow. Others read it as a plicata. Whichever or whatever, it is a corking
good MTB. And it would be heresy not to include Tinsel Town, with
pale yellow standards and white falls with hafts heavily marked yellow.
And Pink Pussycat was a red pink.
For the next two days we alternated between the Schreiner and Cooley
gardens. Joe Bergin, who has a facility for meaningful expression,
remarked as he looked over the Schreiner gardens, that this was worth
coming half way around the world to see. The man next to him said,
“I did, and I agree.” We heard from visitors several times that this had
to be one of the world’s great horticultural exhibits, and we agree.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Schreiner and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schreiner

The magnitude of the iris plantings are like nothing I have seen since
the days of the Sass fields of other years. One would have to dip deep
into a vocabulary pool to even faintly make a word impression that
would portray to the reading public the greatness of this garden. You just
have to see it to appreciate it.
The first glance brought us into the display garden, which had been
planted in beds to display each iris very well, and which was surrounded
with shrubs, giving a feeling of peace and beauty to this display area.
To me the highlight of the display garden was that perfect clump of
Cup Race. I don’t know that I ever have seen a more perfect clump,
and it may have gained votes for the Dykes. About equally good was that
tall clump of white Tufted Cloud and of Parisian Blue, light to full blue.
Among others that attracted a second glance were Lilac Festival, light
violet, May Melody, light yellow standards and white falls, Tuxedo, a
dark violet, Pink Taffeta, which read out with pale red standards and
pale orange falls, Moon River, light yellow; Latin Lover, with light redviolet standards and dark red-violet falls, Southern Comfort, a pale, pale
yellow; Patent Leather, a dark, dark violet, Dusky Dancer, a dark, dark
violet and a Dykes contender, Dreamtime, a light red-violet. GiGi, a
plicata of white and violet, Sapphire Hills, a full to light blue self,
White Taffeta, a warm white self, Warlord, dark red, Post Time, a
dark red which seems more brown in southern climates, Pink Horizon,
another with red pink standards and orange pink falls, Cambodia, with
yellow blend standards and blue blend falls, Laurie, another Dykes con¬
tender in a blend of light red-violet. Babbling Brook, a light blue, another
Dykes contender, in light blue. Among others were High Life, a plicata
in white and red-violet, Irish Lullaby, an orange pink, Denver Mint, light
yellow, Lime Fizz, light yellow, Chordette, a full red-violet, Commentary,
with yellow blend standards and blue-violet blend falls. Pink Romance,
a pale orange blend, Montego Bay, a dark red-violet blend, Contempo,
full violet, Warm Gold, full yellow, Eternal Flame, a full orange-yellow
blend, Peach Frost, pale orange standards and white falls, with a pale
orange rim, the unusual R1317-A, a white ground plicata marked violet
with “skip” veining, Dutch Chocolate, dark orange blend.
And Alan Corlew’s 4-9A, a full red violet, looked good, as did Stately
Lady.

I wish there were words and space to describe the perfection of land5

scaping of the Cooley display garden. The trees and shrubs alone would
take a long article to do them justice. The bright pansies as edging for

Cooley Display Garden

the iris beds added a pleasant note. Among the seedlings, Blodgett 70-35
looked good, as did Lilac Ruffles, a pale red-violet, Pink Ballet, a pale
red, Horoscope, with full violet standards and dark violet falls, Mod Mode,
a white ground plicata marked in pale red-violet, Outreach, yellow
standards and white falls, San Leandro, light violet, High Sierra, a white
white, Kilt Lilt, with yellow blend standards and yellow falls marked
red-violet, Opening Night, a dark, dark violet, Contempo, dark violet,
Basic Black, dark, dark violet, Debby Rairdon, the 1971 Dykes winner in
yellow and white, Summer Silk, an orange pink, Marion Maid, a pale
blue, Dear Dollie, looking especially good with yellow standards and
red-violet falls, Eagle Habor, a nice pale blue-violet, Fantastic Voyage,
with light yellow standards and violet falls, Caro Nome, a light red-violet,
Pride of Ireland, a light yellow blend, Christmas Carol, with pale
orange-red standards and full red violet blend falls, Carondolet, a pale
yellow orange, Country Music, with pale yellow-orange standards and
white falls with violet blending, Step Child, plicata in white and violet,
Burning Desire, a full yellow-orange blend, Night Out, a full red-violet
with a white spot.
There were so many others, in all four tour gardens, that any of us
would be proud to grow. As we look back over our notes, we are con¬
scious of many omissions, including the beautiful full yellow Royal Gold
and the superb white Ermine Robe, which always have been favorites of
ours.
Oregon 1972 was an event. The irises were superb, the drives through
the country side were scenic, the whole affair was well organized and
went off like clockwork. The programs were good, and we should mention
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Fred and Barbara Walther Cup.

Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Jones
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that excellent judging school Bill Jones conducted. The Board-RVPSections breakfast was an informative one, and covered a multitude of
topics smoothly and fully. The noonday lunches on the tour were excellent.
We closed off the convention with the traditional banquet, which was a
delightful affair. We hate to spoil a successful punchline, but it really
was Bob Schreiner who asked that Gus accept the Schreiner awards.
Yes, Oregon 1972 was an event that will be cherished in our memories.
And I think I never before saw so many people who came early and who
stayed on after the convention to see more and more of the irises on
display.

I. Tenax

Roy Davidson

(Pictures by Lorena Reid)

Berry Judd, Hazel Malcolm, Jean Collins,
all of New Zealand
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Ruth Hardy and Jean Witt

(Pictures by Lorena Reid)

AWARDS AT CONVENTION

C. W. Benson Receives
Hybridizers Medal

W. T. Bledsoe Receives
Distinguished Service Medal

Nate Rudolph Receives
Award of Merit

Eleanor McCown with Nies
Award and Johnson Cup

Gus Schreiner with
two AM’s

Thorton Abell with
Mohr Award

Mrs. Maynard Knopf
with AM

Joe Ghio
with AM

Neva Sexton
with AM
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Ron Mullin

When the Editor asked me to write an article on the 1972 convention,
I accepted with the thought in mind that it would be easy since there
were so many irises to be seen. There would be plenty to write about.
However, I didn’t take into consideration the fact that there might be too
many things to tell about this convention. An AIS convention is many
things, but one of the most important parts of any convention is the
people. Every Region of the AIS was represented at this meet, which
proves that the people of Region 13 did a very good job in creating a
desire among the membership to be in Oregon in 72. The next thing
needed for a convention is tour gardens, and this was certainly no problem
for the irisarians of Oregon. Four large gardens were on the tour, and
most of us managed to get out to see the Bennett Jones and George Shoop
gardens also. For those who have never seen the large commercial gardens
of the northwest, I wish it were possible for me to describe them ade¬
quately so that you could have an idea of the tremendous amount of
work that has gone into them to make them the beautiful places they
are today. Last, but certainly not least, you need irises to make a success¬
ful iris convention. Again, our friends in Oregon had no problem. Never
have I seen so many irises in such a short period of time as I did while
in that beautiful state. After a bloom season in Oklahoma that extended
from February into June, a trip to Washington to the gardens of Gordon
Plough, Tom and Opal Brown, and Hazel Schmelzer, and a trip to Utah
after the convention to see the gardens of Les Peterson, Jim and Melba
Hamblen, Herb Spence, Tell Muhlestein, George Mayberry and Odell
Julander, Ben Stanger, and the Bion Tolmans I feel that any iris which
stands out in my memory is one which really had appeal. These are the
ones which I will talk about in this article.

Elizabeth Stuart

(B. Jones ’70.)
President’s Cup Winner

Hi Top

Margarita

(Knocke ’72)
Franklin Cook Memorial
Cup Winner

(Schreiner ’68)
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that smoky pink from Bennett Jones, which was so
popular in Wichita, was voted the President’s Cup by conventioneers. It
was performing well in all the gardens where I saw it. One of the top
contenders for the President’s Cup was Sea Venture. This ruffled beauty
has blue standards and blue-white falls and the greatest contrast in color
of any iris of this type. With good branching and substance too, this one
is a sure award winner. Dream Lover (Tams) seemed to have three
open blooms on every stalk. The very ruffled flowers with light blue
standards and deep purple falls always caught my eye. Corlew’s Carondolet was a mass of beautiful creamy yellow and white flowers. Each was
displayed so that it did not interfere with another flower. Good branching
and a tangerine beard to brighten the pastel colored flowers.
Elizabeth Stuart,

Sea Venture

Lime Fizz

(B. Jones ’72)

(Schreiner ’69)

Schreiner
C-1148-A

(Plough) was the first thing to catch my eye at the
Tomkins garden. Blackish violet with a white circle on the falls makes
this one easy to identify and makes it one you will want to grow. Two
other Plough irises attracted much attention. Sinkiang is a plioata done
in two shades of blue. The standards are much like Ribbon Round with
the falls similar to Blue Petticoats. This is definitely a new color for
irises. Very ruffled flowers with blue standards and violet falls make
Rain Shadow one of Gordon’s finest introductions to date. This one did
well in gardens in four states I visited.
One of the runnersup for the Cook Cup was the outstanding blue iris
Shipshape. Tall, vigorous, well branched, and all the other good points
an iris may possess describe this beauty from Sanford Babson. His
Odyssey was also in contention for the Cook Cup, and it’s no wonder
since it probably has the widest petals of any iris available today. A blue
and white plicata with many flowers on well-branched stalks.
Often a new hybridizer can introduce an outstanding iris, but it is over¬
looked by the public. Two irises from relatively new hybridizers which
should not be overlooked are Tomtebo (Ney) and Summer Love (Green¬
wood) . Tomtebo is a medium brown of fine form with a lavender blaze on
Winner’s Circle
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the falls. This one has won an HM, but I had never seen it. An out¬
standing iris that should be widely grown. Light peach pink standards
and apricot falls on a heavily ruffled flower make Doris Greenwood’s
Summer Love an outstanding first introduction. Three open flowers and
several buds to back them up should insure you of a blue ribbon and a
long bloom season.
Larry Gaulter has named an outstanding iris after each of his grand¬
daughters so when you hear that the smooth lilac colored new iris has
been named Mary Frances you will know that here is another quality
introduction. Not named for a granddaughter but equally outstanding as
those irises so named is Virginia Squire. This deep blue beauty was a
clump of perfect flowers and plants in the Cooley Garden. Mrs. Gaulter
(Frances) said she and Larry did not always agree on what was a good
flower, but that they agreed that this one is good. I agree with them; it’s
outstanding.
Several years ago Melba Hamblen introduced an iris called Janni which
was named for her granddaughter. Now Janni has grown into a lovely
young lady and there is a new iris called Lovely Jan which is a combina¬
tion of pink standards and blue falls in delicate shades. This is a must
when it is introduced in ’73. It has excellent branching and substance to
add to the outstanding color combination. Melba has introduced three
sibs in the past few years, Flamingo Fling, Country Lilac, and Orchid
Wings, but this was the year for Country Lilac to steal the show. Each
of these is different in color and each has all the qualities an outstanding
iris needs. Very ruffled Country Lilac was putting on a show in each
garden this year.

Mrs. Fred DeForest

Betty and Ira Wood

Bill Jones at
Judges Training

Those who are plicata fans will be delighted with Gibson’s copper, gold,
and white creation, Summer Sunshine. It has the typical Gibson form
and as an added bonus—it sometimes reblooms. Schreiner’s Spreckles is
a reddish brown on yellow plic that adds brightness to the garden, and
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their 1973 introduction Rondo adds another to the list of fine blue and
white plies. Those who remember 65-1-1 from Wichita will be pleased
to learn that Mayberry has named the deep blue and white plic with the
solid blue shoulders, Royal Cape. Schreiner’s Gigi with the narrow
ribbon of light blue on all the petals, and Frivolity done in white and
rosy wine, are two other top notch plicatas.
Pink standards above the most flaring plum purple falls you’ll ever see
make Country Music one you will want to grow if for no other reason
than the fact that it has different form. If you want a green iris then
you should try Pride of Ireland. It was registered as a Border Bearded,
but was definitely too tall for that classification in Oregon. It is the
greenest iris I have seen.
The best iris from our former president, Bill Bledsoe, is Nashville
Sound. The large pink flowers are very smooth and the petals are very
wide. While on ‘the subject of pinks we must not overlook Lucky Number
from Noyd. The peach pink standards and white falls edged the same
were much in evidence in the Cooley garden because there was a large
clump with many open flowers. Tompkins’ Ovation is still the deepest
pink I’ve seen, but I believe I prefer his new one Pretty Please because
it is smoother. Not as large as its parent, Tinsel Town, nor as pink as
the other parent, Ovation, this one is a good new pink.
Outstanding yellow iris are abundant, but Hinkle’s Elizabeth Miles
and Rudolph’s Lemon Mist managed to make their presence known at the
convention. Accent is on form in both these light yellow beauties, and
both have fantastic branching to show off the perfect flowers.
Most of the medians were gone by convention time, but we did get to
see Maybelle Wright’s Miss Petite showing off its perfect border sized
flowers. Maybelle thought it was growing too tall in Oregon, but it is an
outstanding creation. You can be sure that its hybridizer will change the
classification unless this one stays short. Watch for it.

Guest irises at Schreiner’s
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Having visited with Opal Brown, we saw many of her new irises, and
it was disappointing that more of them were not open for the convention.
The star seedling of the Wichita convention has now been named Dutch
Master and this exotically colored creation was just beginning to bloom.
What a sight this banded beauty with golden standards made in Opal’s
garden, and one flower was quite a sight in the tour gardens.
A tall well-branched stalk displaying flowers which were a blend of
tan with lavender on the falls made such good enough impression on
many convention guests that they voted the Cook Cup to Dr. Knocke for
his Hi Top. Excitingly different with very round falls, this one was among
the first I photographed in the Schreiner garden.
Speaking of the Schreiner garden, brings me to the ones I liked from
these people that I have not already mentioned. Most of their 1972
introductions were in bloom, and all are worthy, but Peach Frost was my
first choice. The very ruffled flowers of peach pink with a frosty white
area in the falls are a good example of top form for an iris. Warm Gold
is a deep golden yellow which was retaining its color very well in the
warm temperatures at convention time. Promenade, Priceless Pearl, and
Rose Caprice are all different shades of lilac or orchid, each with a per¬
sonality of its own, and each an outstanding iris. Rose Caprice is more
rosy in color than the other two and Priceless Pearl tends more to pink
with Promenade being between the two in color.
One of the stars of the convention was an older Schreiner introduction,
Margarita. It had several bloom stalks and flowers in every convention
garden. The white standards and purple falls highlighted by a white beard
make this an outstanding garden variety, and with so many open flowers
on the tall stalks it could easily win its share of honors at the shows.
Snow white Tufted Cloud, lacy yellow Lime Fizz, and clean lilac Lilac
Haze also rated stars in my convention booklet. I was not sure there
was a new white which could compete with Ermine Robe for floriferous-

Siberian irises at Schreiner’s
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ness but Tufted Cloud held its own. It is taller than Ermine Robe and
just as worthy. Night Owl was even more fantastic in its home garden
than it is elsewhere and that’s saying a lot for this sensational black iris.
Many numbered seedlings caught my eye at the Schreiner garden, and
I hope they will introduce all the ones I liked. Some of the seedlings have
already received names such as Sailor’s Dance which is much the same
color as Shipshape. It rated 3 stars from me. Hash Marks is one you
will either be wild about or you’ll dislike it. I like it because it is so
different. A bronze gold iris with deep and brilliant crimson shoulders.
This color on the shoulders is very smooth and adds much to the flower’s
beauty. Brook Flower is a blue amoena with the blue being on the
edges of the falls only. Much like Fuji’s Mantle but also much improved.
Starena is a very smooth mulberry colored iris that is different from any
other I know. Summer Wine is a blend of wine, orchid, etc., that is
aptly described by its name. Soft Moonbeam is a tremendous yellow iris
that you’ll want to grow. If I listed the numbered seedlings from each
garden and all the varieties which were worthy of mention this- article
would fill the entire Bulletin. This was a tremendous convention and my
trip to Washington and Utah provided me with a want list equally as long
as the one I made at the convention. No one can adequately describe the
irises, the gardens, the people, and certainly not the scenery that we en¬
joyed in Oregon. I shall always remember the magnificent beauty of
Silver Falls and hope that one day I can return to that spot. So, to the
people of Oregon, when you next extend an invitation to us to come to
your Region for an AIS Convention, I will be there. Do everything just
the way you did in 1972.

Mr.
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The Cradle of Libertee in ’73
Harold Hieter and William Newhard

The iris fanciers of the Delaware Valley Iris Society (Region 3) have
been busy planning a “Plain and Fancy” American Iris Society Convention
for 1973. For our convention the city of Philadelphia has agreed not to roll
up the sidewalks at 9 p.m.
The convention gardens range in size from the expanse of Longweed to
our smallest garden belonging to our convention chairman, William Hirsch.
We believe Bill’s garden will show that irises can be spectacularly dis¬
played on a moderately sized lot.
Frank Walchak is a fledgling hybridizer who grows his irises on a subur¬
ban hillside in Landsdowne. Lincoln Atkiss is a triple threat gardener—
roses, irises and daylilies. Not necessarily in preferential order of im¬
portance (frankly, I think we have it right).
Main line Philadelphia is being represented by the garden of Helen
Chariott. Specific landscaping for the convention show the beds like a
Greek amphitheater when viewed from the patio area. A beautiful garden!
Russ Snyder really grows them well. Compare any iris you are growing
with the same variety in Russ’s garden. We won’t rub it in.
Within the shadow of Mount Penn (Reading) live two hybridizing sisters
that married two brothers Kegerise. Evelyn and Eleanor (in their respec¬
tive gardens) are doing quite well with their efforts to produce better
irises. Judges take note—look a little!
Experiencing Pennsylvania Dutch cooking will be a part of your con¬
vention tour on the way through the rolling farm country surrounding
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York. Sterling Innerst grew up on one of these farms and his gardening
efforts are doing what comes naturally. Seven sweets and seven sours—
don’t know what they are? Come once to Pennsylvania Dutch country!
In historic Fort Washington, Clyde Hixson’s garden shares the rustic
setting of the area in a beautiful, old, colonial farmhouse. You will see
more than iris here—a well rounded garden planting.
Near the banks of the Delaware perched on the very top of a hill is
the garden of Steve Zdepski. We hope the visiting day is clear as the view
is commanding.
There are two gardens in Quakertown—Newhard and Hanee. Both
gardens share many plant interests besides irises. Bill Hance’s forte is
garden design showing bold creativity. Bill Newhard’s garden combines
the interests of a hybridizer and commercial grower with extensive plant¬
ings of dwarf conifers and alpines.
Longwood Gardens is an internationally famous planting and our visit
will include a private showing of their lights and fountains display. Our
convention will have unusual variety and an unusual guarantee—since our
gardens have such a wide span of bloom season you will see the Iris
out of bud.
We hope your interest is whetted and your curiosity peaked—COME!

Mrs. Yingling invites members to attend ’73 meeting

Philadelphia—Historic Iris City
Dr. Edward Murray

The City of Brotherly Love (the home of your first AIS President, Dr.
John C. Wister, who served for the first fourteen years, from 1920 to 1934),
welcomes you.
Philadelphia’s 1973 Convention iris gardens offer you good iris bloom
because we have purposely scheduled our convention gardens to catch
our early gardens late and our late gardens early. You will see good
iris bloom whether our season is early or late in Philadelphia ’73.
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Longwood Gardens, our largest convention garden, is famous for its
many large conservatories (greenhouses) and 1,600 acres of well-manicured
lawns and diversified gardens of conifers, azaleas and rhododendrons,
annuals and perennials, with a new collection of irises. We will spend an
afternoon here and will stay to see the glorious spectacle of colored
fountains in the early evening—a sight you will long remember about
Philadelphia ’73.
Our Pennsylvania Dutch Country will be a highlight for you as we dine
German-style, visit an Amish farm, see the horse-drawn carriages and
tidy barns with hex signs. You will see gardens near York (Sterling
Innerst), Reading (the two Kegerise families) and Quakertown, where our
largest commercial grower, Bill Newhard, operates Palette Gardens. The
native boulders give this iris garden a special charm. Median irises are
featured, along with a great many tall bearded irises and fine Siberians.
The Philadelphia Main Line is well represented by the large garden of
Helen Chariott in Rose Valley, with a new fan-shaped amphitheatre of
300 guest iris. Bill Hirsch, Convention Chairman, shares a magnificent
collection of alpine rock garden plants with his wife, Jan, in Havertown.
Their irises are grown to perfection.
Dr. Frank Walchak, a school principal,, has converted a rock hillside in
Lansdowne into a fine iris garden. Lincoln Atkiss is a rose lover who
grows fine irises and daylilies near Newtown Square and Devon (horse
country). Russel Snyder of Landenberg grows irises beautifully in the
fertile soil of Chester County. Clyde Hixson of Fort Washington has a
200-year-old farm where she grows superb irises and peonies, amongst
many other perennials.
High on a hillside commanding a superb view of hills near the Delaware
River in Milford, New Jersey, is the large iris garden of Steve Zdepski, a
long-time member of the Delaware Valley Iris Society, the local iris
society in the Philadelphia area.
Do come from May 28 to June 1, 1973.
SEE THEE IN ’73—PHILADELPHIA.
Dr. Murray is Secretary of the Delaware Valley Iris Society and Publicity Chairman
for the 1973 Philadelphia Convention.

NEW REGISTRAR
The Board of Directors at the Portland meeting elected Kay N.
Negus Registrar of the American Iris Society. Mrs. Negus becomes
the sixth in the history of the Society.
With this announcement, all requests for applications for registra¬
tion and all completed applications are to be mailed to Kay N. Negus,
27226 Lana Lane, Conroe, Texas 77301. Mrs. Negus also requests that
all hybridizers and commercial growers send to her a printed list of
their 1972 introductions. These must be received by October 1 in
order to appear in the annual Registrations and Introductions.
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IMPORTANT
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
July 1, 1972
Dear AIS Member:
Each year the terms of office of four members of the Board of Directors
expire, and four are elected to take their places. According to the bylaws
of the Society, a nominating committee composed of two members of
the Board of Directors, two members of the Board of Counselors and a
representative of the Sections, met and presented four names to the
Board of Directors, who approved the choice in their meeting at Portland,
Oregon. These nominations are as follows:
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove
Mr. Bennett C. Jones

Mr. Marion R. Walker
Mr. Leon C. Wolford

According to the bylaws, additional nominations may be made by any
forty members, of whom no more than fifteen may be located in any one
Region. Such additional nominations may be mailed on or before Sep¬
tember 1, 1972, to the Executive Secretary, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue,
St. Louis, Missouri 63110.
If additional nominations are made in this manner, a ballot on which
is listed the names of all nominees will be issued to the members on or
before October 1, and must be returned to the Secretary or Election
Committee (if one is appointed) on or before November 1.
If there are no nominations in addition to those made by the Board,
its nominees will be declared elected and the issuance of a ballot to
the members will be omitted, as provided by the bylaws.
Sincerely,
President
The American Iris Society
Dr. Hugo Wall,

EDWIN RUNDLETT
The retirement of Ed Rundlett as editor of
The Reblooming Iris Reporter, after ten, years
at the helm, affords the opportunity to take
pause and note the contributions of this valu¬
able member of the iris world. Born in 1896,
near the north border of the New York
Botanical Garden, he early acquired a love
for plants. He graduated in 1920 from Cornell
University’s College of Agriculture, and his
work has been centered around horticulture
ever since, with his ending his professional
work career as Horticulturalist for Staten Is¬
land, from 1937 to 1961. Since that time he
has performed brilliantly as editor of The
Reblooming Iris Reporter, and the cause of re¬
blooming irises has been advanced by this
service.
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AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY—LIFE MEMBERS
FAMILY LIFE MEMBERS

Mr. and Mrs. Jay C. Ackerman, Lansing,
Mi.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Bledsoe, Fayette¬
ville, Tn.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brizendine, 3214 Mary¬
land, Topeka, Ks.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Brooks, Iowa Park, Tx.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bunker, San Diego,
Ca.
Mr. and Mrs. N. R. Carrington, San Diego,
Ca.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Davis, Lawton,
Ok.
Mr. Dennis L. Davy, Mrs. Bessie M. Davy,
Jr., Old Lyme, Ct.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Griffen, Independence,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson B. Hale, La Grange,
Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Hamblen, Roy, Ut.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Allen Harper, Kansas
City, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Ince, Independence,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe M. Langdon, Birming¬
ham, Al.
Dr. and Mrs. Wm. G. McGarvey, Oswego,
N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Robert Minnick, Kansas
City, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Owen, Leucadia, Ca.
Mr. and Mrs. Maiben Reynolds, Birming¬
ham, Al.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Stone, Manhattan,
Ks.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley G. Street, Inde¬
pendence, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion R. Walker, Ventura,
Ca.
Dr. and Mrs. Hugo Wall, Wichita, Ks.
Mr. James R. Welch, Mr. Henry R. Welch,
Manchester, N.H.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Willett, Beachwood,
Oh.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon C. Wolford, Dallas, Tx.
LIFE MEMBERS

Mrs. L. G. Ahrens, Aiken, S.C.
Mrs. Nathan Bauman, Memphis, Tn.
Mr. Kay Haines Beach, Edwardsville, Ks.
Miss Mary A. Becker, Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Joe L. Bergin, Dallas, Tx.
Mr. Gordon Blackwell, Tuckahoe, N.Y.
Mr. Clarence J. Blocher, Wheaton, II.
Mrs. Paul Frank Boon, Birmingham, Al.
Mrs. Clarence G. Brack, Chicago, II.
Mrs. Willard Brinton, Groton-on-Hudson,
N.Y.
Mr. Robert C. Brooks, San Marcos, Ca.

Mrs. C. Douglas Buck, Wilmington, De.
Mrs. E. V. Butler, Sacramento, Ca.
Mr. Richard C. Butler, Little Rock, Ar.
Mrs. Stedman Buttrick, Concord, Ma.
Mrs. Robert S. Carney, Memphis, Tn.
Mr. Carl Carpenter, Savannah, Ga.
Mrs. Hazel E. Carson, San Diego, Ca.
Dr. Jesse W. Collier, Bryan, Tx.
Mrs. Walter Colquitt, Forbing, La.
Dr. Irwin A. Conroe, Slingerlands, N.Y.
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, San Gabriel, Ca.
Mrs. J. N. Cox, Norfolk, Nb.
Mr. Duncan Cranford, Northport, N.Y.
Mrs. Thomas M. Debevoise, Green Village,
N.J.
Mrs. Leonard J. Ebert, Lee’s Summit, Mo.
Dr. Craig Ellyson, Waterloo, la.
Mrs. Hilda F. Fail, Yuba City, Ca.
Mrs. Peter J. Fass, Hampton Bays, L.I.,
N.Y.
Mr. Orville W. Fay, Northbrook, II.
Miss Mable Fitch, Shawnee Mission, Ks.
Dr. Frank B. Galyon, Knoxville, Tn.
Miss Elizabeth P. Gamble, Palo Alto, Ca.
Mrs. Floy Perkinson Gates, Durant, Ok.
Mrs. Hazel Grapes, Big Springs, Nb.
Mr. W. J. Gunther, Del Mar, Ca.
Mr. Warren J. Hancock, Billings, Mt.
Mr. Larry L. Harder, Ponca, Nb.
Mr. Earl A. Holl, Indianapolis, In.
Mr. M. H. Hoog, Haarlem, Netherlands
Mrs. Mary N. Hoskins, Bakersfield, Ca.
Mr. Thomas E. Jacoby, Oakfield, N.Y.
Mrs. Elliott Jobs, Barrett, MN.
Mr. Robert Kehr, Ogallala, Nb.
Mr. Keith Keppel, Stockton, Ca.
Rev. David R. Kinish, Atchison, Ks.
Mr. W. D. Lee, Houston, Tx.
Mr. Evertt Long, Boulder, Co.
Mr. Merlin V. Ludlam, Waynesville, II.
Mrs. C. E. McCaughey, Oklahoma City,
Ok.
Mrs. Eleanor McCown, Holtville, Ca.
Mr. M. J. McHugh, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Charles E. Miller, Tonganoxie, Ks.
Mr. Roger A. Miller, Markle, In.
Mrs. Alfred H. Monahan, Raymond, Wa.
Mr. Henry Murray, Concord, Ma.
Mrs. Al Nahas, Sacramento, Ca.
Mrs. Raymond J. Nansen, Kansas City,
Mo.
Mrs. Thomas Nesmith, Chelmsford, Ma.
Mrs. R. Nelson Nicholson, Stockton, Ca.
Mrs. Charles Noel, Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. William H. Peck, Oyster Bay, N.Y.
Mr. Anson W. Peckham, New Shrewsbury,
N.J.
Mr. S. August Phillips, Inglewood, Ca.
Mr. Goeffrey L. Pilkington, Surrey, En¬
gland
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Mr. Orsie Poff, Kansas City, Mo.
Miss Susan Pope, Germantown, Tn.
Paula F. Proske, New Braunfels, Tx.
Jean Quick, Carbondale, Pa.
Miss Ruth Rees, San Jose, Ca.
Mr. Gerald L. Richardson, Richland, Wa.
Mrs. Bernice Roe, San Jose, Ca.
Mr. F. O. Rose, Amarillo, Tx.
Prof. Gian Luigi Sani, Florence, Italy.
Mr. Henry Sass, Bennington, Nb.
Mr. W. F. Scott, Jr., Ferguson, Mo.
Mr. Herman J. Selle, Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Barbara Serdynski, Los Angeles, Ca.
Mrs. Harry R. Shepherd, New South
Wales, Australia.
Mrs. Kenneth D. Smith, Staten Island,
N.Y.
Mr. Raymond G. Smith, Bloomington, In.
Mrs. Sidney W. Smith, Twin Falls, Id.
Mrs. Zip Smith, Lawton, Ok.
Mrs. Alice I. Spiller, San Francisco, Ca.
Mrs. Charles I. • Stephenson, New Haven,
Ct.
Mrs. Mona Stipp,-Santa Rosa, Ca.
Mrs. Bert Strickler, Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Eugene Sundt, Albuquerque, N.M.
Dr. Clyde Switzer, Shawnee Mission, Ks.

Mr. J. O. Tankersley, Bells, Tn.
Mrs. T. E. Tolleson, Atlanta, Ga.
Mrs. Mike VanMeter, Bethany, Ok.
Mrs. Richard H. Webber, Grosse Point
Farms, Mi.
Miss Gene Wild, Sarcoxie, Mo.
Mr. Jesse E. Wills, Nashville, Tn.
Department of Horticulture, University of
Wise., Madison, Wi.
Mrs. John C. Wister, Swarthmore, Pa.
Mr. John C. Wister, Swarthmore, Pa.
Miss Nadine Yunker, Taycheedah, Wi.
Mrs. Agnes Zerr, Kansas City, Mo.
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH MEMBERS

Mr. Ira E. Wood, New Providence, N.J.
Mrs. Ira E. Wood, New Providence, N.J.
Mr. H. N. Metcalf, Bozeman, Mt.
SEA-BORN, Chicago, II.
SUSTAINING MEMBERS

Mrs. F. A. Horsley, Danville, Ca.
Dr. Charles E. Branch, Piper City, II.
Mr. Richard Goodman, Riverside, II.
Mrs. Richard Goodman, Riverside, II.
Mr. Jake H. Scharff, Memphis, Tn.
Mr. Ian C. Morgan, Quebec, Canada

PERRY L. PARRISH
The work of Perry Parrish and his signal
achievements in publicity deserves some pub¬
licity also. Those of us who are in a position to
see what gets into papers nation-wide are im¬
pressed by what Perry has accomplished in a
short time.
And then one always is impressed by Perry’s
iris garden, whth its hundreds of varieties of
the newest and the best. It is one of those
gardens that one wishes he could visit every
day of the bloom season, to compare and
evaluate, for there are few of the good irises
that are not grown in this garden.

STINSON NEW PRESIDENT RIS
Wynnaline Stinson of Dallas, Texas, the new
president of the Reblooming Iris Society, first
became interested in irises in 1955. She is a
charter member of the Reblooming Iris Society.
She has served as president of the Iris Society
of Dallas, and as secretary of Region 17. She
became a judge in 1969.
Mrs. Stinson has one son at home, and one
married daughter, and one grandchild.
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Mid-Winter Fun with Iris
Gordon

W.

Gullion

(Department of Entomology, Fisheries, and Wildlife,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota)
1 Paper No. 1445, Miscellaneous Journal Series, University of Minnesota Agricultural
Experiment Station, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

The forecast is “a low of 35 degrees below zero overnight, with blow¬
ing and drifting snow.” This is a fine time to be planting iris seeds,
especially with two feet of snow on the ground and a “high of minus
ten degrees expected today!”
It is a fine time because the seeds are going into peat pots in our base¬
ment—about a dozen seeds in each 2X2 inch pot. These seeds have been
in the refrigerator for some 20 weeks since they were harvested in early
September, and if the seed coat and endosperm have been properly
chipped I can expect 50 to 60 percent of these seeds to germinate within
the next 4 to 6 weeks.
By mid-June, when the danger of frost is past, they’ll be well estab¬
lished seedlings and I can plant them out in the garden. A year later, or
18 months after germination, about half of these seedlings should flower
for the first time.
So why not plant iris seeds in mid-winter and extend the season for
“playing” with iris to a 12-months avocation, even when the ground out¬
side is frozen solid for at least 5 of those 12 months?
I’m a newcomer as an iris hybridizer, but not a newcomer in dealing
with perplexing biological problems—and breaking iris dormancy is a
perplexing problem. For some two decades I’ve been a wildlife research
biologist, so when I started hybridizing the tall bearded iris and found
that the seeds often did not germinate very readily, I turned to the re¬
ported efforts of others, and began doing some experimenting on my own.
This is my third year of experimentation and what I find most im¬
pressive is just how tough and resilient these iris seeds are. In reading
the experiences of other hybridizers in the AIS Bulletin, I’m convinced
that if they’re getting less than 50 to 60 percent germination from viable
seeds it is because they are treating the seeds too gently.
Under controlled and replicated conditions I have tried nearly all of
the techniques recommended by various persons in the AIS Bulletin for
the last several years—plus a few no one has mentioned, like soaking
the seeds in concentrated sulfuric acid, HILEX, and peat bog water. In
all, my seeds have been exposed to more than 50 chemical treatments—
to gibberelin at various concentrations for varying periods of time at
different temperatures; and replicating these treatments using salt petre,
vinegar, and various commercial germination stimulants.
Seeds have also been planted on various substrates—raw peat fresh
from the bog; sterilized garden loam; unsterilized forest soil; sand, and
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sterilized, enriched peat in tubes. For top dressing I’ve used sterile sand,
garden loam, peat, and vermiculite; at various depths from 1/4 inch to
1-1/2 inches; and have exposed the planted seeds to varying periods of
low and high temperatures, from several weeks in the subzero outdoors
here in January; to months in a refrigerator at just above freezing; to
weeks over our furnace at temperatures in the 80° to 90°F range.
Placing 8 to a dozen seeds in a peat pot works fine, for that way I can
treat the 30 to 60 seeds from each pod in several different ways to see
which combination of treatments provides the best germination.
But to philosophize at bit, I believe the key to understanding the factors
affecting seed germination lies in imagining the conditions which these
seeds would be exposed to in the wild in order to maintain the species.
In nature the wild ancestors of our beautiful garden irises were prob¬
ably subjected to rather severe treatment. The successful seeds had to
survive at least one moderately cold winter lying exposed on the ground
in central Europe. They must have been battered around some by wind
and rain—and even abraded against sand and stones as they floated in
flooding streams and rivers to be eventually deposited on a moist, bare
sandbar under conditions favorable for germination.
The flowers have been changed a great deal by domestication and selec¬
tive breeding—but the inherent factors governing germination of these
seeds have probably changed very little. Our modern iris seeds (which
really are not very many generations removed from the wild ancestor,
from an evolutionary point of view) still have a “flotation device” at the
distal end, so they float in water with the hilar or embryo end of the
seed down—where it is most likely to be battered and broken while float¬
ing in a flooding stream.
So when we put these several pieces together there seems to be two al¬
most absolute requisites for getting most iris seeds to germinate—at least
in my experience so far. First, they have to be exposed to at least one
winter for stratification; and secondly they need to “suffer” some mechan¬
ical damage to the seed-coat and endosperm.
For winter I find that 6 weeks at about 32°F is minimum, 12 weeks is
better, and now my best germination is coming from seeds which have
endured more than 60 weeks of cold storage.
The best container for storing seeds is their original pod. I wrap the
pod in aluminum foil or paper towelling so that the identifying plastic
tag remains associated with the proper seeds, and without any other
treatment place the pods in the refrigerator. I usually try to do this the
day of harvesting—but it doesn’t hurt them to dry out for a week or two,
in the pod.
The amount of mechanical damage needed to induce, or allow germi¬
nation varies from cross to cross. But for nearly every cross at least the
seed coat has to be chipped at the hilar end—which is the end by which
the seed was attached in the pod. There usually is a small but distinct
scar on the seed at this end.
But seeds of many crosses—and this may be related to the pod parent—
will still remain dormant, even with additional stratification, until the
hilar end of the endorsperm has been clipped, exposing the embryo. I
have seeds that remained dormant through a series of treatments lasting
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15 months, but germinated within 3 weeks after the endosperm was
clipped and the seeds replanted.
This mechanical treatment, or scarification, should not be done until
the seeds have had at least one period of cold, or stratification treatment.
Some crosses need as many as four alternating “summers” and “winters”
in my basement before they’ll germinate. This is why I like the peat
pots—pots containing ungerminated seeds can be placed back in the re¬
frigerator as many times as it takes to break their dormancy.
I have found that 1 inch of sterile sand is the poorest top dressing to
use to cover these seeds—vermiculite is about 5 times better—by germi¬
nation results. Also, the vermiculite is easily cleaned off the seeds to
permit periodic examination and additional treatment of dormant seeds.
But even 1 inch of vermiculite may be too much! At least some crosses
seem to germinate best lying on top of the “top-dressing,” not under it!
It appears that the proper temperature for iris seed germination is at
about 40° to 45°F. Last spring I was amazed to find dozens of seeds ger¬
minating under the melting snow in my garden outside. These belonged
to a group of hilar chipped seeds that had been in the ground for over
10 months and I’d written off as dead. In several instances more than 90
percent of the seeds germinated in the cold ground.
This fall, as outside temperatures dropped and the ground cooled, seeds
that were planted out last June began germinating as the soil temper¬
atures dropped below 45°F. I’m going to be curious to see how many of
these late fall seedlings survived the winter.
Currently I don’t have the proper facilities for replicating these con¬
ditions indoors. Someday I’d like to have a refrigerator with a growing
lamp inside, to see if I couldn’t get nearly 100 percent germination of
viable seeds kept in pots at about 40° to 45°F.
A final observation—it does not appear that allowing iris seeds to dry
out hampers their eventual germination. Last year I planted 36 seeds
from a backcross in Lula Margurite, and after various treatments thought
I was lucky to obtain four seedlings. But I left 8 seeds from this cross
in the refrigerator for 39 weeks, and they were shrivelled and hard when
finally planted. But 4 of those 8 seeds germinated within 5 weeks after
planting, and more will surely grow later.
After all, a seed lying exposed on a gravel bar along the Dunube
would surely be soaked and shrivelled several times if it often takes 2 or
3 winters and summers to properly stratify these seeds for germination!

IRIS CHECKLIST 1969

$6.50

IRIS CHECKLIST 1959

$2.00

Special price of $2.00 until inventory is reduced
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.

St. Louis, Mo. 63110
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PAUL COOK
Seeking the Wild Bearded Irises
Bee Warburton

As soon as he started growing any irises1*2 Paul Cook began his search
for species forms and he continued during all his hybridizing years. Since
the apogon species made little impact on his plant breeding, we omit them
here, although he grew all for which he was able to find seeds or plants,
for his own study and enjoyment. The period during which he sought
new bearded species forms most intensively, coincided with the period
of most intensive development of the tetraploid tall beardeds, and the idea
behind his search was to add new genes to the aggregate that was forming
the modern bearded irises, both dwarf and tall bearded. The brilliance of
the idea and its astonishing success shine for all to admire in the array
of SDBs from I. pumila, and the array of tall bearded bitones and bicolors
from that unassuming little virus-ridden forebear, Progenitor.
At the turn of the century, some 30 years before Paul started working
with the species, there had been a fair distribution of collected forms of
the bearded species in Germany, France and England.3 However, in the
intervening years, especially during the war years, botanical garden col¬
lections of the smaller, more delicate species particularly—the mellitas,
reichenbachiis, balkanas, atticas, pseudopumilas, true chamaeirises and
the true pumilas—had been lost, or their identifications had been
thoroughly jumbled. Moreover, open-pollinated seed from collections of
bearded species is more often than not hybrid. Species seeds were
listed by a few specialists, but their sources were not well documented.
Thus, in the early thirties, it was just about impossible to buy or beg
true species seed. The most promising sources were Thompson and
Morgan (T&M) in England, Correvon (Cor.) in Switzerland, and Rex
Pearce in Moorestown, New Jersey. The Pearce listings of all sorts of
seed from all over the world were a delight to many gardeners for the
eccentricity of his descriptions as well as for all the rare seeds he listed.
Paul recorded seedlings of the small species from Rex Pearce seed first
in 1933: “Planted in row in breeding plot this morning the seedlings of
Iris pumila grown from seed got of Rex D. Pearce this spring. There
are 46 of the seedlings and it seems to me they look just a little more
slender in leaf than other dwarf iris seedlings I have grown. I hope it
turns out that they are the real I. pumila. I also set in the same row
the few seedlings from seed of I. pumila and I. chamaeiris got from T&M
in 1932. I have little expectation that this pumila will prove true; on
the other hand, I. chamaeiris may.” and in 1934: “The three seedings of
I. chamaeiris raised from a packet of 5 seeds from T&M in 1932 are now
very much smaller and shorter-leaved plants than seedlings of so-called
I. pumila from seeds from T&M in 1932, or from Rex Pearce in 1933. If
these three seedlings are true I. chamaeiris, they are different from any
dwarfs I have ever had. The plants are very dwarf, though still larger than
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I. arenaria. What the so-called pumilas are is hard to say; probably they
are of hybrid origin and selected through several generations for tall
stems and large flowers, an idea for dwarfs just opposite to mine.”
In 1935 Paul became interested in I. aphylla, as a result of a theory of
the origin of I. germanica: “. . . I have read Simonet’s reply to Berkmueller’s contention that I. germanica is a hybrid of I. aphylla and I.
pallida, in The Iris Society’s Yearbook 1933, p. 28. Simonet gives 44 as the
2n chromosome number of I. aphylla(i.e., of the many 44-chromosome
forms of I. aphylla which had been counted and were considered good
species . . . “In the papers by Berkmueller and Simonet neither men¬
tioned the possibility of the germanicas and perhaps also the aphyllas
(there are almost as many forms of this species as of germanica)—having
arisen from the mating of unreduced gametes of various pallida forms
with normal 20-chromosome gametes of the various dwarf species that
are spread across Europe from Portugal to Greece and beyond. This
would account for the 44-chromosomes of both aphylla and Germanica.
Nothing else seems to. Geographically it must be noted that the Germanica
forms have probably all arisen in southern Europe which is the home
also of the 40-chromosome dwarfs and I. pallida .”
. . on this theory,
that the Germanicas have arisen from I. pallida and one or more of the
dwarf species with which I. pallida comes in contact, this matter of fall
growth and a tendency to winter-blooming seems less impossible. I.
chamaeiris makes fall leaf growth, in fact, these irises and hybrids from
them seem to grow all the time and have a tremendous rate of increase.”
In 1935, Paul planted a number of seeds to test out his theory about I.
germanica and I. aphylla. . . . “Received from Correvon, Switzerland,
several packets of seeds, mostly species and collected varieties of bearded
iris . . . chiefly to test out my theory of the origin of Iris Germanica
and I. aphylla,” and in October he reported from spring-planted seed, 20
seedlings of I. pumila, none of I. furcata, none of I. mellita, 11 of I. serbica,
one of I. reichenbachii, 3 of I. italica, none of I. hungarica, 2 of I.
chamaeiris, and many of both I. illyrica and I. pallida.
Simonet’s chromosome counts and studies of meitoic behavior were an
iris milestone, recognized with pleasure by Paul, who had learned French
as a soldier in France during the first World War, and whose translations
of the Simonet papers are still in circulation. Paul was particularly in¬
terested to learn finally that the true species aphylla had 48 chromosomes,
and that I. arenaria was a diploid of 22 chromosomes—he had been
working on the assumption that it was 44. Thereafter for many years, he
worked to create hybrids with a double set of arenaria chromosomes, but
he never succeeded in this.
In 1937, Paul recorded that he had planted, from Correvon, seed of
I. serbica, bosniaca, furcata, hungarica, lutescens, sulfurea and hoogiana,
and additional seed from Purdy, T&M, Pearce and Dr. Reed. This year
he first became concerned about the true I. reichenbachii, member of a
species complex including also mellita, balkana, serbica, etc., which is still
in the 70s a puzzle. “I cannot figure out whether I have got Iris reichen¬
bachii or not. It has a different look from the other yellow dwarfs I
have raised and which are undoubtedly I. chamaeiris, but the chief
character that sets /. reichenbachii off from I. chamaeiris, both spathes
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sharply keeled, is not enough in evidence to distinguish I. reichenbachii
from I. chamaeiris ”
In 1938 he received from Carl Starker “Two plants 1. mellita, two
plants I. balkana, and the rest apogon irises.” When the balkana bloomed
in 1939, it proved to be the “chamaeiris” cultivar with the name of
Balkana. Such names were an unfortunate custom of the period; one
reason for Paul’s early confusion with reichenbachii was the existence
of several cultivars known as “Reichenbachii, Reichenbachii Orange, and
Reichenbachii Yellow.”4 The one named Reichenbachii actually shows the
bicolor pattern similar to that of Progenitor, and the one named Balkana
is actually one of the better of the so-called “chamaeirises.” As Paul said,
“A flower on what I got from Starker as I. balkana. The plant is a
purple-flowered chamaeiris, very short, and of better form and substance
than most I. chamaeiris I have had.”
In 1939 he bought the fateful seed from Rex Pearce.4 The catalog entry
read: “Iris mellita . . . the name means Delight. Farrer calls it subtle but
sad, but says no rock garden should be without it. Very dwarf, very
early, with big blossoms of violet rich with mahogany suffusions. Again it
may be creamy with tintings of mulberry and stains of chocolate. Blossoms
through April and May and again usually in the late autumn. . . . Full
hardiness. . . . From the balkans.” Many other lots of seed were
planted at the same time, and grown and tested: “A dwarf bearded iris
raised from seed from Correvon as I. bosniaca opened a first flower
and is apparently a very dwarf form of I. mellita. Or I may actually
have Iris reichenbachii in one of its forms. The whole plant now in
flower is less than 4" tall to top of standards; standards larger than falls
which tuck under; spathe keeled; color of both stands and falls a dull
yellow with flushes of pale purple; beard cream.”
“One of three seedlings raised from seed from Cor. as I. lutescens looks
as if it might be a form of I. reichenbachii, possibly the purple-flowered
form called I. balkana. The stem is very slender, 8" to top of stands, 4-5"
stem, two-flowered. Spathes long, narrow, pointed, green throughout,
strongly keeled. Tube relatively short (in comparison with I. pumila and
I. mellita), flower long in shape with long, narrow segments, purple
tinged brown; beard narrow, blue. This can hardly be anything else than
I. balkana. . . . This plant is one of the smallest bearded irises I have
seen, and altogether attractive. I believe I now have both the yellowflowered and the purple-flowered forms of I. reichenbachii.”
“Iris furcata, a form of I. aphylla, in flower. This seems to be true, or
at least the plant is some form of I. aphylla. The stems branch right at the
rhizome. After having seen a number of species of dwarf bearded irises
during the past two weeks, I am more than ever wondering whether
I. aphylla does not belong in this group of dwarfs rather than with the
tall bearded irises. Except for the branched stem, it strikes me that I.
aphylla has many more characters of the dwarf bearded irises ... 48
chromosomes would fit into the dwarfs as well as into the tall pogons.”
These reports were of the 1940 crop, and in 1941 more seed was sowed
of serbica, variegata, pumila, mellita, rhaetica, furcata, hungarica; and in
this year Paul first mentioned those all-important pumilas from Bob
Schreiner, the Russians Nana, Sulina, and Carpathia, and the collection of
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various colors of Austrian pumilas sent with these by Bob.
Although 1940 was a poor seed-setting year, a few capsules gave some
needed information: “Examination of a capsule of a seedling plant of
pumila Cor. reveals this iris to be chamaeiris, not pumila. There is no
opening in the walls that separate the three compartments of the capsule
as in pumila. This pumila Cor. is a very dwarf form of chamaeiris.” And
the first discovery of the inter-fertility of the pumila-tall bearded hybrids,
backbone of our modern standard dwarfs: “A capsule collected from
one of the San Francisco x pumila hybrids, from pollen of another
seedling of the same cross, contained 32 good seeds. Thus it looks as if
these hybrids between tetraploid tall bearded irises and pumila are about
completely fertile, both pollen and ovule. I. pumila, of course, is a
tetraploid also, so this would be the expected result.”
In 1941 Paul speculated further about the puzzling reichenbachii com¬
plex: “The dwarf iris raised from seed from Correvon as I. bosniaca . . .
is still an undetermined species. When this plant was in flower I thought
it must be I. bosniaca. It had come from seed sent by Cor. under that
name, and it looked sufficiently different from I. reichenbachii not to be
that species. Dykes, however, in The Genus Iris, states that seeds of 1.
reichenbachii are pyriform and seed of I. mellita almost spherical. Seeds
which matured on my seedling plant were small and nearly spherical,
and not even slightly pyriform.” “On the basis of relative length of stem
and tube, I. mellita and I. reichenbachii should be easily separated. On
this basis the first seedling from Correvon seed (as I. bosniaca) would be
I. mellita, and the second one would be I. reichenbachii in one of its
forms, and presumably I. bosniaca . . . certainly the purple-flowered
seedling from Cor. seed sent as I. lutescens . . . must have been I.
reichenbachii also, and presumably the form known as I. balkana. I lost
this seedling to rot or something, much to my regret.”
Success came at last in 1942. Whether these seedlings were true
reichenbachii or not, a sib of Progenitor's parent was counted by Ran¬
dolph at 48 chromosomes, and another crossed readily with all beardeds.
They lived just long enough to leave their mark on the future history of
irises. It is another mark of Paul’s genius that he recognized this plant
as reichenbachii some years before it was known that the reichenbachiis
occurred naturally as either diploid or tetraploid. ‘Tris mellita, from
seeds from Pearce in 1939 and 1940,4 turns out to be I. reichenbachii in one
of its forms, the plants having stems of some length. A very few seedlings
in the row from 1939 seed may really be stemless, but mostly the plants
are I. reichenbachii, if having a stem is enough to determine this. This
dwarf iris is very distinct from both I. chamaeiris and I. pumila. The stems
are single headed but mostly two-flowered. . . . Both spathes are sharply
keeled. The flowers are built more or less on vertical lines; the standards
are large and stand up tall; the falls tend to curl under; the beards
are rather sparse, the hairs fine and either blue or whitish. None of the
seedling plants are as good as the seedling I. balkana I raised from seed
from Correvon, but they are distinct and interesting and undoubtedly
would contribute some desirable factors in hybridizing with the other
dwarf species.”
In 1943 Paul remarked further: “Seedlings from Pearce’s seeds are
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mostly dull purples with blue or bluish white beards, but there are two
or three yellow-flowered forms also. In shape the flowers of Pearce’s
seeds are like the flowers of the mellitas from Correvon’s seed, and the tube
is long in both cases.” It was a yellow form of these seedlings that pro¬
duced Progenitor. Paul’s purpose in crossing it onto the tall beardeds
was to see if its flavones had a bluing effect, and indeed he found
afterwards that they did; but when the Progenitor types bloomed he
instantly saw the significance of the bicolor occurrence, and was off from
there.
Much more of the previous species work came to fruition in 1943.
The first intercrossed pumilas from the Schreiner seedings5 bloomed;
the Azurea x pumila which was parent of famous breeder, Cook 1546,
bloomed; and a sister seedling from the Azurea cross was named Violet
Gem. A seedling from a Correvon chamaeiris by a blue pumila became
Blue Band; mellita and bosniaca seedlings bloomed, and some new mellitas
from Pearce seed; seedlings from Socrates, the bright red-violet
“chamaeiris” bloomed, and one was named Alinda. Seedlings from Alinda
and Violet Gem later produced Stint. More of the second generation
seedlings from TB X pumila bloomed, and proved perfectly fertile.
The difficulties in procuring true forms of the species were gradually
resolved as the Schreiner pumilas became available,5 and then as Rudolf
Hanselmayer collected a great many forms of pumila and other species
and distributed them to his friends everywhere,6 and finally, as Fitz
Randolph toured the classic locations, collected clones in bloom, verified
them, and distributed them by hundreds to eager hybridizers.7
What came from all this? Paul Cook’s own introductions, of course; and
one of the San Francisco X pumila seedlings along with the near-pumila,
Cook 1546 is in the pedigree of many of the best modern dwarf irises.
The Austrian pumilas from Schreiner were selectively bred in Paul’s
garden to blueness and daintiness, and the best of them crossed to Paul’s
own well-bred TBs, gave the fine crosses from which he selected those
classics, Green Spot, Fairy Flax, Baria and Brite. We have reviewed the
work with I. imbricata;2 but of course, the really great impact upon
the iris world was made by Progenitor, which few breeders would have
allowed to live at all, child of one of the less attractive, Paul thought,
of those he diagnosed as probably reichenbachii, one of the few yellows,
selected for its possible flavones which he thought might have a bluing
effect on the purple-blue of the normal iris.
■Tl

It is likely that with the collections of tetraploid reichenbachiis and
balkanas, the “inhibitor” from the Balkan species would have found its ways
into the gene pools of our tall beardeds eventually, as indeed it has in the
advanced generation balkana hybrids of Greenlee and Ghio, if with a
somewhat less dramatic impact than that of the Whole Cloth lines.
Moreover, although inhibitor has been a useful concept for hybridizers, it
is quite possible that the flavones which Paul was seeking are indeed
implicated in his pattern; its effects are thought by some experts to be
caused by diversion of basic color precursors into colorless flavones by
factors which cannot be “built up” in a Mendelian sense because they can
influence only what basic material is present, and which are in a sense
“leaky” in being not always complete in color suppression. So it may be
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that the flavones Paul was seeking did indeed play a part in what he
found, even though what he found was quite different from his original
vision.
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CONVENTION AWARDS
FRANKLIN COOK CUP

PRESIDENT’S CUP
Votes
64 ELIZABETH STUART (Jones)
59 SEA VENTURE (Jones)
45 SAPPHIRE HILLS (Schreiners)
44 LIME FIZZ (Schreiners)
13 MARGARITA (Schreiners)
11 GREENAN CASTLE (Beattie)
11 MATINATA (Schreiners)
10 PRAISE THE LORD (Boushay)
10 BAYBERRY CANDLE (DeForest)

Votes
18 HI TOP (Knocke)
16 DREAM LOVER (Tams)
14 COUNTRY MUSIC (Nearpass)
13 SHIPSHAPE (Babson)
12 SHINING ARMOR (Knocke)
11 CARONDELET (Corlew)
11 CARO NOME (B. Brown)
11 VEGAS (Hamblen)
10 ODYSSEY (Babson)

FAVORITE GUEST IRISES
(At Portland)
Two hundred and one of the visitors at Portland cast ballots for their favorite guest
irises seen in the convention gardens.
Votes
Variety
103 ELIZABETH STUART (B. Jones)
91 SEA VENTURE (B. Jones)
67 SAPPHIRE HILLS (Schreiners)
63 POST TIME (Schreiners)
53 DREAM LOVER (Tams)
51 SANDBERRY (Noyd)
47 COUNTRY MUSIC (Nearpass)
45 GREENAN CASTLE (Beattie)
44 SCHIAPARELLI (Moldovan)
42 EAGLE HARBOR (O. Brown)
42 HI TOP (Knocke)
37 COUNTRY LILAC (Hamblen)

Votes
Variety
36 ODYSSEY (Babson)
35 DUTCH MASTER (O. Brown)
34 VIRGINIA SQUIRE (Gaulter)
30 GUITAR COUNTRY (Plough)
29 SUMMER SUNSHINE (Gibson)
28 FLAMINGO FLING (Hamblen)
28 WINNER’S CIRCLE (Plough)
27 PRIDE OF IRELAND (Noyd)
26 CARONDELET (Corlew)
26 PRAISE THE LORD (Boushay)
25 NIGHT FROST (C. Benson)
24 ORCHID TAPESTRY (Rudolph)
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AWARDS 1972
THE DYKES MEDAL

Votes
154
138
83
71

Babbling Brook

(Buttrick)
Dusky Dancer (Luihn)
Laurie (Gaulter)
Cup Race

(Keppel)

Runnersup
Votes
24 Royal Gold (Hamblen)
24 Miss Illini (Varner)

COOK-DOUGLAS MEDAL (SDB)
208
87
76

Cherry Garden

Regards (Hager)
Eye Shadow (Roberts)

(B. Jones)

Runnersup
76 Velvet Touch (Dennis)
56 Orange Caper (Warburton)

HANS AND JACOB SASS MEDAL (IB)
183
83
80

June Prom

(A. Brown)

Runnersup
Lemon Flurry (Muhlestein)
49 Beebop (Plough)
Gold Buttons (Hamblen)
48 Dilly Dilly (Warburton)

KNOWLTON MEDAL (BB)
106
94
86

Lace Valentine

(Warburton)

Runnersup
Brownie Scout (Gaulter)
83 Botany Bay (B. Jones)
Carnival Glass (B. Jones)
76 Baby Shower (Ghio)

COOK-LAPHAM BOWL
146
75
32

Post Time

(Schreiners)
Credo (Babson)
Vitafire

(Schreiners)

Runnersup
26 Royal Trumpeter (Reynolds)
25 Cherry Garden (B. Jones)

CLARA B. REES CUP
116
46
46

Ermine Robe

(Schreiners)

Runnersup
Angel Unawares (Terrell)
40 High Sierra (Gaulter)
Christmas Time (Schreiners)
17 Captive Cloud (Palmer)
17 Angel Choir (Schliefert)

CAPARNE AWARD (MDB)
49
34
33
42

Sun Sparkle (D. Sindt)
(A. Brown)
Puff (Dunbar)

Mini-Plic
Lemon

Runnersup
30 Bubala (Gatty)
24 Doll House (A. Brown)
24 Patsy Jo (Kavan)

WILLIAMSON-WHITE AWARD

Votes
77

Dainty Dove

(A. Brown)

Runnersup

Votes
44
35

Ice Fairy (Witt)
Royal Thrush (Roberts)

33
20

Ring Bearer (Cook)
Purple Heather (Dunderman)

C. G. WHITE AWARD (AB)
79

Sonice

(Peterson)

Runnersup

47
28

(D. Foster)
Warrior (M. Rogers)

26
25

Bethlehem Song
Saracen

(D. Foster)
Smile (Danielson)

Moonspot
Radiant

WILLIAM MOHR AWARD (AB)
71

Saletta

(Street)

Runnersup

38
34

(Knopf)
Effendi (R. Brown)

26
25

Pomo Chief
Royal

(Gadd)
(D. Foster)

Lake Mattawa
Fairy Goblin

DEBAILLON AWARD (LA)
55

Ila Nunn

(Arny)

Runnersup

23
19

(Granger)

Contraband Days
Madcap

14
14

(Davis)

(Granger)
Brass (Chowning)

Delta Star
Tarnished

MORGAN AWARD (SIB)
141

Ego

(McGarvey)

Runnersup

43
42

Grand Junction
Swank

(McCord)

38
28

(Hager)

(Hager)
(Varner)

Ruby Wine

Illini Encore

NIES AWARD (SP)
54

Port of Call

(Hager)

Runnersup

26
26

Farolito

(Hager)
(Walker)

25
18

Lydia Jane

Arbitrator
Woodwind

(Ferguson)
(Hager)

AWARD OF MERIT (TB)
272
260
200
192
174
171

Latin Lover

Raspberry Ripples

152
146
138

(Niswonger)
Touche (Hamblen)
Ermine Robe (Schreiners)
Bayberry Candle (DeForest)

130
129
120

(Plough)
Royal Heritage (Luihn)
Pink Fringe (Rudolph)

Shipshape
Lime Fizz

(Babson)
(Schreiners)

(Shoop)
Charmed Circle (Keppel)
Buffy (O. Brown)
Son of Star

Runnersup

108
105
95
93

Charmaine (Hamblen)
Study in Black (Plough)

(Nearpass)
(Schreiners)

91

San Leandro

88

Minnesota Glitters

87

(Bakke-Messer)
Tambourine (Babson)

Lord Baltimore
Jolie

(Gaulter)
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Votes
Baccarat (Gaulter)
84
Jolie (Schreiners)
84
Light Fantastic (O. Brown)
83
Cherry Jubilee (V. Wood)
82
Foggy Dew (Keppel)
82
Beaux Arts (Plough)
81
Margarita (Schreiners)
81
81
Tuxedo (Schreiners)
78
Vitaftre (Schreiners)

Votes
Music Hall (Hamblen)
77
Glazed Orange (Schreiners)
76
Fond Wish (E. Smith)
74
Pawnee Pride (Tucker)
73
Flaming Star (Plough)
71
Yankee Boy (Gadd)
69
Flame and Sand (Carlson)
67
Big League (Schreiners)
66
High Sierra (Gaulter)
65

AWARD OF MERIT (SDB)
261
84

Gingerbread Man (B. Jones)
Bloodspot (Tim Craig)

69

Dove Wings (Roberts)

Runnersup
63
54

Blue Canary (Hamblen)
Tebby Dare (Wolff)

50
46

Blue Moss (B. Jones)
Footnote (Keppel)

AWARD OF MERIT (IB)
88
81

Orange Riot (A. Brown)
Raspberry Flip (A. Brown)

72

Brown Doll (Schreiners)

Runnersup
69
69

Clique (Keppel)
Pale Cloud (Keppel)

61
58

Lilac Lilt (A. Brown)
Arctic Night (A. Brown)

AWARD OF MERIT (BB)
107
106

Olive Cocktail (A. Brown)
Boy Scout (H. Reynolds)

99
99

Dresden Frills (Rudolph)
Molten Glass (Marsh)

Runnersup
56
53

Raspberry Parfait
(McGaughey)
Ardi Loy (Peterson)

48
43
43

Maynard (Knopf)
Gemini (Knopf)
Swami (Ghio)

HONORABLE MENTION
(Tall Bearded)
159

Elizabeth Stuart (B. Jones)

51

Greenan Castle (Beattie)

138
115

Post Time (Schreiners)

51

Royal Trumpeter

110

Sapphire Hills (Schreiners)

50

Sandberry (Noyd)

102

Odyssey (Babson)

48

Dusky Evening (Schreiners)

76

Dream Lover (Tams)

48

Hayride (B. Jones)

71

Chapeau (Babson)

48

Salmon Dream (Rudolph)

68

Country Music (Nearpass)

45

Kimberlina (Sexton)

Vegas (Hamblen)

45

May Romance (Crossman)

61

Basic Black (Hager)

45

Nobleman (Babson)

60

Hammered Gold (Schreiners)

42

Captive Cloud (Palmer)

58

Georgia Girl (Sexton)

41

Salmon River (O. Brown)

54

Country Lilac (Hamblen)

40

Arctic Dawn (Olson)

54

Gigi

40

Breaking Dawn (Schreiners)

54

Guitar Country (Plough)

39

Orange Beauty (Rudolph)

53

Louise Watts (Blocher)

38

Baroque (Williamson)

51

Celestial Fire (Goodrick)

38

Emissary (Tompkins)

68
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Eagle Harbor (O. Brown)

(Schreiners)

(C. Reynolds)

Votes
38 Hatari (Varner)
38 Lilac Ruffles (Rudolph)
38 Martinique (B. Jones)
38 Neon Rainbow (Schreiners)
38 Patti Page (Varner)
38 Wonderful One (C. Reynolds)
37 Appalachian Spring (Thomas)
37 Carolina Gold (Powell)
36 Flattery (Gatty)
36 Honey Chiffon (Schreiners)
35 Grandma's Springdress
(Niswonger)

35
34
34
34
34
34
33
33
33
32
32
31
31
30
30
30
30
30
29
29
29
29
29
29
29
29

Travel On (Sexton)
Carillon Belles (Varner)
Citron Creme (Schreiners)
Orange Chiffon (E. Smith)
Pink Pirouette (Newhard)
Tempo (Hinkle)
Mod Mode (Gibson)
Pizzazz (Tompkins)
Song of Erin (Roach)
Marion Maid (Hinkle)
Pink Pussycat (Tompkins)
Beauty Tip (Plough)
Veneration (Ghio)
Admiral Sideburns (DeForest)
Candalaria (Schreiners)
Dawnbreaker (Noyd)
Dundee (Schreiners)
Patent Leather (Schreiners)
Allura (O. Brown)
Autumn Hills (O. Brown)
Canyonlands (Hamblen)

Votes
28 Miss Dolly Dollars
(C. Benson)
Orchid
Tapestry (Rudolph)
28
28 Red Planet (E. Smith)
28 Summer Dawn (Z. Benson)
28 Threshold (Hamblen)
28 Yellow Ruffles (Rudolph)
27 Enchanted Cloud (R. Brown)
27 Flower Power (Plough)
27 Luscious Lemon (Innes)
27 Tropical Night (Schreiners)
26 Alcalde (Babson)
26 Bread and Wine (C. Smith)
26 Bridal Shower (Ghio)
26 Fiesta Moon (Z. Benson)
26 Laced Petticoats (Marsh)
26 Murmuring Morn (Corlew)
26 Thai Silk (C. Smith)
26 Woodland Shadows (Munger)
25 Amber Accent (Plough)
25 Country Girl (Spence)
25 Elegant Charm (R. Brown)
25 Frivolity (Schreiner’s)
25 Grand Romance (Corlew)
25 Hello Dolly (Baker)
25 Lucky Number (Noyd)
25 Meghan (Buckles)
25 Moon Dancer (Marsh)
25 Night Out (Plough)
25 Oraglow (Julander)
25 Rushing Stream (Schreiners)
25 Southern Charm (Tucker)
25 Sparkling Sunrise

Faustina Walker (Plough)
Itsa Doosey (Tompkins)
Lilac Haze (Schreiners)
Skater's Waltz (Palmer)

(Schreiners)

25
25
25

Treasure Room (Williamson)

Tufted Cloud (Schreiners)
Wide Acclaim (Moldovan)
Wisconsin Heritage
(Protzmann)

(Miniature Dwarf Bearded )

48
37
37
30
21
21

Wild Blueberry (D. Sindt)
Jelly Bean (Dunbar)
Wine Cup (M. Brizendine)
Azure Wings (Willott)
Fuzzy (Westfall)
Three Cherries (Hager)

19
18
15
14
13
12

Doll Fashion (A. Brown)
White Light (Welch)
Black Gem (Williams)
Sun Fairy (A. Brown)
Bold Lad (M. Brizendine)
Baby Jewel (A. Brown)

(Standard Dwarf Bearded)

47
36
29

Rangerette (Hamblen)
Knockout (A. Brown)
Kentucky Bluegrass
(B. Jones)

27
27

Pansy Top (Hamblen)
Little Chestnut
(M. Brizendine)

23

20
19
19
18
15
15
15

Canary Prince (C. Palmer)
Ornament (Hager)
Sun Symbol (B. Jones)
Ruffled Sprite (A. Brown)
Boo (Markham)
Frosted Ice (Roberts)
Mandarin Jewel (Roberts)

Speckles (Warburton)
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Votes
49
46
32
28
22
22
20

(Intermediate Bearded)
Votes
20 Space Cadet (Moldovan)
20 Toy Money (Burnett)
19 Blue Vision (A. Brown)
18 Raspberry Acres (Greenlee)
15 Blue Polka Dots (C. Palmer)
15 Bonus (Dennis)

Voodoo Doll (Gatty)
Apache Gold (A. Brown)
Sweetie (Warburton)
Ginger Tart (Riley)
Amber Rays (Roberts)
Dinger (Schreiners)
Sea Patrol (C. Palmer)

67
49
41
33
23

(Border Bearded)
22 Brief Encounter (Spence)
Embroidery (Keppel)
22 Lavender N’ Lace (Tams)
Blue Warbler (Tucker)
18 Sweet Suzanne (C. Hansen)
Pride of Ireland (Noyd)
16 Jade Parade (Roach)
Honey Spice (Hamblen)
15 Neat Trix (Hooker)
Apricot Drift (Blodgett)

56
30
26
25
22

(Miniature Tall Bearded)
21 Outward Bound (Witt)
Carolyn Rose (Dunderman)
19 Copper Strike (Street)
Lemon Cliche (Guild)
18 Chambray (Witt)
Sweet Charlotte (Kavan)
18 Dilenttante (Maloney)
Fairy Dust (M. Brizendine)
18 Brightleaf (Powell)
Tiloura (Witt)

23
17
13

Sojourn (Tate)
Girl Watcher (Street)
Tel Aviv (D. Foster)

( Arilbred )
11
11
10

One More Kiss (Danielson)
Temple Dancer (Danielson)
Welcome Reward
(Sundt-Rich)

21
17
15

24
18
18
15

35
32
28
25

81
32
25
25
17

( Calif ornicae )
Wildwood Garland (Hardy)
13 Branciforte (Ghio)
12 Lompico (Ghio)
Native Warrior (Phillips)
Wildwood Fantasy (Hardy)

Clyde Redmond
Eolian (Arny)
King Calcasieu

(Louisiana )
14 Delta Sunshine (Hager)
(Arny)
10 Laurel Bridgeman (Arny)
10 Ira S. Nelson (Arny)
(Holleyman)

Red Dazzler (Hale)

(Siberian )
24
Big Blue (McEwen)
22
Sky Wings (Peck)
Dreaming Yellow (McEwen)
20
14
Ewen (McEwen)
(Sp uria )
Marilyn Holloway (Hager)
16
Forty Carats (Ferguson)
16
Imperial Bronze (McCown)
14
Ruffled Canary (McCown)
14

Mystic Blue (Reinhardt)
Pansy Purple (McEwen)
Fourfold White (McEwen)
Mauve Mood (McEwen)

Eagle (Hager)
Highline Bluebird (McCown)
Proverb (Ferguson)
Spring Island (Ferguson)

Red Clover (Ferguson)
The remaining awards will be listed in the October Bulletin.
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Address by Lloyd Zurbrigg
TO THE MEETING OF THE REBLOOMING IRIS SOCIETY
PORTLAND AIS CONVENTION 1972
This is the decade of the Reblooming Iris. Reblooming is appearing not
only in the bearded irises but also in several sections of the beardless.
The history goes back to the 1954 reference to I. subbiflora. I still grow a
clone of I. variegata that reblooms. A reblooming clone of I. fulva is being
introduced this year by William McGarvey. The writer also once observed
a blooming stem of I. versicolor in the wild in August in Canada. The use
of I. Albertii for remontancy was written up in an earlier issue of the
publication of the Reblooming Iris Society, William McGarvey being the
author.
Most of the potential for rebloom has appeared through hybridizing,
just as have such unexpected results as the shell pinks, the lace edging
on petals, or the “bleaching out” of the standards in dominant amoenas
like Whole Cloth. One thinks also of the appearance of plicatas from
hybridizing with I. cretica. No one knows as yet how many inheritance
factors are involved in remontancy, but most theorists think they are
multiple.
Standard iris varieties have had a difficult challenge in trying to succeed
in the widely varying climatic and soil conditions of America. It is not
surprising that the challenge for reblooming iris is at least equally great,
and indeed much greater. In all but warm-winter climates the remontants
are usually sending up some bloombuds at the time of the first freeze.
This demands an extra degree of hardiness, since the buds are especially
tender and vulnerable. If the rhizome cannot wall off the frozen bloom
bud, the whole rhizome is lost. The thorough gardener will cut off the
bud or partial stem right away, helping the plant. This is good gardening
practice, but the circumstances of life do not always permit ideal attention
to details. Moreover, the buds may remain unobserved if they have not
yet broken through the leaves. This vulnerability of the bud may account
for early difficulty with such iris as Music Maker, which have a slight
tendency to attempt late rebloom.
A further challenge is the timing of the rebloom. In the northern tier
of states and Canada, the normal spring bloom season of TBs is in June,
and rebloom must therefore occur within a period of two months or it
will not be able to express itself before freezing weather sets in. In the
hotter portions of the nation, the temperatures for from two to five months
after the regular spring bloom season are so high as to put formidable
demands on any iris with the temerity to attempt rebloom at this time.
Fortunately many remontants seem to have a built-in thermostat, and do
not rebloom in the hottest weather. A sudden stint of cool weather will
trigger rebloom in many, and if this is followed by a return of heat, the
iris needs plenty of resistance to dehydration. The use of mulches will
surely be one of the most valuable studies that could be made for the
growers of remontant irises in hot climates.
The toleration of varying soil conditions is a challenge paralleling that
for non-reblooming irises. However, the production of a second crop of
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bloom strongly suggests that the soil will have to be more fertile, or that
the plant will have to be better able to extract the necessary nutrients
from the soil. This further suggests plenty of sunlight to assist the plant
in its task.
A very serious challenge to the reblooming iris is to be able to succeed
in both wet and dry climates. Assuming irrigation or hand-watering in
the latter, the wet climate is clearly the more difficult challenge for
remontant bearded irises. Virginia and its neighboring Atlantic states has
within the past decade been called a disaster area due to summer drought.
But in 1970 and especially in 1971 the rain has never stopped, and for a
week at a time, the sunlight never struck “terra firma.” Indiana and its
mid-west neighbors have recently been deluged with winter rains. Bearded
irises are ill-equipped to deal with such excessive moisture, and one or
another of the forms of rot, leaf spot or leaf blight remain a constant
threat. The superiority of growth of the remontants under such adverse
conditions is obvious to this observer, but further improvement is desirable.
The attempt by many hybridizers to get larger and more beautiful
flowers means the incorporation of growth characteristics which are likely
to be less desirable. Nevertheless the search must continue. What is the
benefit of having a strong-growing iris which will bloom two or three
times a year, if no one wants to see it even once? (Although that was a
rhetorical question, it does have an answer for the intrepid hybridizer—
for breeding!)
The challenges to the developing of a “perfect” reblooming iris are thus
nearly insurmountable. A still further challenge might be to have the
iris well adapted for winter-reblooming in frost-free climates. The plant
should bloom from November through to the regular spring bloom season
about March. Hitherto the winter rebloomers have tended to be a distinct
“breed,” many of them coming from the garden of the late Tom Craig, and
these tended to be quite unsuitable for the cold-winter portions of the
continent. A few of the originations of the late G. Percy Brown seem to
have been able to succeed in both types of climate. His procedure for
many years was to transplant out only the very hardiest of the seedlings
as being the more likely to produce a remontant plant. The weaker were
discarded at once. Most hybridizers are unable to bring themselves to such
a ruthless search for hardiness. This writer does recommend the im¬
mediate discarding of the very weak seedlings, for in his experience they
seldom produce good plants.
The difference in robustness among seedlings is readily visible in their
root growth. The better this is, the better the plant. In some crosses the
roots of even tiny seedlings have been observed to be wiry and thick,
as compared to weaker seedlings in which the roots are flaccid and more
easily broken. The former occur for the writer much more frequently
in remontant crosses or crosses with one remontant parent, than in the
“average” non-remontant crosses. Many rebloomers have a tighter fan
of leaves that keeps out dirt and moisture, keeping the interior cleaner
and drier. If the fan contains more than nine leaves in growing con¬
dition, it is very likely indeed that the plant is a remontant. Not all
remontants, however, exhibit these features, as witness the widely grown
Gibson Girl. Some growers have expressed a preference for a flush of
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violet coloring at the base of the leaves, thinking this enhances good
growth. To date there is no scientific data to prove or disprove this pref¬
erence. The possibility exists of increasing this flush for visual pleasure.
Violet foliage on a dark iris might be quite spectacular. Violet-colored
spathes do exist in a few varieties, and were always a source of visual
pleasure for this observer on that older variety Rameses.
This spring the writer found while transplanting a group of seedlings
from an inbred remontant line, one that had already four tiny increases.
The seedling was only about three weeks old, and had its seed still at¬
tached. It might be described as not yet weaned, yet the tiny grass-like
increases were already present. Prolific increase is one characteristic of
a good remontant, and this seedling certainly seems to be off to an im¬
pressive start.
There are dangers ahead. In the effort to get larger and more beautiful
flowers on remontant irises, we may be introducing more and more tender¬
ness and susceptibility to disease into them. There is no question but that
this has happened with the regular TB varieties. To name some of the
most popular parents among the TB varieties, would be to name several
that are themselves partially tender. If the remontant hybridizers follow
similar tactics, our present advantage in the growth and hardiness of the
plant will be lost. This is, surely, unnecessary! Sparing use of tender
varieties and frequent use of the hardiest varieties appropriate to the
color sought, will yield more desirable results in the long run.
A list of the non-remontant TB irises used in outcrosses with my
remontants reads like a list of the AIS AM winners. A careful comparison
would show that a few AM winners are absent. The choice was made on
garden performance, and over several seasons. At risk of repeating what
many have already read in the publication of our Reblooming Iris Society,
a few comments on results in these outcrosses might be apropos. Most
such crosses yield no remontants in the first generation. Those few ob¬
tained may or may not be useful in further breeding. In the case of the
cross of Henry Shaw X Replicata, the only remontant obtained in the
cross was also the best in the cross and was free of the tenderness that
showed in at least one sibling. This one remontant was named Grand
Baroque, and has proven to be a valuable parent. More often, the one
or two remontants obtained are not the best flowers in the cross, and the
decision must be made as to whether they will be retained or not. If they
are at least respectable, they may be crossed to the best sibling, or to
another remontant. If the siblings are intercrossed, one should expect that
the weaknesses of the line will be accentuated in the seedlings, but per¬
haps in a few the strengths may be accentuated. A line with narrow
foliage always seems to have this characteristic accentuated in inbreeding.
Many of the pink amoenas would fit into that category. Yet perhaps
some brave hybridizer among the readers of this article will carry two
lines to the sixth or seventh generation and then cross them for hybrid
vigor, as has been done with hybrid corn and with petunias.
To return to the report on varieties used in outcrosses, it must be stated
that the list cannot be considered “scientific” and invariable. Too few
seedlings were raised in some cases, and in others the remontant parent
chosen for the outcross may account for at least part of the fault, when
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poor seedlings resulted. There were better seedlings from Arctic Fury X
Grand Baroque than from Arctic Fury X Lovely Again? No, just the
opposite. Perhaps the fact that Arctic Fury and Grand Baroque are
rather closely related. The list is thus only a summary of results obtained
from only a few crosses in most cases.
Varieties that yielded many good seedlings including at least one
remontant are: Bessie B., Commentary, Crinkled Ivory, Music Maker,
Ribbon Round, Sunset Blues, Triton, and Winter Olympics.
The cross of House of Lords X Da Capo gave some very fine seedlings
both in 1971 and 1972. One showed remontancy, but for some ridiculous
reason, none of them wants to set pods. Gold and Ermine, another nonremontant introduction from Avonbank Gardens, has been an amazing
parent, giving remontants when crossed to another non-remontant! In
this case line-breeding proved very advantageous, for the cross was to a
half-sister of Gold and Ermine, and the parent they have in common is
Java Dove.

Two irises fall into a middle category in Virginia. Tyrolean Blue gives
some summer and fall bloom, especially on fresh plantings. It gives
remontants in the first generation, not only with remontants, which is to
be expected, but also with non-remontants. Much to my surprise, there
was a very fine stem last fall on a seedling from Crystal Blue X Troylean
Blue. The second of the two iris is Jet Black, which has never rebloomed
here, but does in one Ohio garden and elsewhere. It gives remontants
when crossed to them, both here and in the garden of our RIS Vicepresident, Charles Applegate. Lorna Lynn is quite regular with rebloom,
but it is often too late for Virginia. It makes a rather good parent.
The future for the remontants is wide open! Dr. McEwen, Professor
McGarvey and Mrs. Brummitt have all produced reblooming Siberians.
Reblooming Louisianas have been bred by Preston Hale of Kansas, and
Walker Ferguson has a new spuria seedling that reblooms in the garden
of Bill Gunther of Del Mar, California. (This was on display at Portland,
a small flower, almost pure white, on very distinctive stems.)
This fall the Median and Reblooming societies are pooling resources for
a joint publication, a sign of the increasing interest in the median re¬
montants. Keith Keppel’s Preamble and its seedling Fine Print have
helped spark this interest, along with Bright Eyes from Mr. Darby in
England, Baby Snowflake form Les Peterson, and Twice Blessed from
Dorothy Dennis. With all the surge of median breeding in the past 15
years, it is strange that little or no attention has been given to rebloom¬
ing. The author has crossed remontant SDB with remontant tails, and it
can be stated that there is no lack of germination in most of the crosses.
Baby Snowflake gives seed easily, and germination on these is about 95%!
Most crosses were made on the dwarf parent with pollen frozen and
carried over from the previous year.
The challenge goes out, a thrilling one, to make the iris more productive
of bloom while still retaining and even improving its charm, its beauty,
and its hardiness, as well as its keeping qualities. May much joy and
few frustrations be yours in this quest.
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From tUc Editors Desk

R

13 and the managers of the convention are to be congratulated
on a thoroughly successful convention. Most of us never had seen
so many irises at one time.
For the first time that I can remember, all Regions were represented
at the RVP-Board meeting. That bespeaks both for the pulling power of
a convention in Region 13, and the growing interest in the affairs of the
Society.
I was very intrigued with the display of Japanese irises in the lower
lobby of the hotel. I gather that these were the courtesy of Melrose
Gardens. There also were Siberians and species, and the Ferguson re¬
blooming spuria was on display. David Sindt had on display an enticing
little MDB.
I suppose all of us wish that we could have attended the reception at
the Presby Gardens. This is a monumental and historical work, and I
think all of us would like to find some way to keep this project going.
It was nice to see Harriet Segesseman again at the convention this
year. Her Chronicles are indeed a valuable addition to the literature of
irises, and one can not help but admire the dedication which such people
as Mrs. Segesseman and Mrs. Walther give to their chosen projects.
We came home from the convention to disaster. The MDB and the
Median bloom had been very good, but in some 500 clumps of TB, we
had only twenty bloomstalks. An early snow cover, which disappeared
in some 80° days in January, then a sudden drop to 20° below, followed
by a dry, open winter, evidently took its toll.
A few miles to the south of us, still in the city, the bloom was a little
better; and those who covered had good bloom.
From Mrs. James D. Ruggles of Bellingham, Wash., comes a contribu¬
tion of $25 to the Scientific Research Fund. Our deep appreciation.
Gleaned from newspaper clippings we have received. In Nashville,
Tenn., a gift of $5,000 in rhizomes by Mrs. Cora Brown is to be used in
landscaping the new entertainment center, “Opryland, USA.” Nice picture
and article were in the Fort Worth Star Telegraph on Dr. C. P. Denman
and his reblooming irises. Good article on Siberian Irises in the official
publication of the North Dakota Federation of Garden Clubs, written by
Charlotte Withers. Also a very interesting two-column article is on
the editorial page of the Benton, Ill., News, of the accomplishments of
Cora May Pickard. Be sure to send clippings about irises in your local
papers to Perry Parrish.
The many AIS friends of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Buchholz of Lexington,
Neb., are saddened to hear of the death of their eldest son, who was
killed in a gun-cleaning accident. Jim was a senior in high school.
Did you know that the IRIS is the state flower of Tennessee? A friend
of ours sent us an attractive card with an iris picture and the information.
egion
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Every once in a while an item crosses this desk which is of such
general interest to gardeners that it deserves comment in the Bulletin.
Such is Carol McNamara’s new 36-page booklet entitled Hardy Plant
Finder. It lists commercial sources of some 70 different classes of plants,
sources of some eight classes of wild flowers and natives, and sources for
some rather large number of general nursery stock suppliers. It lists the
names and addresses of nearly 200 nurseries, the names and addresses of
plant societies, sources of garden supplies, and sources of decorative, arts,
hobbies and craft supplies, with names and addresses of over 100 sup¬
pliers. If you are interested, write Carol McNamara, 8 Brooktree Road,
Highstown, N.J. 08520.
Our sincere gratitude goes to the Sequoia Iris Society, Mrs. Ernest
Bastady, Secretary, Exeter, Calif., for a $50.00 contribution to the Research
Fund.
In the Albuquerque Journal for May 7, 1972, appeared two articles in
which irises and an iris judge are featured. The articles cover more
than a page. The tribute to Fred Stephenson, who was teaching a judging
school in the area, was a real accolade, and the general iris article was
written with facts that are of interest to iris growers everywhere?
One of the interesting irises in Portland which causes problems in classi¬
fication and in shows is Sinkiang, a white ground plicata marked blue
on the standards and violet on the falls.
Every one of the AIS committee chairmen put unselfishly into their
job long hours of dedicated service. This time we would like to pay
tribute to the dedication Ann Dasch and Bob Minnick put into the Youth
program and the regional Test Garden program.
Nice article was in the Enid (OK) news on May 7 about the Enid Iris
show.

Mrs. Burn Purdon (nee Miss
Margaret Zurbrigg), niece of Dr.
Lloyd Zurbrigg, carrying an iris
bouquet featuring a seedling of her
uncle’s, as well as other named
varieties in white to blue, grown by
her uncle and carried in bud from
Radford, Va., to Ottawa, Canada,
where her uncle and aunt were in
charge of the wedding music. The
bouquet was the subject of conver¬
sation.
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The April 16 Kansas City Star carried about three-fourths of a page,
featuring the Region 18 Test Garden, with a picture in color of Bob Minnick and Dave Niswonger studying the Test Garden bloom. The article is
exceptionally well written, with a wide variety of interesting and pertinent
material including private and commercial iris gardens in the Kansas City
area, kinds of irises and landscape uses, and a list of award winners.
One has to give Patsy Jo credit for two categories which gardeners
seek in flowers—profusion of bloom and length of bloom period. In our
garden it started to bloom on April 18, and the last bloom faded on May
15.

MRS. CLAXTON McCRUMMEN
Every time the editor has visited Texas, he
has heard of the “green thumb” of Mrs. Claxton
McCrummen. At 80 years of age, and three
times a great-grandmother, she does her own
gardening, and she has a noteworthy collection
of very good irises in her Lubbock garden.
One of her friends writes, “When a plant be¬
longing to a friend or relative begins to droop,
they rush it to her and it usually is thriving
soon.”
She has grown irises all her life and has
never been without them. At the age of seven
or eight, she remembers wading out into the
marsh and gathering wild irises to be brought
into the house at the “old place” in East Texas.
She laughs about gathering Louisiana irises
and not realizing what they were until a few
years ago.

In Nlemoriam
JEAN RALLS
Ron Mullin

Some people have the gift of seeing the beautiful in every creation of
nature, and such a person was Jean Ralls of Edmond, Oklahoma. The first
robin’s song in spring, the brilliance of autumn foliage, the silent beauty
of winter snow, and most of all an iris bloom brought a sparkle to her
eyes and her enthusiasm for the wonders of nature was contagious.
Tiny, energetic Jean Ralls passed away on June 13, 1972 after a brief
illness. With her passing the Sooner State Iris Society lost one of its
most enthusiastic and dedicated members. Jean was a member of AIS
and the Edmond Iris Club for several years, and was a charter member
of the Sooner State Iris Society. She served capably in various jobs for
all these iris organizations, but her favorite job was probably that of
Chairman of the International Robins. Whatever the job, Jean gave it her
best effort. The result was always a job well done.
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MEMORIAM TO DEPARTED MEMBERS
Left to right: Dr. B. H. McSparrin, Past President, winner of Service Award. Mrs. W. J.
Gaidry, President, Bronze Medal for Show. Charles W. Arny, Past RVP, Silver Medal for
Show. Marie CaiI let, RVP, Region 10.

MARGARET LAUGHINGHOUSE
James Duren

Margaret Laughinghouse, the immediate past Regional Vice President of
Region 5, passed away in Columbia, S. C. on June 4th, after an extended
illness. Margaret was a member of the South Carolina Iris Society for a
great number of years and was vitally interested in the growth of the
AIS, and was responsible for a great number of new members in Region
5. She was interested in all types of irises and gave many interesting
programs on hybridizing and methods of growing different Iris.

EGBERT G. VAUGHN
Egbert G. Vaughn, president of the Pierce County Iris Society, passed
away on April 9. He was widely known for his chrysanthemums in shows
and fairs, and twice won the Sweepstakes Award at the Western Washing¬
ton State Fair. In the past ten years his interest turned to irises. His
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enthusiasm was boundless. He had been looking forward to attending
his first national convention this year, and had made reservations for his
wife and himself. He retired from the Northern Pacific Railway Company
a year ago.

LORETTA MAX
Raymond Scheele

A quiet presence has left this world
in which she gave so much to others.
Most of those who knew her will as¬
sociate Loretta Max with her accomp¬
lishments in bringing joy to the blind.
Among iris lovers she is known both
for her contributions to the Max gar¬
den of fragrant iris, and her efforts to
encourage the renewed interest in the
fragrance of these flowers. Her own
concerns will continue to stimulate and
sustain the evolving interest in culti¬
vating the whole flower—in all its po¬
tential attributes. Her contribution—
characteristically not of a highly vis¬
ible nature—will remain as haunting
a memory as the fragrance she sought
and loved so well.
Loretta Max died on March 26, 1972. She is survived by her husband
Jess, two sons Harley and Arnold, and four grandchildren.

MRS. B. E. ELLIS
Mrs. Beryl Ellis, who served as RVP of Region 21 from 1953 through
1955, (the second RVP of Region 21) passed away this spring. She had
been ill for some years, but never lost her interest in irises. At one
time her Ottumwa garden was the mecca for iris lovers of Central Iowa.

DOROTHY FREITAS
Mrs. Maynard Knopf

Dorothy Freitas passed away May 26, 1972. She had been active in
Region 14, and had one of the finest collections of newest irises in the
area. She had attended two national conventions, and was planning on
the Portland meeting when illness overtook her.
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EXCERPTS FROM

V
/ in•
y^olor
by Ann Dasch, in December 1971 Region IV Newscast
Julius Wadekamper

Since most Irisarians grow this flower for color, it deserves better than
to be tucked into a long straight bed, with no consideration of its color
potential. Perhaps we can turn to the art world for color advice, having
in mind that the iris palette is not entirely consistent with a basic paint
range. Three theories of color usage are outstanding: monochromatic,
analogous and complementary schemes. All these are based upon the
elementary color wheel which begins with primary red, blue and yellow.
Secondary colors (those which come from mixing paints of primary color)
are inserted, and the color wheel becomes a circle of red, violet, blue,
green, yellow and orange. More sophisticated tertian colors would add
combinations of these, etc. Black (in paint) is considered the absence of
color, while white is the pure combination of all colors.
The monochromatic (meaning one color) plan would give a pure and
uncluttered line in landscaping; but who would enjoy being limited to
several hundred stalks of Violet Harmony? A sensible adaption of this
theory might include the use of tints (lighter tones) and shades (darker
tones) of the controlling (originally selected) color. This principle is
widely used in all types of decorating. For the irisarian, it would allow
the inclusion of bitones, and a wide range within the limitations of a
single color. Somewhat formal and limiting, perhaps, but undoubtedly
effective in the garden from both long range and close inspection.
The next consideration would be the analogous color scheme. In art
this would mean using a touching (abutting) sequence from the color
wheel. Red-violet, violet and blue-violet are analogous; so are yelloworange, yellow and yellow-green. Any analogous color scheme, at any
level, would obviously be harmonious in the garden or elsewhere. The
range would allow for interesting combinations, but none would be jarring
or destructive to the enjoyment of an individual component. "The scheme
is easy to handle, less formal than a monochromatic garden. On a
secondary level, an example might be a red, violet and blue analogous
scheme—imagine how many glorious Iris jewels could be included!
More daring, and more difficult, is the complementary color scheme—
dynamite in the art gallery, the living room, or the iris garden. A modern
painting in red-violet and yellow-green will either delight or horrify
the viewer if the artist is effective. Complementary colors are those di¬
rectly opposite each other on the color wheel. The iris, probably more than
any other horticultural subject, can offer such possibilities.
Care is more vital in using a complementary garden plan. Each color,
used next to the other, is intensified for the ultimate in brilliancy and
contrast. In painting, two complementary colors, when mixed, will emerge
as a muddy grey or browned tone. That is certainly not the impression
that is to be desired in a garden where a distant view may lead the eye to
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mix these colors as surely as a palette knife with paint. The viewer may
not be sure why several luscious varieties are “too much” when planted
next to each other, but he sees the result! While it is not impossible to
use an effective complementary scheme in a large iris bed, it is less
likely to be effective there, where other tones may complicate and
nullify their brilliancy. A small bed or secluded vista, containing a limited
number of varieties, may be an excellent use for a smashing complement
tary combo that leaps for joy to the eye.
That deliciously crisp non-color, white, may be an excellent foil for any
brilliant iris combination, whether complementary or simply intense.
Plants other than iris—an evergreen backdrop, for instance—can serve
well with a smashing contrasting group of varieties.
The moment of truth comes when an unexpected gift or bonus rhizome
arrives. Whether the garden has been planned upon the elements of color
science, or grew like Topsy, there may be no perfect spot for the new ar¬
rival. Consider the ultimate effects; will the “grey,” blend in harmony or
magnify the glories of himself and the next iris? A color wheel isn’t
necessary nor is the vocabulary of the artist. Simply use the same good
taste, care and thought that is innate when planning a new wardrobe.
COLOR
Ed Hubbard (VA). People want different things from their gardens.
I think that muted tones include some of the most desirable colors. My
mind doesn’t have to be stimulated by excitement, and I wouldn’t choose
as accent plants cultivars that attract attention by screaming. On the
contrary, I wish my garden to relax my mind and the accent points to
hum lullabies. I do my worrying while planning, so I can achieve peace
and enjoyment while looking.
I have made a diagram of a color wheel such as Ann describes using
the Nelson terms. The primary and secondary colors are correctly placed.
These six form the rainbow as our untrained eyes see it. The other colors
are there too, but hidden by the lingering impression of the preceding
color. The tertian (third line) colors are not so accurate. For example,
while orange-red is the right description of colors lying between orange
and red, I do not know that brown comes exactly between the two. I
do know that it is one combination of them. (Editor’s Note. There are
brown-reds and red-browns; true brown is dark orange.)
If we realize that white occurs at the center of the wheel and that black
is all around the outside, we can use this diagram to show monochromatic
planting also. If a line is drawn from the center through the controlling
color and extending on out into the black, we could place on that line all
the tints and shades of the control.
Much of our trouble begins at this third curl as we are not agreed on
terminology. There are so many color wheels, some dating to the second
century, in use with colors named after natural objects. That name is
presently applied to several objects grouped with the original for reasons
other than color. For example, while there is a lilac with a violet-blue
blossom there are others where blooms are respectively violet-red, white
and cream (pale yellow). As irises of these colors are produced and
become better known, we should pay more attention to the accuracy of
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naming their colors.
The multitude of white irises have
for show purposes; Those in which the
warm whites, those containing blue
splitting starts where the controlling
contains both red and blue, or yellow

been divided into arbitrary classes
controlling color contains red called
are called cool whites. The hair¬
color approaches red-violet, which
which has neither of them.

DIAGRAM OF A COLOR WHEEL USING NELSON NAMES
(Wave lengths given in microns)

1 Micron = 0.001 Millimeter — 0.00003937 Inches
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Primary Colors
Red, Yellow, Blue

Secondary Colors
Orange, Green, Violet

Warm Whites
Controlling Color on
Left
(Contains Red)

Cool Whites
Controlling Color on
Right
(Contains Blue)

Thomas Ford, Editor
Articles, features and photographs for, by or about irisarians under 19 will
be published in this section. Please send your contribution to Youth Views
Editor, Mr. Thomas Ford, 12627 Oxon Road, Herndon, Virginia 22070.

PERRY DYER

Perry Dyer and
Mrs. H. R. Hensel

“At age 16 Perry Dyer of Blanchard is con¬
sidered somewhat of an iris authority. . .
Such is the leadoff sentence in a half-page
article in the Norman (Okla.) Transcript. Perry
grows some 500 irises. In addition, he is a
straight-A student and a pianist and a teacher
of piano.
He often visits Mrs. Hensel’s garden, of
which he says, “I don’t believe I know of a
better one.”
A junior, his plans still are indefinite, but he
thinks he will enter the field of music, and
possibly teaching.

JOHN STAHLY
Allan Ensminger

We don’t know much in the way of statistics about this young man.
Maybe he’s 10 years old. Perhaps he’s twelve and, if so, he’ll probably
be disappointed that we would consider him just a kid.
We don’t know what grade he is in at school. We don’t know whether
he has brothers or sisters. We only talked with him for a few minutes,
just long enough to find out that his name is John Stahly and he lives
in Grand Blanc, Michigan.
But we do know some important things about John. We know that he
is different from most young people because he’s the kind of boy who
can have a wonderful time at an American Iris Society Convention, even
though the majority of those who attend these conventions are four to
five times his age.
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We know that he loves irises and is enthusiastic about them. Even
when our own feet were dragging after visiting many gardens in Wichita
last year, we saw him run from the bus to be first in the iris patch.
We know that John has good judgment in evaluating an iris. After
all, didn’t he make the decision that Ensminger’s 66-14 was the best
iris at the Convention?
Now there were many who wouldn’t have agreed with John. Seedling
66-14 actually didn’t fit very well into any class. The blossom is really
too big for a border iris and it grows at most only 26", so it’s too short
for a TB.
But as far as John was concerned it was tops, and in garden after
garden he hurried to where it was growing and then stood and looked
at it and loved it.
And John’s enthusiasm for this little dark violet iris must have caught
on because it received 17 votes for HC.
It just had to be that this iris would be named for John because he
liked it more than anyone else. We thought of naming it John’s Favorite,
but that name was taken. Remembering how John enjoyed it 'we de¬
cided on “John’s Joy.”
As we’ve said, we really don’t know very much about John, but we
know this, John is a fortunate lad. He has developed an interest in
flowers at an early age and his life will be enriched by the many beau¬
tiful irises that he will enjoy throughout the years.
“John’s Joy” is just his first love. There will be many more.

John’s Joy
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Glenn and Alan Corlew

Seventy-one Saga Revealed
Ann Dasch

As this issue goes to press, we are still looking forward to the Portland
Convention and hoping that as many Youth Members as possible will be
there. Last year, one of the most excited conventioneers at the Wichita
festivities was twelve-year-old John Stahly of Grand Blanc, Mich. Hal
Stahly, his dad and the RVP of Region 6, has told us of John’s adven¬
tures and furnished pictures. One is of a new BB iris introduction in¬
volved in the saga.
In the interest of historical accuracy we’ll start at the beginning. John
is a young irisarian of considerable standing in his area who was really
pleased in ’71 to attend his first national convention. This was exciting
enough for anyone, but John’s youth and personality made him the center
of more than the usual attention.
Back to our saga. In one of the tour gardens John spotted a seedling
that he especially liked, Allan Ensminger’s 66-14. John called across the
garden to his father, urging him to inspect this exceptional seedling and
give it an HC vote. Unknown to either of them, Allan Ensminger himself
was a pleased bystander listening to John’s comments. The hybridizer
introduced himself and promised to send John a rhizome of it. In July
not one, but two rhizomes arrived.
The accuracy of John’s evaluation of this crisp black seedling was es¬
tablished as it received 17 votes from AIS Judges for HC, remarkable
for a BB variety. A happy climax to the story is the name of the iris—
it is an official ’72 introduction called John’s Joy!
Hal also reported that “. . . two other hybridizers, Georgia Hinkle and
Cliff Benson, also took time to talk to John about growing and hybridiz¬
ing. Both sent rhizomes later. The Youth Committee was delighted to
hear this story; it’s a fine example of what can happen when an excep¬
tional young irisarian attends an AIS convention and encounters not only
the finest irises, but also cordial and generous adults. We salute the irisarians involved and predict that the AIS will hear much more of enthusiatic young John Stahly.
Ann Dasch

Last year when Omicron Robin lost one of its most treasured members,
Mrs. Barbara Kirkland, sentiment grew among the rest that a memorial
was in order. Omicron’s Ed Hubbard contacted the Youth Committee
about the possibility of an AIS youngster receiving three years of mem¬
bership and an idea was born that has finally culminated in results.
After consulting Omicron speakers, director Clare Roberts, and AIS
officials, a rulesheet was drawn up that explained the characteristics and
qualifications necessary in a youngster for the award. Omicron was in¬
terested in finding a deserving recipient close to Mrs. Kirkland’s own
home state of South Carolina. Since the Youth Program in Region 5 is
still in the developmental stages, the contest was also opened to the ad¬
jacent regions 7, 4 and 24. Rulesheets were mailed to RVPs and Youth
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officials in these areas inviting them to nominate Youth Members sixteen
or younger who displayed the qualifications of enthusiasm in the garden,
interest and participation in the AIS, concern for the future of the iris
and consideration of the stated AIS goal to “promote the iris.” Details
and further explanations were included.
Nominations were mailed to the
Youth Committee Chairman who re¬
typed them, eliminating identifying de¬
tails and naming each contestant only
by a code letter. The packet of en¬
tries was then mailed, robin style, to
the members of the Youth Committee,
who sent postcards back with their
first, second and third place votes. Re¬
sults were completed in April and Miss
Robin Ellinwood of Maryland became
the official winner of the Barbara
Kirkland Memorial Award and the
three years of Youth Membership con¬
tributed by the Omicron Robin group.
Robin Ellinwood’s nomination stated
that the 16-year-old has been active
in almost every phase of irisdom, an
enthusiastic leader among youth in her area, of service to adult irisarians
in various projects, including auctions, shows, etc. An indication of her
genuine interest is that she obtained a job and saved the money to finance
her trip to regional meetings last year—flying several hundred miles to
take part in Judges Training and to enjoy the garden tours. She was de¬
scribed as “outstanding in every way as a young irisarian, her interest and
potential are limitless, as is her desire to sincerely serve the AIS.”
The Youth Committee congratulates Robin and thanks the Omicron
group for their support of young irisarians in their Barbara Kirkland
Memorial Award. Let us hope that this will be the first of many such
awards to look to the future of the iris world in remembering the past.
An interesting footnote to the Kirkland Award news is that Mr. May¬
nard Harp, Youth Committee Member and one of the Judges, was so im¬
pressed with the caliber of the entrants in the contest, that he and his
wife, Retta, offered one-year memberships to the second and third place
finishers in the contest. Recipients were Miss Michelle Ritchie of Alabama
and Miss Jessie Roth Frederick of Maryland, both active young irisarians.
Michelle Ritchie was also part of the enthusiastic Huntsville Junior
Iris Club which sponsored an accredited Mini-Iris Show in mid-April.
Members ranging from seven to fourteen years of age planned and exe¬
cuted this very successful show . . . another example of Young-IrisarianPower-In-Flower!
Seasonal note to young gardeners .... in the “good ole” summertime,
find time for weeding, even though the swimming pool and campgrounds
beckon. A sparkling clean iris bed repays its owner in bloomin’ good
health next year. And please don’t forget to prepare beds carefully and
well in advance, as you enthusiastically mail in those iris orders.
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RESEARCH WORK CARRIED OUT IN 1972 ON THE
CONDITION OF SCORCH IN IRIS
Julius Wadekamper

Experiment 1-72
Experiment 2-72
Experiment 3-72

Determination of the effects of ozone on iris.
Determination of the presence of virus in Diseased iris
tissue by the use of Indicator Plants.
Electron Microscope examination of Diseased vs. Healthy
iris root and rhizome material.

Experiment 1-72—TREATMENT OF IRIS CULTIVARS AND SEEDLINGS
WITH OZONE TO DETERMINE ITS EFFECTS
Researchers at the University of Wisconsin discovered leaf tip burn
on onions due to ozone generated during thunderstorms. There have been
reports of damage to other plants due to ozone.
Is the condition of scorch in iris caused by ozone? To test this hypoth¬
esis an ozone generator was set up in a specially built ozone chamber.
A model T spark apparatus was connected to an ozone generator. A 12
volt battery was used as a power source.
The experiments were carried out using both atmospheric oxygen and
pure oxygen. Atmospheric oxygen was used to duplicate, as far as
possible, natural conditions. Pure oxygen was used to subject the plants to
an “overdose” of ozone. Four treatments and a control were used for each
experiment. The treatments consisted of: 1) momentary exposure, 2)
exposure for 30 seconds, 3) exposure for 10 minutes each hour for 2
hours and 4) exposure for 15 minutes/hour for a period 12 hours, carried
out over a 6 day period. The iris used consisted of both named cultivars
grown in the greenhouse and seedlings, also grown in the greenhouse.
The seedlings were about 3 months from germination and were from 5-6"
high. Cornus stolonifera was used in the ozone tent as an indicator plant
for ozone.
The odor of ozone was very evident in the chamber. The leaves of the
Cornus stolonifera turned brown from the tips after the second day of
subjection to even the minimal ozone treatment, i.e. momentary exposure
using atmospheric oxygen. After the treatment all plants were removed
from the chamber and returned to the greenhouse.
No injury was observed in iris leaves or roots after 2 days, 15 days,
30 days nor after 6 months after the treatments. On the other hand the
Cornus stolonifera used as an indicator showed ozone injury.
The conclusion drawn is that ozone is probably not the cause of the
condition called scorch in iris.
Experiment 2-72—D ETERMINATION OF VIRUS PRESENCE IN
SCORCHED IRIS MATERIAL THROUGH THE USE OF
VIRUS INDICATOR PLANTS.
Certain plant species and cultivars show virus symptoms when they
are mechanically infected with virus. The symptoms show up as necrotic
spots, ring spots, stunted growth, or as evidence in the veins of the
plant. If the virus is systemic the symptoms often show up in parts other
than the inoculated area.
To help determine whether the condition of scorch in iris is caused by a
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virus the following plants were mechanically inoculated: Gomphrena
globosa, Nicotiana glutinosa, Chenopodia quinoa, Datura stromonium,
Favas “Broad Windsor,” Cucumber “Chicago Pickling” and Aster.
Diseased iris root, rhizome and leaf tissue was surface sterilized and
macerated with a phosphate buffer, pH 7. Carborundum was sprinkled on
the leaves of the indicator plants. V2 of the leaf was then rubbed with
the diseased iris plant sap and the other half of the leaf with distilled
water as a control.
No noticable differences were observed in treated vs. non-treated leaves
on any of the species of cultivars tested.
While there are many factors which might not indicate infection it
can be concluded that the above mentioned indicator plants show no
virus symptoms when mechanically infected with juice from tissue of
diseased (scorch) iris plants.
Experiment 3-72—ELECTRON MICROSCOPE EXAMINATION OF
HEALTHY VS. DISEASED (SCORCH) IRIS ROOT
AND RHIZOME MATERIAL
The electron microscope is an incomparable tool for the use in the
study of virus in plant and animal tissue.
Healthy iris root tissue was placed on a slide, macerated with 0.01 m
phosphate buffer at pH 7. This material was then placed on a copper grid
to which a microdrop of 2% sodium phosphotungstate was added. Two
methods were used for staining:
1. PTA was mixed with the sap.
2. PTA was added over the sap.
Healthy rhizome material was treated in the same manner. Tissue from
diseased roots and rhizomes were similarly treated.
The slides were studied under the electron microscope by Dr. Richard
Zeyen of the University of Minnesota.
No significant differences were noted between healthy vs. scorched ma¬
terials in terms of virus particles.

Region IV Iris Convention at High
Point, N.C., hosted by the Eastern
North Carolina Chapter. Discussing
the pros and cons of an iris bloom¬
ing in the Epperson garden are
(left to right) Dr. Roy E. Epperson,
Mr. David Niswonger, guest speaker,
Mr. William Kelley, RVP, and Dr.
Lloyd Zurbrigg.

The 1974 convention will be in
Region IV, in Virginia. Make plans
to attend.
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Sclerotium Rolfsii
Clarence P. Denman

Sclerotium rolfsii is the name of a fungus which causes one of the
worst plant diseases encountered by gardeners. It is known also by the
common names of mustard seed fungus, crown rot, southern blight, etc.
The most complete reference on this disease is the Technical Bulletin No.
174 of the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station (1966), en¬
titled “Stem Rot and other diseases caused by Sclerotium rolfsii” by
Robert Aycock, Professor of Plant Pathology at the North Carolina State
University and editor of Phytopathology, the leading journal in that field.
Most of the information in this article is drawn from Professor Aycock’s
bulletin.
Distribution.—The disease is distributed around the world in tropical
and subtropical countries where there are high temperatures during the
rainy season. In the United States there are heavy losses in Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, and California. There are losses, but not severe, in New York,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Oklahoma, New
Mexico, Arizona, Washington, and Oregon.
The fungus has its maximum growth in temperatures from about 78°F
to about 95°F, and little or no growth from about 104°F and above, or at
about 50°F and below.
How the Fungus Is Spread.—The fungus is a parasite and grows only
on dead tissues of other plants. When the organism reaches a bit of dead
plant material and the weather is hot and humid it grows by sending out
a mesh-like patch of filaments and forms sclerotia about the size of mus¬
tard seed. It may be spread elsewhere directly in the form of bits of
filament or through the sclerotia which later release bits of filament.
Although classed as a soil borne fungus, it may also be spread by wind
or water or it may be carried from place to place in various ways.
On the sclerotia may be seen tiny drops of a fluid which contains oxalic
acid. When this acid, joined by an enzyme, touches a living plant, sev¬
eral layers of cells in the plant are killed and the filaments of the fungus
enter the newly killed tissues. As the filaments move inward, other cells
are killed in advance so that the filaments move only into dead tissue.
They may continue to grow until parts or all of the plant are destroyed.
Possible Methods of Control.—One means of controlling the disease is
to remove dead plant tissues from an area of several inches around grow¬
ing plants. Another method would be to use a turning plow instead of a
rototiller plow so the dead material can be turned under and covered
with five or six inches of soil.
Agricultural scientists have been able to produce resistant strains of
tomatoes, cantaloupes, etc., but in so far as is known there are no resistant
strains of irises of the genus iris, sub genus iris, which consists of all
the bearded or eupogon irises which we know as tall bearded, median
bearded, aril, and arilbred irises. Of the other sub genera the reticulatas
and stylosos are susceptible, but their growth and bloom come prior to
warm weather so they do not produce a problem. The Dutch and spuria
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irises are susceptible. The Siberian irises are apparently wholly immune
and the Louisianas are practically immune. Would it be possible to cross
the bearded irises with the Siberian or Louisiana irises and secure a
progeny which could thrive and reproduce themselves as well as be im¬
mune to Sclerotium rolfsii? In the meantime, can we find varieties of
bearded irises which are less susceptible than others? It seems that the
varieties with the smaller foliage offer less shade and other conditions
favorable to the growth of the fungus.
Crop rotation offers but scant hope for relief. There are so many kinds
of plants which are susceptible to the disease that it is a problem to find
enough resistant plants to make a thorough rotation. Furthermore, if a
successful rotation is obtained with crops which are immune to the dis¬
ease while alive, the fungus can grow on dead tissues of plants on the
ground even if those plants were not susceptible while alive. Still worse
is the fact that scientists have found that the fungus can exist in the
soil in the form of sclerotia for a year or more without favorable con¬
ditions for growth.
Chemical preparations of high mercury content which are capable of
killing the fungus have been outlawed and removed from dealers’ shelves.
Proper fumigation with methyl bromide can destroy practically all of
the organisms, but that is very expensive and the treated soil will re¬
main practically free of the fungus only until new infestation is brought
in by a flash flood or other means.
Fortunately, within the last few decades some new fungicides and
fungistats have been introduced which make a practical control possible.
It is known that in controlling fungal leaf spot in irises, the desired re¬
sults can be obtained only by spraying with the respective fungicides in
advance of the coming of the spores so the plant is protected from inva¬
sion by the fungus. The chemicals used do not kill the fungi already at¬
tacking the plants, and may be more appropriately called fungistats. The
same principle may be applied to efforts to control the Sclerotium rolfsii.
The chemical usually recommended for controlling Sclerotium rolfsii
is Terraclor, a product of the Olin Chemical Company. It is available as
a 75% wettable powder, as 10% granules, and Terraclor Super-X, which
is composed of Terraclor with the addition of another fungicide called
Terrazole, which is a specific for the fungi which cause rhizoctonia, damp¬
ing off, and several molds.
Prior to planting, the Terraclor 10% granules or Terraclor Super-X
should be thoroughly mixed into the top five or six inches of the soil.
New plants may be dusted in the 75% powder before planting.
Plants already established should have the extra soil pulled away
from around the base of the plant and be treated with a spray of one
tablespoonful of the wettable powder (plus a spreader-sticker) per gal¬
lon of water applied to the plant for a few inches above the ground and
for a few inches of the surrounding soil. Also, the granules may be
sprinkled on the soil in a band of several inches on each side of the plants
and scratched in. Any moving of the top soil thereafter should be done
in a way to avoid bringing untreated soil into the area of the plants. Such
treatment should be adequate if used before the fungus attacks. If the
plants are already infested, stronger measures are needed. Rotted tissues
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may easily be dug out with a melon bailer and the exposed surface of the
rhizome sprinkled with the 75% powder.
Constant watching is necessary in order to detect the disease before it
makes much progress. One or more yellowing blades of foliage indicate
the need for immediate attention. After several days of rain, the bloom
stalks may be water-logged and turn to mush. The fungus gets into the
decomposing stalks in some way and the rotting may work itself down
into the rhizome if the bloom stalk is not removed in time.
New marketing practices may make it difficult to find certain pesticides
on local dealers’ shelves. If Terraclor is not available locally, write to
the Olin Chemical Company, Agricultural Division, P.O. Box 991, Little
Rock, Arkansas 72203, to find the nearest dealer.

H. H. HENKELMAN
“Henk” has grown irises since 1941, when he
noticed a display of irises in a local department
store. Soon afterwards “Henk” and Mary had
a family membership in AIS, and were the
growers of such notables of the day as Coralie,
Dauntless,
Rameses.

Happy

Days,

Los

Angeles

and

He has been president of the Fort Worth Club
and is going into his tenth year as Region
treasurer.
Guest irises from thirteen out-of-state hy¬
bridizers grace their garden, along with many
irises they have selected over the years, and
“Henk’s” seedlings and introductions, which
have won fourteen AIS awards.
Henk retired from the First National Bank
in 1959, after more than 40 years of service,
and since that time he and Mary have attended
all but two of the AIS conventions.
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON LOUISIANA IRISES REVISED
When the Society for Louisiana Irises was organized in 1941, one of the primary
purposes was to disseminate information on the collecting, growing and hybridizing
of the Louisiana native irises. This objective has been realized over the past thirty
years with articles appearing in a wide range of newspapers, magazines, bulletins,
newsletters and books. Tressie Cook, a retired librarian, compiled a Bibliography on
Louisiana Irises in 1953 to help researchers, writers, hybridizers and gardeners
locate written material on the native irises. Miss Cook has just completed a 28-page
revision of the bibliography, which is the 1972 publication of the Society for
Louisiana Irises.
The Bibliography on Louisiana Irises is dedicated to Dr. Caroline Dormon, a
naturalist, writer and artist who died in November, 1971. Dr. Dormon wrote many
of the early articles on the Louisiana irises and did much to publicize them through
her nature books and paintings.
This revised bibliography of more than 400 entries is available for $1.50 by writing
to the Society for Louisiana Irises, Box 175 USL, Lafayette, Louisiana 70501, or will
be sent free to all who join the organization during 1972. Membership dues are $3.00
a year.
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Currier McEwen

This article has been prompted by the editor’s report that he has re¬
ceived a number of requests for a note on the planting and care of Si¬
berian irises together with a list of good ones in the various color classes.
To begin with let me emphasize that Siberians are not at all difficult to
grow, far easier, for example, than tall bearded irises. This is because
they grow easily, rarely are troubled by disease, thrive on neglect after
they are established, and need to be divided only when the clumps have
become too large for their particular setting. I should add that a few of
the 40 chromosome species and hybrids are somewhat more difficult than
the more common 28 chromosome ones, but the great majority of the 40’s
also thrive with a minimum of care.
Culture is simple. They are not fussy about soil type or pH but, like
most plants, will appreciate a prepared bed and the application of a gen¬
eral purpose fertilizer. They flower beautifully in full sun and light
shade, but if they receive less than the equivalent of half a day of sun
tend to be sparce in flowering. They thrive in moist situations as beside
pools and streams, but do equally well in the perennial and shrub borders.
The one important precaution I would stress in planting is to avoid let¬
ting the roots dry out either during shipment or after they are in the
ground. The rhizomes and roots of bearded irises and daylilies can stand
considerable periods of drying, but this is not true of Siberians. They
should be shipped in such a way as to keep the roots fresh, and when
planted soil around them should be kept moist for two or three weeks.
After that they will fend for themselves as well as any plants I know.
In planting it is well to spread the roots out over a cone of soil in the
hole, as in the case of bearded irises, but they should be deeper than the
latter with the crown just below the surface.
I have never had to use a spray against disease or pests. They will oc¬
casionally be attacked by the iris borer—this has occured over the years
in perhaps a dozen of our plants out of about six thousand, and the
sick plants when dug and freed of the borer regrew without the use of
spray. Bee Warburton has been troubled in Massachusetts by an insect
that makes its home in seed pods, but I have not encountered this in
Maine. In our large seedling plantings I have lost, during the past three
years, eight one-or-two year seedlings from what looks like scorch. This
has been in plantings of some 1800 seedlings and thus far the disease has
shown no sign of spreading.
It has long been believed that Siberians should be shipped and planted
only in late August and September. This may be true in dry sections of
the country with hot summers. In Maine, however, I believe it is pref¬
erable to plant them in the spring when their growth is vigorous and
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they can be well established before the cold winter. In general I suspect
that either spring or fall will be very satisfactory in most areas so long
as the roots are not allowed to dry out.
Now for a selection of cultivars in various colors. Believe me, I ap¬
proach this with full knowledge that probably no one will agree with my
list! And if I include more than I should of my own introductions I must
beg your understanding—I know them best. In this list I have put the
tried and true and inexpensive ones on the left; with those that are more
expensive or less well known on the right. I have included some of the
40 chromosome Siberians in a separate list after the more usually seen
28 chromosome ones. In the past few years some tetraploid cultivars de¬
rived from 28 chromosome plants have become available, and I list some
of those, although they are still very scarce and consequently expensive.
I must add several more notes about Siberians and this list. These con¬
cern branching, bud count and form. Branching and bud count have not
been bred into Siberians as well as they have in tall bearded irises, yet
it is clearly important that they should be. Hence, for the prospective
hybridizer I have indicated those with better than average branching (B).
As regards form, the Siberians tend to fall into two groups: those with
daintily pendulous falls which flutter charmingly in a breeze, and those
with rounder, flaring falls. Although the latter are currently more pop¬
ular, both are delightful and I strongly recommend that the beginner
try some of both types. This characteristic also is indicated in the list:
P= pendulous, F= flaring, B= exceptional branching; the lack of B after
a name does not mean that branching is poor but merely that I am not
sure.
28 Chromosome Siberians
Color

Older or New but $5 or less

New or more than $5

White

Anniversary (English) F
Cambridge (English) F
Limehart (Eng.) F
Little White-F (Miniature)
Snow Crest-P
Snow Queen-P
White Swirl-F

Illini Encore B, semi F
(wh. etched violet)

Light Blue

Cool Spring B, P
Gatineau-P
Papillon-B, P (early)
Sally Kerlin-B, F

Medium Blue

Big Blue-semi F
Blue Brilliant-P
Early Bluebird-B, P
Mountain Lake-P
Pirouette-semi F
Placid Water-semi F
Tycoon

Ego-F
Super Ego-F
Swank, F
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Dark Blue

Cleve Dodge
Congo Drums-semi F
Dreaming Spires (Eng.) P
Tropic Night-P
Velvet Night-semi F

Violet

Pansy Purple-semi F
Violet Flare-F

Purple

Caesar’s Brother-P
Tealwood-semi F

Wine Red

Helen Astor-P
Ruby Wine-semi F
Sparkling Rose-semi F
Towanda Redflare-P

Dewful

Marilyn Holmes-B, F

Polly Dodge-semi F

Dreaming Yellow-F

Yellow Amoena
40 Chromosome Siberians
Dark Purple

Chrysographes-B, P

Reddish Mauve

Chrysographes-B, P
Mauve Mood-B, P

Id-P

Fair and Forty-B, P
Forest Scion-P

Yellow

Dotted and
Streaked Blue

Camouflage-P
Puget Polka-P
Blue Forty-B, P
Tetraploids

White
Medium Blue
Dark Blue

Fourfold White-B, F
Orville Fay-B, F
Blue Burgee-B, F
Blue Pennant-B, F

Wine Red

Ewen-B, F
CITY OF FLORENCE
INTERNATIONAL IRIS COMPETITION

All entries to the Florence International Iris Competition
the address below not later than September 15.
Comitato per il Concorso
Palazzo Strozzi
50123, FLORENCE, Italy.

Internazionale

dell’

should

be

directed

to

iris

We note in the instructions received that there is competition not only for tall
bearded irises, but also for the BB, MTB, IB, SDB and MDB classes.
There is a complete set of instructions and information,
enter should write to the above address for these.
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Tall Bearded Iris Abroad
Esmond Jones

This year (1971) I was in Austria in late April. The hills were cov¬
ered with apple blossoms, and the banks and gullies were a mass of yel¬
low primroses and other wild flowers. Vienna’s weather was cold and wet.
Strasburg and Innsbruck are unbearably beautiful places.
I was a judge at Florence and had ten days in Austria and Swiusse
while waiting for the Concorso to begin.
Most of you will know by now that Keppel’s Foggy Dew won the Premio
Firenze. No one iris seems to have all the things I look for, but this one
has everything but “absolute purity of colour in the standards”. I am not
suggesting that they are dirty—just that the colour in the midrib is not
quite crisp enough. But it was miles ahead of anything else there this year.
Haunting Rhapsody took second place and also was the best early iris.
This is a very fine wide-petalled iris in the same color range as the old
Merry Lynn.
Dr. Sani, the permanent judge, said that this iris had
flowered for some time before the judging began and it was still in ex¬
cellent condition towards the end of the judging. Some other things that
were runners-up in the competition were only just coming into flower
on one or two spikes, and the clump of Haunting Rhapsody was making
a good show on its late stalks.
Gibson 44-58 is a fine purple plicata from rather conventional purple
on white lines, but not to deny it, he is the master plicata maker, and one
expects that it really should have been he who produced that stupendous
iris, Stepping Out, and not the Schreiners at all. What a magnificent iris
it is, and it still sits right on top of the pile of plicatas.
I was lucky enough to look at the 72-73 Trial Iris and although I will
not be lucky enough to see them again, I must mention the “superb plicata
things” that are going to be before the judges. These can only be Gibson
things—but of course I do not know. The Premio Firenze is superbly and
strictly organized and no one has access to the files. I especially liked
the “Full Violet—Purple Self”, an absolute self that is so difficult to
achieve, which is Schortman 6636. This was found to be excellent by most
of the judges, but its too-close branching at the top lost it points.
Panoramic is a splendid, dignified iris with ..class and quality all over
it. Marvelous at Florence, but it just won’t grow in my garden. Its
sibling Touche is glorious, but I expect its standards open too far. Per¬
haps its pink standards aren’t all that pink, and the falls aren’t all that
violet—or blue, but it is an exciting iris. Its branching is wide, its flowers
are big, and it is nice.
Penthouse was placed no. 7, and I thought that was overrating it. It
fades or bleaches badly, but it is floriferous, and makes a really good
showing. But there are so many things in this class and they have to be
good.
In Germany at Countless Helen’s, I saw Snow Cloud, which is a very
blue color in the falls, and a fine big-flowered iris, but it also bleaches
its color. I must say I don’t care much for colors that fade out after the
first day or so.
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New Snow Symphony is a nice, big white, that seems to flower a little
later than most whites.
Dusky Dancer is very black and caused much excitement amongst the
visitors in the garden. The photographers literally hovered over it. It
lacks branching and buds, but is a terrific black iris.
Mr. Schortman showed a very good garden-iris in a deep yellow—
but in a particular shade of yellow that I, and I think most of the judges,
rather disliked. But it has vigour, plenty of stalks, buds and flowers.
The English and the Italians, and I think most all of the Europeans,
place emphasis on garden value. We all should—we must!
Seeing Red was the best red at Florence. It has superb color and ex¬
cellent form. It appears to be vigorous, has substance, but lacks branch¬
ing and buds. I rather like the so-called reds such as Caliente and the
older Bang. I do love those brown-toned reds.
Royal Heritage was placed 12th at Florence. I found it disappointing.
Mr. Castle Fletcher, that grand gentleman (they are so rare), won the
Branch Cup with his San Polo, a red from the gold side. Close up it is
red, but the color doesn’t carry. I thought that this lacked form, but its
overall qualities carried it to its placing. It made a huge clump.
Touche was the best new color, and Felicite was the best Italian variety.
In England I saw some wonderful irises in Mr. Howe’s garden. Butter¬
scotch Ripple; Country Squire; Utah Valley (still good and grows all
over); Marshlander, a nice brown bitone iris with low branching; Tea
Apron, looking bunchy but lovely; Tuxedo, a nice deep smoothly colored
black; Muriel Neville, which is about the best all-around red I know.
The English have forgotten to give it a Dykes. If it gets a retrospective
Dykes it is because your correspondent (who can neither type nor spell)
made a lot of noise about it.
Venner S.5 is a nice rich soft pink, coming from “down in Kent”, home¬
land of the fabulous Dancer’s Veil and other beautifully grown irises.
Country Cream is a nice color. Flaming Heart has fine rich color. Wild
Ginger is superb wherever one sees it. Margarita attracts with its un¬
usual bicolor tones, but its falls do tuck. I noticed that standards on
Mahalo flop as so many with domed standards do. Epic is a good blue.
Bandolier is an unusual lilac and metal color. I don’t care for it, but
it is obviously a descendant of Mr. Plough’s Amigo’s Guitar, etc. Cup Race
has class, a marvellous white, but in my garden have not been too happy
with its standards.
The English have good pink Pinnacle types, and I believe Miss Scopes,
Mr. Howe, and Mr. Brummitt all flowered top quality pink (so-called)
amoenas this year. I had left England by that time.
I went down to Banbury earlier in the season and saw many fine things
at Mr. Brummitt’s garden. His Gracious Living is a superb wide-failed
iris with cream, rich and pure, standards and very pink falls. I haven’t
seen it growing tall, but I understand the U.S. commercial growers are
looking at it, and it is expected to go far. In Ray Jeff’s garden I saw
and liked Lilac Mist, even though its standards do pop out or open.
Ballyhoo, seen also at Florence and not growing too tall, is a nicer thing
than its sibling Foggy Dew, a most generous of form iris. Melba’s de¬
scription fits it well. If it decides to grow tall it will be more popular
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than Foggy Dew, which is a fine delicate, almost Dresden thing. But I
am not trying to take anything away from Foggy Dew. If you can grow
both, neither one is like the other. I have tried to get seed from or on
Siva Siva which is a superb garden iris, a parent of this trio, a famous
and flaring plicata with a patina or sheen that can be likened to damacene
work. Commentary is one of those “can’t-do-without” irises. I loved
it wherever I saw it, big and generous, but not all that popular in the
United Kingdom, where they can really afford to search out clearer and
cleaner colors in the moisture-laden skies.
Of course everyone goes on about Launching Pad. Well, it is all the
things they say about it, but it is not consistent in bud production or stalk.
I have Charmaine; and I have Debby Rairdon on order so, until you
can convince me otherwise, I will “make do” with these two.
Christie Ann tucks its falls ever so slightly, but it is a luscious color.
Study in Black is a nice iris with lovely color, but the few times I saw
it, it had its falls racing back towards the stem. At “Kew” (England)
I saw Esther Fay and High Above both looking superb. Edenite gave
good color here. Enterprise appears to be a good yellow and is highly
ranked in the U.K. Wild Ginger again, delicious. Ellen Manor a frothy
light blue. Tulare yellow in abundance. Credo said to be maroon, and
you will know it any time you see it, a very rounded iris which should
be of value for years. Mr. Babson seems to put out only fully rounded
irises, no narrow waists that I have seen. Perhaps Commentary is slightly
narrow, but then blends are such a difficult class.
I had been to Germany as guest of Countess Von Stein Zeppelin and
her husband, a very gracious couple. They are just over the border from
Basle and almost in the French area of Alsace and on the edge of the
Black Forest. In between looking at Irises and the large and interesting
garden in general, we drove into the countryside, through the Black For¬
est etc., breathtaking and beautiful. Germany for me, in my limited ex¬
perience of it, is like the Europe we in Australia imagine.
The Countess’s chief gardener, Susan Weber, is an “old Rose enthusiast”
and many things in her collection were gathered from some very old
gardens in the Mulheim area. But Susan has identified most of these
things, and the Alpines and whatever. And what friendly and gracious
people the Germans are. I spent many delightful hours in this garden
talking with the staff about flowers, the countryside, etc. Marvellous!
I loved Southern Comfort, an underrated iris with standards that droop
open just a tiny bit, but it is such an important iris that one has to over¬
look this fact. It is a fine hardy version of the magnificent, cool Cream
Crest, but S.C. is a robust grower whereas C. C. is not. And I walked
right across the garden to a brilliant clump of the old Mary McClellan.
Who said they had to be new? White Taffeta, a shapely opaque white
with a bit of yellow at the haft. Nice. Flaxflower Blue is a good soft
blue with a very blue beard. It is similar to, but better than, Pearly
Waters. Diplomacy is a very fine iris. Swahili looked great, but how
do these good people get this fine iris to grow so well? It won’t increase
for me and I adore it. Glowing Tiara is another version of the classical
Martel. Velvet Robe is a good red with fine form. Most of these, and
Vitafire included, are too narrow at the haft.
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looked magnificent whenever I saw it in Europe. It
is a nice soft yellow color, and soft yellows are still scarce. Java Dove
fine, but bunching up top. (I liked Premio Uno seen in U.K. best of
these.) Debby Rairdon with quality written all over it. (Doesn’t she
know to hold her standards?) Starburst, a tremendous brown, but with
standards that are slightly open. The color is terrific. Latin Lover is a
finely finished Wine and Roses type, but the older Wine and Roses is al¬
most the brightest thing in this class. I think that Barcelona is the best
of these, but the very fine Camelot Rose gives it a lot of competition.
The individual flowers on Flaming Dragon are a rich bright orange. The
standards clearer and better colored than the falls, with a just right
tangerine colored beard. However the stalk is poor and the buds toe in.
The plant habit looked poor on a first-year plant. I prefer Wenatchee
Skies to Babbling Brook. Yet in my opinion Babbling Brook is bound to
get the next Dykes Medal.
Buttercup Bower

I thought Gracie Pfost would be a good garden

iris, but I don’t like

it “close-up”—just a little blousy.
Fuji’s Mantle is another iris that is nice as far as individual flowers
go, but the plant habit and stalk are suspect.
color description

of it;

none

has

adequately

blue wash of color over its white falls.
I think it is still a nice iris.

I have yet to read a “brave”
covered

its

almost

Lilac Festival is

Sunsite is a bright yellow.

muscari

old now,

but

Milestone is dull

in color but nicely formed.

There were others, but I want to save a few lines to mention my own
heartbreaking, drought stricken, heatwave conditions in my spring garden.
How things manage to grow, let alone flower at all, amazes me. Grape
Festival is a fine widely formed iris that grows well, a good stalk for
this class. Laurie is on its own. Baccarat which flowers later is very
good. Charmaine a favorite iris. Rippling Waters small because of our
severe winter. Sunset Blues flowering late and looking like a Melodrama
that will grow anywhere. But most things are burnt out along with the
roses whose buds were unable to develop properly. There will be other
springs. I have irises from early September through November and quite
often into mid-December.
In Japan I was lucky enough to spend a day with Yasuo San, visiting
his home and his garden. Japan is my favorite country and it was a
pleasure to meet Yasuo San and his family. Yasuo San was experiment¬
ing with his tall bearded irises by holding them out of the ground dur¬
ing the hot, wet summer months. His business is bulbs so he has proper
drying trays, ventilating sheds, etc. to do the job properly. He has a
very desirable collection of irises.

B. I. S. AWARDS
The FOSTER MEMORIAL PLAQUE will be awarded for 1972 to Mr.
Harold Leslie Fletcher of Kensington, England.
The PILKINGTON AWARD for 1972 will be awarded to Mrs. G. Tallack
of Canonbury Park, England.
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Mrs. Meredith Christlieb, Chairman
Mr. Julius Wadekamper, Editor
HOW TO JOIN A ROBIN
All AIS members are urged to take advantage of our main line of mem¬
bership communication. Select the topic that interests you and send your
application directly to the chairman. It will help us to place you if you
will tell us something of your garden, your experience with irises, and
about yourself. Nearly 300 robins in 25 different topics are available.
All inquiries about Robin membership and organization should be
addressed to Mrs. Christlieb. All reporter summaries to be used in Flight
Lines should be addressed to Mr. Wadekamper.
General Chairman: Mrs. Meredith Christlieb, RFD 1, Severy, Kan. 67137
Irises in General: (great for Beginners) Mrs. L. S. Legner, Box 225, White Fence
Acres, Rochester, Ill. 62563
Tall Bearded: Mrs. Barbara Whitehouse, 158 W. Bacon St., Plainville, Mass. 02762
International Robins: Mrs. Jesse Herd, Box 57, Jacksboro, Texas 76056
Hybridizing Robins: (Advanced, Average, Beginner) : Mrs. E. M. Hale, 1185 - 24 Road
Rte. 2, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501
Smaller Bearded Irises: (includes Medians in General, Median Hybridizing, special
rounds for MDB, SDB, MTB, BB, and Aril-medians). Mr. Albert Ellis, 19 McClure
Ave., Brantford, Ontario, Canada
Ari l-Ari lb red Irises: Mrs. Joseph E. Terrill, R. 1, Burlingame, Kans. 66413
Artistic Division: (Arts-Crafts, Designer-Arrangers, Antiques-Artifacts Collecting) :
Mrs. Merrill Johnson, 2275 Kensington Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Beardless Irises: (Spuria, Siberian, Japanese, Species & Natives, Louisiana)
Mrs. Alan Reid, 17225 McKenzie Hwy., Rte. #2, Springfield, Ore. 97477
Historical: Mrs. Harriet Segesseman, 330 Crescent Drive, Franklin Lanes, N.J. 07417
Japanese Irises: Eugene H. Wegener, 1473 Summit St., Columbus, Ohio 43201
Regional Robins: Your Region Robin Rep. or Mrs. Hoyt Smith, 138 Ridge Rd., Little
Rock, Ark. 72207
Reblooming Irises: Edwin Rundlett, 1 Fairview Ave., Staten Island, N.Y. 10314
Teens and Twenties: Iris Smith, Box 127, Hitchcock, Okla. 73774

INTRODUCTION
Many reports were received during the last three months. I try to
send a card out to each member reporter when I receive the excerpts.
If I have overlooked anyone, forgive me, but please keep the reports
coming.
I never fully realized what a vital line Robins are to the society. Less
than 10% of our members actually are able to attend the National Con¬
vention, so the Bulletin and the Robins are a great source of interest
and information.
Many Robins do not have reporters. I would like to see much more
from the Dwarf and Median iris. Our reporting on the MDB, SDB and
IB’s is almost nil. We also have very little on MTB’s and BB’s. We could
also increase reporting on the aril and arilbred iris.
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The Fragrance Robin has been revived. If anyone is interested in fra¬
grance in iris this would be a good robin to join.
Ed Hubbard is interested in developing a dictionary of iris terms. He
would like to hear from anyone about their ideas on this subject and
would like to receive “terms” to be included in his dictionary. This
project could develop into a very important item for iris growers.
ROBINS
Mrs. Robert Munn (VA). I feel that the congeniality of Robins greatly
enhances the value of AIS membership, especially for those members who
do not find it convenient to attend the national or regional conventions.
Personally, I know where the lack of congeniality has retarded the
growth of some local groups and caused the loss of members. The AIS
is somewhat dependent on its constituent organizations; every local mem¬
ber lost retards growth. If some of the members, whom I know per¬
sonally, had been members of a Robin, I think they would have main¬
tained their National membership. My love of iris, my desire and success
of growing it, and my affiliation with Robin ’32 have kept my membership
in AIS.
HYBRIDIZING
Mrs. Albert DeHaan (MI). Last spring I visited gardens in Illinois
and Ohio and saw some new things in each one. The hybridizers seem to
be working toward solid colors with lighter borders or maybe they are
just turning up for them.
Clare Roberts (CA). The best germination I’ve ever gotten was with the
seven day soaking treatment, changing the water each day. The plants are
by far the largest in the seedling bed, sending up many stalks and having
a lot of increases. When transferring seedlings to beds, I plant them
in north-south rows and incline the fans toward the south. Then they
furnish their own shade. I haven’t lost any yet.
SMALL IRISES
Sara Highley (OH). Moved her irises from Tuskegee, Alabama to Ohio.
The bearded irises were moved dry and not planted until July and had a
survival rate of 80%. The dwarf bearded species survived the move best.
The diploid BBs moved well, especially the Pink Ruffles. In Ohio it
seemed to be borer resistant.
SIBERIANS
Lorena Reid (OR). “This was one whale of an iris season for the
Siberians . . . not too much for hybridizing ... as it was raining a lot . . .
and even the bee pods were skinnier than usual. Some of the new ones I
had gotten last fall bloomed . . . some didn’t. Among my favorites were
Lights of Paris . . . like a pale yellow White Swirl . . . (Here where
the weather is cool and the sun not too hot it remains an ivory color for
a couple of days before fading to white) and Puget Polka, a very in¬
terestingly marked 40-chs. hyb . . . much like some of the micra citronella
strain I have grown from some BIS seed.” “Has any of you noticed the
difference in size and shape of the various species and named clones of
Siberian iris seed pods? The 40-chs species have thinner walled pods in
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general than the 28-chs. species, and tend to be greenish gray when dried
instead of brown or black-brown . . . (also easier to get the seed out of.)
I have had to use the pliers on some of the biggest White Swirl pods;
they’re like nuts to crack . . . even though open at the top . . . not open far
enough to relinquish the seed.”
Lillian Bourne (OH), (on convention) “On Saturday rode bus to show
sitting one seat behind Dr. McGarvey. Had my ears cocked open for any¬
thing I could possibly learn by just listening. He doesn’t let pods develop
and ties up his Sibs (when pollinating) . . . and after or rather when
ground is frozen burns them off. I’m going to do it too. Makes between
row cultivation easier late in season.” and later. ...” I only transplant
in fall and then not till October. Then fall rains soon start.”
Phyllis Zezelic (NY). . . . “Last Saturday we had our iris area meeting,
and I saw some slides of Dr. McEwen’s future Siberian introductions. One
I especially liked was a beautiful yellow amoena named Dreaming Yellow.
It is similar to White Swirl in form, but a beautiful buttery yellow. He
has some really beautiful things coming up for future introductions. He
also is working on miniature Siberians and has several that are only 18"
tall. I think eventually the Siberians will be as popular as the TBs.”
TALL BEARDED
Allan Ensminger (NE). I have my red, white and blue iris in a blue
plicata with a red beard. Finally, there appeared first a pink amoena
with good contrast between the white standards and the pink falls.
I was probably most thrilled with my variegated seedlings. These are
white or pale blue, with dark rose or violet streaks and splashes. Of course
some people won’t like these, but to me the coloring is beautiful. It is the
color pattern that is seen on camelias and variegated petunias. They
came about by crossing Belle Meade and Frost and Flame. In 1969 this
seedling was crossed with pollen from Stepping Out.
Portia Banks (NC). We had a most unusual year, giving us three bloom¬
ing seasons—April 15 to June 1, July 15 to August 1, and November 2nd to
November 9. It was most unexpected.
Hazel Stewart (CA). We have flowering shrubs and peonies as back¬
ground for irises. Right now the Japanese Crabapple is a glorious sight.
We plant our irises in a straight row with a ditch between so it is easy to
run the water.
CULTIVAR COMMENTS
Lorene Howard (KS). Some of the extra special irises I saw at the
gardens in Wichita were Flight of Angels, a ruffled white, gorgeous iris;
Bayberry Candle, a chartreuse and olive blend which is greener than
anything I’ve seen; Kilt Lilt, an outstanding apricot with gold and
maroon red plicata; Pink Sleigh, a beautifully ruffled wide pink with a
red beard. I fell in love with Schreiner’s Hammered Gold, which is
beautiful.
HARDINESS
Frank Foley, Davenport, Iowa: “I contend that Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas
and Missouri are the best states to test the quality of Iris. If they survive
our humidity, heat, wind and rains they are worth having.”
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LOUISIANA IRISES
Kevin Vaughan (MA). Wheelhorse, the Louisiana iris, does quite well
in the northeast, despite the cold, and they freeze solid here.
Rusty Gaidry (LA). Topics for discussion ... 1. Slide file of all regis¬
tered Louisiana iris. There have been some identification problems in
shows, and since Louisiana creep away from tags, an exhibitor does not
always know the name or it is in question. 2. Test Garden(s) For those
irises up for AIS awards. Many of us are asked to judge things we have
never seen. I think it would upgrade the status of Louisianas if we were
better informed judges.
Bud McSparrin (LA). In response to Barbara’s remark about holding
Louisiana irises, here is what happened. In the fall of 1970 I was re¬
planting and working my beds. Due to rains I was unable to replant all of
the irises, so I placed the extra ones in an old styrofoam ice chest until
I could plant them. Due to rain, cold, and procrastination it was the last
of March before I planted them. During this time they sat in the ice
chest full of water in the back yard under an elm tree without any
protection. The only fertilizer they received were bird droppings from
birds at a feeder in the tree. When they were planted they had many
times more offsets than I have ever obtained before. The number of
offsets ranged from four to fourteen per plant. A total of 26 produced a
total of 222 new offsets. Although these were set out in March about 75%
of the original plants bloomed the last of April or early May.
Marvin Granger (LA). My seedlings are slow starting to grow this
fall. They have just begun to wake up and start to put on new foliage.
The weather never did cool off enough to trigger fall growth. We had a
long, dry, hot summer and the irises seem to go to sleep and forget to
wake up.
Lester Brooks (TX). Is it normal for Louisiana rhizomes to surface?
This has worried me at times. Does it mean that we must dig and replant
often? There must be a correlation between vigor and purple color. Seed¬
lings for trial in the bog vary according to color: purples are most
vigorous, pinks medium in vigor and yellows quite weak.
Lorena Reid (OR). I noted with interest that some of you mentioned a
dormant period in the middle of the summer, following bloom. We never
get such a dormant period. I have some germination after 2Vz weeks, of
peeled seed soaked for 12 hours in warm water and then put into damp
vermiculite in baggies, bee seed from Abbeyville Red.
JAPANESE IRIS
Mr. W. E. Ouweneel (IN). Ferrous sulphur has some value as an acid¬
ifying agent but probably no value as a source of iron. I prefer sulphur
for acidifying and iron chelate as a source of iron. Both may be obtained
in almost any garden supply store.
Winter losses in Japanese irises are very likely due to drying out rather
than to any winter temperature in the United States. The most critical
time in the life of a new plant is the first year. It should be well watered
at the time of planting, kept damp until the ground freezes and then wellmulched over winter. A good strong plant with no sign of wilting is neces¬
sary at the start. A heavy soil will hold moisture better than a light or
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sandy one.
Japanese irises like a steady supply of moisture throughout the year.
A cool, damp soil and mulching will, in most cases, provide the necessary
moisture and help with the temperature.
Who has the Arlie Payne Irises for sale? I have yet to see them listed
anywhere.
The “peony-flowered” Japanese Irises are the ones with many petaloids
in the center, making them quite difficult to get good pollen from them
or to set good seed pods on them. The standards and falls overlap on the
outside like the outer larger petals of a peony. There are single, semi¬
double and doubles.
Melrose Gardens suggests for persistent chlorosis (yellowing leaves)
in acid-loving plants, check for lime content of the soil or for contamina¬
tion, as from newly laid concrete. Lime will kill Japanese irises. If lime
is not present, spray the plants with chelated iron for immediate results.
Mr. W. E. Ouweneel (IN). Bob Swearengen had some Tomino pinks
which he grew from seed. We agreed that they were the truest pinks
we had ever seen in Japanese irises. However, the flower form had no
resemblance to Japanese irises as we know them. The petals were ex¬
tremely narrow and unattractive.
Eleanor Westmeyer (CT). Last year I tried Cygon and used a sprinkling
can rather than spraying it on. It certainly cleaned up everything I used
it on.
The fall auction of beardless irises is now an established event in our
Region. Contributions will be welcomed from anyone who has a surplus
to share. The proceeds go into the Society for Japanese Iris treasury, so
it is a worthy cause. Instead of shipping plants ahead of time, you can
contribute by sending a card with the name of the variety donated. Then
the successful bidder can contact you for shipment. I think this is a
miraculous way of distributing varieties that are hard to find in the
catalogues. It would certainly help if judges across the country could
see the same varieties because so few of us grow the same Japanese irises.
Bee Warburton (MA). Why doesn’t anyone do any genetic work with
the Japanese Irises? Here we have a perfectly gorgeous diploid plant with
colors and patterns of interesting inheritance in which the singles are
choice and diverse and are interesting enough in themselves. Therefore a
test cross should be made for any of the colors or patterns and white styles
to find out whether they are both caused by the same gene, which is called
pleiotropism, or whether they are caused by separate or linked genes. I
just assume that the white is a mutant and recessive, since no one that I
know of has reported any whites among wild types of I. kaempferi. I wish
I could do this, but I have too many other projects and cannot grow them
in sufficiently large progenies.
WEED CONTROL
Bonnie Haney, Carrollton, (MO). “You asked how I used Dacthal Weed
Preventer granules. In the spring as soon as it warms up I clean the
iris borders, pulling out all weeds and grass. If you leave a root, it will
be back up. Scatter the granules between the iris plants, none on your
irises. The directions say to do so again three months later if necessary.
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I have never had to repeat the treatment. Water gently if it doesn’t rain
soon.
“No crab grass appears, and my borders used to be full of it late in
summer when it is too hot to work in them. I use it on my small straw¬
berry bed. It works there too. The year before I plan to use some
ground for strawberries, flowers, irises and such, I till the ground, apply
the granules and it stays clean until ready to use. I have never found
that it hurts the plants in any way. They bloom well and multiply as
usual. One precaution: do not put it on your seedbeds where you aim to
plant seeds. After the first spring when sprouting ceases, I put on the
granules to keep the bed clean until planting time.”
DISEASE CONTROL
Virginia Mathews, (AZ). “It seems to me that bacterial soft rot gives
little trouble to a plant that is actively growing, even tho wet. But if it
gets wet when not growing vigorously, such as when newly transplanted,
it is very susceptible. I’ve heard that rhizomes are less apt to rot if
allowed to dry out considerably before replanting. Several years ago I
had a shipment of rhizomes from Tell Muhlestein. They rotted. He told
me this fact, and sent some dried-up rhizomes. They grew just fine.
Jayne Ritchie (AL). I am considering using Agrimycin for bacterial
diseases. I believe that bacterial leaf-spot predisposes a plant to bacterial
soft-rot, so I’d like to be rid of leaf-spot.
Mrs. George W. Nelson (CA). A robin member who grows and treats
plants organically says that sugar will kill nematodes. Simply sprinkle
sugar or water on compost or around the iris and it is deadly to nematodes.
Carol L. Jensen, (IL). “The iris borer is a terrible problem. I know
that cutting off an infested fan is not supposed to be good for the plant,
but I believe it’s better than the condition the borers leave them in. I’ve
seen some iris plantings that had received this treatment, and the borer
infestation seemed almost nil, so I’ve decided that when I can’t take care
of my irises as I should, I’m going to try this as an alternative to losing
them all.”
Ed. Note: If a borer infested fan is cut off, it should be before the borer
goes down into the rhizome.

REBLOOMERS
Frank P. Jones (NJ). “When you have bad luck getting rebloom in the
fall and really want to see a plant bloom for some reason, why not set the
whole plant into a pot and move it into the house? I find that this works
quite well, especially with Medians. I have several varieties potted up in
the basement, and every once in a while during the winter we bring up a
fresh pot and place it in the dining room window. At the present time
(March 5) a 7-inch pot of a Twice Blessed seedling is in bloom with five
bloomstalks.”
Virginia Mathews (AZ). “I’ve always found that things that are mulched
(here in Arizona) do better than the ones that aren’t. I get a good com¬
parison because I seldom get around to getting it all put on at once. For
this climate, I think a mulch is more valuable for summer than for
winter, to conserve moisture and to keep the soil from crusting on top.
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A mulch doesn’t last long here, just rots down into the ground and dis¬
appears.”
Dorothy Loomis (CA). “I think that if you plant your seeds as soon as
the pods start to crack open, you will have better luck with your germina¬
tion. I plant the seeds directly into the ground, one inch apart and let
them blossom before I transplant them or throw them away. I don’t
refrigerate my seeds. By planting them immediately as soon as picked,
they don’t have a chance to get hard.”
REBLOOMING IRIS
Climate Effects
Richard Gibson (CA). “My irises grow throughout the year and are
subjected to freezes not lower than about 28 degrees. I do not remember
any damage due to freezing. I have not been bothered by freezes when
the stalk is about to bloom or at any earlier time when it would also be
vulnerable.”
Evelyn Hayes (CA). “I know how the iris people in Southern California
and other places that frost doesn’t bother too much feel. The first frost
here was the 3rd of January. All fall the iris in my yard looked like
spring. In fact, I had seedlings blooming right through the hot summer.
This was a surprise to me. They didn’t put out one stalk and quit; they
bloomed all summer. When the Weather Bureau said freeze, I picked
about 100 stalks and my neighbors and myself enjoyed iris until almost
the last of January. We had more than a month of fog after that. This
surely slowed them down, but as soon as the sun started, so did they.
They are beautiful now (March 23). Our freeze-free growing season ap¬
pears from records to be 250 days.”
Breeding for Rebloomers
Charles Applegate, Perrysville, (OH). “After seeing another fall bloom
season of seedlings, I think Summer Whitewings is really a reliable parent
for passing on reblooming.
“Final Fling seems to pass on reblooming in a number of crosses. I
find a stalk starting (October 14) on the Final Fling X Wine and Roses
cross. I had a wide-flared light yellow from Taffy Twist X Final Fling
in September. I find a stalk starting from Allegiance X Final Fling. I
find Music Maker quite valuable in rebloomer crosses too. I have had
stalks or have them starting on 4 different crosses of rebloomers with
Music Maker.”
“I find Twice Blessed gives some reblooming seedlings rather easily
but most were very ugly. This spring I tried it twice with Tulare which

gave some nice crisp small ones.”
Mildred G. Mygrant, Richmond, (CA). “I’ve come to the conclusion that
street lights, shining all night as they do, influence iris clumps and bloom¬
ing when they are close to the garden.”
Virginia Mathews (AZ). “It is my theory that the difference between
a rebloomer and one that isn’t, is that the rebloomer has the ability to
grow a new rhizome and bloom it when it is mature enough, without the
necessity of having a period of winter or summer dormancy. I believe
that there are two types of rebloomers; those that do require the winter
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dormancy, and those that are simply too slow in development of the
rhizome. Some of them do bloom in January in warm climates, and on
into spring. I don’t think most of these winter bloomers can really be
called rebloomers.”
VARIETAL COMMENTS
Carol L. Jensen (IL). “Blue Surprise is the most fragrant iris that I
know, and it passes this onto its seedlings. Moonlight Duet is a nice iris
on the greenish side. Of his three new ones, I like best his Returning
Glory. It is on the pearly-pink side, with conical standards and a heavy
stalk. Fall Fulfillment is a clean plicata.”
Barbara E. Leighton, (NY). “Visitors at St. Luke’s Chapel Garden here
in Greenwich Village, always gasp at seeing iris blooms in the fall, so I
naturally prefer to have sure-fire sorts rather than duds. Most of my
rebloomers remain temperamental. The only sure-fire names are: Harvest
Blue, Blue Surprise, Joseph’s Mantle.

Virginia Mathews (AZ). “Chet Tompkins introduced Guiding Star when
he lived in Iowa. He didn’t call it a rebloomer, but it has always been a
dependable one for me both in Kansas and here in Arizona. It has a very
good deep yellow color; form not so hot. Sets seeds.”
IRIS BEHAVIOR
Judith McLeod, Asheville, (NC). “I took all the irises out, re-tilled and
fertilized the whole bed, then built up 12-18" high ridges by 24" wide,
then replanted all the irises. Many of them had been lying out on the bench
for as long as 3 to 4 weeks due to the rainy season we had. The ground
was so wet that it could not be worked. Surprisingly enough, I lost very
few.
“I gave my daughter some irises, and she was unable to get them
into the ground for over a year, and she had them outdoors in a builtin flower box with only a tow sack over them. Her climate is much
colder than ours, but it seemed to do them no harm. She planted them
the next spring, and every one grew and bloomed.”
SPECIES AND NATIVES
Bill Gunther (CA). Seedlings of I subbarbata, I carthalinae (I violacea),
and I ensato moorcrojtia have been replanted and are doing well.
One of the most interesting blossoms in the garden was a seedling sent
to me from Kentucky. It was a cross of I dichotoma X Belamcanda (black¬
berry lily). I suggested some seeds be sent to Dr. Lee Lenz for investiga¬
tion, and he determined that they were a true cross. I have obtained a
blackberry lily this year and I am planning to do more evaluation of
it when the lily parent blooms next year.
Sarah W. Highly (AL). July is the time to buy I vartani (reticulata)
for Christmas presents. A pretty dish of these white ones will really make
Christmas special for special people. They are very easy to grow but
they look so hard. You just pot them and set them under a bush or in a
cold frame until the weather turns cold. The progression then is from
garage wall to window sill. Keep them damp but not wet because it is
overwatering or underwatering them that makes a difference in the
fragrance. If they are too wet the fragrance is unpleasant and if they are
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too dry there is no fragrance. In a warm room they spread their fra¬
grance all over, so keep the plant cool, and they last a long time.
Homer Metcalf (MT). Bill Gunther made it to Bozeman for a batch of
spurias to augment our trial garden plantings. He took quite a few species
of spuria and missiouriensis selections along on the return trip to Del
Mar, distributing plants en route. Among them were a few divisions of a
missouriensis with extra wide leaves that has been with us for several
years. Although we have not checked upon its chromosomes complement,
it seems possible that this clone may have an even higher level of poly¬
ploidy than ordinary missouriensis which run around 2N-88. These may
be the source of the large seed which Mrs. Reid found.
We have a couple of batches of spuria type seedlings raised from seed
that came from the U.S.S.R. They were labeled I musulmanica, but I’m not
at all sure that that is an accurate designation since they are highly
variable. The most attractive one of them developed rootrot.
I had a small clump of what was called I jurcata, which bloomed quite
early, producing rather dirty brown, purplish flowers. It was not very
vigorous here.
I was a bit surprised to find that we can, with sufficient neglect, grow
Juno irises in Bozeman. One flowered and fruited rather freely in 1971.
We dug it up in the autumn, divided the fleshy root and planted it in a
new area. It flowers very early and is apt to be overlooked in a field of
irises.
I pseudocorus has become established as an escape from cultivation in
Lake County, Montana, where it has become regarded as a weed in beef
pastures on heavy soil.
A report on the species seed exchange.
Jean Witt (WA). The named clones of Siberian and the named clones
of spuria were very popular as were the bearded species. The demand for
I cristata far exceeded our supply, and stylosa (unguicularis) were also
very popular.
To date we have had 70 orders or 1200 packets sent out. Fully 1/3 to
1/4 of the seed that comes in is the Californicae but it does not go out at
an equal rate. Cold climate species were in great demand, but we need
more selections and improvement in the species that can take it. I managed
to get several reports on what people in cold areas really can grow. They
are missouriensis, laevigata, the Russian spuria, setosa, versicolor, virginicas, tectorum, prismatica, Siberians and pseudocorus.
Edith S. Cleaves (CA). I have grown I psuedocorus seeds for 20 years
and never noticed that they are similar to the transparent appendage on
the I cristata seed, but not as long. Has anyone else noticed this on
pseudocorus or any other seeds? And can this appendage be called a rafe
as in the cristatas? I would appreciate answers.
Lorena Reid (OR). I really like beards better on people than on irises.
Bill Gunther (CA). Reports on a fascinating plant I. halophila x Blue
Acres. “This seedling has been reblooming in my garden.” Walter Fergu¬
son is the only one who has it but it does not rebloom in his garden. He
does not water in the summer so it has no chance to rebloom. “Here the
plant rebloomed in June, August and November, not only did it rebloom
but the main stalk had very strong branching, each resembling a separate
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stalk.” The first noticed branched stalk had eight flowers open at one time
and a total of 22 flowers on the entire stalk. The second blooming was
also well branched but with fewer flowers. The last stalk was cut much
too early for the later flowers to develop. It was cut for the annual fall
show to provide a spuria for that show. The blossoms of this plant are
smaller than recent Ferguson introductions but are larger than the species
parent. They are colored like iris ochreleuca but have the substance
and tailoring of the parent I. halophila. The petals are of a better size
than I. halophila and of better substance but the halophila parentage
predominates.

CURRIER McEWEN, M.D.
Dr. Currier McEwen, the new presi¬
dent of the Society for Siberian Irises,
was for many years the dean and pro¬
fessor of medicine at the New York
University School of Medicine. His
medical specialty is arthritis and rheu¬
matism. He is now retired and lives at
South Harpswell, Maine.
He started hybridizing irises in 1957.
In 1960 he learned of Orville Fay’s use
of colchicine to convert diploid day
lilies to tetraploids, and started apply¬
ing the method to day lilies and Si¬
berian and Japanese irises. The first
colchieine induced Siberians bloomed
in 1963, and first second generation
ones
(Orville
Fay
and Fourfold
White) in 1968.
All this has been a joint effort with his wife, Kay. They have three
daughters and a son and four grandchildren.

25th ANNIVERSARY
IRIS RING
Marvin G. Olson gives to Mrs. Olson an an¬
niversary iris ring completely hand-crafted
from heirloom gold jewelry which was re¬
melted and styled into this modern iris design
in minute detail by a very talented jewelry
designer and botanist. Small diamonds were
used to simulate dew drops.

PHILADELPHIA
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1973

DR. AND MRS. CURRIER McEWEN
Siberian Irises

Daylilies
SIBERIAN IRIS INTRODUCTIONS—1972

Tetraploids
In this third year of tetraploid Siberian iris introductions we offer two rich
sister seedlings—one large and one small.
BLUE PENNANT: 30", M. Dark blue-violet (89 B) 5V4" flowers with round 2V2"
flaring falls and upright slightly lighter standards. Blaze inconspicuous. Rich
color and velvety texture. Fine branching. Second generation tetraploid derived
from Snowy Egret x Blue Moon. Fertile with tetraploids.
$35
BLUE BURGEE: 15", M. A burgee is a small pennant and this little sister is
identical with BLUE PENNANT except for size. The 4" flowers and low height
suit it for the front of the border. Good parent.
$35
28 Chromosome Diploids
MARILYN HOLMES: 27", M. Round, ruffled, flaring 4V2" flowers of violet-blue
(93B) with lighter standards and falls. The very inconspicuous blaze, rich
color and fine branching make it outstanding. HC 1970.
$15
POLLY DODGE: 24", M. A wine red unique among red Siberians because of its
velvety texture and richness of color. A colchicine induced chimera, it has
given us some seedlings with tetraploids but we are introducing it as a highly
fertile diploid. No branching but succession of scapes gives it a long bloom
season. An ample stock enables us to offer it for
$15
40 Chromosome Diploid
These lovely irises deserve more attention than they have received. Last
year we introduced two, a blue and a mauve. This year we add a yellow one:
FAIR AND FORTY: 32", LM to L. The 3" flowers have pale yellow (4 D) stan¬
dards and pendant, slightly deeper falls. Instead of a blaze it has an area
of deeper yellow stippled with a few brownish-red dots. The pale yellow styles
are stippled lilac. Fine branching. Very fertile with 40 chr. species. Derived
from Mrs. Hansford’s yellow line of I. bulleyana.
$10
Fall delivery only. For information regarding these and previous introductions
and daylilies write to
DR. CURRIER McEWEN
South Harpswell, Maine 04079

1972 WILLOTT INTRODUCTIONS
MDB

BABY SAPPHIRE—70-65, Pale blue self, white beard, 6 in.$ 5.00
ROYAL BEE—70-5, pale blue self, blue-violet spot, cream beard, 8 in. HC 70 .$ 7.50
SDB

BRASS RING—71-1, Bright yellow standards, falls deep yellow, bright yellow border,
orange beard, 13 in.$ 7.50
CINCINNATI KID—70-21, Light yellow with charcoal-brown thumbprint, blue and gold
beard, 11 in.$ 7.50
FAIRY FERN—72-32, Pale green self, olive spot, pale blue beard, 12 in.$ 7.50
SIAMESE KITTEN—71-34, tan standards, brown falls edged tan, blue beard, 11 in. ... $10.00
ALL SIX 1972 INTRODUCTIONS—$30.00

1971 WILLOTT INTRODUCTIONS
MDB—AZURE WINGS .$4.00
SDB—BABY DRAGON, CAROUSEL BELLE, CAROUSEL CHARM .Each $5.00
CAROUSEL PRINCE, CAROUSEL PRINCESS .Each $7.50
ALL SIX 1971 INTRODUCTIONS—$22.00

TONY AND DOROTHY WILLOTT
26231 SHAKER BLVD., BEACHWOOD, OHIO 44122
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TELL’S GARDENS
P.O. Box 331

(Phone: area code 801 225-6145)

Orem, Utah 84057

1972 INTRODUCTIONS
Apricot Leather (Cleo Palmer) #7038. M. 30". (Gay Adventure X Glittering Amber).
Peach-apricot standards; falls same flushed deeper orange-amber at hafts.
Wide,
round, flaring falls with heavy leather-like substance. 2 branches and terminal, 5
buds. Net $25.00
Bold Beauty (Cleo Palmer) #6998. E-M. 36". (6687: Gaylord x Melodrama) X Grey
Lace. Large, bold flowers, wide, beautifully formed, slightly ruffled. Standards domed,
chrome yellow; falls rose-wine-red; yellow beard. 2 branches and terminal; 8 buds
open over an extended period. From a distance gives the impression of being a red
and white amoena, and should be useful for breeding this color class. STUNNING.
. Net $25.00
Button Stitched (Muhlestein) #230. ML. 30". (231: Loomis “Elf Plic,” a Wm. Mohr
sdlg. x Castlerock) x Dotted Swiss)) X (109 A: New Adventure x Pink Accent) x
56-46B: Mary Randall x S. Jensen 53-1: Master Neil: Wm. Mohr x Stained Glass) x
Pink Formal)). White ground plicata precisely button stitched, both standards and
falls, with lavender-blue. Related to last year’s Hobo Party. Fascinating since it
carries Wm. Mohr and Pink Formal each twice. Could produce tangerine bearded
plicatas, and BB seedlings. Net $15.00
Cloud Carnival (Tolman) ML. 38". (Ever and Ever X Whole Cloth). Large, heavily
substanced globular flowers, ruffled, falls flared and lightly laced. White standards;
very wide falls of orchid-violet. An amoena with real personality. #65-58-1. . Net $25.00
Ethel Helms (Muhlestein) #239. L-VL. 38". (Bon Vivant X 193: Valimar x 57-104:
First Curtain x Mary Randall)). Domed yellow standards; falls white bordered yellow,
and so wide the hafts nearly touch. Two branches and terminal, 7 buds. Has that
ultra-modern look. Fertile both ways. Named for a lovely friend who bred the
hemerocallis I release this year, and its fine parent, Gary Bee. Will close the TB
season. Net $35.00
Flamingo Lace (Tolman) #64-90-1.
EM. 36".
((Happy Birthday x Palomino) x
(Cathedral Bells x Happy Birthday)) X ((Rosedale x Cherie) x Pink Pomp). Large
medium pink self, ruffled and laced; closed standards; semiflaring falls show prominent
tangerine beards under ruffled stylearms. HC ’71.
Net $25.00
Gold Tracery (Cleo Palmer) #70143. M-L. 32". 6696 (64102: (Hit Parade x ?) x Glitter¬
ing Amber) X Madeira Lace. White standards veined and suffused yellow; falls white
bordered and veined bright yellow. Accent on width and form. 2 branches and termi¬
nal with 7 buds. Net $20.00
Lavender Majesty
(Cleo Palmer) #6648. EM. 36". (Silver Chalice X Violet Har¬
mony). Wide, ruffled, flaring lavender self with soft yellow beard. Comic standards;
wide, flaring falls. Has the heaviest kind of substance. A superb addition to this
color class. Heavy stalks carry two branches and terminal, with 7 buds. Pods; no
pollen; twice Snow Flurry blood.
Net $25.00
Mary’s Delight (Heisz) #71-350. M. 36". Azurite X Rococo. Stunning, ruffled white
ground plicata. Standards blue-violet stitched; falls stitched and dotted same with
a very clean center area; prominent blue-violet stylearms give the flower a striking
appearance. Three branches and terminal with many buds assure fine showstalks. Co¬
introduced with its hybridizer. HC ’71. Net $25.00
Mystic Isle (Hooker) #7950. M. 34". (Cross Country x 4695: Celestial Snow x Grace
and Symmetry: June Meredith x Fleeta) X 7B 7, involving Dolly Varden, Hi Time,
Gloriole, Lipstick). Wide, ruffled, superbly formed wisteria violet self. Falls flaring,
wide stylearms and a beard tipped cool white. Genes here for many colors, including
tangerine-bearded blues and whites. Vigorous and healthy, but not a fast increaser.
. Net $25.00
Orange Concentrate (Muhlestein) #305.
M-VL. 38".
(Golden Gene x Mayberry
M 61-21: First Curtain x Gold Lightning). The deepest coloring in orange I have
bred or seen. Flower not as clean on close inspection as I would like. Medium in
size, branching high, and has only five buds. No pollen, but pods easily.
Net $25.00
Purple Pomp (Fothergill) #66/53. ML. 44".
(Sdlg. involving Sable, Blue Ensign,
Bright Melody, Sulgrave, Windsor, Violet Hills) x sdlg. involving Sequatchie, Blood
Carnelian, Mexican Magic, Sulgrave, Windsor, Christabel, etc.). Royally bred. A rich
royal purple self with glowing undertones of amaranth. A tailored flower of excellent
form and medium width. When established will show 4 or more branches, and I
have counted 7 buds on the rebranched lower branch and a total of 21 flowers per
stalk. A vigorous, healthy grower, with excellent rhizones and strong purple-based
foliage. Will undoubtedly be useful to breed branching and very rich colors without
haft markings, since it is absolutely smooth. A good mate for Gala Madrid, Martel,
Lilac Rose, Caliente. Co-released with Mission Bell Gardens.
Net $25.00
Rosilla (Tams) #T 18-68. ML. 38". Cashmere X (Melodrama x Rippling Waters).
Another superb creation by the hand of the breeder of Pink Divinity and Dream
Lover, the latter being a half sister to this lovely flower. Rosilla is an exciting bicolor
with peach-pink standards nicely domed; falls rich, smooth orchid-rose, very wide,
ruffled and flaring. Heavy stalks carry three branches and terminal with nine or more
buds. Blooms over an extended period. Bright tangerine beard. Fertile both ways.
HC *71. Net $25.00
Road from Madrid. (Les Peterson) #LP 68-192. EM. 34".
(LP 63-55 inv. Moontide,
Bryce Canyon, Young Brave, Burmese Ruby, Chamois, China Maid, Bermuda Sand and
sdlgs. therefrom x Garnet Royal, Red Waves, Prairie Sunset, Firecracker) X Gala
Madrid. Gorgeous variegata with tan-yellow standards; falls rich mahogany-brown,
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wide, full, semiflaring, set off by a deep yellow beard. With this breeding, it had to
be outstanding, and there are color genes here for many colors. Co-introduced with
hybridizer. Net $25.00
Shadowed Cloisters (L. Brummitt) 2382/2.
ML. 36”. Starched Fabric X Gracious
Living. Creamy white standards pearl shaded when first opened; falls same with
prominent olive-chartreuse hafts. Unusual and attractive plus quality of form and
superb substance. Easy pod parent. Want to see this crossed with Focal Point and
other new “greens” as well as Apropos and Progenitor derivatives. Vigorous. Well
branched. Net $25.00
Smiles (Cleo Palmer) #70120. M. 36”. Sib to Bold Beauty. Yellow standards; white
falls with yellow rim and shoulders; yellow beard. Very wide of parts. Two branches
and terminal; 7 buds. Net $20.00
Star Valley (Muhlestein) #171. EM. 32”. Gay Adventure X Rippling Waters. Named
after a beautiful valley in Idaho. A gorgeous lavender self sprinkled with “stardust.”
Rounded flaring falls; conic standards. Proving an exciting parent. One of the finest
Rippling Waters seedling I have grown. Fertile both ways. 7 to 9 buds come slowly,
so the season is extended. Not fast of increase, but healthy. .Net $25.00
Warm Remembrance (M. Rogers)
# 63-L-ll. Jean Sibelius X Indiglow. Gorgeous,
ruffled, flared, wide, medium blue self, with accent on form and substance. Beard yel¬
low, tipped white. Three branches and terminal producing consistent showstalks,
with up to 13 buds. Vigorous stalk, rhizomes and foliage. Co-introduced with hy¬
bridizer. ML. 38” . Net $20.00

BORDER BEARDED
Fire Finch (Tams) # T 17-69. ML. 22”.
(Marilyn C x Glittering Amber) X Ultra¬
poise. Wide, ruffled, fluted, blended orange self with wide, heavy tangerine beard.
Flower is in proportion to stalk. Clean and lively. HC ’71. Net $20.00
Golden Curls (Muhlestein)
#1968-1. L-VL. 24". Bright Forecast X Rainbow Gold.
Wide, clean, heavily laced golden yellow self, including beard.
2 branches and
terminal, 5 buds. Another to close the season. No pollen, but will pod.Net $20.00

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED
Rose Spangles
(Cleo Palmer) # 6870. E. 18". Firecracker X Knotty Pine. Yellow
standards flushed and dotted red-violet; falls yellow, stitched and dotted red-violet,
lighter area in center; yellow beard. 1 branch and terminal, 4 buds. Easy pod
parent. Net $5.00
Wisteria Sachet (Cleo Palmer) # 6864. E. 18”. Dotted Swiss X Knotty Pine. Cupped
standards; round, horizontally flaring falls; a wisteria self with hafts lightly brushed
amber; beard orange, tipped lavender. 5 buds average. No pollen; pods some.
. Net $10.00

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED
(Cleo Palmer) # 6947, EE, 14”.
(6612; Cloud Castle x Sulina) X
(66-11 ((64-31: Blue Sapphire x Pierre Menard) x Sulina)). Standards pearled light
blue; falls same strongly flushed downward chartreuse to olive; yellow beard. 1
branch, 3 to 5 buds, pods easily, and a good parent. Net $10.00
Blue

Jadette

ARILBRED
Etched Beauty (D. Foster) # 67-16-1. EM. 28”. Petit Point Pink X self. Standards
light orchid, rose-violet, veined; falls orchid with overall dottings of red-violet; large
rose stylearms; red-violet signal. Ordinarily no pollen; pods easily. Co-introduced with
the hybridizer.
Net $20.00
Green Mosaic (Cleo Palmer) # 69140.
EM. 34”. Snow Goddess X Kalifa Gulnare.
The finest “GREEN AMOENA” I have seen. Standards white; falls chartreuse; light
bronze beard. Two branches and terminal, 5 buds. Falls very wide, round and
horizontal. Net $25.00
Haymaker (Cleo Palmer) # 0 20. E. 22”.
(Cherie x Sulina) X Inman Salah. Rich,
smoldering red-violet self, with an intensified spot area of deeper violet; yellow beard.
Wide, full, rounded flower. A lovely arilbred median. ... Net $15.00

SPURIA
Char-True (Muhlestein)
ME. 40”. Two Opals X Monteagle, a sib to Fluted Opal.
Ruffled and fluted chartreuse-yellow self. Not large, but very personable; nothing like
it.
Net $20.00

HEMEROCALLIS
Fannie Stadler (Helms) # H S 67-1-1. ML. 36". Dorm. (Gary Bee X Fleeta). Words
cannot adequately describe this beautiful large red hemerocallis. It is actually a rich
blending of red shades, which give it added lustre and life. Paul “Dictionary of
Color,” plate 5, charts it between 1-6 (Gypsy Red) and J-6 (Harvard Crimson), with
velvety L-5 (Cardinal) and L-9 (lighter) red border. Some ruffling and slight twisting
of the sepals and petals give it a beautiful and strong personality. Fannie Stadler,
deceased, was a warm personal friend of both the hybridizer and myself. A diploid
that resembles the most modern tetraploids. Many advance orders will limit the
supply. Only strong divisions will be sold. Net $25.00

On orders of $100.00 or more of the 1972 releases, a 25% discount is offered, and you
may suggest extras you would like. We will be generous. We have a comprehensive
planting of Spurias, Siberians, Arilbreds, Medians, Rebloomers, as well as modern Tall
Bearded Irises and Hemerocallis.
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New big contribution to iris library

THE JAPANESE IRIS
by
Motojiro KURIBAYASHI and Shuichi HIRAO
First and perfect work on the history of the Japanese iris. Artistic
and faithfully reproduced 345 color plates of all strains with English
description on the history, varieties and cultivation. Size 33.4 X 25.7
cm.
$77.00 WITH REGISTERED POSTAGE
A beautiful circular on request
THE JAPAN IRIS SOCIETY
Foreign Secretary, Dr. Shuichi Hirao
3-14 Yamanone, Zushi, Kanagawa, Japan

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
Exclusively Designed by an Irisarian for Irisarians!
TOP: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer.
Aster Design.
$5.98
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Aster Design.
$3.95
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Iris Design.
$3.95
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer,
8 oz. Iris Design
$5.98
BOTTOM: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 1036. Hurricane Lamps,
IIV2". Iris Design * $9.98
No. 133. Sandwich plate,
12". Iris Design
$7.95
No. 132. Bud Vase, 10". Iris
Design. Set of two. $5.98
No. 5. Candy Jar, 26 oz.
Iris Design
$7.95
No. 717. (Not illustrated)
14 piece Punch Set, 300
oz. Iris Design.
$35.00

The lovely iris design is permanently hand-cut into hand-blown West Virginia
Crystal by skilled artisans. Chapter and affiliated organizations should write for lot
prices on these items and other items available for resale. (See 71 Bulletins for
additional items available.) Please allow ample time for delivery. Include 10% extra
for insurance and postage. NEW FOR 72: Beverage Set and Tumbler Set in Glazed
COLOR. Send for list and details.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 LOCUST AVENUE
WESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 26452
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KANSAS RAINBOW GARDENS
Robert (Bob) Jeffries
807 Charles

Ellsworth, Kansas 67439
1972 INTRODUCTIONS
(Jeffries ’72) TB. 40". M-L. Sdlg. J67-11-B

Wheatheart Queen
Full lemon yellow standards over falls blended of orange and yellow, closest
to cadmium orange, Wilson 8/1; pale violet infusion below light orange beard.
Beautiful, ruffled and flaring form, excellent branching with 7 to 9 buds. Heavy
substance that takes sun, wind and rain. Its sib won HC in 1971. Milestone X
(Hamblen Sdlg: Melodrama x Pink sdlg.) x Kachina Doll. NET .$25.00
Biddy Bye (Jeffries 72) SDB. 14". M-L. Sdlg. J67-D-22
Standards are cream washed pale violet; falls cream with tan and brown
wash, with cream rim, orange beard. Flower is sometimes flecked with wine.
Attractive rounded form with flaring falls. Everyone seems to like this one.
(Wilma V x Brownie) X Sib. Fertile both ways. NET .$5.00
Haskell Prince (Jeffries 72) IB. 21". M-L. Sdlg. J66-15-A
Very dark violet bitone, violet purple standards, Wilson 733, over plum
purple falls, Wilson 935, bright blue beard. Congo Song X (Brownie x Truce)
HC in 1971. NET .$7.50

Previous Introductions
and Double Mission. TB plies. $15.00 each or
all three for $33.00. DOUBLE MISSION is a beautiful and dependable rebloomer
in California and in its home garden. (Dreamspun X Memphis Lass)
Bluebird’s Song, IB. Bluebird blue over French blue with deeper French blue
beard, making it the brightest part of this reverse blue bitone.$7.50
Chancel Choir. TB. Beautiful ruffled clean white with dark green-purple
based foliage for added interest. (All Eternity X Celestial Snow) .$20.00
Little Empress. BB. Pale empire yellow over white falls with deeper empire
yellow border; tiny blue blaze at tip of yellow orange beard .$7.50
Smoky River. Aril-med. M-L in SDB period. Wisteria blue standards over light
orange (tan) falls with full red-violet veining, pale blue signal and rim; beard
is darker shade of wisteria violet. Lots of rich colors. Fertile both ways.
Brownie X J2764: Brownie x Truce. EC in 69 .$5.00
Order directly from this ad. Add $1.00 for packaging and handling. Free iris
with every order. Garden state inspected. Peak bloom around May 15. Visitors
welcome.
Spicy Mission,

Special Mission

SUMMER SALE . . . Until August 31
Starbright YELLOW

FlSUt

de

LlS M ColOt

Starbright ORCHID

4—42 oz. 7 pc Juice Set
at $8.50.
48—90 oz. 7 pc Beverage
Set at $9.50.
814—12 oz. 8 pc Sham
Tumbler Set at
$7.50.
128—14 oz. Candy Jar at
$3.25.
810-8V2 oz. Sham Juice,
Set of 8 at $5.50.
Minimum Order. $6.95.

A NEW DESIGN created by America’s finest crystal-craftsmen in America—West Virginia
Glass. Nature’s beauty is fanciful decorated in minute detail for beauty and durability.
Sparkling colors of orchid and yellow is delicately glazed on the hand-blown crystal.
Please include 10% extra for insurance and postage. Send for illustrated list.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 Locust Avenue, Weston, West Virginia

26452
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ADDITIONAL INTRODUCTION FOR 1972
BANGLADESH (Peterson). AR. 26". M. An arilbred of distinction
from Esther the Queen X Tuesday Song. Standards deep blue,
prominently veined deeper; falls darker blackish-blue with medium
pink overlay. Flower form large and typical of type. Substance,
texture excellent. Bud count and branching GOOD. Named after
new nation born from recent India-Pakistan conflict.Net. $20.00
Previous Introduction 1971
TUESDAY SONG (Peterson) AR. 24-26". EM. Standards rich wis¬
teria blue sea lavender; falls dusty medium pink. Good form, sub¬
stance, texture, etc.Special $10.00
Les Peterson—IRIS
1320 Murphy Lane
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
Please see April AIS Bulletin for other Tall Bearded
and Arilbred Introductions for 1972—Page 97

Introducing ANGEL S ART
Enough better than other plies to warrant introduction.
67-43-3.
TB.
37".
Very late.
White ground plic with blue-violet
(light
campanula) marking on both standards and falls. Dark blue styles. White
beard. Excellent branching and substance. Bud count 7 to 11. Opens two to
five flowers; long season of bloom. Good ruffling and poise. Standards closed.
17 HC votes 1971. Rococo X sib to Tea Apron .$20.00
JOHN W. HUMPHREY • 1102 SOUTH ADAMS • STILLWATER, OKLA. 74074

NEW FOR 1972
JOY FOREVER. Sdlg. 485. TB 38-40". M-L. A striking combination of violet blue
and white. Standards white. Falls violet-blue with a faint edging of white;
flared and ruffled. Beard yellow tipped blue.$25.00
QYE SERA. Sdlg. 486. TB 34-36". M. Very pale blue standards and light blue
falls, flared and ruffled. Beard yellow. Fragrant.$25.00
Both of these new introductions are excellent growers and are from the same
line of breeding. Purple Twilight X (Sailor’s Choice x Whole Cloth).
BERT

PORRECA,

THE

IRIS

FARM,

287

BAILEY

RD.,

W.

HENRIETTA,

N.Y.

14586

PURPLE SIDEBURNS. MDB, 7" (L. Kavan 72). Early. Sdlg. 11-70. Y1 cross.
Standards medium yellow, falls somewhat darker. Full purple beard (Blue
Whiskers x Pumila) X Grace Note.
LUCILLE J. KAVAN
2310 SOUTH 49th ST. • OMAHA, NEBR. 68131

DOCTOR BAIRD (H-64-7-1) TB. 31".
E-M. RV1, bb beard.
TINKERBELL’S SHADOW (H-64-7-4) TB 33".
YIPcm, bb beard.
Sibs, both pod and pollen fertile. (Native
Dancer X Parachute II) .$25.00 each

KID SISTER (Alta Brown) MDB 6-7 in.
A bright violet and white dwarf plicata.
Rounded flaring falls, lavender beard.
# D936-46 (Mini-Plic X sibling).
$5.00

MRS. MAURICE HALE

12624 84th Ave. NE, Kirkland, Wash. 98033

Box 301, R. 2, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501

HypoHdcrs

Grows better plants, indoors or outdoors.
Clean A soluble. 10 ox.-$1.29. Makes 60 gals.
Free catalog, HYPONeX, COPLEY, OH. 44321
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BROWN’S IRIS GARDEN
Other introductions Pg. 77, Apr. bulletin.
Free list on request.

PHILADELPHIA

1973

AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES
Annual .
Triennial
Family
.
Family Triennial . . . .
Youth member, with
Youth member, with

.$ 7.50
Sustaining
.
. 18.75
Research
. 9.00
Life
.
. 22.50
Family Life .
others of family as members .
no others of family as members .

.$ 15.00
37.50
150.00
. 187.50
.
1.50
.
2.50

SECTION DUES
Send dues, making check payable to the American Iris Society, to Clifford W.
Benson, Secretary, American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri 63110.
Japanese
Single Annual
Single Triennial
Family Annual
Family Triennial
Single Annual Supporting
Family Annual Supporting
Single Annual Sustaining
Family Annual Sustaining
Single Life
Family Life

$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00

3.00

Median

Rebloomer

Siberian

$ 2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
7.50
40.00
50.00

$ 3.00
7.50
4.00
10.00

$ 2.00
3.00
2.00
6.00

5.00
50.00
60.00

Spuria
$ 2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00

3.00
50.00
60.00

24.00

IMPORTANT: Section dues, if paid through AIS, MUST be for the same duration
as your AIS dues. AIS FAMILY member desiring SINGLE Section membership,
PLEASE indicate which person is applying for Section membership.

ATTENTION AFFILIATES
All affiliates are entitled to a free showing of AIS slides once a year. Be sure to
give Mr. Schreiner thirty days’ notice, and order the slides in the name of the affil¬
iated club, giving the name of the president of the club.
All affiliates are entitled to one silver medal and one bronze medal, free of charge
for their show. Order these at the time the report is sent to the Exhibition Chairman.
If there is a change in the name of the president of the club, be sure to notify
Mrs. McCaughey, Mr. Benson and the editor of the Bulletin at once, so that the
proper name and address can appear in the Bulletin, and that the Bulletin can be
mailed to the proper address.

PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF REGISTRATIONS AND BULLETIN ARTICLES
To those who have inquired: We have on file most of the original registration ap¬
plications since 1960.
These often contain more complete information than the
necessarily cryptic published registration information. For those seeking to trace
and identify irises, we can make copies of the original application for twenty-five
cents. Likewise, we can reproduce any Bulletin article for twenty-five cents a page.
Send money and requests to the Conroe, Texas, office.

REGISTRATIONS—INTRODUCTIONS
Registrations $3.00 each
Transfer of names $2.00 each
Introductions: Free recording.
Be sure that your catalogue or printed list
is filed with the registrar and that each present-year introduction is marked plainly.
Irises not recorded as introduced are not eligible for awards higher than HC. Irises
advertised in the October 1971, and January, April and July Bulletins are automatically
recorded as 1972 introductions. Mail to Kay N. Negus, 27226 Lana Lane, Conroe, Texas
77301.
To be sure your registrations appear in the 1973 issue of Registrations and Intro¬
ductions for 1972, they must be processed by October 31, 1972.
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BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES
COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (listings in alphabetical order)
Single space (one inch—not to exceed six lines) . .$12.50
Double space (not to exceed 12 lines)
.$20.00
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
One-inch, single column
Two-inch .
One-quarter page .
One-third page .

$ 9.00
13.00
18.00
. 24.00

One-half page .
$32.50
Two-thirds page . . 42.50
Three-fourths page .
47.50
One page . . 60.00

Note: Display advertising rates are per single issue.
Write the editor for cost of ads in color.
Discount of 20% FOR EACH SUCCEEDING ISSUE DURING CALENDAR YEAR
CONTAINED in original contract.
Send advertising copy and checks payable to The American Iris Society to:

IF

J. Arthur Nelson, Editor
3131 North 58th ST.

OMAHA, NEBR. 68104

NOTE: ALL COPY FOR APRIL ISSUE DUE FEBRUARY 10.

IRIS SLIDES FOR RENTAL
The American Iris Society maintains numbers of excellent sets of iris slides
for rental. Each set contains 100 slides, 35mm size. A list of the names of the
irises accompanies each set. Ideal for a program for your iris meetings and garden
club meetings, these slides are a fine way to study the new irises. Are you considering,
or would you like to see, some new irises? What better way than to rent a set of
slides and keep informed on the new varieties.

For that special iris program
—Set of iris slides of CONVENTION WICHITA! in 1971. See the famous gardens . . .
renowned iris personalities, and many of the very newest iris on display. Enjoy at
your meeting a showing of the most recently written about and iris that were in the
limelight. Attend this outstanding meeting held in the Central Midwest in spirit—
via this fine collection of slides of convention highlights.
—Set of the newer tall bearded award winning irises. Most recent Award of Merit
and Honorable Mention winners as well as Dykes Medalist and contenders—also other
top favorites and selected garden scenes.
—Set of the ever popular, less expensive, fine bearded irises that have stood the
test of time and grace any garden with their beauty and excellence. Pleasant garden
scenes; some interesting iris arrangements.
—Set of various bearded species along with special hybrids of these, including minia¬
ture and standard dwarf, intermediate, aril, table and border varieties—a fascinating
set.
—Set of various beardless iris species and their endless hybrids, including a wide
range as Crested, Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Western natives, Japanese, in unending
variety—highly individual.
—Set of irises of all types, in an unending collection, including the charming bulbous
irises, multi-faceted bearded irises—beardless kinds in pleasurable variety. Many kinds
of irises—varied, distinct and original.
Request for slides should be made well in advance for proper scheduling, preferably
30 days or longer. Include a second date if possible. Give the exact date desired so
that slides can be sent insured airmail. They are to be returned in the same manner.
The rental fee is $5.00, payable in advance, for each set of 100 slides. Make checks
to the American Iris Society and mail with your requests to:
Robert Schreiner, Chairman, Slides Committee,
3785 Quinaby Rd., NE (R. 2), Salem, Oregon 97303
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COMMERCIAL

1971 COLOR
CLASSIFICATION
with color chart and mask
Single copies 60 cents each
Ten or more copies 50 cents each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY

DIRECTORY

The HANDBOOK for
the AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS and OFFICERS
$2.00 each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

MT. OLIVE IRIS GARDEN

246 East Main St., Westborough, Mass. 01581

10349 EMPIRE GARDEN
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 95060
Grower of tall bearded Iris, featuring the
best in the west. Mountain grown on the
edge of the Pacific.
Visitors Welcome
List on request.
Ralph B. Coleman, Owner

BAY VIEW GARDENS

CHARJOY

of Joseph J. Ghio

GARDENS

MEDIAN and SIBERIAN IRISES
BEE WARBURTON
My own introductions only
List on Request

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060
Free Catalog available, listing the finest in
median, tall, Louisiana, Pacifica, Siberian
and Spuria irises.

BROWN’S
SUNNYHILL GARDENS
(Tom M. & Opal L. Brown)
“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY”

FEATURING THE FINEST OF
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS
Catalog on request
— No Color —

Charles and Joyce
Arny, Jr.
117 Acacia Drive
Lafayette, La. 70501

Top Quality
Louisiana Irises
Catalog 10*

COOLEY'S GARDENS
301 S. James Ave.
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381

Route 3, Box 102
Milton-Freewater
Oregon 97862

Incomparable Iris catalog in color

C&A IRIS GARDENS

FEATURING THE FINEST OF
TALL BEARDED IRISES
QUALITY RHIZOMES

Growers of Quality Iris
REASONABLE PRICES
PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Wholesale and Retail
3224 Northstead Dr.
Sacramento, Calif. 95833

Considered by many as the world's finest
iris catalog in color. Send 500 for your
copy if you are not a customer.
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CORDON BLEU FARMS

DISCOVERY TRAIL GARDENS

Best of the new and old
IRIS
Tall Bearded . . . Spurias
418 BEUNA CREEK ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CALIF. 92069

(Home of Region 14 Aril Display Garden)
Hardy irises from the Sierra foothills, featur¬
ing oncobreds by Leo Clark, many fine TBs,
including “space age” horned, spooned and
flounced. Catalog 250. No color.
STAR ROUTE, BOX 38-D
FOLSOM, CALIF. 95630

COUNTRY VILLAGE GARDEN

EVERGREEN IRIS GARDEN

Howard and Ruth Goodrick

116 EAST 19th AVE.
KENNEWICK, WASH. 99336

Our own and other selected tall bearded iris
Fine Selection of Quality Tall Bearded Irises
New Introductions of
EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
Free List on Request

List available upon request
16620 W. PEPPER LANE
BROOKFIELD, WIS. 53005

GENE & GERRY’S
IRIS GARDENS

CRAMER’S IRIS GARDENS
Growers of
Tail Bearded Iris
Where Quality & Prices Are Pleasing
CATALOG ON REQUEST
Box 75, Payson, Illinois 62360

Featuring introductions by
MR. GEORGE I. CROSSMAN
G. & G. BURGER
List of Most Newer Varieties on Request
39 E. PATRICK
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

HILDENBRANDT’S
IRIS GARDENS

REBLOOMERS
TALL BEARDED

Star Route, Box 4, Lexington, Nebr. 68850
Region 21 Test Garden Located Here
Featuring Introductions of Mrs. B. Wolff
Price List on Request
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

DWARFS
SPURIAS
LOUISIANAS
SIBERIANS
Free (no color) catalogue available
thru Sept.

IMPERIAL FLOWER GARDENS
March

CROOKED CREEK GARDENS
Star Route, Marquand, Mo. 63655

HARDY NORTHERN IRIS
1972 COLOR CATALOG—250

New Introductions of
MERLE DALING
JOYCE MEEK
JEANNETTE NELSON
LILLIAN SWEARENGIN
GORDON W. PLOUGH

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN
P.O. BOX 117
WENATCHEE, WASH. 98801
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FINEST NORTHERN ILLINOIS GROWN
IRISES
Offering tall bearded, dwarfs, rebloomers,
oncobreds, Spurias, Siberians and
rare
species. Also perennials, peonies. Catalog
free.

BOX 255

CORNELL, ILLINOIS 61319

WRITE NOW for free bulb catalog
showing a wide variety of imported
flower bulbs from Holland.

P. de JAGER & SONS, INC.
SOUTH HAMILTON, MASS. 01982

KEITH KEPPEL
P.O. BOX 8173
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208

Newer tall bearded and medians.
List available on request.

MATHEWS IRIS GARDEN

KNOPF IRIS GARDENS

Large selection of new and old choice
varieties.

12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469

Free

price

list on

request.

LIST ON REQUEST

201 SUNNY DRIVE
COLLEGE PLACE, WASH. S9324

LAKELAWN GARDENS

MISSION BELL GARDENS
(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN)

NATHAN AND THELMA RUDOLPH
405 Lakelawn Blvd.

Featuring Fine irises of

Aurora, Illinois 60506

Recent Introduction
TALL BEARDED AND MEDIAN

OUR OWN INTRODUCTIONS

CATALOG ON REQUEST—NO COLOR

IRISES, DAYLILIES AND PEONIES

2778 W. 5600 So.

List ready May 1

Roy, Utah 84067

LAURIE’S GARDEN

MOHR GARDENS

17225 McKenzie hwy., rt. 2

Discount prices on
high quality TB iris.

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477

SPECIALIZING IN BEARDLESS IRISES

List on request
1649 LINSTEAD DR.
LEXINGTON, KY. 40504

Californicae, English, Japanese,
Louisiana, Siberian, Spuria and

PACIFIC COAST HYBRIDIZERS

other species irises and their hybrids.

Quality stock and generous extras
at competitive prices.

DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST FOR STAMP

P.O. BOX 972
available by late April

CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA 95008
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

MELROSE GARDENS

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS

309 BEST ROAD SOUTH—A
STOCKTON, CALIF. 95206

Presenting the 1972 introductions of:
Sanford Babson, Ben R. Hager, Sid
DuBose, Bryce Williamson, and Johnnye
Rich.
OFFERING at discounted prices:
Median, Dwarf, Novelty, Arilbred,
blooming bearded iris.

TB,
Re¬

7124 RIVERDALE ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430
Hardy Minnesota grown Irises.
Specializing in dwarfs and medians.
FREE PRICE LIST—NO COLOR.

SCHLIEFERT IRIS GARDENS
MURDOCK, NEBR. 68407

FEATURING: Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana,
Japanese iris and DAYLILIES.

Since 1935

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG—250

Our Thirty-First Annual Catalog
on request
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SCHREINER'S GARDENS
3629 QUINABY RD. NE (R2)
SALEM, OREGON 97303
feature
Fine Iris for discerning collectors
Growers—Hybridizers—Originators
America’s Finest Iris Catalog, ac¬
curate color illustrations, a treasure
trove of information .500

SILVER STATE
IRIS GARDENS
P.0. Box 2130

offering
SELECTED IRISES
Spurias, Medians, Tall Bearded
CHOICE PEONIES
Standard and Hybrid
— AND —
KAY SEE DE LUXE
GARDEN MARKERS
Free catalog to
AIS members or on request
Box 10645B
100 NE 81st St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64118

TREASURE LANE
IRIS GARDEN

Henderson, Nev. 89015

Fine quality bearded irises.
Generous bonus—Reasonable prices
Catalog on request

SMITH'S IRIS GARDENS
Finest Idaho-Grown

Dwarfs, Intermediates, Borders and Tails
VISITORS WELCOME
Price List on Request
7808 9th ST.
ELVERTA, CALIF. 95626

MRS. WILMA VALLETTE
DECLO, IDAHO 83323

IRISES

Free catalog. Over 2000
Varieties, New and Old, Many
of Them Now Hard to Find.

Catalog on Request
BOX 483
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

Reasonably Priced.

HARDY MIDWEST GROWN IRIS
Lowest prices consistent with fine quality.
Free Catalog on Request (No Color)

SOUTHERN MEADOWS
GARDEN
BOX 230, CENTRALIA, ILLINOIS 62801
May R. Tucker
James S. Tucker

SUMMERLONG IRIS
GARDENS

VALLEY’S END
IRIS GARDENS
32375 DUNLAP BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded, Intermediate
Bearded, Standard Dwarf and Miniature
Dwarf.
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

ILLINI IRIS
D. STEVE VARNER
N. State St. Rd.
Monticello, III. 61856

Reblooming Irises for the North
List on Request
CHARLES V. APPLEGATE
Rt. 2
Box 163
Perrysville, Ohio 44864

Hybridizer and Grower
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded and
Siberian Irises, Tetraploid Hemerocallis

TELL'S GARDEN

GILBERT H. WILD
AND SON, INC.

425 N. 4 W., Box 331

Orem, Utah 84057

NO CATALOG.

Price List on Request

Irises, Peonies, Daylilies

MODERN IRISES AND
HEMEROCALLIS
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TOP O' THE RIDGE

LIST 100

Send 500 for 92-page beautifully illustrated
catalog in color, featuring iris introductions
of Georgia Hinkle and James Marsh.
DEPT. AIS 772

SARCOXIE, MO. 64862

PRICE LIST OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
(Supersedes all previous price lists)

GENETICS IS EASY—Goldstein .$ 7.00
Completely revised and enlarged, this 4th edition is written in such a
manner that the average layman can understand it with a minimum of
mental effort. Especially recommended for the beginning hybridizer.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY COLOUR CHART—
Four fans .$20.00
This revised chart consists of a set of four fans in stout cardboard box.
In each fan the leaves of colours are held by a locking screw, easily fanned
out for selection of a particular leaf. With four tints of each of the 202
colours, there is a very wide range available, giving users a working tool
for colour reference of great value.

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS

$ 1.50

AIS Members $1.50—Non-Members $2.00

HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS .$ 2.00
COLOR CLASSIFICATION—$0.60 ea, lots of 10 or more $0.50 ea.
WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW

$ 1.00

Lots of 10 or more to the same address $0.80 per copy

IRIS CHECK LIST—1969 .$ 6.50
Compilation of registrations and introductions 1960-1969.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1959 .$ 2.00
Compilation of the 5,466 registrations in the years 1950-1959 and of AIS
awards in the years 1920-1959.
Registrations in 1971, 1967, 1966, 1965, 1964, 1963, 1962, 1961,
1960 .each $1.00
Current Bulletin .$1.25
Back Issues of Bulletins—if available .$1.25 and $2.00
Bulletin 1 (Reprint)
.$1.00
Fiftieth Anniversary Bulletin .$2.00
AIS Iris Seal Stamps—100 stamps to a packet .$1.00
Slightly larger than a half-dollar, these official Seals are quite beautiful
—on a silver ground, the iris and bud are blue; foliage blue-green; ideal
for stationery and place cards, etc.
AIS Stationery—New Style; with member’s name and address, or that of
local society, imprinted on letterheads and envelopes; letterheads 7XA
x 10Vz inches, envelopes 7Vi x 4 inches; good quality bond paper.
In lots of 250 letterheads and 250 envelopes, postpaid .$11.00
In lots of 500 letterheads and 500 envelopes, postpaid . 19.50
Type or “print” name and address to be imprinted. Send check with
order. Samples of letterhead and envelope may be requested.
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110

TWO OF THE BEDS OF AN OFFICIAL
E.S.I.S. DISPLAY GARDEN IN BROOKLYN

As you can see, we have sufficient
tional varieties. Please send names
pronounced pleasant fragrances that
to 1949. The blind must also save in

space for hundreds of addi¬
of the better varieties with
were introduced subsequent
this display garden.

JESS A. MAX, 74 Arlington Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

(Arny ’69)
HM ’71

Ila Nunn

Charlie’s Michele

HC ’68

Join the Society for Louisiana Irises
Membership $3.00. Secretary, Mrs. Ira S. Nelson,
Box 75, U.S.L., Lafayette, La. 70501

(Arny ’69)

,

library
NEW YORK
BOTANICAL
GARDEN

AUG

4 1972

YOUR
SYMPOSIUM
BALLOT
1972
TALL BEARDED IRISES
PLEASE VOTE
We encourage all members of The American Iris Society to
participate in this ballot, so that we can have a wide con¬
census of the varieties that grow and bloom best in Amer¬
ican gardens.

BULLETIN OF THE

AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
VOL Llll, NO. 2, SERIES NO. 206, JULY 1972
PRINTED IN TWO SECTIONS

•

SECTION 2

PLEASE VOTE
THIRTY-THIRD OFFICIAL SYMPOSIUM
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
1972
This is your ballot for the Thirty-third Official Symposium to de¬
termine the One Hundred Favorite Irises for 1972. The list was
compiled by combining the following:
The
The
The
The
The

top 100 varieties in the 1971 Symposium.
Dykes Medal eligibility list of 1972, TB only.
AM eligibility list of 1972, TB only.
HM winners of 1971, TB only.
William Mohr winners.

Every member of AIS may participate in this balloting.
do! To vote, observe carefully the following instructions.

Please

1. Do not vote for any iris you have not seen growing in a garden,
and in bloom.
2. Place a X in the space in front of each of your 25 favorites;
thus X. Second members of a family membership; place an O
in front of each of your 25 favorites. If there are other members
in the family, they may use 1, 2, 3, etc. Since the format of this
ballot is designed for easy voting and easy tabulating by the
RVPs, this is important.
3. Do not vote for more than 25. You may vote for fewer.
4. You may vote for five varieties not listed. This is in addition
to the 25 selected from the list.
5. Your ballot must be mailed to your REGIONAL VICE PRESI¬
DENT BY AUGUST 7 in order to be counted. You will find
the name and address of your RVP on page 4 of this Bulletin.
DO NOT MAIL TO ST. LOUIS OR TO THE AWARDS CHAIR¬
MAN.
6. Sign your ballot, and send first class mail.
NAME_
ADDRESS

__

CITY AND STATE _

MAIL THIS BALLOT BEFORE AUGUST 7 TO BE COUNTED
2
The Bulletin is published quarterly by The American Iris Society. Publishing
office 2315 Tower Grove Ave„ St. Louis, Mo. 63110. Second-class postage paid at St.
Louis, Mo., and at additional mailing offices.

_ACORN

BEWITCHED

CARILLON

_AD ASTRA

BEWITCHING

FESTIVAL

ALASKAN CROWN

BIG LEAGUE

ALASKAN SUNSET

BILL NORMAN

ALL AFLAME

_BLACK BART

ALLEGIANCE

BLACK PANSY

_AMETHYST FLAME

BLUEBEARD’S

_CAROLINA PEACH
CAROLINA RUBY
CARRARA MARBLE
_ CARVED
ALABASTER

AMIGO’S GUITAR

CASTLE

AMOS SHERARD

BLUEBELL LANE

CELEBRATION

ANGEL BRIGHT

BLUE CHIFFON

CELESTIAL GLORY

ANGEL CHOIR

BLUE LEATHER

CELESTIAL SNOW

ANGEL UNAWARES

BLUE PETTICOATS

CELESTIAL SWAN

ANNABEL LEE

BLUE SAPPHIRE

_APOLLO’S GIFT

_BRIGHT

_CAYENNE CAPERS

_CERAMIC BLUE
CHARLOTTE

BUTTERFLY

SAWYER

BRIGHT SHIELD

CHARMAINE

BROTHER ED

CHARMED CIRCLE

ARCTIC TOUCH

BUBBLING

CHARCOAL

ARPEGE

CHAMPAGNE

CHARM OF EDEN

_APPLEJACK
APRIL MELODY
_APROPOS

BUFFY

_ARPEGGIO
ASPEN COUNTRY

.CHERRY ACCENT

BURNING COALS

CHERRY JUBILEE

_AZURE APOGEE

BURNING DESIRE

CHERRY MALOTT

-AZURE GOLD

BUTTERED

-AZURE LACE

POPCORN
.

-BABBLING BROOK

__ CHERUB CHOIR
CHIEF MOSES

BUTTERSCOTCH

__ CHIM CHIM CHEREE

RIPPLE

_CHORDETTE

BACCARAT

CHRISTMAS TIME

--- BALKAN GLACIER

CALIENTE

CIMARRON STRIP

_BALLYHOO

CAMBODIA

CINNAMON MIST

-BAMBOO CURTAIN

_CAMELOT ROSE

-BANDOLIER

CANARY CADENCE

-BARCELONA

CANDY COUNTER

-

CANDY SHOP

BAYBERRY CANDLE

CINNAMON TART
CIRCLE D
_CLAREMONT
CLASSIC

-BAY VIEW

_CARO NOME

CLASSIC LADY

-BEAUX ARTS

_CAPE IVORY

CLAUDIA RENE

CAPE TOWN

CLOUD CAPERS

-BERCEUSE

3

CLOUD CREST

DOT AND DASH

_FLUTED LIME

CLOUDLAND

DRAGON LADY

_FLUTTER OF

CLOVERDALE

DREAM TIME

COCKTAIL TIME

DRESS SUIT

_FOGGY DEW

COMMENTARY

DUSKY DANCER

_FOND WISH

CONGO QUEEN

DUTCH CHOCOLATE

_.FOUNTAIN BLUE

PLEATS

__ FRANCISCAN FRIAR

COOLHEAD
CORAL GLOW

EASY STREET

_FRONTIER

CORAL ICE

ECHO ONE

COUNTRY SQUIRE

EDENITE

COUNTY FAIR

ED WATKINS

CREAM TAFFETA

ELEANOR’S PRIDE

__ GALA AFFAIR

CREDO

EL GRANDE AZUL

_GALA MADRID

CRINKLED GEM

EMMA LOUISA

_GALA ROSE

CRINKLED JOY

ERMINE ROBE

_GENTLE

CROWNING GLORY

ESTHER FAY

CRYSTAL BLAZE

ETCHED APRICOT

_GENTLE PRESENCE

CRYSTAL FLAME

ETERNAL FLAME

_GINGERBREAD

CUP RACE

EVE

MARSHALL
_FUJI’S MANTLE

PERSUASION

CASTLE

EVER AND EVER

__ GINGERSNAP

DAISY POWELL

EXECUTIVE

__GLACIER SUNSET

DANCING RILL

EXOTIC WINGS

_GLAZED ORANGE
_GLOWING TIARA

DANCING SUNBEAM
DEAR DOLLIE

FANFARE ORCHID

_GOLDEN CHORD

DEBBY RAIRDON

FAVORITE TOPIC

_. GOLDEN

DEBRA JEAN

FIFTY GRAND

OPPORTUNITY

DECOLLETAGE

FINAL TOUCH

_GOLDEN PLUNDER

DEEP CARESS

FIREBALL

__ GOLDEN

DELICIOUS

FIRST SNOW

DENVER DAWN

FLAME AND SAND

_GOLDEN SNOW

DENVER MINT

FLAMENCO DANCER

_GOOD HOPE

DESEREE

FLAMING DRAGON

_GRAND ALLIANCE

DIPLOMACY

FLAMINGO DAWN

_GRAND SPECTATOR

DIPLOMAT

FLAMING STAR

_GRAND WALTZ

DISCOVERY BAY

FLIGHT OF ANGELS

_GRAPE FESTIVAL

DISTANT DRUMS

FLUTED HAVEN

_.GREEN ILLUSION

SENSATION

GYPSY LULLABY

HALLELUJAH

JAVA DOVE

LIME SHADOWS

JEWELED FLIGHT

LORD BALTIMORE

_JEWEL TONE

LORNA LEE

TRAIL

JILBY

LOVE LETTERS

HAPPINESS IS

JODY

LUCILLE TOLMAN

HAPPY ENDING

JOLIE

HARMONY HOUSE

JOY RIDE

HAUNTING

JUANITA

MAHALO

RHAPSODY

JUNA KAY

MANDARIN ROBE

JUNE SYMPHONY

MARGARITA

_HEATHER HALO

_MAD MAID

MARIACHI

HEATHER HAWK

_ MARQUESAN

HEAVENS A ROVE

KTLT LILT

HENRY SHAW

KIMZEY

SKIES

HEY LOOKY

KINGDOM

MARSHMALLOW

HIDDEN MAGIC
HTHH rOTTNT^Y

_KISSABLE
KTSS OF LEMON

MARVALON

MASCARA

HIGH ESTEEM
HIGH LIFE

MARTEL

. LADY OF LOUDOUN

MATINATA

HIGH PRAISE

LAKE

MAUDIE MARIE

HIGH SIERRA

WASHINGTON

MAY MELODY

HONESTY

LASATA

MEDITATE

HONOR GUARD

LATIN LOVER

MEGGIE

HOT SPELL

LAUNCHING PAD

MERRY AIRE

LAURIE

MILADY

LEMON TREE

MILESTONE

_INDIAN FRINGE

LICORICE STICK

MINNESOTA

_INDIGLOW

LIGHT AND LOVELY

GLITTERS

LIGHT FANTASTIC

MISS ILLINI

_INTEGRITY

LIGHTNING FLASH

MISS SALTILLO

_IRENE NEECE

LIGHTNING RIDGE

MOHAWK TRAIL

LIGHT TOUCH

MOLTEN EMBERS

IMPACT

INDIGO IMP

IRISH CHARMER
_IRISH LULLABY

_JAIPUR
JAKARTA
__ JANNI

_LILAC CHAMPAGNE

MOONLIGHT AND

LILAC FLARE

ROSES

LILAC MIST

MOON RIVER

LILAC TREAT

MORNING KISS

LIME FIZZ

MOST PRECIOUS
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MOUNT EDEN

_PINK BALLET

_ROYAL TARA

MULBERRY WINE

_PINK CHEER

__.ROYAL TOUCH

MUSIC HALL

_PINK DIVINITY

MUSIC MAKER

_PINK FRINGE

_SABER DANCE

MYSTIC MOOD

_PINK HORIZON

_SABLE ROBE

_PINK SLEIGH

_SAFFRON JEWEL

NEWLY RICH

_PINK TAFFETA

__ SAFFRON ROBE

NEW MOON

_POINT CLEAR

_.SAILOR TOGS

NIGHT HERON

_POP O SHA

_SAN LEANDRO

NIGHT OWL

_PORT ROYAL

_SAPPHIRE DREAM

NIGHTSIDE

_POSTSCRIPT

_SAPPHIRE FUZZ

NINEVEH

_POWER AND GLORY

_SAPPHIRE SHORE

NOB HILL

_PRETTY POISE

_SAUCY SUE

NORTHERN AIRE

_PRINCE INDIGO

_SCARLET RIBBON

_PUNCHLINE

_SEANCE
_SEASIDE

OCEAN SHORES
OCTOBER ALE

_QUETTA

_SECRET PAL

OLYMPIC TORCH
ONE DESIRE

_RADIANT APOGEE

_SEVEN LEAGUES

ON TARGET

_RADIANT BEAM

_SHIPSHAPE

OPENING NIGHT

_RADIANT SUN

_SHORT STORY

ORANGE ICING

_RASPBERRY

_SHOWMASTER

ORANGE PARADE
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_SECRET AGENT

RIPPLES

_SILENCE

ORANGE VISTA

_REGALAIRE

_SILVER SKIES

ORCHID WINGS

_REPARTEE

_SILVER TRAIL

ORINDA

_RESTLESS WAVES

_SILVER WEDDING

OVATION

_RETA FRY

_SINGING PINES

_RIBBON ROUND

_SKYWATCH

PACIFIC PANORAMA

_RIPPLING ROSE

_SMOKY MOUNTAIN

PACIFIC WATERS

-RIPPLING WATERS

_SNOW CLOUD

PANORAMIC

_ROBIN REDBREAST

_SNOWLINE

PATRICIA CRAIG

_ROCOCO

_SON OF STAR

PAWNEE PRIDE

_ROSES IN SNOW

_SOUND OF MUSIC

PENTHOUSE

-ROYAL EGYPTIAN

_SOUTHERN

PICTURE PERFECT

_ROYAL GOLD

PIETY

_ROYAL HERITAGE

COMFORT
_SPANISH GIFT

_SPLASH O PINK

_TAWNY MINK

_WANDERING WIND

_SPRINGTIME

_THRUWAY

__ WARM LAUGHTER

__ TIJUANA BRASS

_WAR LORD

_STARBURST

_TINSEL TOWN

_WEST COAST

_STEP CHILD

_TOMTEBO

_WESTERN HOST

_TONI MICHELE

_WHISPERING GLADE

_TOUCHE

__ WHITE KING

_-TROPIC SUN

_WHITE TAFFETA

_TUCSON

_WHOLE CLOTH

__ TUEXDO

_WILD GINGER

_TYCOON’S GOLD

_WILD MUSTANG

FANTASY

_STEPPING OUT
_STERLING SILVER
_STRANGE MAGIC
_STUDY IN BLACK
_STYLE MASTER
_SUNNY SPLENDOR

_WINE AND ROSES
_SUNSET SKY
_ULTRAPOISE
_SUPERGLOW

-- WINTER PAGEANT

_SUTTER’S FALLS
_VASHON
_SWAHILI

_VAUDEVILLE
_VELVET BRASS

_TAFFY TWIST

-WINTER OLYMPICS

-WINTRY NIGHT
_.WITH IT
_WOODLAND ROSE

_VIOLET HARMONY
_XMAS FIRES

_TALENT SHOW

_VIRGINIA LOUISE

_TAMBOURINE

__ VISITING NURSE

_YANKEE BOY

_TASTE OF HONEY

_VITAFIRE

_YELLOW CHIFFON
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WRITE-IN VOTES
(Do not vote in these
spaces any iris al¬
ready on this list.)
(Designate with
proper sign each
member of family.)

(Make extra lines if
needed)
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HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS

$1.50

A must for those who seek to be judges or to exhibit in shows,
or to understand the awards system of the American Iris Society.

HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY MEMBERS
AND OFFICERS .$2.00
A handbook that covers many of the phases of membership.
Very valuable for RVPs and local officers. Fourteen chapters cov¬
ering nearly all phases of American Iris Society affairs.

COLOR CLASSIFICATION
$0.60 each, lots of ten or more $0.50 each
Twenty-nine pages of irises color classed, with other color in¬
formation. Includes a color chart and a color mask.

WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW

$1.00

A handy little booklet of information for the amateur. A book¬
let that has proved valuable in interesting people in irises.

If

you are interested in large numbers, write the St. Louis office.

IRIS CHECK LIST 1969. A compilation of registrations and
introductions 1960-69 .$6.50

IRIS CHECK LIST 1959. Compilation of 5,456 registrations
and introductions 1950-1959, and of AIS awards 1920-1959

$2.00

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY BULLETIN. A fifty-year history
of the American Iris Society

$2.00
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Ave., Sacramento, Calif. 95815.
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Barca Road, La Mirada, Calif. 90638.
16— Canada. Mr. W. J. Taylor, 220 Willowdale Ave., Willowdale, Ontario.
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24— Alabama and Mississippi. Mrs. A. C. Hopton, 2032 East Drive, Jackson,
Mississippi 39204.
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From tde Presidents Des£
T

he

iris season for 1972 has drawn to a close.

Our bloom was mag¬

nificent, even the plants in our “seedling” lot outdid themselves this
year.

And more and more people came to enjoy them with us.

Then

came the Portland convention which, those of you who were able to
come will agree, was superb.
But then came the time for second thoughts, and for work and sweat.
By now we will have planted our last iris and may even have pulled
our last weeds.

We will have the long winter months to look forward

to and even gloat a little over the new irises we have acquired and look
up the parentage of those that interest us!

In the spring our anticipation

will accelerate when the advertisements of new irises begin to appear.
The minutes of the Portland convention were missing in the July
Bulletin.

That was mainly because we were not able to get them ready

for printing in acceptable form.

They appear in this

Bulletin,

and we

will try to do better in the future.
There is one most pleasing First I can report to you.

Hal Stahly of

Region 6 wrote me that the Iris Connoisseurs of Michigan met on July 8
at the home of Mrs. Mary Hudson near Lansing for a picnic and auction.
The members conducted an auction of rhizomes contributed by those in
attendance.

Now here is the unique part: Bidding was in terms of the

amount that the bidder would contribute to the AIS Foundation.

These

rhizomes and the money paid produced a total of $346 to the Foundation.
Needless to say, I am delighted and the Connoisseurs of Michigan can be
proud.
I have received two letters from Mr. J. D. Taylor.

He expressed the

appreciation of the British Iris Society for the “good will message” of the
AIS and the presence of Clarke Cosgrove at the 50th anniversary of the
BIS. He reported that Clarke made many friends and that his brief speech
“went very well.”
In his second letter, Mr. Taylor sent his congratulations to Keith Keppel,
the hybridizer of

Babbling Brook,

the new Dykes Medal winner.

Mr. Taylor reported that he, himself, has not grown

Babbling

While
Brook,

he has “good reports of it.”
Dr. Hugo Wall

President
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AUSTRALIAN IRIS SOCIETY—1974 CONVENTION
TALL BEARDED IRIS HYBRIDIZERS—We invite you to apply now
for particulars re procedure for sending TB iris rhizomes to Victoria,
Austrialia, for growing in the 1974 convention guest iris garden, Awards
for the best irises.
Rhizomes must be forwarded prior to February 28, 1973.
Particulars from:
Mrs. R. M. Caldwell, (Co-convenor)
25 Derby St., Camberwell, Victoria 3124, Australia

Affiliates of the American Iris Society
Chairman: Glenn F. Hanson, 7124 Riverdale Road,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55430
To achieve and to maintain Affiliate status, iris clubs must abide by
the following rules.
1. All officers and directors of the affiliating society and sufficient ad¬
ditional members to total a minimum of ten shall be members of AIS.
2. At least fifty percent of its members must be AIS members. A society
having less than fifty percent of its membership belonging to AIS
must pay a fee, the amount of which shall be determined by the
Board of Directors.
3. Participate in the registration and awards systems of AIS.
Special privileges extended to Affiliates shall be determined by the Board
of Directors.
To maintain Affiliate status, once each year, at the annual election of
the Affiliate, the secretary of the Affiliate must forward to the AIS chair¬
man of Affiliates a list of officers and members of the Affiliate, and a
carbon copy of this information to the secretary of AIS. When the sec¬
retary of AIS determines that the Affiliate is eligible, he will so notify
the chairman of AIS Affilates, and the editor of the Bulletin of the
name of the club and the name and address of the president.

Changes in Affiliate Status since July Publication.
SUN COUNTRY IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Robert J. Staub, Phoenix, Ariz.
SAN DIEGO-IMPERIAL COUNTIES IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Wm. H. Leslie,
San Diego, Calif.
CENTRAL VALLEY IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Gladys Kloberdenz, Modesto,
Calif.
NORMAN AREA IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Lee Shelton, Norman, Okla.
TULSA AREA IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. Robert G. Howard, Tulsa, Okla.
BENSON AREA 12 IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. K. G. Davis, Tex.
EL PASO IRIS SOCIETY, Pres., Mrs. John I. Wade, El Paso, Tex.
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Operation Transplant
George Paul Watts

(New York)

(We had planned to use this article prior to the New York convention, but at the
time it appeared that a publication of national distribution planned to use it. However,
they finally wrote their own article, and we have waited until we could accompany
the article with pictures showing this famous garden as it has developed.—Editors.)

While employment with a large company always entails possibility of
relocation, I had never given serious thought to the likelihood of leaving
the Chicago area until presented with a fine opportunity at our Head Office
in New York City. It was early January when the matter came up, and
immediately the fact that nothing could be moved from our rather exten¬
sive garden until about April rose to haunt us. In my discussions in New
York I had to bear this in mind, since our finances as well as our hearts
would have been too badly damaged if we had been forced to leave our
entire garden, with large collections of daffodils, irises, hemerocallis, and
peonies. Fortunately, ample recognition was given by the Company to the
time required to search out a new home, dispose of our Lombard house
and the time needed for moving at least the best of our planting. I finally
agreed to report physically to New York on February 1 with a general
understanding that we would be located here on a permanent basis as soon
as practicable.
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Having spent my entire life within a few miles of Chicago, except for
vacation trips and four years with the Air Force, I was unfamiliar with the
beautiful country immediately adjoining New York City. Being in the
financial end of things, my first reaction was to locate in Connecticut, as
close to New York as possible, to escape some of the New York State in¬
come tax. However, I soon learned that people in Connecticut, at least
real estate people, have a much different idea of the space required for a
garden than I had in mind. Naturally, since we were going through our
first move since our marriage, we felt we wanted to expand in all direc¬
tions. The first requirement was that we increase our space from a half
acre to at least a full one. We found many houses with acre size plots
in Connecticut—but—rocks, trees, shade and water restrictions immediately
became major obstacles. We searched for days; Louise spent six weeks in
the East, looking all day, and then going back with me in the evenings and
on weekends for second looks where there was some indication that the
property might work out for us. Consistently, the same problems, real
estate people pointing out lovely garden spaces available in amongst the
trees and rocks—altogether lovely and desirable to most people—but per¬
haps amounting to a fifty foot square of space that received sun for a
few hours a day, with admirable rock outcroppings which just weren’t
adaptable to gardening such as we had in mind.
Finally, as the various agents became disenchanted with us, they began
to show us a few spots that were indeed sunny and devoid of trees—
completely so. Either plots cut out of sheer rock cliffs and leveled, down in
bowls hollowed out of hills with no drainage at all, on hills so steep that
moisture would last no more than a few hours, or else located in a place
either completely inaccessible in winter or altogether impractical for com¬
muting. After about four weeks of the above we reluctantly turned to
New York State as a possibility. Again, we found almost the same prob¬
lems in the midst of scenery as beautiful as Connecticut. Finally—one
agent turned up a piece of land that was virtually tree free, except for
some willows along the lot lines and a few smaller trees near the house—
the balance quite open and the ground evidently free of surface rocks.
Then we looked at the house, and found it very appealing (by this time
we had given up on our original idea that all houses had to be of brick
construction—I think we only saw two or three out of the eighty or so
we looked at that weren’t built of shingles of some kind). There was a
gentle slope from the front to the back, and a slight one from north to
south. At the very back it fell off rather swiftly at the rear of the
property and there was a vacant half acre adjoining the property, all
enclosed within a single rock wall plus a fence on the north—very impor¬
tant in restraining what we consider undesirable (dogs) from easy access.
So, we finally found a spot, but that was just the beginning of the
project. After working out an April 15th closing date with many difficul¬
ties, we had to think in terms of moving as much of our garden as we
could reasonably handle. Our first problem was with the moving company,
but that worked out fairly quickly when they indicated they would move
plants as easily as refrigerators, so long as they were packed in sealed
corrugated cartons and traveled in a second moving van, such as we
would use for our household items. At the same rates, too. Fortunately, we
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had an Illinois inspection permit in case there was any problem en route.
While the truck carrying the plants did get stopped by the police in one
state en route (it was merely fined for overloading), the plants raised no
problem. Originally we had thought it would be necessary to put air
holes in each carton. As the job became larger it was obvious we would
have to cut back on many of our ideas, and that one was dropped. Fortu¬
nately, my Company provided us with new cartons, all formed, together
with a sealing machine to apply gummed tape to each carton as it was
filled.
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Since we knew it would take a long time to get things dug and packed,
we started our lists of those things we felt we just had to bring along,
early in the game. Then we decided the order of priority for digging:
daffodils, daylilies, iris, peonies, poppies, clematis, lilacs, chrysanthemums,
lilies and some few miscellaneous perennials—including lupins, which stood
the move beautifully, despite being rather tempermental plants. Except
for the irises, we dug each item with a fairly substantial clump of earth.
We felt, and all of our iris expert friends in Chicago agreed, that the irises
would never bloom that season anyhow, so that we might as well plan on
separating them when we got to New York, and there would be no need
for bringing earth along. Therefore it was only the dirt which happened
to adhere to any of the roots as they were dug that came with any of the
irises. The iris plants were put in paper bags, all separated by variety,
each bag containing the appropriate label. Items dug with a clump of
earth were put in the largest size “Baggies” available. We obtained, again
from the Company, very large heavy plastic bags which provided a com¬
plete liner for the cartons, for peony and hemerocallis clumps. We rolled
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all the plastic down to be sure that the tops were not suffocated in the
plastic. We also used folded plastic liners in the bottom of all the other
cartons to insure against moisture seepage. Where several clumps were
carried in a single carton the labels were firmly imbedded in the earth
to insure identification on arrival.
Louise and I began digging early in the morning on a Friday, using the
young man who had helped us frequently with heavy garden work to
carry the cartons and bags and generally assist. Fortunately, the ground
was quite damp after several heavy rains, and it remained in beautiful
clumps so that the roots were well covered. Of course, we had to bear
in mind that we had to leave our Lombard garden in a neat condition—
our arrangement with the purchasers was that we would leave an ample
garden, more than most sane people would be willing to maintain, I guess,
when we were finished selecting what we wanted. This necessitated some
transplanting, taking only portions of certain plants, etc., and finally, when
we were finished, leveling out all of the holes and filling with my supply
of wonderful Illinois humus, which I hated to leave behind.
It was surprising how much the two of us accomplished in that first
day, but looking ahead, the balance seemed impossible in the two days
remaining. However, good iris and daylily friends had promised to provide
help, and they were tremendous. On Saturday Hubert Fischer, President
of the American Iris Society, and his wife; Nate Rudolph, one of Chicagoland’s newer and most promising hybridizers, and his wife; Bill Vaughn,
second Vice President of the American Hemerocallis Society, plus another
good gardening friend, arrived to form a shovel and racking brigade. It
was amazing what we were able to do in a day. On Sunday morning they
were back early, regardless of the fact that it was Easter, and the second
session started. This time we had to finish, as the movers were scheduled
to arrive on Monday to begin loading the vans. By the time the day was
over we had finished just about what we had planned to dig, special French
lilacs—offshoots of the larger Fischer collection—were packed in five foot
plastic bags, tree peonies were dug to go along in our cars, very small
supplies of some specially liked perennials and the choicest of our main
garden efforts, all in cartons. We left the cartons open, so as to delay
sealing them until the last minute. When we checked the final tally we
had a few short of 300 cartons to ship, each one 14" x 14" x 15". By the
time we added the lilacs, garden benches, fountain, bird baths, supplies
of various fertilizers, and all the other garden items, we found that it
used up half a cross country trailer.
At our new home we had arranged for a local landscape man to rototill
a space 30 x 100 feet, so we could plant things quickly in rows on arrival,
so as to keep them out of the ground for a minimum of time. It was
Friday noon when the vans arrived here in Armonk, after four days on
the way. The movers were something less than happy at having to haul
each carton about 250 feet from the drive to the space adjacent to the
planting area, but we could never have moved them alone. Fortunately,
as each box was sealed in Lombard, we had marked the exterior to indicate
the type of plant it contained, and the movers separated them all for us as
they stacked them on the lawn. Unfortunately, the rototilling was pretty
much of a fiasco, having merely chopped up the lawn and mixed it all in
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with the dirt. We couldn’t possibly plant anything as it was. So—out
came the rakes and the two of us began the really wearying task of
trying to rake out all of the grass clods. There were so many we didn’t
try to haul it away, just piled it against a rock wall, two feet wide and
nearly that high, and nearly a 100 foot long when we finished.

First to be planted were the daffodils, as many of them had grown a
lot in the cartons, and we figured they had to be planted so as to get some
bloom and save the bulbs. We planted the entire clump, just as dug in
Lombard, and were pleased to find the soil still as moist as when they
were dug. Neighbors informed us that the property had some ten years
before been the pasture for a farm. The ground proved very workable and
while we found several dozen bushels of small stones in the ground as we
planted, we hit nothing larger than a small grapefruit.
As the days went by we gradually went from one type of plant to
another, working with flood lights late into the evenings, confirming our
new neighbors original thoughts about us when they saw the cartons
unloaded. We were really shaken when it rained on at least three occa¬
sions, but with a little covering the cartons held together well. But—what
a job. Just carting the cartons around was pretty heavy work and—we
had huge fires to dispose of the empties. We put no fertilizer of any kind
in the ground, figuring that soil not used for a garden before shouldn’t re¬
quire such help. Not only that, we just didn’t have the time.
Still bearing in mind that we would have no iris bloom that year anyhow,
the irises were the last plants to get into the ground. By this time three
full weeks had passed since they were dug, and they were still in their
bags in sealed cartons. Fortunately it hadn’t been too warm, and the
plants were really in surprisingly good shape when we got to them. We
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planted them as they came, as we couldn’t start dividing them then.
Finally, we watered, and then it began to rain rather frequently, and we
were forced to stay in the house and try to get some order established
there. The rain was probably the best thing for the plants, as they took
hold beautifully and in a matter of several weeks were growing well and
looked almost normal—all but one variety—which died down just about
to the ground and sulked. (It revived perfectly later.) By mid-May we
had sprayed for iris borer and were somewhat astonished to see bloom stalks
beginning to develop. They continued, and by the time, the Newark
convention was over we had quite a few flowers. When they finally all
opened, we found that about two thirds of the varieties had bloomed.
Strangely enough, this was a better percentage than our Chicago friends
had that year, since they had a freeze in early May which was disastrous.
As the summer progressed, the rains continued rather frequently (this
after a four or five year drought in this part of the world) and the plants
really thrived. Reluctantly, I had to admit that the growth was better than
in Lombard, and that the strange colored soil we had become involved with
looked promising from the results. Our next move was to prepare more
permanent spaces for everything, and that meant removing sod for a
starter, as the property was all in lawn. After a lot of unnecessary heavy
work with a plow, I learned about sod-removing machines, and we pro¬
ceeded to roll up what seemed to be miles of lovely grass which we used
for filling at the very back of the property. We gradually shaped the
various borders down the sides, across the back, along the front wall and
down the drive. Hundreds of square yards of turf were removed. Then—
we plowed it all, then rototilled, and constantly raked to remove the
small stones which we weren’t used to at all. Finally, after literally months
of pretty stiff effort, we were about ready to consider digging everything
all over again, dividing and replanting.
Actually it was a grand opportunity, tremendous amounts of nice, open,
prepared space, plus row after row of many fine plants to work with. We
tried to work to our general plan of having things so spaced as to give
bloom in all areas as the different seasons came around. Right or wrong,
we started with the irises this time, dividing everything, and trying to plan
the colors. We kept the best rhizones of each variety and tried to allow
space for future growth. The compost pile grew. In the permanent plant¬
ing we followed our normal procedure of using dried cattle manure and
6-24-24 mixed into the bottom of each hole, plus bone meal mixed with
the soil around the roots. Except for the daffodils and lilies we followed
about the same routine with each type of plant. Splitting the daylilies
was much more of a job than the iris and the days and weeks went past
quickly. We soon found that daffodils in this part of the world are harried
by the “bulb fly” and that we had already sustained some fatalities—
apparently only on some of our newer, better bulbs. May have been more
in some of the larger clumps, but it wasn’t as evident.
We kept postponing the ultimate job of digging and dividing all of the
peonies, as I had little knowledge in this area, and not much caring to
ruin some fine roots. Fortunately, the Fischers came to the rescue again,
visited us for a week in October, and did a wonderful job of dividing them
and helping with the planting. Finally, when November was about over
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we acquired 25 bales of marsh hay and covered everything we had planted.
With all of the new beds, we ran out of space before everything was trans¬
planted, so some items had to remain over the winter in their temporary
locations.
It was a joy the following spring to find that we had lost only three or
four iris rhizones, and those only in varieties where we had several. I
have no explanation, but we have occasionally had the same sort of moldy
rot when we planted extra large size rhizones late in the season in Chicago.
As soon as we could work outside we began the rest of the transplanting,
and were fortunate in getting everything established fairly early. Things
came along beautifully during the regular bloom seasons; and we were
pleased to have a number of New York and Connecticut iris enthusiasts
stop in to visit our new garden in the various bloom seasons. Last fall we
added almost fifty new iris varieties, many new daffodils and hemerocallis
and have planted a large number of new guest irises and daylilies through
the kindness of our Chicagoland hybridizer friends. With the growth at¬
tained last year the coming season should be really rewarding. This past
fall we added some Siberians and in our one low, damp spot, some Japanese
irises. These are new to us and we are hoping for results as good as some
we saw in this part of the world last year.
We are looking ahead to the 1970 convention, and our program for this
coming spring includes widening the front of all of our main borders,
about 450 feet of frontage, by two or three feet to accommodate our own
new acquisitions—and guests which will be part of the convention display.
By this fall we should be just about organized for 1970 so far as our
planting is concerned, and then we can concentrate on getting the best
possible growth for that occasion.
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Frankly, it has been a tremendous amount of work, and I know this—
we wouldn’t tackle a similar, project again on anywhere near the same
scale. However, we are quite well pleased with the results so far, and
think that in a few years we shall have a garden that will resemble the
ideas we formed when we first saw this property. The 162 varieties of iris,
228 of hemerocallis, 199 of daffodils, 75 of peonies and the other things we
brought along, represented perhaps thirty percent of our Lombard planting
and formed a fine nucleus for this garden. We have already added many
new things, and as usual, have a long list for the future. The push of the
new soil, the complete replanting and frequent rains won’t, of course, be
repeated this year, but if the growth in the next few seasons is only partly
as good as it has been so far, we will be extremely satisfied.
Dozens of times we have regretted various plants we didn’t bring along.
We have purchased some things that we left in quantity in Chicago, but
we couldn’t bring everything. Over 9000 pounds of garden material and a
charge of $840.00 for that portion of the move was enough. Not to mention
the time to get them finally established. We are glad we have all of the
things we brought along and we know that our enjoyment of them over
the years will make all the effort worthwhile. We shall welcome members
of the Empire State Iris Society, not only during the iris bloom season, but
when the daffodils start the season in early April and when the daylilies
really take over in mid-July.

PLEASE

ALL INTRODUCERS OF IRISES
We will be starting to type the 1972 Registrations and Introductions on
November 1, and as soon as this is completed, the official ballot. We need
proof of all introductions for the registrations booklet and the ballot.
If we have received proof of your introductions, we have notified you.
If you have not received this notification, please send us a catalogue or
other printing listing of the introduction or introductions.
All

irises

introduced

on

the

pages

of

the

Bulletin

are

recorded

introductions.

Thank you.

Kay N. Negus
27226 Lana Lane
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Conroe, Texas 77301

as

Good News
A. F.

Bloese

(Michigan)

You may buy a car, take a trip to Europe and plant several dozen new
iris introductions, each one bearing a $25.00 price tag, without dipping
into your bank account. All that is needed to bring about such a delightful
state of affairs is the 75 or 100 varieties of iris growing in your garden
and the expenditure of a modicum of effort.
Impossible? Not really. I did.
Since my wife and I are only a step away, really a short one, from four
score, when we were reminiscing, which iris growers in our age bracket
are frequently guilty of, I thought it would be a good idea to tell AIS
members about some of our brainstorms which proved to be enjoyable
from many standpoints, especially a pecuniary one. We retired a number
of years ago from all business.
I met my wife in France during World War I. She was born in Paris
and has the usual Frenchman’s respect for a dollar, even a franc. On
more than one occasion she rather forcibly called my attention to the
fact that I had spent $25.00 more times than I cared to hear about when
that amount of money could buy enough groceries to fill a small truck.
She pointed out that I not only distributed this largess to iris growers
in this country but also shipped some to Cayeux of France. I have grown
most of his introductions.
In a flash I countered this nonsense by declaring that the iris which
made such a beautiful display in our garden not only provided us with
beauty but were a potential gold mine, or at least a miniature vein. They
represented the tickets to France I said I would soon present to her,
thus avoid attacking our bank account, a procedure which was anathema
to her.
Visitors to our small garden signed our garden book. It started out as
a not-for-profit project, but when some visitors asked to buy plants I
checked the names of those who bought rhizomes and by simple mathe¬
matics determined the percentage of buyers and “lookers.” To bring more
money into the till we needed more buyers. More visitors, more sales.
This could only be accomplished by bringing the garden to the people.
We suceeded in doing this.
You may regard some of the foregoing statements as a Munchausen
tale, but please hang on and I will make it all as clear as crystal and
simple as Simon.
A visit to Hudson’s, the largest department store in Michigan, and a
talk with the buyer of the housewares department to let us exhibit iris
for the purpose of talking orders took only fifteen minutes.
I am sure that nearly everyone I met at national meetings for many
years could speak more forcibly and volubly about the many good qualities
of modern irises than I can. So you see that there is no problem in
lining up shows.
For the big event my wife and I arrived with buds of about 75 varieties
the day before the show. The buyer asked us to go to the glassware
department to select vases. Those that we liked were expensive crystal
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ware which we hesitated to use because we had visions of a big breakage
bill. He said that he did not want a milk bottle type of display but an
artistic show. In addition to the irises, our customers enjoyed a beautiful
collection of crystal vases. Fortunately they came through the show
intact. The exhibit was on the eighth floor near an escalator that brought
a steady stream of potential customers. Although it was not absolutely
necessary, we replaced the flowers every day. The sales people lined
up at closing time for the blossoms and showed them to their friends.
This was good free advertising which brought additional sales.
One delightful feature of this business was that it got us up just before
daylight to enjoy the crisp, cool air at this early hour. Just as the sun
pushes aside the darkness is the ideal time to cut the stalks. Several
hours later the percentage of suitable buds diminishes rapidly. To our
surprise we found that iris buds are not injured by light frost. Although
winter was long gone we sometimes thought that we were gathering
icicles. The buds should be just out of the sheath. Stalks cut too late
result in damaged buds; too soon, small flowers.
The stalks were packed in lots of three (sometimes we had only one
of a variety) in green florist paper. A slip of paper with the name of
the variety on it was stapled to the tip, missing the bud. We at first
ruined a few buds by inaccurate stapling. The buds were cushioned
by crumpling this paper and placing a wad of it on each end of the
box. By seeing that the stalks were packed snuggly they traveled safely
by air express.
The store furnished a beautifully printed folder giving the names and
prices of the varieties on display. All the customer had to do to order
was to check the varieties he wanted, write his name and address and
pay the bill. No COD. The percentage you pay the store will be de¬
termined on how good a bargainer you are.
The exhibits lasted a week or ten days. Sales amounted to as much as
$8,000 a show.
We were flabbergasted when we received a package containing the
order folders of our first show. Our pitifully small stock was sufficient to
fill only a small fraction of the orders. I still remember that we had ten
William Mohr but needed 200. For a number of years we bought more
rhizomes than we needed of each variety sold. We planted the surplus
which soon enabled us to fill orders from our own stock.
We had no difficulty in selling Marshall Field of Chicago, Bamberger
of Newark, and Breck of Boston on a show. If you want to have some
fun and excitement, run four shows simultaneously. We could have had
many more shows but decided four was enough.
For your first show you may have to buy some stock to fill orders. You
will still make a good profit. If you like to have a novel, delightful and
profitable adventure go into the iris show business. You will like it.
The first show caused some repercussions that were wholly unexpected.
We bought a 140-acre farm, shipped quantities of irises for more than a
decade to Belgium, boxed irises by the thousands, filled an order for 48,000
rhizomes, invented an apparatus for trimming iris fans at the rate of 60
a minute and planted rhizomes with a machine at the same rate.
Beware! After this first show this may happen to you.
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o in ci
Lea Anderson Dunbar

(Arizona)

So often I am asked, “Why do you spend so much time with the Robins
when you have so many varied interests?” It is difficult to explain to the
average person who grows irises and has never participated in the program.
Surely, it wasn’t the need for companionship, as I maintain quite a cor¬
respondence with friends of long standing.
When we were advised to move to Arizona for my husband’s health, the
first thing that popped into my mind was, “What can I grow on that vast
desert besides cacti?” I waited until he was asleep and placed a long
distance call to Melrose Gardens to inquire if irises could be grown in
Arizona. They assured me that they had many satisfied customers from
there. Following our arrival we spent days just driving around the Valley;
my husband’s verdict was always the same; “It’s too humid; we might just
as well have stayed in Michigan.” Finally the Superstitions beckoned and
we found ourselves out on the Sonoran Desert away from canals, lawns
and gardens; it suited him and we found the right place waiting for us.
We laid out our beds; then found that it was necessary to hire someone
skilled in the handling of dynamite to penetrate the caliche to provide
drainage. In the meantime friends from back home had brought the
irises we had left behind, and some that we had ordered to fill out our beds,
arrived. We joined an iris society in the Valley and the AIS; the members
were very friendly and tried to be of assistance, but climatically and
geographically, we lived in another world, so we dropped out. About that
time the Regional Robin Director contacted us, outlining the Robin program
and suggesting that I become a member. That really scared me, because
while attending Ag College I had devoted my entire time to acid tolerant
plants and was now attempting to garden in a land where the sodium
content in both soil and water was extremely high. It didn’t matter
where we turned for help, whether the nurseries, schools, etc., no one
knew anything about irises. In desperation I turned to the archaeologists
for help in finding out how the Hohokamas, Arizona’s early day Indians,
had succeeded with their farming. About the only thing that I knew in
regards to irises was how to position the rhizone when planting it; back
in Michigan, the land had been so fertile, that once set out, they, like
Topsy, just grew; nothing seemed to bother them. When the Robin arrived
I wrote the customary introductory letter and confessed my ignorance of
the subject.
In the letters that followed all the members were very friendly and as
I asked questions, each shared the knowledge that they had gained; one
member, though, always seemed to sense where the next problem would
lie. With the conclusion of the first bloom season, we were faced with
a sharply rising humidity that provided the conditions for the fungi rots
to make their appearance. How grateful I was to her for cautioning me to
be on the lookout for the ravages of those two infections; from the knowl¬
edge she so willingly shared, we could take care of our plants just as soon
as the first signs became noticeable.
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That incident alone sold me on the Robin Program. Shortly afterwards
I was invited to participate in other Robins on a national scope. I ac¬
cepted gladly, knowing that since information was so freely given, it
could be kept in a note book and passed along when required, just as
freely. Since then, I have lost track of the number of Robins that I am
a member of; if anyone offers a good suggestion, it is passed along, giving
her the credit, unless it is requested otherwise.
Over the years I have found an abiding sense of loyalty existing among
the members, as well as a closeness to one another that almost represents
a family tie. While some prefer to sell their surplus stock, the majority
wish to swap. When disaster befalls a fellow member, the others rally
to his aid as they did mine last year, and as I shall do this year, where
my friends have already notified me that their plantings have been
almost wiped out.
Whenever a Robin arrives and I’m writing my personals, I often think
of those who struggled with the Robin program, first, when it appeared
in the Flower Grower and then later, when our American Iris Society
incorporated it into their program and wonder about them; where they
are, and if by chance they are still with us. I know my old friend, Wilma
Valette, is, as she just recently celebrated her 25th anniversary as Robin
Director of one of the hybridizing robins. One thing I am sure of, all
of our lives have been greatly enriched by this experience. Wouldn’t
you like to join us?

New big contribution to iris library

THE JAPANESE IRIS
by
Motojiro KURIBAYASHI and Shuichi HIRAO
First and perfect work on the history of the Japanese iris. Artistic
and faithfully reproduced 345 color plates of all strains with English
description on the history, varieties and cultivation. Size 33.4 X 25.7
cm.
$77.00 WITH REGISTERED POSTAGE
A beautiful circular on request
THE JAPAN IRIS SOCIETY
Foreign Secretary, Dr. Shuichi Hirao
3-14 Yamanone, Zushi, Kanagawa, Japan
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Vigor and Remontancy
Bill Skillman

(California)

Vigor and remontancy are closely related but separate characteristics of
irises. Remontancy is seldom found without vigor but vigor is often found
without remontancy. In cold climates vigor is a most important ingredient
in successful cultivation of remontants, but there is an ideal pattern of
vigor which must be bred into the cultivar. It might be referred to as
temperature controlled vigor. Such a plant will grow at a tremendous
rate of speed during the growing season between the last frost of spring
and the first frost of fall but as soon as cooler temperatures signal the
end of the growing season, it should rapidly go into a state of dormancy
for the winter. Such a habit helps keep down lush green growth that is
so easily killed by freezing temperatures.
One of the techniques used by growers to help the plant along in its
preparation for winter is to avoid putting any fertilizer on it late in the
season. Each grower should work out a system of fertilization to determine
a fixed annual date for making the last application of fertilizer of the
season for his particular locality. Growers in cold climates have found
that some of the warm climate remontants have a type of vigor that will
not permit them to rebloom in the shorter season, but which makes them
continue to put up new growth at the end of the growing season and
cause the embryo stalks down in the fan to get killed off before they
have time to produce fall bloom. Sometimes the remaining rhizomes are
too small to produce bloom the following spring, which causes the plant to
get the undeserved reputation of being a never bloomer in some localities.
Many times these cultivars are of high quality and would be useful in
breeding to upgrade the quality of successful remontants in that locality if
they could be made to bloom at the right time. Such cultivars need to be
accepted as once bloomers for that climate and be given special mistreat¬
ment and neglect in order to have them available as pod or pollen parents
to cross with the dependable rebloomers during the spring hybridizing
season. The treatments can be adjusted for the particular cultivar and the
climatic conditions that prevail in the various localities.
A converse problem with vigor is found in warm climates when irisarians
attempt to grow some of the remontants that have been bred for cold
climates. They tend to rebloom early, which is fine, but then they go into
a dormant state as if they were getting ready to experience the cold winter
of their native climate. They start their increase, but after the increases
appear above ground, they stop their growth and the plant remains in a
state of suspended animation during the rest of the summer and through
the fall and winter. Only in the next spring do they venture some more
growth. For a warm climate this wastes a lot of good growing time when
they could be sending up more bloom stalks and increases. On the other
hand, there are some cold climate remontants that perform beautifully in
warm climates as well as cold. .Examples are the time-proven reds,
Potawatomi, which finds itself equally at home in warm or cold climates,
although bred by Wise in a cold climate, and Autumn Flame, another
northern bred cultivar, which flourishes in Michigan but languishes in
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California.
More of the universally successful remontants should be bred. The way
to accomplish this would seem to be to interbreed such types or cross breed
those that segregate for performance in only one of the two types of
climates. They could receive the easy and early rebloom factor from
cold climate remontants and the evergreen or evergrowing characteristic
from the warm remontants. Hopefully they would be genetically pro¬
grammed to manifest whichever characteristics the climate demanded.
Many of the newer introductions have enough vigor to produce out-of¬
season bloom for growers in warm climates. These would probably be
most helpful in yielding better quality for cold climate remontants. One
of the difficulties is that hybridizers in cold sections never find out through
experience that these high quality cultivars remont under more ideal
conditions. The following list is included to let those who might be
interested know about the warm climate remontancy of these cultivars.
It should also be helpful to once-bloomer hybridizers who want to know
about some of the plants that demonstrate unusual vigor under these
growing conditions. The use of remontants in once-bloomer breeding pro¬
grams in order to get vigor into a line has been advocated by some
hybridizers. This seems to be good advice if a line lacks thrift but is
otherwise outstanding. By judicious selection, remontant parents can be
found in most color classes that would not only give vigor to a breeding
line but be a contributor of quality. This listing reflects the experience
of growers in two sections of California, Los Angeles and Santa Cruz.
BLUE:
Babbling Brook, Cool River, Crystal River, Dashing Prince, Diplomat,
Music Maker, Seaside, Shipshape, Sound of Music, Twilight Sonata,
Valhalia.
WHITE:
Baby Shower, Best Regards, Christmas Time, First Courtship, Frosted
Starlight, Heavenly Guest, Meditate.
PURPLE:
Apropos, Bluebeard’s Castle, Catawba, Confection, Devilish, Fond Wish,
Haunting Rhapsody, Royal Touch, Sunset Shadows, Western Host.
RED:
Adam, Cordial, Frontier Marshall, Major Red, Power and Glory, Royal
Tapestry, Supered.
ORANGE:
Beauty Secret, Celestial Dawn, Coral Kissed, Dawn’s Promise, Gypsy
Rings, Lovely Light, Palisades, Southern Heritage, Spanish Gift.
PINK:
Angel’s Lyric, Claudia Rene, Hi Value, Lorna Lee, Native Daughter, Rio
Rosa, Signature, Spring Love.
BROWN:
Brownie Scout, Commentary, Cub Scout, Maricopa, Rum Jungle, Taffy
Twist, Tucson.
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YELLOW:
County Fair, Dream Spinner, Franciscan Friar, Golden Dress, Light and
Lovely, May Melody, Out West, Smiling Queen, Virtuoso, Whispering Glade,
Willow Wisp.
BICOLORS:
Carillon Bells, Cool Head, Crowning Glory, Emma Louise, Hidden Magic,
Lightning Ridge, Mahalo, Penthouse, Preferred Man, Sudden Spring, Sun¬
set Blues.
PLICATAS:
Crinoline, Echo One, Etched Apricot, Grand Spectator, Latest Love,
Port Royal, Ribbons of Blue, Tecate, Viet Nam, Wild Apache.
MEDIANS:
Crystal Bay, Fine Print, Illiana, Oriental Baby, Pale Cloud, Preamble,
Svelte.
Different degrees of dependability are represented above. There are
variations in the two locations, as well as from season to season and from
cultivar to cultivar. Some rebloom on every increase of any size and could
be designated as everbloomers. Spanish Gift, for example, performs this
way in the central coastal region. Haunting Rhapsody deserves the same
designation in the southern coastal region. It also has the habit of reach¬
ing a more normal height at anytime it blooms, whereas many of the others
are reduced in stature when blooming out of season in southern California.
This article is page 13, 14, 15 and 16 of another iris publication, and while we
would like to give credit, we can find no hint of the source in the two copies we
have.—Editor.

TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY PORTLAND (OREGON CLUB)
Anniversary Cake for Twentieth Anni¬
versary of Greater Portland Iris Society.

Remaining Active Charter Members, left
to right: Mrs. Lloyd Quigley, Mr. Robert
Schreiner, Mr. George Shoop, Mrs. Myrtle
Arronson, Mr. Austin Myers.
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MEDIAN IRIS SOCIETY SYMPOSIUM
Tom Ford,

Chairman
Intermediate Bearded

Standard Dwarf Bearded
Points

Points

310
145
106
96
80
77
70
69
63
61
60
55
53
53
50

208
108
98

Gingerbread Man
Regards
Cherry Garden
Cotton Blossom
Velvet Touch
Blueberry Muffins
Rangerette
Sky Baby
Shine Boy
Puppet
Laced Lemonade
Blood Spot
Circlette
Knotty Pine
Zing

165
127
126
118
117
103
102
98
80
75
74
74

Azure Echo
Dilly Dilly

80
75
74
73
71
67
64
63
62
59
56
56

Maroon Caper
Clique
Sea Patrol
Sing Again
Light Cavalry
Pale Cloud
Lillipinkput
Orange Riot
Glimmer
Moonchild
Beebop
Oriental Baby

Miniature Tall Bearded
Points

Tulare

Miss

Ruffles

Crystal Bay
Olive Cocktail
Bride's Pearls
Jungle Shadows
Lace Valentine
Carnival Glass
Blue Miller
Botany Bay
Boy Scout
Frenchi

68

Molten Glass

61
59
57

Dresden Frills
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Annikins

88

Border Bearded
Points

June Prom

Ellen Q.
Pebbles

139
111
97
96
96
94
90
75
73
70
70
65
61
58
54
54

Topsy Turvy
Bit

O’

Afton

Dainty Dancer
Dainty Damsel
Dainty Dove
Carolyn Rose
Ice Fairy
Glint

O’

Bronze

Desert Quail
Dainty Cloud
Shrinking Violet
Sparkle Bright
Mockingbird
Pee Wee
Dancing Gold
Widget

IRISES FOR THE NEW SHOW GARDEN IN SWITZERLAND
In 1970 the foundation of the Society of ‘‘Swiss Iris and Lily Friends—
SILF” was announced, and a half-acre show garden was procured. Visitors
came from all parts of the country to assist in the inaugural ceremony.
An inquiry among the visitors showed the Swiss public, like Americans,
chose Stepping Out as first choice, and among other favorites were Bally¬
hoo, Craftsman, Cup Race and Christmas Time. The judges gave first
marks to Cup Race, Ballyhoo, Fuji's Mantle and Shipshape.
The garden is unique in Switzerland and probably also in Europe. Lo¬
cated in Wallisellen, near Zurich, it has attracted wide attention. It is
planned that in from two to four years an international meeting for irisarians will be located in Switzerland.
The managers of the garden had appealed for irises to be planted for
display, but the information came too late for the July Bulletin. There¬
fore, Americans will have to ship next year. Shipment should be made
by air mail, in August or September, to the president:
Mr. Oscar F. Stahel

President of SILF
Guggenbuhlstrasse 24
CH-8304 WALLISELLEN
Switzerland

Philadelphia

Roanoke

1973

1974
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Bacterial Leaf Blight—1972
Bee Warburton

The bacterial leaf blight was several years late in its 10-year recurrent
pattern when the rains of June, 1972, brought it out loud and clear in
New England. First observed in 1924, the causative organism was named
and published by McCulloch in 1936 (1) as Bacterium tardicrescens, thus
naming the species without referring it to its genus, Xanthomonas (3).
Miss McCulloch republished her article in BAIS 75:26, December 1939,
and it was followed by a popularized version in BAIS 105:53 by Burk¬
holder, who had also been working on the problem (2). It was discussed
in Garden Irises, p. 114, in 1959, when the next bout was in progress.
My own last “Stud Book” reference to susceptibility of seedlings was in
1960, and as one would expect with a bacterial infection, there IS a great
difference in immunity.
The blight has been neglected largely because it has usually been mis¬
taken for leap spot and given a completely useless treatment for fungus
infection. However, fungus leaf spot shows as more or less round or
oval areas, while the blight starts with a water-soaked area which quickly
turns brown as it lengthens in following the vascular system. Sometimes,
when weather conditions are right, this results in dying back of the entire
upper part of the leaf. Because the bacteria proliferate in the vascular
system, cutting back the foliage below the lesions is worse than useless,
since infected scissors or knives will spread the infection. To date there
is no known cure for the disease and the only recommendation is for
garden cleanliness in destroying all dead foliage in the fall. The bacterium
never affects the rhizome, in fact, injecting it experimentally into the
rhizome has no effect. It cannot stand direct sunlight for even five minutes,
so the normal drying out in the process of digging and replanting seems
to take good care of it, and the new foliage of transplanted divisions
appears to be free of it. Because of this, two remedies come to mind,
both of which seem drastic as far as next year’s bloom is concerned:
cutting off all foliage at the rhizome, or transplanting all irises every
year, sunning the divisions before replanting.
This is a disease which is not lethal to our irises, but makes them
unsightly. It affects specialist plantings much more than irises in combi¬
nation with other perennials; but its worst effect could be the discourage¬
ment of the use of irises in landscaping, where their elegance of swordlike
green foliage is one of their most valued assets.
Although the scientists say that it can be induced in kaempferi, missouriensis, sibirica, tenax and orientalis, I personally haven’t noted it in
other-than-bearded irises, except tectorum, which is quite susceptible.

7
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From Whole Cloth
Rosalie Ann Figge Beasley

I am one of those peculiar people who enjoy making surveys, graphs,
family trees, and cross indices. With so many irisarians hybridizing all
over the world, it may not be readily apparent what impact any single
named variety has had. It is easy to trace an iris back to its forebearers,
but difficult to see the full range of descendants. With this in mind, I
have listed the progeny of Whole Cloth.
After a fairly thorough inspection, the 1969 Check List and the Regis¬
trations and Introductions in 1970 yielded 99 hybridizers in almost 30
states and seven foreign countries who have registered 199 Whole Cloth
descendants, of which 119 have been introduced.
These irises have
garnered 49 HCs, 31 HMs, 4 AMs, 17 Judges Choices, 2 SC BIS, 2 ECs,
1 President’s Cup and 1 Morton Calvert Award. In 1971, 6 of the 100
most popular (including 4 holdovers from 1970) were from this group.
Whole Cloth was introduced in 1958, and won the Dykes Medal in 1962,
so this record has been compiled in less than fifteen years.
Of course both parents affect color of offspring, but Whole Cloth is
remarkably consistent. Over one half of the progeny have white or cool
white standards, and blue, violet or blue-violet falls. Another fifteen percent
are what I class as “cool bicolors,” i.e., the standards are pale blue and
the falls darker blue or violet. Over twenty percent are “warm bicolors,”
with yellow or yellow-orange standards, and red-violet or violet falls. A
few yellow bitones and a few red-violet bitones are included in this group.
The remainder are blends or seifs: 23 white, 14 violet, 12 blue, 10 yellow,
3 black (dark blue or violet), 3 red-violet and 1 red. About ten percent of
the total have darker or lighter rimmed falls, or “brushed” color. From the
descriptions, there seem to be none with plicata markings on the standards.
Simple crosses, i.e., Whole Cloth X one-other-parent, account for about
three-fifths of the registrations. One of the first thoughts that might come
to the mind of a hybridizer might be, “If I cross two Dykes winners, I
surely will get a marvelous iris.” About one fourth of the single crosses
involved Dykes Medalists.
Whole Cloth X Rippling Waters gave Lady of Loudoun (pale blue
with a border), Misty, light violet, and a medium blue BB Mia Maid.
Crossed with Pacific Panorama we have Sunset Shadows. Crossed with
Allegiance, we got the blue bitone, Lillian Elizabeth and two bicolors,
Emma Law and Show Biz.
The crosses between Whole Cloth and
Amethyst Flame produced a number, including the surprising Mocha, a
coffee-cocoa blend. The cross with Blue Sapphire produced Yankee
Doodle. Crosses with First Violet produced the most registrations, with
eleven, including such well known irises as Honor Guard, Broker’s Tip,
Main Attraction and Beulah Land. Three are seifs, the rest are bitones or
bicolors. The cross with Mary Randall produced Dawn’s Early Light.
There are five crosses listed with white parents, Marshmallow being
one of the products. Crosses with yellow parents produced such irises as
Milestone, Coloray and Beebop. With orange parents we got one cream
and three bicolors.
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Since the Check List sometimes lists an iris a blue where the Color
Classification book will call it violet, and since so many are borderline
(BV or VB), I have considered these colors together. Some of the blueviolets produced only seifs, as Sky Diva and Triton. Three blue-violet
irises crossed with Whole Cloth produced both seifs and bicolors, as
Cloudland (W/BV) and Whole Pacific (B). Other Whole Cloth crosses
with blue or violet resulted in bitones or bicolors, as Thai Silk (W/B),
Lilac Champagne, Coolhead, and Dress' Suit.
The cross between Rococo and Whole Cloth brought Diplomacy, and
the crosses with plicatas do not show plicata traces, at least so far as
registration material is concerned.
About one sixth (450) of the total number of irises in the Color Classi¬
fication are bitones or bicolors. Of these forty three are Whole Cloth
progeny. Of the bicolors and bitones, 190 have yellow standards, about
100 have white standards, and the remainder have blue, yellow, violet or
pink standards. These irises are divided into twelve categories in the
Color Classification list. This list is a monumental achievement, and I do
not mean to disparge it, but there are difficulties with any classification
system. For example, Elizabeth Noble is class 4 (W/DV), while Helen
Collingwood is class 28 (PV/DV), but seen in the garden they appear to
be nearly twins.
(Ed. Note: Our experience has been that the stage of
bloom makes the difference. As we have seen Elizabeth Noble, it soon
fades to white standards. This may not be true in cooler climates. At any
rate, Mrs. Beasley is right in her observation that any color classification
system poses problems. For example, when irises are platted in colormarked squares, and colors located on these squares, a red-violet close
to the violet range may look more like a violet than it does like a redviolet close to the red range). However, Elizabeth Noble cannot be con¬
fused with Whole Cloth (class 4, W/B), Cherry Spot, (class 4, W/VRcm),
or Java Dove (class 4, W/PO), even though they are all in the same class.
(Ed. note: Right. But in large shows the Color Classification provides that
this class be further subdivided. For smaller shows, we use the simpler
system, but all the time encouraging shows to use a cultivar system
because of the problem of keeping up to date with color classification—
seeing the new ones often enough under differing conditions to make a
valid judgment).
About three fourths of the direct Whole Cloth crosses result in bitones
or bicolors. About two thirds of the progeny where Whole Cloth is a
grandparent or further removed are also bitones or bicolors. Classing irises
as either a bitone or a bicolor is convenient for shows, but where inperson comparisons cannot be made (as for this study), it is risky. There¬
fore, I have called these “amoena type” irises. Eleven “amoena type”
irises were crossed with Whole Cloth, and all of the resulting children
were also “amoena types.” Among these are Margaret Zurbrigg Cape
Ivory, Upper Room and Visiting Nurse.
Crosses

of Whole

Appalachian

Spring,

Cloth

X

Marvalon,

seedlings
Miss

have

produced such irises as
Indiana, five intermediates from

Alta Brown, Nebraska Navy and Secret Pal.
Some of Whole Cloth's children have themselves been used as par¬
ents. The three most popular have been Miss Indiana, Milestone and
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Among the Miss Indiana children are Favorite Topic,
Fond Memories, Theatre Arts and Dream Lover. Lilac Champagne pro¬
duced such irises as Touche and Flamingo Lake. Milestone produced
Dear Dollie, Guitar Country. Keppel used his Diplomacy to achieve
Ballyhoo.
Other prominent irises that have come from Whole Cloth
children are Radiant Beam, Fantastic Voyage, Chief Sealth, Crowning
Glory, Latin Lover, Lord Baltimore, May Romance, and White CloudLilac Champagne.

land.

I hope this collection of facts can be of use to you. It is much harder
to organize such a mass of data into readable form, I find, than to collect
it in the first place. Happy hybridizing.
(Editor’s note:

list of Whole
imposing list.)

We regret that, because of space, we were not able to print the entire
descendants which Mrs. Beasley had prepared. It really is an

Cloth

TRI-STATE SHOW

Among the winners in the Tri-State Iris Show at the Miami Civic Center, Okla., were,
from left: Mrs. Thurmond Archer, Artistic Sweepstakes; Mrs. Morris Wagner, best
seedling: M. L. Calkins, first runnerup, best horticultural specimen; Morris Wagner,
second runnerup, best horticultural specimen; Mrs. A. R. Soos, Horticultural Sweepstakes and silver medal for greatest number of blue ribbons. Harry G. Williamson,
Welch, not pictured, won “QUEEN OF THE SHOW” with his entry Gracie Pfost, the
tall bloom between Calkins and Wagner. Also not pictured was P. D. Lesseig, who
won the award for Best Arrangement of Show in the artistic division, shown on
extreme right of picture. Calkins also won the bronze medal for second greatest
number of blue ribbons.
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A MODEL SHOW
Clarence

P.

Denman

The Fort Worth Iris Society held its twelfth annual show in the spring
of 1972. It has one of the largest memberships in the Region, and enough
veteran members to provide the show with a number of show-worthy
specimens.
Almost every year some improvements have been made in the mechanics
of staging the show. For one of the early shows, the president of the
society secured the use of a large assembly room with a stage at one end,
and it has been used since then. He also innovated the idea of a court of
honor for the stage where the Queen of the Show and other award winners
are given special honor. Another provided an appropriate sign giving the
theme of the show which is placed at the back of the stage. An ample
supply of tables equipped with apple green covers is provided by the
merchants association of the shopping center. The society has acquired
an adequate supply of green glass bottles for containers. The official AIS
entry tags are used and fastened around the necks of the bottles with a
rubber band. Recently, the society has secured a supply of sponge rubber
stoppers with a small hole in the center to hold the bloomstalks erect.
This idea was innovated by one of the members who has a machine for
cutting the cloth to cover buttons. The award ribbons are stapled to the
entry tag with the staple placed over the string at about the center point
on the line directly beneath the exhibitor’s name. In this way the ribbons
will hang neatly down and visitors can see all the information at the top
without having to move the ribbons.
All of these ideas combined help to present a beautiful setting for a
beautiful show. Most of the ideas were copied from others and sometimes
improved upon. Several other iris societies in the Region had used green
glass bottles, but the Fort Worth Iris Society was the first to use the
larger (square) bottles uniformly. The pattern of the blocks to hold the
cards for sections, etc., was copied from the local rose society, but our
member who made the blocks for us used a heavier wood which is
more satisfactory. Two ideas to expedite the entries and judging the
show were gleaned from articles in the AIS Bulletin. Prior to the
show an entry sheet and entry number is issued to each member, along
with the official entry tags. When the flowers are being entered in the
show, all the time required is to merely check the cards by the entry
sheet. A team of “super judges” is on hand to select the outstanding win¬
ners in various classes. Where there is close competition, the entire slate
of judges is requested to make written ballots. By using these procedures,
a show with several hundred entries can be set up and judged prior to the
stated opening time.

A Christmas Present to Your Gardening Friend
A MEMBERSHIP IN THE
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
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Philadelphia in 1973
Dr. Edward Murray

Philadelphia’s Main Line hotel complex along City Line Avenue wel¬
comes you in 1973. From May 28 to June 1 you may enjoy the six fine
restaurants in the Marriott Motor Hotel, our Convention Headquarters, at
City Line and Monument Road, Bala-Cynwyd, Penn. 19004. Just next door
is the Red Coach Grill for fine steaks. Across City Line in Philadelphia
is the Holiday Inn, City Line and Monument Road, Philadelphia, Penn.
19131, with its revolving Embassy Room on the 23rd floor which revolves
about once an hour. Fine view! Next door is the Presidential Apartments
and Hotel, City Line and Presidential Blvd., Philadelphia, Penn. 19131.
Of the six different restaurants at the Marriott, the Kona Kai is most in¬
triguing with its exotic Polynesian decor featuring oriental delicacies.
A half mile away is Saks Fifth Avenue. Another half mile along City
Line is the fashionable Bala-Cynwyd Shopping Center with Lord and
Taylor, The Blum Store, and Peck and Peck—three famous department
stores. Downtown Philadelphia (only minutes away by fast SEPTA busses)
offers Nan Duskin at 1729 Walnut St., Bonwit Teller at 17th and Chestnut,
and Sophy Curson at 19th and Sansom (122 S. 19th St.) for fine women’s
apparel. John Wanamaker, Strawbridge & Clothier, Gimbel’s and Lit
Brothers are the four large department stores along Market Street. Other
fine shoppes are found along Chestnut and Walnut Streets.
Arboretums such as the lovely Barnes Arboretum and its Art Museum
with 200 Renoirs should be written to in advance for tickets to the Mu¬
seum; for separate permission to tour the exotic collection of plants, please
write Dr. John M. Fogg, Jr., Director, Arboretum of the Barnes Founda¬
tion, 300 North Latches Lane, Merion Station, Penn. 19066. You won’t
forget this memorable visit. The Museum’s wide variety of paintings from
Chinese to French to American will astound you. Write the Barnes Art
Museum, 300 North Latches Lane, Merion Station, Penn. 19066. Merion is
only five miles southwest along City Line, opposite Saint Joseph’s College.
Museums are excellent in Philadelphia. The science museum is the
Franklin Institute at Logan Circle, 20th and Race Streets. Inside are the
Fels Planetarium and many attractions for young and old. The Academy of
Natural Sciences at 19th and Race offers a rare gem collection, Pandas in
the Himalaya, and other lifelike wildlife settings. The Free Library with
two million books, Municipal Court House and Cathedral of Saints Peter
and Paul complete the buildings surrounding Logan Circle in Logan
Square. The Cathedral is beautiful inside, particularly beneath the high
dome. The Art Museum is situated like the Acropolis as a Greek temple
on “Fairmount” in Fairmount Park. The period rooms inside are note¬
worthy, especially the Spanish courtyard. The view from the front steps
looking down the Benjamin Franklin Parkway to Logan Circle and City
Hall is one of the most beautiful urban landscapes in the United States.
The Rodin Museum at 22nd and The Parkway contains Auguste Rodin’s
sculpture—second only to Paris.
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Independence Hall adjoins historic Congress Hall where Congress met
from 1790 to 1800, when Philadelphia was the nation’s capital. Philadel¬
phia was the seat of Colonial government from the 1700’s and was the
largest and most prosperous American city from 1740 to 1840. A tour
through the many historic buildings of the Independence National His¬
torical Park is well worthwhile. You will also enjoy a self-made tour
around Society Hill down Second, Third or Fourth Streets between
Chestnut, Walnut, Locust, Spruce, Delancey, and Pine to see historic homes
and churches, such as St. Joseph’s and St. Mary’s and the Pine Street
Presbyterian; St. George’s Methodist, Christ Church Episcopal, the Friends
Meeting, and the Chinese Catholic Church are a bit to the north. China¬
town is centered at 10th and Race with several fine restaurants. The
Betsy Ross House and Elfreth’s Alley are around 2nd and Arch. The U.S.
Mint which makes your coins is at 5th and Arch. Television’s Mike Douglas
Show emanates from KYW at 5th and Market. Write right away for
tickets.
Many of you will want to visit the University of Pennsylvania’s “Uni¬
versity Museum,” at 33rd and Spruce, which displays archeological relics
the Museum has unearthed. The Museum of the Civic Center offers “Phila¬
delphia Panorama,” a progressive city planning program. Nearby Franklin
Field is the site of the Penn Relays. The City’s sports complex is off South
Broad Street just below 1-676. Here are the Spectrum for basketball, ice
hockey and year-round spectacles, J. F. Kennedy Stadium which seats
102,000 for the Army-Navy football classic, and the new, round Veterans
Stadium for the Phillies and the Eagles. Nearby is the modern Food Dis¬
tribution Center, covering several square miles. The U.S. Naval Base or
Navy Yard is at the foot of Broad Street.
For scenic beauty use either the East River Drive or West River Drive
between the Marriott Motor Hotel and Center City Philadelphia. To
Chestnut Hill and its lovely shopping along Germantown Avenue use
Wissahickon Drive and Lincoln Drive to Emlen St. north to upper Lincoln
Drive. Limousines ply between Philadelphia International Airport and
the Marriott Motor Hotel. SEPTA busses operate to Center City. Center
City Loop Busses go from the Sheraton at 17th and JFK Blvd. to 4th and
Chestnut Streets.
We look forward to welcoming you to the City of Brotherly Love in 1973.
SEE THEE IN ’73.
Dr. Murray is Publicity Chairman for the 1973 Philadelphia Convention.
70 Kraft Lane, Levittown, Penn. 19055.

SEE

THEE

IN

His address:

PHILADELPHIA

NEW FOR 1972
Correction in spelling of July introductory ad

QUE SERA. Sdlg. 486. TB 34-36”. M. Very pale blue standards and light blue
falls, flared and ruffled. Beard yellow. Fragrant.$25.00
Both of these new introductions are excellent growers and are from the same
line of breeding. Purple Twilight X (Sailor’s Choice x Whole Cloth).
BERT
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Editor
Ann Dasch, Chairman
Thomas Ford,

Articles, features and photographs for, by or about irisarians under 19 will
be published in this section. Please send your contribution to Youth Views
Editor, Mr. Thomas Ford, 12627 Oxon Road, Herndon, Virginia 22070.
Hey, Youth Members! Mrs. Jean Witt of the species iris seed exchange
has requested a bit of assistance ... if you live near some wild iris
stands, please always keep an eye out for seed pods. This sounds like a
good excuse for a hike and Jean would be very grateful if you would
send her some seeds (Mrs. J. A. Witt, 16516 25th N.E., Seattle, Wa. 98155.)
It may be too late for this year’s crop—remember for the future, too. Jean
added that it isn’t necessary to know the name of the species, if you will
record the county and locality in which the seeds were found. Who knows,
an interest in the native species might lead to a new aspect of irisdom for
fun ... or even a school project, and Jean is a really knowledgeable and
friendly person to write to . . . anyone for the wild ones? ! !
And speaking of writing . . . another enthusiastic lady, Iris Smith (Box
127, Hitchcock, Oklahoma 73744) has been organizing robin groups for
young people for many years. In case you aren’t tuned in, a robin . . .
no, not a bird! ... is a group of perhaps a dozen folks who write letters,
in this case, about irises. A big packet of letters arrives at your house,
you read them, add a letter of your own, then mail ’em all to the next
person on the route list. Robins are a great chance to talk about the
things that interest you most and get to know folks all over the U.S.A.
Mrs. Smith has done a great job directing robins for young irisarians in the
9 to 13, 14 to 19 and the twenties age brackets. The latest word is that
there are openings for a few more folks in the youngest group (called
Twixt and Tweens) and in the twenties.
Contact Mrs. Smith right away if you fit the bracket or if you are in¬
terested in any young robin—they are a great way to broaden your iris
world. Some of the original members of the Teens & Twenties group
included Keith Keppel (and congratulations on winning the Dykes Medal
with Babbling Brook, Keith!), Glenn Corlew, Joe Ghio, Phil Eddinger
and other well-known irisarians. What better recommendation could any
program want!
Editor’s Note—What

a remarkable tribute to Iris Smith. She has every
right to feel proud of this group of great hybridizers. Keep up the good
work, Iris.
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WICHITA AREA IRIS CLUB
Wichita, Kansas
Velma Carlson

Youth division, Wichita Area Iris Club’s 23rd Annual Show, was awarded
73 ribbons, to 18 Youth exhibitors. Martha Ramsey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard V. (Carol) Ramsey, was chairman of the division, and ably
classified the horticultural specimens. Martha (16), a Junior in high school,
has classified Youth Horticultural Division entries for the past three years.
She has also won many awards on her beautiful artistic arrangements.
Margaret Perry (15) a High
School Sophomore, exhibited
“MOST
PRECIOUS” which
was awarded “Best Specimen
in Show, Youth Division”; and
she compiled the highest point
total in the division. At the
age of eleven Margaret won a
blue ribbon on her very first
iris show entry. She is inter¬
ested in iris hybridizing, is a
violinist, and raises canaries.
Dr. and Mrs. William Perry,
her parents, gave Margaret the
pet-name PRECIOUS when
she was very young. It is most
fitting that she won her first
purple rosette with an iris that
has her nick-name in its name.
Randall Lenhart (11) in the
sixth grade, exhibited “Best
Arrangement in Show, Youth
Division,” also compiled the
highest artistic point total, for
a youth exhibitor. Randall and
his brother David (14), an
eighth grader, who enjoys
hybridizing, worked diligently
on the show’s staging commit¬
■
tee.
The Horticultural Placement Committee was staffed by the following;
Anna Christena (15), Mary Christena (11), Susan Gray (14), Trina Gray
(15), Debra Hopkins (15), and Susan Kenny. The accuracy and speed
they accomplished in placing the 429 entries was amazing, and greatly
appreciated by the Show Committee. It is anticipated that these youthful
show workers will be advanced through all stages of iris show work.
Youth Exhibitors were awarded: Memberships in the American Iris
Society, and the local club; AIS 50th Anniversary Bronze Medals, AIS
Pins, and credit for points earned in the show. The credit was used in the
club’s Annual Iris Auction and Table Sales. Earning, selecting, and grow-
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ing their irises is educational, as well as inspirational to young iris grow¬
ers. In youth lies the future of Irisdom. So—“FULL SPEED AHEAD,” as
my generation would say: Today the expression is “RIGHT ON.”

A Brief Commercial Message...
Ann Dasch

In case you haven’t heard, the AIS invites . . . yes, even encourages
your young relatives, neighbors and friends to join the organization, for
the budget-minded rates of $1.50 per year if another member of the family
is already enrolled or $2.50 if there is no other AlSer in the household.
The difference in price indicates only whether or not the youngster is able
to share AIS publications or requires his own copies. All Youth Members
are full-fledged members who are entitled to all of the privileges and
pleasures as their adult counterparts—the whole thing! In some areas,
special youth activities also help iris-ing to be even more fun for the
younger beginners.
Any youngster under 19 years of age who is interested in iris growing,
showing, hybridizing, photographing, etc., makes a prime candidate.
School-agers who become enthused irisarians grow in value and knowledge
to become fine AIS adults. Their participation in local adult programs at
the youngest ages add real zest and enthusiasm for everyone involved.
Try ’em, you’ll like ’em!
Any commercial is improved by free give-away offers . . . for interested
adults who work with Youth Members, the Youth Committee published
“Young Ideas.” This booklet contains the philosophy of the program, con¬
crete ideas to keep young irisarians active around the calendar, plus free
verbal enthusiasm. Youngsters may request free copies of the excellent
booklet “Growing and Hybridizing Bearded Irises.” These are available
from Ann Dasch (address under Youth Committee in front of this issue)
as well as MANY, MANY copies of the Youth Membership form for the
MANY, MANY interested young people across the country who are
waiting to be invited to enrich the AIS. Haven’t you seen a few lately?!

TASTY TBs
The latest brainstorm of the “F.S. Key Kids”—.that active group of
Youth Members in Maryland—led to a money-making project for their
treasury. When the adult club, the Francis Scott Key Chapter of Region 4,
held their annual iris auction in July, the youngsters sold “Iris Sundaes for
Iris Sunday.”
Typical Baltimore heat and humidity led customers back for seconds
during the sun-blasted hours of the auction. An assortment of concoctions
were offered on vanilla ice cream. Iris-wise, the menu read as follows:
Sauce Flavor
Blueberry
Chocolate
Strawberry
Lemon
Raspberry
Butterscotch

Stepping Out

Double Dip
Music Maker

Heather Hawk

Dutch Chocolate

Curtain Call

Rose Caprice

May Melody

Miss Illini

Memphis Lass

Raspberry Ripples

Golden Filigree

Honey Chiffon

Single Dip
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Combinations of sauces were also named for blends and bicolors, with
Wandering Rainbow offered as a special double dip with the customer’s
choice of any sauces . . . leading to some truly astounding taste treats (?)
invented by young irisarians present. Most active on the adult market
were the more conservative chocolate, raspberry and blueberry sundaes.
Special credit in iris-ice-creamsmanship must go to the diligent-saucedippers Robin Ellinwood, Berry Fisher, Rob Dasch, Debbie Ellinwood and
Valerie Dasch. These youngsters endured the long sticky hours with great
enthusiasm and limited each other to one free-bite sundae despite tempta¬
tions. Adult customers seemed delighted at their cool project for the hot
auction afternoon.
HYBRIDIZING FAMILY
The photo in the last issue of the Bulletin of Glenn and Alan Corlew
deserves a note of elaboration. Amiable Glenn, hybridizer of such popular
varieties as Carondelet and Cherub Choir, is raising his son Alan in the
iris tradition. Youth Member Alan and a seedling that he has produced
were very much in evidence at the ’72 Convention.
Tall teen Alan’s talents were proven by the attention given to his stal¬
wart red-violet seedling 4-9 A, a real showman in the guest seedling area
at Schreiners. With two hybridizers in the family, the Corlew name will
be seen after more and more fine irises in the future.

HYBRIDIZERS—ATTENTION
GUEST IRISES IN PHILADELPHIA CONVENTION GARDENS
We think we have a complete master list, but it will help us to check
if you will furnish us the names or numbers of the irises you have in the
Philadelphia convention gardens, together with dates of registration,
dates of introduction, if introduced, and any awards won. Only those
irises which have not won an HM or higher award are eligible for the
Guest iris ballot.
It also will help us as you name numbered seedlings if you will send
us the names which have been approved by the registrar for these irises.
All Region III hybridizers also should furnish us a list of their irises
which they want to appear on the President’s Cup ballot. These must be
originated by hybridizers living within Region 3, or owners of convention
gardens on the tour outside of the Region, and must have been introduced.
Thank you for your kindness.
William C. Newhard
26 W. Zion Hill Road
Quakertown, Pa. 18951
INTRODUCING
(R. ’70) Sdlg. 68-1. TB. 32". DYO/D06DYOdyo. Stan¬
dards antique gold with lacy edge of same color. Falls burnt sienna
with gold line through center. White haft marks and border of
antique gold lace. Antique gold beard. Butterscotch X Mexican Hat.

Fine Arts

BUIE GARDENS
1711 Sadie Lane
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Mrs. Gordon Buie

Shively, Ky. 40216

Intermediates for Conventions
Charlotte Gantz

(Pa.)

For years Intermediates have ranked high among MISers and among
tall growers who sought longer iris bloom, and who, perhaps, shared our
liking for their smaller, less flamboyant look. But recently these irises
have taken on a new role, for this is the way to hedge your bets on a
convention. At Milwaukee in ’69 they definitely helped save the day on a
woefully late season, and many convention planners are setting aside
space for them in consequence.
Because of this, an evaluation of Intermediates seems in point. Of
necessity this is a personal thing—one man’s meat, etc.—and it doesn’t
include all of the good ones. As each season closes, I note with regret
the ones I haven’t seen. But with these qualifications, here is one woman’s
estimate of the current IBs.
To begin with I have to admit—with regret—that most of the favorites
of yesterday, belong to yesterday. Those beauties that first graced my
Median Display Garden (and they did grace it—I used the word advisedly)
are no longer tops. If I were starting again, I might include Lime Ripples
—of the early ones. Its clear warm yellow still pleases me. Then I
might add the German Lichtelfe from Van Ness. With its blend of greyblue and pale yellow, it’s surprising how well this stands up. Of course
Lillipinkput would go in, with a full admission of its faults: bunched
flowers, imperfect form, too low some years—but what can match that
glowing apricot color and explosion of bloom! I would include the English
Chiltern Gold (Patton) and finally I would take Moonchild, though I
must confess here to a weakness for arilbreds. That touch of onco, whether
from Ib-Mac or from a C. G. White, lends a certain quality to Intermedi¬
ates that I find most appealing. Alta Brown has given us several of this
type: Frosty Top, Crystal Mint and Alpine Halo, the last a good ex¬
ample with its blue standards, smoky yellow falls, stylearms of the same
yellow, and a deep blue beard. Stylearm is in contrast to standard;
beard stands out against the fall—and it’s all highly effective.
Milwaukee was dominated by the IBs of the first half of the ’60s and
many of these had already found a place in my garden. Through such
association I had come to know well many of Alta Brown’s Arctic series
with the warm yellow Arctic Beacon and her blue-white Arctic Flare
among my favorites. I had also rejoiced over Bee Warburton’s Caper
group: Sandy Caper, Fancy Caper and the lovely Maroon Caper. Bob
Schreiner’s Drummer Boy (blue with a deeper blue spot) and Cutie
(white with blue blaze) added distinction to my Intermediate section.
New to many of us, however, and much admired at the ’69 convention
were Alta Brown’s June Prom (pale blue with blue-green at haft) and
her Isle of Dreams (icy blue-white with blue veining), Tell’s starchy
Border Cream and Wilma Greenlee’s Illiana (a lovely blend of light blue
and yellow). Not so new, but among the outstanding IBs were Bee Warburton’s light blue Dilly Dilly and her white Frosted Cups, Plough’s
blue and white BeeBop and Ben Hager’s beautiful plicata, Doll Type.
Somewhat before Milwaukee I had to give up iris-growing, but since
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then I have been creating iris gardens in my dreams—designing and re¬
designing the long bed I once had. That imaginary garden would prob¬
ably have the five early favorites I’ve mentioned, along with some of the
many that seemed tops in ’69. Some, however, I would have to look at
again. Flowers a little bunched or too big, substance not perfect, a
shortage of buds? Many that we accepted (that have even won awards)
have beautiful form and color, but can be faulted on other counts, and
while I can forgive some failings, I do like my medians to have substance
and to be in proportion.
Dilly Dilly, Border Cream and Doll Type would certainly survive.
Many of the others would go in if the bed was big enough, and I think
three of this period would be included, even though I hadn’t seen them
in ’69; Grace Guenther’s Oriental Baby (yellow-tan and rust-colored)
her blue-black Slumber Time and Plough’s violet and white plicata
Kontiki.

In 1970 at convention-time I was in England, admiring John Taylor’s
lovely garden in Kent. Outstanding among his introductions was his
yellow Curlew and this I would definitely have to have in my dream
garden, along with the many newcomers of the second half of the ’60s
and the early ’70s. Here I have a multitude to choose from and many
have outpaced the IBs of the first half.
There are lovely reds which were lacking earlier. Bennett Jones’ Light
Cavalry is well known, but I would also add Wilma Greenlee’s Indian
Doll, the maroon Toy Soldier (Burnett) and Bee Warburton’s new Ruby
Rose. Alta Brown’s Orange Riot would be a must and so would Sea
Patrol (Palmer), which finally gives us a good clear sky blue. I would
put in Melba Hamblen’s blue Pixie Skies—such a wonderful lot of buds!
—and for a good recent violet would take Con Brio (Warburton). Tim
Craig’s Baldwin’s Ace would be my choice in a darker tone, while for
shades of old gold, I’d turn to Butterscotch Frills (Hamblen) and Toy
Money (Burnett). There is a bewildering array of excellent new plicatas:
Ben Hager’s Swizzle, perhaps, would lead my list, but I would also have
to have Keith Keppel’s Clique and Pale Cloud, and Wilma Greenlee’s
Snow Cherries. My pink IB would be Bee Warburton’s Sweetie, and for
today’s arilbred I would choose Azure Echo (Durrance), with its pale
smoky yellow standards, blue-white falls and violet-blue beard.
Finally for an exciting new lot of IBs there are the Moldovan intro¬
ductions, which I purposely saved for the last. The apricot-orange Cumquat may be a little rough, but is a glorious color.
Also good are
Aquarius (blue-green blend), Space Cadet (orchid and white), Rainbow
Bridge (a dazzling mixture of orchid, white and red-amber) and the
much softer Turtle Dove in tints of cream, orchid and beige-pink.
As I said earlier, I’ve undoubtedly overlooked many excellent new
Intermediates, but of one thing I am certain—my dream garden of today
would far surpass the actuality of ’68, and some or all that I have
mentioned would guarantee memorable bloom for a late season con¬
vention.

SEE
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The Wild Bearded Irises of the USA
Bill Gunther

Question: Since bearded iris species grow wild on the slopes of moun¬
tains in Europe, why can’t they grow wild on the slopes of the mountains
of the USA?
Answer: They can, and they do. No bearded iris species is native, or
“indigenous” to the USA, but thousands of bearded iris plants, both species
and hybrids, now are growing wild on U.S. mountain ranges, particularly
on the Wasatch Mountains of central Utah.

Perry Plummer, Project Leader for the U.S. Forest Service, looks approvingly at a
tall-bearded iris clump which is helping to reduce erosion on a roadside cut at the
7,000 foot attitude on the Wasatch Mountains of Utah. This clump is the result of a
single rhizome which was planted in 1968; during the four years since it was planted
it has fended for itself with no help from man.

That answer may come as a surprise to most members of the AIS,
and to most botanists—but it is no surprise to the U.S. Forest Service.
The Forest Service is the agency which has planted and introduced
bearded irises on those mountain ranges. A substantial portion of our
high mountains is National Forest area. And the Forest Service, a com¬
ponent of the Department of Agriculture maintains the National Forests.
Maintenance includes much more than taking care of the trees; it also
includes soil erosion control, beautification, and provision of forage ma¬
terial for wildlife. Because bearded irises serve all three of the later
functions, they are being planted by the thousands by the Forest Service.
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The Project Leader is Mr. A. Perry Plummer; his headquarters is the
Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, U.S. Forest Service,
P.O. Box 276, Ephraim, Utah 84627.
Ephraim (population 1,800) is situated at an altitude of 5,500 feet amidst
high mountains that soar to over 10,000 feet. On the slopes, particularly
on roadside cuts and other locations where subsoil has been exposed and
where other vegetation does not thrive, Perry and his associates have
planted over 10,000 assorted bearded iris rhizomes during the last 5 years.
(The first successful trial plantings were made more than 25 years ago.)
After being planted, the rhizomes are neither fertilized, weeded, nor
watered. The Forest Service wants to determine whether or not the
irises can fend for themselves indefinitely in these inhospitable conditions
while simultaneously retarding soil erosion, providing animal forage, and
enhancing the beauty of the landscape.
Results to date have been affirmative in every respect.
From the 5,500 foot level all the way up to the 10,000 foot level the
irises have survived. Some of them have been under a six-foot cover
of snow for six months of each year, with outside temperatures down
to minus 40 degrees, after which their new spring growth was repeatedly
chewed away by deer. They nonetheless recovered, and blossomed, and
procreated themselves, and survived for another year.

Dwarf and intermediate bearded irises serve just as good or better than TBs for the
purposes of the U.S. Forest Service. This clump of one of the smaller types was
photographed in bloom during June 1972 at the 8,000 foot elevation. It is no accident
that this clump is growing on an exposed slope; all the Forest Service iris plantings
are on exposed slopes because that is where irises can best serve to retard soil
erosion.
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Having noted this cycle for five years, Perry Plummer, as Project
Leader, is convinced that bearded irises are of decided benefit and “highly
useful on many varied sites on mountain ranges.” On behalf of the U.S.
Forest Service he requests that the members of the American Iris Society
contribute additional rhizomes, so that bearded irises can be established
in all areas of National Forests in which they might be able to survive.
AIS members who respond to that request should exercise discretion
when selecting rhizomes for donation to the Forest Service. This caution¬
ary note implies recognition of the fact that the smaller types of bearded
irises would have inherent advantages over TBs in the high mountains,
and it implies recognition of the fact that TBs of the reblooming category,
and TBs with Iris mesopotamica heritage which have been selected and
developed for frost-free areas, probably would not survive such rigorous
conditions. Diploids probably would perform better than tetraploids under
adverse conditions. Within those suggested guidelines, AIS members who
have appropriate types of rhizomes in surplus quantity are invited to
package them up in bulk quantity, unlabeled, and send them postpaid to
Perry Plummer at the address provided previously. (This would be a
great way to get rid of hundreds of seedlings that are too good to throw
away and too bad to introduce.)
It is suggested that the cost of packaging and shipping the rhizomes
might be computed for income tax purposes as donations to the U.S.
Government. To verify the donation, donors may send a self-addressed
stamped envelope with shipments; the envelope to contain a receipt which
Perry Plummer will gladly sign and return.
The American Iris Society is happy to publicize this program of the
U.S. Forest Service, and to Perry Plummer we offer our best wishes for
every success in his project.

SOPHIA M. MOILES
Miss Sophia M. Moiles, 80, a prominent area gardener, died June 23,
1972. Miss Moiles retired in 1956 as a teacher of forty-four years, thirtyeight as a teacher of physics and chemistry in Greater Johnstown High
School. She served for twelve years as the chairman of the Pennsylvania
Junior Academy of Science, and also served as vice president of the
Pennsylvania Academy of Science.
She was a garden judge of AIS, was a past president of the Garden
Club of Johnstown, a director of District Six of the Garden Club Fed¬
eration of Pennsylvania, and a member of the American Association of
University Women.
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ARCHIE GARRARD
Janice Greene

Archie Garrard, founder of the
Sun
Country
Iris
Society,
in
Phoenix (AZ)., passed away June
8, 1972.
Archie stimulated much
interest in growing irises in Ari¬
zona, a challenge not easy in hot
desert climate.
Many
saw
and
visited
with
Archie at the Schreiner garden
the last day of the convention.
Doctors relented, and he and
Uvada made the trip, complete
with wheelchair and oxygen tank,
and he reveled in the beauty of
it as he visited with longtime iris friends. This must have brightened
his few remaining days and climaxed his love for his iris hobby.

MRS. W. G. DUMONT
Mrs. W. G. DuMont passed away
on June 5, 1972, at the age of ninetyfour. Mrs. DuMont was a charter
member of AIS, and a life member.
She attended her first AIS national
meeting in 1928, and she was at the
banquet at the Milwaukee conven¬
tion in 1969. She still was growing
a few irises in 1970.
Mrs. DuMont lived in Des Moines,
Iowa, until about twenty years ago,
when she moved to the Mather
home in Evanston, Ill.
Her cheerful smile and happy
disposition endeared her to all who
knew her, and she always was keen¬
ly interested in the work and prog¬
ress of the iris and the AIS. She
was an enthusiastic gardener.
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Exhibition Committee Report, 1972
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove,

Chairman

More shows were cancelled this year than formerly because of drought,
floods, early bloom and unseasonable weather. Nevertheless, there was
an increase in the number of accredited shows from 117 in 1971 to 119 in
1972. This number should be slightly larger, but several shows reports
have not been received by the Exhibition Committee in time to be in¬
cluded in this report. It is unfortunate that award winning exhibitors
cannot receive the added recognition of being included in this permanent
record because of the failure of show officials to meet the August 1
deadline for reports.
The weather mistreated Region 22 (Arkansas and Oklahoma) to such
an extent that six shows had to be cancelled and the regional total
dropped to 15 shows, but was sufficient to keep Region 22 in the lead
for the greatest number of shows. Region 15 (Arizona and Southern
California) was second with 12 shows.
Again this year Stepping Out led the field by reigning as Queen of
Show the greatest number of times and again receives the Nelson Award
for being judged Best Specimen in six shows. A three-way tie for second
place resulted when Cup Race, Ivory Gown, and Rippling Waters each
was named Best Specimen in four shows.
The number of shows reported by Regions is as follows:
Region
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Shows
4
3
3
3
3
11
5
9
3

1
1
3

Region
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Total

Shows
4
11
12
0
5
10
1
1
1
15
5
5
119
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Each year a new record or an innovation is established for shows. This
year the first accredited youth show was staged by the Huntsville
(Alabama) Junior Iris Club with 55 entries by ten exhibitors. The Ritchie
young gardeners swept the awards for this show with Philip Michael
Ritchie winning the greatest number of blue ribbons and the Silver
Medal Certificate, and Michelle Ritchie the Bronze Medal Certificate for
the second greatest number of blue ribbons.
The recognition of winners in the Youth Division of shows in the
Exhibition Committee Report is often incomplete because this information
is not included in the show report. If the show schedule is received by
the chairman of the Exhibition Committee prior to the staging of the
show as required, supplementary report forms are sent when the show
schedule includes a Youth Division.
Exhibition Certificates were awarded to 123 irises entered in the seed¬
ling classes in shows. Region 14 (Nevada and Northern California) re¬
peated the all seedling show in connection with the spring regional meet¬
ing. This type of show will be approved for those Regions in which
there are a concentration of hybridizers.
Advice to show committee:
1. Be sure to send your show schedule to exhibition chairman prior
to the show.
2. Order show supplies at least a month before the show.
3. Send completed show report to exhibition chairman and your RVP
by August 1.
4. Order medals when you send the show report.

GREATER PORTLAND
(OR) DWARF SHOWAWARDS TABLE
One of the signal accomplishments
of the Greater Portland Iris Society
was its early dwarf show. Regards
was the winner of the show, and
was shown by Jacqueline Swanson,
who also captured sweepstakes.
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Exhibition Certificates — AIS Shows —1972
Abell, Thornton: 68-38-3
Alexander, Mrs. James W.: 67-28-1
Alexander, Shirley: B-C-2
Allen, Mercy: 10-11-15
Alves, Julia: 66-J58
Arbuckle, Alvin: 64-9
Arny, Charles W.: LBL2-71
Babson, Sanford: T-141-18
VW65-3
Blackmon, Miss Ruth: 72-J-l
Blevins, R. C.: RB-68-108
Blodgett, Eugene: 72-17
Boen, Donald J.: 7-14-9A
Brakebill, Mrs. Mel: 4-72
Briscoe, Harley: 6921-A
Brizendine, Mrs. Mildred: 30-66
Brown, B. J.: 15-68
Buckles, Eugene: 68-19
Burger, Eugene: D-15
Carper, Charles: 631-OB
Carr, Franklin: 6833H
Chenoworth, Mrs. Valera: VC-70
Cooper, Ruby: Cascade Pass
Corlew, Glenn F.: 559-A
605-A
Cromwell, C. A. II: L-6
Crossman, George: 6662
Danielson, Henry: 70-1
71-5
71-13
David, Dr. Reuben: CS-1
de Groat, Albert: SST-2
Dunn, Bob: B-68-304B
Dyer, Floyd: D76-69D
D51-72T
Edwards, Peggy: P201
Ferguson, Walker: 63-3
Gatty, Joe: 28-0
Ghio, Joe: Dialogue, Magician, Mys¬
tique, San Lorenzo, Verve,
LZ-152S
68- 150A
PZ-21M
P2-144
RB68
69- 68Y
LZ154-H
FW-10

Glitsch, Ann: 67-1, 72
Graham, Tom: 17-64-J
Greenlee, Wilma: 8-1
Griebling, Faye: 695
Hamner, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard: 70-8
Harder, Lowell: 6319-6
Heisz, Mrs. Charles: 524-66-21
Henderson, Dr. Norlan C.: 72-5PL
Hickerson, Alva J.: H-66-5-1
Holden, John: HA-19A
Hfl7b
Hunt, Berkley: QSF
Jones, W. E.: 71-1A
71-31A
Keppel, Keith: 67-3B
67-4B
69-6A
Bindley, Bertha: 3-W
Mallory, Robert: MLA 67-8
McCaskill, Jack: 71-1
71- 43
72- 10
McCown, Eleanor: 70-5
McGarvey, Dr. William: Bul-Hyb-1
McKay, Mrs. Lucia: BXM-1
Mertzweiller, Joseph: Pi-72-1
Miller, Mrs. Ronald: 67-8R
Mohr, Dr. H. C.: 68-7-Y
Moldovan, Steve: 2-69-E
Munger, Tom Jr.: 68-12-E
Nelson, John: N19-69A
Norton, Jackie: A69-72-1
Noyd, Louella: N69-8-5
O’Brien, Lois: 67-119
Overholser, Mrs. C. Daniel: CF-XT-2
Palmer, Cleo: 69-141
Patin, Jules: V-l-72
Rabe, Henry: 72-1
Rawdon, Dalton: 514
Rawlins, Dave: G-68-28
Reindl, Pauline: 695
Reinhardt, Mrs. Robert: 72-3
72-13
72-16
Roach, Lura: Motherless Child
Robarts, Mrs. Evelyn: LS-BS-70
Robinson, J. B.: 72-32
Rudser, Stanton: 71-7
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Tate, Harry: 69-7-N
Terrell, Collie: T65-49
Van Valkenburgh, Mrs. R. P.: 724-29
Wadekamper, Julius: WWXC
Wagner, Mrs. Morris: 1-70-166
Warburton, Mrs. Bee: 79N-1
Webster, R. L.: ll-V-70
Whitten, Mr. and Mrs. Leo: 5C69
Williamson, Bryce: S-5-1
Willott, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony: 63B5
Wilson, Ernest P.: 69-16C
Yunker, Edna: 110-A

Saddoris, Dr. M. L.: 6625B
Scheele, Ray: 71-DR-16
Sexton, John C.: 222-1
Shockey, H. G.: 169-158A
Sloan, Richard: GR-70
Soults, Ethel: 6229-1
Steele, R. D.: B70-1
Steele, Walter: W70-101
Street, Sam: JBXTP
Street, Stanley G.: W-14A
D-97
B-162
Swanson, Jacqueline: S-W-5

JUDGES CHOICE
WALTHER CUP
Votes
251

Variety

Kilt Lilt

Votes

Variety

(Gibson)

Runnersup
170
167
156
153
131

(Hager)
Pink Sleigh (Rudolph)
Post Time (Schreiners)
Elizabeth Stuart (B. Jones)
Night Owl (Schreiners)
Archie Owen

126
122
121
120
102

(B. Jones)
Angel Unawares (Terrell)
Grand Waltz (Schreiners)
Dutch Chocolate (Schreiners)
Cream Taffeta (Rudolph)
Cotton Blossom

JUDGES CHOICE 1972
Votes
251
167
156
153
131
122
121
120
102
101
99
95

Votes

Variety

Kilt Lilt (Gibson)
Pink Sleigh (Rudolph)
Post Time (Schreiners)
Elizabeth Stuart (B. Jones)
Night Owl (Schreiners)
Angel Unawares (Terrell)
Grand Waltz (Schreiners)
Dutch Chocolate (Schreiners)
Cream Taffeta (Rudolph)
Eagle Harbor (O. Brown)
Sapphire Hills (Schreiners)
Odyssey (Babson)

94
91
85
79
79
72
72
72
69
68
67

Variety

Newly Rich (Varner)
Decolletage (Hager)
Lilac Treat (Niswonger)
Caro Nome (B. Brown)
Cherry Accent (Hamblen)
Buttered Popcorn (Palmer)
Dream Lover (Tams)
Mandarin Moon (Moldovan)
Ballyhoo (Keppel)
Angel Choir (Schliefert)
Sapphire Shore (Tompkins)

Runnersup
Sixty-one votes, Country Music; 58, Chapeau, Vegas; 57, Gigi; 56, Flat¬
tery; 53, Bubbling Champagne, Orange Chiffon; 52, Guitar Country,

58

51, Hey Lookey; 50 Burning Desire, Greenan Castle; 49, Coun¬
try Lilac, Dear Dollie, Georgia Girl; 48, Basic Black; 47, Fifty Grand;
46, Snow Cloud, Warm Laughter, Woodland Rose; 45, Haunting Rhap¬
Tucson;

sody,

Louise

Watts,

Royal

Trumpeter,

Springtime

Fantasy,

Sunset

44, Salmon River; 43, On Target, Patent Leather;
42, Bamboo Curtain, Black Bart; 41, Saber Dance; 40, May Romance.
Sky, Yellow Chiffon;

MINIATURE DWARF BEARDED
Votes
55
52
46

Variety

Votes

(Stindt)
Buttercup Charm (A. Brown)
Snow Baby (Simonson)

Wild Blueberry

45
38
38

Variety

(E. Roberts)
Honey Bear (Mahood)
Three Cherries (Hager)
Canary Caper

Runnersup
Thirty-four votes, Azure Wings; 30, Wine Cup; 29, Pansy Heart; 28,
Red Cutie; 23, Jelly Bean.

STANDARD DWARF BEARDED
Votes

Variety

Votes

126
92

Cotton Blossom

88

Laced Lemonade

75
42

(B. Jones)

41

Variety

Kentucky Bluegrass

Wow (A. Brown)

(B.

(Warburton)
Rangerette (Hamblen)
Knockout (A. Brown)

41
40

38

Jones)

(Hamblen)
Frosted Ice (E. Roberts)
Irish Sea (E. Roberts)

Pansy Top

Runnersup
Thirty-two votes, Precious One; 30, Gypsy Flirt, Mandarin Jewel; 28,
Moon

Shadows,

Ornament;

25,

Dark

Spark;

24,

Banbury

Ruffles;

23,

Boo, Little Chestnut, Speckles; 22, Trend; 21, Ruffled Sprite.

INTERMEDIATE BEARDED
Votes
89

75
74

Variety

Votes

Butterscotch Frills

54

(Hamblen)

52

(Keppel)
Azure Echo (Durrance)

40

Early

Edition

Variety

Brown)
Aquarius (Moldovan)
Sea Patrol (C. Palmer)
Apache Gold

(A.

Runnersup
Thirty-one votes, Sweetie, Con Brio, Pink Reverie; 30, Frosted Cream;
28, Svelte, Dinger; 26, Space Cadet, Voodoo Doll; 22, Ginger Jar; 21,
Blue Vision; 20, Amber Rays, Rose Harmony, Snow Cherries.

59

BORDER BEARDED
Votes
87
75
71
61

Votes

Variety

57

(Keppel)
Girl Guide (H. Reynolds)
Embroidery (Keppel)
Blue Warbler (Tucker)
Mexicali

46

37

Variety

(Noyd)
Honey Spice (Hamblen)
Cupid Dancer (Pond)

Pride of Ireland

Runnersup
Thirty-four votes, Sorcerer; 30, Lavender N’ Lace, Creme de Menthe;
27, Little Buffie; 23, Cheerfulness, Small Favor; 20, Sweet Suzanne.

MINIATURE TALL BEARDED
76

60

(Guild)
Dainty Cloud (A. Brown)

Bit O’Afton

(Dunderman)
(Hager)

45

Carolyn Rose

39

New Idea

Runnersup
Thirty-four votes, Glint O’ Bronze; 28, Sweet Charlotte; 26, Gingham
Blue; 21, Talks to You, Lemon Cliche; 20, Flashing Beacon.

ARILBRED
79
58
50

(Brizendine)
Loud Mouth (Rich)
Saracen Splendor (M. Rogers)
Syrian Moon

38
37

(Tate)
Girl Watcher (Street)

Sojourn

Runnersup
Thirty-one votes, Persian Star, Turkish Tracery; 26, Temple Dancer,
Rare Spice; 21, Sudden Beauty; 20, Califa Kabang.

CALIFORNICAE
33
27

(Phillips)
Wildwood Fantasy (Hardy)

Native Warrior

27

Wildwood Garland

(Hardy)

JAPANESE
21
18

(Hager)
(Maddocks)

Stranger in Paradise
Geisha

Mischief

18

Oriental Ballerina

(Payne)

LOUSIANA
39

Delta Sunshine

(Hager)

31

Mrs. Ira Nelson

(Arny)

SIBERIAN
37

36

60

(McEwen)
Forrest Scion (McGarvey)
Orville Fay

36

Sky Wings

(Beck)

Runnersup
Thirty votes, Foretell; 28, Big Blue; 25, Little White; 21, Mauve Mood,
Pansy Purple; 20, Early Bluebird.

SPURIA
170
91
44

(Hager)

Arche Owen
Marilyn
Ruffled

(Hager)
(McCown)

Holloway
Canary

39
38

(Ferguson)
Imperial Bronze (McCown)

Forty

Carats

Runnersup
Twenty-three votes, Eagle.

POPULARITY POLL —1972
Position
1972 1971
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1
3
2
11
5
4
8
6
7
23
9
27
10
12

Variety

Votes

Stepping

Out

Babbling Brook
Debby Rairdon
Cup

Race

Camelot Rose
Winter Olympics
New Moon
Dusky

Dancer

Laurie
Shipshape
Rippling

Waters

Lime Fizz
Pink

Taffeta

Christmas

Time

Kilt Lilt

15
14
17
21
13
20
29
22
19
36
34
24
26
33
28
30

Skywatch
Irish Lullaby
Amethyst Flame
Cherub Choir
Esther Fay
Gala Madrid
Pacific Panorama
Lilac Champagne
Wine and Roses
Allegiance
Raspberry Ripples

814
749
611
512
504
460
451
400
389
370
361
353
345
339
330
308
298
289
272
269
268
260
260
252
245
236

One Desire
Orange Parade

Rococo
Wild Ginger
Blue Petticoats

228
227
223
220

Position
1972 1971
32
32
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
41
41
44
45
46
46
48
49
50
51
52
52
54
55
55
57
58
59
60
61
62

81
41
18
16
42
53
51
99
93
68
44
32
45
47
58
72
26
42
57
55
38
66
35
88
61
65
31

Variety

Votes

218
Blue Sapphire
218
Gingersnap
217
Radiant Apogee
216
Edenite
214
Touche
210
Piety
200
Latin Lover
198
Ermine Robe
194
Matinata
193
Southern Comfort 193
Tinsel Town
193
Launching Pad
191
Royal Gold
190
Amigo’s Guitar
189
Cayenne Capers
189
Grand Alliance
185
West Coast
183
Ultrapoise
182
Violet Harmony
180
Fuji’s Mantle
174
Night Heron
174
Denver Mint
172
Prince Indigo
171
Son of Star
171
Milestone
168
Buffy
167
Miss Illini
166
Frontier Marshall 165
Music Maker
159
Grand Waltz
157

Bayberry Candle

61

Barcelona

137

Punchline

137

Reta Fry

135

86

Angel Unawares

134

149

86

Baccarat

134

Licorice Stick

149

86

90

Eleanor's Pride

134

98

Charmed Circle

148

89

72

Gypsy Lullaby

133

49

War Lord

148

90

37

Moon River

132

Pink Sleigh

147

91

85

Study in Black

129

145

92

97

Java

128

143

93

55

Apropos

126

77

Diplomacy

126

72

Indiglow

157

64

59

Dot and Dash

156

66

85

Henry Shaw

151

85

67

84

Celestial Snow

150

68

79

Caliente

68

70

70
70
72

Cloth

51

83

62

47

Dove

73

53

Whole

74

83

Olympic

75

91

Charmaine

142

93

75

81

Ribbon Round

142

93

Night

Owl

126

77

46

Flight of Angels

141

93

Dutch Chocolate

126

77

59

Kingdom

141

97

San Leandro

125

79

40

Sterling

140

98

76

Fluted Haven

124

80

74

Ever and Ever

139

99

66

Nineveh

123

80

79

High Life

139

100

71

Swahili

119

82

74

Commentary

138

Torch

Silver

Runnersup
One hundred eighteen votes, Mulberry Wine; 117, Celestial Glory;
115, Pink Fringe; 111, Lord Baltimore; 110, Beaux Arts; 106, Royal
Heritage; 105, Minnesota Glitters; 103, Claudia Rene, Margarita, Mar¬
tel; 102, Light Fantastic; 101, Jewel Tone; 100, Royal Touch; 98,
Jilby, Jolie; 96, Cream Taffeta; 94, Cambodia; 93, Fluted Lime, Mahalo,
Patricia Craig; 92, Credo; 91, Cloud Capers; 89, April Melody, Glazed
Orange, Spanish Gift; 88, Flame and Sand, Seaside; 87, Coolhead, Foggy
Dew; 86, Music Hall; 85, Fond Wish; 84, Ballyhoo, Newly Rich; 83,
Pawnee Pride; 82, Cherry Jubilee; 81, Buttered Popcorn; 80, Ad Astra,
Caro Nome, Flaming

Star, Grand Spectator, Tambourine.

SEND FOR LIST AND DETAILS
Starbright YELLOW

FleUf

(fe

LlS

///

ColOT

Starbright ORCHID

4—42 oz. 7 pc Juice Set
at $10.95.
48—90 oz. 7 pc Beverage
Set at $12.95.
814—12 oz. 8 pc Sham
Tumbler Set at
$9.50.
128—14 oz. Candy Jar at
$3.50.
8IO-8V2 oz. Sham Juice,
Set of 8 at $7.50
A NEW DESIGN created by America’s finest crystal-craftsmen in America—West Virginia
Glass. Nature’s beauty is fanciful decorated in minute detail for beauty and durability.
Sparkling colors of orchid or yellow is delicately glazed on the hand-blown crystal.
Please include 10% extra for insurance and postage. Send for illustrated list.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 Locust Avenue, Weston, West Virginia
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HIGH COMMENDATION
(Tall Bearded)
Votes
Hybridizer and Iris
8 Ballard, T.: 67-10-1
6 Benson, C.: Angel’s Serenade
6
66-15-B
15 Blaylock, C.: Winning Spirit
10 Blocher, C.: B-327
8 Blodgett, R.: 70-35
7 Boushay, J.: 69-BM-26
(Lynn With Love)
5 Brown, C.: K-15-1
18 Brown, O.: 70-6F-5
9
8-15C-14
8
9-16E-25
6
8-1A-51*
5
70-1E-4
5
9-16G-25
5
6-11K-1
6 Buckles, E.: Butterscotch Trim
5
68-18
6 Burger: D-15
7 Carr: 69-36D
7
Foint Breeze
5
Serene Highness
6 Carter, W.: 71-11
9 Corlew, A.: Canonero
10 DeForest: Fantast
7
W6-2C (No Secret)
7 Drake, M.: 71-10
6
68-14
5
71-59
7 Dunn, Robert: B68-304
6 Gatty: Liz
6
Shining Light
16 Gaulter: Virginia Squire
8
70-112
6
His Lordship
6
70-55
5 Ghio: Mystique
8 Gibson: Summer Sunshine
7 Goodrick: 139-1
19 Greenwood, D.: Summer Love
15 Hamblen: H67-144B
14
Misty Dawn
13
H63-117B
11
Pretty Karen
10
H67-156A
9
H67-92C
8
Lovely Jan
6
Flamingo Fling
6 Harder, L.: Moon Print
9 Jones, B.: 927-1
8 67-49-1
7
67-26-2
7
68-5-1
6 Kegerise, Eleanor: 20-70
6 Keppel: Roundup
6
47-4B (Limerick)
14 Knocke: Hi Top

Votes
Hybridizer and Iris
7
K-202
9 Luihn: Contempo
5 Mallory, R.: JW 64-1
5 Marsh, J.: 68-50
5
70-31
24 Mayberry: Orchid Flash
7
65-2-1
10 Metcalf, H.: 66-8-1
8 Moldovan: Schiaparelli
5
71-8D
11 Nearpass: Dover Beach
8 Niswonger: 10-71
5
57-70
10 Northrup: 64-30
10 Olson: 69-29B
7
68-1C
8 Palmer, D.: 1567C
6
7369B
10 Peterson, L.: LP-70-21-1C
7
LP-70-22-1B
7 Redenbo, M.: 5134D
7 Reynolds, C.: 21-65
10 Roach, L.: 69-64A
Valencia Vamp
5 Roe, B.: Irish Spring
9 Rudolph, N.: 67-50
70-70
6
72-06
6
Rudser,
S.:
62-16
6
7 Schliefert: Amenity
0-530
7
67-10
5
67- 4
5
62-54A
5
68- 93
5
14 Schreiners: Sailor’s Dance
E-1550-4
14
D-1092-3
12
Brook Flower
10
Starina
9
Spartan
8
Soft
Moonbeam
7
Light ’N Gay
7
Rondo
6
B-1146-C
5
Peach Frost
5
B-700-1
5
14 Shoop: 68-30-1
11 Spence: 66-530A
9 Steinhauer: 69-5919
69-5920
5
6 Terrell: T65-49
5 Tolman: 65-56-2
12 Tucker: 726B
5 Varner: 851
8 Wall, H.: 69-61A
6 Whitten, L.: 5-C69

(Miniature Dwarf Bearded)
11 Hamblen: M67-3-9-1
6 Kavan: Purple Sideburns

7 Roberts: 72R7
6 Willott: Baby Sapphire

(Standard Dwarf Bearded)
8
5

6 Briscoe, H.: 69-21A
8 Roberts, E.: Melon Honey

Sleepy Eyes
Hammered Copper

(Intermediate Bearded)
7 Roberts, E.: Cherie Amour

7 Lankow, C.: L-805-1
6 Nelson, I.: Yellow Doll

(Border Bearded)
5
6
7
5
5

Blodgett, E.: 71-12
Buckles: Brown Lasso
Carter, W.: 71-10
Crossman: 66-62
Hamner: So Chic

8
5
10
5
7

Palmer, D.: 6563A
Roach, L.: 68-75
Tolman: 67-22-1
Varner: V233
Wright, M.: BB-27

(Miniature Tall Bearded)
7 Lankow, C.: MT#1

7 Roberts, E.: 72R41
6
White Canary

(Arilbred)
18 Peterson, L.: Bangladesh

(Louisiana)
12 Arny: LBL 2-71
10
CR2-72
7
FW3-71

14 Mertzweiller: 62-137A

(Siberian)
5 McEwen: T3-70-49A
26 Newhard: 579-S
5 Reid, L.: MC R2-1
5
MC R5-1

8 Reinhardt, M.: S-72-4
5 Varner: 050

( Spuria )
8 Ferguson: 11-19-71

REGIONAL TEST GARDEN AWARDS
Region 4
Votes
10
9
8
7
6
5
5
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76-53
H.S. 69-2-3
68-6-OH-OH
69-14A
E-20
68T2
66-19

Region 9
Votes
Alice Bouldin
Ethel Helms
Floyd Zurbrigg
Mrs. W. B. Melnick
Gene Burger
Mrs. W. B. Melnick
Alice Bouldin

9

7172

D. Steve Varner

Region 23
6

868-4A

Dorothy Steele

BYLAWS
OF THE
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
(As amended March 1, 1972, January 1, 1970, November 14, 1959,
January 1, 1957)

ARTICLE I—NAME
The name of the Society shall be THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY.

ARTICLE II—PURPOSE
The object of the Society shall be to promote the culture and improve¬
ment of the Iris. The methods of attaining this object may include but
are not limited to
(a) the owning and/or renting buildings, land, test and exhibition
gardens, libraries, photographs, films and slides, and other property,
and/or the support of same;
(b) collection, compilation and publication of data concerning the his¬
tory, classification, breeding, cultivation, treatment and exhibition
of Irises;
(c) encouragement of Iris cultivation and breeding by holding ex¬
hibitions and by formal visits to gardens;
(d) the promotion and support of scientific research.

ARTICLE III—MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Any individual or organization in sympathy with the objec¬
tives of the Society is eligible for membership, subject in each instance
to the approval of the Board of Directors.

Section 2. The membership of the Society shall be divided into the
following classes:
(a) Individual annual membership, which shall include individuals,
libraries or associations, with such parties privileged to enjoy all
of the usual privileges of membership.
(b) Triennial membership, single or family, which shall carry all of
the usual privileges of membership; a three-year membership pay¬
able in advance at a reduced rate.
(c) Family membership, which shall include any two members of one
family living at the same address. Both members shall have all the
privileges of membership, except that only one copy of the Bulletin
per issue will be sent to the family as a unit.
(d) Sustaining membership, which shall include all the usual privileges
of membership.
(e) Life membership, which shall carry all of the usual privileges of
membership for the life of the member, but shall be open only
to individuals and not to groups or other associations.
(f) Research membership, which shall carry all the usual privileges
of membership. The dues paid by Research Fund Members shall
be kept in a special fund to be used for research and scientific
purposes.
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(g) Honorary membership, which may be conferred for the Society by
the Board of Directors upon persons who have rendered distin¬
guished services to the knowledge and development of the Iris.
Honorary members shall not be required to pay dues, and they
shall not hold office or vote.
(h) Youth membership, which shall carry all of the usual privileges
of membership; a membership at a reduced rate differentiated as
to whether a parent is or is not am AIS member.
Section 3. Members interested in a special group of irises may organize
a society within the AIS. Such a society is to be called a Section of the
AIS. The prerequisites for being accepted as a Section of the AIS and
the privileges granted are as follows:
(a) All of the American members of the society must be members of
the AIS.
(b) The Bylaws of the society must be approved by the Board of
Directors of AIS.
(c) Participation in the registration and awards systems of the AIS
is required.
(d) Provision for publications, exclusive of newsletters, may be ar¬
ranged with the Publications Committee of the AIS.
(e) Dues for AIS and for membership in Sections may be paid at the
same time through the national AIS office.
Section 4. An organization with purposes similar to those of AIS and
with a majority of its membership within one Region may become an
Affiliate of the American Iris Society. The prerequisites for being ac¬
cepted as an Affiliate of the AIS and the privileges granted are as follows:
(a) All officers and directors of the affiliating society and sufficient
additional members to total a minimum of ten must be members of
AIS.
(b) At least fifty percent of its members must be AIS members. A
society having less than fifty percent of its membership belonging
to the AIS must pay a fee, the amount of which shall be determined
by the Board of Directors.
(c) Participation in the registration and awards systems of the AIS
is required.
(d) Special privileges extended to Affiliates shall be determined by
the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE IV—DUES
Dues for the different classes of membership shall be set by the Board
of Directors and may be changed from time to time. Members whose
dues remain unpaid after written notice has been given, shall have their
names removed from the mailing list of the Society, and may be dropped
from membership without further notice by the Board of Directors.
ARTICLE V—MEETINGS
Section 1. The meetings of the Society shall be
(a) Business
(b) General
Section 2. Business meetings shall deal with the financial and adminis-
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trative affairs of the Society. Business meetings may be held from time
to time at the call of the Board of Directors and a notice of the time,
place and purpose of such meeting shall be mailed to each member at
least thirty (30) days in advance of such meeting.
Section 3. Business meetings shall also be called by the President upon
written request of forty members of the Society, not more than fifteen
of whom may be from one Region. Such written request shall contain
a memorandum of the purpose of such meeting. A written notice of such
meeting shall be given by the Secretary at least thirty days in advance,
stating time, place and purpose, and no business shall be transacted at
such meeting other than that mentioned in the notice.
Section 4. Fifty members, including a majority of the Board of Directors,
shall constitute a quorum at any business meeting.
Section 5. All appropriations of money voted by members of the Society
at any meeting of the Society shall be subject to the approval, in whole
or in part, of three-fourths of the Board of Directors.
Section 6. General meetings may be called and held annually or from
time to time to promote the culture and improvement of the Iris. They
may be national or society-wide, or regional or local.
(a) Business meetings may be held in conjunction with general meet¬
ings. National Society-wide general meetings may be called only
by the Board of Directors, which shall fix the time and place of
such meetings and notice of such meetings shall be given in
writing to the members of the Society.
(b) Regional or local meetings may be called either by the Board
of Directors or by the Regional Vice President in whose Region
the meeting is to be held.
(c) All meetings shall be called and conducted in conformity with the
rules prescribed by the Board of Directors of the Society.
ARTICLE VI—BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Section 1. The Board of Directors shall consist of twelve elected mem¬
bers of the Society and those designated ex-officio members. The twelve
elected members and not more than six ex-officio members shall have
full voting privileges, except as provided hereinafter.
(a) Four members shall be elected annually to succeed those whose
terms will next expire, and shall hold office for three years and
until their successors are duly elected and qualified. If an unfilled
vacancy on the Board exists, the election of more than four mem¬
bers may be necessary. No member shall be eligible to serve more
than three consecutive full terms.
(b) Those members holding the following offices shall be ex-officio
members of the Board, unless they are already serving as elected
members of the Board: President, First Vice President, Immediate
Past President, Secretary, Treasurer, Editor. These members shall
have full voting privileges unless filling a salaried position with
the Society.
(c) Each Past President of the Society, other than the Immediate Past
President, unless otherwise a member of the Board, shall be an
ex-officio member of the Board without voting power.
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(d) In case of vacancy on the Board the President shall have the
power, subject to the approval of the Board, to appoint member
or members to the Board for the balance of the term.
Section 2. Nomination and election of members of the Board of Directors
shall be as follows:
(a) A Personnel Committee consisting of two members of the Board
of Directors, two representatives of the Board of Counselors, and
a representative of the Sections, shall be named annually at the
fall meeting of the Board. This committee shall suggest to the
Board of Directors at the spring meeting qualified candidates for
vacancies on the Board. This committee shall select its own chair¬
man.
(b) Nominations for Directors shall be made by the Board of Directors
and sent to all members on or before August 1 of each year. Any
40 members, of whom not more than 15 may be located in any
one Region, may thereafter on or before September 1 submit a
petition nominating one or more candidates whose names with
those nominated by the Board shall be included in a ballot. This
ballot shall be mailed to all members on or before October 1 of
each year and must be returned by the members to the Secretary
or Election Committee (if one is appointed) on or before November
1. If there are no additional nominations made, a ballot may be
omitted and the directors first nominated considered elected. The
result of the election shall forthwith be reported to the President
and shall be published in the next printed Bulletin or other publi¬
cation of the Society.
Section 3. The Board of Directors shall have complete and compre¬
hensive power and authority to conduct the affairs of the Society, it being
the intent of these Bylaws to confer upon the Board full discretion and
power in any and all situations that may arise.
Section 4. The Board of Directors from time to time may designate and
constitute certain geographical sections as official Regions, and the Board
of Directors shall appoint a Regional Vice President to preside over each
of such official Regions. Likewise, the Board of Directors may from
time to time vacate and rescind the designation of such official Regions,
whereupon the appointment of such Regional Vice Presidents shall like¬
wise be vacated. Regional Vice Presidents shall be appointed annually
by the Board of Directors for terms of one year and no one shall be
eligible for reappointment as Regional Vice President for more than
three successive years. A person who has served three successive years
will become eligible for reappointment as Regional Vice President after
being out of office for one year.
Section 5. The Board of Directors shall designate one of its members as
advisor to a Board of Counselors consisting of the Regional Vice Presi¬
dents. Meetings of the Board shall be held at the national general meet¬
ing and at such times as the chairman shall determine. This Board shall
consider all questions relating to the best interests of the Society that
may arise and make their recommendations to the Board of Directors
for action on any matter deemed material.
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Section 6. The Board of Directors shall designate one of its members as
liaison consultant to an advisory board consisting of the presidents of
the Sections or their representatives.
Section 7. The Board of Directors shall have the authority to create
and appoint committees and to delegate to such committees such powers
and functions as may seem proper to the Board; and shall further have
authority to appoint assistants to the officers, and to define the authority
and powers given to such assistants.
Section 8. The Board of Directors shall have authority to adopt bylaws
for its own government and from time to time amend such bylaws.
Section 9. The Board of Directors shall meet in the spring and fall of
each year and at such time or times as the President may designate.
ARTICLE VII—OFFICERS
Section 1. The Board of Directors at each fall meeting shall elect the
following officers to serve one year or until their successors are named
and qualified: (1) President, (2) one or more Vice Presidents, (3) Sec¬
retary, (4) Treasurer, and (5) Editor.
(a) The President and First Vice President may be elected from the
current membership of the Board of Directors or from among
those members of the Society who have served one or more full
terms on the Board of Directors.
(b) No president shall be eligible to serve for more than three con¬
secutive full terms.
Section 2. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Society
and of the Board of Directors, and shall have general superintendence
of the affairs of the Society.
Section 3. The First Vice President shall perform the duties of the Presi¬
dent in case of his absence.
Section 4. The Secretary shall keep the records of the proceedings of the
Society and of the Board of Directors and carry on the correspondence.
He shall mail notices of meetings and he shall have charge and custody
of the Society’s books and papers except those relating to the Society’s
financial affairs. He shall draw orders for the payment of money upon
the Treasury, which orders shall be countersigned by the President and/
or First Vice President. The Secretary shall make an annual report to
the Board of Directors.
Section 5. The Treasurer shall receive and keep account of all moneys
and securities of the Society, keeping moneys in a special account in the
Society’s name. He shall pay out money under direction of the Board
of Directors upon written order of the Secretary, countersigned by the
President or First Vice President. He shall make to the Board of Di¬
rectors and to the Society an annual report of all receipts and disburse¬
ments, shall give a synopsis thereof to the Society at its annual meeting.
He shall give bond at the expense of the Society in such form and with
such surety as may be, from time to time, required by the Board of
Directors. Whenever required he shall submit his books and orders to
auditors appointed by the Board of Directors.
Section 6. The Editor shall have charge of editing the Bulletins and
other publications of the Society, subject in all matters to the approval
of the Board of Directors.
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ARTICLE VIII—REPORTS
All annual reports of the President,' Secretary and Treasurer shall be
made available each year to the membership in printed form either
through the Bulletin or otherwise.
ARTICLE IX—AMENDMENTS
Section 1. Amendments to these Bylaws may be initiated by two-thirds
vote at any business meeting of the Society or of the Board of Directors,
provided that notice of the proposed amendment shall have been included
in the notice of the meeting. Such amendment shall then be submitted
by mail to the membership, and shall be ratified and adopted only if it
receives two-thirds of the entire vote cast.
Section 2. The Board of Directors may submit questions (including
amendments to these Bylaws) of any and all kind by mail to the mem¬
bers of the Society with the request that the members vote by mail
upon said question; these mailed polls will have the same effect as if
the questions were voted upon at annual or special meetings of the
Society.
Section 3. Roberts’ Rules of Order, Revised, shall be used in all meetings
of the Society to cover questions not provided for in these Bylaws.

MINUTES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ MEETINGS
HILTON HOTEL, PORTLAND, OREGON

MAY 23, 24, 1972

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m., May 23, 1972 by President Wall, with
the following in attendance: Vice Presidents Cosgrove and Wood; Past Presidents
Rogers, Wills and Bledsoe; Directors Allen, Hamblen, McCaughey, Peck, Schreiner,
Walker, Treasurer Ackerman, Executive Secretary Benson and Editor Nelson. Carol
Ramsey, Judges and Judges Training, Glenn Corlew, Membership, Ann Dasch, Youth,
C. Robert Minnick, Test Gardens and Mr. Leslie J. Donnell, Australian Iris Society,
Victoria Region, attended the sessions.
The minutes of the meeting in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, November 5-7, 1971,
published in the January 1972 Bulletin, were approved.
It was voted to approve the report of the Bylaws Committee, as reported by
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove, as follows:
The proposed changes to the Bylaws were approved by a mail ballot of the member¬
ship with 486 ballots received and counted.
Article III (Membership) received 472 “Yes” votes and 14 “No” votes.
Article VI (Board of Directors) received 462 “Yes” votes and 24 “No” votes.
Article VII (Officers) received 481 “Yes” votes and 5 “No” votes.
It was voted to approve the report of the Symposium Special Committee, as given
by Mrs. Hamblen, that the popularity poll eligibility rules remain unchanged.
The report of the Awards Study Committee, recommending that the “color” cups
be phased out as soon as feasible, was approved, with the implementation to be
made by the committee.
It was voted that Treasurer Ackerman be authorized to pay the sum of $1,368.55
from the AIS Scientific Research Fund to Mississippi State University, with a letter
indicating that this payment completes the obligation of the AIS with respect to
assistance in financing of the B.Y. Morrison Iris Research Project. It was further
approved that copies of this letter be furnished the RVP and the Treasurer, Region
24. Dr. Allen, Chairman of the Scientific Committee, will send out the letters.
It was voted that a Historical Committee be created, with the AIS officer desig¬
nated Historian as chairman, with power to appoint members of the AIS to the
committee.
It was voted that the following be adopted as a revision for the AIS Guidelines
for the Training of Judges:
f) Performance by Judges
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Activity reports may be required from the judges in the Region by the RVP, to
assist him in knowing how well performance requirements have been met. A judge
will be dropped from the accredited list for unsatisfactory performance. It will be
the responsibility of the RVP to point out to the Chairman of Judges individual per¬
formances considered unsatisfactory, except that failure by a judge to vote a timely
ballot for two consecutive years must be ruled unsatisfactory performance. An Ac¬
credited AIS Judge who is dropped for failure to vote a timely ballot for two con¬
secutive years may, after being removed from the accredited list for a minimum of
one year, be recommended by his RVP and the National Chairman of Judges for
reinstatement, providing; That there has been no lapse in his membership; that the
recommendation is endorsed in writing by at least five Accredited AIS Judges in his
Region; that the Region remain within its 15% quota; and that the person so rec¬
ommended shall have attended an AIS approved judges training session within the
three years immediately prior to the recommendation for reinstatement. Action by
the Board of reinstatement will be the same as set forth in the final sentence of subparagraph c, above. Otherwise, an Accredited Judge, or an Apprentice Judge, who is
dropped from the accredited list for unsatisfactory performance, or for nonpayment
of dues, cannot regain his judgeship, except by starting again under the same re¬
quirements as a new candidate for judgeship.
The report of the Committee for Judges and Judges Training was approved as
follows:
Proposal #1 (Judges’ membership non-renewals)
The following will be the procedure for handling membership non-renewals of
AIS Judges:
1) The Executive Secretary, having sent at least two dues notices to the judges,
will send a list of delinquent judges to the AIS Chairman of Judges on February
25th for the “A” Group; August 25th for the “C” Group.
2) The AIS Chairman of Judges will, upon receipt of the delinquent list, suspend
all judgeship privileges of those judges whose names appear on the delinquent list,
and immediately so notify the appropriate RVPs and AIS officials. It will be the
responsibility of the AIS Chairman of Judges to notify each judge of the suspension.
3) The AIS Chairman of Judges will restore all judgeship privileges of those
suspended judges whose memberships are renewed by March 31st for the “A” Group,
or September 30th for the “C” Group, and will so notify the appropriate RVPs and
AIS officials. It will be the responsibility of the Executive Secretary to promptly
notify the Judges Chairman of such renewals.
4) Memberships of judges that have not been renewed by March 31st, “A” Group,
or September 30th, “C” Group, and which are therefore 90 days delinquent, will be
considered lapsed and the AIS Chairman of Judges will remove such judges from
the accredited list and so notify the appropriate RVPs and AIS officials.
5) Judges who have been dropped from the accredited list as in paragraph 4,
above, cannot be reinstated except in instances of very exceptional or extenuating
circumstances, and such reinstatement is subject to the approval of the AIS Board
of Directors upon recommendation of the Chairman of Judges.
Proposal #2 (Reinstatement of Senior and Honorary Judges)
Following a lapse in membership, the restoration of all judgeship privileges to a
former Senior or Honorary Judge is subject to approval of the AIS Board of Di¬
rectors, and will be considered by the Board when the following conditions are met:
1) The former Senior or Honorary Judge must be an AIS member in good standing
with AIS dues paid.
2) The former Senior or Honorary Judge shall have requested reinstatement through
his RVP whose endorsement must accompany the request for reinstatement.
3) The RVP shall have forwarded the recommendation for reinstatement to the
AIS Chairman of Judges.
4) The AIS Chairman of Judges shall have submitted the recommendation for re¬
instatement to the AIS Board of Directors at the Board’s annual fall meeting.
Proposal #3 (Judges’ Cards)
The following will be the procedure for handling Judges’ cards:
1) That AIS continue the present practice of issuing permanent cards to Senior
and Honorary Judges, and annual cards to Accredited, Apprentice and Exhibition
Judges.
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2) That the cards for Accedited Judges be reworded to substitute “a FULLY AC¬
CREDITED JUDGE” for “a GARDEN JUDGE.”
3) That stock control and distribution of the cards be made the responsibility of
the AIS Chairman of Judges, with issuance through the RVPs as it was handled in
1972.
The following recommendation of the Board of Counsellors was brought before
the Board of Mrs. Ramsey. The AIS Committee for Judges and Judges Training
will study the proposal of the Board of Counsellors and bring a recommendation
to the Board of Directors:
“Recommends for consideration a proposal that the training now required for
apprenticeship to become an Accredited Judge be completed before an ap¬
pointment to judgeship—permitting the apprentice position be eliminated, pro¬
viding that the present apprentices be allowed to complete training to become
accredited.”
Mrs. Key Negus was named AIS Registrar, and it was agreed that all correspondence
pertaining to iris registrations be sent directly to Mrs. Negus.
It was voted that the president of the AIS be authorized to send the British Iris
Society greetings on the occasion of their 50th Anniversary, to be conveyed by Dr.
Clarke Cosgrove, First Vice President, AIS.
The Board received the recommendations for nominees to the Board of Directors
from the Personnel Committee (a committee formed of members of the Board, the
Board of Counsellors, and the Sections, as provided by the new Bylaws). The com¬
mittee recommended to succeed themselves Dr. Clarke Cosgrove and Mr. Marion
R. Walker; and to succeed Dr. Raymond C. Allen and Mr. Robert Schreiner, who
are not eligible for renomination under the new Bylaws, Mr. Bennett C. Jones and
Mr. Leon C. Wolford. The Board accepted the recommendations, and named Dr.
Cosgrove, Mr. Jones, Mr. Walker and Mr. Wolford as nominees.
The Board voted that in order to maintain Affiliate status, the secretary of each
Affiliate must forward, once each year, to the AIS Chairman of Affiliates a list of
officers and members of the Affiliate, and a carbon copy of this information to the
Secretary of AIS. When the Secretary of AIS determines that the affiliate is eligible,
he will so notify the Chairman of AIS Affiliates, and the Editor of the Bulletin of
the name of the club and the name and address of the president.
It was voted that the American Horticultural Society Iris Manual Project be
drbpped.
It was voted that the expenses of the salaried employees of the AIS who are
required to attend meetings of the Board of Directors be paid by the AIS.
It was voted that the fall Board meeting be held in Omaha, Nebraska, November
3,4,5, ’72.
The meetings adjourned at 4:00 p.m.. May 24, 1972.
Clifford W. Benson

Executive Secretary

MINUTES OF JOINT RVP/DIRECTORS’ MEETING
HILTON HOTEL, PORTLAND, OREGON

MAY 24, 1972

The joint meeting of the RVPs and the Board of Directors was called to order at
8:00 a.m.. May 24, 1972 by President Wall. Present were Vice Presidents Cosgrove
and Wood, Past Presidents Rogers and Bledsoe, Directors Allen, McCaughey, Peck,
Walker, Treasurer Ackerman, Executive Secretary Benson and Editor Nelson.
Dr. Wall welcomed and introduced the officers, Directors, RVPs or their alternates,
and guests. Region 3 was represented by alternate Mrs. Dorothy T. Yingling; Region
4, Dr. Anne Lee; Region 15, Mrs. Ralph Conrad and Region 21, Larry L. Harder.
The remaining Regions were represented by their RVPs.
Representing AIS Sections were Eleanor Westmeyer, Society for Japanese Irises;
Wynnaline Stinson, The Reblooming Iris Society; Eleanor McCown, Spuria Iris
Society; Anthony Willott, Median Iris Society and Dr. Currier McEwen, Siberian Iris
Society.
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Others in attendance were Carol Ramsey, Judges and Judges Training; Perry
Parrish, Publicity; Glenn Corlew, Membership; Roy Davidson, Species; Doris Foster,
Aril International; Ann Dasch, Youth; C. Robert Minnick, Test Gardens and Adolph
Vogt, Ass’t. RVP, Region 7.
Reports of the following officers were presented:
Executive Secretary Benson reported on the present membership of the society
by Regions and States, the total being 5,573 as compared with 5,819 one year ago.
Region 18 was reported as being the largest Region in membership. Region 15, sec¬
ond; Region 6, third; Region 4, fourth; Region 14, fifth; Region 17, sixth; Region 22,
seventh; Region 7, eighth; Region 2, ninth and Region 13, tenth.
Treasurer Jay C. Ackerman presented a financial report for the six-month period
ended March 31, 1972, including a statement of receipts, disbursements and assets.
Additional reports were made by:
Mr. J. Arthur Nelson
Mrs. Carol Ramsey
Dr. Clarke Cosgrove
Mr. Glenn Corlew
Mr. Ira Wood
Mr. Perry Parrish
Dr. Ray Allen
Mr. Roy Davidson
Mr. C. Robert Minnick
Mrs. Ann Dasch

Awards, Bulletin Editor, Registrar
Convention SOP/Judges and Judges Training
Exhibitions
Membership
RVP Counsellor/Publications
Publicity
Scientific
Species
Test Gardens
Youth

Following informal discussion of these reports, the meeting adjourned at 10:45
W.

Clifford

a.m.

Benson

Executive Secretary

MINUTES AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY FOUNDATION
HILTON HOTEL, PORTLAND, OREGON

MAY 24, 1972

The Board of Trustees of the American Iris Society Foundation met at 9:00 p.m..
May 24, 1972 to accomplish pertinent items of business concerning the Foundation.
Present were Ackerman, Benson, Nelson, Peck, Rogers, Wall and Wills.
It was voted to approve the minutes of the American Iris Society Foundation of
Nov. 6, 1972, published in the Jan. 1972 Bulletin.
Re-elected for a three-year term were Bledsoe, Browder and Wills.
An information pamphlet, concerning information about the AIS Foundation, will
be compiled and made available for distribution. Dr. Wall and the Publications
Committee will handle the project.
Research and Survey grants were discussed.
It was determined that the AIS
Foundation has the jurisdiction to handle all business independently of the American
Iris Society.
It was determined that the printing required by the Foundation can be accomplished
by AIS Publications.
It was voted that an account be maintained by AIS Foundation with the Central
West End Bank, St. Louis, Missouri, wherein may be deposited any of the funds
of the Foundation, whether represented by cash, checks, notes or other evidences of
debt, and from which withdrawals are authorized in the name of the Foundation
by any one of two (2) AIS Foundation officers—President, Treasurer.
It was voted that an account be maintained by AIS Foundation with the American
Bank and Trust Company, Lansing, Michigan, wherein may be deposited any of the
funds of the Foundation, whether represented by cash, checks, notes or other evi¬
dences of debt, and from which withdrawals are authorized in the name of the
Foundation by any of two (2) AIS Foundation officers—President, Treasurer.
Clifford

W.

Benson

Secretary
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ROBINS
JOIN A ROBIN
Leda Christlieb,

National Robin Director

You are invited to join one or more Robins. It is the best way to
exchange information and find answers to your questions. Select the
topic which interests you most and write directly to that Division Chair¬
man. Excerpts from your Robin letters may find their way into the
Flight Lines for printing in the Bulletin. It will help to place you if
you will tell something of yourself, your garden and your experience
with irises. Make friends by joining a Robin; they’re fun.
Special Interest: (Fragrance, Space Age, Novelty, Artistic, Aril-Arilbreds, Miniature
Dwarfs, Teens and Twenties): Mrs. M. E. Christlieb (Leda), R. 1 Severy, KS 67137.
Tall Bearded: Mrs. Barbara Whitehouse, 158 W. Bacon St., Plainville, MA 02762
Irises in General: Mrs. L. S. Legner, Box 225, Rochester, IL 62563
International: Mrs. Mary Herd, Box 57, Jacksboro, TN 37757
Hybridizing: Beginner, Average, Advanced: Mrs. M. E. Hale, 1185-24 Road, R. 2,
Grand Junction, CO 81501
Historical: Mrs. Harriet Segessemann, 330 Crescent Dr., Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417
Regional: Your Region Robin Representative, or Mrs. Hoyt Smith, 138 Ridge Rd.,
Little Rock, AR 72207
Reblooming Irises: Edwin Rundlett, 1 Fairview Ave., Staten Island, NY 10314
Smaller Bearded: Albert Ellis, 19 McClure Ave., Brantford, Ontario, Canada.
Japanese: Eugene Wagner, 1473 Summit St., Columbus, OH 42301
Spuria: Mrs. Charles Benson, 260 1 26th St., Lubbock, TX 79410
Evansia, Louisiana, Siberian, Species and Natives: Mrs. Alan Reid, 17225 McKenzie
Hwy., R. 2, Springfield, OR 97477

From your Flight Lines Editor:
Summer means it’s time to work in the garden and so Flight Lines
notes are fewer. The winter months should bring a return of excerpts
from all our summer experiences. The Portland convention was excellent.
We missed Leda, however. She could not be there, and as a result, the
Robin meetings were not well organized. There is so much to do at a
convention in so little time that some overlapping is inevitable. There
is a good resurgence of interest in irises that are not bearded. West Coast
species were very popular and both Siberians and spurias are gaining
tremendously in popularity. This is a good sign.
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At times one feels, what more can be done in tall bearded breeding?
A look at Schreiner’s Gigi, however, reveals that even the plicatas are
improving. Then there are always the factors of hardiness, disease re¬
sistance, branching and bud count (often neglected) and a more extensive
bloom season.
Please keep the excerpts coming. A vital interest in Robins means so
much to many people and we hope we can share some of your notes here
in flight lines.—Julius W.
Culture
Hazel R. Stewart (CA) We usually plant on a ridge with ditches in
between. We can run water and give them a good soaking. The weeds
were with us too long and the ditches never got made. Result—fine bloom
but we didn’t have sizeable clumps or good stalks. Buffy and Saffron
Robe were great favorites with visitors. I especially like Salmon River.
Edna E. Gillen (CO) The weed killer is hard to use as even the fumes
can kill if you spray. We use a 46 oz. juice can and put it over a bind¬
weed plant and use a Windex spray bottle filled with 2-4D and confine it
to the crown of the plant, and if we are careful we can get a kill if we
are persistent. I was glad to learn sugar would kill nematodes. Radishes
planted with cucumber will discourage the beetles that bother them.
Mrs. Robert L. Munn (VA) I do not grow any companion plants with
my irises. I am selfish where irises are concerned. They are the queen of
the garden. They are planted in raised beds, surrounded with bricks in
an inverted E plot with five arms instead of three. This plot is in the
center back of the lawn, with a perimeter of evergreens in the background,
far enough removed that the roots of the trees and shrubs do not interfere
with the iris beds. The lawn surrounding the back and two sides is just
a nice wide path to walk around the plot. In between the rows, I have
stepping stones surrounded with crushed marble stones to keep the weeds
down. I feel that they are a complete picture in themselves, without need
for other bloom. I do have a row of roses planted behind the back bed,
and I keep open flowers cut when the iris are blooming. I don’t feel that
roses need any competition.
I would no more plant other plants with my irises, than I would trim
a velvet dress with denim. My garden features irises. I am an iris nut.
I realize that I have the type of garden that can be planted this way, and
that many do not. Our homes are our castles and our garden are our
havens, and we can be as eccentric as we like. To each his own.
Beverly Dopke (MI) She starts her seeds under lights and writes:
I plant in cottage cheese cartons as I found last year that I had better
germination in the plastic cartons with holes melted in the bottom with
a hot ice pick, rather than in clay pots or cans. I think I get one year
head start on bloom, because I have never had bloom on garden-planted
seeds in under three years. On some of the seeds started under light, I
have had second year bloom.
Edla Ogburn (NC) She presents some thoughts on how soils affect in¬
crease. It seems that the hard clay soil does not produce the increase
that many do not. Our homes are our castles and our gardens are our
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crease. In Raleigh, where my sister lives, the soil is hard clay and she
has little increase.
Goldie Coleman (CA) I have found that I get less mortality among
my seedlings if I transplant late in the afternoon. Watered well, they
have all night to recover from the shock, and you can really see the
difference. I like to use either the vitamin B in “Rapid-gro” or “Super thrive” in the water, or sometimes I sprinkle them with “Transplantone.”
It helps just to give them a light dusting before you plant.
Gene Wind (NJ) An electronic bug light, installed to cut down the
mosquitos in the garden, may be the cause of the reduction of insects in
the flower and vegetable gardens near the light. We have had no trouble
with iris borers since. I believe the lamp attracts and destroys the moth
that lays the eggs.
Wynnaline Stinson (TX) I am studying methods of trying to get better
germination the first year through use of cold in the refrigerator. My
experience with peat dampened and wrapped around seeds the year before
last gave good germination but at the wrong time—like in the winter.
Last year I let the flat dry out one time and had no germination. This
flat was full of refrigerator-treated seeds. This year I let seeds dry, then
wrapped them in plastic paper and put them in the refrigerator dry. I
found on planting in soil that many had molded from condensation of
moisture on the paper and some had sprouted and died. This year I will
go back to the method of planting immediately upon gathering and put
pans in the refrigerator, taking them out about the middle of September.
This means I will have to grow plants under lights in the winter, but I
have found the styrofoam cups used for picnics very good for indoor grow¬
ing. In late October I lined out a flat of seedlings which sprouted last
spring, and they survived sixteen degrees even with the heaving.
Jane Harding (AZ) Thanks to Wynnaline’s seed treatment method, I
now have sprouted seven out of fourteen pods, which is better than twice
as many as I ever got before. The method is to shell the seed before the
pod dries, process them in damp sphagnum and wrap them tightly in
plastic, stuff them into baby food jars and keep them in the refrigerator.
This is better. Evidently the drying of the seeds helps establish that
sprout-resistant coating and this method avoids it.
Everett Randles (TX) There are a lot of reasons why it takes an iris
two years to bloom. Most commercial growers take pride in sending out
mature rhizomes that will bloom. If they take hold and grow by October
and get good growth in fall a late freeze will kill the bloom bud, if warm
December or January weather starts them into growth. A drought in
November will kill bloom buds too.
Disease
Tom Houghton (MT) I think the problem of rot in the new iris is that
we are more conscious of them because we lay out cash for them. I was
at a place where they had the older flag type things last fall, and I
looked at the clumps. They were neglected and weedy and had not been
fertilized for a long time. In the clumps were dead rhizomes, rot and
leap spot evidence. The old bloomstalks were showing from several years
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past. These cost the fellow nothing, so he did not worry and only noticed
them at bloom time. We pay for ours, sometimes quite a bit, too. We
watch, worry, feed, and spray. When something happens like rot, leaf
spot, or whatever, we have to do something, like bewail our luck. We
have only one plant of this new creation, whereas, in the old diploid we
had rows. So we are aware of our problems. Incorporating some of the
known tender genes from plants could and probably does compound the
problem. I do believe that far too many irises are introduced simply be¬
cause of a pretty flower, and hardiness is overlooked. But then what good
is an iris that grows like a weed and has no beauty in the blossom?
VARIETAL COMMENTS
Mrs. George W. Nelson (CA) Pink Taffeta seems to be an excellent
parent, good form, etc. Latin Lover as a parent threw many interesting
colors, but nearly all have very “noisy” hafts.
May Romance is really a lovely thing! I’m so glad I have it. Its one
fault though is that it has no pollen or pods on it, but it is so very lovely.
At the same time May Romance bloomed, Pink Sleigh and Seeing Red
were superb. Light Touch is the most interesting burnt apricot color and
very nice. Symphonette, a sister, is good too. Gay Banquet is a very
rich golden yellow, and Lime Fizz is a lighter yellow, but both are
colorful. Chapeau is nice too and a good grower.
For the first time Saffron Robe bloomed and is a very rich old gold
color which reminds of the old Glittering Gold. It doesn’t have the best
form (kind of long-eared) but the color is very good.
Dick Sloan (IL) I liked Eve, Kimberlina, Repartee, Charmed Circle,
Azure Echo, Varner’s #177 wine Siberian, and Indian Fire (IB), which
was the best red iris I have ever seen.
Beverly Dopke (MI) She listed Enchanted Cloud, Yankee Boy, Caro
Nome, Pink Sleigh, Rhoda Ann, Snow Cloud, Happy Ending, and Eagle
Harbor.

Judy McLeod (N.C.) She chose

Cape Ivory, Lady of Loudoun, Tufted

and Fond Wish.
Mrs. Otis R. Skinner, Jr. (TX) The TBs at Waco were lovely. Seaborne
was the best I’ve ever seen and won Queen of Show. They were also the
best blue. Southern Comfort was runner up and perfect in color. For
best in color classes there were white Patricia Craig, orange Valimar,
violet Prince Indigo, plicata By Line and pink Irish Lullaby, a real eyecatcher.
On to regional and more beauties such as TBs, spurias, Lousianas,
collections, and English Boxes. Cup Race was Queen. Best in color
classes were red War Lord, yellow Craftsman, violet San Leandro, bicolor
Seaborne, brown Brass Accents, arilbred Mohr Majesty, spuria Sweet
Butter, Louisiana Faenelia Hicks. This was all truly great. Cup Race
was the best I’ve seen it grow. It was simply perfect in all areas. Touring
the gardens, Coral Ice made a great clump and had lots of bloom.
Congo Song put on its best. Lady of Loudoun and May Romance were
irises you don’t forget. A huge clump of Cherry Jubilee nearly put out
vision, as did Grand Alliance. Debbie Rairdon in two gardens was not
lacking in any area. Light of Love, Minnesota Glitters, Touche, Laurie
Cloud, Drake’s Channel, Westside Story, Fairy Magic,
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and

made you look at them hnore than once. Pink
are something else, truly two to never forget.

Lime Fizz

Tinsel Town

Sleigh

and

HYBRIDIZING
Bill Carter (IL) Gracie Frost really throws branching. Bon Vivant
does, too.
Kathleen McKinney (CA) On pretreating of seeds: Last year I tried
small plastic flats covered with bread sacks, stacked in the freezer for
six weeks and then brought outside. My germination is just as good this
year, and maybe better without the freezing, so I guess I won’t worry
about that any more.
My unguicularis outdid themselves this year. They started in October
and they are still going strong. I put a row of them down by the street
and they really showed off.
Dorothy Pais (IL) She writes on the merry mixups caused by seed
dormacy: You are so right about spuria seed sitting a year before
germinating. The spuria seed from Shift to Red that I got in 1970, is up
in the midst of the bearded seedlings from last fall. How big do you let
them get before transplanting? Can they be moved, carefully, before fall?
Mary Herd (TX) Leda Christlieb has lots of gorgeous iris seedlings.
I wish you could have seen that field of seedlings where she was when we
drove in at her place. We slogged through the mud and saw them. She
yanked out so many things and piled them aside that I could not help
wondering if when we went to the tour gardens, she might start pulling
up irises saying, “This is too widely branched” or “No, this one is not as
good as the parents.” Wouldn’t that have been a crowd-stopping stunt?
DWARFS AND MEDIANS
Mrs. Robert L. Munn (VA) I have the medians planted up near the
house in front of a shrubbery border in a semi-circular bed, following
the border. That border encloses the working area—clothes lines and
a little garden house.
Mrs. George W. Nelson (CA) The dwarfs and medians were never
better than this year. Cherry Garden, Regards, Deep Lavender and many
more are in bloom now on May 10.
LOUISIANAS
Mrs. Otis R. Skinner, Jr. (TX) The show in Louisiana was fine, despite
their bad weather conditions. Varieties that really were normal and very
interesting and also caused my want list to grow were Ila Nunn, Faenelia
Hicks, King Calcasieu, Queen

O’Queens,

Crescent City,

Eolian,

Marie

an oldie but great, Katherine Cornay which just
stays in one’s memory, Martin Redmond, the largest bloom of all, and
Uptight, an unusual iris. I saw Amber Goddess in a garden and it was
most appealing. There were so many others it would take far too much
space to describe.
As for Louisianas, one which was of great endurance was Puttytat.
It had an open bloom, and severe weather, complete with a tornado, hit
Caillet, Violet Ray,
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us. It stood everything, rain, hail and high winds. I was sure it would be
gone the next day, but there it was, straight as could be, with more open
blooms. So I guess one could say it is sturdy.
Mary Alice Hembree (NJ) I have had one unexpected problem. My
Louisianas looked great about a month ago, but a couple of week ago,
when I went back out to the bed, I discovered that all the leaf fans were
completely missing from those I planted last fall. The year-old plants
were fine. Looking closer, I found tooth marks in the rhizomes which
belonged to a fair-sized animal. I have since chased the woodchucks off
several times. They still haven’t touched the other plants. Evidently the
tender new shoots are a special delicacy. I have put down a deeper layer
of mulch and maybe some of them will grow back.
SPECIES AND NATIVES
Bill Gunther (CA) One of the most interesting blossoms in the garden
this season was a seedling from seeds sent by a friend from Owensboro,
Ky. In a Robin he had announced his cross of 7. dichotoma x blackberry
lily (Belaconda). I was dubious, wrote him for seeds, and suggested he
send some to Dr. Lenz for investigation. Dr. Lenz has determined that it
is a true hybrid between thet iris and the blackberry lily, and that this
intergeneric hybrid is fertile and will cross with the iris or the blackberry
lily and that the seeds of this remarkable hybrid are very fertile. One of
the seedlings in my garden had an orange color, but the other four were
colored like 7. dichotoma. The plants resemble 7. dichotoma until the
bloomstalk first appears. Then the foliage separates more than the iris
parents and the plant becomes perhaps one half times larger than the
7. dichotoma in my garden. The bloomstalks are also very similar to the
iris parents and the blossoms are approximately the same size with
perhaps more blossoms per stalk. I have obtained a blackberry lily this
year and am planning to do more evaluation and investigation when the
lily parent blooms next year.
Leona Mahood (WA)
This year I. ruthenica is forming seed pods.
It probably always has, but they are hidden by the tall foliage.
7. cristatas are now out, even one white one, which is the first white
bloom in several years. Could it be that this is a seedling? It seems that
when white flowered forms occur in strictly colored species they are apt
to be short-lived.
The second generation seedlings of both 7. gormarii X 7. bracteata and
(7. gormanii X 7. bracteata) X innominata are proving quite as lovely as
the first generation. They have quite unusual colors and patterns.
SPECIES
Lorena Reid (OR) English iris seeds almost always have to sit for a
full year before any germination begins. At least I have not found it
otherwise. Some of the spuria are like that too, but there is a little
spring and some fall germination a year after planting, but mostly it is
in the second spring. 7. missouriensis is another slow one for me to germi¬
nate, with all but a very few coming the second spring.
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If sedges are a bad weed for you, it indicates your drainage is also a
problem. At least that is true here in the Williamette Valley. They are
hard to get rid of, though not impossible. The Louisiana irises and
Pseudacorus irises, if protected the first few months, can at least compete
with the sedges, if not crowd them out. We have sedges down in our
slough, and one fall I hacked away the excess when the water was down
and planted some surplus Louisiana and pseudacorus rhizomes. The
following spring I hoed again, right around each plant that wasn’t under
water and they’re still holding their own, though only the tall pseudaco¬
rus, a clump at least six feet across and about seven feet tall, has actually
crowded out the sedges.
Most all the beardless iris will either self- or cross-pollinate almost
as soon as the flower opens, and sometimes even before. The pollen is
gone and away quite quickly in the wind. Siberians and other beardless
should have the standards, falls and stamens removed when the bud
shows signs of beginning to open. The bud will appear a bit fat. Then
using pollen that you have collected before from the desired “papa” and
dried in matchboxes till powdery, pollinate the freshly opened flower.
I have not further protected crosses here as it is so damp that most form¬
ing pods will mold or rot if covered with anything.
Ruth Rummel (PA)
We have made contact with a nursery in Alaska
for plants of setosa. I am curious to see what variations may appear, as
my own lots of setosa were quite variable.
It is usually safer to grow water irises in a bed until sizable. Once
they are established in water nothing can yank them out, as I found out
when I tried to get some out of the Muscanetlong River at Rockford, N.J.
Several miles to the north, on the left, several blue species are growing.
These are in marshland and come out a little better. I believe one is a
versicolor but some are shorter.
I. tectorum took three and four years to bloom from seed for me. The
plants grow well, but the flowers just took their sweet time.
ARILS
Marie Spencer (OK)
Henry Danielson of Chicago is a great source
of both the pure arils and hybrids. Then he has his own arilbreds. Last
year in Wichita he told me not to put them in the ground until Thanks¬
giving or after because if I put them out too early they would grow but
not bloom. Up until this year I had put them in pots or gallon cans, but
I am trying a new method this year. I planted them in open ground in
between the TBs, and I think it is proving much better. After bloom and
the tops die down I will lift them and let them dry for half a day, then
put them in dry sand and store in the garage until time to plant again. It
really is a very simple procedure when they produce such exquisite
blooms.
Ralph Brookshire (TX)
I just received Susiana, and if I can get
and I. iberica to bloom I can make an interesting cross.

it

Faye Clements (TX)
I am planting more spurias and plan to add more
arils to extend the bloom search.
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REBLOOMERS
Ralph Brookshire (TX)
Cayenne Capers is the only rebloomer I grow
that is faithful just about every year.
Jim Bauml (TX)
Christmas Snow bloomed in September and a seed¬
ling of Jim Allen’s bloomed a bit later. Spring Romance is in bud at the
time of writing.
Dovie Brady (TX)
I took up three pots of budded irises for bloom
in the house. I have never seen a finer stalk of Joseph’s Mantle than
one I had over a week in January. Then there was Pompano Peach; after
that was a seedling I’d marked for discard, but when I found buds on it in
December, I put the whole clump in an old dishpan and every fan put
up a bloomstalk in shades of pink, yellow and orchid.
Mary Herd (TX)
I had no fall bloom in 1971, but did on January 4,
on a fine stalk of old Tournament Queen. It was the only rebloom ever
for that variety in this location.
JAPANESE
Kathryn Heilman (PA) As for Japanese seedlings, I transplanted 54
from the packet of mixed doubles I got from you, plus a few that damped
off and a few that were still too tiny or were a little wilted-looking.
Now what made the difference between that and last year’s packet with
mixed doubles and singles which gave me 21? Can you figure it out?
Charlotte Hankins in Smirna, Del., who says they come up for her like
weeds, sent me a packet, and I did not get one plant. I did get six from
a 1969 Seed Exchange seed from Japan, but only after I got tired of wait¬
ing nearly a year, dumped the jar out, picked the seed out, took the
outer coat off, soaked it in Clorox longer than usual, and soaked it for
several days in water, then replanted it in fresh vermiculite. About a
dozen sprouted within a week, but six survived.
SOCIAL
Mrs. Harry E. Spence (KA)
I wonder if you know of John Ohl’s
passing Dec. 21. In his will he left his irises to members of the Wichita
Area Iris Club. Any of you who were at the convention will remember him
and his garden. He did so much hybridizing. Flutter of Pleats and
Secret Pal were among his latest ones. He really put on a show at the
convention.
Inez Redlin (N.D.)
I was saddened about losing John Ohls; I will
never forget him standing there in his garden watching us enjoy the
fruits of his labor. I wondered if I would ever see him again or if he
would get to find the “perfect pink” he was searching for. God rest his
soul.
Mrs. Robert L. Munn (VA)
In March I gave programs to two garden
clubs on the “History and Culture of Iris” and at the District Flower
Workshop a lecture on “Growing and Displaying Iris Specimen.”
Jo James (CO)
To interest others in my favorite flower, I invite any
and all garden clubs to tour my gardens at bloom time. All except my
own clique are asked to provide a committee to set up tables and furnish
the refreshments for their members. I donate a few rhizomes of different
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colored iris plus a few nice new “goodies,” so that most, if not all the
gals get at least one little gem to take home. I demonstrate and explain
hybridizing and general care. I show off my new babies, older babies and
rows of flowering seedlings from the same cross. They never fail to be
amazed. I talk about iris shows and all the commercial gardens near here.
I always manage to work in a bit of publicity for the AIS.
People seemed to enjoy these gatherings' very much last year. This year
I have twice as many commitments. I think we all could do something
along similar lines. Except for my own group, they are very little work,
and they bring scrumptious food, punch, etc. We enjoy a nice visit in
the gardens and in the house. Then they go home with a gift tucked under
their arms and a new outlook on “Grandma’s Flags.” Most of them have
thought of a “Flag” as a weed that blooms just once in an “icky” violet
color, then dies in the summer. They don’t seem to have been exposed to
any of the new forms or colors in iris.
I schedule these affairs to take about one and a half to two hours, includ¬
ing their coffee time. Many of those who come are newly marrieds who are
just starting yards and are very glad to find something that requires so
little work and small outlay of money, yet brings so much color. They
are delighted to know about the wild irises that abounds in our high
country and about the seed exchange. If we don’t do something to awaken
interest, we will never get any new members. But once they are hooked,
iris has them for keeps.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
Exclusively Designed by an Irisarian for Irisarians!
TOP: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer.
Aster Design.
$5.98
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Aster Design.
$3.95
No. 71. Marmalade, 9 oz.
Iris Design.
$3.95
No. 41. Sugar and Creamer,
8 oz. Iris Design
$5.98
BOTTOM: LEFT TO RIGHT
No. 1036. Hurricane Lamps,
111/2". Iris Design * $9.98
No. 133. Sandwich plate,
12". Iris Design
$7.95
No. 132. Bud Vase, 10". Iris
Design. Set of two. $5.98
No. 5. Candy Jar, 26 oz.
Iris Design
$7.95
No. 717. (Not illustrated)
14 piece Punch Set, 300
oz. Iris Design.
$35.00

The lovely iris design is permanently hand-cut into hand-blown West Virginia
Crystal by skilled artisans. Chapter and affiliated organizations should write for lot
prices on these items and other items available for resale. (See 71 Bulletins for
additional items available.) Please allow ample time for delivery. Include 10% extra
for insurance and postage. NEW FOR 72: Beverage Set and Tumbler Set in Glazed
COLOR. Send for list and details.

STARBRIGHT IRIS CRYSTAL
CHARLES C. JACK
622 LOCUST AVENUE
WESTON, WEST VIRGINIA 26452
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Harold

C.

Hieter

Hello! How did you become interested in irises? After Doris and I
built our own home about fifteen years ago, we were only too happy to
accept a neighbor’s offer of some perennials to dress up our meager
yard. What do you do with two peach baskets full of irises? Our garden
book said bone meal, oak leaf mulch, etc . . . What a reward. Aside from
the old “Blue Flag,” we had a lemon yellow, a pink, and an exquisite
white with a lemon beard.
How many of these “near orchids” exist. A coworker recommended
a drive to Pleasant Valley, Pa., and we found Cherry Hill Iris Garden.
Year after year it was a joy to see Oliver Holton present those irises we
had only seen in Cooley’s and Schreiner’s catalogs. When Mr. Holton
discontinued his garden because of ill health, we began our search for
another garden where we could see the newest iris introductions.
Imagine our surprise on a Sunday afternoon drive to see an ocean of
iris color only four miles from our home. This was the first time we met
Bill and Marilyn Newhard. Frankly, I couldn’t believe that anyone could
transform this rocky abandoned orchard into such a place of beauty.
At Bill’s behest we joined the AIS the same day, and began a long lasting
friendship.
I have never met a person with such a wide range of horticultural
interests. At the time we first met Bill, he had already established an
extensive planting of narcissus, daffodils, and tulips along the bank of
the small stream that runs through the property.
The massive rocks on the property were then exploited to advantage.
The Japanese garden with natural dwarf conifers (not Bonsai) was
probably first. Those holes and clefts in the rocks,, and a little ground
were perfect for Sempervivums. His collection of semps now exceeds
400 varieties. The taller rocks became a trellis for English ivy. I was
happy to contribute some native conglomerate rocks for a separate bed
of dwarf hemlocks in the shade of the small ash woods.
Practically every year a new rock garden bed is built to exhibit the
growing number of alpine and rock garden plants, including hardy cacti
and succulents. Unusual conifers and maples are used to accent these
areas. Frost is the only thing that destroys bloom in some of these beds.
Naturally the TB bloom season is the high point of Bill’s season, and
he has searched for companion plants that bloom at the same time.
Peonies are the major effort here. This collection includes hybrid her¬
baceous, and Lutea and Delavayi tree peonies. Clematis, hostas, and a
variety of annuals and perennials complete the accent. My favorites are
Dictamnus fraxinus (gas plant), and Baptisia australis.
I have shared the joy and disillusionment of the iris hybridizer in
evaluating Bill’s efforts. Yes, that SDB seedling does have green in it.
He called it TREND, and it got an HM. Doris’ favorite iris color is pink,
and we have grown several of his pink seedlings that he didn’t consider
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good enough for introduction. When 702-65 first bloomed, the branching
wasn’t great and it was sort of short, but the bloom form said “Try me
another year.” After seeing a large planting this year, I couldn’t help
but vote Pink Pirouette for the HM I felt it deserved. (I just received
my July Bulletin—It got it.)
You must have guessed by now that this hasn’t been an unbiased
article, but some writing to tempt you to attend the 1973 AIS convention
in Philadelphia. Bill’s garden is one of the ten gardens on our tour.
I wish I could entice you into reading a similar chronicle of the other
convention gardens of our Region, but I have a better idea. SEE THEE
IN ’73!

One Gene Doth Not Plicata Make
Alice Atchison

Currently, there are two sets of conflicting hypotheses concerning the
heritable factors controlling the occurrence of the plicata pattern in
bearded irises. One set is the “Allele” vs. the “Independent Gene.” The
other is the “Single Gene” vs. the “Multi Gene.”
The first pair has been resolved in favor of “Allele,” as it relates to
the allelic relationship between the plicata gene, designated “Apl,” and
the recessive white gene, designated “a.” However, the single-gene
aspect which originally was associated with this hypothesis has not
been substantiated. In fact, all available evidence points to multi-gene
involvement in the production of plicatas.
The persistence of the single-gene hypothesis in the face of multi-gene
evidence indicates that an appraisal of the situation is in order.
Some of the confusion may stem from our failure clearly to define
the particular aspect of the plicata problem being considered by the
different hypotheses.
Distinction should be made between the postulation of genes required
to explain a localization of independently produced anthocyanin, versus
the postulation of genes necessary to explain the actual production of
anthocyanin in the plicata configuration.
In the first instance, in order to account for the deviation from normal
which results in the plicata pattern, one need postlulate merely, the
substitution of a single allele. One allele, only, has been shown to be
specific for plicata.
However, the fact that a gene may be “specific” for plicata does not
justify the conclusion that it is, solely, responsible for the occurrence of
plicata. The specific plicata gene, by itself, has not been shown to be
capable of controlling the production of plicata. All present evidence
indicates that, at least, one additional, independently located gene, com¬
plementary to the specific plicata allele, is necessary to perform this
function.
Hence the two hypotheses: the “Single Gene,” determining the plicata
pattern; and the “Multi Gene,” controlling actual production of plicata.
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With these distinctions, the two approaches are each valid, and not
incompatible. Conflict arises, only when proponents of the “Single Gene”
hypothesis attempt to over-extend its applicability, and ascribe plicata
production to single-gene control.
Single-gene control of plicata production is not biologically feasible.
It would be unreasonable to expect a single gene to control both color
and non-color in the same petal. Some extraneous influence must be ac¬
knowledged to account for the differentiation in color which constitutes
the pattern. Thus, the minimal biological mechanism required would be
the cooperative effect of dual genes (with the anticipation that more than
two may prove to be contributory). So, from biological considerations
alone, the concept of single-gene control of plicata is not valid.
Whereas, the “Single Gene” concept is appropriate for distinguishing
the “specific” plicata gene from its alleles, it is not adequate for determin¬
ing complete genotypes for the plicata. For this purpose, the “Multi
Gene” concept is indicated.
The writer is aware that, in many tetraploid irises, the proposed gene,
“B” (complementary to the specific plicata allele, “Apl”), is present in,
at least, triplex number, and so will have no observable effect on breed¬
ing ratios. But, since an ineffectual allele of this gene, designated “b”,
has been recognized, some crosses cannot properly be analyzed without
due regard for this gene. The “Multi Gene” concept presumes that, where
the “b” allele occurs homozygously, the specific plicata allele is ineffectual.
Substantiation of the “Multi Gene” hypothesis requires evidence that
two conditions are satisfied:
(1) The specific plicata allele must be shown to produce plicatas in
the presence of the “B” gene.
(2) The specific plicata allele must fail to produce plicatas in the ab¬
sence of the “B” gene.
In support of (1), the writer has confirmed the presence of the com¬
plementary gene, “B”, in three plicatas tested: Flying Saucer, Raspberry
Ribbon, and Memphis Lass. When plicatas were crossed with whites known
to have the genotype “AA—,bbbb,” solids were obtained. The “B” genes,
necessary for production of anthocyanin in the F1 progeny had, obviously,
been carried by the plicata parents.
For confirmation of condition (2), reference is made to a test cross re¬
ported in Garden Irises, p. 353, wherein a white seedling from Blue Mon¬
arch X Sensation was crossed with Jake to produce eighteen blue seifs,
three plicatas, and four whites. The white seedling parent, which, ob¬
viously, contained the specific plicata gene, is presumed to be white be¬
cause of the absence of the “B” gene. An appropriate genotype for this
white would be “A Apl a-, bbbb.”
Thus, in the writer’s opinion, both criteria supporting the “Multi Gene”
hypothesis have been satisfied.
The “Single Gene” hypothesis, on the other hand, can be substantiated
only insofar as it is valid for elucidating the gene that is specific for
plicata. No evidence has been presented to justify the assumption that
this gene is solely responsible for the production of plicata.
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Aleta Eggle

When I lived in the city in an apartment high above the ground, I
dreamed of growing roses. And I had a scrapbook full of rose-decorated
items: silverware, china, and glassware, plus other things too.
Just before Pearl Harbor, my former husband and I did get a place in
the country, and I’m sure you can guess the story’s ending.
Iris was there to greet us, instead of Rose. That first spring there was
literally hundreds of the old purple flags blooming, and I thought I’d never
seen a prettier sight. But upon visiting a neighbor who had yellow, pale
blue, and white, an iris collector was born, or should I use another allegory
and say when Iris bloomed that first spring, she won my heart and we
were wed, never to be separated.
Tragedy took away the husband I had, when I first met Iris, also took
away Iris, and all I had left were a few artifacts showing the iris motif.
Then Conrad Eggle came along, a man who loved flowers, but who had
never seen “Iris, Goddess of the Rainbow,” dressed in all her new and
beautiful colors. Shortly after our marriage, there was a writeup in the
Stockton paper about Mrs. Bertha Morris’ iris garden. I’m sure it said
nothing about it being a commercial garden or the following would not
have taken place.
I showed the picture and writeup to Conrad. He said, “I’ve driven my
mother to flower nurseries ever since I could drive a car, but I put my
foot down; I’m not going to barge into privately owned gardens for you or
anybody else.”
So I said, “I’m putting my foot down too, no more cooking, dishwashing
or doing a man’s work on the farm till we go see the Iris garden.”
When we arrived at the iris garden, we were greeted by Mrs. Morris,
and she said, “Have a seat; I’ll be with you in a little bit.” So Conrad
took a seat, but I tagged along close enough to eavesdrop, and I heard
the lady say to Mrs. Morris, “I’ll take one of those, and one of those,” so
I rushed back to Conrad and said, “She sells them.” So he got up and
started to look around. Then I heard the lady say to Mrs. Morris, “Will
a $5.00 deposit be enough?” and when Mrs. Morris said it would, I ran back
to Conrad again and said, “All you got to do is deposit $5.00 on them
till she digs them.”
By the time Mrs. Morris got to us lightning had struck him, or Iris
had bopped him on the head with her Rainbow. For twenty years he
never recovered. I had to put my foot down to get to choose any iris of
my favorite color, pink or orchid.
I received a catalog that offered an iris twice the price of joining AIS,
if we’d join through them. So being part Scotch (I guess), I joined AIS.
When our name appeared on the list, we were invited to join the Central
Valley Iris Society. Conrad was afraid it would be only women, but I
promised him if there were no men, he wouldn’t have to join it, but I
would. There were enough men members that he didn’t feel self-conscious,
so he joined and was a member till the day he passed away.
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Collecting iris antiques, artifacts, and all things new with iris motif
seemed to us only a natural outgrowth of our love for irises.
How ridiculous can things get? You swear undying love for Iris, but
eat your meals on dishes decorated with roses, sleep on a bed of roses,
bathe in a room with daisies, dress in everything floral but Iris.
Now, I admit iris things do seem hard to find, but really you’ll find more
than you can afford to buy, if you just keep looking. All famous names
in china, silverware, and glassware have used the iris motif at some time
in their history. In R. S. Prussia the iris is in the china itself, but the
artist has painted on some other flower. At the last antique show a cup
and saucer of R. S. Prussia sold for $50.00. A Carnival Glass water set
in heavy iris pattern is now worth $600.00. Iris Herringbone is now called
Depression Glass, and was reproduced in 1969, and should be cheap enough
for anybody to own a set. Now there is an all-over flQral pattern with
irises in sheets and pillow cases. Those sheets can make you a dress, a
shirt, or draperies. Now I have eight dresses with iris patterns.

Left—Royal

Bonn

(German); middle pair—Cloisonne (Japan); right—Royal

Doultan

(English).

Years ago I thought it would be a good publicity stunt for our iris show
to advertise that all the hostesses would be dressed in iris dresses at the
show. But since I was the only one with an iris dress, it couldn’t be usejl.
Ten years later, with about ten members with iris dresses, I again brought
up the idea. I felt that people would remember that we were all dressed
in iris long after everything else was forgotten. What do people remember
longest?
Iris, I love you; I truly love you, but what can you expect from people
who care so little that they eat their meals off of rose dishes and decorate
their homes in roses instead of irises. It’s my hope to live long enough to
see people who claim to love irises who will also love them enough to
decorate their houses in her honor. Today there is iris wallpaper, drapery
material, dishes, silverware, blankets, sheets, and even furniture, but that
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Left—fan found in box with letter postmarked 1900; right—fan, silk embroidery with
Japanese iris, ivory.

is antique. At the 1915 World Fair there was one iris carved chair in the
Japanese exhibit, and it’s now valued at $1,000. I only wish it were mine.
A Tiffany lamp, if there was an iris design, would also cost $1,000. A
“Gone with the Wind Lamp” is worth $500. A complete R. S. Prussia tea
set (if the cup and saucer are now $50 each) would probably cost $1,500
to $2,000.
But you can piece your own quilt, hook your own rug, crochet your own
tablecloth, etch your own glassware, paper the house in iris, and bathe
in a bathroom with iris decor plus iris colors in the equipment.
But as I’ve said before, if you see something with irises, either new or
old, you must grab it quickly. It can disappear as quickly as a cloud in the
sky. A bolt of material with an iris pattern will never be ordered again;
dishes also tend to disappear quickly; the pattern is discontinued. Two
patterns of iris silverware are now on a made-to-order basis, Gorham
and International.

Left—plate part of cake set
plate from Bavaria.
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(six small ones not in picture, from Bavaria;

right-

AIS COLOR CLASSIFICATION MANUAL
The AIS Color Classification Manual (1971 revision) is published by the
American Iris Society to assist iris growers in classifying their irises for
registrations and for shows.
AIS HUE COLOR SYMBOLS
W
Y
O
DO1

=
=
=
=

white
yellow
orange
brown

PR2
R
RV
V

=
=
=
=

pink
red
purple
violet

B = blue
G = green
N = black

1 There also is another brown which is a dark yellow, expressed DY.
2 There are two other tints often called pink, one a tint of orange, ex¬
pressed PO, and the other a tint of red-violet, expressed PRV.
A slant mark “/” is used to separate the coding for standards and falls;
for example, W/Y indicates a bicolor with white standards and yellow
falls.
A lower case letter, following the hue color symbol for the standards,
indicates the color of the stylearms; for example, Wb/W is a white self
with bluish stylearms.
A lower case letter, following the hue color symbol for the falls, indi¬
cates the color for the beard; for example, B/Bw is a blue self with a
white beard.
Lower case letters, preceding the color symbol, indicate a very pale tint
of that color. Thus, bgW indicates a white with a faint touch of bluish
green. Therefore, “cool whites” are shown as bW, vW, etc., while “warm
whites” are shown as yW, oW, etc.
Combination of two color code letters indicates a color somewhere be¬
tween the two, but closer to the last letter. Thus, LBV indicates a bluish
violet, more violet than blue. (Exception: RV stands for purple and is not
considered a combination color term. Actually, red-violet is the inter¬
mingling of red and violet, the longest and the shortest light waves dis¬
cernible to the human eye.)
AIS COLOR PATTERN SYMBOLS
In conjunction with the “Hue Symbol,” the following numerical “Color
Pattern Symbols” can be used to identify the color pattern.
1 = self
2 = plicata

3 = bitone
4 = bicolor

5 = blend

However, in order that most of the modifying and subsidiary color
situations can be appropriately included, the method of writing the color
symbols, etc., has been somewhat revised.
A violet self, which could be written as VI, or just plain V, is now
usually written as V/V.
A white-based plicata, marked blue, which could be written as W2B, is
now usually written as W2B/W2B.
A red bitone with pale standards and light falls, which could be shown
as R3, is now written as PR/LR.
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A bicolor, with white standards and yellow falls, which could be written
as W4, is now usually written as W/Y.
A dark violet blend is written 5DV/5DV, rather than just DV5. If the
subsidiary colors are apparent as blue, purple, and orange, it is written
as 5brvoDV/5brvoDV.
SUBSIDIARY COLOR PATTERN SYMBOLS
6 =: rim
7 =: veining
8 = spot or signal

9 = base (standards) or haft (falls)
cm = other conspicious marking.

A pale blue self with a full violet rim on the falls is written as
PB/PB6FV.
A pale blue self with violet veining on the falls is written as PB/PB7V.
Many irises have blazes, thumbprints or lines affecting what otherwise
is a solid color. A pale blue self with a violet spot or signal on the falls
is written as PB/PB8V. On the other hand, if a blaze or thumbprint
covers more than half of the falls, it should be classed as a bicolor, or
bitone, as the case may be, and written with the rim signal and color of
the rim. In the case above, if the violet spot covers more than half the
fall, it would be written PB/V6PB.
A pale blue self with white hafts is written PB/PB9W.
AIS COLOR MODIFIER SYMBOLS
There are five “Color Modifier Symbols,” used as prefixes to the “Hue
Symbols,” which are used as combination terms to designate degrees of
either lightness or saturation, or both.
P — pale
L = light

F = full
D = dark

DD = very dark

For example, a plicata marked in light blue, on both standards and falls,
is written W2LB/W2LB. An example of a recently introduced plicata
marked pale blue on white standards and pale red-violet on white falls is
written as W2PB/W2PRV. A very dark red-violet self, almost black, is
written as DDRV/DDRV.
—Robert Paul Hubley

Too much material, so six articles and From the Editor’s Desk
are held over for January

Bulletin.

DOCTOR BAIRD (H-64-7-1) TB. 31".
E-M. RV1, bb beard.
TINKERBELL’S SHADOW (H-64-7-4) TB 33".
YIPcm, bb beard.
Sibs, both pod and pollen fertile. (Native
Dancer X Parachute II) .$25.00 each

See thee in Philadelphia.

HyPDNd(»

Grows better plants, indoors or outdoors.
Clean A soluble. 10 ox.-$1.29. Makes 60 gals.
Free cotolog, HYPONeX, COPIEY/OH. 44321

MRS. MAURICE HALE
Box 301, R. 2, Grand Junction, Colo. 81501
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PHILADELPHIA

1973

AIS MEMBERSHIP RATES
Annual .
Triennial .
Family
.
Family Triennial . . . .
Youth member, with
Youth member, with

.$ 7.50
Sustaining
.
. 18.75
Research .
. 9.00
Life
.
Family Life .
. 22.50
others of family as members .
no others of family as members .

.$ 15.00
37.50
150.00
. 187.50
.
1.50
.
2.50

SECTION DUES
Send dues, making check payable to the American Iris Society, to Clifford W.
Benson, Secretary, American Iris Society, 2315 Tower Grove Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri 63110.
Japanese
Single Annual
Single Triennial
Family Annual
Family Triennial
Single Annual Supporting
Family Annual Supporting
Single Annual Sustaining
Family Annual Sustaining
Single Life
Family Life

$2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00

3.00

Median

Rebloomer

Siberian

$ 2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
7.50
40.00
50.00

$ 3.00
7.50
4.00
10.00

$ 2.00
3.00
2.00
6.00

5.00
50.00
60.00

Spuria
$ 2.00
5.00
2.50
6.00

3.00
50.00
60.00

24.00

IMPORTANT: Section dues, if paid through AIS, MUST be for the same duration
as your AIS dues. AIS FAMILY member desiring SINGLE Section membership,
PLEASE indicate which person is applying for Section membership.

ATTENTION AFFILIATES
All affiliates are entitled to a free showing of AIS slides once a year. Be sure to
give Mr. Schreiner thirty days’ notice, and order the slides in the name of the affil¬
iated club, giving the name of the president of the club.
All affiliates are entitled to one silver medal and one bronze medal, free of charge
for their show. Order these at the time the report is sent to the Exhibition Chairman.
If there is a change in the name of the president of the club, be sure to notify
Mrs. McCaughey, Mr. Benson and the editor of the Bulletin at once, so that the
proper name and address can appear in the Bulletin, and that the Bulletin can be
mailed to the proper address.

PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF REGISTRATIONS AND BULLETIN ARTICLES
To those who have inquired: We have on file most of the original registration ap¬
plications since 1960.
These often contain more complete information than the
necessarily cryptic published registration information. For those seeking to trace
and identify irises, we can make copies of the original application for twenty-five
cents. Likewise, we can reproduce any Bulletin article for twenty-five cents a page.
Send money and requests to the Conroe, Texas, office.

REGISTRATIONS—INTRODUCTIONS
Registrations $3.00 each
Transfer of names $2.00 each
Introductions: Free recording.
Be sure that your catalogue or printed list
is filed with the registrar and that each present-year introduction is marked plainly.
Irises not recorded as introduced are not eligible for awards higher than HC. Irises
advertised in the October 1971, and January, April and July Bulletins are automatically
recorded as 1972 introductions. Mail to Kay N. Negus, 27226 Lana Lane, Conroe, Texas
77301.
To be sure your registrations appear in the 1973 issue of Registrations and Intro¬
ductions for 1972, they must be processed by October 31, 1972.
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BULLETIN ADVERTISING RATES
COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY (listings in alphabetical order)
Single space (one inch—not to exceed six lines) .
Double space (not to exceed 12 lines)

$12.50
$20.00

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
One-inch, single column .
Two-inch
One-quarter page .
One-third page .

$32.50
42.50
47.50
60.00

$ 9.00
13.00
18.00
24.00

One-half page
Two-thirds page .
Three-fourths page
One page

Note: Display advertising rates are per single issue.
Write the editor for cost of ads in color.
Discount of 20% FOR EACH SUCCEEDING
CONTAINED in original contract.

ISSUE

DURING

CALENDAR

YEAR

IF

Send advertising copy and checks payable to The American Iris Society to:

J. Arthur Nelson, Editor
3131 North 58th ST.

OMAHA, NEBR. 68104

NOTE: ALL COPY FOR APRIL

ISSUE

DUE FEBRUARY

10.

IRIS SLIDES FOR RENTAL
The American Iris Society maintains numbers of excellent sets of iris slides
for rental. Each set contains 100 slides, 35mm size. A list of the names of the
irises accompanies each set. Ideal for a program for your iris meetings and garden
club meetings, these slides are a fine way to study the new irises. Are you considering,
or would you like to see, some new irises? What better way than to rent a set of
slides and keep informed on the new varieties.

For that special iris program
—Set of iris slides of CONVENTION WICHITA! in 1971. See the famous gardens . . .
renowned iris personalities, and many of the very newest iris on display. Enjoy at
your meeting a showing of the most recently written about and iris that were in the
limelight. Attend this outstanding meeting held in the Central Midwest in spirit—
via this fine collection of slides of convention highlights.
—Set of the newer tall bearded award winning irises. Most recent Award of Merit
and Honorable Mention winners as well as Dykes Medalist and contenders—also other
top favorites and selected garden scenes.
—Set of the ever popular, less expensive, fine bearded irises that have stood the
test of time and grace any garden with their beauty and excellence. Pleasant garden
scenes; some interesting iris arrangements.
—Set of various bearded species along with special hybrids of these, including minia¬
ture and standard dwarf, intermediate, aril, table and border varieties—a fascinating
set.
—Set of various beardless iris species and their endless hybrids, including a wide
range as Crested, Spuria, Siberian, Louisiana, Western natives, Japanese, in unending
variety—highly individual.
—Set of irises of all types, in an unending collection, including the charming bulbous
irises, multi-faceted bearded irises—beardless kinds in pleasurable variety. Many kinds
of irises—varied, distinct and original.
Request for slides should be made well in advance for proper scheduling, preferably
30 days or longer. Include a second date if possible. Give the exact date desired so
that slides can be sent insured airmail. They are to be returned in the same manner.
The rental fee is $5.00, payable in advance, for each set of 100 slides. Make checks
to the American Iris Society and mail with your requests to:
Robert Schreiner, Chairman, Slides Committee,
3785 Quinaby Rd., NE (R. 2), Salem, Oregon 97303
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COMMERCIAL

A. H. HAZZARD
510 Grand Pre Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49007
GROWER OF

JAPANESE IRISES
)

DIRECTORY

The HANDBOOK for
the AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS and OFFICERS
$2.00 each
AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63110

OVER 300 VARIETIES • LIST ON REQUEST

MT. OLIVE IRIS GARDEN
MEDIAN and SIBERIAN

IRISES

BEE WARBURTON
My own introductions only
List on Request
246 East Main St., Westborough, Mass. 01581

BAY VIEW GARDENS
of Joseph J. Ghio

10349 EMPIRE GARDEN
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 95060
Grower of tall bearded Iris, featuring the
best in the west. Mountain grown on the
edge of the Pacific.
Visitors Welcome
List on request.
Ralph B. Coleman, Owner

CHARJOY
GARDENS

1201 Bay St., Santa Cruz, Calif. 95060
Free Catalog available, listing the finest in
median, tall, Louisiana, Pacifica, Siberian
and Spuria irises.

BROWN’S
SUNNYHILL GARDENS
(Tom M. & Opal

L. Brown)

“YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY”

FEATURING THE FINEST OF
MODERN TALL BEARDED IRIS
Catalog on request
— No Color —

Route 3, Box 102
Milton-Freewater
Oregon 97862

Charles and Joyce
Arny, Jr.
117 Acacia Drive
Lafayette, La. 70501

Top Quality
Louisiana Irises
Catalog 10*

COOLEY'S GARDENS
301 S. James Ave.
SILVERTON, OREGON 97381
Incomparable Iris catalog in color
FEATURING THE FINEST OF

C&A IRIS GARDENS
Growers of Quality Iris
REASONABLE PRICES
PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Wholesale and Retail
3224 Northstead Dr.
Sacramento, Calif. 95833

TALL BEARDED IRISES
QUALITY RHIZOMES
Considered by many as the world’s finest
iris catalog in color. Send 500 for your
copy if you are not a customer.
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CORDON BLEU FARMS

DISCOVERY TRAIL GARDENS

Best of the new and old
IRIS
418 BEUNA CREEK ROAD
SAN MARCOS, CALIF. 92069

(Home of Region 14 Aril Display Garden)
Hardy irises from the Sierra foothills, featur¬
ing oncobreds by Leo Clark, many fine TBs,
including “space age” horned, spooned and
flounced. Catalog 250. No color.
STAR ROUTE, BOX 38-D
FOLSOM, CALIF. 95630

COUNTRY VILLAGE GARDEN

EVERGREEN IRIS GARDEN

Howard and Ruth Goodrick

116 EAST 19th AVE.
KENNEWICK, WASH. 99336

Tall Bearded . . . Spurias

Our own and other selected tall bearded iris
Fine Selection of Quality Tall Bearded Irises
New Introductions of
EDWARD N. CHRISTENSEN
Free List on Request

List available upon request
16620 W. PEPPER LANE
BROOKFIELD, WIS. 53005

GENE & GERRY’S
IRIS GARDENS

CRAMER’S IRIS GARDENS
Growers of
Tall Bearded Iris
Where Quality & Prices Are Pleasing
CATALOG ON REQUEST
Box 75, Payson, Illinois 62360

Featuring introductions by
MR. GEORGE I. CROSSMAN
G. & G. BURGER
List of Most Newer Varieties on Request
39 E. PATRICK
FREDERICK, MD. 21701

HILDENBRANDT’S
IRIS GARDENS

REBLOOMERS
TALL BEARDED

Star Route, Box 4, Lexington, Nebr. 68850
Region 21 Test Garden Located Here
Featuring Introductions of Mrs. B. Wolff
Price List on Request
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

DWARFS
SPURIAS
LOUISIANAS
SIBERIANS

IMPERIAL FLOWER GARDENS
Free (no color)
thru Sept.

catalogue

available

March

CROOKED CREEK GARDENS
Star Route, Marquand, Mo. 63655

HARDY NORTHERN IRIS
1972 COLOR CATALOG—250

New Introductions of
MERLE DALING
JOYCE MEEK
JEANNETTE NELSON
LILLIAN SWEARENGIN
GORDON W. PLOUGH

EDEN ROAD IRIS GARDEN

FINEST NORTHERN ILLINOIS GROWN
IRISES
Offering tall bearded, dwarfs, rebloomers,
oncobreds,
Spurias,
Siberians
and
rare
species. Also perennials, peonies. Catalog
free.

BOX 255

CORNELL, ILLINOIS 61319

WRITE NOW for free bulb catalog
showing a wide variety of imported
flower bulbs from Holland.

P. de JAGER & SONS, INC.
SOUTH HAMILTON, MASS. 01982

KEITH KEPPEL
P.O. BOX 8173
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 95208

Newer tall bearded and medians.

P.O. BOX 117
WENATCHEE, WASH. 98801
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List available on request.

MATHEWS IRIS GARDEN

KNOPF IRIS GARDENS

Large selection

of new and
varieties.

12551 Power House Road
Potter Valley, Calif. 95469

Free

price

list

on

old

choice

request.

LIST ON REQUEST

201 SUNNY DRIVE
COLLEGE PLACE, WASH. 99324

LAKELAWN GARDENS

MISSION BELL GARDENS
(MELBA AND JIM HAMBLEN)

NATHAN AND THELMA RUDOLPH
405 Lakelawn Blvd.

Featuring Fine Irises of

Aurora, Illinois 60506

Recent Introduction
TALL BEARDED AND MEDIAN

OUR OWN INTRODUCTIONS

CATALOG ON REQUEST—NO COLOR

IRISES, DAYLILIES AND PEONIES

2778 W. 5600 So.

List ready May 1

Roy,

Utah 84067

LAURIE’S GARDEN

MOHR GARDENS

17225 McKenzie hwy., rt. 2

Discount prices on

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477

high quality TB iris.

SPECIALIZING IN BEARDLESS IRISES

List on request
1649 LINSTEAD DR.
LEXINGTON, KY. 40504

Californicae, English, Japanese,
Louisiana, Siberian, Spuria and

PACIFIC COAST HYBRIDIZERS

other species irises and their hybrids.

Quality stock and generous extras
at competitive prices.

descriptive price list for stamp
P.O. BOX 972
available by late April

CAMPBELL, CALIFORNIA 95008
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

MELROSE GARDENS

RIVERDALE IRIS GARDENS

309 BEST ROAD SOUTH—A
STOCKTON, CALIF. 95206

7124 RIVERDALE ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55430

Presenting the 1972 introductions of:
Sanford
Babson,
Ben
R.
Hager, Sid
DuBose, Bryce Williamson, and Johnnye
Rich.
OFFERING at discounted
prices:
Median, Dwarf,
Novelty, Arilbred,
blooming bearded iris.
FEATURING: Spuria, Siberian,
Japanese iris and DAYLILIES.

TB,
Re¬

Louisiana,

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG—250

Hardy Minnesota grown Irises.
Specializing in dwarfs and medians.
FREE PRICE LIST—NO COLOR.

SCHLIEFERT IRIS GARDENS
MURDOCK, NEBR. 68407
Since 1935
Our Thirty-First Annual Catalog
on request
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SCHREINER’S GARDENS
3629 QUINABY RD. NE (R2)
SALEM, OREGON 97303
feature
Fine Iris for discerning collectors
Growers—Hybridizers—Originators
America’s Finest Iris Catalog, ac¬
curate color illustrations, a treasure
trove of information
50^

SILVER STATE
IRIS GARDENS
P.O.

Box 2130

Henderson,

Nev. 89015

Catalog on request

SMITH’S IRIS GARDENS
Finest Idaho-Grown

BOX 483
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501

Box 10645B

100 NE 81st St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64118

Dwarfs, Intermediates, Borders and Tails
VISITORS WELCOME
Price List on Request
7808 9th ST.
ELVERTA, CALIF. 95626

MRS. WILMA VALLETTE

Reasonably Priced.

HARDY MIDWEST GROWN IRIS
Lowest prices consistent with fine quality.
Free Catalog on Request (No Color)

SOUTHERN MEADOWS
GARDEN
ILLINOIS 62801
James S. Tucker

SUMMERLONG IRIS
GARDENS
Reblooming Irises for the North
List on Request
CHARLES V. APPLEGATE
Rt. 2
Box 163
Perrysville, Ohio 44864

TELL’S GARDEN
Orem, Utah 84057

VALLEY’S END
IRIS GARDENS
32375 DUNLAP BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CALIF. 92399
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded, Intermediate
Bearded, Standard
Dwarf and
Miniature
Dwarf.
FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

ILLINI IRIS
D. STEVE VARNER
N. State St. Rd.
Monticello,

III. 61856

Hybridizer and Grower
Tall Bearded, Border Bearded and
Siberian Irises, Tetraploid Hemerocallis
Price List on Request

GILBERT H. WILD
AND SON, INC.
Irises, Peonies, Daylilies

MODERN IRISES AND
HEMEROCALLIS
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AIS members or on request

Free catalog. Over 2000
Varieties, New and Old, Many
of Them Now Hard to Find.

Catalog on Request

NO CATALOG.

Free catalog to

DECLO, IDAHO 83323

IRISES

425 N. 4 W., Box 331

offering
SELECTED IRISES
Spurias, Medians, Tall Bearded
CHOICE PEONIES
Standard and Hybrid
— AND —
KAY SEE DE LUXE
GARDEN MARKERS

TREASURE LANE
IRIS GARDEN

Fine quality bearded irises.
Generous bonus—Reasonable prices

BOX 230, CENTRALIA,
May R. Tucker

TOP O’ THE RIDGE

LIST 100

Send 500 for 92-page beautifully illustrated
catalog in color, featuring iris introductions
of Georgia Hinkle and James Marsh.
DEPT. AIS 1072

SARCOXIE,

MO. 64862

PRICE LIST OF BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
(Supersedes all previous price lists)

GENETICS IS EASY—Goldstein .$ 7.00
Completely revised and enlarged, this 4th edition is written in such a
manner that the average layman can understand it with a minimum of
mental effort. Especially recommended for the beginning hybridizer.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY COLOUR CHART—
Four fans .$20.00
This revised chart consists of a set of four fans in stout cardboard box.
In each fan the leaves of colours are held by a locking screw, easily fanned
out for selection of a particular leaf. With four tints of each of the 202
colours, there is a very wide range available, giving users a working tool
for colour reference of great value.

HANDBOOK FOR JUDGES AND SHOW OFFICIALS

$ 1.50

AIS Members $1.50—Non-Members $2.00

HANDBOOK FOR AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
MEMBERS AND OFFICERS .$ 2.00
COLOR CLASSIFICATION—$0.60 ea., lots of 10 or more $0.50 ea.
WHAT EVERY IRIS GROWER SHOULD KNOW

$ 1.00

Lots of 10 or more to the same address $0.80 per copy

IRIS CHECK LIST—1969 .$ 6.50
Compilation of registrations and introductions 1960-1969.

IRIS CHECK LIST—1959 .$ 2.00
Compilation of the 5,466 registrations in the years 1950-1959 and of AIS
awards in the years 1920-1959.
Registrations in 1971, 1967, 1966, 1965, 1964, 1963, 1962, 1961,
1960 .each $1.00
Current Bulletin .$1.25
Back Issues of Bulletins—if available .$1.25 and $2.00
Bulletin 1 (Reprint) .$1.00
Fiftieth Anniversary Bulletin .$2.00
AIS Iris Seal Stamps—100 stamps to a packet .$1.00
Slightly larger than a half-dollar, these official Seals are quite beautiful
—on a silver ground, the iris and bud are blue; foliage blue-green; ideal
for stationery and place cards, etc.
AIS Stationery—New Style; with member’s name and address, or that of
local society, imprinted on letterheads and envelopes; letterheads 7
x 10 Vi inches, envelopes 7Vi x 4 inches; good quality bond paper.
In lots of 250 letterheads and 250 envelopes, postpaid .$11.00
In lots of 500 letterheads and 500 envelopes, postpaid . 19.50
Type or “print” name and address to be imprinted. Send check with
order. Samples of letterhead and envelope may be requested.
THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY
2315 Tower Grove Ave.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110

Point Clear

(Pickard ’68)

MRS. CORA MAY PICKARD
236 North Rolling Road
Springfield, Pennsylvania 19064

New York Botanical Garden Library

3 5185 00299 7805

k

N. MANCHESTER,
INDIANA

